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THE STUDIO

F
">RITZ THAULOW—THE MAN
AND THE ARTIST. BY
GABRIEL MOUREY.

In the general history of art the nine-

teenth century might justly be styled the Age of

Landscape. For this, I think, will be in times to

come, if not its most undoubted claim to glory, at

least one of its most pronounced characteristics.

The constellation of landscapists whose work

calls for admiration or esteem, or arouses interest

simply, is indeed innumerable. One may count

them by hundreds, each in his own fashion en-

deavouring—often in a limited and fragmentary

manner, it is true, but nevertheless in a fresh and

original spirit—to grasp the mysteries of Nature.

Moreover, the world has grown larger. The

landscape-painter of the past was content

to look around him, and saw nothing

more than was contained within the

horizon of his birthplace, the little spot

where he had been reared, with ever the

self-same trees, the self-same stream and

the self-same hills. But with our modern

facilities for rapid travelling the landscap-

ist of to-day scours the whole wide world,

seeking for new impressions, and finding

everywhere the wherewithal to satisfy his

passion for novelty. Attraction and

charm are in all around, and as he sees,

his observation grows keener and more

keen. The mere external aspect of things

no longer suffices for him ; his ambition is

to show us the very soul of the land,

quivering in its proper atmosphere ; to

reveal the hidden meaning of its shape

and aspect ; and with his sensitive nerves,

his highly trained eye, his education and

his reading, the modern landscape-

painter is admirably equipped for the

task he has set himself to perform.

The taste of the day is strangely in his

favour. Formerly no one would have

looked at the brief " notes," the studies of

particular effects, the bits of impressionism

which now are the delight of the amateur.

A picture, complete and finished in all

respects, was what was wanted in the past

;
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while now one is satisfied with a scrap of Nature n

produced on the instant—just a momentary glimp e

as it were. The search after truth is closer and

keener than before; and the public intelligence,

which has grown deeper and better informed, is

capable of imagining the whole scene from the

fragment presented. It may, indeed, In- urged that

there is an undue partiality shown for too slight

and sketchy impressions. Thepublicis sometimes

taken in by a few clever strokes of the brush, and

thinks to discover depth of thought, where too

often, alas ! there is nought but incompetence.

Whence springs this modern taste of ours for

landscape? Its causes are many and various.

Apart from any question of aesthetics, and from a

purely general point of view, the matter may be

explained psychologically in the need that exists

KKITZ THAClou FROM \ PHOTOGRAPH
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Frits Thaulow

for the man of to-day to escape from the artificial,

overheated atmosphere of his every-day life, as

lived among the abnormal crowds in the large

towns, into the real air, where he may .tread real

earth and gaze on real water and real trees and

real mass. And seeing that his actual intercourse

with Nature must necessarily be somewhat of a

rare event, he is all the more susceptible of fresh

v. I)

"nocturne'

impressions, and such a thing as satiety in this

respect is unknown to him. For this reason there

is no one better qualified than your citizen to

appreciate the beauty and the charm of a land-

scape painting. To the man who has spent a

whole week in office or factory, amid the hurry

and worry of business, in a whirlwind of anxieties

and struggles and hopes deceived, in that state of

tension and nervous excitement inseparable from

all work nowadays—to such a man a modest clump

4

of trees appears majestic as a forest, the smallest

hill high as a mountain ; a few miles out of town

he fancies himself in the heart of the country,

instead of in some sordid suburb, as is generally

the case.

Unquestionably the love of Nature in this sense

has never before been so general, so active and so

intense as now. What a splendid collection could

be formed of the works of

the landscapists of this

generation, without dis-

tinction of school or

nationality ! It would

form a complete panorama

of the world, seen through

the medium of each artist's

individual temperament,

and would prove a source

of deepest delight to eye

and mind alike. Therein

one would realise the in-

contestable fact that no-

thing in art is so sub-

jective, so many-sided, as

truth itself. Nature,

indeed, never changes ; it

only differs according to

the manner in which it is

seen and understood and

interpreted. The truth of

the adage, " There's no-

thing new under the sun,"

seems doubtful in regard

to art ; for if fundamen-

tally there be nothing new,

each age, each race, each

individuality exhibits a

distinction in form. Our
modes of expression are

constantly changing, ac-

cording to the way in

which things appeal to

us ; and is not art the

interpretation rather

than the reproduction of truth ?

I cannot resist the temptation to quote a few

significant words from the pen of one of the

greatest artists of the century, Eugene Delacroix :

" The artist's object is not to reproduce exactly,

for he would at once be stopped by the impossi-

bility of so doing. Many very ordinary effects are

entirely without the range of painting, and can

only be reproduced by their equivalents. It is the

spirit of the thing that must be realised, and the

FROM A PAINTING EY FRITZ TH.U'I.OW
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Frits Thauloi

equivalents suffice for this. Interest must be

aroused first of all. Who can be sure, when he

looks upon even the most delightful piece of

nature, that the pleasure is derived exclusively from

what his eyes behold ? A landscape charms us,

not by its own beauties alone, but by means of a

thousand other things which carry the imagination

far beyond this or that particular scene."

I have thought it well to make these prefatory

remarks in order that the reader may the better

understand the genius of the artist to win mi I am

about to refer—Fritz Thaulow. Not that his work

needs explaining ; it asserts itself too clearly and

too frankly to render any such thing necessary.

But what I have said may perhaps be of assistance

in enabling one to gain a more intimate apprecia-

tion of his personality.

Fritz Thaulow is the painter of the Stream,

the Snow and the Night. From out the infinite,

the innumerable aspects of Nature's garden, he

has chosen these ; and

these, it may be supposed,

have caused him the

keenest emotion. Most of

all their mystery must have

attracted him, and their

various manifestations

must be in directest com-

munion with his feelings

and his nerves. Irresist-

ible fancies there are which

sway us and bear us along

as by magic. All true

artists have felt their influ-

ence. Slaves at first, they

have at last conquered

their masters, and turned

them to practical service.

They have become pos-

sessed of Nature's secrets,

one by one ; and in their

revelation of these secrets

we learn to know the

artists themselves.

The ignorant public

often reproaches an artist

with his fondness for cer-

tain effects, certain aspects

of Nature which he delights

in reproducing ; and thi'-

is simply because the great

majority of people are

incapable of realising what

an amount of effort, what

patient study, are demanded of a paintei befon

he can succeed in grasping- however inadi

quately—the secret of these effects, these special

phases of his art. What have the greatest masters

of all time done but .spend their lives in repeat

ing the same picture, or rather in looking at

Truth ever from the same angle ? One should

ponder long over an artist's work before passing

judgment upon it. Thaulow's, for instance, which

to the superficial observer may seem monotonous,

is, on the contrary, bubbling over with rich and

abundant variety. Through the medium of the

three subjects he particularly affects—the running

water, the snow, and the night scene—he has

expressed the most delicate and lovely things.

It is like the expansion of a musical theme, an

opening phrase which develops and expands until

it finally swells into the richest "concourse of

sweet sounds."

Thaulow has no superior in rendering the real

RIVIERE EN NORMANDIE FROM A PASTE! BY FRITZ rHAULOW
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Fritz Thaulow

charm, the fascination, of the little streams and

watercourses gliding through the smiling meadows,

reflecting the infinite sky in their crystal surface
;

none has realised more completely than he the

delicate poetry that lies in the waters, as they

bear their fertile freshness through the land, now
rippling along, as though in haste, now lying placid

and still as a mirror. At times, as in Les Sauks,

for example, a little of the sky is seen, with a

subject, the principal motif'of the picture. Delicate

blues and pinks, and transparent greens—all the

delightful harmony of reflected colours—are there,

making music and casting radiance around.

Elsewhere we see the cold gloom of the snow

banked up beside the watercourse in shapeless

masses. The sky is whitish, the dull white of snow-

time, when the bare branches stand out so blackly

;

and the water is white too, or rather grey, with here

• I.ES SAIM ES FROM A PAINTING EY FRITZ THAULOW

glimpse of one of the thatched, white-walled farms of

Normandy, through the trees ; but all the splendour

of the light lies in the transparent water, which

illumines the landscape with its reflections.

In Lc Village Bleu, on the other hand, the river

banks are flanked by houses, the foundations of

their ancient, shaky walls separated from the

stream only by a little stretch of grass. A sky of

extraordinary clearness stretches away above them,

behind the trees of the neighbouring hillside ; but it

is the flowing water once more which is the real

8

and there patches of light, and rosy reflections of

the red-brick houses hard by—giving a sort of

melancholy gaiety, amid all the gloom around, and
looking as though seen through a breath-dimmed

window-pane on a winter's day.

The snow—which Thaulow understands and

loves—has inspired some of his finest work. In

certain of his smaller canvases, where he has

only attempted to reproduce some particular little

bit of nature, he has contrived to express all the

grand and sorrowful features of the frozen season.
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Fritz Thaulow

A silence as of death rises from these snowy land-

scapes towards the heavens where all light seems

for ever banished, for should a stray beam pierce

the denseness of the clouds, and nicker feebly to

the earth, it is so weak, so sickly pale, and lingers

so sadly on the livid snow, that one feels as though

the sun were dead—dead for ever, with no chance

of resurrection ; and one has no hope more that the

trees will blossom once again, no hope more of light

or springtide or life itself !

But I am straying into rhapsody ! Instead of

the technical phrases needed to describe this great

artist's manner, I can find nothing but fanciful and

poetical figures to employ, for they spring un-

summoned from my pen. Powerful, indeed, this

art must be, fully charged with Nature and Truth,

to arouse feelings like these. Was I wrong in quot-

ing from Delacroix, as I did just now? "In

presence of Nature herself, 'tis imagination makes

the picture."

And the truth of this seems clearer than ever to

me when I think of Thaulow's night scenes. In a

greater degree here, perhaps, than anywhere else he-

appears as a matchless poet. It is not possible to

go further than he has gone in intensity of truth

and poetic feeling, and there is probably ii" painter

alive to-day who has realised these moonlight

nights, with their fluid limpidity and their soft

splendour, better than he. There is no resisting their

charm. The painter disappears, and in his place

we simply see the artist's soul, which has penetrated

so deeply into the mystery of things that it cm
re-create them, so to speak, in all their ineffable

beauty.

The artist has little concern for this or that

technical process. His subject absorbs him too

much for that, and the emotions he feels—for feel

them he must if he would have us share them

—

are too great to permit him to think of matters of

secondary consideration. For, after all, they are

but of minor importance, these technical details

to which nowadays many artists attach so much

weight. The question of processes seems in-

significant enough before the splendour of the

blazing sun, the sparkling waters, the spreading

foliage, with Life itself quivering and palpitating

before our eyes ! Enough to do to grasp the

scene, by whatever means be at hand, and with-

'orage" FROM A PAINTING BY FRITZ THAULOW
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Fritz Thaulow

out fettering oneself by all sorts of restrictions.

One feels grateful to an artist who can shake off

all these shackles, for it is a clear proof that he

looks on all concerning art from a lofty stand-

point ; and so it must be regarded if strong and

lasting work is to be the result.

Dealing as I am with a landscapist, I have not

attempted—for reasons which will no doubt be

appreciated—to give minute descriptions of his

works in detail ; for the title of a picture, here

ful. These qualities of softness and strength rarely

go together nowadays ; for delicacy speedily lapses

into flabbiness, power into coarseness, and refine-

ment into trickery. Thaulow's work affords a rare

example of perfect balance. His brush has a touch

of extraordinary delicacy, allied with a truly mascu-

line force. It must not be imagined from what I

have already said that he bestows an exaggerated

care upon detail, upon the superfluous realisation

of minute trifles. On the contrary, he wields his

1 E Vll.I AGE BLEU FROM A TAINTING BY FRITZ THAULOW

more than in any other branch of art, means

absolutely nothing, and tells one nothing. Work
such as this must be estimated by its colouring, by

the fidelity of its effects, by its accuracy of ex-

pression, and particularly by the degree of emotion

it produces. Thaulow's productions are very

numerous. He has worked with indefatigable

ardour, and with the utmost sincerity of purpose ;

and I know of nothing which has proceeded from

his hand that does not bear the stamp of the most

conscientious searching after truth, and does not

contain something of his individuality.

Thaulow is an artist at once delicate and force-

brush in the broadest, freest manner, and never

fails to produce a beautiful and noble harmony of

effects—as witness his Village Bleu, his Nocturnes,

his Riviere d'Argues, his moonlight scenes at

Montreuil, at Dieppe and in Norway, or his Pluie

d'Octobre en Norwhge, his Orage, or his La Vieille

Eabrique in the Luxembourg collection.

Thaulow has won the high position he holds

among the landscapists of our day by reason of his

great gifts as painter and artist—I purposely draw

a distinction between the art worker and the

interpreter of Nature—and also by his particularly

generous and sensitive temperament. His good
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fortune is well deserved, and those who know him

both as artist and as man are rejoiced at his

success.

The man himself, quite apart from his work, is

a curious and an interesting study, and I cannot

resist the inclination to make a brief sketch of

him.

Of imposing height, he has all the typical ap-

pearance of the men of the North, and suggests the

mild but terrible Vikings, of whose victorious ex-

ploits the Sagas tell. And with this are combined

a light and fanciful spirit and an equable temper

full of charm, revealing themselves in the hearty

jovial laugh, the sunny schoolboy gaiety. In

every way Thaulow is the most " sympathetic

"

of men. To understand his nature thoroughly one

must see him at Dieppe, in his Villa des Orchide"es,

where he has lived for some years, in the midst of

his family. His life is one of joyous wholesome

work, relieved by long bicycle rides. It is good,

too, to listen to him, as he tells the story of his

career and its ups-and-downs ; for his success has

not been attained without its attendant sorrows

and disappointments.

He was born at Christiania. His father was a

distinguished chemist, and his grandfather a painter.

Immediately after leaving school he entered the

Academy at Copenhagen, but his drawing was so

bad that he was sent back very soon. He had

shown some promise as a colourist, but his draughts-

manship was shocking

!

At twenty-seven years of age he left Copenhagen

and took up his abode at Carlsruhe, where for two

years he studied under the well-known painter

Gude, who is now a professor in the Berlin

Academy. But he was not a flattering pupil. His

work was refused all round, and he himself was

regarded as a sickly revolutionary. His parents

were greatly grieved at his want of success, and he

returned to Norway to console them.

About that time a revolt was in progress against

the pretty, conventional art of the day, the sham

German idealism and antiquated traditions of the

Diisseldorff school. They were only three or four

young men, longing for freshness in their art, and

they brought about the revolution. It didn't take

long. They made it their business to force upon

the public just that which the great majority re-

garded as hideous, and ugly, and unworthy of the

artist's brush. The campaign was fierce. The

revolutionaries simply violated the public taste.

Educated on anecdotal pictures, nicely painted and

IS
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composed, very neat and very pretty, the public knows ? He is capable of spending the rest of his

found themselves suddenly transported into the life there.

depths of naturalism. " There was," says Thaulow, Thaulow is a happy man, with only one grievance

" something at once comical and grand about the —his effects of running water have been successful,

matter. We were looked upon as madmen, and and now his admirers will have nothing else,

every sort of insult was heaped upon us. While The same with his snows and his night scenes.

to-day—and this is the funniest part of it all—we

are the " official " painters, and Norway counts us

among those who do her honour. Funny, isn't it,

to think that now it is the Symbolists and the

Idealists who are carrying on the revolutionary

movement ; while we, whom they are striving to

crush—Werenskiold, Muntha, jun., Krohg, Heyer-

dahl, and myself—are now considered quite vieux

nil ?"

Thaulow came to Paris in 1880, and received no

very cordial welcome. He was rejected for the

Salon, but, in no way discouraged, made repeated at-

tempts until at last his work was hung—so badly that

no one could see it ! With resignation he bides his

time and prepares a amp for the exhibition of 1889,

to which he sends some of his snow scenes. They

are an immense success. One is bought for the

Luxembourg, and the artist is decorated with the

Legion of Honour. "After that." says Thaulow,

" I never look back. Fortune had smiled on me

at last."

In iSg2 Thaulow, with his wife and children,

went to London, his object being to study the

River Thames ; but " there were too many Eng-

lishmen in London " for his taste. So, fond as he-

is of your countrymen, he resolves to escape to

He wants to do something different ; and the

thought that when this " something else " shall

have been produced, other subjects must be found,

makes him rather uneasy.

"What will you do then, my dear Thaulow?"
" I hardly know," he replies with comic gravity ;

" je ferai des chevaux blancs !

"

Such is the man and the artist whom we know

as Fritz Thaulow.
Gabriel Mourey.

T
HE REVIVAL OF ENGLISH
DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE.
VI. THE WORK OF MR. C.

F. A. VOYSEY.

The former chapters on the revival of English

domestic architecture have been devoted to the

work of men long since recognised as masters,

and have embraced palaces and mansions as well

as houses for people of moderate incomes. But

the work of Mr. C. F. A. Voysey to be considered

here belongs to quite another order. For it is no

exaggeration to say that some of the entirely de-

lightful houses he has called into being would

compare favourably in cost with the miserable

Italy, where he would find too many Italians ! He shams of the jerry-builder. To beat the vulgar

starts off to buy his coupons for the South ; but at and badly constructed dwelling—on economic as

the tourist office they advise him

to take his tickets in Paris, and „____™__„ ______™_____
without worrying himself any

more about the matter, back to

Paris he goes !

He never reached Italy after

all, for on the way back they got

out at a village called Camieres,

in the Pas-de-Calais—a little

place with red roofs and white-

houses and beautiful trees, and a

stream running under the wil-

lows. They resolved to rest

there for an hour or two—and

ended by staying two years !

But he still yearned for Italy,

the fatherland of masterpieces,

and at last, only a month or two

ago, he went, and is back again.

Is he back for good? Who
16
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HOUSE AT CASTLE MORTON, WORCESTi IRSHIRE

(From a photograph by H.J. L. Mass/

C. I'. A. VOYSEY, ARnilTT-f'T

well as artistic grounds—is a notable achievement

But that Mr. Voysey has done it more than once

remains as abiding evidence that art may not only

be obedient to the demands of common sense, but

that it is able to use worthy materials honestly, and

give you a lasting structure as cheaply as the most

scamping rival could produce it. This is doubtless

due to the fact that Mr. Voysey in such a building

almost entirely ignores ornament, especially of the

sort that is applied so lavishly to distract attention

from faulty workmanship and unsound material.

It is often the plaint of poor but artistic house-

builders, that lack of money obliges them to forego

beautiful things. This is a fallacy of the worst order.

For it implies that beauty is a thing of decoration

and non-essentials. In theory we all agree to pro-

test against such a distorted view of beauty ; but in

practice, especially in architectural practice, the

presence of so much superfluous, if not, possibly,

bad ornament, can be attributed to no other cause.

But because Mr. Voysey in almost every case

hitherto, has abjured carvings, stained glass, tiles,

and the ordinary items of applied decoration, it

would be absurd to argue therefrom his dislike or

contempt. Should he ever accept a commission to

build a palace for a millionaire (and one may be-

sure he would not unless he had full liberty to dis-

card the commonplace decorations of the hour) then

we have no reason to suppose it would be unadorned.

On the contrary, while we should find exquisite pro-

portion and harmonious arrangement of masses his

first aims, there is little doubt but that he would

employ fellow craftsmen to enrich certain portions

as superbly as they knew how. One sees in his

furniture no reliance on mouldings or machine

carvings, ormolu mountings, or other "stuck on"

decorations; but all the same in hinges, escutcheons,

and other portions where ornament can be used

wisely, he does not shun it, but rather welcomes

and amplifies it so that these few portions impart

the effect of sumptuous adornment to the whole of

a structure that else relies solely on good material,

shaped to fine proportion.

In another context he has explained his theory

of the decoration of the house. If you have really

beautiful furniture, and only fine pictures, and

such pieces of bric-a-brac as are entitled to be

called works of art, then he counsels exquisite n

licence in internal decoration. But if you must

needs use unlovely ornate furniture, and fabrics

17
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HOUSE AT HAMPSTEAD C. F. A. VOYSEY, ARCHITF.CT

with patterns, then he would have you unafraid to

welcome pattern everywhere ; so that in its very

abundance you may escape the contours of badly

shaped furniture sharply denned against a plain

wall, or some one dominant pattern thrusting itself

on you without any rivals to modify its insistent

claim to be noticed.

That Mr. Voysey is fond of green painted wood-

work, or of green-coloured furniture, one has

heard urged against him. This is as ignoble a

reason for urging against a craftsman's schemes as

the ordinary slang of the "art-at-home" columns

of weekly papers. There, we read lately, " green

furniture is coming in again," as if it were a mode
in hair-dressing, or a fabric for spring costumes. If

with experience of its utility, and with full belief in

FIREPLACE IN THE HOUSE AT FRENSHAM

18
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its economy, you find a certain treatment for wood-

work, structural or movable, better adapted than

others, why for the sake of variety should you use

less admirable methods ?

Painting in simple, pleasant colours has found

its opponents at certain times. Yet the common
stained deal of the mission-room Gothic, or the

small vicarage, is no more honest. It is more

indiscreet, but indiscretion is not necessarily truth.

Mr. Voysey's doctrine of honesty is not founded

on quibbles of this sort. Paint will not hide bad

material, and cover up clumsy workmanship from

the eye of an expert. But well applied it can

give a far more pleasant surface than is likely

to be obtained from cheap wood, smeared with

a sticky-looking varnish.

There is such a thing as sham

honesty, an affectation of being

superior to one's fellows in exact

truth of statement, which is not far

removed from hypocrisy, although

it aims to be at the very opposite

extreme. As, for example, in

woodwork of the Early Victorian

Gothic revival, where every mortice

showed its keyed tenon, and but-

tresses, whether needed or not by

the construction, were a favourite

motive of applied decoration—to

buildings as well as furniture.

In Mr. Voysey's designs for

small houses buttresses frequently

occur, but these are not used
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because mediaeval builders employed them, still

less are they added to walls already strong enough

to impart a " quaint " or " picturesque " effect. Mr.

Voysey employs these buttresses to save the cost

of thicker walls for the lower story of his buildings.

That they chance to afford pleasant-looking shelters

for a garden seat, and break up the wall-surface

happily, giving the facade a certain architectural

pattern of shadows he realises, and is, beyond

doubt, delighted by the picturesque qualities which

happen to result from their use. Although the

fact is patent enough from study of the architect's

works, it may be as well to re-state it—Mr. Voysey

would no more dream of adding a superfluous

buttress than he would add an unnecessary panel of

cheap ornament. If, after knowledge of his designs,

you still believe he is purposely eccentric, or de-

liberately strains after unusual effects, it does but

prove how hard it is for any sincere worker to

express himself that all who run may read clearly,

and that those not sympathetic can realise his in-

tentions.

Unless one approaches Mr. Yoysey's designs for

houses with some appreciation of his intention,

^m.
<•*:*:

AN ARTISTS COTTAGE AT BEDFORD PARK C. I'. A. V
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there is danger in confusing his essential principles

with those which chance to be also aesthetic. No
one who sketches from Nature will deny that a

Voysey cottage is a far more seemly building for the

foreground of a fine landscape than is the average

suburban villa with "high art," as commerce
understands it, proclaimed boldly in every detail.

Ciiven a few creeping plants, and some time-

stains—that last painting which nature slowly but

gratuitously adds to every picture, and the houses

he has built fall into the scheme of an English

landscape as harmoniously as do the thatched

cottages of a past century. That this quality of

accord with nature is rare in modern architecture

needs no examples adduced for proof. A view from

any railway-carriage window will discover a thou-

sand discordant objects of the country. Without

quoting any instances in our own land, who can forget

the perky little French villas which do so much to

vulgarise the exquisite apple-orchards of Normandy
in the spring, when after a mile of pure Corot, or

Harpignies, the eye is arrested by a little toy

" maisonette," which in its trim angularity strikes a

discordant note at once, as if you perched the latest

thing in Paris hats on one of

the seated Graces of the

Parthenon.

Were the good qualities of

Mr. Voysey 's building all told

in this statement, and their

one claim to artistic approval

rested on their relation to

the landscape around, enough

would be proved to warrant

his claim to a very honour-

able place among modern

architects. For of only a

very few could as much be

said truly—and one doubts

where in any other case such

economy of money or mate-

rial could also be claimed

for the same works.

But there is another side

—and a very important one

it is. If you study the plans

of his small houses, you will

be amazed to find how liberal

is the space compared with

the cost of the building.

You will also discover that

he believes in the importance

of one or two large rooms

—

large, that is to say, in pro-
OYSEY, ARCHITECT
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portion to the dimensions of the whole building

instead of a lot of little rooms and narrow, unneces-

sary passages.

Readers of The Studio will possibly remember

a plan and elevation for an artist's cottage (Vol. I \ .

p. 34), where in a building estimated to cost between

^700 and ^800 there was a living-room 28 ft. by

14 ft. This of course was in place of two so-

called drawing and dining-rooms, 14 ft. by 14 ft.,

which the average little villa would offer you ; but

although there was no other "reception-room," a

passage at the back was widened, and by the addi-

tion of a bay window figured as a smoking-room, or

picture-gallery, some 20 ft. long, by 9 ft. wide in the

bay and 6 ft. at either end. In short, the house was

planned for people who prefer the easy, if uncon-

ventional menage, to the discomfort of the dull,

orthodox routine. In place of a stuffy little parlour,

and an equally stuffy little feeding apartment, you

had one spacious room and one handy lounge,

avaible when domestic economy required the other

to be given up to " laying the cloth " or other

household duties.

It is perhaps this tendency of real economy

designed to provide for actual comfort in place of

imaginary luxury which repels certain people from

Mr. Voysey's work. In the last "Arts and Crafts
"

a roofed bedroom chair was the object of much

zealous detraction. As it chanced, the present writer

when writing about this particular item was under-

going the ordinary discomfort of a common cold,

and sitting at his work beneath a studio sky-light :

consequently he thought of the chair with personal

recognition of its draught-screening powers, and

wished he had been lucky enough to own it. He

did not think of it as one of eight or ten—all

hooded—around a dining-room table, because it

was clearly intended for an invalid's use. Vet to

hear certain comments upon it, one would have sup-

posed that it was Mr. Voysey's idea of a work-a-day

chair, subject to many changes of place. So tin-

cottages he plans for ample sites, with side as well

as front lighting, must not be criticised as his idea

of a small house in a London street. You have but

to study certain houses in Hans Place, S.W., to see

that the architect is quite as able to grapple with

the artificial conditions of crowded life in a neigh-

bourhood where ground is costly, as with a cottage

site where land is cheap. Nor if your habit of living

necessitates formal hospitality would he give you a

living-room and a lounge in place of the conven-

tional reception-rooms of a town mansion. His

simplicity of detail may be governed by pecuniary

economy in one case ; but as you remember the

Hans Place houses, you will not find more liberal

expenditure lavished upon the ornamental fittings

of the builder's catalogue. In England, where

domestic life gathers to itself so many purely

ornamental objects—pictures, porcelain, and the

rest—the rooms themselves cannot fitly receive the

same richness of treatment that in a continental

salon, with its sparse furniture, seems so eminently

right. Here the two styles are not pitted against

each other, for both are legitimate provision for the

actual needs of the occupant. But recognising the

fondness of an English householder for all sorts of

extraneous objects of art and vertu, it is well not to

make the rooms so completely self-sufficient that

every added item helps to mar their original effect.

How well Mr. Voysey has realised golden silence
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THE GARDEN FRONT, WALNUT TREE FARM C. F. A. VOYSEY, ARCHITECT

and silver speech his designs will show. For if

silence is the most precious, yet speech is not des-

picable. Indeed, many of us are bi-metallists in

this sense. One form of speech is unluckily pro-

hibited in writing of contemporaries, and that is a

description of the personality of the artist. It is

true that by his works ye shall know him ; yet if a

hint of their author's real self could be conveyed at

the same time, how much fuller and quicker would

they be comprehended. Good taste forbids even

the hint, and a dozen anecdotes, a score of sayings

uttered unguardedly in private conversation must

not be repeated here. But without breaking into the

privacy of his life in any way, it is only bare justice

to record the fact that Mr. Voysey's simplicity of

manner, his aim to use honest materials in a straight-

forward way, his occasional touches of humour,

such as appear even in his most important works

—

all these are the open expression of the man as well

as of the architect. Some natures are dual, and with

no conscious hypocrisy a man holds quite different

creeds for his professional duties and his personal

habits. We have known people austere and ascetic,

who were prodigals and incontinent in their art, also

people who preferred rigid simplicity for their own

surroundings, and yet delighted in making those of

other people gorgeous, if not absolutely vulgar;

others with a professed hatred of shams, who were so

bewildered by some ingenious expedient to gain a

splendid effect by means of imitative substitutes for

the more costly material, that all their theories were

forgotten. But search through Mr. Voysey's work as

you may, you will find no attempt to produce any

effect by imitative means. One other thing may be

put on record—namely, his habit of referring directly

to Nature for inspiration, and his indifference to

precedent ; not in any contemptuous attitude of

superiority, but in a real feeling of humility which

believes Nature to be the source of all, and so pre-

fers to seek the fountain-head direct. One may

misunderstand his rigid suppression of ornament

so-called, his avoidance of carving and stained

glass, and the pretty trifles which the builder of the

modern house delights in. Yet to comprehend his

attitude towards the orthodox enrichments of the

house it is well to remember that when pattern is

required for textiles, papers, or what not, the same

artist who is unflinching in repressing it when he

believes it will be superfluous, revels in the beauty

of intricate line and complex colour when the

occasion justifies it. We have, as I said before,

many examples of Mr. Voysey's economic work,

yet we may be sure that if a palace came from

his hands it would be distinguished by the larger

beauty which makes a Greek temple memorable

rather than by the petty ornamentation that has
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delighted many excellent people in bygone ages no

less than to-day.

The record of his work is not very long, yet it is

too lengthy to be described adequately here. For

descriptions in detail of buildings conceived more

or less in the same spirit would be wearisome and

singularly unconvincing. It would serve little

purpose to give a complete list of Mr. Yoysey's

schemes in progress, or already carried out. The
selection here illustrated will serve to represent the

chief features of his work.

The studio forYV. E. F. Britten, Esq., St. Dunstan's

Road, West Kensington (p. 24), occupies a unique

position for a town house, as it is in the angle of an

I. shaped street, and isolated from its neighbours.

With its severe outline and pleasantly painted

woodwork it arrests your attention and proclaims its

author at a glance. Indeed, when you come across

it by accident in the very ordinary street, it is almost

startling to realise how wide a gulf separates its

design from the average town studio. But the site

permitted the building, and the architect took full

advantage of the unusual conditions.

The two houses 14 and 16 Hans Road, Chelsea,

do not amaze you by sheer novelty as Mr. Britten's

studio surprises. Yet as you study their simple but

dignified la^ade, once again you recognise Mr. Yoy-

sey's handling as surely as if his name were written

legibly across it. Even in the small scale on which

they are shown here, the exquisite sense of propor-

tion, and the reticent use of even purely architectural

features, impress you with a sense of sufficiency.

They look what the)' are, solid, comfortable dwel-

lings, that preserve a distinction all their own, even

FIREPLACE IN HOUSE AT FRENSHAil C. F. A. VOVSEY. ARCHITE' I

HOUSES IN HANS ROAD, CHELSEA

C. F. A. VOYSF.V, ARCHITECT

in a neighbourhood where satisfactory houses arc-

not uncommon. It is rare to find personality re-

vealed by simplicity : as a rule it

is the nourishes or the eccentri-

city of the letters which betray

handwriting. Here Mr. Voysej

has no superfluous stroke, no

affected detail, and vet his indi-

viduality stands clearly revealed.

It is possible that Walnut-

Tree Farm, Castle Morton, Wor
cestershire, as it appears in one

illustration here, would not .it

once betray its author : but in

the second from another point

1 <\ view there would be little

reason for doubt. But the gar-

den front is entirely typical.

The four gables breaking the

long tiled roof, the buttress to

the lower storey, the simple yet

novel treatment of the porch, and

-3
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HOUSE AND STUDIO IN ST. DUNSTAN'"S ROAD, WEST KENSINGTON C. F. A. VOYSEY, ARCHITECT

the placing of the chimney-stacks are entirely

characteristic of their author. It is a home worthy

its pastoral name ; a building which seems in every

•way suggestive of the clean, luxurious domesticity

of an English homestead : so that as you study it in

various photographs and plans you are conscious of

a yearning for all the leisurely comforts a visit to

such a house implies.

The Six Cottages, Elmesthorpe, for the Earl of

Lovelace, are particularly picturesque, and they

are moreover, extremely commodious and com-

pact. The porches coupled in pairs, with the

great eaves of thatch brought over them, help to

give a sense of shelter that suggests a hen cover-

ing her chickens. The bench outside each porch

is the only addition to the bare necessities of a house,

and yet this simple and inexpensive item betrays

sympathy with the inmates — a reward of rest

after honest labour. In touches of this sort Mr.

Voysey betrays plainly the accord with humanity

which softens the apparent austerity of his work.

His "extras" do not take the form of ornament,

24.

not even of a decorated inscription setting forth the

glory of the architect ; but when they are apparent,

they are invariably planned to yield some little-

pleasure to the occupants.

In a House at Frenskam (p. 16) for E. J. Horni-

man, Esq., we have a very typical "Voysey" building.

The proportions of the roof, the angle buttresses, the

window which breaks into the eaves, the casements,

each slightly unlike the other, and especially the

curious dormer which appears below the chimney-

stack, are distinctly characteristic of Mr. Voysey's

manner, comely and pleasant. The interior views

show the same rigid distrust of ornament. Yet the

homely looking, wide fireplace, no less than the more

conventional mantelpiece in another room, reveal

beauty gained by harmony in the balance of struc-

tural parts. In the pillars to the latter mantelpiece

Mr. Voysey abjures bases for his columns, as he did

in another design at the last Arts and Crafts.

Whether this innovation is quite justified need not

be discussed here, but from long associations there

can be little doubt that the absence of a plinth
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seems a defect. Yet in Egyptian and in Doric

architecture this is not felt ; but so far as memory

serves, the columns in both styles never started from

the actual ground level, but from a low wall which

is but a plinth of another sort. If only space per-

mitted, it would be interesting to illustrate each

facade of this house, which is built in brickwork,

cement rough-cast, and limewashed, roofed withWest-

moreland green slates, with lead pipes and ridges.

The ideal of a modest country-house is surely

realised here. It is not "a cottage with a double

coach-house, a cottage of gentility," Coleridge's

delightfully apt instance of the devil's darling sin,

" the pride that apes humility," but a real cottage

that has no pretension and is yet comely enough

and commodious enough to be the shooting-box of

an emperor.

• Perry-Croft, a house at Colwall, Malvern, is a

larger building with the L-shaped plan that its

author evidently finds peculiarly adapted for

domestic requirements. In one arm of the L are the

kitchen, scullery, and offices, while the other is

devoted to the reception-rooms and bedrooms.

As you notice its projecting eaves, its wide win-

dows close beneath, and its massively simple

chimney-stacks, it reveals Mr. Voysey's hand, and

from the garden, as the two sides are seen, the

buttresses which he has made are so peculiarly his

own as to dismiss any shadow of suspicion con-

cerning its author.

Perhaps the best known of all this architect's

work is An Artist's Cottage at Bedford Park, a

white house in the very centre of the red-brick

revival, a "cottage" of three storeys, that contains a

studio 31 ft. by 17 ft., and a parlour 17 ft. 6 in. by

14 ft., with three bedrooms and the usual offices.

The contract price for this was ,£494 105., a price

that takes one's breath away, and tempts one to

believe that if the site were obtained it would lie-

economic as well as delightful to quit one's present

tenancy, and employ Mr. Voysey to design another

for one's own needs. It is amusing to read that it

was found necessary, in order to prevent the builder

from displaying the usual "ovolo mouldings,'' " stop

chamfers," fillets, and the like, to prepare eightei n

sheets of contract drawings to show where his

beloved ornamentation was to be omitted. Plus

topsy-turvy proceeding is delightfully suggestive of

the entirely mechanical adornment in general use

which is so thoroughly a part of the routine that

great pains have to be taken to prevent the work-

men from unconscious "decoration," accordin

their wonted habit.

There is no doubt that red brick, beautiful as it is

in the hands of competent designei . can lie vul

garised more easily than simple rough cast lime

washed. But the value of Mr. \ OJ art is not

in the use of any material, or on any mannerism,

but in his evident effort to seek first the utilitarian

qualities of strength and fitness, and to obtain

beauty by common honesty. 'Phis separates it at

once from the spurious honesty which ultra-Gothic

designers made ridiculous
;
or from an affectation

of clumsy simplicity which defeats its purpose.

In these houses illustrated you can discover that

it is neither Gothic nor Classic architecture which

Mr. Voysey practises, Put house building pure and

simple, 'l'he habit of making pretty pictures, to

be carried out in all available materials, regardless

of cost and, often enough, of good taste also, has

not attracted him, as it failed to attract the other

men of his profession who have regained a lost

position for English domestic architecture.

In others not illustrated here, including a design

for a more ambitious work than any of these, a house

for the Earl of Lovelace at Ockham Park, and those

drawings which were shown at last year's Academy,

the moral to be drawn is—like most truths—som<

what monotonous. But enough has been said to

prove that Mr. Voysey is not a mere dreamer, hut

a practical and experienced architect, who will give

you first a sanitary, substantial, and comfortable

house, and in doing so—with no extra cost, but

often with a most unusual economy—manage to

make it a really artistic building at the same time.

So rare a combination of fact and fancy deserves

reiteration. Hitherto we had imagined that beau-

tiful things—whether Morris cretonnes or Kelm-

scott Press books—or a hundred less familiar

examples, were only to be enjoyed by people ot

very ample incomes. Mr. Voysey does not quote

as his motto, "Economy at any price," but all the

same he gives it you, without sacrificing comeliness

and stateliness in so doing. For there is a stateli-

ness of a sort in absence of decoration—as a well-

known anecdote of an American foreign minister

goes to prove. It is not the only wa) in certain

circumstances it may not even be the best way

but it is a very good plan to take it as a working

rule, that all mete ornament is to be viewed with

suspicion, and that if even Owen Jones' advice

"decorate your construction, do not construct

your decoration" holds a still greater truth— that

given the right artist, the construction may be in

it-. If -ill!:, iently beautiful to require no ai

adornment. Seek first construction, and whether

the rest 1" addi 1 unto it or not, the result will be

not often unsatisfactory. "
<
1."
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OUTH HOLLAND AS A
SKETCHING GROUND. BY
GEORGE HORTON.
With the advent of each succeeding

summer and autumn, the same problem presents

itself to the diligent artist, namely, what direction

to take in search of fresh fields to conquer, or to be

conquered by.

In this age of amateur missionary enterprise,

when almost every one desires to persuade almost

every one else to his own special and particular

views, the aforesaid diligent artist is apt to become

somewhat bewildered by manifold and conflicting

counsels, and in despair he will probably pack up

his traps and make a start for some region of which

he knows little or nothing, only to find on arrival

that the spot selected at random is anything but a

bower of bliss, that his temporary lodging offers

the minimum of comfort with the maximum of

cost, that the commissariat department is bad

beyond the dreams of badness, and that the object

of his journey is in no way attainable.

With a view to assisting a visitor on sketching
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intent, the following cursory notes of a most enjoy-

able trip to the province of South Holland have

been jotted down, in the hope that the informa-

tion contained in them, scant though it be, may

serve as a means of pointing out the towns and

rural districts most prolific in paintable pieces, as

well as td give some information concerning the

nature of the subjects to be met with in the places

mentioned.

In Rotterdam, the alert and observant seeker

after the picturesque will find numberless subjects

for the pencil ready to hand. Should he desire to

devote his energies to figure studies, he will find no

lack of interesting models, from the child with the

"aspirant-au-ciel " profile, to the buxom, homely

matron with features expressive of "a kind overflow

of kindness," and her lord and master, the sturdy,

square-built burgher, whose broad and open counte-

nance conveys the conviction that he can hear the

Decalogue and feel no self-reproach, and whose

ample frame presents to view a quite amazing

expanse of "undistributed middle." If, like Mr.

I (avidson's denizens of "A Northern Suburb," these

good Netherlanders toil " through dread of coming
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ill, and not with hope of happier years," they appear

to take a singularly optimistic view of the process.

Should our visitor have it in his mind to enrich

his sketchbook with a few good architectural

examples, he will find a plethora of such in tin-

quaint, straggling old city, which, by reason of an

intricate network of canals, has been dubbed
" Vulgar Venice." This typical Dutch town is a

curious conglomeration of ancient and modern, for

in a single street one frequently meets with fine

buildings, ecclesiastical and otherwise, of the nine-
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a Sketching Ground

teenth century jostling and elbowing crazj old

gabled and timbered tenements dating as far back

as the fifteenth century.

Among the more notable buildings is tin- Groote

Kerk of St. Lawrence, a brick Gothic structure

dating from 1472, which contains several monu-

ments of naval heroes, in addition to that of Jan

De Witt, the gnat statesman win. divided his

time pretty equally between turbulent politics and
higher mathematics. A source <>l unalloyed delight

will be found in the innumerable windmills which

r< ;n their heads and arms

above the roofs of the lower

dwelling-houses and fac-

tories. The Boompjes, a

handsome quay, more than

a mile in length, is Hanked

b) some fine modern build-

ings, ami is remarkable for

a magnificent row of elms

alleged to have been planted

in the year 1615.

From the coign of vantage

of this quay, a good view <>t

a long reach of the river is

obtainable, and here count-

less suggestive sketches may
be made of the fleets of

passing vessels, whilst the

imagination wanders away

to the broad oceans which

they have traversed, and the

fair lands under bluer skies

and warmer suns from which

they have sailed. Here a

diminutive steam tug-boat

comes panting and fussing

in front of a majestic three-

master with her great black

hull towering out of the

water and her masts shoot-

ing up until the top-mast

rigging looks like the web of

some monster spider. She-

is perhaps from the West

Indies with coffee, sugar,

spices, and cotton. Here,

too, is a Rhine steamer, with

her whistle ig a

warning to some slothful

lighters, crawling with their

burden of coal to a

grimy collier, whose winch

is whizzing away on theFROM A PF.NCIL SKF.TCH BY G. IIORTON
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farther side of the river.

And there is the Harwich

packet-boat coming slowly

up, very thankful to reach

safe waters after a wildish

time in the North Sea. A
coasting-brig has evidently

had a still more troublous

time, for her main-top-mast

is damaged, and her rigging

is full of men, who crawl

about and reef, and splice,

and mend. All these

things may be seen in the

waterway, for Rotterdam

has commercial relations

with America, with the West

Indies, with Spain, Portu-

gal, Germany, France, and

with the " adjacent island

of Great Britain " as the

minister of the Hebridean

kirk described it in his con-

descending prayers for its welfare.

A delightful trip, and one that can be undertaken

comfortably and inexpensively, is that by boat from

Rotterdam down the river Maas to Dordrecht.

The journey occupies no more than an hour and a

half, and in that short time subjects sufficient to

fill half a dozen sketch books may be noted. The
town, which is rich in mediaeval architecture, is

guarded on the land side by fortifications dating

from the Middle Ages which are still in fair

preservation. The ancient ramparts, however, have

,r
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outlived their pristine glory and are now more or

less given over to Sunday afternoon promenaders,

who come out in their hundreds from the low-lying

town in search of the breezes to be enjoyed upon

the elevated counterscarp and glacis. Dordrecht

is intersected, like most Dutch towns, by numbers

of canals spanned by bridges
; and the streets with

their quaint gables and balconies are singularly

picturesque. Moreover, cleanliness is a predomi-

nant feature of the town, in spite of the scores of

lofty chimneys belonging to the various steam saw-

mills, shipbuilding yards,

and sugar refineries which

belch forth volumes of

dense black smoke and

cause the courage of the

traveller approaching from

the river to precipitately

ooze out of his finger ends.

The student of Church his-

tory who hopes to find

intact the hall in which sat

the worthy divines constitut-

ing the synod convened for

the purpose of condemning

the doctrines of Jacobus Ar-

minius, will be rudely disap-

pointed, for that historical

building is now converted

into a very up-to-date play-

house with popular prices.

-
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Another trip well worth the taking (.hiring a stay

at Rotterdam is to I )elft and I (elfshaven. At the

former will be found two admirable examples of

ecclesiastical architecture in the old and new
churches. The first-named contains the monu-

ments of several men of eminence in the arts of

peace and war, including those of Peter Petersen

Heijn, who rose through all the grades " from

powder-monkey to admiral:" of Leeuwenhock,

the famous naturalist ; and of that fine old sea-

dog, Martin Tromp, between whom and Blake

the honours of battle were fairly "easy." The
inscription on this latter monument, unlike the

majority of similar effusions, possesses the rare

distinction of being truthful, for it tells that, " He-

left to posterity a grand example of mastery in

naval warfare, of fidelity to the State, of prudem i .

of courage, of intrepidity, and of immovable firm-

ness."

If possible, a stay of several days should be made
at Delfshaven. It is an ideal spot for a painter.

From the shore he can revel in the multitudinous

transformations of the waterway covered with every

variety of vessels, from the Rotterdam ketch, or

the Schiedam brig, to the more imposing ocean

steamer sweeping past with the grey-green waves

swirling round her bows and breaking away into a

fork of eddying waters in her wake.

In the surrounding neighbourhood, easily a< ces

sible from the town, he cannot fail to be fascinated

by the vast stretches of flat country, the busy

windmills, "silhouetted against the firmament on

high ;
" the black and white cattle dotting the rich

green pastures, the picturesque figures of the

toiling peasants, and tin- wide expanse of line

open skies.

Hut perhaps the most attractive locality in the

whole of South Holland, from an artist's point of

view, is Scheveningen. I would strongly urge

upon any one stopping at this peaceful old town

to make an effort to pay a visit to the shore in the

early morning before the day is "aired," and, if

possible, before the sun has risen. If the elements

are propitious—and how smiling and well-behaved

that fickle North Sea can be at times he will be

able to appreciate Mr. Auberon Herbert's beautiful

lines in " Windfall and Waterdrift "
:

' The Min is at rot, for the storms are o'e] ;

Just tom-hed with the hand of night,

And a line of shadow creeps to the shore,

Then flashes in silver light.

" Like a note that stoops in its flight and droops,

And clings for a while to the ground ;

Then trembles and wakes from its trance and breaks

Into passion and glory- of sound."

As the dawn approaches the dark clouds

THF RIVER AT DE] FSHAVEN from a PENCIL SKETCH BY G. HORTON
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Some Recent II ork by T. I 'an Hoytema

peasantry are cheerful, honest, and contented, and,

moreover, they have not lost that charm of cour-

tesy which is so prominent a feature of the Euro-

pean Dutch, both highborn and lowborn.

O.ME RECENT WORK
VAN HOYTEMA.

BY TH.

S It is not the first, nor the second time

V

—

S that the work of Mr. T. Van Hoytema

has been illustrated in The Sii DIO; yet one is

surprised to find that the individuality and fantasy

of the designer is not, so far, as widely recognised in

England as it deserves. His work is too personal

to be brought into any well-defined group and

criticised accordingly. In spite of it> shortcomings

j-'jjj £** ®3§

ON THE ROAD TO SCHIKI'AM I I!' >M \ PENCIL SKETCH BY C. li

—or ratlur to speak more accurati ly, and at the

same time more politely in spile of its sell" im:

[imitations, within the little- field Mr. Van Hoytema

has chosen he is easily first, for in his work there

is a curious quality—that distinction which may be

unobservant ol academic scholarship, as in th i

of Blake, or coupled with rare knowli dge, as in the

Case of Mr. (
'. II. Shannon, ami yet in both these

unrelated examples entirely outside the ordinary

standards. Mr. Van Hoytema's owls are always.

delightful, am! his sketches of parrots, storl

turkeys show no less ingenious humour, Not is

this quality achieved by humanising his feathered

models ; the touch of caricature he infuses is not

in that direction. It is rather what you might

expect if a bird developed powers ol drawing, and

started a series of portraits a la Rothenstein, in a

limited edition issued by

some winged equivalent i if

Mr. John Lane or Mr.

( Irant Richards, When he

leaves bird forms ami \< n

lures into the land of

pattern pure and simpli .

he is less happy
;

.is certain

borders to two of tl

drawings go to show.

Those who remember The

Ugly Duckling (I). Nutt),

or The Happy Owls (I [enry

& ( o, i, m ed Mi >t In- told

how cleverly Mr. Van I [oy-

tema uses the n sour< es of

lithography in colours to

express his ideas. < it

course they suffer by I

lation to black and white,

but at tin- same time much
remains to prove his very

facile handling and way-

wan 1 fantasy. They are

un-English ;
hut that is no

crime, for Mr.Van Ho-,

;

in not a Briton. Much as

one may prefer English

:1s for England, it is

still obvious that any other

aitry which appreciates

them does best when it

assimilates, not imita

Because these birds are

entirely unlike any of our

own artists' impressions of

fowls of the air. and are

\v>r\«*\
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EMBROIDERED SCREEN EXECUTED EY MRS. VAN HOVIEMA FROM DESIGNS BY T. VAN HOYTEMA

equally unlike birds as a Japanese would record

them, they assume a distinct value ; because they

add to the art of the world something not pre-

TURKEYS

3 2

viouslv existing. It is a pleasure to make them

known to a wider audience in England. The two

earlier books were obviously lithographed, and unless

memory is at fault, in some

previous announcement it

was stated that the artist

drew them himself upon the

stone. If this be true, it is

possible that his technical

mastery is responsible for the

only quality open to criticism,

which is a fondness for super-

imposed cross-hatching and

tints. The charm of Mr.

Walter Crane's mosaic of flat

colours in his early toy-books,

or of the graduated wash of

Mr. J- D. Batten, and Mr.

Motley Fletcher's colour-

prints, both satisfy one more

entirely. In each the limita-

tions of woodcut printing are

evident, and the ordered re-

sult is more simple, yet more

enjoyable. But this is no

doubt partly due to the scar-

city of coloured lithography

done by the artist himself,

the millions of chromo-litho-

from a drawing by t. van hoytema graphs extant being almost,
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FROM A PASTEL DRAWING BY T. VAN HOYTEMA

without exceptions, translations by skilled mechanics.

Some modern Frenchmen have experimented in

colour lithography with the happiest results. In

their work the economy of line, which is in favour

to-day, has produced a less complex, but not less

complete, effect. Yet a certain drawing by M.

Aman-Jean, and another by L. Levy-Dhurmer

(both reproduced in The Studio), pull you up

sharply in any attempt to proclaim that flat pig-

ments are alone admissible, and leave you again in

presence of the truth, that any and every method

can be justified in an artist's hands.

D
ECORATIVE ART IN THE
SALON DU CHAMP DE
M A R S.

There are, unfortunately, but few

works of interest to note in

the Decorative Art section

of the Salon. There is

plenty of eccentricity how-

ever, plenty of queerness

and lu'zarrerie, both in con-

ception and in execution.

One is specially struck with

the want of simplicity, of

logic, in everything. None
of these artists and art-

workers seem to have re-

flected sufficiently upon the

necessities and the exigencies

of the objects which they

were attempting to produce.

A determination to do some-

thing fresh at any cost would

seem to have been their

chief impulse, and this ac-

counts for so many of them

drifting into eccentricity.

Mere whimsicality is quite

worthless in decoration, just

as it is in painting or in

sculpture ; as profitless in

applied art as in what we

call pure art. The works

referred to are distorted and

ugly, and heavily overcharged

with ornamentation. One

can see that the artist has

cudgelled his brains to invent

these contortions, for there

is nothing spontaneous and

natural, simple and precise,

about them, and there is scarcely a bold line to be

seen. Really, if this is the best the new movement

can produce in the way of modern art furniture, we

had better go back to the mahogany and the walnut

of Louis Philippe's day. That style, at any rate,

was not positively ugly ; moreover, it had no pre-

tensions to be thought artistic, and it was simple

and practical after all. The old-fashioned wardrobe

or writing-desk might not have been " decorative,"

but it certainly was not anti-decorative, and com-

pared very favourably with much of the so-called

art furniture exhibited at the Champ de Mars.

More interest is to be found in the pottery, the

glass-work, the jewellery, and the objets d'art—to

use that expression in its everyday sense

—

although there is nothing very new. The object

always seems to be to create some rare and costly

useless thing. Why should not these artists strive
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to devise simple articles of practical utility, such

as could be manufactured wholesale and brought

within the reach of all ? Their sole desire would

appear to be to satisfy the tastes of a little set of

amateurs ; and here, undoubtedly, they make a great

mistake. Do they imagine that their works would

lose any of the artistic value they might possess by

being reproduced in great quantities? Do they

imagine it is the precious material of which these

works are made that gives them their worth ? This

new art movement can never become general,

never make itself truly felt, so long as the com-

mercial value of the object is put before the

question of taste. If the ambition of these art-

workers is to produce articles intended for preserva-

tion in collections, their labour is vain, for it is

very doubtful if they will ever equal the master-

pieces of the past. And, in any cases it must I"

remembered that the majority of the marvellous

FIREPLACE AND PANELLING

productions which fill us with admiration when we

see them in the museums, wen object of daily

use; and the art- worker of to-day, if he wish, hi

own work to be fruitful of good results, must aim

in the same direction. Only thus will hi S >l

in impressing the public with his new ideas of

things. And then he will be doing good work for

times to ci ime.

This Exhibition, it should be remembered, is the

sixth that has taken place since the inaugural on ol

tins objeti dart section which was hailed with so

much enthusiasm by. ill people of intelligence. Hut

if one were to search for the wmks ol real value dis-

played there, or make a list of the really original

and personal efforts of truly fresh i oni eption tin si

exhibitions have produced, the surprising fact would

be evident that in this period of six years the

genuine progress made has been quite insignifii anl

All this is due to a thousand various causes, lor

some of which, no doubt,

the artists themselves can-

not lie held responsible :

but the chief cause of all

—and for this they i ei

tainly are to blame— is a

lack of unity. The incon-

testable fact—one may as

well tell the whole truth at

once— is. the public ap-

pears to be taking less and

less interest each year in

these incoherent displays.

So many promises have

been made and SO tew

kept that the man in the

street shrugs his shoulders

and goes on his way. The
National Society of Fine

Arts gained much ci

for adding this section,

and for being hold enough

to place wi nks of applied

art side by side with paint-

ings and sculpture, gene-

rally ' i insidered as the

only things worthy of

being termed "art "
: and

it is high time that the

committee of the ( hamp

de Mars, by a more rigor-

ous selection, b) spi

inducements to industrial

art-workers, and by the

i xclusion of
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amateur dabblers, should devote its attention to

remedying a state of things which, if it continue,

must work the utmost harm to that fine and noble

cauSe—the creation of a national style.

The display of the little group referred to in

The Studio of March last, in connection with a

display in a gallery in the Rue Caumartin, is full

of interest. MM. Charles Plumet, Felix Aubert,

and Jean Dampt assert themselves here with in-

creased authority. There is a newcomer in the

person of M. Tony Selmersheim, which, when we

add MM. Alexandre Charpentier and Henry Nocq,

who are exhibiting apart from the others, brings up

the membership of the little association to six—

a

half-dozen of artists allied by bonds of frankest

comradeship and genuine community of ideas.

M. Felix Aubert has designed the mural hang-

ings, the curtains, the carpet and the chair-cover-

DETAIL OF CHILD S CHAIR BY JEAN DAMPT

CHILDS CHAIR
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BY JEAN DAMPT

ings for a boudoir the furniture of which has

been executed by M. Plumet. The hangings, in

green moire, are ornamented with silk and gold

embroidery— floral sprays of eglantine forming a

decoration of great delicacy and most happy com-

bination. The effect is at once rich and subdued.

One realises that M. Aubert must have given long

thought and serious study to this applique work,

for his designs are conceived and realised with

logical perfection. His Peacock Frieze, his

cushions, and his Wave bordering are of an

ornamental simplicity testifying to the most patient

labour, and revealing abundance of originality.

The Peacock carpet is less successful. It seems

somewhat heavy and over-elaborated.

In this setting M. Plumet has placed a Dressing-

table, a Chair, a glass Whatnot, and a Threefold

Screen in orange-wood draped with printed silk,
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designed by M. Aubert.

And close by is a folding

bookcase, also by M.

Plumet. The best are the

dressing - table and the

chair, for these show the

artist's aims in the direc-

tion of a definite style,

with more freedom and

boldness than the rest.

One is glad to notice that

M. Plumet is gradually

freeing himself from cer-

tain narrow and hampering

ideas, and is striving more

towards harmony of line,

and greater breadth and

simplicity of construction.

The bookcase, despite the

novelty in the arrangement

of the doors in the upper

portion, appears wanting

in unity. The detail, how-

ever, is charming, and the

woodwork reaches a high

degree of perfection.

M. Tony Selmersheim is full of ingenious

ideas. His Orange-wood tea-table, with glass panels,

is thoroughly successful ; his Tea-table is most

WRITING-TABLE BY T. SELMERSHEIM

original in form ; and his Drawing-room chair, an

adaptation of an Empire model, is most har-

moniously shaped and full of happy bits of detail.

DRESSING-TABLE, SCREEN AND CHAIR l:v CHARLES PLUMET.' EMBROIDERIES BY FELIX AUBERT
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There can be little doubt that M. Selmersheim

will produce remarkable work in the future. Like

M. Plumet, he is an artist of whom one may con-

fidently expect great things. They are both on

the right road, for they have escaped that most

dangerous of pitfalls, the influence of the English

artists, and have also kept clear of the Belgian

school, which is simply an imitation of the English.

They are ever striving after grace and delicacy

and simplicity—qualities of the first order. One

thing alone in their work makes one a little uneasy

—they are prone to twist their woodwork about,

and to give to the legs of their chairs, or tables, or

whatnots, shapes which would better befit some

other material—iron, for example. In their com-

binations they sometimes denaturalise the material,

with the result that the light falls in sudden masses,

which has the effect of unduly weighting or lighten-

ing some of their furniture. One must speak the

BOOK-CABINET
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whole truth about artists like these and they will

forgive such frankness, for we want to show them

once more how great is the interest attaching to

their work.

With a word of due appreciation to M. Henry

Nocq's delicate goldsmith's work, and to M.

Alexandre Charpentier's interesting collection 01

gaufred papers, pewter work, bronze plaquettes,

and the four bottle-stoppers which adorn M.

Plumet's dressing-table, we have now done with this

little group of artists.

The ChilcTs Chair by M. Jean Dampt, who has

also contributed to the sculpture section a little

bust of a young girl in wood and ivory, ornamented

with precious metals, is quite exquisite, both re-

garded as a whole and in detail. The delicate

taste and the conscientious workmanship of the

true artist are fully revealed here.

The dining-room fireplace and wainscoting by

M. A. Benouvilleare deserving of special

mention. Their execution, industrial and

mechanical as it is, rather raises than

lowers their intrinsic value. They are

constructed with entirely logical simpli-

city. Laths of wood are joined together

in the form of panels, and on these laths

is a modest geometrical ornamentation,

which develops and repeats itself. The

top of the wainscoting lets down in the

shape of brackets on which articles may

be placed. The walls are coated with

Bigot and Mattier's stone-work, which

harmonises delicately with the woodwork

when seen through the interstices. The

fireplace is also very workmanlike in form,

and contains shelves with looking-glass at

the back. This work appeals to all, by

reason of its mechanical construction. A
square metre of laths would probably cost

no more than ten shillings. This is a

work of real progress, and worthy of all

attention.

We can afford to pass by the fireplace

and the Etagere-clock by M. P. E. L.

Selmersheim, both excessively compli-

cated pieces ; and we have no scruples

about ignoring either the hall box-chair

by M. Theodore Lambert, which is in

no way novel, and simply distorts, with-

out modernising, the shape of certain

church furniture of the Middle Ages ; or

M. Gardelle's trunk, which is like some

implement of war ; or M. G. Reynier's

furniture, decorated in pyrogravure. We
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EMBKOII'EKEll SILK WALL HANC.ING

should, however, blame ourselves if we failed to

stigmatise as an example cf the worst possible taste

the interior— fit only for cannibals—exhibited by

M. Hector Guimard. Nothing more ugly, more

pretentious, or more inartistic could be con-

ceived ; one shudders at the idea of being con-

demned to live amid horrors such as these. We
can imagine no greater punishment. And to

think that there are those who hold M. Guimard

to be the real, the only renovator of the art of

decoration !

But to resume. M. Carabin, who shows both

taste and ability in his ring in gold, iron and silver,

and in his stoneware (as illustrated in The Studio

of March last), has gone hopelessly wrong over

his trinket-box and his mirror-frame in worked

copper. However, we need not insist upon this

unfortunate mistake, but rather console ourselves

with these six little bronze dancing figures, which

re< all with infinite (harm

the ineffaceable mi
j

of Loi'e Fuller.

Equal praise is due to

M. Pierre Roche, whose

golden Venus in glazed

earthenware, and whose

aluminium Giroette display

the true artistic tempera-

ment. As much cannot

be said of his bindings, or

his stoneware group of four

nude women, or of his

earthenware cupola with

its metallic-looking surface,

which is a strange and wild

conception.

There are plenty of hor-

rors, too, in M. Fix Mas-

seau's exhibit. He has

attempted to turn toads

and orchids into inkstands

and chandeliers and match-

boxes, both in pewter and

in stone. The work is

laboured, disjointed and

unwholesome, quite devoid

of art, and as clumsy as it

is childish. And yet,

among all these night

mares, one comes across

a delicate woman's face in

stone, which attracts and

fascinates one. This little-

head is consoling anil com-

posing after all the morbid complexities around.

The work displayed by the celebrated German

engraver, Karl Koepping, may be unreservedly

praised. His blown glass exhibits a delightful

fancy, and one could not imagine anything more

exquisite. There is no ornamentation, no elabora-

tion, nothing that is superfluous. The chalice of

a flower in its natural, normal shape serves him

as the basis of art productions of extraordinary

beauty.

This supple glass lends itself to every require-

ment of the artist with the most perfect ease

and freedom. It all breathes the spirit of nature,

for there is nothing involved or artificial about

it. M. Tiffany's work is inferior, and yet the

results he has achieved are in their way very

remarkable, although they suggest too

striving after effect, too much effort. This work

seems to be the manifestation of a decadent art
;
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while M. Koepping in all his productions reveals

himself an incomparable master of logical simplicity

and sane taste. With him we have enthusiasm,

inspiration, feeling ; with M. Tiffany the chief

characteristics are deep knowledge and refinement.

Both artists may be admired unreservedly, but it is

M. Koepping's work that one must needs love.

By comparison, M. Emile Galle's works in glass

are barbarous objects, clumsy and pretentious in

conception and in realisation alike. It is all in

vain that he has become inspired by M. de Montes-

quiou's infantile verses—for these latter can add no

value to articles worthless in themselves.

One cannot but regret that M. Vallgren's display

is rather limited this year. He was wont to be

more lavish. His benitier in stonework is a most

successful achievement, bringing out all the artist's

well-known qualities ; but one would rather see

him in one of those little figures into which he

contrives to infuse so much charm and pensive

melancholy.

It cannot be said that leather-work shows much

advance at the Champ de Mars. The imagination

of the artists who have devoted themselves to this

branch of work seems a little slack. The work-

manship is far from being without merit, but there

seems to be a paucity of ideas. However, the

bindings by M. Rene Wiener, of Nancy, Mme.

Waldeck-Rousseau, M. Marius Michel, M. Belville,

and Mme. Vallgren, deserve mention, although

HEAP OF A GIRL IN STONEWARE BY FIX MASSEAU

BUST IN WOOD AND IVORY
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there is nothing really remarkable in any of the

productions shown in this department.

Much the same report must be made as to the

section of tapestries and embroideries. M. de

Feure's tablecloth is simply eccentric, while M.
Flandrin's tapestry panel and M. Couty's designs

for hangings offer no great points of interest. A
word is due, on the other hand, to M. Ranson's

tapestries, which demand serious attention, for

they indicate a genuinely successful attempt to

realise the possibilities of this art. But the fullest

meed of praise must be bestowed on Mr. Frank

Brangwyn for his tapestry cartoon, Le Roi an

Chantier. It is superbly rich and harmonious in

colouring, and shows a remarkable sense of group-

ing, combined with a fanciful gift for ornamentation,

which is of the rarest originality. He may be

heartily congratulated on this fine piece of work,

which reveals his powers in all their fulness.

Ceramic work, although presenting nothing very

novel, nevertheless occupies a worthy place in the

Salon. M. A. Delaherche merits first mention.

He is still in the forefront among the workers in

this art, and the productions he displays at the

Champ de Mars are, for the most part, of a very

high order.

There is no trickery, no jugglery about him.

His fired stoneware is really fired stoneware, and
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that suffices. Some of his vases have a beauty and

a richness of material never before achieved. And

he alone seems to possess the secret.

Beside this work, the productions of MM. Dal-

payrat, Lesbros, Lachenal, Jeaneney, Dammouse

and Desmant, in the same department, have only a

relative merit. Much superior to these are the

stoneware vases by M. Bigot, which reveal a special

aptitude in this branch of art,

and are marked by much

originality.

M. Michel Cazin's cera-

mics, although they seem

somewhat over-ornamented,

are by no means lacking in

merit ; and a word must also

be said for M. J. Gallad's

ceramics on opaline, and his

decorative tiles for walls,

which are very interesting.

Of the glass-window work

there is not much to be said
;

and the same remark applies

to the enamels, with the ex-

ception of the cloisonne works

by M. Ernest Carriere, which

are beautifully executed, and

have real decorative value.

It now remains to say a few

words of M. Victor Prouve's

exhibits. This artist, who is

a painter of undoubted talent,

was one of the first to take

part in the decorative art

movement, with which we

are now so much concerned.

He, like MM. Emile Galle

and R. Wiener, is one of the

Nancy school, the virtues of

which—few and slight though

they be—deserve recognition.

He has tried his hand at a number of diversified

experiments—in chiselled copper, in ornamental

sculpture, in leather, in goldsmiths' work, and also

in jewellery. Apart from his bindings, we have

never seen anything from his hand so good as that

which he exhibits this year.

M. Prouve's art—be it said without offence

—

has nothing French in it, but none the less is it

worthy of admiration. Devoted to all that is rich

and sumptuous, he seems possessed of a sort of

Byzantine spirit, which, while wanting in grace, is

nevertheless impressive and gorgeous, however

strange. His jewellery, for instance, makes one
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think of the massive ornaments of the Merovin-

gians. Very often in his work he oversteps the

borders of art, but his very vices, thanks to his

obvious sincerity, often assume the shape of virtues.

Emphatically he is a man of feeling and character,

and that of the most generous sort.

This year he displays seven exhibits, which, if

space permitted, would be described in detail.

It must suffice, however, to

say that the best are, without

doubt, a leathern mosaic

girdle, with a buckle, &c,

in silver besprinkled with

gold, and a diadem in gold

and silver. The latter is a

very fine piece of work, broad

in execution, and every part

perfectly proportioned, the

general effect being admir-

able.

The architectural section

is rather poor. Apart from

the cloisonne work of Mr.

Clement Heaton, based on a

design by M. Ps Robert, and

intended for the staircase of

the Musee des Beaux-Arts at

Neuchatel, there is nothing

worthy of note, which is re-

grettable ; for the modern

decorative art movement has

every right to expect power-

ful assistance from the archi-

tect's profession. But the

movement does not appear

to interest them much, and

they seem content to go on

in the old conventional way,

debasing and disfiguring the

models of past generations.

There is much that might be

done. But routine is still all-powerful.

Was it not right to express regret, at the outset

of this article, that the artists concerned in this

new movement should not be united by a stronger

bond of solidarity ? A single, isolated individuality

can never create a style which shall satisfy the

demands of a race or of an age. The cathedrals

of France were built by the old corporations, and

all the monuments, all the masterpieces of the

decorative art of the past owe their origin to col-

lective effort. But French artists of to-day seem

lost to that feeling of fraternal enthusiasm, and are

concerned solely, for the most part, with gratifying

BY T. SELMERSHEIM
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the ambitions of the moment. There must be more

self-denial, more thought, if durable work is to be

the result. Modern existence makes imperious de-

mands to which all must adapt themselves, more

or less. Only the really strong men can resist

them, and they, alas ! are all too few. If only the

art-workers of real ability and earnest conviction

would bind themselves into a sort of guild, they

might then create a national style, and the style

must be that in which shall palpitate the spirit of

the French race.

STUDIO-TALK.

(From our own Correspondents.)

L
OXDON.—There is no subject on which

criticism is so various and opinion so

divided as the question, whether or not

the Academy Exhibition is as good as

usual. A certain class of critics is

always ready to assert that each year shows a steady

decline in the quality and interest of the works

which are brought together at Burlington House,

and another class is equally ready to become

ecstatic over trifles hardly worthy of attention, and

to praise inconsiderately, simply out of a spirit of

opposition. Between the two every grade of

appreciation and dislike is to be found. This year

there is the usual conflict, and reckless praise and

indiscriminate blame are being heaped lavishly

upon the Academy. As a matter of fact, what

there is to be said about the present Exhibition

depends very largely upon the way in which it is

regarded. As a whole, the show is very much like

its predecessors ; but it would certainly seem a

very good one to the visitor who concerned himself

only with the few really noteworthy- canvases, and a

ery bad one to the more captious critic who set

himself to reckon up the total of failures which it

contains. Really we have cause to be thankful

that it is no worse. When the mass of indifferent

art work which is put at the disposal of the hang-

ing committee is taken into consideration, the

possibility of things, that no one wishes to see,

creeping into the galleries is quite alarming.

Enough good pictures to take our attention off the

bad ones is all that we have a right to expect :

and there is not this year such a deficiency of

occasional merit that we need afflict ourselves by

dwelling upon the mass of pictorial good reso-

lutions which have no other mission than to assist

in paving the downward road.

is a display of the works of about a score of artists.

Mr. J. \V. Waterhouse, Mr. Abbey, Mr. Boughton,

Mr. Sargent, Mr. E. J. Gregory, Mr. La Thangue,

Mr. W. Hatherell, Mr. David Murray, Mr. Orchard

son, Mr. Napier Hemy, Mr. Alfred East, Mr.

Onslow Ford, Professor Herkomer, Mr. Shannon,

and a few more, make up the show, and provide

what is best worth remembering ; what is to be found

outside this narrow circle is, in varying degri -

uninteresting. Still, even in the select company of

the few fortunate ones there is variety enough to

satisfy that section of the public which concerns

itself about art. The poetry of Mr. Waterhouse,

the drama of Mr. Abbey and Mr. Hatherell, the

sensational cleverness of Mr. Sargent and Mr. R.

Brough, the delightful interpretation of nature by

Mr. David Murray, Mr. R. W. Allan, Mr. Napier

Hemy. Mr. East, Mr. Yeend King, ami Mr. Water-

low ; the attractive story telling of Mr. Orchardson

and Mr. Lorimer, the decorative fancies of Mr.

Boughton, Mr. lJvam Shaw, Mr. H. J. Draper, and

Mr. Gotch, and the realism of Mr. La Thangue,

Mr. Stanhope Forbes, Mr. Clausen, and Miss

Kemp - Welch, make in combination a very

pleasant summary of what is best in the art of

the vear. With so much that is actually interest-

ing to keep us from dismissing the show as value-

less, we are able to support the monotony of the

many hundred things we would gladly avoid, and

can even pluck up enthusiasm enough to search

among the rubbish for scattered jewels which arc-

either too rough or too ill set to display to proper

advantage their real beauties.

From this point of view the Exhibition of 1S97

And a few words are needed on this question

of setting. The Academy Exhibition is by no

means an ideal one in its hanging. Some mis-

takes have been made in arrangement that admit

of no excuse. For instance, the placing of Mr.

Brangwyn's Venice almost out of sight, above one

of the most incapable pictures in the whole

collection, is worse than an error of judgment ; it

is an avowal of a policy which can hardly fail to

have, if it is persisted in, a bad effect upon the

Academy itself. Unfortunately this case is not

an isolated one ; and other seemingly deliberate

efforts to affront the artistic beliefs of the present

day could be quoted. It would seem as if, after

a brief period of enlightenment, the Academy had

again hoisted the banner of reaction, and had

resolved once more to set itself in opposition to

progress in thought and practice. The only

result of such folly would be to diminish the

authority of the official body, and to drive the
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more influential outsiders and their supporters

into rebellion against power misused. We should

revert to the anarchical condition of a few years

ago ; a state of affairs entirely undesirable and

extremely injurious to the art of the country.

There are rumours abroad this spring concerning

the dealing of the Academy towards foreign artists

that deserve a certain amount of serious considera-

tion. It is said that more than one picture by

painters of note on the other side of the Channel

has been rejected ; and gossip, for once, seems to

be correct. On what ground such a policy should

have been adopted it would be hard to say, but of

its existence there can be no doubt. French

artists are certainly very well aware of it, and any

Englishman who might in a Taris studio suggest

the wisdom of sending some notable French picture

to the Academy would find his advice promptly

ridiculed. He would be told that in London the

official art opinion is bitterly opposed to the French

point of view, and that to send there work which

would be regarded as an ornament to either of the

Salons would only be to invite its refusal. Such

an impression would be deplorable, even if it were

not founded on actual fact ; as matters are, it is

disastrous. What makes the trouble more lament-

able is the knowledge that there is no correspond-

ing neglect of British artists abroad. The paintings

of our school are treated well enough in Paris

shows ; many canvases of which we have cause to be

proud receive distinctions there, or are accorded the

honour of purchase by the Government, and our

only reply to these courtesies is to set up the banner

of Britain for the British, and to exclude from the

Academy much good work that is altogether worthy

of our respect. A little more reciprocity is needed,

and certainly an inspection of the Academy show

this year would lead to the belief that a slight in-

fusion of good foreign art would have helped to

relieve the dulness of Burlington House.

For some reason, which is a little difficult to ex-

plain, there seems lately to have grown up among

the younger artists a desire to experiment again

with the Biblical subjects which were so popular

with a previous generation of art lovers. In the

various exhibitions this spring quite a large number

of pictures will be found which either illustrate

incidents taken from Bible history or represent ab-

stractions based upon religious motives. A very

good example of a purely historical subject is

afforded by the picture Salome, which has just been

completed by Mr. F. Mark ham Skipworth. It is

4S

a canvas that deserves attention on account of its

originality of treatment and its judicious expression

of a dramatic movement. The artist has avoided,

with wisdom, anything like sensationalism, and has

made his point cleverly, without any touch of ex-

aggeration. His Salome is a departure from the

accepted type, not the bloodthirsty adventuress

who has so often been depicted, but instead a

young girl whose gentler instincts have not as yet

been destroyed by the influences of an age when
human life was sacrificed at the pleasure of a king.

Her attitude is one of hesitation, of natural repug-

nance to touch the gruesome object which has been

brought to her by the executioner ; and her hesita-

tion is not unmixed with pity for the fate of a man
who had been to her a familiar figure. There is a

great deal of judgment in the setting which the

artist has given her. The background against

which she stands, and the accessories by which she

is surrounded, are well designed, and complete the

effect of the picture as a whole without detracting

from the interest of the central group.

The character of the exhibition which has been

brought together this year at the New Gallery is by

no means unlikely to destroy the good impression

which has been made in previous years. It is a

long time since a show so wanting in general in-

terest has been presented in these charming rooms.

For some reason, many of the artists who formerly

contributed pictures of great importance have

ceased, temporarily or permanently, to support the

Gallery, and in their places no new men are found.

As a consequence the amateur element, which has

always been present in these annual collections,

asserts itself unduly, and gives this spring a certain

air of tentative effort which is most unwelcome.

If the New Gallery is to hold its own, some real

effort must be made by the management to raise

the average of the artistic material which it collects.

It is not sufficient to depend upon a few great pic-

tures, and to fill the remaining space on the walls

with canvases that are either unfit for public dis-

play, or, at best, the weaker productions of men
who are showing their really representative work

elsewhere. What is needed is an element of in-

terest which may fairly claim to be unique. A
new school ought to be found, or some definitely

characteristic class of pictorial effort ought to be

presented. Why, for instance, should not the

younger Scotch school be encouraged ? The older

artists, who have made definite positions north of

the Border, are always in sufficient evidence at the

Academy, but the newer men are only occasionally
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represented in London exhibitions. Here is a

chance for the New Gallery. If it could only col-

lect an adequate number of the Scotch pictures

which are at present welcomed in Continental

galleries, it would soon re-establish its reputation

as a place where art that is out of the common

run is annually available for study.

To commemorate the eightieth birthday of a great

English painter in a wholly appropriate way has been

the last successful achievement of Mr. J. Caswall-

Smith, whose photographic triumphs— and they are

not few—show nothing quite so fine. The scene is

Limners/ease, the home of Mr. G. F. Watts, R.A.

The beautiful majolica by Delia Robbia, in the wall

above the garden seat, was a gift to him from

a well-known lady. How admirably the accessories

suit the working costume of the painter himself

can be seen from this excellent photograph.

For its own merits as a photograph, for its

beauty as a composition, and above all as record

of the octogenarian we all reverence, it is worthy ol

being treasured.

The beautiful tryptich with enamel panels in the

Royal Academy shews Mr. Alexander Fisher at

his best. His panels are always satisfactory, but

sometimes they seem to lack a sufficiently related

setting. Here, as in the exquisite girdle illustrated

recently, the whole is as great as its parts. The

suggestiveness of the theme is so delightfully

clear 111 its expression, that it would be a waste of

words to call attention to the poppies of sleep, or

the three angels who bear the last best gift of the

gods to weary men. It is very hopeful to find a

subject of this order treated poetically in a broad

way, and the absence of trifling conceits, which

grow tiresome when every detail preaches an

obvious allegory, is not less commendable. Mr.

Fisher is one of the strongest forces in our new

decorative movement, hence each new work raises

expectations anew ; and when, as in this case, they

are not merely satisfied, but surpassed, it is better

TRYIT1CH, IN STEEL AND TRANSLUCENT ENAMEL BY ALEXANDER FISHER
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to suppress too lavish praise and allow the work

of art to speak for itself.

The exhibition of " Dramatic and Musical Art,"

which has been in preparation for nearly two years,

opened last month at the Grafton Galleries. It is

distinctly a success, for it contains a very large pro-

portion of notable pictures by artists of various dates

and schools ; and as an historical record of theatrical

and musical personages it is unexpectedly complete.

It is, perhaps, unfortunate that there should have

been, just at the time this show was being organised,

a great amount of competition with other exhibitions

arranged on similar lines ; but, as far as can be

judged, this competition has affected but little the

proper development of the Grafton Gallery scheme.

At any rate, a sufficient number of canvases has

been brought together to present to the visitor

there a very interesting summary of what is most

attractive in the representation of professional

favourites. Many of the pictures are great works

of art, as memorable on account of their treatment

as for the people they depict, so that the exhibition

is not less important artistically than it is subjec-

tively. It is likely to equal in its success the pre-

vious shows under the same management.

F^

LORENCE.—-Miss Bessie O.

I

Potter, the young American

sculptor, who has been

staying here this last winter,

true to the spirit of advance

characteristic of her nation, seems to

have discovered a means of admitting

the every-day busy man and woman
into the realms of the truly artistic.

Miss Potter, with originality, power

and force, models the modern society

women, as they promenade the boule-

vard or receive in their own drawing-

rooms. Her figurines take the place

in sculpture that miniatures do in

painting, their average height being from

twelve to fourteen inches. Their inspi-

ration is, of course, the Tanagra figures,

and it is truly surprising that it should

have been reserved to this " wild

Western girl," as she calls herself, to

take a hint from these graceful fancies

of Tanagra and give them a modern

imprint. True, Miss Potter's statuettes

are larger than the Greek clay sketches,

and the faces are more carefully

modelled, but the fundamental idea and the manner

of treatment are mutatis mutandis the same. The
archaic sketches represented the men and women
of that day, just as Miss Potter's represent the

modern American society women and babes of our

own. Another advantage of these spirited figure

sketches is, that they are within the reach of many
to whom heroic sculpture is an impossible luxury.

Women of fashion in America have discovered that

they are more beautiful than sun pictures, and
flock to her studio to have themselves immortalised

in these instantaneous photographs in clay. Nor
does Miss Potter insist upon classic draperies or

aesthetic gowns in her models, but reproduces the

pretty women just as they come to her studio in

their stylish modern dresses. And though it is the

fashion among a certain set of artists to condemn

modern attire as ugly, nothing can exceed the grace

of outline and artistic charm of these fascinating

sketches, with their intense modernity and dreamy

realism. "I find," says Miss Potter, "lines and

grace enough in the nineteenth century maiden and

her gowns to satisfy my interpretation of art." In-

deed, without going to extremes, Miss Potter is an

impressionist.

Miss Potter has had very little regular instruc-

THE TWINS BY BESSIE O. POTTER
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as a foil in her clay.

Though mil si lid) ing,

while in Italy, Miss Potter

is absorbing i verything in

the line ni In i .in. and her

next work will pi-,

show the influi nee of the

old masters, just as after

her stay in Paris she gave

a liner, more studied graci

to her figures, a fact she

In i |i It admits, and atlri

butes to the influeni e ol

the French School,

" YOUNG MOTHER"

tion. She developed a decided talent for model-

ling while still in the Kindergarten, and worked for

a while with an American sculptor of some merit :

but apart from this, her genius has simply grown

and expanded of itself. One of the features of the

dainty, chic, clever figurines is, that in a few in-

stances Miss Potter has given a life-like touch to

the clay by colouring it after it is completed, a bold

experiment that is redeemed from the easy danger

of vulgarity by the artist's taste and delicacy of

treatment. This colour, happily, she uses but

sparingly, "sketching it in," as she phrases it.

Sometimes she only employs it to deepen the

shadows, while occasionally she will put in a strong

bit of colour in a bunch of flowers or a gown to act

It is difficult to predii t

wh.it will he the style Miss

Potter will ultimately adopt

as her special characteris-

tic, lor the moment her

talent is equally divided

bet \\ een large porl rail

busts, an example of which

is given in the Twins, in

which strong work in detail

isshown
;
and the miniature

figures, which, though

sketchy and roughly

blocked in as to drapi i y,

are wonderfully lifelike,

easy and grai • I ill in the

matter of feature and pose.

While practising an art that

is usually regardi d as a

man's prerogative, she has

not attempted to treat it in

a masculine manner, hut

has bent it to a woman's

needs, and forced it to

develop in her hands a feminine quality, while

remaining markedly original and full of force.

This is perhaps the secret of her success in

portraying women and children. Indeed her

bailies are among her triumphs, so happy is sin-

in their treatment, so full are they of childish

animation, with such success has she reprod

their lineless faces and plump, expressionless

bodies. Equally skilful is she in giving a distinctly

American character to her women. Her American

girls are typical, and The Girl of the Period is

redolent of the nervous vitality of her country-

women. That she can also be tender is exempli

fied by her Young Mother, here reproduce'

which, though the draperies are broadl) traced, the
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round modelling of the figure is felt through the m.

This, too, is on a small scale. Indeed, here lies

Miss Potter's talent and force. She is not at her

best in the large ; what is remarkable is her neat

suggestiveness and her ability to imply largeness

in miniature.

Here in Florence she is for the first time work-

ing in marble, and putting into that material the

work she considers her best—viz., this Young

Mother, and some of her portrait busts. Her clay

models are distributed among the marble workers

of the city, who are carrying on the cutting under

her personal supervision, and it is surprising to

what good advantage the little figurettes appear

when skilfully carved from out a block of delicate

Carrara marble. The finishing touches she will of

course put in herself, but as yet none of her work

has arrived at that point, for Miss Potter has been

in the Tuscan capital only a short time.

H. Z.

M
I LAN. — The triennial exhibition

of fine arts which was opened in

April was full of interest, despite

the fact that the Italian exhibits

were not fully representative, owing

to the concurrent displays in Florence (already

alluded to in The Studio) and in Venice, of

which latter there will be something to say later

on.

A notable fact in connection with this exhibition

is the evident intention of the various artists to

produce pictures. It would seem as if our painters

had come to the conclusion that the " studies
"

and " impressions " which they have been in the

habit of sending to the exhibitions are not suffi-

ciently complete to attract the interest of the

public.

Thus, in his picture, Pace ai Nattfraghi, Signor

L. Bazzaro not only shows himself the colourist we

' I'ACE AI NAUFRACHI
BY I- BAZZARO
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" ABELE BY CARLO l:.\I ESTRIN1

all know him to be, but displays, on a very limited

canvas, an intense sentiment of melancholy. The
two sailors' wives standing in the boat, praying

before the statue of the Virgin, tell the whole

sorrowful tale. This is, in truth, a finished picture,

which must have been deeply felt before it was

painted, and in which, in addition to the splendid

colouring, there is the true note of passion. Less

effective pictorially, but of equal depth of senti-

ment, is the canvas entitled Abele, by C. Balestrini,

one of the youngest yet most earnest among the

exhibitors. In his Crista e FUmanita, Signor F.

Carcano has wandered into the region of mysti-

cism ; but his splendid gifts are more worthily

displayed in his other picture, representing the

Ghiacciajo di Cambrcna.

Worthy of mention in their several ways are

La Lavandaia of E. Gola ; L'Antro, by S. Bersani

;

Via Aspra, by C. Laurenti ; Vita Semplice, by M.

Bianchi ; also the portraits by C. Cressini, G.

Belloni, G. Grosso, A. Cagnoni, and R. Galli
;

the landscapes by A. Calderini, G. Carrozzi, C.

Pugliese-Levi, and G. Ciardi ; and E. Longoni's

studies.

In the sculpture there is little that is remarkable,

except a most beautiful statue by E. Butti, destined

to form part of the Monumento alia Battaglia di

Legnano. This is really one of the finest pieces of

sculpture produced of recent years in Italy. It is

the figure of a soldier, full of life and heroic

animation— worthy memorial of an ever-famous

victory.

G B.

DRESDEN.—On May i the first In-

ternational Exhibition of Fine Arts

at Dresden was opened in presence

of its royal patron, King Albert. I

am not in a position to say that the

standard of the pictures is higher than what one is

accustomed to at other shows of a like kind, but

the arrangement and mise-en-sdne of the whole

exhibition is superior to any that I have seen so

far. Usually huge rooms are hung with canvases

in such a manner as to excite one's admiration for

the men who have succeeded in fitting all the

different sized frames together in such a way as to

leave hardly a square font of the wall visible.

Scarcely ever do two adjacent pictures harmonise,

and the four walls of a single room, let alone the

whole show, are enough to tire nine-tenths of the

public. In the Dresden show there are, as a rule,

only two rows of pictures on the walls, with suffi-

cient space between the frames. Pictures, works

of sculpture ami applied arts are intermingled, so

as not i" wear) the eye with the pr. n of an

endless surface of one kind of work. Altogether,

each room is arranged as nearly as possible in the

manner that a private collector of taste would

arrange his house, and the wearisome museum
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aspect has been successfully avoided. Great praise

is due to Wallot (the architect of the Berlin Houses
of Parliament), who has changed a building ori-

ginally designed for industrial exhibitions, fairs,

and the like, into one of the most beautiful "art-

palaces," as they are called here.

One large room is devoted to the Glasgow and

English painters. Among the latter I find three

works by Strang ; Stott of Oldham's portrait of his

parents and two others ; landscapes by Priestman

and Legros ; other pictures by Fowler, Crane,

La Thangue, H. A. Olivier, and Austen Brown : also

sculptures by Legros, Frampton and others.

I iresden artists are, of course, well represented,

and I note a Triptych on Matt, xviii. 5 by G.

Kuehl, the president of the Exhibition Committee,

a fine Hessian Fair by Bautzer, a Muse and Storm
in Spring by H. Unger, excellent landscapes by W.
Ritter

;
others by Pepino, Kaule, Max Klinger,

Muller-Breslau, Baum, Besig, &c. &c. A dei ided

feature of the exhibition is a suite of small cabinets

decorated and furnished by Bing of Paris, who has

transferred the charms of his Salon Nouveau at

Paris to our show.

Of the authors of the two posters reproduced in

this month's Dresden Studio talk, Muller-Breslau

is already pretty well known for his decorative

work and landscape-paint-

ings, while Cissarz is a

younger man, who at-

tracted attention first by

winning a prize in a big

poster competition at

Leipsic recently. He was

born at Danzig, and was

trained at the Dresden

Academy under Pauwels.

H. W. S.

PA
R I S.—The
two Salons are

neither better

nor worse than

those of former

years. At the Champs-

Elysees we may see the

same profusion of canvases

—anecdotic, mythological,

military, and historical ; at

the Champ de Mars the

same more or less Whist-

lerian portraits, the same

feeble bits of " imagina-

tion." Still each exhibition

has this year a sort of sen-

timental interest ; for the

public is bidding a last

adieu to two buildings

which, the Salons onci

over, will speedily fall

prey to the demolishin

pick-axe.

rr\er\ty r\ece£?&trey

j'eront doimef gre.tuiten\eat
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to expect from such m n

us Benjamin • Constant,

Bonnat,BouguereauJi an-

l'aul Laurens, ( leri ime,

I etaille, (
'lairin,andTony

Robert - Fleury, and we
don't expect them to give

us anything new. Their

art is always the same, a \

far removed from life as

it is from dreamland, as

far from truth as from the

ideal -an art steeped in

antiquated conventionali

ties, with no trace of life

about it.

The big works— I am
speaking only of their size

—by the younger and less

"
i initial " painters, are

not much more satisfac-

tory. MM. Lavalley, Paul

Gervais, Henri Martin,

Sinibaldi, Simonidy, and

the others, although their

work is freer in style,

show the same inability

to produce really powerful

and live effects of art.

M. R. Collin's Biblis is,

hi iwever, unquestionably

the most remarkable piece

of nude work in the Sali in,

and proclaims itself the

production of an arti il i i

undoubted power.

seems the very last consideration of the majority of

the regular exhibitors, one may discover on the

other hand, by careful search, some few really

interesting works, worthy of attention and admira-

tion. They are scarce enough, certainly, and there

is nothing remarkable about that. It is only

natural that in four or five thousand canvases

there should be not more than a hundred of

average merit, about half as many of high value,

and say ten at most worthy to endure. It would

be extraordinarv were it otherwise.

At the Champs-Elysees there is not much to be

found. We know well enough beforehand what

by j. v. cissarz „.
,

,
.

I he landscape work is

more interesting than the

rest. In their various ways MM. Paul Sam,

Robert W. Allan, Quost, Zuber, Max Bouvet, Albert

Gosselin. J. F. Bouchor, Marche.and (
'at 1 Rosa show

us a series of honest impressions of nature. M. J.

Grimelund in his Antwerp scene conjures up with

infinite truth one of the loveliest landscapes in the

world, and M. Gagliardini's scenes from Provence

are luminous as ever. But we must hurry on to

the portraits. They are here in abundani

very few display the serious gifts demanded 1

profound branch of art. Neither M. Saint-Pierre,

nor M. F. Humbert, any more than M. Roybi t. or

M. Jules Lefevre, or M. Axilette, or M. Benner will

immortalise the features of his sitters.

1
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On the other hand, we may well pause before

the two canvases by M. Fantin-Latour

—

La Nuit

and Tentation de Saint Antoine, and before M.
Levy-Dhurmer's Au paradis. These two artists

seem as though they had lost themselves in the

coarse and noisy crowd around them. Fantin-

Latour's supreme art fascinates us, and he is at his

best in scenes from the land of fancy. He possesses

the secret of those fine and delicate harmonies

known only to the true masters of the art, and he

can create an atmosphere of poetry wherein he

calls to life the loveliest forms which move in a

mystic light of dreams. Fantin-Latour's work is a

real oasis in a desert of dull, pretentious mediocrity.

He opens wide for us the gates of a fairy garden

where our eyes may rest enchanted, and our soul be

filled with the tenderest melancholy

Standing, like a flower in her delicate flesh,

amid the blooms of Eden, sheltered 'neath the

Tree of Knowledge, with all the wonders of the rosy

sunset gleaming in the peaceful waters, is M.
Levy-Dhurmer's Eve. Temptation lurks in all

around. The blossoms at her feet cast their sweet

scent upward ; the butterflies flutter by, the blue

lizards run through the grass. Everything teems

with life, seduces and suggests ; and there above

her head, uncoiling his jewelled rings, the legendary

serpent utters the tempting words. She is half-

smiling, and emotion trembles on her drooping eye-

lids. In her all womankind is seen ! This is the

work of painter and poet at once, a real work of art,

delicate and sincere, a work which must attract

all those who look for something more in painting

than a mere display of startling skill or virtuosity.

The sculpture is poor stuff, not excluding M.
Falguiere's Le Poete, conventional in pose and in

modelling, and with that particular soft and artifi-

cial touch befitting works of this kind, destined as

they are to adorn some bourgeois chimney-piece,

flanked by a pair of lamps in imitation bronze.

We shall find something more satisfying at the

Champ de Mars. First we have a landscapist of

such class as M. J. Cazin, whose exhibits this year

are unquestionably of the highest order, and a

portrait-painter like M. A. Besnard, whose Portrait

de M. L. D is almost a masterpiece. These

two men alone would suffice to prove the superiority

of this Salon over the other. But there is more

still. Canvases of great power we have from M.
Charles Cottet, who, some slight coarseness apart,

is fast developing into an artist of the first rank
;
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from M. Lucien Simon, whose great abilities are

amply confirmed here, and whose Les Haleurs,

like his portraits, is a fine piece of colouring ; and

from M. Rene Mdnard, forceful and charming as

ever. Then we have M. Jacques Blanche, more

and more characteristic in his work, and showing

really remarkable gifts of composition and technii me
in his Portraits dans un Interieur ; M. Rene

Billotte, still the graceful landscapist enamoured

of half-tints we know so well ; M. Dagnan-Bouveret,

sincere and original as always, and M. Aman-Jean

who retains all the qualities by which his work has

so greatly endeared itself to us.

Among the exhibits which are attracting most

attention are those of M. Fritz Thaulow ; and

justly so, for there is nothing here more fully

charged with truth and with poetry, or showing

greater certainty of touch. His canvases are

scarcely covered ; there is no plastering, but the

richness and delicacy of his effects are truly extra-

ordinary. M. J. Iwill also excels in representing

twilight and night effects. A rheitre du silence and

Un soir a Venise reveal the most delicate apprecia-

tion of nature. Such an artist deserves unstinted

praise. Noteworthy, too, are the landscapes of M.

Damoye, and those of M. P. Helleu, whose personal

vision is very convincing in his bits of the park at

Versailles, and particularly in his Yacht pavois'e.

The two landscapes and the interior by M. Paul

Froment, who is making his first appearance at the

Champ de Mars, are worthy of mention for their

justness of effect and the sincerity of their manner.

A pronounced colourist, M. Maurice Eliot is

clever as always in showing the play of the sun-

light among the flowers. His work is fresh and

clear, and delightful in its atmosphere. M. Guill

aume Roger, always charming, remains where he

was, and M. Berton is perhaps somewhat too

devoted to the style of his master, E. Carriere
;

but M. Georges Hugo, on the other hand, has

strengthened his position, his Itiondation and his

Portrait de Pierre Mausell emphatically calling for

attention. M. Jeanniot, too, has some powerful

portraits ; while M. de la Gandara, despite all his

efforts towards depth of feeling, is superficial and

over-elaborate. His portraits of women are really

nothing more than studies of dresses. M. Eugene

Carriere's Le Christ en Croix, is indeed a powerful

and moving work. Although in monochrome, it

has wonderful variety of colour.

The foreign painters are well represented in

portrait work by the productions of Mr. J. W.
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Alexander, M. W. G. Glehn, Mr. Humphreys-

Johnston and Mr. James Guthrie. Many others,

too, merit attention, MM. Leon Frederic, Hagborg,

Edelfelt, Jettel, and Leempoels among them ; but

I must devote a few lines to Messrs. Brangwyn

and Alfred East. Mr. East is represented by but

one canvas, but it is full of his many good qualities;

still I greatly prefer to this the works he is exhibiting

at the Royal Academy, the New Gallery, and the

Guildhall. He is an exquisite landscapist, one

of the few artists who appreciate nature in a fresh

and original manner, and his work is a real feast

for the eye.

Mr. F. Brangwyn's Les Moqueurs stands out as

one of the most powerful and striking pieces of

colour in the Salon. Here is an artist of the first

rank, whose every work reveals a growing individu-

ality. His success at the Champ de Mars may well

rejoice the hearts of all true art lovers.

MM. La Touche and Montenard show us

nothing verv fresh, but what they send must be

praised nevertheless. M. Lomont successfully

continues his effects of light and shade, in which

he excels ; M. P. Mathey is always interesting, and

M. Roll is still the bold and sincere artist—fre-

quently a rash one—who has given us so many

fine works. M. Carolus-Duran in his Portrait de

Mine. G. F. ct de ses Enfants seems to have recovered

his freshness of former days. M. Boldini is always

mannered, and his portrait of a fashionable poet,

whose celebrity tires and irritates us somewhat,

oversteps the limits of fancy.

There is much admirable work in the sculpture

galleries. First and foremost come the exhibits of

Rodin, who compels the admiration even of the

most obstinate, with his monument to Victor

Hugo. Personally I have never been among his

opponents, and really we must all bow respectfully

before a master of such force. All around sinks

into insignificance beside this work, which palpi-

tates with life. The suppleness of modelling and

the delicacy of treatment are wonderful, just as in

his Amour et Psyche, profoundly touching in its

soft tenderness.

M. A. Bartholome displays a finished portion of

his Monument aux Moris. One cannot attempt to

appreciate in a few words a work of this kind.

Suffice it to say that it reveals genuine loftiness of

imagination, and is full of profound beauty. Mdlle.

Claudel's Buste de Mine. D. is instinct with life,
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and boldly and characteristically modelled withal.

M. A. Charpentier's fountain, Narcisse, is an ex-

quisite thing, bringing out all the fine qualities of

this genuine sculptor. M. Dalou's Le Triomphe de

Silcne, powerful as it is, seems a little conventional.

M. Vallgren's busts are very animated and expres-

sive. It is a pity that so strong and original an

artist as M. Constantin should have sent so little.

Numerous private displays have opened and

closed in the last few weeks. At the Pastellists-

exhibition at Georges Petit's, MM. Lhermitte,

Rene Menard, A. Besnard, La Touche, Thevenot,

and Levy-Dhurmer, were among the contributors.

M. Levy-Dhurmer's pastel, L'Au/omne, here repro-

duced, was one of the most notable works displayed.

At the YVater-colourists' display M. Boutet de

Monvel, whose special exhibition at the Champ de

Mars is a great success, presents to us a series of

charming works, among them La Conference,

here reproduced. Mention should be made also

of the exhibits by M. G. La Touche. These, his

first efforts in water-colours, show strength and

originality of treatment.

Nor must we forget the most interesting exhibi-

tion of the Painter-Engravers at La Bodiniere,

nor M. Charles Leandre's display at the Salon du

Figaro, nor those of M. Siffait de Moncourt, M.

Albert Bussy, and M. Maxime Maufra, at Durand-

Ruel's. At Le Bare de Bouteville's M. Georges

Fournier and M. Rend Seyssaud—the latter a

young artist of great ability—were represented
;

while Mr. L. J. Rhead has lately exhibited sixty

of his posters at the Salon des Cent. With this

catalogue I think I have practically covered the

chief features of the Spring art season in Paris.

G M.

BRUSSELS.—The Brussels section of the

Belgian Society of Photography re-

cently arranged a most successful ex-

hibition of the works of Mr. Craig

Annan. There were several sea-pieces

of special interest, also various studies of reflected

effects in canal scenes, and some very remarkable

portraits. One of the latter—that of Madame Janet
Burnet—recalls in manner and in style the finest

productions of the great French portrait-painter,

J. Elie Delaunav.

English art is carrying the day all along the

line in Brussels
;
particularly at the International
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Exhibition. While the Dutch School is growing

more monotonous and dull every day, the French

section exhausting itself in over-large canvases of

indifferent execution, and the Belgian exhibits for

the most part are disfigured by great vulgarity

of style, the English artists show their distinc-

tion and reticence in a series of rational pro-

ductions. The few pictures on too large a scale

to be seen in the British section bear evident

traces of a foreign influence. What could one wish

for better in their several styles—to name but a few

of these works—than Burne-Jones's Wheel of For-

tune, superb in treatment and of truly rare and

noble colouring ; or Alma-Tadema's delightful

Shrine of Venus ; or Albert Moore's most charming

Sopka, exquisite in arrangement and absolutely

silky in colouring ? And there are many more.

Ford Madox Brown's Chaucer, for example, a re-

markable work, which can never be sufficiently

praised. England may indeed be proud of artists

such as these.

Edouard 1 Hiyck the painter, who has recently

died in Brussels, was, with his friend Crespin, one

of the first artists in Belgium to devote himself

steadily to decorative art in its widest sense. He
designed a great number of posters, theatrical cos-

tumes, &c, in which he gave free play to his

fancy, full of unstudied grace and charm. Ik-

was an untiring worker, who disdained no sort of

labour ; now turning out a set of simple programmes

in his facile way, now undertaking the great scheme

illustrative of African customs, which adorns the

large hall in the Congo section of the Brussels Ex-

hibition. He was appointed a teacher at one of

the professional schools here, and in a very short

space of time produced results surpassing all ex-

pectations.

F. K.

REVIEWS OF RECENT
PUBLICATIONS.

Fors Clavigera. By John Ruskix, D.C.L.,

LL.D. Vol. IV. (London : G. Allen.) Thisfourth

volume completes the admirable new edition of this

work. Do younger artists read Ruskin now ?

One doubts if they read him as an earlier

generation did. Yet possibly a certain glamour of

old-time fancy and prejudice that has gathered

round his pages, makes them even more valuable.

There was a danger once lest an over-zealous dis-

ciple should take the waywardness of Mr. Ruskin's

moods too literally. Now, when much he has

pleaded for has come to pas>, it is well to recall

the arguments he set forth and to recognise his

powerful guidance. No edition could be more

handy or better produced than this
;
and few books

so discursive in their matter would he more helpful

indirectly to the making of an artist than these

same iwswhich rarel) discuss painting or sculpture,

and are more concerned with that right state of

life which is fertile to the production of fine work in

the arts.

/''re//,-// 1

1

"ood Carvings,from theNationalMuseum.

Edited by ELI VNOR ROWE. Second Sen.

(London: Batsford ; \zs. net.)—This excellenl

work is if anything still better in its second series.

The collotypes are as good as possible, the examples

are well chosen, the letterpress interesting, and of

great practical value. The first series, it will be

remembered, dealt ehietly with late fifteenth I i n

tury Gothic. This, the second, is devoted entirely

to sixteenth century work from the time of Fran-

cis I. to the death of Charles IX. The Style

prevalent then has much in common with our own

Jacobean carving, especially in its use of strap-work,

and the frequent introduction of cartouches. The

eighteen plates are sold separately at sixpence-

each : so that those who want them for working

designs need not run the risk of soiling one of a

set, but can obtain a duplicate for actual use.

Suggestions in Architectural Design, prefaced

with Thoughts on ArchitecturalProgress. By John

Cotton. (London: Batsford.)—The preface is

ably written and logically argued, so that you agn e

with the writer's protest against the undue influem e

which precedent has imposed on modern archi-

tectural design. But when you turn to the plan S

which embody the result of this theory, they are —

to put it mildly, very mildly—disappointing. For

Mr. Cotton seems to consider detail, and especially

detail of ornament, the life and essence of archi-

tecture. But surely it is in the treatment of tin-

mass—the greater proportions—and the due balance

between plain surface and decoration which reveal

the art of the architect.

It is hard to condemn outright an effort so

praiseworthy, but the most hackneyed obedience

to dead precedent were better than the nightmares

he depicts here— designs where every line strikes a

discord with its neighbour, compositions where

the lavish ornament is employed not to adorn the

construction but to justify it. "More or less sug-

gestively novel in treatment" they may be, but

from such novelty may we be preserved.

/V«/( / von Allegorien. (Vienna: Gerlach

and Si hi nk.) This publication consists of a series
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of original designs by living artists, depicting the

time-honoured themes, wine, love, song, and dance.

The idea of inviting well-known modern artists to

give their individual taste and talent a free scope

in illustrating a given subject after their own way

is decidedly stimulating, and the result goes far to

prove the readiness with which the call has been

responded to. Apart from one or two numbers,

which do not reach much beyond the limits of

conventionality, there are really good designs by

Franz Stuck, E. Unger, H. Lefler, Moser,

Schmutzer, Diez, Kaufmann, Koppay, Greiner, and

several anonymous ones. Stuck's Music and
Dance again shows that artist's distinct individu-

ality, being a peculiar mixture of deep, suggestive

intensity with what may be literally termed

physical force, verging on brutality, a combination

of strange fantasy and vigorous humour.

Moser's Allegory of Love is very pleasing and

of sound technical qualities. It represents an

innocent couple just awakened from childhood's

dreams, watching two enamoured butterflies in the

grass, exposed to the full light of the sun. Some
rustic dances of the jolly mountaineers from the

Tyrol are graphically illustrated by Unger, while

Diez gives a few compositions which may meet
with some opposition in critical circles, but which

are, in spite of their archaic tendency, genuine

" self-made " throughout. Koppay contributes

two coloured designs, Musik and Weib, which do

not appear to go beyond the limits of a rather super-

ficial decorative effect ; but the delicate plate

(No. 32), by Heinrich Lefler, deserves to be

closely studied. It is full of taste, cleverly drawn

and coloured. The limited space at our disposal

will not permit us to enter into as detailed a

description as this drawing really calls for. Suffice

it to say that it shows a fine artistic touch and is

representative of the Vienna school at its best.

Plastering: Plain and Decorative. By W.
Millar. With an Introduction by G. T. Robin-

son, F.S.A. (London : Batsford.) The plaster-

worker's art and craft have waited long for their

British historian, but they have not waited to no
purpose. The book now before us is in all respects

admirable ; written in a simple, effective style,

dealing with the whole field of the art and showing

in its criticisms no lack of historical perspective.

This last good point deserves note, because the

best plaster work is usually so florid as to be more
or less offensive to modern critics. It preserves

for us the exuberant spirit of the most luxurious

times. We see at once that the plasterer has

seldom been called upon to regard self-restraint
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and repose of style as essentials of true greatness.

It would be futile to deplore this fact. The useful

and necessary thing is to remember that his art is

always invaluable to the social historian, and that

its too profuse riches, though dangerous to the

imitator, are an inexhaustible source of inspiration

to all genuinely original artists.

Mr. Millar's book is full of technical information,

and not a little of it is new, even to those who are

working plasterers. The illustrations contain some

good examples of the best work in all kinds, and

the introductory chapter by the late Mr. G. T.

Robinson, F.S.A., could not well be bettered. Vet

the book has one drawback ; it is too cumbersome.

It is an uncomfortable book to hold, and we hope

to see it republished in monthly parts, so that the

working plasterers may have a chance of becoming

well acquainted with its merits.

On the Nile with a Camera. By Anthony
Wilkin. (London : T. Fisher Unwin.)— Mr.

Anthony Wilkin is aware that he has gleaned a

field already industriously reaped, but explains in

his preface that the scarcity of photographs in

popular works on Egypt, both of antiquities and

modern life, led him to believe that a slight account

of a Nile trip, copiously illustrated, might prove

acceptable to those who know the country, and

also to the less-favoured majority to whom Egypt

is familiar only from works of a more or less scien-

tific character. It is not to be expected that he

should have anything absolutely new to tell us,

but he has, nevertheless, succeeded in compiling a

valuable and entertaining book which admirably

fulfils the avowed object of its existence. The
handsome volume contains no fewer than one

hundred and eleven capital photographs.

Ehren-Urkunden Moderner Mcister. (Stuttgart :

Julius Hoffmann.)—This sumptuous folio of re-

productions of certificates and diplomas of honour

such as International Exhibitions award, contains

nothing so good as those P. V. Galland designed

for the Paris Exposition. Indeed, notwithstanding

much beautiful drawing by artists of eminence, the

over-ornate treatment which makes each composition

an encyclopedia of conflicting subjects has imparted

a certain " commercial " effect to the whole. Of
course those by Adolf Menzel— five examples—are

delightful when you look at them bit by bit, but

they lack the larger symmetry which should decorate

a panel of this sort. Nor does W. H. Low, in his

almost comic design for Chicago, reveal his usual

sense of massing and dignity. The "address" by

Max Klinger must be excepted, also two really

effective compositions by FritzAugust von Kaulbach,
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and a golden wedding page by Carl ( lehrts. The

address to Johannes Brahms, and another compo-

sition by Prof. F. Widnmann, a title-page by Prof.

G. Sturm, a diploma by Prof. Max Lauger, and

another by F. Zenisek, and an address, effective in

its simple arrangement, by G. Klimt, are also

among the best. The seventy examples reveal

much masterly drawing and fine ideas of composi-

tion, ruined by over-elaboration and a constant

attempt to be " pictorial " and " decorative " in the

same panel, wherefore the result is nearer the art of

the "scrap" folding-screen than of the ideal diploma.

Compared with the average illuminated address and

certificate of honour we employ in England, these

are infinitely superior. But certain pages of a testi-

monial to Mr. Gladstone, a school-board certificate

by Mr. Aiming Bell, and some very few other

examples of not dissimilar purposes, prove that if

the commissions for such things were given to the

right men we might easily surpass the best of these,

if not in pure drawing, yet in effective composition.

A page of writing with ornamental border should

not resemble a dream-picture or a leaf from a

child's scrap-book- The work is produced in a

manner beyond reproach, and the collection, which

has been so well carried out by Herr George Buss,

a Berlin architect, may call attention to the possi-

bilities of raising the art of the illuminated ad-

dress. " Too often a testimonial to one's merits

takes the form of an insult to one's taste," is a

saying borne out by only too many caskets and pre-

sentation documents.

Tales of Languedoc. By Samuel Jacques

Brux. (San Francisco : William Doxey.)— The

illustrations to this volume, by Ernest C. Peixotto,

are unequal. They are at their best when they

follow the manner of Diirer (or perhaps it would

be more accurate to say of Howard Pyle), as in the

cover design and that on page 99. The others,

full of invention and detail, appear to have

suffered from over-reduction, which imparts a feel-

ing of weakness to his line that closer scrutiny

shows is not present. Mr. Peixotto proves his

right to be enrolled on the list of pen-draughtsmen

whose work is eagerly criticised by two continents,

and we shall expect much from him, especially if he

continues to express himself with the simplicity of

statement that distinguishes the best here. The

book is quite delightful in its legends of old

Provence.

Het Liedeken van Her Halewijn. Illustrations

by Charles Dodei.et, engraved in wood by En.

Pellens. (Antwerp : J. E. Buschmann.)—This

edition de luxe of the old Flemish song of Messire

Halewijn is worthy of the attention of collectors of

rare and curious bonks. Printed in Gothic charac-

ters on Dutch paper, and bound in tinted parch-

ment with a special imprint, this new edition has a

distinct artistic value, which is largely increased by

the drawings of M. Charles Dodelet, who has

shown infinite art in bringing his fancy into line

with the text. His drawings are most happy in

their archaic spirit, their intentional simplicity, and

sincere and primitive expressiveness. With orna-

mental letters at the head of each page, everything

in the book contributes to make it one of remark-

able individuality. Two poems by M. Pol de

Mont, with a translation into French of the original

song, complete the work.

XL musical bookplates with a list of more

than CCC mottoes to be found in this class of

book-plates. (Amsterdam : Frederick Muller and

Co.) Monographs on bookplates multiply rapidly.

The tendency of the day to specialisation is felt

in this latest, which is also the first Dutch contribu-

tion to the cult of the ex libris—a work limited to

the bookplates of musicians only. The examples

illustrated are, as might be expected, of unequal

merit considered as works of art, and of widely

varied date. Among the modern designs are

examples by Warrington Hogg, R_ Aiming Bell,

Alder Wright, and Gleeson White. It is an ad

mirably produced work which all collectors will be

glad to possess, especially as the illustrations are each

allotted a full page with no printing on the back.

The Earlier English Water-Colour Painters.

By Cosmo Monkhouse. (London : Seeley& Co.,

Ltd. Price 6s.)—This is a second edition of a

book which has already done good service. It

contains a series of agreeably written essays upon

the masters of water-colour who by their practice

did so much before the middle of the present

century to found and develop the great school of

artists which in the present day is active in this

branch of art. To these older masters, to Turner,

David Cox, William Hunt, and their many con-

temporaries, we owe more than can be well ex-

pressed ; and Mr. Cosmo Monkhouse's book is

acceptable because it is to be taken as a sincere

acknowledgment of this debt. He treats his sub-

ject with discretion, neither exaggerating nor de-

preciating, but dealing in a spirit of fair criticism

with the questions that are presented to him.

What he writes is pleasant reading, interesting

both in matter and manner ; and it is set down

concisely and clearly. As a book of reference this

volume is certainly useful, and it is also worthy of

praise as a piece of literary production.
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Awards in " The Studio" Prize Competitions

AWARDS IN "THE STUDIO"
PRIZE COMPETITIONS.

Design for a Medallion to Com-

memorate the Reign of Queen

Victoria. (A I.)

The drawings sent in for this competition are

small in number and poor in quality. The idea of

an artistic medal has not been conceived by any-

one of the competitors. We are a little sur-

prised after the numerous examples of the medal-

list's art by Roty, Charpentier and others, which

have appeared in our columns, that better results

have not been obtained. We are regretfully obliged

to withhold the First Prize in this competition.

The Second Prize (Two Guineas) is awarded

to Saracen (R. Hall Bolt, 9 Brodrick Road, Upper

Tooting, S.W.)

DESIGN FOR THE TlTLE PAGE OF A CHRISTMAS

Card. (A I. Extra.)

The First Prize (Two Guineas) is awarded to

Iridee I. (Thomas Henry, 46 rue Madame, Paris).

The Second Prize (One Guinea) to Chin Chin

(J.
Mitchell, 2 1 Crescent Road, Sharrow, Sheffield).

Honourable mention is given to the following :—

Alige (Alice E. Newby, Lansdowne House, Brod-

rick Road, Upper Tooting, S.W.) ;
Arte (Arthur

M. Barrett, 192 Tufnell Park Road, N.) ; Ace of

Hearts (Edith Ewen, Cowley Villa, Hunstanton,

Norfolk) ; Cam// (Chas. Gale, Butt Road, Colches-

ter) ; Emily (May S. Tyrer, Glenmore, Chapter

Road, Willesden Green) ; Grumbler (Rosa C.

Petherick, Maple Lodge, Havelock Road, Croy-

don) ; Puck (Arthur B. Packham, 27 Bond Street,

Brighton) ; Peppercorn (Florence A. F. Phillips,

5 North Avenue, Clarendon Park, Leicester) ;

Pokey (Enid Jackson, 12 Forest Road, Birken-

head) ; White Heliotrope (Victor Lhuer, 2$ Quai

de la Tournelle, Paris) ; and White Heather (Gwy-

nedd Polin, Meole Brace, Shrewsbury).

Illustration in Pen and Ink Work, for

"The Canterbury Tales." (B I.)

The First Prize (One Guinea) is awarded to

Berangere (Victor Lhuer, 23 Quai de la Tournelle,

Paris).

The Second Prize (Half a Guinea) to Oreas

(1). Chamberlain, 8 Park Avenue, Glasgow).

Honourable Mention is given to the following :

—

Ace of Hearts (Edith Ewen, Cowley Villa, Hun-

stanton, Norfolk) ; Atahua/pha (Kather'ne A. Ross,

Wadworth Hall, Doncaster) ; Arbroath (Nancy M.

Ruxton, 24 VVetherby Gardens, South Kensington) ;

Camu (Chas. ('.ale, Butt Road, Colchester); Chef

(A Cooke, 15 St. John's Road, Upper Holloway,
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N.); Cactus (Rose Syers, 23 Princes Square, Bays-

water, W.) ; Emelye (Mildred F. Winter, Municipal

School of Art, Margaret Street, Birmingham)
;

Grumbler (Rosa C. Petherick, Maple Lodge, Have-

lock Road, Croydon); Heldise (Dorothy Hart,

Heathdale, Harborne, Birmingham) ; Lactus (Zillah

T. Perkins, The Cottage, Ely, Cambs.) ; Olive (Ethel

K. Burgess, no address) ; Puck (Arthur B. Packham,

27 Bond Street, Brighton) ; Pekin (Mary G. Hous-

ton, 13 South Parade, Fulham Road, S.W.) ; Pokey

(Enid Jackson, 12 Forest Road, Birkenhead) ; Red-

lac (Scott Calder, 159 Sydney Street, Chelsea,

S.W.) ; and Watchman (R. Morton Nance, 23

Westbourne Road, Penarth, South Wales).

Study of a Female Head. (C I.)

Among the large number of drawings sent in

for this competition there are many in which the

competitors appear to have mistaken laborious finish

for artistic work. This is doubtless the fault, to

a certain extent, of incompetent instruction, but

the fault is nevertheless a very real one.

The First Prize (One Guinea) is awarded to

Fevers (Bertie Greenwood, 31 Belmont Road,

Willesden Green).

The Second Prize (Half a Guinea) to Watch-

man (R. M. Nance, 23 Westbourne Road, Penarth).

Honourable mention is given to the following :

—

Amor (Elise D. Elboux, 18 Radipole Road, Mun-

ster Park, Fulham, S.W.) ; Arbor Vale (Henrietta

M. Tarver, The Bungalow, Bourne Hall Road, Old

Bushey, Herts) ; Brunswick Black (Thomas A.

Brock, 14 Brunswick Walk, Cambridge) ; Cul-

rathain (Margaret M. Houston, Coleraine, Ireland);

Chada (C. H. Temple, Iron Bridge, Shropshire)

;

Chelsea Pensioner (Ada C. Ince, 13 Frognal,

Hampstead, NAY.) : Dcsespoir (Mary Davis, West

Point, Levenshulme, Manchester) ; Daub (Maud

Shelley, 13 Rutland Gate, S.W.); Daie (Millie

Duncan, 140 High Road, Lee, S.E.) ; Elsa (Elsa

M. Waterlow, 1 Maresfield Gardens, Fitzjohn's

Avenue, NAY.) ; Grumbler (Rosa C. Petherick,

Maple Lodge, Havelock Road, Croydon) ; Irene

(Mrs. Allen, 5 Addison Road, Plymouth) ; Lofen

(Winifred Hett, 6 Finborough Road, S. Kensing-

ton) ; Lamplight (Herbert Sershall, 14 Devon Ter-

race, Mutley, Plymouth) : Model (Wilh. Gulzow,

58 Helix Road, Brixton Hill, S.W.) ; Nens (Eve

M. Scott, The Shrubbery, Erith) ; Owlet (E. B.

Hart, 10 Buckingham Terrace, Edinburgh) ; Stylus

(G. VV. Collins, 2 Bond Street, Holford Square,

W.C.) : Ver(]ohn Dumayne, 114 Burnt Ash Road,

Lee, S.E.); Veritas (Florence E. Cole, 25 Redburn

Street. Chelsea, S.W.) ; and Zeto (W. E. Tyler,

Westgate, Bridgnorth)
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The Lay Figure "At Home" with Music

,HE LAY FIGURE " AT HOME '

WITH MUSIC.T " Decorative music !
" said the Lay

-*- Figure musingly. " I rather distrust

that phrase ; it is pretty, but like ' impressionist

architecture,' one wonders if there is anything

behind the title."

" Yes, I think there is such a thing, although

few modern composers have recognised it," said

the Enthusiast.

" Do you mean to imply that Wagner's music is

not decorative ? " said the Decadent with a drawl.

" I thought even the most artless art-craftsman to-

day found inspiration in Wagner. I am sure I read

some such statement lately."

" I think," said the Enthusiastic Amateur who

had launched the phrase "decorative music"

among a crowd of designers and writers, " I think

what I mean is that we might go back in music to

the earliest fine flowering of the art, and develop

it anew, much as we have gone back to the sim-

plicity of early stained glass and Italian sculpture

of the Donatello period, and to Cimabue, Giotto,

Diirer and the rest, instead of trying to carry farther

the efforts of Brahms or Wagner. In short, not to

take as our starting point the musical equivalent of

the last magnificence of the Gothic Perpendicular,

the Italian Renaissance^ or the Rococo of Rubens

or Michel Angelo.

" I wouldn't even try the latter if I were you,"

said the Man with a Clay Pipe sneeringly : "it would

really be unfair to your own individuality, and to

Michel Angelo, to base yourself on him."

" But where are your art-and-crafty tunes to be

found?" said the Decadent. "Not in England

surely. Purcell bores one to death ; he wrote ' Rule

Britannia,' didn't he? I should have thought that

was much too beef-inspired for your taste."

" I think," said the Enthusiast, "that you should

add to your unparalleled ignorance of things artistic

a new section specially devoted to music. Do

you know the Purcell of the Yorkshire Feast Song;

the dances and airs of William Byrd ; in short, the

people who fitted music and tunes to the masques

and lyrics of Campion and the rest that you are

never weary of praising?"

"If I did, I have forgotten them. Are they

like the dreamy, poetic stuff Arnold Dolmetsch

plays at his concerts ? I rather liked some things

he does," the Decadent said meekly.

"The pieces of music he has revived are splendid

examples on which I base my theory," said the

Enthusiast. " I think Mr. Dolmetsch has really
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done for music what the Century (mild did for

decoration ; that is, he has brought to light for-

gotten works of art, and set them forth daintily

and delightfully. A sympathetic few will before

long discover a new movement, and ignore his

efforts, much as most chroniclers of the present

' arts and crafts ' movement forget some of its

pioneers, especially Messrs. Macmurdo, Selwyn

Image, Home, and the rest of The Hobby Horse

men."
" I rather like your suggestion," the Man with a

Clay Pipe observed. " I think native music of all

countries, the old Wessex songs Mr. Baring Gould

has collected, the songs of the Czecks and of the

Muscovites, and the music of Japan, might be

studied. Miyako Dori, the delightful collection

which Mr. Paul Bevan issued in our own notation,

will give you an idea of the charm of the latter.

Surely for domestic music we might hark back to

these and other sources. Wagner does not fit a

suburban drawing-room, he is several sizes too

large
;
yet music is a polite art we are in danger

of banishing to professional experts instead of

keeping in daily life."

" The opera is the fresco," said the Journalist,

" the symphony, the cathedral, the sonata, the

sculpture of music. Isn't that what you mean ?

That all these forms suit public monuments, palaces

and the like, but don't go particularly well with a

^50 house."

" Something like that," said the .Enthusiast,

" and you cannot satisfy the appetite of the cul-

tured layman by reproductions of old work alone.

He wants, and has a right to expect, new creations

in music that are in the mood of to-day."

" Surely he has the song with waltz refrain and

sufficient inanity already," said the Decadent.

•• Yes : musical equivalents of the cheap chromo

lithograph and the halfpenny Christmas card,"

the Enthusiast replied. "I want the etching, the

Morris cretonne, the Voysey wall paper, and the

rest to find their exponents in music."

" When you ask for it see that you get it,"

said the Journalist flippantly. "How would you

begin?"

" Possibly by re-introducing the spinet, the

harpsichord, viol d'amore, viol de gamba and the

rest," said the Enthusiast; "and so to re-impose

forgotten limitations, as the pioneers of decorative-

art re-imposed them in confident hope that after a

period of imitation antique the new growth would

appear without conscious effort as it has in decora-

tion based on precedent, but not slavishly obedient

to pedantic rules." The Lav Figure.







Constant!)! Meunier

c
ONSTANTIN MEUNIER:
THE ARTIST OF THE
FLEMISH COLLIERIES. BY
W. SHAW SPARROW.

There are two men of genius in

M. Constantin Meunier—a painter and a sculptor,

and each makes use of the other's peculiar qualities

and methods. The sculptor's hand we detect in the

modelling of the painter's lean, muscular figures,

and it is usually with the painter's eyes that the

sculptor sees It were a Gilbertian criticism to say

that each of these artists is indeed the other; that

M. Meunier is a painter as soon as his hands touch

clay, and a sculptor the very moment that

he starts using his sombre and impressive r -

greys and browns. 'The transformation is

not so complete as this, of course. Still,

even if it were as complete, I, for one,

should not be greatly concerned. It would

still be easy to explain, and I should still

be free to admire it, as I admire the statu-

esque rhythm, repose, and balance of line

in many paintings by Michel Angelo.

M. Meunier has ever been fascinated by

both arts, finding his keenest relish in

painting sometimes, and sometimes in the

study and the practice of sculpture. At

the age of sixteen he entered the studio of

M. Fraikin, a cold, academic statuary, and

he laboured there—not, one thinks, with

great profit—for ten years. 'Then, all at

once, he was attracted by the work of

Charles Degroux, that great artist whom
we know as " the painter of the poor," and

who shares both with Millet and with

Meunier so many telling qualities, all

marked by a plebeian pathos, sincere,

deep and uncouth. Charles Degroux

taught Meunier to paint ; but the pupil

was never taken with his master's charm of

colour ; he was influenced only by his

teacher's rugged and pathetic truthfulness

to nature. The fact is that M. Meunier

has never forgotten the sinister memories

of his youth, which he passed in the

Belgian black Country, his birthplace

;

and the smoke and gloom of that scathed

land have entered into all his colours.

'They found their way slightly into even

those sketches which the artist made in

Spain, where he had been sent to copy a

noble old painting by Kempeneer; and

the result was that the critics saw Spain

XI. No. 52.—July, 1S97.

in an entirely new aspect, the touch of northern

sombreness in the landscapes being quite in

accord with the austere stateliness and gravity

of the Spaniards themselves. 'Those landscapes,

in fact, touched one with a vague sense of the

Flemish collieries ; anil side by side with this

quite unique trait there was another peculiarity:

one which made tin- critic feel sure that the painter

was likewise a sculptor of real merit. And a

sculptor M. Meunier continued to be in his hearl

of hearts, until, at the age of fifty, being fired by

the genius of Rodin, he not only abandoned his

brushes but went back with youthful energy to the

studies of his boyhood. It was then 1h.1t he began

i

—i

rHE shinci.er"
BRONZE STATUETTE BY CONSTANTIN MEUNIER
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• to him what

Balzac calls ''a divine step-

mother "
:
" she taught htm

. fortitude, and humility,

knowledge of the world,

knowledge of life : she gave

him that grand, that potent

education of chastisement,

which she imparts to all

those who are destined to be

jp But whilst Penary

was thus befriending the

artist, the man himself was

faring very badly at her

hands. His health she

weakened, and she marked

his face with such deep

lines of suffering as mav
well set us thinking about

that very commercial saga-

city which causes so mam-
artists to make their work

popular and mediocre.

That mediocrity should be

so pleasing to the many
is in the nature of thing;

for genuinely original tal-

ents, when even the dis-

criminating few first come
upon them, are always

to inform stone and clay

with many fine qualities

which belong, usua

the domain of painting.

Perhaps om
work owes much of its

melancholy to th

that it was brought to

completion in the midst

of indescribable hardships

and humiliations,

men of genius. I think,

have suffered more than

M. Meunier has ; and no

one certainly could have

fought with greater cour-

age a very long, stern

battle. The battle I

more than thirty
;

' [eunier never once

. teed his a
Time ran on. and Penurv
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more or less offensive. And the more they are

at variance with the sesthetical conventions ol

the past, the greater is the annoyance' of all the

pedants of the Italian galleries, who forget that

no two epochs are ever alike, and that the past

lives best in its own imperishable works of art.

So, what with the foolishness of the cultured,

and the natural heedlessness of the ignorant, an

honest man of real genius, a Meunier, unskilled in

the many social arts of useful courtesanship and

self-advertisement, must needs whistle down tin

winds for fame. He must he content, like Meunier,

if he is able, at the age of sixty, to hail as friends

many of those critics who used to turn him into

ridicule.

Yet Meunier may well laugh in his sleeve at

some of his old foes. He must see that they are

making wild amends for their past follies. There

are those amongst them who are hardy enough to

acclaim him as the greatest sculptor of the time :

nay, as the inventor of an art entirely new and

original, which will be that of the millenarian

centuries to come. Critical applause, however,

like adverse criticism, is usually indiscreet, and for

the good reason that it is a delightful flattery which

men offer to their own judgment, and as a conse-

quence to their own intellectual vainglory. Ideal

criticisms would be in some sort admirable plagiar-

isms ; for the critic's ideal duty is faithfully to

repeat what every book, or picture, poem or statue,

has to tell him for and against its creator's talents

and attainments. No one, however, can thus turn

himself into what we may call a thinking phono-

graph, truthfully giving voice to those impressions

and those mute self-criticisms which art leaves in

every receptive educated mind. It is with his

whole character, as well as through a medium ol

borrowed wisdom and stupidity, that a man sees .

hence he reveals himself in his criticisms, and the

artist of whom he speaks is seldom benefited.

For this reason, one cannot hope to do justice to

the work of Constantin Meunier. To treat of it

simply and straightforwardly is the utmost that one

could do. M. Meunier, because he made the

collier and the artisan his theme, and "the suffering

greatness of toil " his poetry, is not necessarily the

inventor of an art entirely new, as well as memor-

ably original. Men of genius have long been

inspired by the life of the working classes ; and

assuredly the old Dutch masters, when considered

as social historians, are not less truthful than Millet

and Meunier. The difference between the old

truth and the new is the result of a marked change

in the attitude of thoughtful men to the miseries so

common in the world. The Dutch masters loved

the world as it vas, and were happy : whereas we

moderns arc so alive to the sorrows and abuses

near us, that our mirth loses itself in melancholy,

like that of the latter-day Dickens. In our own

day,as a rule, the man of genius is in revolt against

the common human lot, sometimes consciously

like Millet, unconsciously sometimes like Mi unii I

and although he stirs in us many tender feelings,

by which our ancestors were seldom moved, yet we

must not think, like some of Meunier's rash critics,

that he will eventually bring about a regeneration

of mankind. Art must not pretend to educate

" DOCK LABOURER
MAI I.I 11. IN BRONZIi BY CO .

i '. MEUNIER
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social reformers ; her mission has happily nothing

in common with Exeter Hall and the cant of

humanitarianism. Yet we are told that Con-

stantin Meunier is "a saviour of society," and that

his art is eminently fitted to make us all set about

the task of turning the collier into a man of means.

That Meunier has been a true friend to the

collier I do not for a moment doubt. At the time

when he began drawing his inspiration from the

Belgian Black Country, no laws of State regulated

the working of the mines. The coal trade was

then, in Belgium, a horrible child-sweating industry,

by which young girls were brutalised and lads de-

formed. All this M. Meunier painted; and his

pictures not only provoked remark, they stimulated

reform. But the real point is this: that his methods

were all honestly artistic ; they had no affinity with

those which the late Mrs. Beecher

Stowe made so popular, when calling

attention to another and less de-

graded kind of " black " slavery. I n

other words, M. Meunier has never

been a man with a mission—a Millet,

half-poet unwittingly, and wittingly

half- preacher. The ethical and

socialistic interests of his work,

about which so much nonsense has

been talked, owe their origin to an

impressive truthfulness to nature,

and not to a highly self-conscious

kind of humanitarian teaching.

Meunier understands the life of the

mining poor in Belgium ; he works

because he has something to saw

and that something he gives expres-

sion to in a style all his own, rugged,

masculine, reticent, and filled with

an uncouth dignity and pathos.

Michel Angelo might have painted

thus if he had been at heart a

collier.

In Fire Damp, a bronze group in

the Brussels Museum, Constantin

Meunier has made real for us the

dazed terror of a collier's wife when

she first beholds her husband's dead

body. Here, indeed, is a subject to

make any inferior artist melo-drama-

tic. Guido Mazzoni, for instance,

who has left us some very curious

Good Friday religious dramas in

coloured clay, would have repre-

sented the poor woman in the act of

tearing her hair and shrieking hys-

terically. It is a very different grief that Meunier

shows us. The husband he keeps out of sight, and
the wife, bending awkwardly forward, her arms
dangling weakly by her side, seems the Niobe of

Toil, turned into bronze by the sudden horror of

the catastrophe.

The noble reticence of feeling in this work, as

in Ecce Homo, is not a Flemish quality as a rule.

Perhaps it is the result of the artist's own sufferings.

We meet with it again, as with the rest of Meunier's

qualities, in another masterpiece in bronze, An Old-

Colliery Horse, which I should describe on my
own account, were it not that M. Octave Mirbeau

has made the pleasant task unnecessary. M. Mir-

beau's description has been thus done into English

by Miss Florence Simmonds :

" How weary he is, this poor old colliery horse !

1HE BELGIAN BLACK COUNTRY
FROM A DRAWING BY CONSTANTIN MEUNIER
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Constantiii Meunier

THE BELGIAN BLACK COUNTRY

His hollow sides, barred by his ribs, speak of

plentiful blows and scanty corn. Yet he has

worked hard, poor brute ! ... It has always been

night for him, in low galleries, the roof of which

grazed his back as he toiled along. . . . His legs

are bent at the knees and swollen at the fetlocks.

With nerveless flanks, and flaccid hocks, he rests

on his crumpled hoof,

after the manner of tired

beasts. His neck, with its

scanty mane, his shoulders,

marked by the collar, make

almost a straight line with

the hind-quarters, and pass-

ing along the spine, it

divides at the meagre croup

into a double apophyge.

His head hangs a little to

one side, his ears droop,

his jaw falls. His eye is

dim, mournful and gentle,

veiled as it were by a mist

of darkness. Tears have

left their channels on his

skin. He is motionless

;

not a muscle, not a hair

stirs ; spent " and helpless,

he will lie down but to die.

. . . One of the finest

touches of observation in

this study is the face

Meunier has given t<> this

old battered carcase of a

horse. Its pathos is extra-

ordinary. For the faces of

old and suffering beasts are

like those of old people

—

I. n es made up of misery and

resignation, tragic faces, in

which may be read, better

than in a book, the injustice

that presses on the hard lives

of the poor. Such is the

magic of the masterpiece,

that, without any sentimen-

tality or rhetoric, eloquent

only by its form, this little

bronze conjures up the

whole life of the mine, the

terrible mine .... and

thought travels with deep

depression from tortured

beast to martyred man.

. . . This old colliery horse

sums up the whole tragedy."

Also it sums up nearly all the work of Con-

stantin Meunier. That work is seldom relieved by

gaiety ; in it the sun rarely shines. One wearies

for the sound of laughter. If Shakespeare in all

his tragedies makes us think sometimes of Falstaff

and Prince Hal, it is precisely because unrelenting

BY CONSTANTS MEUNIER

COLLIERS IN HIE I'll FROM A DRAWING BY C MEUNIER
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Coiistantin Meunier

BRICKMAKERS "

gloom is tiresome; and Constanrin Meunier must

know that the Flemish collier is no enemy to

mirth. It is noticed, in fact, all the world over,

that men are seldom more cheerful than when they

earn their daily bread in the midst of danger. But

it is an ungracious task thus to pick holes in the

work of a really great artist, a genuine man of genius.

A few remarks must now be made on the illus-

trations which give interest to this study. I regret

very much that it is only possible to give one

example of the artist's early work as a painter of

the Flemish collier's life and sufferings. But I be-

lieve this one example will be found most interest-

ing, full of character, sympathy, and power. The
Belgian Black Country is very well typified in two

of the illustrations, and the Collier at Work is ad-

mirably posed, as will be granted by any one who
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has watched a miner

labouring under a great

mass of coal. If there is

a blemish in this work it is

to be found in the man's

lean back ; for a half-naked

collier, when seen in the

dim, uncertain light under-

ground, looks gigantic, her-

culean. The strong ele-

ments of style in the bas-

relief of Industry, in the

statuette of The Slangier,

and in that of the Dock

Labourer, give something

of a classic, ideal charm to

the robust naturalism by

which each of these fine

conceptions is marked.

These small statues, so

vigorous and sympathetic

in handling, so dignified in

their simplicity and repose

of line, are, I am inclined

to think, the most truly-

statuesque of all M. Meu-
nier's achievements as a

sculptor. Yet, examine

them carefully, and you

will, I think, find that a

painter's hand betrays itself

here and there, though not

so plainly as in the com-

position of that noble group

of Brickmakers. The Ecce

Homo, a statuette in bronze,

to which I have already

alluded, and which made so profound an impres-

sion at the Champ de Mars Salon in 1892, is com-

monly regarded as the sculptor's masterpiece, and

I wish I had an illustration of it to place before

you. Mr. Claude Phillips said at the time that

this little sitting figure of Christ, a mere statuette in

dimensions, was undoubtedly one of the finest

things of the year, by virtue of its breadth of hand-

ling, its accent, and, above all, its intensely human
pathos.

One cannot but agree with this criticism, and yet

we must not lose sight for a moment of the indus-

trial greatness of the art of Constantin Meunier. It

is about ten years ago since I ventured to draw

attention for the first time to the wealth of varied

life, to the exhaustless fund of artistic inspiration,

to be found in our dockyards, collieries and pot-

BAS-REL1EF BY C MEUNIER
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teries, near our furnaces, and in our factories, in all

of which busy centres of tragic industry there is a

religious art of the best kind—the art of the re-

ligion of daily human toil. Well, it is this religion

that M. Meunier is inspired by, has interpreted to

us, and in doing so, he has stirred us with an arl

which will assuredly hand down to posterity the

character, the genius, the life and the tragedy of

these first great anxious days in the seemingly

eternal era of steam with its machinery.

Two or three of the other illustrations are rough

sketches, mere notes of hand, made rapidly in the

open air. Yet in these slapdash croquis, as in the

completed works, we find

every one of the artist's

favourite virtues and graces.

The note of manliness—

a

fine, rude, unpolished man-

liness—must detain us here

a moment or two. It is a

quality that Meunier shares

with nearly all the Flemish

artists of to-day ; for the

spirit of Rubens, with its

swaggering, lustful promise

of strong generations yet to

come, is still brilliantly alive

in the Flemish genius.

Whilst England has been

producing limp pre-Raphael-

ites and neurotic artists in

all kinds, Belgium has re-

newed, both on canvas and

in stone and bronze, the

wild strong youth of the

past. The truth may be

expressed in another way.

It is a militant country this

England of ours. It is the

home of many noble sports,

and of many dangerous and

delightful games. In Bel-

gium, on the other hand,

vigorous exercises in the

open air are seldom en-

couraged. And yet, as a

rule, our own painters and

sculptors are not by any

means so manly as their

Belgian confreres. It is true

that the Belgian artist is not

usually very thoughtful, is

often very vulgar, is rarely

tender and imaginative; but

there his Flemish vigour and manliness are for all

that, and they contrast oddly with the effeminate

languor by which, here in England, an athletic

country, so many literary and artistic productions

are now characterised. It is well to remember

that in Flanders the national character has always

reflected itself thus in the fine Arts ; whereas in

England, as in ancient Rome, those very arts were

scouted as unmanly. The drama held sway

amongst us, and foreigners painted our pictures.

At last the theatre began to languish ; the old

magnificent virility perished slowly out of it; and

at the same time, as during the decline of Rome,

'COLLIERS GOING TO THEIR WORK
FROM A TAINTING BY CONSTANTIN MEUNIER
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" A COLLI ER : SUNDAY BY CONSTANTIN MEUNIER

ever seen admits of no doubt

;

but it is a truth which our namby-
pamby eclecticism passes by in

silence. And it ought never to be

forgotten, though it usually is, that

the first signs of national weakness

have invariably shown themselves

most clearly in the fine arts and in

literature.

Now, we are told by Tennyson,

Coleridge, Goethe, that all great

minds must be androgynous.

Genius, in other words, is a single

creative human power with a

double sex. Hence I think we
may seriously say, without the

least extravagance, that whilst in

the Flemish genius the masculine

sex maintains its rightful pre-emi-

nence, the female is becoming
much too aggressive in the Eng-

lish. Who, indeed, can imagine

a Flemish Burne-Jones? Who,
again, can think it likely that an

English Meunier will appear ?

Sometimes Constantin Meunier

shocks us by his strength, as by

the uncouthness of his manly
sentiment. Then one thinks of

George Mason, and of his sweet

idyllic picture of the singing col-

liery girls ; and one longs for the

coming of a man capable of unit-

ing the best qualities of the

rugged Meunier, the collier of the

brush and chisel, to those of the

tender, the imaginative English-

man, who studied the Black

Country through the golden

light of the setting sun.

the scorned arts came into fashion. Since then

the artistic temperament has been running riot in

our midst
; and we have missed since then in most

of our books, plays, paintings and statues, the

strong presence of that racial quality, that bull-

dog something or other, which used to tell our

ancestors that even their most refined men of

genius were men of action. In plain words, the

English genius, unlike the Flemish, has lost much
of its old-time masterfulness : it no longer gives

expression, as a rule, to what is strongest and most
militant in our national character. That our
colonising civilisation is the greatest the world has
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SOME GLASGOW DESIGNERS
AND THEIR WORK. BY
GLEESON WHITE. (PART I.)

In studying the history of decorative

art, it becomes evident that the most original and
lasting work has been more often than not the out-

come of a well-defined local movement. Some-
times a single artist initiated the whole school ; at

others a few working in familiar intercourse acted

and reacted on each other, so that at last a distinct

character was imparted to their work and that of

their successors. No matter how much each of
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these differed from his neighbour, the characteristics

which distinguished his work from that produced

in other localities, are still more evident to an un-

prejudiced observer than any family likeness among

members of his group.

In these days of rapid intercommunication and

increased knowledge of the work of distant countries,

so that New York knows to-day more of what Paris

or Berlin may be doing than London knew of

Norwich a few generations ago, it might have been

expected that cosmopolitan tendencies would pre-

vail. Yet there is plenty of evidence to show that,

as always, work which rises above the level of

commercial design is usually the outcome of a dis-

tinctly isolated group. We have seen during Her

Majesty's reign the rise of the I're Kaphaelites : the

intluence of Mr. Morris and his personal friends :

the far-reaching results from a small and little-known

society -the Century ( ruild : and many other definite

classes of design which have sprung from the asso-

ciation of a few sympathisers and energetic workers.

These may be really isolated by geographical limits,

or only separated from outside workers by the

boundaries of a clique. Yet in either case they

pay little regard to adverse criticism unless it comes

MIKKok FRAME IN PURE TIN
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from within their own circle, and all are more or

less swayed by a common impulse.

Glasgow to-day presents to an unusual degree

this aspect of the case. In the work of the Glasgow

School of Painters there is a broad likeness which

separates it from that of men of Newlyn, or the

members of the New English Art Club, and yet

the Scots' work is by no means all s< hemed within

any hard-and-fast limit. In decoration Glasgow at

present shelters a not dissimilar group. In addition

to a lew artists, all more or less intimate, the authors

of most of the examples chosen to illustrate this

paper, there are several others unconnected by

friendship and working in totally different manner
who are all interested in decorative art, and doing

good service to advance its aims. The locality

which thus develops its own ideas of expression

may comprise a province, or it may lie limited

to the work of a single studio. In Clasgow

the newest and most individual manner is un-

doubtedly that which is seen in the work of the

Misses Macdonald, Mrs. F. E. Newbury, Mr.

Charles Mackintosh, Mr. J. Herbert McNair, and
Mr. Talwin Morris. Mr. Oscar Paterson, in his

very original stained glass, must not be placed quite

in the same group, nor can

Mr. George Walton, whose

work is entirely devoid of

the qualities which make
the first group so promi-

nent, nor the Messrs. Guth-

rie. But to a Southerner

all these factors combine,

and he is willing to accept

the result as the Glasgow

Arts and Crafts movement,

even as he accepts the

work of men so different as

Messrs. Guthrie, Lavery,

Walton, Stevenson, Henry,

Hornel, Cameron, Christie,

and the rest, as represent-

ing the Glasgow School of

Painters.

It is peculiarly delicate

ground that one touches in

an attempt to appreciate

the work of artists who are,

by force of circumstances,

to a certain degree, com-

mercial rivals also. For if

the natural purpose of line

decorative objects is fust to

yield satisfaction to their

«7
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CANDLESTICKS IN BEATEN BRASS

DESIGNED AND EXECUTED BY FRANCES MACDONALD

{By permission of Talwiti A/orris, Esq.)

makers, it is also, as a rule, no less a source

of income to those who produce them. Therefore

it may seem as if a paper devoted to such things

were indirectly a disguised advertisement. It is so

as much and no more than is every notice of a picture

at the Royal Academy, every review of a book,

every critique of a concert.

If the same privilege long since accorded to the

Fine Arts be allowed to the Applied Arts, then it is

no more venal to praise a sideboard than to applaud

a portrait. If press notices send a designer more

clients possibly they send the portrait-painter more

commissions. A rough-and-ready rule would seem

to be that all original designs, whether in picture,

pattern, or material, should be granted the privilege

of open appreciation, while all articles issued with

no recognition of the painter or designer should

fall under the head of manufactures, which can only

be commended generally in guarded terms in any
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paper that wishes to main-

tain its self-respect.

The decorative move-

ment in Great Britain to-

day is showing many signs

of vitality which promise

well for its future. That

not a few of its new de-

partures are in opposition

to the Gothic ideals which

William Morris cherished,

or to those of the English

Renaissance wThich the

Century Guild proclaimed,

need not be wholly re-

gretted. Growth is essen-

tial, and if some branches

ultimately produce flowers

and no fruit, it is yet too

early in the spring of the

new Renaissance to decide

which will ultimately ripen

to maturity and which will

perish under adverse criti-

cism, or die from sheer

inanition. Eccentricity is

often enough, we fear, the

first title given to efforts,

which, later on, are ac-

cepted as proofs of serious

advance. Continental

critics, restlessly curious as

to what England is doing,

are by no means agreed.

One eminent French critic

thinks that the Egyptian Court at the British

Museum is responsible for most of the so-called

novelty in design at the late Arts and Crafts Exhi-

bition. Had he seen the products of Young Glas-

gow the statement would have seemed far more

plausible. Yet those sons and daughters of Scor-

land, who appear to be most strongly influenced

by Egypt, affect to be surprised at the bare sug-

gestion of such influence, and disclaim any in-

tentional reference to " allegories on the banks of

the Nile "
; nor in their studios do you see any

casts, photographs, or other reproductions of

Egyptian art. As a rule, a designer gathers round

him, unconsciously may be, examples of his favourite

period. In one such studio the Italian Renaissance

is to the fore ; in another Mediaeval or Jacobean

relics ; in a third Japanese ; but Glasgow betrays

no archaeological bias to any of these divers ways.

There is a legend of a critic from foreign parts
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who was amusing himself by deducing the person-

ality of the Misses Macdonald from their works,

and describing them, as he imagined them,

"middle-aged sisters, flat-footed, with projecting

teeth and long past the hope (which in them was

always forlorn) of matrimony, gaunt, unlovely

females." At this moment two laughing, comely

girls, scarce out of their teens, entered and were

formally presented to him as the true and only be-

getters of the works that had provoked him. It

was a truly awful moment for the unfortunate

visitor, whose evolution of the artists from his

inner consciousness had for once proved so

treacherous.

With a delightfully innocent air these two sisters

disclaim any attempt to set precedent at defiance,

and decline to acknowledge that Egyptian decora-

tion has interested them specially. " We have no

basis," they say, in tone of demure contrition, " that

is the worst of it
"

; nor do they advance any theory,

but enjoy the discomfiture of an inquirer who had

expected the " intensity " of their work to be the

product of '• intense "
artists. Therefore he is driven

to believe that the very individual manner in which

they have elected to express their sense of beauty

is really the outcome of the feeling they have

towards the arrangement of lines and masses.

" Why conventionalise the human figure ?
" said one

critic. " Why not ?
" replied another of the group.

"Certain conventional distortions, harpies, mermaids,

caryatides, and the rest are accepted, why should

not a worker to-day make patterns out of people if

he pleases?" This is a querj easiei propounded

than demolished. If you once throw over prece-

dent there need be no limit to experiment ; except

that to be accepted it must justify itself. Without

claiming that the method of new Glasgow is the best,

or that it is impeccable, its very audacity and novelty

deserve to be encouraged. After seeing much

of it one must needs admit that there is method

in its madness ; that in spite of some exaggeration

that has provoked the nickname of " the spook

school," yet underneath there is a distinct effort to

decorate objects with certain harmonious lines, and

to strive for certain " jewelled " effects of colour,

which may quite possibly evolve a style of its own,

owing scarce anything to precedent.

One has but to recall the first reception of Whit-

man or of Wagner to realise how very feeble is the

attitude of academic protest against any new experi-

ment in style. In each case contempt and hatred

have long since given way to acceptance and

approval. The Glasgow decorators may never

occupy places in the applied arts equal to those

the American poet or the Bayreuth master hold in

theirs. But to say that they break with all tradi-

tion, that they are eccentric, extravagant and

chaotic, and merely mad, is but to take refuge in

I
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the old protest against any infraction of established

custom.

Alphabetical sequence and common courtesy are

both alike in placing the Misses Macdonald first

in order. These young ladies are not unaccus-

tomed to receive the first missiles which are so

liberally hurled at the coterie of artists of which

they are part. Such attacks they suffer not

merely stoically, but apparently with a keen sense

of the humorous attitude which folk in bad temper

usually fall into. In a day when novelty is sup-

posed to atone for any artistic revolt, we might have

expected that the experiments of the Glasgow deco-

PAIR OF SCONCES IN BEATEN BRASS
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rators would have been attractive to jaded palates.

But as a rule even the most lukewarm supporter of

the 'things that have been' feels called upon to pro-

test at the ' things that might be,' did these two

young people have power to work their wicked will

undetected. One would almost think that Mr.

Aubrey Beardsley had satisfied their craving for the

unexpected, and that in future they debar any fresh

experiments in design. Surely it is but decent

civility to treat any serious experiment with some
show of tolerance; and the work of all Glasgow

school of designers is singularly free from vulgarity

of idea, redundance of ornament, and misapplica-

tion of material. It may

controvert established prece-

dent, but it does so in an

accomplished manner, and

with a sincere effort to obtain

new and pleasing combina-

tions of mass and line. It is

quite open to any one to

deny that the attempt has

succeeded in pleasing him or

satisfying his abstract ideas

of fitness ; but it is only mere

justice to acknowledge that

the attempt was well-inten-

tioned, and not ignorantly

prejudiced ; in short, that if

precedent was set aside, it

was abandoned politely and

deliberately.

It is with some relief that

one finds the Misses Mac-

donald are quite willing to

have their work jointly attri-

buted—for actuated by the

same spirit, it would be diffi-

cult, if not impossible, for an

outsider to distinguish the

hand of each on the evidence

of the finished work alone.

Perhaps the most striking fact

that confronts one at first is to

find that some comparatively-

large and heavy pieces of

wrought metal were not only

designed, but worked en-

tirely by the two sisters. In-

deed, with the exception of

certain assistance in joinery,

all the objects here illus-

trated are their sole handi-

work.
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COPPER SCONCE DESIGNED AND EXECUTED HY M.

(By permission of Talwin Morris, Esq.)

Iii a notice of the last Arts and Crafts Exhibi-

tion which appeared in The Studio reference was

made to a clock then exhibited, which was illus-

trated with two large panels of beaten silver

(Vol. IX. p. 203). The two clocks here illustrated

(page 95) show the unusual combination of a dial

with pendant weights upon an open stand.

Whether in each case the unity of the metal with

the wood support has been quite achieved may be

left an open question. Most probably the sense of

something missing, where the wood suddenly gives

way to metal, is due to the fact that we are accus-

tomed to a complete wooden case, with the metal

face framed therein. These dials are wrought in

low relief in designs that do not efface the surface

of the material, but allow

sufficient spaces for play .if

light to give a metallic

effect to the design. This

reveals tin- craftsman not

less than the artist ; for

designers unaccustomed

to the actual manipula-

tion of metal are apt to

forget its intrinsic beauty,

and to leave it no import-

ant part in the composi-

tion. The one in beaten

tin is on a simple stand,

but the other in brass is

on a white enamelled

framing with considerable

character in its form. But

it is in this especially that

one feels the absence of

white woodwork above the

face of the clock, and

doubts arise whether a

circular form is quite happy

as the crown of a structure

quadrangular in plan, espe-

cially when it seems like a

silhouette on an object

otherwise modelled in the

round. The subject of

this dial is " the hours

blowing dandelion seeds."

The fine pair of candle

sconces (one of which is

illustrated) hang in Mr.

Talwin Morris's dining-

room, where a settle exhi-

bited at the last Arts and

Crafts, and other beautiful

pieces of furniture and metal, prove how admirably

the work of Glasgow adapts itself to domestic sur-

roundings. These sconces are in beaten copper, with

rich swelling surfaces that exhibit the colour of the

metal to the best advantage. A conceit—favoured

by more than one of the school " the ever-watchful

eye "— is not only incorporated with the design, but

repeated by the nails that project through the eve-

lets (literally eyelets here) that support the whole.

A pair of candlesticks, 27 inches high, in beaten

brass, devised and executed by Mi-.s Frances Mac-

donald alone, are also here. A mirror frame, with

the appropriate subject "Vanity," in beaten lead,

and a pair of sconces in beaten brass, here illus-

trated, need no comment. The latter are con-

9i
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ceived in the same spirit as the panels shown at

the New Gallery, but lack the jewels which, on the

beaten silver of the others, gave a certain precious-

ness to the work.

A Book-Plate, for John Edwards, here repro-

duced, is by Miss Margaret Macdonald. It fulfils

most admirably certain

essentials of the ex libris

too often lacking in the

pictorial plate, and in the

arrangement of lines it is

perfectly characteristic of

the strongly marked style

which all the artists men-

tioned here delight in. As

a mere pattern in lines,

without any reference to

their meaning, it is singu-

larly felicitous.

Space forbids descrip-

tion of an elaborately illu-

minated manuscript the

Misses Macdonald have

just completed. Nor

would it do justice to the

work to illustrate a sample

page in mere black-and-

white. It is conceived in

the same spirit as many

of the designs illustrated,

but has also a splendid

harmony of colour which

sets it fairly in competi-

tion with an ancient

missal, although at the

same time it has not a

trace of mediaeval feeling,

but is of the Macdonald

school absolutely. The

small poster of the Nomad
Art Club needs no ex-

planatory paragraph. It

is calculated to exasperate

those who dislike the work

of these clever sisters to

a degree perhaps unap-

proached by any other work pictured herewith.

It is just because the naivete and daring of these

designs controvert all well-established ideas that

it is very hard to be quite just in criticising them.

Either they offend without extenuating circum-

stances, or, having become attracted towards them,

one is inclined perhaps to defend their weakness as

well as their strength. Seen with many others from
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the same hands, it is impossible not to recognise a

distinct method in their apparent extravagance.

To-day, when almost everything in decoration can

be traced to an established style, it is so unusual to

find original endeavour, that one tries to hark back

to some precedent. Because of its use of vertical

lines, and its archaic treat-

ment of the figure, many

people prefer to say that

all the Glasgow work is

based upon Egypt. Yet

a visit to the corridor de-

voted to Egyptian art in

the British Museum, un-

dertaken specially by way

of comparison to see,

proves the debt to be but

slight, for even if the spirit

of the early art is in these,

its motives are not.

To represent adequately

the work of Mr. Charles

Rennie Mackintosh, who

is an architect by profes-

sion, some of the build-

ings for which he is re-

sponsible should be il-

lustrated and described

before considering his

work as a designer. But

to include architecture in

this paper would be to

extend it far beyond the

allotted space. Conse-

quently, even the most

brief notice of his achieve-

ments in this art must be

excluded, although a very

fine block of buildings

just finished in Glasgow,

reveals so many of the

qualities that distinguish

his other work, that it is a

matter of regret to pass it

over. Here, however, we

are concerned chiefly with

his schemes for interior decoration, for furniture, and

for posters. To him has fallen an opportunity rare

at the present time : and that he has fully grasped the

possibilities it offered we shall endeavour to show,

so far as black-and-white illustrations can convey an

idea of a scheme depending to a great extent upon

its colour. A large building to be known, I be-

lieve, as " Miss Cranstoun's Tea Rooms," has been

DECORATIVE I'ANEL BY C R. MACKINTOSH
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1URAL DECORATION (LADIES' ROOM) BY C. R. MACKINTOSH

iately erected from designs by an eminent Edinburgh

architect. As several interior features are open to

somewhat severe criticism, it will be best not to

give the architect's name. But if parts of the

structure are extremely irritating, in common
justice one must allow that others reveal know-

ledge, good taste, and a capacity for planning

spaces that entitle him to very high praise. Of
this building the mural decoration of the two

lower storeys has been entrusted to Mr. George
Walton and those above to Mr. Charles R.

Mackintosh. The actual work of the former

has been carried out by the firm to which the de-

signer belongs, but Mr. Mackintosh's portion has

been executed by Messrs. Guthrie, whose fame,

and well deserved it is, as makers of stained-glass

windows has often been recorded in these pages.

The extremely intelligent handiwork bestowed

upon Mr. Mackintosh's designs, and the quality

of its execution, must be recognised as no small

factor in the success of the work. Indeed, it is

rare to find a " firm " carrying cut work with the

same " feeling " that is manifest here. As a rule,

the battle between a designer—and those who carry

MURAL DECORATION (SMOKING-ROOM)
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out his schemes is long, and the victory is not

always with the artist. Here it would seem that

both parties have worked so loyally to secure the

desired effect, that praise bestowed on either one is

the upper blue, the colour in each intruding as a

frieze on the adjoining storey, so that the idea of

earth to sky is preserved. The plaster has been

prepared in flat colours of singular quality ;
whether

owing to the surface or to some clever manipula-

tion, the effect is of flat but not even colour with a

fine texture in it that imparts a surface not unlike

that upon the " self-colour " bottles of Chinese por-

celain. The whole of the applied decoration is in

stencil, with a large range of colour in the various

CLOCK IN BRAS^ ASP IVORY

DESIGNED AND EXECUTED BY

M. AND V. MACDONALD

equally, if indirectly, credited to the other at the

same time.

Mr. Mackintosh has planned the decoration for

the several floors (which are more or less visible

from each other, owing to the deep " well " which

runs through the whole of the back portion of the

building) with a certain unity of effect. The

ground colour of the walls on the first of the

floors which Mr. Mackintosh has decorated i>

green, the second a greyish-greenish yellow, and

L-

CLOCK IN BEATEN TIN AND EBONIZED WOOD

DESIGNED AND EXECUTED BY

M. AND F. MACDONALD

details. In the Ladies' Room (
p. 94) are figures dis-

posed in groups of varying sizes. These figures have

white robes, and the head of each is set against a

disc of gold, by way of nimbus. . An unbroken
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procession round the walls might have been mono-

tonous, but grouped as they are, a very decorative

result is obtained. If memory is trustworthy, a

sketch of one of these

figures was shown in the

balcony of the 1896 Arts

and Crafts Exhibition.

Interspersed among
these are conventionalised

trees, and a suggestion of

a flower-studded meadow

is preserved in the low

dado which runs round

the base above the actual

pannelled wainscot of the

room in which they ap-

pear. In the Luncheon

Room decoration, peacocks

appear as the chief feature

of the design, and applied

to the projecting portions

of the walls between these

is a formal row of trees.

These same trees, as the

illustration shows (p. 93),

although they occupy much

the same space, are not

absolutely replicas. Some-

half-dozen varieties lend in-

terest to the detail and yet

conform generally to the

symmetry which a repeated

pattern demands. The in-

genious variations of detail,

secured with no restle^-.

sense < >f change, is a feature

of Mr. Mackintosh's work.

Thus it gains no little of
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the interest which is usually limited to painted

decoration, inasmuch as it avoids the formal repeti-

tion of the ordinary" stencil designs. In very few of

them, if any, is " graduated wash "
; the various

portions of the stencil are painted with different

colours, but each, if memory serves, is put on in a

flat ungraduated coat. But here, as in the back-

ground, the texture of the plaster breaks the colour

into a sparkling living surface, in place of dull paint,

which on smooth plaster is so uninteresting. The

smoking-room calls for no special comment, as the

illustration (p. 94), with the description of the other

rooms, will give a fair idea of its effect. Mr. Mackin-

tosh has not shunned positive pigments, but when

his colours are vivid they are used in small, jewel-

like spots, so that the whole aspect of each wall is

cool, and forms an excellent background.

It is just because the means employed for these

decorations are so simple compared with the result

Hi
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that it is essential to regard it as a very important

enterprise. As a rule, money is lavished on the walls

of popular restaurants, but thought is scantily ex-

pended. Here, however, as with .Mr. Gerald
Mi 'ira's beautiful relief decorations at the Troca-

om wishes that the artist had been able to

control the structural features of the- place he has

adorned. Some iron ventilators of commonplace
m ruin at least one of these walls, and clash

painfully with Mr. Mackintosh's work. Other fea-

of the woodwork are also so ornate and
superfluous that one regrets their intrusion, not the

le-s because the actual carving expended is good
and the designs, considered apart from their share

in the scheme of the buildings, quite meritorious

i.dly is this the case in the added ornament

to the balustrade which surrounds the well in

the centre of each room. Upon one, obelisks

>d upon feet, for all the world like the case

of a metronome, are perched at intervals along

the handrail, looking as if an incautious passer by

might send them crashing on visitors below
; in

another, stone coats of arm- with supporters, in the

round, look equally comical, stuck as the)

regular intervals on the handrail of the balcony.

In one of the gable ends of the smoking-room is

an oval cartouche with Rococo floriation in high

relief. Contrasted with the severe lines of Mi

Mackintosh's decoration, these costly additions are

eyesores, and mar the

effect of an otherwise

completely satisfactory ex-

periment.

The various pieces of

furniture by the same de-

signer, illustrated here,

scarcel) need to be suppli

mented by any written

description. The linen

cupboard with stained

green wood panels, deco-

rated in lead, touched here

and there with colour, is

also a comely and satis-

factory piece of well-con-

structed furniture, with a

certain distinction of style

that is wholly pleasing.

It is impossible, of course,

to give the true value in

black and white of a piece

of furniture such as this,

for so very much depends

upon the harmony of the

colours employed. In the chest of drawers are-

one or two novel features which, if they hardly

i xplain themselves in the photograph here repro-

MACKINTOSH

MUSICAL REVIEW:

T.V C K. MACKINTOSH
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follow. It is just because it is so curiously per-

sonal, and so honest an effort to obtain new effects

that you respect it, and take it quite seriously,

although you allow that others no less well-inten-

tioned find it is still outside the pale of their

sympathy.

In the big poster, some nine feet high, for the

Scottish Musical Review, the scheme of colour is

most noticeable, the whole figure is sharply out-

lined in black upon a dark lustrous blue ground,

the robes of the figure being a rich purple, while

the decoration ahove and the projecting spots of

the tails of the birds are of pure emerald green.

In a smaller poster for the same periodical the two

discs are in vermilion, and the "branching lines of

the design in emerald green, all outlined in black.

Another design for a poster of art and literature

in a scheme of green and heliotrope purple, has not

so far been carried out.

To defend the work of Mr. Mackintosh is easy to

duced, are both effective and

comely in the actual piece of

furniture. The jewel casket has

an oak shell covered with brass,

with jewels in the top hinges.

But the posters demand a few

explanatory words. Some others,

partly by the same artist, have

been shown in London, and pro-

voked much diverse opinion.

But it must never be forgotten

that the purpose of a poster is

to attract notice, and the mildest

eccentricity would not be out of

place provided it aroused curiosity

and so riveted the attention of

passers-by. Mr. Mackintosh's

posters may be somewhat trying

to the average person, and his

semi-grotesque conventionalising

of the human figure is calculated

to provoke the stickler for prece-

dent. But there is so much

decorative method in his perver-

sion of humanity, that despite all

the ridicule and abuse it has

excited, after long intimacy it is

possible to defend his treatment.

But in doing so one cannot en-

dorse his innovation to the extent

of commending his very personal

method as a model for others to
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and there is every reason to believe that he will

not disappoint them in the future.

The decorative schemes Mr. Mackintosh has

carried out for the tea-room-, (and the same con-

clusion holds good of Mr. George Walton's share.

yet to be described), appear to be the first ex-

amples of permanent mural decoration evolved

through the poster. Not a few of those who de-

voted special attention to the modern poster were

interested far more in the influence it promised to

exercise upon fresco and stencilled-surface decora-

tion than for anything relating to its own

ephemeral purpose. It seems to be fair to claim

these decorations as the first notable examples of

decoration conceived in part upon the same prin-

ciples as those Mr. Mackintosh and others have

one who believes in it, and it seems that belief in it

should follow intimacy ; for when a man has some-

thing to say and knows how to say it, the conversion

of others is usually but a question of time. Those

near him hear it first and are therefore the earliest

to be convinced, but others follow at no distant

interval. Each season sees some artist hitherto

looked upon as a rebel, admitted into the ranks of

"the advanced but tolerated.'' One has but to re-

call the position occupied by many a present hero

of the applied arts not so many years ago, to

prove this fact. Whether the first successes of

Mr. Mackintosh will prove to be merely chance

efforts of youthful vigour, or the forerunners of a

notable career, it is too early to decide. But so

far, he has justified his most ardent supporters,
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George Chester

deemed suitable for posters ; but the subject is too

big to treat in the final sentence of a chapter. We
yet await permanent decorations from the hands of

Messrs. Pryde and Nicholson (the Beggarstaff

Brothers), from Mr. Maurice Greiffenhagen, from

Mr. Aubrey Beardsley, and dozens of the younger

men who have exploited flat-colours in simplified

masses
;
yet that there is every reason to hope for

a new spirit in mural decoration these illustrations

of Mr. Mackintosh's work surely prove in part. As
we shall see later by Mr. Walton's work, which is

less influenced by the poster than by the mural

decorations it has obeyed, it is not the personal

expression of any one artist which is here com-

mended, but the systematic conventionalisation of

form, the use of bright colours, and the absence of

hackneyed motives which mark the experiment.

In another chapter the work of Mr. Herbert

McNair, Mr. Talwin Morris, and Mrs. Francis

Newbury will be fully illustrated, and later on we
hope to represent the work of Mr. George Walton,

and of Mr. Oscar Paterson no less fully. So
with an ample selection of the achievements of

young Glasgow, people at a distance will be able to

form some idea of its aims. Even to a person who
lacks sympathy with certain aspects of its work, it

would appear that the movement there is worth study

and worth out-spoken approval, for one has but to

call to mind the platitudes in the flat which

adorn (?) the walls of most of our public build-

ings to feel grateful for any consistent effort to

produce something at once novel and, in its own
way, beautiful.

THE LATE GEORGE CHESTER

IOO

FROM A PHOTOGRAPH

GEORGECHESTER:
THE LAST
OF THE
OLD

LANDSCAPE
SCHOOL. BY A. L
BALDRY.

One of the chief glories

of the art of this country

is, beyond question, the

school of landscape paint-

ing which flourished during

the earlier years of the pre-

sent century. The record

of the achievements of the

group of artists who, break-

ing away from the older

traditions and conventions,

set themselves to paint

Nature not by rule but

devotedly and with sincere

respect, is an extremely

notable one in every way.

It shows us a remarkable

series of great painters,

keen observers and careful

students, whose one aim

was always to reflect in-

telligently what they saw,

regarding Nature as an

infallible teacher whosi

precepts were worthy of

acceptance without hesita-

tion or question. By their
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efforts was establishes the reputation of this country

as the home of a type of art which was at the time

of its creation practically unique, a type which has

since been accepted in many other parts of the world

as a pattern worthy of the sincerest imitation. To

the influence of this school is certainly to be

ascribed the growth of another school, that of the

French Romanticists, which has left in the history

of art a mark that nothing ran ever efface.

The period during which this signal demonstra-

of the vitality of the British school endured

was i xactly half a century, from 1800 to 185c. At

its outset Gainsborough and Richard. Wilson were

ly but memories, and George Morland, whose

admirable landscapes foreshadowed the work which

was to follow, was practically at the end of his

Career. Turner was already known, and was com-

mencing to make his way to the front, but he stood

almost alone. In 1800, however,
J.

S. Cotman

first appeared as an exhibitor ; Constable in 1802 :

1 (avid Cox in 1805 ; Crome in 1806
;
and 1 >e U'int

in 1807 ; and they were followed within a few years

by Clarkson Stanfield, Miiller, George Cole, and

Henry Dawson. By 1850, however, this phalanx

of admirable artists was almost entirely broken up:

and hardly any one remained to carry on the work

which they had begun i ape of another

sort, less simple and direct, began to be fashionable :

and the sounder beliefs of these masters were

abandoned for a more artificial and mannered

method of interpreting Nature.

It is because the artistic point of view underwent

this marked change that the position held by Mr.

George Chester, whose death was recorded at the

beginning of June, is so particularly interesting. To
him belongs the distinction of having, practically

unsupported, maintained till the present day all

that was best in the methods of the great masters

of landscape in the past. He bridged over, by a

succession of noble canvases, the interval betwi en

the magnificent achievements of Turner, ( lonstable,

and Cox, and the efforts of the present day, when

at last signs are seen of a revival of the wholesome

romanticism which was the dominant characteristic

of our school at its best. He was born in 1813, in

the very midst of the triumphs of the men whom
we justly regard as chief among the founders of our

modern art. Turner, at the time, was supreme, an

exhibitor of nearly thirty years' standing, and \< i fat

from those darker days when his powers began to

show sad signs of waning. 1 'avid Cox had estab

lished his reputation by some ten years of exhibit

ing : Constable had reached the period of his fullest

maturity: and Cotman, Crome. and De YVint were

in the first tidi of artistii sui 1 1 ss. It was natural

that George Chester, growing up amid surroundings
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"A GLADE IN THE NEW FOREST" FROM A PAINTING BY GEORGE CHESTER

so splendid, should have found himself in after

years influenced strongly by the atmosphere of

robust naturalism which had been created by these

great painters. His art was essentially a product

of a period when the motive of all the best pic-

torial production was the desire to realise through

individuality of treatment those poetic aspects of

Nature which appealed to each artist as most worthy

of record. There was then little subservience to

school dogmas. Each worker did what he felt

would best express his view, and painted what he

saw instinctively rather than what his professor or

the leader of his set told him to see. The whole

tone of aesthetic opinion was healthy and frank, and

i: encouraged those men who desired to be original

in the inclination to acquire their knowledge at first

hand.

Perhaps in Mr. Chester's case something of his

sturdy independence was owing to the fact that he

tDok up the painter's profession without the usual

preparatory study in an art academy. Originally he

nad an idea of becoming a government official, and

during the first years of manhood he was waiting

(j: an appointment which influential friends had

I D2

undertaken to procure for him. Finally, when he

was about twenty-three years old, he was offered

the Governorship of Sierra Leone. This, however,

he refused, inspired by a not unnatural dislike for

exile in a country where the white man's chance of

long life is notoriously slight. No doubt his re-

fusal was also greatly influenced by the fact that

he had just at that time married the wife who was

destined to be his devoted companion for more

than sixty years.

However, this abandonment of the original plan

which he had formed for an official career made

necessary the choice of some other profession, and

it was then that he thought of becoming an artist.

By his marriage he was brought into contact with

Ansdell, the animal painter, whose wife was related

to Mrs. Chester ; and at Ansdell's studio he be-

came acquainted with a number of prominent art

workers, among them Mr. Frith, Augustus Egg,

Elmore, H. O'Neil, John Phillip, Creswick, Bridell,

and Lee. It struck him aftera while that he might

find his vocation in the practice of art, and as he

watched his friends at work he resolved to experi-

ment with a view to finding out what were his
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"CORNFIELD, OXFORDSHIRE
'

FROM A FAINTING BY GEORGE CHESTER

capacities. He was living at the time at Hamp-
stead, and his first attempts were made from nature

—sketches of bits on the Heath. These essays he

took to Ansdell and Egg for an opinion as to their

merits and promise ; and when he received from

these experienced judges hearty praise and

encouragement he definitely decided to persevere.

His knowledge was built up by steady and unre-

mitting labour. His advisers had urged him to go

to nature direct ; so he began at once to paint out-

of-doors, and to acquire there, instead of within

the walls of a school, the experience which he

needed. No time was wasted in hesitating over

the particular branch of art which it would be best

for him to adopt. Landscape attracted him from

the first, and so to landscape he decided to give his

life. And he strove manfully to solve the secrets

of nature's variety, how strenuously may be judged

from the fact that during the ten years he spent at

Hampstead he completed not less than a thousand

sketches and studies, in addition to several pictures

of importance. His courage was soon rewarded

by the appreciation of the picture-loving public ;

and it was not long before he found himself earning

a comfortable income.

His first appearance at the Academy was in

1849, but he had before that shown examples of

his work in other exhibitions in London and the
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provinces ; and for many years he was represented

at the Old British Institution, the Society of British

Artists, Birmingham, Manchester, Dublin, Edin-

burgh, Bath, Bristol, and practically everywhere

else where art shows of any note were held. From

1853 to 1864 there was no break in his contribu-

tions to the Academy, and two at least of these

canvases, The J"alky of the Esk, in i860, and

The Fisherman's Haunt in 1862, were unusually

large and important. In 1866 he showed Thro1

the Wood; two more pictures in 1869; Sailing

with the Stream in 1870; Lady Mead Lock, now
the property of Mrs. Watney, in 1871 ; DmvnlancTs

Avenue, a commission from Lady Theodora Guest,

in 1872; Wind Against the Tide in 1874; .-/

Flight of Wild Fowl, and Hampshire Hatches, a

subject which he found on the Avon, near Ring-

wood, in 1876 ; and one other picture in 1877.

He was not again represented at the Academy
until 1SS0, when two pictures appeared; in 1882

he exhibited O'er the Heather, an important work
;

in 1883, Still Water Runs Deep, which was painted

on the Stour, on the borders of Hampshire and

Dorsetshire; in 1S86, Clear Rather ; a delightful

canvas, a study of a pool in the New Forest, in

1888 ; and The Water Way in 1889. This was

his last contribution to Burlington House ; it was

painted when he was more than seventy-five years
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of age, but it showed no sign of failing power or

diminished sense. However, his absence from ex-

hibitions by no means implied cessation of work.

He continued for some time as active as ever in

the exercise of his profession ; and relaxed little of

his energy until, two or three years before his death,

his health broke down, and he had perforce to

avoid the risks inseparable from work in the open

air. An attack of influenza, which prostrated him

when close upon his eightieth year, left him with a

chronic chest trouble which necessitated a degree

of care that was naturally extremely irksome to a

man who had before during his long life hardly had

even a day's illness. Until this breakdown came

deafness had been his only infirmity : mentally and

physically he had retained marvellously that youth-

ful vitality which rarely lasts beyond middle life,

but the importance of which to an artist is almost

incalculable.

It can hardly be doubted that both his splendid

health and his acuteness of perception were the

outcome of his habit of constantly painting in the

open. No morbidity of idea was possible for a

man whose waking hours were spent in the worship

of nature's beauties ; and by avoiding the confine-

ment of the studio he also escaped the bodily

discomforts which are apt to result from a seden-

tary life. He was always out of doors, and no

matter what might be the size of the canvas with

which he elected to grapple, everything important

was set down on the spot. In his case this meant

no slight amount of labour, for it was ever his

custom to make his pictures very large in scale.

To complete in the open a painting eight or nine

feet long implies a triumph over difficulties which

can hardly be realised by any one who has not

attempted such a feat. It means a never-ceasing

struggle with nature, who, prodigal though she is

with the beauties she displays to the artist, is in

her waywardness always ready to plague him and

to hamper him in his efforts to put her features on

record. But year by year Mr. Chester busied him-

self with canvases so large that he could, as he

would jokingly say, shelter himself from a passing

shower by sitting beneath one of them ; and year

by year these canvases were remarkable in no

ordinary degree for beauty of treatment and ac-

curacy of statement.

In the subjects which he chose Mr. Chester was

widely catholic. Any type of landscape attracted

him if it appealed to him as pictorially possible.

He knew England, Scotland, and Wales thoroughly,

SPRINGTIME, SUSSEX' FROM A PAINTING BY GEORGE CHESTER
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for he had wandered into every nook and corner

of the country. Perhaps his most attractive work

was done in the southern counties, in Surrey,

Hampshire, Devonshire, and Sussex, where he

found in perfection the reedy rivers, the fertile

fields, and the shady forest glades, which gave him

the fullest scope for his direct and expressive

technique. Such pictures as Still Water Runs

Deep, A Glade in tlic New Forest, or The Valley

of the An/n, which are reproduced here, show how

admirably he understood the character of his sub-

jects, and with what convincing force he was able

to set down what he saw. Nothing could have

been better than the agreement between the

manner and matter of his work. He chose to

represent nature in florid health, and he painted

her with a robustness that was in keeping with her

own. No difficulties daunted him ; intricacies of

drawing, subtleties of atmospheric effect, strong

combinations of colour, and exacting problems of

composition were things in which he delighted.

They were there before him, presented as material

with which he had to deal, and his chief desire

was to prove that he was equal to the task It was

this grasp of the larger essentials of his art, quite as

much as his bold brushwork and depth of colour

and tone, that linked him so unquestionably with

the memorable school of fifty years ago. As one by

one the men of like conviction who were the com-

panions of his youth, vanished from the scene, his

position acquired more and more importance. He
was at last left as practically the sole representative

of an art movement which was one of the greatest

that our history can show ; but he lived to see

the first signs, that are about us to-day, of the

revival of the older principles of landscape painting.

Had another twenty years of life been possible for

him, he would have found himself not a splendid

exception to an almost universal convention, but

at the head of a new school capable of reviving

the glories of other days.

Concerning the personality of Mr. Chester, it

would be possible to write an entire volume. The
individuality that made his art remarkable was

but a reflection of his everyday self. Never was

there a more kindly and lovable character. He
had to the very end of his life the simplicity

and straightforwardness of a child, and he re-

tained in an extraordinary degree the enthusiasms

ol youth. Yet he was a man of wide experiences,

who could look back upon a greater variety of memo-
ries than fall to the common lot. As a bov he had

met Byron, Rogers, Moore, Charles Kemble, and

others of the great men who were then leaders in

io5

the worlds of art and letters, and as years went on he

was brought in contact with many more whose lives

belong more nearly to our own time. By his mar-

riage he became intimate not only with Ansdeil, but

also with Mark Lemon, both of whom had married

cousins of Mrs. Chester's ; and with Frank Romer,

the composer, who was Mrs. Lemon's brother.

Mark Lemon was, indeed, one of his chief associ-

ates, and was often his companion during his sketch-

ing excursions, sitting, writing or fishing, while the

young artist worked. At his house George Chester

necessarily met some of the most notable men of

the day, Leech, Albert Smith, Ingram, Shirley

Brooks, among them. Of those times he had a

fund of anecdotes, quaint tales of laughable experi-

ences, which he told with inimitable humour.

Even when he was at work many things happened

which were delights to his cheery nature. The

people he came across and the things they said to

him were a source of constant amusement. He
would tell with glee how one day when he was

busy with a large picture, a curious passer-by,

noting the colourman's stamp on the back of the

canvas, stopped to ask, " Excuse me, but is your

name Winsor, or Newton ? " Or how when in a

similar situation a mild curate interrupted him with

the query whether he was a Royal Academician.

" No," said Mr. Chester, " we can't all be bishops."

Sometimes these chance passers-by, who came to

question remained to buy. A sale, for 200 guineas,

of a picture he painted in the Lake District was

negotiated over a wall behind which he was sitting

to avoid the unwelcome attentions of a gang of

trippers. As he possessed the fortunate faculty of

getting pleasure out of trifles, a faculty which is a

peculiarity of a wholesome mind, his life was punc-

tuated with these recollections, matters of small

moment, perhaps, when noted one by one, but full

of interest as they took their places in the career

upon which he was able to look back.

His was a type which under modern conditions of

existence will scarcely be given us again ; and his

charm of personality was made doubly great by the

fact that he was hardly susceptible of comparison

with people of the present day. He belonged in

his nature to a period when stress of competition

was not so active to destroy kindliness of heart ;

when comradeship was not veiled antagonism, but

real and active sympathy ; and in his sincerity he

was always ready to welcome and assist every one

whose aims were worthy of respect. The part

which such a man plays in the world is all im-

portant ; his death is a disaster, for he can never

be replaced.
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Home Arts and Industries

T
HE HOMK ARTS AND IN-
DUSTRIES ASSOCIATION
AT THE ROYAL ALBERT
HALL. 1897.

For some years The Studio has devoted a

considerable amount of space to the annual ex-

hibition of the Home Arts and Industries Associa-

tion at the Royal Albert Hall. Lest its purpose

in so doing should be misunderstood, it is well to

reiterate once more the reasons which make these

yearly displays specially interesting to all who are

studying the progress of national technical educa-

tion. It is not because they represent an amazing
variety of objects decorated by clever amateurs

;

nor is it because these artistic experiments are but

the ornamentation, as it were, of a solid structure

based on a philanthropic intention to provide em-

ployment for idle fingers of rich and poor. Both

these purposes are laudable in themselves, but

would fail to tempt a journal devoted to the arts

to grant so much of its space to their consideration.

It is for other reasons we approach the subject of

its thirteenth Exhibition here. The Association,

directly, and indirectly, strives to re-instate the

lost industries and crafts of our villages, and to

c IT BOARD. DESIGNED BY THE HON. MRS. CARPENTER. EXECUTED BY
R. HURWOOD, C BUTLER AND W. FAWELL, BoltOn-OK-Swalt

STATIONERY CASE. DESIGNED BY HON. MRS. CARPENTER
EXECUTED BY H. O'SUI.LIV'AN, BoltOtl-On-SvlaU

interest townspeople in the art of making things

comely as well as useful. It aspires to restore to

the average British workman certain qualities of

which the introduction of machinery has almost

deprived him ; to impart again deftness of touch

to awaken his personal interest in fine handicraft :

to turn the mere mechanic into an expert artisan,

from whose ranks in time new geniuses may be

expected to arise. But neither after thirteen nor

thirty years dare you expect that such an ambitious

scheme will be accomplished fully. The children's

children of some of these

recruits may indeed display

the peculiar qualities of

head and hand which stamp

the great craftsman. Nature

shows us how many seeds

are ripened to perpetuate

a single plant, and so sus-

tain the balance of living-

objects. If tens of thou-

sands of pupils taught

directly by this Association,

or by trained workers who
have learned their craft in

its schools, produce in time-

but a hundred first-rate

craftsmen, and these ulti-

mately reveal but one who
is a genius; such result

would amply justify the

effort. This statement of

the case has been set down
in similar context on pre-

vious occasions ; yet before

noticing the doings of the

Association in 1897, it is

well to insist once more
upon this aspect of the
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VASE DESIGNED AND EXECUTED BY W. ROBINSON,

Keswick

enterprise. Also to insist once again upon the

importance of patience, and to assure those who

teach, and those who are taught, that well-wishers

of the movement are satisfied with a very slight

advance year by year; and have no undue ex-

pectation of masterpieces or sensational triumphs

for a long time to come.

The deadly blow inflicted by machinery upon

personal interest in the work of our artisan cannot

be healed rapidly. One by one new pupils have

to be taught, with hopes that should not be raised

too high ; for dozens and dozens of lads and lasses

are certain to present themselves who are debarred

by nature from becoming first-rate exponents of

the craft they practise. But even here the effort

is not wasted ; the reflex action is a factor of

enormous importance— it is the teacher who learns

the most valuable lessons, and the object of the

Society cannot be achieved until those who direct

the various classes are themselves educated to the

required level, by failure no less than by success.

This year shows distinct advance, more in the

absence of the worst, than in the increased excel-

lence of the best things shown. One has but to

remember scores of objects in former years, some

prominent enough, which well-nigh made hopeless

the jury's labours, to realise how great is the

change. A competent critic who visited the

1 10

gallery for the first time this year, would be certain

to deplore the presence of much superfluous orna-

mentation. But to sustain the interest of pupils

who labour all day in wage-earning pursuits,

you must permit them considerable licence in

their voluntary studies ; and if the excess of decora-

tion by which they are attracted proves fairly good

of its sort, obeying certain canons of taste, one must

be content to train them to better things slowly.

It is pleasant to note that the very minor arts of

poker-painting, fret-cutting, bent-iron work, and

chip-carving, are less numerously represented than

heretofore. Nor is the terrific " masterpiece " of

the untutored mechanic, the useless tour-de-force we

know so well, to be discovered. Here are no

patchwork quilts, inlaid card-tables, dolls' houses,

birdcages, and other common objects of workmen's

exhibitions that depend upon mere dull routine for

their production.

Construction, the most important factor, has

improved, and, as for example in the Yattendon

settle, proportions are better. Colour shows advance,

as in the embroideries of Haslemere and the fabrics

of the British Weaving School. Design, if not so

noticeably progressive, is yet in the right track in

work by the Hon. Mabel de Grey and Miss Shep-

herd ; while bric-a-brac, at its best in the brass and

copper of Keswick and Yattendon, if it still floods

the various stalls, shows even in the poorer ex-

METAL TANKARD DESIGNED BY MRS. WATERHOUSE.

EXECUTED BY GEORGE FROST, Risby
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['ANEL OF FENDER. DESIGNED BY JOHN WILLIAMS

executed by Patrick roche, Fivcmiktown

amples, constraint in design, which, compared with

the average of even five years ago, is well marked.

Owing to the absence of a catalogue, and the

difficulty of discovering, among many others that

each card of description bears on its surface, the

items of information that interest an outsider, mis-

takes are certain to creep into the best-intentioned

report. Last year by a pen-slip Kirby-Lonsdale

was credited with many things praiseworthy, and

warned of certain dangers concerning others

;

when all the time Leighton-Buzzard was both the

real hero and the real culprit. Among the multi-

tude of facts on every label concerning the class

and its teacher, the worker's

age, and the time he (or she)

has been in training, with a

variety of other details, a

most important point—the

source of the design—is too

often entirely ignored. It

would be better if, in the

comparatively few cases

where the manipulator has

also designed the article, a

label of distinct colour

should be employed, so as

to distinguish at a glance ori-

ginal from derived patterns.

Perhaps the most novel

examples in the whole Ex-

hibition were some bold and

simply embroidered pieces

of applique-work after de-

signs by Mr. Godfrey Blount.

The more elaborate are illus-

trated here (pages 112& 113),

but others of extreme simplicity were no less good.

Mr. Harold Rathbone had an immense display

of "Delia Robbia" pottery, which this year consisted

chiefly of ash-trays, porridge-bowls, plates, cups,

vases, and other domestic items for use and orna-

ment. Larger pieces were also present, but the chief

interest centred in the smaller objects. The decora-

tion was varied, and the colour pleasant in itself,

if sometimes in a less rich key than one is accus-

tomed to look for on glazed pottery. In a few cases

of adaptation from published designs, one felt that

the source should be openly acknowledged. This

suggestion applies to two or three vases of " Delia

1
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Al'li IQUE-WORK PORTIERE. DESIGNED BY GODFREY BLOUNT
EXECUTED BY KATE SHAWYER

Robbia " ware on this stall, to certain book covers

and to a few other objects throughout the Exhibi-

tion. Doubtless those who chose to copy or adapt

designs already used did so in good faith ; but in

such cases frank recognition of the original that

inspired them is better for all concerned.

In a long afternoon, which included at least three

complete perambulations of the huge ellipse, with

careful attention to the objects upon each stall, a few

but only a few, seemed worthy of particular notice,

first among these came terra-cotta slabs (designed

by Mrs. ( ;. F. Watts, for the decoration of a small

I 12

chapel near Limner's Lease,

and executed by the Compton
branch of the Society), which

form the filling for the span-

drel of an arch, and show de-

lightful invention of Celtic

interlaced straps and grotesque

figures. These were kindred

to others from the same source

which we noticed at some

length last year. The pottery

by John T. Firth of Kirby

Lonsdale, if of varying merit

artistically, is peculiarly inte-

resting all the same, because it

is the actual design and handi-

work of one person, not a

potter by profession, who has

not only obtained considerable

mastery over his material, but

has revived the solid black

ware of old Etruscan origin.

It was said (by one of the

ladies in charge), that the de-

parture was without precedent

in England, and that Wedge-

wood so-called black ware was

really a red body coated with

black. An unlucky accident

to a fine piece of black Wedge-

wood actually by our side as

we write this, proves beyond

doubt that such a statement is

without foundation. But this

correction does not in any

way diminish the interest of a

group of objects which showed,

among more commonplace

forms, several of considerable

grace, and all stamped with

the personality of a single

worker.

Among the Leigh exhibits were some excellent

carvings after designs by Mr. Aumonier, one, a

triptych-frame, being especially noticeable. Several

stools, despite their construction being unduly

emphasised, were picturesque and entirely merited

the adjective " quaint." Many boxes with hinged

fronts, intended to contain photographs, were ex-

cellent in pattern and handiwork ; but the metal

locks, a very striking feature of their design, turned

out to be of foreign origin, as no good substitute

was obtainable here. Surely this hint to the

metal workers throughout the Association should

Haslemcre
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not be given in vain. Indeed, it should serve to call

attention to the valuable results which might be

achieved by mutual co-operation ; so that a class

which excels in metal work might execute commis-

sions for one that finds skilled joinery its chief

product, and so on.

Among the beautifully executed bindings and

other objects in decorated leather which were upon

the Leighton-Buzzard stall, a cover designed by

Miss Bassett, and a folding photograph screen by

Miss A. Shepherd were among the best. The
former is novel and restrained, the latter an excel-

lent instance of a commonplace trifle made attrac-

tive by the grace of its design. A leather box

which Lower Birtley exhibited is a faithful imita-

tion of a famous specimen in the South Kensington

Museum which has been illustrated in these pages.

Its success proved that if original invention be

lacking, a skilful workman has only to choose a

first-rate example of the past to satisfy the most

exacting taste. "If you copy, be sure only to copy

I

PPLIQUE WORK I'OKI II kt. DESIGNED BY GODFREY BLOUNT
EXECUTED BY THE CLASS, Haskmcre

the best," should be one of the maxims of the

Association.

From Yattendon came a group of delightful

metal work quite up to the high level this branch

established some time ago ; and an excellently pro-

portioned settle, of good design, with carving dis-

creetly applied. A pierced fender with design of

ships and a setting sun from Newton was also worthy

of special note. Southwold had a vast display of most

excellent carving, the major part being orthodox in

design, well finished in construction, quite up to the

level of taste of a first class West-end furnisher's, but

just lacking the personal interest that distinguishes

the woodwork of the individual craftsman from

most of the furniture of commerce. If Southwold

had its Mr. George Frampton, its Mr. C. R. Ash-

bee, or its Mr. Voysey, it might be easily first.

One does not advise the school to endeavour to

obtain designs from either of the three artists just

mentioned, that its pupils might copy them blindly ;

but it would be to its lasting benefit if the irreproach-

able technique it has

established could be in-

fused with nineteenth-cen-

tury feeling. An enthu-

siast who threw over dead

precedent and inspired

the clever fingers of its

pupils to fresh departure,

might raise Southwold to

a national position as a

school of wood-carving.

Its exhibits are in good

taste, but without personal

interest ; in a shop win-

dow not one would stand

out conspicuously as a

work of art : although

possibly not one would

fall below the level of the

market in mechanical per-

fection. The wood-can

-

ings of the Kent County

Council Schools show little-

new vitality, but maintain

a very respectable level of

worthy craft, a shade too

worthy for the most part.

The Chiswick School of

Arts and Crafts exhibited

a large case of admirable

bookbindings. On some
the designs were entirely

worthy of the skilful

"3
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FRIEZE. CARVED BY JAMES BROOKS DESIGNED BY THE ASSOCIATION, Ratcliff

manipulation, on others you felt that a certain de-

ference to established precedent was too evident.

Nearly all modern French bindings, and no few of

the English, are irreproachable, but dull. One does

not advise all binders to emulate Mr. D. S. MacColl's

vividly personal work, nor to copy Mr. Cobden-

Sanderson's beautiful compositions, still less to

rival the so-called Japanese effects popular in

France ; but you cannot but wish that they tried to

break away from routine as some moderns have

done. In several of the Chiswick covers there is

evidence that this capable school may before long

develop a style of its own at once new and good.

It is experimenting in dyes, applied to the leather

W&&9
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DESIGNED BY FRANCES MACEY. EXECUTED BY THE CLASS, Yattmdon

after it has been fixed on the covers ; it is making

elaborate patterns from simple dots, and needs but

full faith in itself to break away from the hackneyed

precedents which have well-nigh choked the craft of

bookbinding here and abroad. Two big copper

jardinieres, a quantity of elaborate embroideries, a

lacquered panel, and much Wood-carving were also

the work of the Chiswick branch. If the layman only

realised that this and various other branches of the

Association can be trusted to execute special com-

missions for furniture, binding, embroidery, and other

fine crafts satisfactorily and at moderate prices, then

might the average wedding present give way to

some personally appropriate object made specially

for its intended owners. This

practice would help useful

institutions and raise the artistic

level of the costly superfluities

showered on newly married

couples.

The embossed and gilded

leather sent from Porlock Weir

would be well worthy a place in

any European exhibition of the

applied arts. The elaborate

design by Miss Baker, which

consists of dogs and stags dis-

posed amid flowing scrolls, is

masterly of its class, and the

execution deserves no less high

praise. The spirit of the de-

sign atones for its strict obedi-

ence to established precedents,

and proves that even the driest

bones can be made to live

again if the artist has power to

re-infuse vitality.

Fivemiletown, Ireland, con-

tributed fenders of pierced

brass, one with a frieze of

owls, another with figures of
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squirrels, both apparently de-

signed by Mr. J. Williams,

from '.vhom (especially in the

Newton and Cambridge groups)

came much of the best schemes

in wrought metal throughout

the gallery.

The woven fabrics of Lower

Birtley ; a four-post bedstead

by M. C. Morsham, Killarney;

repousse work from Christ-

church, Hants (with sonw

clever adaptations of the seal

of the Priory) ; and other pieces

from Bournemouth ; good

metal work from Risley ; an es-

pecially satisfactory wrought-

iron lamp stands by Ernest Ed-

wards ( Hast Wretham) ; some

alarmingly novel applique
1

and

spangle work from Holcombe, monuments of mis-

applied good taste, all deserve more detailed notice

than space permits.

A very clever poster by Miss Gloag brings to

mind the admirable British Spinning and Weaving

School (9 Blenheim Street, New Bond Street),

for which it was designed, whose exhibits, with the

beautiful lace work of the Buckingham, Bedford-

iWWIWWWWWW^^ I'll

1 RAY. DESIGNED BY THE HON MABEL HE GREY

EXECUTED BY A. PORTER, Slepiny

TABLE. DESIGNED BY THE HON. M VBEL DE GREY
EXECUTED BY GEORGE COAST, SUptlty

shire, Devon and Northampton Societies, cannot be

adequately noticed here. These Societies provide

employment for ladies in reduced circumstances

and others, but they need no charitable motive to

justify support. For the work of each on its own

merits should receive ample patronage. Some of

the old lace patterns, exquisitely reproduced, show

the best possible taste in choice of design and in

its execution.

The inlaid wood-work,

designed by the Hon. Mabel

de Grey and her sisters, has

been praised so often in

these pages that nothing

more need be added here
;

it still retains its charm, and

seems as fresh and novel as

though it were seen for the

first time. The new designs

this year are as delightful as

those of the past ; to say

more would be superfluous,

especially as some are illus-

trated here.

That this—the thirteenth

annual exhibition — was

somewhat smaller than usual

is explained by two unrelati 1

1

facts ; the first being that

Sandringham, the Royal

School, is almost unrepre-

sented, owing to the illness

of its teacher, and to the

coincidence of a local
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' DELLA ROIiBIA " PLAQUE. DESIGNED BY C. A. WALKER, Birkenhead

exhibition at Kings Lynn ; the second, that its

date was fixed a month earlier than usual, to

avoid clashing with the festivities of the Diamond

Jubilee. That, despite the shortened time which

prevented many objects in hand being finished, so

good a display was got together, speaks well for the

Association. Without shutting one's eyes to its

faults, no unprejudiced observer can fail to discover

solid reasons for belief in its progress. Patience

and perseverance are its chief allies. Thirteen

years shows no falling off in either, and if the same

progress is maintained—and there is even indica-

tion that it will be accelerated—then all that its best

friends dared to hope will be fulfilled in due

course. An Association of this class is beset with

many difficulties ; it is pleasant to be patronised by

royalty ; to have a private view that is a social

function ; it is honourable to obey motives of

charity, and be actively engaged in providing lads

and lasses with interesting occupations for their

leisure time ; but these things often conflict with

serious efforts to educate skilled craftsmen. Fash-

ionable patrons have a good deal of taste which, if

not " mostly bad," is often mixed ; certain sup-

porters of any social movement are not wholly bent

on improving the masses, but have their private

interests, and prefer to please not too exacting

patrons in place of battling against their whims.
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A
SERIES OF JAPAN-
ESE DRAWINGS.
IV. EVENING MIST
IN THE VALLEY.

BY SOSEN.

Among the immediate followers-

and disciples of Okio, the founder of

the Shijo, or Naturalistic School of

Painting in Japan, there were many

whose names have been almost for-

gotten. One of these, who lived in

the early part of this century, and

whose drawings are now rarely met

with, is Sosen—not the Sosen of

Monkey fame, who became one of

the most notable of the Japanese

painters of this century—but a pre-

decessor, whose landscapes were

especially distinguished for their

tender and poetic qualities. One of

these, the original of which is painted

with Chinese ink upon silk, we have

now the pleasure to present to our

readers.

BOOK-COVER. DESIGNED AND EXECUTED BY

miss bassett, Leighton Buzzard
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STUDIO-TALK.

(From our oivn Correspondents.)

I

ON DON.—The Annual Exhibition of

the Ex Libris Society was once again

more impressive by reason of its wasted

opportunities than for any very notice-

able improvement in its standard for

modern designs. The Society obviously attaches

great importance to heraldry: but apart from the

work of four designers, all well established before it

existed, one sees no effort to make heraldry live as

decoration. The worship of " dated plates " and

Chippendales, of dull mechanical devices, old. and

new, is not worthy an important society. All that

bookplate design need not and ought not to be

was amply represented in dozens of examples.

What it might and should be you could scarce dis-

cover. Of course Mr. Aiming Bell's composi-

tions would grace any exhibition; but a set of

plates re-engraved from the originals of H. Stacy

Marks, L. Leslie Brooke,

and others, seemed mere

impertinences, which

ought not to be exhibited

without an official protest

against such a practice.

Mr. JohnLeighton showed,

as before, a real sense of

the possibilities of heraldry

in decoration. Mr. Harold

Nelson's three excellent

designs, so far unpub-

lished, one by Mr. H.Ospo-

vat and a Chichester plate

by Arthur Ellis, were the

only unfamiliar examples

in the sixty-five groups

which call for a word of

praise. One is sorry to

observe the hideous and

absurd expression Super-

I.ibros in the Catalogue of

the Society. "Book-
stamps" would surely be

more direct, and do no da-

mage to language, or good

taste. Mr. C. W. Sher-

born's twenty-one plates,

and certain others by Mr.

E. 1). French, familiar

though they all are, were a

relief after the dull, mean
average of the show.

Should we welcome commercial imitations of

specimens of fine craftsmanship, or flout the sincere

flattery which takes this form ? The question is

really not quite easy to decide offhand. Some of

the "printer's types " based obviously on Kelmscott

models which are being used so freely, must needs

promote the popularity of legible alphabets which

William Morris so strenuously endeavoured to re-

establish. In like fashion the ideal of decoration

set up by Mr. Cobden-Sanderson is influencing the,

bookbindings of commerce. Messrs. Kelly are

showing many book covers which are so evidently

inspired by study of the work of the Doves Bindery

that it would be folly to ignore the motive which

has influenced their craftsmen. On their own

merits these are tasteful, and excellently wrought

;

they obey the fundamental principles of good

binding, and yet one welcomes most readily such

designs as depart most from the originals. In

these appear suggestions for a quite definite style,

and herein we find the only good which can result

i ">k i i ivr.K DESIGNED AND EXECUTED BY MESSRS. KELLY AND SONS
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BOOK-COVER DESIGNED AND EXECUTED BY MESSRS. KEI.LY AND SONS

from imitation—namely, that the lessons learned

in modifying another person's idea soon provoke a

designer to show his own powers of invention.

Because Messrs. Kelly are evidently working to-

wards a distinct style of their own, one can be

lenient to their first efforts, which, good though

they be, are little more than ingenious modifications

of accepted types. It is always a regret that the

value of a fine creation is endangered by transcripts

which mimic the body but lack the spirit of the

original. An artist's personal feeling should also be

considered ; no one is gratified by travesties of

his own designs. This moralising is not aimed at

Messrs. Kelly particularly : and even if it did apply-

to some of their work, the later specimens show

effort to develop a manner of their own, and so

have power to arouse interest that the most accom-

plished " exercise in the style of So-and-so " would

fail to elicit from any honest critic. For Tenny-

son's poem on the flower which " all can raise, now
all have got the seed," holds a pertinent lesson to

craftsmen no less than to rhymesters.

Mr. J. E.Christie's Vanity

Fair, which was lent by the

Glasgow Corporation to the

recent Exhibition of the

New English Art Club at

the Dudley Gallery, is a

picture of more than ordi-

nary importance. Not

only does it mark an epoch

in the artist's career, his

arrival, after some years of

devoted labour, at a place

in the front rank of modern

men, but it is also a notable

instance of the manner in

which abstract and allego-

rical subjects are handled

by the younger school of

the present day. It is an

illustration of the tendency

which has arisen among

the artists who wish to

prove their independence

of the out-of-date academic

school, to use the details

of the life around us to

clothe and give character

to the abstractions that

still suggest themselves as

worthy motives for picto-

rial effort. Vanity Fair, as

Mr. Christie has imagined

it, takes the form of a booth such as may be seen

at any village fete to-day. The nymph who dis-

tributes the glittering bubbles that attract the

crowd, is only a strolling player in her tawdry

theatrical garb, and her admirers are the idlers

who have been brought together by the bustle

and novelty of the scene. The allegory is made

to most men more persuasive and intelligible by

its modern dressing ; the moral it points is a

homely one, the tale it adorns a narrative with

which every one is well acquainted.

We do not often have the chance of seeing any-

thing like an exhaustive display of the work done

by artists of our own times. The annual exhibi-

tions at the Academy and other galleries of the

same class have but a temporary interest, and are

only vaguely valuable as evidences of progress from

year to year. Occasionally when a commemorative

show, like the great gathering at Manchester ten

years ago, is organised we get an idea of the scope

and variety of the art of this country, because
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enough work of different years is brought together

to give a really wide view. The Fine Art Section

of the Victorian Era Exhibition at Earl's Court has

a character of this kind. It is, of course, neither

so large nor so varied as the Manchester Exhibi-

tion ; but within its limits it is excellently compre-

hensive and represents, with considerable preten-

sions to adequacy, the artistic achievement of the

last sixty years. Most of the , greater deceased

painters, from Turner to Eord Leighton and Sir

John Millais, are shown to advantage in the galleries,

while a very large number of living men have sent

Canvases which do them distinct credit. There

are gaps certainly in the representation of the

various schools, gaps that might have been in some

instances avoided
;

but on the whole we have

reason to be grateful to the organisers of the show

for having given us an art section which is so far

unlike the usual type of thing arranged as an ad-

junct to a popular exhibition that we can accept it

seriously and with respect as a definitely artistic

attempt. The balance between the art of the

earlier years of the Queen's reign and that of our

own times is well maintained, and in many instances

the pictures by which the different artists are set

before us have been chosen with admirable discre-

tion. Even where a comparatively unimportant

example of any painter has been accepted it cannot

be said that he is represented by an inferior piece

ol work; for the number of bad pictures in the

sin >\\ is singularly small. The evidence of judicious

selection is plainly to be discovered throughout the

whole gathering, but in no part is it so apparent as in

the court devoted to sculpture. Here the result is

really memorable, and the array of productions by

our best modern sculptors has definite claims to be

considered one of the best that has been seen

during a long period. It shares with the section

illustrating the progress of the engraver's art the

credit of being the most exhaustive and instructive

part of the show. Both these collections are so

excellent that, even without the additional at-

tractiveness of the picture galleries, they would

have more than justified the labours of the Art

Committee.

At Earl's Court a little space is devoted to the

Applied Arts, only a little, and that little rather

mixed up with woman's education : still, it would
nii become The Studio to ignore any effort to

promote the cause it has championed from the

first. Almost every object at the Victorian Era

Exhibition which falls into this classification has

already been noticed in these pages. There are

enamels by Mr. Nelson Dawson and others,

caskets by South Kensington students, surfai I

decorations by various hands, a poster by Miss

Gloag, leather by Miss Alice Shepherd and others,

all old and welcome friends. Outside this section

the applied arts are not vigorously represented
; the

Doulton exhibit has a most excellently decorated

counter, which is a very satisfactory example of

stencil design ; it has also a rather indifferent frieze,

but the pottery makes one rub ones eyes. Can it

be ot 1897, this huge collection? In the seventies

it would have been commendable, but in the late

nineties! Much has happened since, but apparently

Lambeth has not heard of it, and still relies chiefly

on its Tinworth and its Grh de Fiandres, which is

a pity.

We have pleasure in presenting to our readers

an auto-lithograph by the late C. E. Holloway,

whose untimely death has left a gap in the ranks

of artists which will be difficult to fill. Admirers

of this painter's work will be interested to know
that a large number of his studies and sketches

—

works of very great beauty, but appealing mainly

to artists and connoisseurs—are procurable from

Mr. T. R. Way, 21 Wellington Street, Strand, who
is kindly endeavouring to dispose of them on behalf

of Mrs. Holloway and her children.

The picture, Blue, and Silver, and Gold, by

which Mr. Leslie Thomson is represented at the

New ( Jallery, is an excellent example of the decor-

ative treatment of landscape, of the rather rare

combination of fine qualities of design in form

with exquisite harmony of colour. It has in a very

high degree the charm of poetic suggestion, for it

is realised in all essentials without any insistence

upon matter-of-fact details. It belongs to a school

of landscape painting which is at present practised

by only a few artists; and its romantic character is

very welcome on account of the relief it affords

from the prevailing adherence to the commonplaces
of nature. Artists like Mr. Leslie Thomson are at

the present moment fulfilling the important func-

tion of reviving the too long forgotten beliefs of the

old poetic school ; and to their efforts we have to

look for the reinstatement of what was years ago

the worthiest creed that ever influenced the land

scape men in this country. The process of building

up again what has been too long left in ruin is

going slowly on. but it progn sses very steadily, ami

there can be no doubt that in the hands of Mr.

1 - .1
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Leslie Thomson, and the men who think with him,

the revival is certain to be successful.

WARRINGTON. — Early last

month an exhibition of the

artistic industries of this town,

arranged by Messrs. Aylvvard

and Charles Madeley, was

opened at the School of Art. The exhibition,

which included specimens of glass-ware, iron cast-

ing, house decoration and woven tapestries, besides

original designs by Messrs. Crane, Voysey, Day,

Armitage, Rowe, A. H. Lee, and others, was in-

tended to show the influence the School has had
in promoting the trade of the town as well as in

the provision of general education in art. Such
exhibits should prove of great value to manufac-

turers and to students to whom opportunities are

afforded of studying good work.

BIRMINGHAM.—We give this month
an illustration of the wood-carving of

a young Birmingham artist, Mrs.

Robert Hopkins. With the excep-

tion of a few lessons received, in a

class, from Mr. Claxton at Worcester, Mrs. Hop-

kins is self-taught, her only masters being perse-

verance and hard work. It is only four years since

she first took up wood-carving as a profession, and

to-day she does a considerable amount of teaching

in the Midland counties, holding large classes at

Walsall and other towns. Her first order was for

a settle for the Senior Tutor of Trinity Hall, Cam-
bridge, with the college arms on the centre panel.

Being possessed of great determination, she has

probably a bright career before her.

BRUSSELS.—The fourth annual Salon

of the Society of Fine Arts in Brussels

was devoted to a historical display of

medals. It consisted of a contem-

porary section, including productions

by the best of the modern medallists, and a his-

torical section, wherein were seen several series of

coins lent from celebrated collections in Belgium

and abroad.

Among the ancient works the connoisseur and

the artist might admire the Greek pieces in the

possession of M. Auguste Delbeke, the bronze

Italian medals of the 15th and 16th centuries,

owned by Mine. Goldschmidt-Przibram, and others,

both Italian and French, of the same periods, from

the famous collection of M. Gustave Dreyfus,

whose display included several bronze medallions,

notably a superb " Martyrdom of St. Sebastian " by

Pollaiuolo ; also the medallions from the Hess

collection at Frankfort, with the "Van Berckels,"

owned by Baron Surmont de Volsberghe. In ad-

dition there were several Papal medals lent by M.

Van Schoor, and those from the collection of M.

Van den Broeck, which constitute a sort of resume

of Belgian history during two centuries. In addi-

tion there were two fine medallions by David

dAngers.

The modern French school was represented

by contributions from MM. Bourgeois, Michel

Cazin, A. and H. Dubois, Dupuis, Mouchon,

Patey, and Roty. German art was seen in the

works of M. Hildebrand, who displayed a very

remarkable Bis?nank, and the Viennese engravers,

A. Scharff and E. Schwartz, had a notable exhibit.

WOOD-CARVING

124

BY MRS. R. HOPKINS

Lastly, we come to the Belgian exhibitors, MM.
Dillens, Fernand and Paul Dubois, de Hondt,

Lagae, Lemaire, Vander Stappen, Vermeylen, and

Wolfers, not forgetting M. Cardon, who exhibited,

not as an artist, but as a collector, and showed

some of the treasures which adorn his artistic home.
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FROM A TAINTING BY WALTER LEISTIKOW

Following its general rule, the Society of Fine

Arts made a point of decorating the Exhibition in

the most harmonious fashion possible. The beau-

tiful tapestries came from the well-known collection

of M. Leon Somzee, who was kind enough to allow

the committee to make use of such as they re-

quired.

Some of the pictures from M. Somzee's collection

held an honourable place in the Venetian Exhibi-

tion held some time ago at the New Gallery ; and

his exhibits would certainly figure prominently in

any collection of tapestries that might be brought

together.

Lieutenant Masui may be unreservedly congra-

tulated on the entire success of his section at the

Brussels-Tervueren Exhibition. He was entrusted

with the organisation of the Colonial Department,

and the results give equal evidence of initiative and

good taste. The series of photographs which is to

appear in The Studio shortly will show, better

than any description could do, the remarkable

results he has obtained in the way of artistic decora-

tion, and that with the simplest of means.

works from the best masters of the art, was lately

held at Tournai. The Tournai " Cercle Artistique,"

which organised the display, was able to show some

350 specimens. Several of them are of extreme

rarity, on account of their age, notably some illus-

trated examples, printed like wall-papers, and dating

from Louis Philippe's time.

The English school was well represented, Dudley

Hardy and Maurice Greiffenhagen being prominent

exhibitors. The big poster, Pall Mall, by the latter,

will always be considered a masterpiece of its kind.

An international exhibition of posters, including

126

The " Cercle Artistique et Litteraire " of Brussels

has just celebrated its fiftieth year of existence by a

most successful fete. The galleries were orna-

mented with draperies and flowers, which, with the

pictures and tapestries and other works of art,

formed a most effective ensemble. The tapestries,

very fine specimens, were lent by M. Somzee, while

the pictures were the work of old members of the

club—Navez, Gallait, Leys, De Groux, de Braeke-

leer, Verwee, Boulenger, and others. A special

word is due to the decoration of the gardens by

M. V. Keuler, the painter, who was warmly con-

gratulated on his work.

F. K.
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BERLIN.—The Exhibition of the XI. is

always a source of gratification to the

true art lover, who knows this display

to be worth seeing. The great mass

of the public—especially the u^kt

classes wax wroth at these pictures, and do their

best to decry this "shocking modern school," which

has "no sense of the ideal." Of course the truth

is that while much of the work exhibited here is of

superlative charm, some of it is such as to call for

nothing but contempt. But that the great majority

of these productions are strikingly good, must be

quite clear to all.

We may pass over most of the pictures— in-

cluding several works by Max l.ichermann, of

exceptionally rich colouring—and turn our atten-

tion to the landscapes by Walter l.cistikow. Two

distinguishing feature-- are always prominent in this

artist's work- his love for the solitude of the forest,

and the unbounded expanse of sea and they are

not absent from the present exhibition. Here we

havi a calm stretch of water, with swans drifting

along with outstretched pinions
;
and here again a

harbour scene. A narrow land line stands darkle-

out against the background ; in the foreground are

a couple of boats, with masts showing almost black

against the sky, and like the clouds, reflected in

the water, which almost duplicates the scene as in

a mirror. The hopelessness of attempting to con-

vey any idea in words of the beauties of a work of

art is obvious in the presence of so poetic a com-

position as this.

Leistikow is even better still when he shows us

the scenery of the Mark, with its chief beauties,

which consist in the pine forests encircling the

placid lakes. He nearly always seizes a moment

when some strange effect of light imparts a special

aspect to the scene—the setting sun, for instance,

flooding the tall, bare trunks with a golden— purple

glow. The green of the trees is absorbed in the

violet shadows, so that the whole picture becomes

a harmony in these two tones. By way of contrast

the water in the foreground is dark and sombre,

reflecting but faintly the colours around. He sees

\N ITCHING BY WALTER LEISTIKOW
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Nature, not like one of a Sunday holiday crowd,

but with the true artist's eye, quick to notice and

admire the subtle play of light, which comes but

for an instant, and then is gone. And yet his

landscapes are instinct with truth and power, the

truth and power of beauty. Even his severest

critics were put to silence by one of his pictures

exhibited at the last Exhibition of the XL, and

hung prominently in the centre of the room. The
small illustration on page 126, which we are enabled

to publish by the kindness of the artist, gives but a

faint idea of its charm. It may indeed be said of

Leistikow's pictures that they are convincing in

their very beauty.

G. G.

VENICE.—The unquestionable advan-

tage that pictures hung without that

haunting economy of margin from

which canvases suffer in the Academy
is nowhere more strikingly exempli-

fied than in the exhibition lately opened here.

None of the pictures are skied, none are crowded

into corners where their individuality is apt to be

ooked or their delicacj oi colour destroyed l>\

the juxtaposition of a scheme inure crude and

attracting, while more than one .it the large can

vases has a wall to itself,
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Two of the points which strike one are the paucity

of the portrait in the purely Italian school, and the

general increase in the landscape studies. Of

these last the Glasgow school contributes almost

the entire contents of one of the rooms, Macaulay

Stevenson, and Archibald Kay sending most

excellent and sympathetic work. The former's

Evensong is remarkable for the delicacy of its

technique and the finely executed effect of haze

and stillness in the landscape. Both these artists,

and indeed most of the Glasgow school, possess

the art of infusing into their work that note of

underlying poetry without which landscape painting

is a mere mechanical effort.

Of the larger canvases, Yillegas sends Murio il

Macstn>, which, save for certain defects in the

arrangement of the foreground, deserves to be

ranked with this painter's best work. The picture

represents the scene round the bed of a dying man,

and in the group of surrounding retainers Yillegas

shows his wonderful power of depicting emotion;

the genuine grief, and its servile imitation, the

passive callousness of usage on the face of the

priest, the mere gaping curiosity and the frank

indifference of those who make the occasion one

for the hasty acquirement of booty, are all realistic-

ally rendered. There is a certain shallowness in
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the painting of the group, and a rather too univc rsal

distribution of tinsel and gi istumes

to make the whole effect entirely pleasing, !>ut

technique and drawing are satisfactory, and the

schem ir harmonious.

Graceful in composition, poetical in feeling and

harmonious in colour is Mentessi's Madonna and

Child, entitled Visions, a tempera in soft grey tints

thrown into relief by the sunlit half distant e. I

grouping of attendant saints reminds one irre-

sistibly of Botticelli, though Mentessi is far

from allying himself with the adorers of the pn

Raphaelite and ostentatiously simple in art. //

Duello (The Duel), a finely painted and drama

picture by Repine, is one of the most remarkable

u.'iksin the Russian school. The skilful man

the evening light shining through the ti

and lighting up the figures, which tell their own •
I

is highly creditable, and far from being theatrical

or purely scenic as in the ease ofSiemiradzki's h

canvas, l'h,- Girl Martyr, in the same room. I

picture palpitates with life and emotion. Laurenti,

while departing from his usual style, shows an uiisiis-

d power of grasping the d« orative possibilities

of the nude figure, in bis picture Nuova Fioritura

(l'li. V a I [ora i I In re is lack of finish

and modelling in the figures, due perhaps to haste,

but the design is graceful, and the note of colour in

the background is both harmonious and pleasing.

This pi> ture has been acquired, together with

several others, as the nucleus of a gallery of

modern art in Venice.

I MHKH
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Tito, essentially a colourist, errs too

often in mistaking coarseness for strength,

and several of his works, though strong

in colour and draughtsmanship and bold

in chiaroscuro effects, are in consequence

unsympathetic: in treatment. One canvas,

however, is entirely free from this defect,

and September affords him an opportunity

of rich sunlight effects and glowing colour

that he is not slow to take advantage of.

The result is one of the finest works in

the exhibition. A line canvas by Leibl,

almost Holbeinesque in its weird strength

and a Portrait of a Gentleman by John

Lavery, showing a distinct influence of the

Spanish school, are among the most in-

teresting of the portraits, though Sargent

and Alexander also exhibit some charac-

teristic work—not, however, new to the

English public. Delug sends a fine alle-

gorical painting of The Fates, hung unfor-

tunately in a very bad light ; and Hart-

mann's Faust, though somewhat theatrically

lurid in colour, gives evidence of careful

work, especially in the flesh painting of the

female figure.

M. G. s.

HOLLAND.—The artistic-

event of the season was the

festival in commemoration

of the fifty years' existence

of the society known as

" Pulchri Studio " at the Hague. This

club, which was started by some art amateurs in

1847, is now the most powerful society of artists

in Holland, and for several years it has been pre-

sided over by the celebrated marine painter, H. W.
Mesdag.

At the time of the commemoration festival,

Pulchri Studio also opened an exhibition of works

b; deceased members which afforded an interest-

ing historical review of Dutch art of the present

century. It was very instructive to note how, after

the period of extreme decay that lasted until about

i860, a new renaissance began with artists like

Bosboom and Josef Israels, who belong to the

glorious group of painters that includes Mauve, the

Marisses, and Mesdag. The works of no fewer

than eighty artists were shown, but it is regrettable

that Vongkind was not mon adequatelj repn

:d.
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PORTRAIT OK MARIE HYERMANS BY VIOLET TEAGUE

(See Melbourne Studio-Tali)

At Messrs. Van Wisselingh's galleries at Am-
sterdam, M. van der Yalk is exhibiting a collec 1

of about fifty works, generally drawings in black

chalk or in pastel. Van der Yalk is a ver\ clevei

etcher, and in these drawings his qualities of firm

ness and directness of touch are brilliantly adapted

to his materials. Striking and clever compositions

of willow stems, Dutch country-houses, desolate

winter scenes, and very individual still-life Studies,

show him to be a sensitive, and distinguished artist.

At the Venice Exhibition a gnat attraction is

the large collection of etchings, including all the

best original work produced during the last few

years in Holland, that forms a separate group of

uncommon artistic value, brought together by Mr.

Ph. Zilcken, who was appointed as a special com-

missionei ol the exhibition foi this purpose.

I'M. Z.
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VIENNA, -At the Kiinstlerhaus t

now on view Julius von Payer's pic-

ture of The Loss of the Frank/in

edition. It forms tin.- latest work

of the artist's series dealing with the

exploration of the Polar regions, in which Payer

himself once took an active part in an Austrian

expedition under the leadership of Weyprecht,

which led to the finding of the unfortunate

Jeannette. To this personal experience must, no

doubt, be attributed the strong realistic effect

that all Payer's works are capable of produi

on the beholder. The artist painted the same

subject some ten years ago and then called

the picture The Bay of Death. This is now

surpassed by the present work of colossal pro-

portions, which contains the tragic description of

the wreck of the last survivors of Admiral Sir

John Franklin's heroic followers.

The picture represents the boat in which Cap-

tain Crozier and his crew had been half buried in

the snow, with a Polar bear breaking in upon the

scene of death. Crozier (he, it is related by the

Eskimos, escaped and lived among one of their

tribes for ten years) is represented, as the only

survivor, in the act of defending himself with his

gun. Two more bears arc visible at some dist.e

>>n the snow, lit up by the glare of the cold light of

the moon and stars in the long Polar night. The

whole is grand and impressive in the highest

degree, and to find fault with some trifling details

would betray a petty spirit of criticism and oblige

me to enter into a detailed description, which is

not within the limits of a

short note.

M
ELBOURNl i

thing like one hundred and

exhibits at the last Spring l.xhibi

lion of tin- \"n torian artists, the

majoritj being oils ami ii

mainder water-colours and black-and-white draw

Sculpture was entirely unrepresented. 01

the portraits in oils, 1'.. Phillips Fox exhibited th<

r.est number. < hit of th ii in,

three were the portraits "1 I hildn n, the In St b(

Nancy, a harmonious study of a little girl in a

large ha; against a dull background ol

yellowish-green hue. Mr. Fox always shows skill

in dealing with these sombr. anil excels m
low-toned harmonies. His best techniqui

played in the portrait ol a lad) a small head the

sitter having been posed with her back to the artist,

her face in profile turned towards the left shoulder.

The handling in this work is decided and vigorous.

Tudor Tucker's principal picture was a lai

figure subject to which he gave the ti mfi-

deuces, and in it a story is suggested bj ih' attitudes

of the two women, one a matured matron, who

has gone through experiences which enable her to

receive and sympathise with the confidences whis

pered to her by the maiden, whom Love has just

found.

Miss J. M. Muntz, who returned a little while

ago from Europe, and who has worked in Professor

Herkomer's studio, exhibited five picture

the best being . i portrait "i a lad) The subjeel ol

the portrait was a woman of evident intelligi n

full of resolution ami n and Miss Muntz

has conveyed her i"ii< <-i character exceptionally

Julius von Payer's can-

,i work of verj

merit which will not be fur

gotten when the final tragi'

narrative of heroic suffer

ing and dauntless courage

to be told concern-

ing those explorations that

led the more SU

ful journey of the Fram

into tl ins where

human genius and

tiding with tin

Icrnul winti r.

w. s, Al 11.1 I HI

' ;
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" HIE storm" FROM A I'AIMI.NO, BY WALTER WITHERS

well in her painting. In a portrait of the Hon.

("has. Young, Miss Muntz has again done good

work. It is always interesting to watch the career

of students after they have left the art centres, and

settled down again here, where all have, more or

less, to depend upon themselves for there own mental

and art development, and where there is so little

chance of that intellectual association which fires

the blood and kindles the imagination. These

remarks arc not intended to convey the impression

that opportunities for such association do not exist

here, but that, through some unknown law, the

crystallisation of intellects does not go on so uni-

formly nor so rapidly as it does in the big cities of

the Old World.

Miss Violet Teague, who has also recently re-

turned from Europe, and who won an Honour-

able Mention at the Paris Salon of r896, exhibited

several works, the most striking being a portrait of

Marie Hyermans, which is strongly painted. Ber-

nard Hall, Director of the Melbourne National

Gallery, who sonic tew years ago had a studio

in London, contributed two works, the more

important being a nude figure-subject, A Nymph
.1 wood nymph, seated in a sheltered glade by a

pool. The figure is beautifully drawn and the com-

po.sition is harmonious.

most important being The Storm, here illustrated,

and The Fallen Monarch. The former depicted a

stormy winter's day in Australia, when the sudden

rush of the cold south wind makes the tall gum
trees bend their shaggy heads, and when, closely

following it, the rain conies up in blinding sheets

and beats with relentless force against the giant trees

standing amid the wide and weird landscape. The
artist has caught with powerful effect the moment

when the wind is swirling along—a forerunner of

the coming rain. The second picture is a strong

contrast. The scene is a stretch of Australian

country in the height of summer. The grass is

scorched with the burning heat of the sun, which

still pours down its piercing rays full upon the men

who are hard at work sawing, chopping-up, and

carting away the huge monarch of the old-time

forest, fallen, never to rise again. This is a subject

which finds an answering sympathy in every Austra-

lian heart, for it is an almost daily sight to be seen

when travelling through the country, and brings

memories of sweet-smelling tires, sending forth

fragrance of eucalyptus, and filling the air with

that azure smoke peculiar to the bush.

Walter Withers sent several landscapes, the two

"3 2

Fred McCubbin was not so well represented in

tin Exhibition as usual, doubtless on account of

the short period of time which had elapsed since

the previous show, when lie exhibited a large and

important work. The more pleasing of his" two
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contributions was the figure of .1 woman standing

irchard. ./ Misty M •> : \. b) A. Colquhoun,

gave a delicate treatment of an effect produced by

the haze which spreads over the Australian land-

scape during .1 bush fire. Mrs. Colquhoun contri-

buted a small portrait of a baby-girl.

I. II. Scheltema's After the Rain, here illustrated,

in which the catde arc particularly well drawn,

showed another side of Australian scenery. Miss

lane Sutherland's Far-a-field was the best of her

exhibits. It was somewhat faulty in tone, but

portions ol th< work were so good as to cause

t that the whole was not more harmonious.

Tom Humphrey sent one work, entitled Early

Winter. Miss Florence Fuller, an Australian

student, at present working in Paris, sent six ex-

hibits. Hi work shows nice feeling, and gives

promise of better things to come.

REVIEWS OF RECENT
PUBLICATIONS.

A Handbook of Anatomy for Art Students. By

Arthur Thomson, MA. M.B. (Oxford: Claren-

don Press). As there is now no lack of efficient

handbooks of human anatomy, any new book on

the subject must needs be, if it is to have any

chance of success, either more than ordinarily

complete or :
I of features that set it dis-

tinctively apart from its predecessors. Mr. Thom-

son's volume is fortunate in fulfilling both condi-

tions ; it is exhaustive m its descriptions and

argument, and it is illustrated not only with the

diagrams of bones and muscles to which we are

accustomed, but also with a very fairly adequate

series of reproductions of life photographs which

show usefully how the underlying muscular forms

in the human figure produce those surface model-

lings that are actually the only important ma;

of concern for the painter or sculptor. Mr. Thom-

son has I ful in his selection of th'

from whom his photographs are taken, ti

physical types somewhat above t
1 that

many of his illustrations are available as mm h for

pictorial rel for anatomical explanation.

folin Ruskin, his Lift and Teaching. By Mar-

shall Mather. (London: F. Warne & Co.)

—

In .1 very temperate preface to this the third edition

the author .hat it is not an exposition

and not a criticism of Mr. Ruskin, but an eulogy

written "when I w to his imperious magic

I Isewhere ! \ his hero to be "fl

prophet not a painter, ' which explains why 9fl

not l>> any means the most obtrusive topii in t
!

hundred and sevent)
|

The Pilgrim's Progress. B) [1 hn B n\\\.

With 1 18 illustrations b) C. H. Bennett. | London

t ribbings & < '.O. 1897).—This is a well printed and

entirely satisfactory reprint of a liritish classic.

It is pleasant t.i possess the drawinj I II.

Bennett in so handy a form. But how disappo

ing the) an ' " 1 (raw tng," in an Ai adi m
- to have ignon d, and idi al 1" amy,

as in Charity, or Prudence or th< n t, caped

him entirely. Despite the revival ol appreciation

foi men of the sixties, it is hardly like that this

artist will regain lay or professional approval. His

1 ety, and observation, are far loo inept and

amateurish for a better-informed generation.

WARDS IN "THE STUDIO
PRIZE COMPETITIONS.A

1 m Sketch Design for a Metai Name-

J. V Plate.

(A II.)

The First Prize ( Two guineas) is awarded to

Tramp (David Collins Veazey, ,52 brewer Street,

Woolvv p ii 1

The Second Prize (One guinea) to Dent de

Lion (Lily Day, 6 Bi et, Norwich).

Honourable mention is given to the following:—
.1/ (Thomas Corson, 8 Blenheim Walk, Leeds);

E. I.. P. (E. L. Pattison, 204 Kennington Park

Road. S.E.)j fack (John II. Hutchings, Si Pi ter's

Churchyard, Chester) ; and Spalpeen Mavourneen

(Gretta C. Campbell, Ballvnagard House, London-

derry, Ireland).

Design kor an Advertisement.

(A II. Extra.)

The First Pri^e {Two guineas) is award

/ \o (Walter E. Webster, 4 [field Road, Fulham

Road, SAW).

The Second Prize (One guinea) is awarded to

Trebi William Holt, 1 1 w rsley Grove, L< vens-

Mam hi

Honourabli n

Camu 11 ' le, 51 Butt \<o.u\. I

I),man (Oil. T, 7 Livesey Street, Man

Chester) / or II. (I.. Thompson l

1 1 . lid's Terra, e, Fu

W. ]

Birk St. Tiuia.. .< < 1 II Ball, 141 N

th A 1

nold -. I

ire, W.).
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Design for a Cloth Book-Cover.

(B II.)

The designs sent in for this competition are numer-

ous, and show, for the most part, a high level of ex-

cellence. We regret that want of space prevents us

from illustrating a larger number, as there are many
others of equal merit to those now reproduced.

The First Prize (One Guinea) is awarded to

Lemon (Bert Smale, 39 Cochrane Street, St. John's

Wood, N.W.).

The Second Prize (Half a Guinea) to Oakley

(Arthur Maude, 1 Margaretta Terrace, Chelsea).

Honourable mention is given to the following :

—

Aylmer (Alfred J. Madeley, 223 Bosley Road,

Maidstone) ; /Esthetic (Arthur Manock, Benfield

House, Boscombe Park, Bournemouth) ; Abana

(Emily A. Attwell, 1S2 Mile End Road, E.)

;

Butterfly (M. J. Hunt, " Southwood," Torquay,

Devon) ; Blue Bells (Henry Simpson, 32 Union

Terrace, Aberdeen) ; Boreas (Cecil Roche, 10

Millbank Street, Westminster); Banshee (Made-

line Prim, Houses of Parliament, Westminster,

S.W.); Barr (J. H. Thornhill, 19 New Street,

Walsall); Brown Betty (Beatrice M. Deane,

60 Pulteney Street, Bath); Clyde (Alice E.

Burt, 3 Kempshott Road, Streatham Common,
S.W.) ; Eiram (Joseph M. Doran, 64 Cromwell

Road, Belfast); Eldorado (Sarah MacConnell, 226

West 75th Street, New York City, U.S.A.); Flo

(Florence Grant, 103 Lennard Road, Penge, S.E.)

;

Grumbler (Rosa C. Petherick, Maple Lodge,

Havelock Road, Croydon); Hjalmar (Helen

Kiick, Holly House, East Dulwich Road, S.E.) ;

Hartful ( E. L. Pattison, 204 Kennington Park

Road, S.E.) ; Hazel Nut (Ada Kate Hazell,

Castle Street, Farnham, Surrey) ; Indigo (Mary

M. Matthews, 165 Ebury Street, SAW); Zona

(Kathleen Suckling, 35 Albion Street, Birming-

ham) ; Iridee (Thomas Henry, 46 Rue Madame,

Paris) ; Jo (Florence Joyce, Weston Poplar

Avenue, Edgbaston, Birmingham) ; Kate (Ethel

K. Burgess, 2 Lilford Road, Camberwell) ; Kit

( Katharine Maude Coggin, North View, Chadwick

Road, Peckham) ; Kohana-San (Muriel E. Scott,

Elmstead Grange, Chiselhurst) ; Lofen (Winifred

Hett, 6 Finborough Road, S.W.): Lily (Eleanor

V. Tyler, " Stonycroft," Beach Road, Weston-

Super-Mare) ; Louisa (Helen Stratton, 113 Abing-

don Road, Kensington, W.) ; Molesey (Herbert

Dobby, 1 o Feltham Avenue, East Molesey)

;

Mimosa B. (William E. Donaldson, 18 Tay

Street, Edinburgh); Natura (Arch Spargo, 35

Glebe Street, Chelsea); Never Despair (Johanna

van Rees, 69 Keizersgracht, Amsterdam); Podley
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(Arabella L. Rankin, Muthill, Perthshire, N.B.);

Pokey (Enid Jackson, 12 Forest Road, Birken-

head) ; Rose (A. Wilson Shaw, 1 80 West Regent

Street, Glasgow) ; Ratnlagh (May Seddon Tyrer,

Southam Villa, Prestbury Road, Cheltenham)

;

Semper (Hilda Pemberton, 19 Pepys Road, South

Brockley, S.E.); Swallow (H. Elizabeth Sich,

Norfolk House, Chiswick Mall); St. Thibault (F. H.

Ball, 141 Noel Street, Nottingham); The Bulger

(Mary G. Simpson, 199 Camberwell Grove, Den-

mark Hill, S.E.); Taffy (Mary Hughes, 52 Rane-

lagh Road, Ealing); and Weir (Louise Bachiene,

Tchenkweg 44, The Hague).

Design for a Certificate.

(B II. Extra).

The awards in this competition will be announced

in the next number, the selection not having yet

been made.

Study in Lead Pencil of Group of Flowers.

(C II).

The First Prize (One guinea) is awarded to

[aponiea (W. Cristall, Bronte Cottage, Lower

Heath, Hampstead).

The Second Prize (Half a guinea) to Canute

(Eveline A. Brauer, St. John's Road, Knutsford,

Cheshire).

Honourable mention is given to the following :

—

All in a garden fair (Anna Channing, 2 Dial Lawn,

Hyde Park, Leeds) ; Bamboo (Francois Quintella

de Sampayo, 9 Rue de Spa, Brussels); Broom

(Florence M. Chapman, Steel Cross, near Tun-

bridge) ; Blodeuyn (Miss Allen, 5 Albert Terrace,

Regent's Park, N.W.) ; Carlos (Charles Farrar, 20

Clifton Road, Halifax, Yorks) ; Dodo (Josephine

Norris, 32 Atwood Road, Didsbury, near Man-

chester); Dunstan (Florence Noble, 65 St. Dun-

stan's Road, West Kensington); Easel (H. Maud
Dawson, Bedford Street, Basford, Stoke-on-Trent)

;

Florizel (William E. Tyler, Westgate, Bridgnorth)
;

Fritillary (G. F. M. Hopkins, 97 Holywell, Oxford);

Gael (James Campbell, Woodside, Busby, via

Glasgow) ; Garden Forget-me-not (Helen R. Cross,

Cote, Egham, Surrey) ; Laburnum (Mabel G.

Richardson, The Dower House, Canwick, near

Lincoln); Lindsay (Margaret Lindsay Proctor,

Thornleigh, Ilkley, Yorks); L'Ame (Eva Milne

Atkinson, 15 Portland Crescent, Plymouth Grove,

Manchester) ; May (May Dixon, Mulberry Green,

Harlow, Essex); Meg (Marian E. Furniss, West Hill,

Epsom) ; Mackivorth (Glencairn Shaw, 1 2 Ken-

sington Crescent, W.) ; She (Cecilia Maw, Severn

House, Iron Bridge, Salop); and Watchman (R.

Morton Nance, 23 Westbourne Road, Penarth, S.

Wales).
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HON. MENTION
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BACK
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FIRST PRIZE (COMPETITION C II.)

A FLOWER STUDY
IN LEAD PENCIL.
BY "JAPONICA"



ECOND I'KIZE (COMPETITION C II

A FLOWER STUDY
1\ LEAD PENCIL.
BY "CANUTE'
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The Lay Figure at Home

THE LAY FIGURE AT HOME.

" And Paul wondered at the ways of

women, and how they could make so

much show for so little expenditure."

The Lay Figure read the sentence aloud. " No !

it is not from the Epistles," it added, " but the

concluding sentence of a romance, entitled ' A
Successful Love Match,' which has been published

in instalments in a weekly magazine for the home."

" But I see nothing very wonderful in it," said

the .Esthetic Designer.

"Wait!" said the Lay Figure, "it is a romance

of the joys of make-shift ; the last chapter is devoted

to clock-cases made out of cigar-boxes, to crazy

patchwork, and to a painted tea service at a\d. a

cup and saucer. Who shall say that art is not

popular, when even the story of a love-match is

delayed, or perhaps only thrown in as an excuse to

heighten the allurements of ' quaint ' devices to be

made by nimble fingers ?
"

'• Why take notice of that sort of thing ? " said

the- Journalist. "Surely it is better that people

should bedizen their homes with the cheapest finery

than live amid sordid surroundings."

" Sordid !
" the Lay Figure snorted ;

" what is so

sordid as cheap finery?—better deal tables and bare

boards than cigar-boxes made into clock-cases,

with 2s. 6d. American bee-clocks, smothered in

patchwork stuck on cigar-boxes."

"True," said the Esthetic Designer. "It is

bad enough to see the horrors rich people buy

;

but even those, being fairly workmanlike in finish,

are better than rickety, sticky shams. I see your

I

h unt. It is the sham substitute for art you detest."

"Exactly," the Lay Figure replied. "If these

people cut out a front page of the Daily

Graphic, or one of those excellent drawings the

Daily Mail and the Daily Chronicle issue, I should

applaud their taste. Many of these prints are far

I letter than a fashionable photogravure ; but to

make nasty little things out of scraps, and 'use

gold thread and quaint lettering' to adorn them—
it is really saddening."

" I am not so sure," said the Man with a Clay

Pipe; "uneducated taste has a right to satisfy its

longings—even your bedizened home reveals human

effort to make its surroundings lovely. It is the

duty of those who know better to be very tolerant

with all who are ignorant. It is the pretentious

poseur you should attack, not the little household

in "The Limes," ,£20 villa, or "The Homestead,"

a dull but perky abode in a jerry-built terrace."

" Charity is misplaced if it condones shams,"

14^

said the Lay Figure. " We must fight those at all

costs. Remember that it is the spurious imitation

which is the deadliest enemy to any applied art or

craft. I think we should all betray our cause if

we did not speak strongly against the blind leaders

of the blind, who write on art-furnishing and the

like in periodicals. It is the pretence of being

artistic in their love for rubbish which annoys me."

" Better look up the enlightened and help them,'
1

said the Man with a Clay Pipe ;
" these trifles soon

fade ; if you must attack, go for the leaders, the

fashionable purveyors of things called ' Art,' who,

knowing better, deliberately ignore it, so that they can

obtain the applause of the vulgar and profit thereby."

" Then you would permit this gossip on homes

made beautiful by sticky and dust-collecting bric-a-

brac to go unchallenged," said the Lay Figure.

" Certainly," the Man with a Clay Pipe replied.

" I rank it with the affecting anecdotes that end

with a puff of a quack nostrum, or the so-called

fashionable gossip that betrays the servants' hall as

its origin. There are too many deadly foes to

waste one's energies on these little midgets. If

the readers of the ephemeral weeklies like to

beguile themselves with such folly, let them."

" It saddens me," said the /Esthetic Designer.

" I feel as if one's own gospel were travestied,

one's real efforts smirched and degraded, by these

chatterers."

"That shows you have not found faith entirely,"

said the Man with a Clay Pipe. " Depression is

usually an inward dissatisfaction with one's own

life. All we can do is to uphold the cause of art,

and do all we can to awaken an appreciation for

simplicity, for beauty in common things. I would

rather a person openly delighted in these things if

they pleased him, than profess a sham horror, pro-

voked only by their being cheap and home-made.

If such trifles add to the happiness of anybody in

the world, why try to disturb the fallacy ?
"

" But shams must degrade those who delight in

them," the Lay Figure said.

" Who is so honest he dare speak of others as

pretending," the Man with a Clay Pipe replied.

" The best of us are constantly trimming and sup-

pressing our opinions, for profit in the most cases,

to avoid social discourtesy in others. Do the next

thing as well as you know how to do it, and leave

the failures to their natural oblivion. That is the

only attitude worthy a man, whether he be artist or

dullard. If the chatty little papers do no good they

do not accomplish half the mischief that fashion-

able furnishers and art dealers inflict by wilfully

vulgarising fine objects to attract ignorant buyers."
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The II 'orA- of G. Segantini

HE WORK OF G. SEGANTINI.
BY BURNLEY BIBB.T The story of the painter Segantini's

life is the old story of genius breaking

the bonds of circumstance and fighting on with

face set steadfast to the goal. What is most rare

in it is the isolation in which his development has

been wrought out.

His first impulse towards art, coming entirely

from within himself, was fostered solely by his

own striving, and finds its noble fruition far from

the schools, the coteries and critics, apart with

his only teacher, Nature, in the solitudes he has

ever sought. In the building up of his strong

individuality extraneous influences have played

small part.

Following no master, he has been himself, in so

far as that be possible to

one of us born to the

inheritance of all art, and

his earnest eyes have

looked deep into the soul

of things. Beneath the

splendid skill with which

he renders light and sun-

shine one feels his sense

of the infinite.

The mountain folk of

his pictures are going about

their toil in the uncon-

scious grace of simple

beings, ennobled by the

dignity of life, labour

and love and sorrow ; the

herds at pasture, or hom-

ing to the pen, are painted

in the love and under-

standing of one who has

been himself a shepherd

of the flock ; the moun-

tains are modelled with a

land and heart that know-

heir grandeur, and in the

lir about them one feels

he upland freshness.

These things he tells to

s as he has seen them.

No key is forced. If

i v be mostly sad it is

ecause in the heart of the

lan there is something

hich thrills to the minor

idences of the song of

XI. No. 53.—August, 1S97.

In. . and that which his soul has felt he makes

our souls feel.

5i gantini was bom at Arco among the Trentine

Alps, by the Lago di C,dr<U. His father was of

the bourgeoisie, his mother the descendant of an

old nobilta <li montagna, a hardy race of farmers

and soldiers of fortune.

At the death of his mother, which happened in

his fifth year, the father took the child to Milan,

where he left him in charge of a Step-sister, and
disappeared, to be seen no more.

The sister was poor and went out to work,

leaving the little fellow shut up in a garret room,

where he lived a wretched life for a couple of

years, after which he ran away into the country, was

taken in by kindly peasants, and became a little-

swineherd before he was quite seven.

In these events of his lonely child-life, sketched

I'ORTRAIT OF G. SEGANTINI FY HIM
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I'HE FOLD FROM A DRAWING BY G. SEGANTINI

by the man upon the gray background of dreary

days, there is a pathos which helps one to

understand the gentle melancholy pervading

Segantini's art.

Solitude, that friend of the soul, was preparing

the fulness of it during the long winters, when

the little boy, alone in his garret, looked forth from

his small window, high up in the wall, upon the

roof peaks and a patch of sky, and listened for the

voices of the bells in the Campanile, while the

mystery of sadness grew in the little trembling

heart, and wistful fancies, his only playmates, wove

their sombre thread into his life.

His sweet mother but a tender memory, the

father gone from him, alone, a loveless little wight

among strangers and hardships, the boy learned to

find within himself a strength on which to lean.

In a letter to some questioner Segantini says :

—

"The first time I took pencil in hand to draw was

when I heard a poor contadina sighing over her

dead child—Ah ! if I had but a picture of her

!

she was so lovely."

And so his genius found its first awakening in

love and sympathy Some time later we find him

again in Milan and attending the evening School

of Ornament, where he copied old aquarelles

and drew from bas-reliefs of Donatello, hardly

managing to subsist the while.

146

He was commissioned by a friendly druggist to

paint him a sign, and with some oil colours left

over from this he began making studies from

Nature.

What was the character of his thoughts at this

time, and what the intensity of emotion aroused in

him by art, may best be told in his own words,

which I quote from something he has sent me

:

" It was a festa.

" With my elbows on the sill of my garret-

window I was looking out over the roofs and towers

of Milan in the light of the setting sun.

" For some days I had felt an undefined loneli-

ness. I was nineteen. An ardent desire for love

was burning in my brain.

" On that day I had listened to an instrumental

concert, and the music had excited my thoughts to

flights of almost drunken fancy, in which forms of

beauty twined and intertwined in rhythmic move-

ment, faded like smoke-wreaths, vanished in a rain

of roses. ... I was lulled in a dream of love.

When I went out into the air I felt exalted. A
smile shone upon my face. The faces I saw

seemed only kindly ones. ... In this condition

of mind I visited an exhibition of modern art.

The paintings seemed insignificant, mute. They

had no power to hold my thoughts. They were

the work of men who had seen things and copied
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The Work of G. Segantini

them on canvas. One, a

landscape, in broad brush-

work, seemed to please the

people about it. I saw

nothing particular beyond

the broad strokes. For

these people then, I

thought, the beauty of

painting lies in painting

with a big brush.

"Thinking of all that I

found the light was failing

and the lamps were light-

ing down the street. . . .

"That night I told my
friend, a student of sculp-

ture at the Academy, that

the exhibition had not im-

pressed me. He smiled

with compassion, and told

me I knew nothing of art. ,

some coldness. . . .

"The next day I entered the elementary Figure

class at the Academy, where I was already taking

the evening course of Ornament.
" I remained there a few months, long enough

to convince me of the uselessness of academic in-

struction for those born with a soul for art ; of the

damage the academies do real art in turning out a

lot of painters who are not artists.

"During that time I made my first oil-painting,

We parted with

iSSff

BY G. SEGANTINI

The Choir of the Church of San Antonio. I cer

tainly did not intend to produce a work of art, bu !

only to try my strength in painting.

" Through an open window a torrent of light fel

upon the carved stalls of the choir. In endeavour

ing to paint this effect I found that mixing th<

colours on my palette gave me neither light no

truth, but that using colours pure and laying then

side by side upon the canvas, in the quantities J

should have used in mixing upon the palette, am,

so leaving the eye, looking at the painting from th>

f.f

k

STUDY FOR "AVE MARIA A TRASBORDO"
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The Work of G. Segantini

natural distance, to mix, to mult them together,

gave an effect of more air, more light, and, conse-

quently, of more truth.

"This secret, nowadays an approved fact, had

been perceived by painters of all times and all

countries, the first of whom was Beato Angelico.

It came to me through my loving and earnest study

of Nature, and as something personal and in-

dividual."

In his first studio, at Milan, he painted the

Falconiera and some genre, in which his rare

colour-sense was already making itself felt. But

the old love of the open was strong upon him, and

he was soon away again to the hills.

" With this first technical method of colour and

design, quite my own, I went into the Brianza, on

the forefoot of the Alps, and remained there about

four years. Nature came to seem to me an instru-

ment playing an accom-

paniment to a voice within

my heart, which sang the

calm harmonies of the

sunsets and the intimate-

sense of things.

" Nourishing in this

way a melancholy which

brought infinite sweetness

to my soul, I ever strove

to exalt myself."

The Brianza is an idyllic

land, lying partly between

Como and Lecco. Here

Segantini, entering upon

his second manner, painted

a series of pictures charac-

terised by great depth of

sympathy, originality, and

grace of style.

Of these the Ave Maria

a Trasbordo was awarded

the gold medal at Amster-

dam in 1883, after narrowly

escaping rejection by the

Milan Commission.

In his largest painting

of this time, the Alia

Stanga, bought by the

National Gallery of Italy

for twenty thousand lire,

the breadth and reserve

which distinguish Segan-

tmi's later canvases are

already observable.

'' From the hills I

sought the mountains, and living in the huts and

hamlets of the herdsmen and peasants I studied

them, their animals, their surroundings, their

land. Pushing on higher into the Alps of the

Grison I stopped in Savognino, where 1 remained

eight yens.

"There were summers on the upper pastures,

winters in the mountain huts. Living up there at

2500 metres above the sea I learned to look at the

sun more daringly, to love its rajs ; I learned to

study Nature in her most intense and luminous

colouring, in her most vivid life."

And here, apart with Nature in the virginity of

her eternal snows, in the silence of the high places,

Segantini reverently labours at his calling, follow-

ing with a heart open to all beauty and full of

loving sympathy the simple lives of the mountain

people, painting them in the weariness of their

FROM \ DRAWING IV <;. SEGANTINI
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toil, choosing the nobler, albeit the sadder, side of

their existence.

Another Tyrolean, the peasant and painter

Defregger, has idealised them. He is a roman-

ticist, Segantini a realist. "Defregger's creations,"

says Haack, "are full of the real German feeling

of the old German masters. Segantini has that

cool reserve in art which distinguished the old

Italians, and which sets him apart from his con-

temporaries."

For my part I find little of the formalism

of the great Italians in Segantini, but rather warm

humanity, throbbing life.

His art is virile but pure ; never sensuous. Yet

it is perfectly modern, and he has nothing to learn

from the new schools. He is serious and reserved.

His conceptions are " like the epic songs of a

young nation," says Haack. And, indeed, there is

in them the freshness and the melancholy of the

genuine Yolkslied. His peculiar technique has plas-

ticity in a marked degree. The colours, squeezed

out thick, and laid one beside the other, give to

some parts of the canvas a tapestry or mosaic

effect.

This is very strong in the foreground of Plough-

ing in the Engadine, a large painting owned by the

!5 2

Royal Pinakothek of Bavaria, and exhibited with

other canvases and drawings by Segantini in

last summer's excellent salon of the "Secession"

in Munich. The crystal atmosphere of this

picture ; the depth and distance across the broad

valley to the mountains ; the splendid rendering of

these in scarp and slope and snowy peak ; the

plastic modelling and perfect detail of the central

group ; the depth of sentiment throughout the

composition ; are the work of entire understanding

and mastery.

In the twilight sky of his pastoral the Heavy

Hours, the effect of pulsing colour, of light in

motion, is wonderfully rendered, in his peculiar

method, by the colours of the solar spectrum, laid

on in flecks of paint which melt together in the

eye and give the glimmer of the evening air. The

head of the woman against the sky in bold relief,

and the drooping pose, suggest a melancholy reverie.

The lowing cow, the answering calf, pushed by a

shepherd toward the fold, the herd gathering in for

the night and calling to one another as they do at

evening, are eloquent of the sad monotony of the

upland shepherd's life, and are surely the work of a

great animal painter. The shadows of the falling

night, the grey shadows of human fate, are stealing
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STUDV FOR AI.LA 5TANT.A BY O. SEGANTINI

over tliese figures and the quiet landscape. Above,

the heavens glow like an opal.

In an earlier work, Nell 'Ovile, the woman in

the stable among the sheep, her hands, with the

perpetual knitting a moment still, fallen in her lap,

her face turned pensive to the lamplight, the

i radle in the strong shadows behind her suggesting

divided cares ; in another, the big dun cow in her

hit- red stall turning her head with rolling eye and

forward-pointed ears to the woman at her spindle

in the lantern light, marking a sense of companion-

ship between these two in the spot of light among

the soft black shadows ; in the stir and life of the

sheep and lambs upon the sunny Spring Pasture

against the quiet of the shepherd lad asleep in the

sunshine ; in these, and in those other many works

of his, the inceptive designs for some of which are

printed with this paper, all full of the poetry of the

themes he chooses—the love of mothers, the trust

and friendship of the humble masters and their

humbler beasts, the simple joys and sorrows of the

peasant's life, the glory of the light, the shadow's rest,

the noble beauty of the mountain land—in these

the power of the painter Segantini declares itself.

Into the field of symbolism and mystic meaning,

where of late he sometimes wanders, we will not

follow him now.

His mastery in this debatable land is not fully

admitted of the critics, one of whom describes a

certain work of his as "wanting the solemnity of

tli> ancient religious paintings." This picture is

entitled Frutto delf Amore, which somehow got

itself translated in the "Secession" catalogue into

Der gottliche Knabe, and surely it symbolises a very

earthly mother-love indeed, one might say, and has

no intention of mysticism or of religious meaning.

In one of his works of last year he symbolised

the springtime of life with a pair of idealised lovers,

joined in an embrace and smiling into one another's

faces in the ineffable joy of young love, coming

through the blooming rhododendrons of a mountain

meadow in the glory of the vernal sunshine, toward

a gushing spring, the Fontana del/a Vita, where sits

an angel observing them with thoughtful face.

That quality of his art, however, which will

longest live, is not perhaps in pictures such as this,

but rather in those homely scenes of peasant life

which he transcribes with such deep sympathy and

power of insight as leave us thrilling with a sweet

sadness which he has likened to music in the heart.

How Segantini feels the witchery of light in

every key, and how he renders it in every medium,

for he works as well in oils, in crayon, pastel,

fusain, bistre, and the rest of it, one must see his

work in colour to appreciate.

His designs and sketches, done in a variant of his

style in oils, though as often as not a mere tangle of

woolly lines and scratches, are ever full of effect.

There is usually a suggestion of colour worked

in with strokes and dashes among the black lines,

scarcely observable in the mass, but giving a

wonderful degree of atmosphere.

'55
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Segantini's creed is contained in these words

from one of his letters on art

:

" The suggestiveness of a work of art is in propor-

tion to the intensity of its conception, and this is in

proportion to the delicacy, subtility, and purity of

the artist's senses

" To preserve his ideal during the execution of

his work in its initial intensity, the artist must call

upon all his forces .... keeping up continual vibra-

tion of nerve to feed the fire, continual evocation,

that the idea disperse not before it take on body and

life upon his canvas in a work spiritually personal,

materially true. Not with that outer superficial

truth, the stamp of vulgar art, but that truth which,

going beyond correct design and harmony of

colour, gives life to the form, light to colour

The brush hurries over the canvas, obeying while it

shows the tremour erf the fingers into which all the

nervous vibrations are gathered.

" Objects, animals, persons are born, the smallest

details take on form, life, light. The fire of art

burns in the painter. In the tension of the

emotion he is transferring to his work the fatigue

of mechanical labour is lost. The work of art

appears -whole— of one piece. It lives. It is

incarnation of soul in material. It is crea-

tion."

T
HE INDUSTRIAL ARTS OF
AMERICA; THE TIFFANY
GLASS AND DECORATIVE
CO. BY CECILIA WAERN.

BUST OF SEGANTINI
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And why not say the Arts and Crafts? Well ....

there are certainly arts in America and crafts too,

growing up quietly in unexpected places, full of

promise and worthy of study. But more immediate

interest attaches to the arts that one would rather

call industrial. To neglect them would not only

be to leave aside a characteristic and therefore

interesting product of American civilisation and a

good opportunity for study, under novel aspects, of

some of the workings of " industrialism "— it would

also be to leave out of the reckoning entirely some

of the results that count most, artistically.

As for the social gospel that lies at the heart of

the English movement, the noble desire for the

regeneration of society on widespread and practical

lines, it is obviously out of the question here, at

least for many a long year to come—though

there is no knowing what may be brewing in the

huge cauldron of strange elements and potent

factors. For the present, however, it would be

almost absurd to expect a serious " return to sim-

plicity " in the land of mushroom fortunes, "social

stragglers," stimulating sun

_______ and air, enervating steam

heat, and many other fac-

tors that cannot be dwelt

on here, but all making for

complication and what

Mrs. Meynell calls insim-

plicity. The highest types

escape it, and only seem

the simpler and grander in

the reaction against it.

But the art outcome of a

country and a period does

not, unfortunately, con-

form to the taste of the

highest type, but to the

demand of the general

public and this public is

more powerful here than

elsewhere. So until the

art education that is

agitating the length and

the breadth of the land

has fulfilled some of its

lavish promises and

leavened America through-

bv prince , rovbetzkoy out with a spontaneous art
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sense, the typical outcome of American I )ecorative

Art must still be classed as industrial and studied

from its own point of view—or left alone.

But it is time to descend from the thin upper

air of general remark to the safe ground of definite

information. It may be well to state, to begin with,

that there are two

Tiffany establishments, ^^^^^^^^^^^
both of which have

contributed to make

the name well known #1fe&
in Europe. wM

There is Tiffany and

( !o. in Union Square,

the goldsmiths and

jewellers, or perhaps I

ought rather to say

the silversmiths, as it

is chiefly by their

interesting treatment of

silver that they have

attracted notice.

There is the Tiffany

(llass and Decorative

Co. on Fourth Avenue,

tlie large and compre-

hensive establishment

that has been built up

: grees bythetalent,

\t rsatility and business

ability of Mr. Louis

Comfort Tiffany, the

son of Mr. Charles

I wis Tiffany, the

goldsmith. This es-

tablishment consists of

three branches : the

glass works at Corona,

Long Island, where no

profane eye is allowed

to penetrate ; a 1

cabinet-maker's shopon

Second Avenue,and the

headquarters on Fourth

Avenue. It is very hard to classify this Tiffany

Glass and Decorative Co. according to European

notions. It is a "firm" undoubtedly, but super-

intended by an artist of ran* decorative gifts and

alert technical curiosity. It conforms to tin- wishes

of customers and adapts itself to any problem

presented as adroit!) as a clever milliner— yet it

lias given us that classically beautiful product, the

" I'avrile " blown glass. F>xcept for certain minor

portions of the work, handiwork reigns supreme,

V W. IN METAL AND
DESIGN

and there is a tendency throughout to substitute

handiwork for other modes. It is handiwork on

a large scale, however, skilfully organised, in facl

so skilfully organised, that it allows lor the personal

interest on the part of the worker, as well as

obedience to the inspiration from the fountain

head. 'I'll.- rate of the

wages varies with the

craft of the worker ;

trades' unions and

{'- I t- *! !
walking delegates are

powerless against the

intelligent planning ol

| B t- the whole and the

financial strength of

the concern.

In the same way,

the trained and skilled

foremen and workmen

that are sent ovit all

over the country to

carry out, supplemented

by local labour, large

works in interior deco-

rations are all all-round

men, working together

in harmony. lam told

that there has only been

one strike in the

Tiffany establishment,

and that interesting

both in its causes and

its results. When Mr.

Tiffany fust started his

workshops, he soon

found out, as the starter

of Merton Abbey had

done, that the only way

to jet his ideas carried

out was by training

boys to the work from

the beginning. So

he employed such

workmen as were to

be had, putting boys under them as apprentices.

After a while the men struck on the score of too

many apprentices. Mr. Tiffany let them all go,

replaced them by young women from the art

schools where they had at least learned to use

their eyes and their fingers in certain ways, and

trained them himself. At present there are from

fort\ to fifty young women employed in the glass

workshop, working at either mosaic or windows,

generally ornamental. The larger memorial windows

L57
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are, as a rule, put together by men (in other work,

shops). The work of both men and women is di-

rected by the ubiquitous chief.

Extensive works in decoration have been carried

out by the Tiffany Glass and Decorating Co. in

different parts of America in churches, college

halls, libraries and other public buildings. Mosaics

of various kinds enter largely into these decorations.

The figure mosaics will be mentioned later. The

The effect ? Well, that is a matter of taste. I

mean this seriously, and of course I refer to the

esthetic impression only. Of the symbolism em-

ployed I can only say that it is thoughtful, reverent,

and—eclectic. The Tiffany ecclesiastical work

certainly does not err on the side of baldness, as

all will remember who saw the World's Fair chapel

with its sumptuous wealth of Tiffany Byzantine in

mosaic, scroll borders, gorgeous hanging lamps'

HKKTLACE IN MR. LOUIS C TIFFANY'S MUSIC-ROOM

illustration will give a notion of the work done in

many churches on stalls, altar fronts, screens,

panels, &c. The tesserae are all of the Tiffany or

" Favrile " glass, and a peculiar richness is given by

the varying texture and density of the glass and

the insertion of bits of mother-of-pearl. The lectern

shown on p. 162 is in pearly whites and gold, the cross

inlaid in green Connemara marble and rosary beads,

peacock blues prevail in the inlaid borders on the

risers, dark marbles and rich deep blues in the

background.

I.S3

and marble inlays. The effect was to many, in-

deed, over-ripe and heavy, with a tendency to

somewhat cloying sweetness in the modified Cos-

mati work, translated into peacock blues and

greens. But this may only be a passing phase.

It certainly does not affect the value, at the present

moment, of the happy return to the use of beautiful

material in the inlays—choice marbles, onyx, ala-

baster, mother-of-pearl, slabs and small panels of

"Favrile" glass, almost as beautiful as marble. All

this may seem to European critics puzzling in its
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eclecticism, kicking in true style and in that Fervoui

and conviction that gives mystic glow to the most

sumptuous colour. But it lias distinct elements ol

originality and merit, and must e'en be taken for

what it is—the typical outcome of a period of

groping. The sense of the value of beautiful

material is, alter all, the main thing now in this

kind of work. "Style" will come when we leave

off looking lor it, or labelling it.

As for the American style, that all we Europeans

look for so eagerly when we first come over, we

soon learn that the elements of it. if they exist, are

still in fusion. Of course there is much here that

is more American than most Americans realise, in

the trend of taste, in the sense of colour, in the

distinctive feeling for line and proportion, in a

thousand nameless nothings that go to make a

style far more than originality of motive. Perhaps

it is one of the real achievements of L.
(

'. Tiffany

that he has caught this, given it a voice. A Tiffany

room is a thing apart, with an unmistakable

American note—in spite of its eclecticism.

It is eclectic, of course, this Tiffany style, like

everything else here. America is still in the stage

of assimilation. Tiffany's main sources of inspira-

tion have been the Oriental and transitional styles

that have something colouristie in their very treat-

and uses them freely. But Mr'. Tiffanj does nol

belong to the great American school "i tracii

paper that claims so main architects foi its own

In the true ei lei tic spirit, i >ld objects an with

out hesitation incorporated into the scheme ol

decoration. Mr. Tiffany belongs to the type of

artist that turns everything to decorative i tint.

On this page is shown a window ol translucent beach

pebbles and metal filagree. The fireplace (p. [59)

in Mr. Tiffany's librarj was inspired bj the acqui

sition of whole barrelfuls of Japanese swordguards.

P. 15S shows the fireplace in the music loom 'it the

Tiffany house, designed as the setting for a panel

< if specimens oi old glass. To the right is a shallow

cabinet with a small select collection of antique

glass. The mosaic of this mantel is ol varying

tessera-, or small tiles, of pale sea green glass,

opaque, clear, clouded, or iridescent, on a platina

foil. -The walls of this room, noticeable for its

Greek charm of exquisite proportion and noble

simplicity, are of dull gold, with groups of pii I
1

in tender green and white ; quiet effective attention

on original lines is paidtodetailsofwindous.mil

doors, coving and frieze. The studio (p. 163) is still

more eclectic, as the whole street front of a house

in India has been taken and combined with a truly

gorgeous American window, with lamps, chains.

ment of lines and masses. He knows them well ' plants of many lands, with a kind of decorative

jungle. The panel on p. [65, part ol a

door in this same studio, illustrates Mr.

Tiffany's fondness for combining metal-

work and glass in various interesting ways.

It may be mentioned in passing that the

metal workshops were first started, because

it was found impossible to net the manu-

facturers to carry out the designs given.

Their presence in the building has natu-

rally proved full of happy temptations to

Mr. Tiffany's experimental turn of mind

and tasteful ingenuity. In this case the

gilt scrollwork is made of the lead ribbons

used for leading windows. By the coui I

of Mr. Tiffany I am also allowed to pub

lish a spei inn 11 ol a work still in the inte-

resting tentative stage (p. 157).

Iln metal work of this piece is put

ther first, and the glass then blown

into it. In another piei 1 that I saw. to

be Used as a lamp, the metal work

dominated, and a rich ruin opalescent

glass \\. is blown into the perforations

.111 open work bra These and

1 ither similar pieo 1 tly to be seen

upstairs in the inner sanctum, half-studio

I'M
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and half-workshop, of the metal-work floor. To
me this is one of the most fascinating parts of

the building. Here choice pieces of blown glass

lie around, awaiting attention from Mr. Tiffany or

his intelligent aide, among odds and ends of all

kinds; the dark-green "turtle-backs" of moulded

glass that make such delightful hall lamps,

knobs and jewels of glass, bits of unused metal-

work and other representatives of suggestive experi-

ments, new departures, or frank failures. The same
spirit prevails in all the other branches of work
done in this large decorative establishment, such as

furniture, hangings, embroideries, &c. The back
premises and stairways are full of waifs and strays

of abandoned essays in every direction—sometimes
of a very costly kind, or touching upon domains
such as etched stuffs, where modern
French and Belgian artists have

found some of their new departures.

The experimental nature of the

Tiffany work is at once the weakest

and the strongest point of this

curiously complicated organisation.

The weak points are obvious. The
results of this ceaseless movement,

with the colouristic bias shown,

must vary in interest and import-

ance; much of it must perforce

seem to purists barbaric, not to

say barbarous, in taste. On the

other hand, conquests are won this

way that could hardly be won in

any other way—nay, products are

turned out, when the Fates are pro-

pitious, that differ very little in the

essential qualities of novelty, sim-

plicity and straightforwardness from

the " creations " of individual crafts-

men. The tendency is to grace

and worldliness, rather than dignity

and austerity ; but that is the

American note. We have hinted

at the "commercialism" of this

big American concern ; it is time

to define it more closely. It is

shown in two ways :
" The Tiffanys

"

certainly do not try to emulate

Morris and Co. in educating the

public taste ; their aim is to sell,

to persuade, not to elevate or

instruct ; there is also a tendency

to simplify the labour expended,

as far as possible, with a view

to reducing the cost of production.
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But no commercial considerations are allowed to

stand in the way of the alert curiosity of the highly

gifted artist who is the soul of the concern, and
whom I would suspect of sometimes regarding the

workshops as nothing but a splendid opportunity

for trying experiments on a large scale. The
simplification of labour itself tends in two ways

—

if, for instance, some charming Japanese models

are " cheapened " in this process of translating,

and really new forms and devices, almost Greek or

Japanese in their directness, are evolved in this

way.

Other factors are at work, too, affording us the

most interesting glimpses of old truths in new
forms. The history of the Tiffany lamps is a

case in point. The older well-known type would

DESIGNED AND EXECUTED BY LOUIS C TIFFANY
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certainly not find favour in the eyes of purists

among my English friends. It is a combination of

white glass and gold ; the main feature being a

gilt network of heavy filigree over the huge -lobe.

This was before the time of the Favrile blown

glass. The introduction of this brought a series of

the most beautiful forms : large pears, drops, gourds,

eggs, in what may be called the Cipollino glass
;

quaint indented Japanese vase-forms in dark metallic

ware, lustred, iridescent or dull. The use of these

for lamps has by degrees brought about a complete

revolution of style. No two pieces of Favrile being

exactly alike, each design has to be individually

considered, and the hand-wrought metal made to

follow all the caprices of the material ; for instance,

all the little dents and curves round the mouth of

the vase, into which the well is sunk. The charm

of direct contact with the material has worked in

another way too, and the aim is to let the metal

interfere as little as possible with the wonderful

beauty of the glass. Much thought has of

necessity to be expended upon keeping the two

materials in proper relation to each other. All

depends on the requirements of the piece of

glass chosen. The metal is given a kind of

patina which harmonises with the colour of the

glass. Thus it may be either dull gold, silvery,

or quiet grey, according to the relative cooliu^

or warmth of the Cipollino veinings of the glass,

or it may be reddish, greenish, or variegated,

&c.

The mention of the lamps brings me on to the

question of the Favrile glass in all its variety ol

forms. But this must be made tin- subject ol'

another paper. CECIl IA W iERN.

o

DOOR PANEL IN OPALESCENT CLASS, BEACH PEBBLES

AMI LEAD WORK. DESIGNED BY LOUls C.

N GARDENING; WITH
DESCRIPTIONS OF SOME
FORMAL GARDENS IX

SCOTLAND. BY J. J.

JOASS.

During the Renaissance in Italy gardening was

looked upon as an important and necessary branch

of architecture, the villa and garden being inva

riably designed as a whole by the architect, and

the Italian gardens of the Renaissance, the proto

type and model of all our first formal gardens, ow<

much of their unity of design and completeness to

this circumstance.

After a long period of divergence and separation,

these two branches of design show signs of

becoming again happily united, and the following

notes on some more remote and little known

examples of a similar system or combination may

be of interest at the present time.

As the principles of the Renaissance spread,

gardens were laid out all over Europe in

the Italian manner, strongly influenced,

like the architecture, by the natural ten-

dencies of the races by whom the style

was adopted.

The climate of England, so favourable

to the production of velvety turf and line

foliage, and the natural love of the

Englishman for tree and plant life, gave

him a great advantage in this n «

over his foreign rivals, and probably

accounts for the superiority the English

gardeners are said to have attained.

Travellers from abroad, strui k with their

beauty and the care lavished upon them,

have described the English gardens in

glowing terms, and attempts were even

made to reproduce the English manner

of gardening in France, ami English and

Scottish gardeners were in great demand.

I'he attempt, however, met with little

success abroad, owing to the difference

of soil and climate, but the "Boulingrin"

and other English features became

regular parts of the French garden.

i&5
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About the end of the seventeenth century

England must have abounded in gardens of the

Formal type. Not only the great mansions had

their terraced gardens, their mounts and orangeries,

but the smaller holdings seem all to have pos-

sessed gardens, often very elaborate ones. Evelyn

describes many belonging to his acquaintances, and

is constantly giving hints to his friends on the

management of their gardens, as if gardening were

one of the favourite pursuits of the gentlemen of

the period.

In France and Italy, on the other hand, the small

garden hardly existed, and when it did it was only

in a horticultural sense, and was never treated as a

pleasaunce as in England ; only the great gardens of

the nobility were so designed, though in Holland

the careful Dutchman often had a small garden

trimly kept and usually grotesquely ornamented. At

the end of the seventeenth century, indeed, it had

become fashionable to imitate these Dutch gardens

in England, and curious tree-clipping—"the

topiarian art'
-—was carried to the verge of absurdity

and extravagance, and offered a. ready butt for the

sarcasm of the apostles of the landscape school

which was so soon to follow.

The end of the eighteenth century saw a great

change come- over gardening. Like architecture

and literature, it had passed through the different

phases called Elizabethan, Jacobean, &c. The
influence of the great classic revival represented in

literature by Addison and l'ope, and in architecture

by Kent and Chambers, now overtook gardening.

Till this time the garden had been a distinctly

defined part of the grounds—a garth, as the word

means—enclosed by wall or hedge, but now this

boundary line was to vanish.

Le Notre, the designer of the great gardens of

the Tuileries and Versailles, laid it down as a prin-

ciple that formality and design should not be con-

fined to the garden, but that the whole estate should

lie laid out by rule; in fact, that there should be

no definite boundary between the garden and the

park. According!}', he set out his woods in regular

masses, with avenues crossing and recrossing, con-

verging to certain points or foci, with formal glades

and open spaces.

This was the beginning of the end of the Formal

garden. The principles advocated by Kent and

Browne are only a further development in the same

direction. As Walpole puts it, "Kent leapt the

fence and saw that all nature was a garden." At one

sweep the old order was changed and the formal

garden disappeared. Instead of the house incorporat-

ing itself with the surrounding country by orderly
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degrees ; first the terraced paths and lawns, the

formal alleys and parterres of the garden, then the

more remote shrubbery or orchard leading to the

natural beauties of the park or chase, the reformers

said that all these ornaments, betraying the bungling

hand of man, must go. Anything done by the gar-

dener must imitate "Nature's graceful touch," and

the scene should be such that a landscape-painter

would choose it as a subject for his brush.

The garden proper, if it were still necessary that

flowers or vegetables should be artificially grown,

must be stowed away in some unfrequented spot

where no eye might be offended by the uncouth

rites of garden craft. A Greek temple, a pagoda or

two, and perhaps a sham ruin dotted here and there,

might be permitted, and were indeed sometimes

thought necessary, to display the classic taste of the

proprietor, but the antiquated dials and mytho-

logical absurdities, the

"Statues growing that noble place in

All heathen goddesses most rare,

Homer, Plutarch, and Nebuchadnezzar,

All standing naked in the open air,"

must be done away with—and they were.

The Romantic phase, which Scott represents, was

scarcely less destructive to the old gardens than that

which preceded it.

Instead of the classic groves and clumps, the

conventional lakes, made to look like rivers, and

veiled and hidden paths going nowhere in particular,

the new school would substitute the wildness of

natural scenery, or as near it as they could get with

the materials at hand, and the destruction of the

well-ordered pleasaunces went on as before.

There were some men, however, who realised the

mischief that was being done by the destruction of

these characteristic and thoroughly national expres-

sions of an art, and protested vigorously against it.

Sn Uvedale Price, who wrote a book on the subject

at the beginning of this century, witnessed the de-

struction of his own garden by a landscape improver,

and lamented the change pathetically when it was

too late. For his own garden, with its peaceful

alleys and quaint ornaments, and its associations

that appealed to him so strongly, he got a park with

the fashionable hahas, "just like everybody else's."

Sci >tt also, though he could not rise to the "antics"

of the topiary artists (an opinion which he shares

with Lord Bacon, another authority on the subject),

bitterly laments the atrocity which deprived Glamis

of its seven circles of walls and terraces, with their

architectural ornaments, " the latter the work of

Inigo Jones." His fine description of the garden
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FORMAT. GARDEN AT BARN'CI UITH

sidered, and the land •< api

school was in its palmy

days.

Also it cannot be doubti d

thai the great gardens of the

world the villa gardens oi

Italy, the mod.ls of all the

rest were designed by the

architect ol the building.

Vignola, Sangallo, Raphael,

Palladio, and mam- more, all

excelled in this branch ol

design. Le Notre laid out

the great gardens of Ver-

sailles and the Tuileries, and

our own Inigo Jones and

Wren were often consulted

about the disposal of the

grounds of an estate. Wren's

design for the garden and

park at Hampton Court for

William III., of which the

great avenue and 1 liana

pond at Bushey Park was

the first instalment, is still

extant, and shows a great

si heme in which William

meant to emulate the mag-

nificence of Versailles.

It may be, however, that

in these days of varied in-

terest, and so many diffi rent

schools and shades of

thought, there will always

remain those who prefer the

wildness of untamed nature,

or at least an imitation of it,

and those who incline to a certain degr

formality and restraint, where art and nature may

in the garden meet half way, and when- in his

"pleasaunce" a man may feel that he has not

quitted the retirement of his dwelling though in

the open air and among the birds and flowers.

As the lands, apist sets up no rule or model lor

at Barncluith, in his essay in the Quarterly Review,

and the description of others in his novels, show

that he at least had a true appreciation of the

architectural capability of the garden even at that

time.

Without entering into the discussion which has

been waged more or less warmly on the relative

functions of the architect and the horticultural his guidance, but only nature, he has his material

artist in regard to garden design, it may be pointed and inspiration ever before him. With the for-

out that most of, and perhaps all, the greatest malist it is different. He follows a tradition, and

architects since the Renaissance have supposed careful study of what has alreai n done is

themselves capable of designing gardens. Sir John necessary for success in his manner. Unfortu-

Vanbrugh certainly declined the responsibility in the nately in England almost every vestige of what

case of Blenheim, but he leaned neither to the one has been done has disappeared, and only by dili

side nor the other, and suggested that a landscape- gent study of old drawings and laborious hunting

painter should be consulted. In his time, however, up of the existing examples can they lie studied,

the architectural side of gardening was not con- Particulars of some of the formal gardens still
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remaining in Scotland may therefore be of use to also adapts them as most suggestive models for

the student. everyday application when the pleasaunce is be-

Scottish gardening, like all the other arts, was coming again a part of the English dwelling, and

might have

greatly retarded by the disturbed and poverty

stricken state of the country during the fifteenth

and sixteenth centuries.

In the south the soil and climate

enabled them to rival the English

gardens, though in the north the con-

ditions were not so favourable. The
picturesque and romantic sites of

many of the baronial residences, too,

usually supplied the great desideratum

of the garden designer, steeply sloping

ground giving opportunities for ter-

raced or hanging gardens, while a

copious supply of water made the

construction of fountains an easy

matter. This peculiarity of site they

share with many Italian gardens,

which they sometimes recall in a

rugged and perhaps uncouth manner,

but with a certain fitness of their own,

corresponding to the rude character of

the national architecture.

It was not till the seventeenth cen-

tury that gardening as an art began in

Scotland. Mar)- and her train of

French followers gave an impetus to

the fashion a hundred years before,

but little was done. Many flowers

and plants new to Scotland were in-

troduced at that time however, ami

the design of some of our early gar-

dens is ascribed with more or less

plausibility to Mary, notably the

curious glass garden at Fordel.

In the seventeenth century many of

our finest gardens were laid down.

They seem to have owed their design

not to professional gardeners, but

usually to the owners of the castles and mansions

themselves. To this period belong the gardens at

Edzell, Murthly, Bamcluith, and many others.

Though possessing originally, of course, infinitely

fewer gardens than England, a greater proportion

of these seem to have survived. Being a poorer

country, perhaps few proprietors could afford to go

in for the expense of decorating their grounds in

the new manner, levelling the terraces, uprooting

the hedges, and forming the artificial lakes with

belts and clumps that were then considered correct

taste.

The moderate scale of these Scottish examples
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the architect sometimes has the opportunity of

adding to the interest of his design and carrying

out more full)- its use and meaning by laying out

the garden as well.

Barncluith.

The romantic site of this garden

has been beautifully described in

Scott's essay on Forest Trees in the

Quarterly Review already referred to.

The ground on which it is laid out is

almost precipitous, as will be seen

from the section (page 167), the general

incline being about 55 °. In size it is

very small, about 60 ft. in width over

all, and the terraced part under r5o ft.

in length. The lower or first terrace,

which is of grass, overhangs the River

Evan with a drop of 50 ft. or 60 ft. to

the water. There is neither rail nor

parapet for the greater part of its

length, though one or two clipped

yews, a holly-tree or so, and a fine

acacia form an imaginary barrier. At

the western end of this terrace is the

circular basin of a fountain, with a

short pillar bearing a carved bowl in

the centre, but now overgrown with

vegetation.

Opposite this, and recessed in the

retaining wall, is a great arched seat,

also in a rather ruinous condition.

At the east end is a garden-house, a

charming little building of two storeys,

with a claret-house or summer-house

above, and perhaps a tool-house below.

It is of late Scottish Renaissance

work, and has a very curious outside

staircase.

Adjoining it on the south, and built out on the

precipice, is a flight of steps leading to a terrace on

the east side corresponding to the level of the first

floor, which may be entered from it. From here a

straight path extends 300 ft. or more to the extreme

end of the garden, and the ground, ornamented with

flower-beds and shrubs and a line of clipped yews,

falls rapidly to the river, but without terraces at

this part, except where a short retaining wall checks

the steepness of the slope.

The second terrace is reached by a very narrow

flight of steep steps at the west end. Adjoining

this is another smaller garden-house partially exca-

'
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THE OLD KEEP, EDZF.l I FROM a DRAWING BY J. J. JOASS

vated in the rock, and in the same style as the

claret-house. A straight gravel path leads to an

archway at the east end of the terrace correspond-

ing to the garden-house, and from the inner edge

of this path a slope of solid masonry reaches to

within 3 ft. of the level of the third terrace.

Proceeding through the arch at the west end

and up a few steps the path forms a narrow terrace

by itself, and leads under a row of three stone

arches to the house, which is on this level 200 ft.

or so to the east and overlooking the river, and

the terrace continues eastward, like the first, to the

end of the garden. The third terrace, also reached

by narrow steps at the west end, is of grass, with

Inils of flowers and an arbour of roses in the

centre
; at the east end is an enclosed wall, and at

the west the steps leading to the fourth terrace.

There are no flowers on the fourth terrace, but

plain grass and one or two clipped shrubs of box,

yew and holly. On the stone edging are a couple

of urns with flowering plants. This terrace opens

at the east end to the flower-garden and shrubbery

about the house, where there is a fine dial. Above-

it is the fifth and highest terrace, which has also a

steep grass slope, and a narrow pathway from the

house leading to the flights of steps at the west

end of the garden.

Edzell.

This is also a garden of small extent, but of

1 ompletely different character from the last.

The old keep of the Lindsays was one of the most

unpromising subjects for the garden designer. A
square block rising to a great height, without orna-

ment of any kind, but the usual embattled pro-

jections at the top. On the north-east was a large

courtyard, strongly walled, and several lines or circles

of defence completed what must have been a

powerful fortress.

I/O

The garden, in keeping with the rest of the

architecture, was enclosed on three sides by great

walls, and on the north it adjoined the keep and

courtyard.

Every vestige of path and parterre, or whatever

method was used to ornament the enclosure, is

gone, but the interior of the wall itself, with the

summer-house at one corner and the bath-house

and well at the other, is of the greatest interest, and

evidences the taste and classic lore of the Earl of

Lindsay, who designed it.

The wall was divided into compartments of

about ten feet by shafts, of which only the caps,

bases, and bands remain. In the alternate spaces

are a series of recesses resembling in elevation the

" Fess Cheque " of Heraldry, which appears on the

coat-of-arms of the Crawfords, and above these

three raised stars, the " Mullets " of the Lindsay

coat-of-arms, signifying the union which had taken

place between the two families by the marriage of

bond Lindsay and a lady of the house of Crawford.

The recesses are hollowed out at the bottom,

making little pockets for plants or flowers, and in

tlie centre of each star or "mullet" is a circular

opening leading to a recess hollowed in the stone,

where pigeons or other birds might nest.

In each of the other divisions there is a large

recess below for flowers, and above a panel with

figures of quaint design in an architectural frame.

Those on the east wall contain a selection of

mythological deities in the following order, begin-

ning at the north wall : Saturn, Jupiter, Mars,

Apollo, I liana, Mercury and Luna, each with a

shield bearing the proper emblem, perhaps the

tutelary deities of the davs of the week (page

i 7 0-
'

On the south wall are represented the sciences :

Khetorica, Dialectica, Arithmetica, Musica, Geo-

metrica, with figures representing each and appro-
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priate symbols ; and on the west are the virtues:

Charitas, Justitia, Sins. Fidus, Prudentia, Forti-

tuda, Temperantia, similarly represented. The

symbolism of these carvings is sometimes very

complete and ingenious.

The charming little summer-house is at the south-

east corner. It has two storeys, the lower one

vaulted. It is still in the native Scottish style, and

shows little of the Renaissance influence of that

time, and the details are full of refinement.

Beneath are- two small rooms with groined

ceilings, one entering from the garden and the other

from the outside under the circular staircase in the

turret. Above, and reached by this staircase, is a large

room which was once panelled and had a painted

ceiling. This garden was laid out about the year

1604.
Balcaskie.

Writing in the year 17 10, Sir Robert Sibbald

says : "A little above Pittenweem, to the north-west,

is Balcaskie, a very pretty new house with all

modern conveniences of terraces, garden, park, and

planting ;" and fortunately this description applies to

it still, though the house is not so new as it once

was.

A long avenue of fine limes and elms leads to the

courtyard in front of the house, "The Forecourt."

It is of grass enclosed by yew hedges and divided

by the path in the centre. On either side of the

house, and joined to it by curved flanking walls

ornamented with niches and urns, are the servants'

wing on the left and the stable wing on the right. The

space enclosed by these buildings is gravelled and

forms a semicircular base to the Forecourt.

To the south of the house, and extending about

as far again on either side, is the garden. It is

arranged on three different planes or levels. The

upper part adjoining the house is divided into

three squares by paths and hedges. The centre

division is laid out with a parterre of flowers, and

one of a pair of magnificent cedars still remains.

The division to the east has beds of shrubbery, and

that to the west plain grass.

In front of this terrace, next the balustrade of the

retaining wall, is a gravel path running the whole

length, with a gateway leading to the farm buildings

at the east, and a corresponding opening in the

retaining wall of the garden at the west, looking

out to the park below. A fine staircase at either

end leads to the lower terrace, a drop of about

eighteen feet.

This terrace is also divided into three parts, the

centre one being a bowling-green slightly sunk from

the general level. The other parts have parterres

r
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of flowers with a statue or two. The retaining

wall is supported by a row of twelve deep buttresses,

with the bust of a Roman emperor on each.

These busts are not remarkable as sculpture—there

is far too much of a family likeness for that—and

nothing is pretended but sheer conventionality,

but the general effect of the long succession of

quaint heads is very striking.

There existed at one time summer-houses at the

east and west corners of this terrace which have-

been removed.

There are some very quaint figures on the upper

terrace, among them a flamboyant Diana in the

north-east corner, balancing herself with great skill

on one foot ; and some delightful boy figures, a

little Moor, and another sulky boy with a finger in

his mouth.

Beneath these terraces is the lower or kitchen

garden, but the borders are so trim and well kept,

with rows of espaliers for background to the flowers,

that it is a very gay sight from the upper terraces.

Exposed to the south, and sheltered by the

rising ground from the north, and by walls and

higher trees from the east and west, this is an ideal

spot for a garden, and many delicate plants are said

to thrive in it that usually require artificial heat and

the protection of glass.

Stirling.

The situation of this garden is unrivalled in

Scotland. It lies on the top of the rock of Stirling,

adjoining the Greyfriars church, with the winding

Forth far below and the magnificent hills of the

Trossachs in the distance.

The building is placed in the northern corner of

the triangular site, and faces the main approach

from the east, sheltered from the wind, however, by

the Greyfriars church. The bowling-green lies

directly south, overlooked by a long terrace, and

the difficult corner at the back of the building,

raised above the terrace and with a stone seat

round, becomes a convenient spot for a view of

the grounds, with the town winding down the slope

behind.

The awkward triangle remaining at the south-

west was formed into a garden in the Dutch

manner with flower-beds bordered with box and

narrow paths between, arranged in a desultory way,

with a selection of clipped yews, hollies and box

trees. The dial at the centre of the west side of

the green is of rather unusual design.

The value of the long lines of the terraces-

and balustrades is very evident (page 175). They

give an air of completeness and stability to the

building by lengthening its base line. They also-
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formed a most convenient place for the "decayed

gild breither," for whom the institution was

founded, to loiter about when not more actively

engaged on the bowling-green.

Crathes.

This is a little known specimen of a simple

variety of formal garden not uncommon in Scot-

land. It is unpretentious enough, but the magni-

ficent lawns and trees surrounding the place give it

a fine effect.

Here, as usual, there is a rapid slope of the

ground, and a good fall is obtained between the

bowling-green and the flower-garden. There is

little or no stonework. The retaining wall and

flight of steps to this terrace and a large recess for

a summer seat are the sum total; but the natural

contour of the ground is taken advantage of to the

full, and the massive yew hedges are very well

arranged to prevent one seeing too much of the

garden at once.

There is a charming view of the picturesque

turrets anil towers of the castle from the alley in

the centre of the garden, which could only have

been devised by one who thoroughly appreciated

the picture.

The kitchen-garden is on the south-west and laid

out in the usual squares divided by paths, with

a path and border all round. In the north-east

corner is a large aviary, one of the very few remain-

ing specimens of an almost invariable feature in a

well-appointed old garden.

Fori ill.

Fordel, in Fifeshire, has the remains of one of

the earliest Scottish gardens. The Castle is situated

on a small plateau at the junction of two streams.

A deep ditch joining the two glens defended it

on the third side.

The whole area of this plateau is now a garden,

but originally the east side only was so occupied.

There are two parterres of flower-beds divided

by a grass avenue with a sloped bank at the lower

end. In the centre of each division stood a large

cedar, but only one remains now.

On the east side is an immense yew hedge

25 feet high and n feet wide, with a surface smooth

as a billiard-table a splendid background for the

brilliant flower-beds.

The curious glass garden, said to have been de-

signed by Mary, and dating probably from her time,

has been removed from its original position, but

preserves its characteristics.

The various patterns are outlined in box most

accurately cut and filled in with glass of different

colours, and the paths with white gravel. It is, of

course, intended to be looked at from the upper

windows of the house, and lies (lose under tin-

walls. These glass -aid. 11
i
appi at to hai

an importation from France, but. like all the more
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fanciful and spectacular ef-

fects of foreign gardens, never

became very common in this

country, where more sober

fashions prevailed.

The modern garden is an
extensive affair, in a different

part of the grounds, with

preserves and fruit and vege-

table gardens and large glass-

houses. The grounds gene-

rally are very picturesque.

Well planted, with paths and
rustic bridges over the

streams, they combine the

advantages of the formal and
landscape styles; each is in

its proper place.

Looking at such a place as

this, it is surprising to think

how completely the formal

style has disappeared. We
might so easily have had
examples of both styles, pre-

served as in this case, to

delight the followers of each
school.

v
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Tangier as a Sketching Ground

ANGIER AS A SKETCHING
GROUND. BY NORMAN
GARSTIN.

Dear— ,— I remember your once ask-

ing me what sort of place Tangier was for painting,

and I remember answering you enthusiastically and

inadequately, "Oh, a jolly place, lots of stunning

stuff about." You seemed satisfied at the time with

this astounding description, and some conversational

pointsman switched the talk on to other lines over

which we hurried, I have no doubt, just as rapidly

and exhaustively. Now it seems you want a little

more knowledge, a trifle more of detail, and, lo,

though my memory is charged with numberless de-

lectable cliches, yet when I think how I shall begin,

it seems to find no more co-

herent words than the re-

frain, "Oh, a jolly place, lots

of stunning stuff about."

First of all, as to getting

there, that is easy, inasmuch

as there is a stately proces-

sion of great ships for ever

passing through the pillars

of Hercules from every port

in every land, and pausing -1 "

for a moment at Gibraltar,

whose sunset gun booms

over the narrow seas, and

may be heard upon a still

evening by the greybeards

who love to sit near the

water-gate against the grey

crumbling walls of Tan-

gier.

1 have often heard you

say, " I don't care very

much about these Eastern

subjects, they don't appeal

to me somehow," and I

more than sympathise with

your lack of interest in the

banalities of Eastern pic-

tures. The art of painting

consists of new and per-

sonal visions of old and

familiar scenes, whereas the

commonplace painter,

whether of the East or

West, is for ever presenting

you with impersonal and

wearisomely familiar visions

of scenes that are some- "a tangerine begg

times new and sometimes old. Furthermore, when

he goes to the East he is apt to mistake the fresh

ness of his surroundings for something fresh and

striking in itself, forgetting that it is only fresh lo

him, and that the original treatment ol a rag fair in

the East end of London would be more interesting

than the commonplace rendering ol harems and

bazaars in the gorgeous easl ol die world.

lint given that you come with perceptions that

are fresh and individual you cannot help being

charmed with what you see in a place likeTangii r,

all the more so because there are none of those

obtrusively beautiful creations of architecture that

are so apt to distract a painter from his true mission

of creating beauty out of simple material— not

merely recording in another medium the creations

»!**2-.-i4**-e
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of others. The mosques have their minarets faced

with glittering tiles of iridescent blue and green, like

the wing sheaths of some tropical insect, but for

the most part Tangier is a little unpretentious city

of narrow white lanes that wander hither and thither

aimlessly, meeting others as hopelessly devoid of

strong convictions as themselves, but all wonderful

in the illimitable gradations of white—the white of

eggs, the white of milk, the white of cream, the

white of teeth, the white of pearls, the white of

opals, yes, and even the immaculate white of fair

•women are all to be found in these little straggling

streets ; for the great azure sky above, with the

ardent sun and the innumerable reflections of the

earth are tinting them variously from morn till eve.

That wall in front of you is homely whitewash,

steeped for the moment in a violet shade ; a door

opens and a rectangular slab of yellow-white light

from the opposite wall of the patio makes you

blink, and deepens the violet of the near wall
;

*

'
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FROM A SKETCH IN OILS BV NORMAN OARSTIN

purple patches of shade stain the patio's red tiles

with silhouetted pictures of the fig leaves under

whose shade the good man may sit him down, with

none to make him afraid—except his wives.

As we are looking a naked arm comes through

the doorway, and a henna-stained hand beats with

the knocker, a dark eye meanwhile furtively regard-

ing us. Straightway a shrill-voiced boy, with a flat

board upon his head, comes trotting up the lane

and receives upon his tray sundry flat cakes with

which he returns to the bakery, and the door is

shut upon the unbeliever, who moves on to where,

in the shadow of a piece of matting, a craftsman is

hammering brass trays for such infidels as, having

crossed the narrow waters, desire to have upon

their suburban hall-tables a memorial of their little

journey into Africa.

There sits a weaver in his doorway. The creaking

loom and the flying shuttle are such as wove

Joseph his gaudy coat, while beyond, behind the

net curtain, sits a barber, kindly lent by the

Arabian Nights, shaving a believing head, but care-

ful to preserve that lock with which the angel shall

ultimately pull it up to Paradise.

As you stand looking down upon the main street

the scene is very busy and animated. A green

minaret rises above the white houses and cuts the

blue bay beyond ; over the straits, in a haze of sun,

glitters the land of Spain, the white Tarifa, visible

from Tangier as a speck of lighter light. But in

the immediate foreground the street is full of life
;

up and down the crowd is moving, white for the

most part, white turbans, white haiks, and often

white gelawbs. There is a sort of auction going on

in the little Soko, the intending buyers standing or

squatting about with a kind of deprecatory listless-

ness, the "it is nought, it is nought" kind of ex-

pression of buyers all over this rascally world.

Here and there the salesmen's attendants are rush-

ing with Rabat carpets, silver-mounted guns and

daggers wrought by the wild but artistic Sus people,

bright caftans and all the Oriental luxuries or

necessaries.

Through this commercial scene soldiers with

conical tarbooshes ride, careless of the foot pas-

sengers : donkeys are beaten and goaded, and the

most supreme democratic indifference reigns

supreme. Upon the hill, outside the upper water-

gate, there is a large market where country people

bring their produce : fruits, vegetables, charcoal,

and rude pottery ; here there is a snake-charmer,

there a story-teller, each with his circle of half-

interested, half contemptuous spectators and

listeners ; there, amongst unloaded bales, is a knot
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of kneeling camels unveiling their sleepy eyes and

gazing round them with that look of unspeakable

disgust of beasts who have toiled since the deluge,

as who should say, " Since Abraham we have borne

your burdens through countless deserts, and their

sands are not more ungrateful than are you men

who have bestridden and belaboured us all these

ages and rob our very stomachs when you thirst."

And through all the murmur of many chaffering

tongues, there is the persistent wail of the music

of the east and the bell of the water-seller, while

above our heads is the sun, and at our feet a purple

shadow.

Let us pass under the archway by the mosque.

The shade is pleasant and there is a measured

cadence of children's voices ; through a doorway

we can see a number of small shaven crowns,

little Moslems in many-coloured gelawbs, their

dark eyes roving round searching for mischief and

delight, and their lips repeating verses from the

Koran which a board-school teacher in a white

turban reads from the holy book—verily, the world

is everywhere much of a piece.

In the mysterious gloom of another chamber

just beyond, I remember there was wont to sit an

ancient white bearded man, paled and almost

transparent with age. He waited there for

corpses ! It was his business to wash and prepare

them for the grave, and so he sat and awaited the

doom of mortals. There are people who might not

care to choose this as a calling ; not lively enough

forsooth, and yet there is much to be said foi

this blanched elder's occupation it was certain

beyond the calculations of an insurance office; it

was more tranquil than that of a custodian of a

gallery of old masters ; lie injured no man, and

importuned no man's custom. Perhaps the soul

of him was nourished and uplifted in the ;

gloom of his surroundings, when tin- dispossessed

corpse of what was some wealthy man was brought

to him for his offices. He' was the chamberlain

of the great Leveller, the groom-in-waiting upon

Death ; he saw that all, gentle and simple, who

passed into that dim kingdom did so with befitting

decency.

But I hear you say that all this is literary busi

ness, and has nothing for a painter. Perhaps so,

and yet not altogether.

But it is the country round Tangier, or rather

I should say Tangier and its surroundings, that

would give you the keenest pleasure. The beauti-

ful bay curves graciously towards Gibe] Moussa,

the sands are a thoroughfare for the country

people, whereon there are for ever passing to and

fro foot passengers and most various beasts of

burden, horses, camels, mules, asses, and worm n
.

the white haiks glittering brightly against the

shimmering blue of the sea, which does not disdain

twice each day to cleanse and water this noble

highway.
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Then sand dunes lift themselves in warm white

billows as if they could not quite make up their

minds whether they belonged to sea or land.

These hills of sand take upon themselves a vege-

tation that, to the painter, is very alluring ; there

are the grey-greens of the aloe's sheaf of spears,

sentinels upon the outposts of the green world
;

the tufted grasses also grow in an Arab Bedouin

sort of way, not permanently as by the waterbrooks

hard by, but sparsely and in encampments, as it

were with their loins girded, well knowing that the

sands may rise up and smother them. There are

here and there geraniums, gaudy and tall, that

have escaped from some garden and are trying a

wild life. There is a Spanish broom that in the

spring would make a homelier land lovely with

white blossom, and in the midst of these sandy

wastes there is, wherever wells of water have been

dug, the dark, glossy green of an orange garden

making a pleasant accent amidst the quakerish garb

of seashore vegetation.

Looking southward in midday the whole land-

scape swims in a vibratory haze from out of which

rise afar off purple mountain spurs of the great

Atlas range. But I must stop and, lest you

should think that I have piled up the advantages

of Tangier too high, I must admit that like the

flies in the ointment of the apothecary— well

there are things which make the artist's life less

sweet than might be fancied from the above

—

amongst other matters there is a text in the Koran

which thwarts him much in the obtaining of

models, but all the same, it is a lovely land, and

a paintable.

Norman Garstin.

THE MUNICH INTER-
NATIONAL ART EXHIBI-
TION. BY DR. G. KEYSSNER.

Among the various centres of artistic

life in Germany, Munich still holds the place of

honour, thanks to a combination of numerous and

diverse circumstances. Of these one of the most

important is the fact that the Munich artists have

made it a practice to remain on familiar terms with

the art work of foreign countries, not disdaining to

learn something therefrom, or to follow in its wake.

Artists of weakly imagination might well have

lapsed into mere imitation ; but those of stouter

stuff have by this means broadened their view of

things, and gained in knowledge. Since the exhi-

bition of 1869, which made our German artists

acquainted with Courbet's imposing genius, and

had so strong an effect on artists of such force and

variety as Thoma, Leibl, and Triibner, the connec-

tion between Munich and foreign art has never

been severed entirely ; and from the Exhibition of
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1S8S onwards it has seemed to be permanently

cemented on a firm and intelligent basis. Year by

year since 1888 Munich has invited the art-workers

of other nations to contribute to its salons, with the

result that many of the English, Scottish and French

painters have become as dear to us Munichers, and

as well trusted, as our own artists. The principle

of International Exhibitions has ever had its firm

opponents, who even now are lifting up their voices

in louder complaint than ever. They rely on two

chief arguments ; firstly, that the importation of

foreign works must affect the home market of the

German painter, and secondly, that the effect of

these outside productions will be to cause the

native artist to forget, and eventually to renounce,

his nationality in matters pertaining to art. As for

the first objection, the statistics hitherto collected

appear to prove that there is no ground for alarm

on this score ; while the second point, to all who

have eyes to see, is this year, as in former years,

negatived ad ocu/os by the thoroughly independent

and characteristic display made by our German

painters.

I said " German painters," but " Munich

painters " would be nearer

the mark ; for, so far as the

rest of the Fatherland is

concerned, the co-operation

is quite inconsiderable.

This in itself is matter for

regret ; but at least it has

been the means of showing

that Munich work is of

itself sufficient, without any

support, worthily to repre-

sent the arts of Germany

among the nations. The

inner workings of our art

life here have been familiar

now for months past to the

readers of The Studio.

The actual result of the

various differences among
the Munich artists is that

in this year's Exhibition

there are three distinct

groups. Two of these, the

" Kollegen " and the " Luit-

pold," albeit standing apart,

are both united in the

" Kiinstlergenossenschaft ";

while the third section, the

" Secession," is for the first

time seen in the ( Has Palast.

The first president of the Exhibition is Franz von

Lenbach, who, in order to make the display attrai

tive even to the less artistic among the visitors, has

ornamented the galleries in the most attractive

fashion, and included a charming exhibition of old

Gobelins tapestry, and a loan collection of famous

pictures, ancient and modern, among them being

several lovely examples of Reynolds, Gainsborough,

Constable, Corot, and others.

The " Secession " maintains its superiority over

the other Munich sections. The great majority of

the German works bearing the true artistic stamp

are to be found in the Munich Galleries. It is

especially gratifying to see that many acknow-

ledged masters have been devoting all their

energies to the production of serious work, in which

they have surpassed their previous efforts. Fritz von

Uhde is never insignificant or superficial ; but even

he has seldom achieved a work so powerful and so

intense as his Himmelfahrt Christi (The Ascen-

sion). Uhde treats the subjects of Holy Writ not

from their "religious" point of view, but humanly, as

symbols of circumstances within the ken of all.

Thus in his Ascension he has accentuated the sense

HF.RODIAS " FROM \ PAINTING BY HUGO VON HABERMANN
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of parting, and devoted himself to laying stress

upon the anguish of separation as depicted on the

faces of the sorrow-stricken men and women

around, as they behold their Comforter and Master

taken up into the clouds and removed from their

midst for ever. There is nothing loud or theatrical

in these figures ; and, like the arrangement and

everything else about the scheme of the picture, the

colouring is of the simplest, with its grey-white

sky and cloud-hidden light. Uhde, however, has

in no way severed himself from the movement,

which for some time past has been influencing our

painting—a movement which, while it seems to

indicate a return to the older fashions, yet includes

a thorough sense of truth and a complete mastery

of our modern methods. Our pkin air painters in

their efforts to master the problems of light have

quite discarded the old unreal traditions, and now

that they have a better comprehension of the sub-

ject, they are coming to discover all the magic and

the inner meaning of colour. " Grey-painting " is

at an end : we are in the midst of a renaissance of

colour sense. A picture must now be something

more than a mere piece of actuality ; it must re-

veal the result of a real artistic experience of

Nature's workings. In this we are getting back to

the fundamental principles of the old-time schools,

which, without slavish imitation, we are now be-

ginning to understand and appreciate better than

we did.

Fritz von Uhde's Richard III. affords a case in

point. It is a life-size figure showing a well-known

Munich tragedian in the character of the crowned

miscreant, clad in full armour in the midst of

the fight, and crying in Shakespeare's words,

" A horse ! a horse ! my kingdom for a horse !

"

But it is not the situation nor the characterisa-

tion, powerfully as they are realised, that con-

stitute the strength of the picture. This lies in

the rich and powerful colour scheme, which

combines the deep red and blue of the gold-

embroidered mantle, with the black surface of the

coat of mail, and the bright reflections of the flames

lighting up the dark background of night. The

*.
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PORTRAIT OF A LADY FROM A PAINTING BY R. SCHUSTER-WOMAN

Himmelfahrt and this Richard III. considered

together, give a good idea of the versatility, the

imagination and the knowledge that characterise

our artists now that they have completely mastered

the materials under their hand, and no longer allow

themselves to be controlled by any narrowing

tendencies.

One of the most powerful and distinctive indi-

vidualities among the younger Munich artists is

Franz Stuck. He began his career with pen-and-

ink work, of a decorative and ornamental style, and

marked by great freshness and originality. As a

painter he is often described as a pupil and fol-

lower of Arnold Bcecklin, and he certainly shows a

certain affinity to this artist, in his invariable whole-

someness, his happy colouring, and his love for the

characters of the old world of fable—centaurs,

sirens, and such like.

Bcecklin, however, is of more sensitive mould,

more intime ; and whereas his works, the outcome

of a deep kinship with Nature, gain their bold

decorative effect from their own glowing natural-

ness alone, Stuck's productions are designedly

decorative in the striking contrasts of their brilliant

colouring, in the gracefulness ol their shapes and
the simplicity of their scheme. H h( n StlN k began

to paint, the pitched battles oxer the "New Art"
had already been fought, anil he was able to profit

by the results without being obliged to go out "I

his way to do so. His own characteristics an

clearly evident in all their attractiveness—originality,

temperament, sense of form and colour—in two of

his pictures now displayed. In the larger of these

—Das verlorne Paradies (''Paradise Lost")— the

anatomy of the naked figures of Adam and Eve has

all the masterly sureness of the old painters ; and in

the small canvas, BacchantciiZHg (Procession of

Bacchantes), the little figures, hardly a span in
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"AN APENNINE VALLEY" FROM A PAINTING BY T. MILLIE DOW

size, dancing under the Southern sun, impress the

beholder most intensely with their sense of vinous

joviality and Joie de vivre.

An artist of quite another order is Hugo von

Habermann. His nervous restless talent is ever

seeking fresh artistic outlets. In each of his periods

we discover a new female model, each with a typical

setting and atmosphere. When he has fully studied

one type he straightway deserts it for another and

a newer. At present his model is thin in figure,

and dark in tint, a woman with nervous inexpres-

sible smile, and slender arms and hands. For his

costumes and accessories he employs various

brilliant shades, deep green, fiery red and warm
violet, which he weaves into the richest harmonies.

One of his most remarkable works is his life-size

Herodias, full of piquant, enigmatic vivacity and
decadent grace.

Uhde, Stuck, and Habermann are this year the

most prominent representatives of the "Seces-

sion "
; but a goodly number of older and younger

painters follow them worthily. In the first place I

may name two artists—one, Heinrich Ziigel, as

undoubtedly the best of our animal painters ; the

other, Hans von Bartels, as the most distinguished

German painter in water-colours. Heinrich Ziigel

is an artist of the first rank, like Landseer, Troyon,

or Swan, but perfectly modern in ideas and method.

His reputation was established by a team of

ploughing steers, a picture expressing the same

lofty simplicity as Giosue Carducci's Sonett aufden

Ochsen. As for Ziigel, who mostly paints cattle,

sheep, and horses, an animal in his hands becomes

a part of nature itself—not humanised, as in

Landseer's tender manner, nor yet forming part

of the surrounding landscape, as in Troyon's pic-

tures. His animals are something more than inci-

dents in the landscape ; they are the principal part

of the picture. The landscape itself is with him no

mere unsympathetic background, for the surround-

ings and the figures themselves are in closest

harmony. Ziigel is a brilliant pkin-airiste, who

transfers his subjects to the canvas as he sees

them, without being in the least concerned if

the rash laymen should whine about his " violet

cows " or his " green horses." He treats the

movements and the expression of animals with

tender objectivity, without descending to caricature

or sentimentality. A real Ziigel is his picture

Halt! of which we give a reproduction here.
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Although the luminous colouring is not fully

realised in black and white, one may still form an

idea therefrom of the grandeur of the artist's con-

ception and the bold character of the work. Note

the authoritative dignity with which the sharp and

watchful shepherd's dog stands at the head of his

charges, who patiently and in dull astonishment

wait for the passing of the railway train—which we

conceive to be between the picture and the be-

holder—happily indicated by the smoke of the

engine in the right-hand upper portion of the

canvas.

Hans von Bartels is a native of Hamburg, and

although Munich has become his second home, he

spends the summer— the landscape painter's study-

time—at the seaside. For the sea, with its cliffs

and its ships, the fishing villages with their in-

habitants, their life and work, are the principal

themes of his art, of which the exhibition con-

tains two excellent samples. Both are water-

colours, and portray scenes on the seashore, with

figures. Such dimensions—especially in Germany

—are exceptional in water-colour painting; but in

the presence of these pictures oi v forgets the un-

usual combination of size and technique, SO natural

does it all appear. Die Fran des Fischers (The

Fisherman's Wife) is a genre picture devoid of all

anecdotal trivialities, appealing to tin- artistic sense

by its warm, harmonious Colouring, ami notable lor

the powerful silhouette of the woman and her

child, enveloped in the damp sea air, which i
i

from the spray of the yellowish waves around.

Amongst the figure painters may also be men-

tioned Max Slevogt, one of the most able of the

younger generation, remarkable for his strong

sense of colour, as exemplified in his Schehereza

and Otto Hierl-Deronco, whose Fandango is one of

the largest pictures in the " Secession " section. It is

somewhat strange in its composition, but is a very

delicate piece of colouring. Seeing a Spanish

dancer, one must needs think at once oi Sargent's

Carmencita in the Luxembourg ; but the similarity

is only external, and comparison with the incom

parable is unjust. Of the many good portraits

shown by the " Secession," our countryman, George

Sauter, who has made his home in London for

DAFFODILS FROM A PAINTING BY STUART PARK
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many years, contributes a couple—the likeness of

a high dignitary of the Church, strikingly true in

the by no means idealistic reproduction of the face,

but with the violet habit most artistically disposed

;

and an attractive double portrait, most original in

composition, and very tasteful in the arrangement

of the colours.

One of the best exhibits of the " Luitpold

"

group is a portrait. It represents a lady dressed

in white, and sitting on the green-sward. The

noble, intelligent face of the sitter, with her large

dark eyes and black hair, and soft pensive smile,

well matched by the slight nervous hands, is in

admirable harmony with the semi-melancholy of

the evening landscape ; and the big dog who sits

watching in the foreground completes the picture.

The colours in the face, the dress, and the scenery

are delightful, and suggest the greatest masters of

portraiture—the Venetians of the sixteenth, the

Dutch of the seventeenth, and the English of the

eighteenth century. The painter of this portrait,

Raffael Schuster-YVoldan, is possessed of a strong

individuality, remarkable in so young an artist.

Another picture, exhibited by the same artist, Aiif

freier Hoke, is very peculiar. In a sunlit mountain

landscape of the south is seated a nude girl, and

against her leans a man, dark-bearded and dressed

in black, kissing her neck in dreamy abandonment.
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Curtains worked in gold separate the middle of the

picture from the side portions, which continue the

landscape ; and beautiful garlands of roses close

the picture above and below.

The rooms of the " Luitpold " section have

much in common with those of the "Secession."

The members of this group have also imposed

upon their jury the duty of the most rigid selection,

and they have thus contrived to hang a com-

paratively small number of pictures in such a

manner that each one obtains its full effect without

injuring others or being injured itself. Few works

of special merit, but a high all-round average, that

is the distinctive feature of this group. Besides

the works of Schuster-Woldan, the powerful por-

traits of Fritz Frier, and a very attractive portrait of

himself by the excellent Tyrolese painter, Defregger,

there are a large number of good landscapes, of

the simple, industrious, sentimental, home-loving

kind, peculiar to Munich landscape painting

since the days of Spitzweg and Schleich. Among
them may be noted pictures by Hugo Biirgel, G.

von Canal, Paul Hey, Otto Strutzel, and others. '

Amongst the foreign nations taking part in the

exhibition, the Belgians and Dutch are well and

worthily represented. The exhibits of the Swiss

painters, on the other hand, are indifferent,

although we find amongst them a few beautiful
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Bcecklins and two grand works by that talented but

as yet not much known artist. Hodler. The

Americans also contribute a very mixed collection.

Side by side with much that is poor and worthless

is displayed a whole series of poetic landscapes by

Harrison, and several excellent portraits by <
'.ari

Melchers. The Austrian and Hungarian sections

are quite commonplace, and for the most part un-

satisfactory in every way. The rooms occupied by

the English and Scottish painters, on the contrary,

are the best in the whole exhibition. In these two

rooms not a picture is to be found which does

not bear the stamp of artistic intensity and strong

personality. Art from your side of the Channel

has never before been so brilliantly represented at

Munich. The selection of works in the case of

England was admirably made by George Sauter,

and in that of Scotland with equal taste and judg-

ment by Alexander Reid. Formerly there had

always crept in, although to a very small degree,

a certain percentage of mediocre productions

" made to sell," which this time are conspicuous

by their absence. One misses none of the famous

names which form the glory of English and Scot-

tish art—and glorious works correspond with these

glorious names.

From G. F. Watts we have, besides a large

allegorical composition, a splendid example of his

portraiture, the likeness of Mr. Henry T. Prinsepj

from Sir Edward Hume-Jones, the cycle of pictures

St. George and the Dragon, one of the painter's

earlier works ; from J. M. Swan, some masterly

animal studies, and a couple of no less excellent

drawings from the nude; Maurice Greiffenhagen

contributes an Idyll ; H. H. La Thangue, the

beautiful bit of genre, In a Cottage Nightfall,

which was published in the December issue of

The Studio. Exquisite landscapes by Peppercorn,

Withers, Bartlett, Lindner and others, enable us to

realise how high a position has once more bei u

reached by English landscape painting. Among
the younger artists our attention is especially

riveted by Charles Hazlewood Shannon, with his

portrait of a Man with a Yellow Glove; and by

Ernest Sichel, with a pleasing genre picture, and a

small and restrained, but very excellent, portrait

of himself in pastel. Robert Erough, notwith-

standing his youth, full of ripe refinement of

taste and abundant power, exhibits a portrait of

Mr. W. U. Ross. Brangwyn has sent three

masterly works—a Bacchanalian Procession, an

Italian landscape, and a Holy Family at a Well,

pictures of entirely different types, which have

nothing in common but their grandeur of concep-

" puppies' FROM A PAINTING BY GEORGE PIRIE
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tion and intense richness of colour. In the English

room are also hung the works of Muhrman,

the pastelist—all, including a painting in oils,

expressing the deep, quiet harmony and tender

seriousness which distinguish the Anglo-American

artist. E. A. Walton's Ferry delights the eye by

the indescribably hazy charm with which the

atmosphere of a sunny morning, still bathed in

mist, is reproduced. Constance Walton gives us

again a few of her tasteful water colours. Austen

Brown, who last year excited much admiration with

a portrait, is this time, as in the Academy, repre-

sented by rich and powerful landscape work.

The English room is further adorned by a collec-

tion of selected pictorial works—etchings by

Seymour Haden, which, without irreverence, may

be ranked with the landscape etchings of Rem-

brandt ; etchings and lithographs by Oliver Hall,

full of power and artistry; a large selection

from the studio of William Strang, who, with all

his eclecticism, remains original and powerful ;

illustrations and designs by Walter Crane ; and

wood engravings by Thomas Sturge Moore, de-

COPI'ER CASKET AND KETTLE DESIGNED BY EUGENE

EXECUTED BY E. MILLER
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signed in the style of the fifties and sixties. These

are only a few examples. Merely to name all the

good work in this collection would take up far too

much space.

As will be seen from the above enumeration, a

few Scotchmen have found hospitality in the English

room ; whereas in their own gallery the artists from

over the Tweed reign supreme. This exclusiveness

has a wonderfully rich and satisfying effect. As

we gaze on these works we are no longer in the

Scottish section of the Munich Glas Palast, but in

Scotland itself. We are standing with Paterson on

some summit in the Highlands, and watching far

above the tree tops the reflection of distant lakes,

the chains of far-off mountains, with the bold

masses of cloud floating high overhead in the fresh

moist air. And midway in the broad landscape

we see an old picturesque castle, with the genial

sunshine playing on its walls. With Stevenson, we

dream in the cosy twilight, under the birches skirt-

ing the quiet lake. The strong sea breeze blows

straight from the canvases of David Martin, shining

with the glamour of the sunlit sea. Thus all these

painters—Gould and Hamilton, Spence

and Murray, whoever they be—give us

pictures of their homes, until one almost

feels a nostalgia for that northern land

under whose " sadder sky " there flourish

artists such as these, where tender, soulful

works of nature like these are fashioned.

And even if these artists transport us to

scenes outside Scotland itself, they remain

true to themselves in the force and

sentiment of their productions. Thus

we see Millie Dow, in An Apennine

Valley, with a fine harmony of colour

in white-blossomed trees and light-

brownish soil ; thus Hornel and Sturdee,

with their gorgeous-hued pictures from

Japan. Full of graceful simplicity, and

equally admirable in its technical aspect,

is the genre picture, At the Window, which

Alexander Roche exhibits, together with

some powerful landscapes. How splendid,

too, in their childlike unconsciousness, are

Newbery's children's groups. ' Among

Stuart Park's flower-pieces, from which our

German flower-painters have learned much

already, the premier place is occupied this

time by his Daffodils. George Pirie's

small animal pictures, like Puppies, are

unexampled in observation and extremely

softly painted. Crawhall's Rciterin (Horse-

woman), one of his best and boldest pro-
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EXECUTED BY M. BUSSMANN

ductions in water-colours, must also be men

tioned.

The best proof of the excellence, the deep truth

of this grand and delicate Scottish art, is that whe-

never tire of it. The artists appear to us in 1897

as full of life, as original, as refined as they were in

1890, in which year the public of Munich, for the

first time, made close acquaintance with the " Boys

of Glasgow."

If I had not already far exceeded the space

placed at my disposal, I would say a few words

about the sculpture, &c, in the German section.

I must, however, draw attention to the couple of

small yet capacious rooms in which modern applied

art asserts itself publicly and formally for the first

time in Munich. These two narrow apartments,

decorated with a healthy and refined taste, hold

out perhaps more promise for the future than any

in the whole exhibition, a word of praise being

especially due to the metal-work of Eugen Berner,

two examples of which are illustrated here. If we

Germans should be so fortunate as to see these

promising beginnings fully developed in days to

come, it will then be impossible to derq the extent

of our indebtedness to foreign countries, espe< ially

to England. But it is to be hoped that we may

then be able to boast of a fact creditable to master

and pupil alike—namely, th.it we have become in-

dependent. Ami it will be worth while, in this

connection, to put aside for the future all feelings

.if selfishness and timidity, and open wide our gates

in welcome the art of other lands.

STUDIO-TALK.

(From our own Correspondents.)

LONDON.—Although it cannot be said

that in the list of Jubilee honours art

and artists are distinguished by any

special recognition, there is a welcome

admission of the claims of decorative

art in the bestowal of a knighthood on Mr. \V. B.

Richmond. Few artists have so devotedly sacri

ficed themselves as he has dune, for the sake ol

advancing a particular branch of art. He has laid

aside work which was widely in request among

a large circle of clients that he might give himself

entirely to the task of decorating St. Paul's

Cathedral ; and he has carried out his undertaking

there without sparing time or trouble to make the

result fully worthy of the opportunity provided for

him. In no perfunctory spirit has he accepted the

responsibility laid upon him ; and his effort to

prove that decoration demands and deserves the

best attention of every one who appreciates the

highest mission of art is worthily rewarded by the

distinction for which he has been singled out. It

is a cheering sign that a knighthood should have

been given to a man of such conviction, and his

personal satisfaction at the honour done to him as

a worker must have been greatly increased by the

reflection that it was gained by labour in a field

long neglected by the majority of his brethren

who have regarded decoration as too unimportant

for the consideration of an artist with aspirations.

The joint exhibitions of drawings by Mr. Linley

Sambourne and Mr. Hugh Thomson, which was

opened early in July in th > of the Fine

Art Society, had the fascination which alv

belongs to a display of really admirable art work.

It was charming because both artists are, in totally

different styles, great masters of black-and-white ;

and because their Use of the pen has the peculiar

certainty and direel i
nificance which result onlj

from absolutely intimate acquaintance with tin

limitations and possibilities of line drawing. In
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the subject-matter of the works shown there was

an astonishing contrast between the productions

of the two artists. Mr. Samboume's drawings

were for the most part quaint comments on cur-

rent political events, full of humour and some-

times merciless in their satire ; and among them

were also some exquisite decorative designs for

chapter headings and the like. Mr. Thomson's

contributions were all illustrations executed for

various books, and conceived one and all in that

spirit of old-world elegance which is always charac-

teristic of his point of view. The juxtaposition

of such opposite types of work was amusing, but

was also most instructive as an exposition of

methods.

a thoroughly acceptable collection of works of art,

part of which have been given with the gallery by

Mr. Tate himself, part selected from the British

School pictures in the National Gallery, part pur-

chased by the Academy out of the Chantrey Fund,

part presented by Mr. G. F. Watts, and the rest

contributed by individual donors. And, lastly,

there is the important fact that the gallery is for all

time national property and under the control of the

trustees who are responsible for our national col-

lections. The point now to be considered is, what

is the use which is to be made of the opportunity

which is so provided for us.

Mr. G. C. Hake's show of "One hundred

Liliputian Pictures in Oils," held during July at

xi8 New Bond Street, was exactly the sort of

original collection which might have been expected

from so versatile and capable an artist. The pic-

tures were, as the title of the exhibition implied,

minute in scale, but they were none the less

complete and intelligible on that account. They

made no pretension to elaboration of detail but

they presented with ample accuracy the motives

which had influenced the artist in creating them.

They were, in fact, jottings of effects of which the

meaning depended upon exact statement of colour

combinations or the careful placing of large and

definite forms, and they needed nothing in the

way of elaboration to make them successful. The

production of such a series is only possible to an

artist who is peculiarly receptive and observant

;

and the success of this show of Mr. Haiti's proved

very emphatically how high is the order of his

artistic intelligence.

Now that the Gallery of British Art, which

owes its existence to the almost unexampled

generosity of Mr. Henry Tate, has become an

accomplished fact, the question arises as to

what is the duty which the nation has to fulfil

with regard to the proper encouragement of an

institution which is capable of nearly endless ex-

pansion. What has been provided, ample pro-

vision though it actually is, can only be considered

as a skeleton which has later on to be sumptuously

clothed. There is, first of all, an excellent gallery,

that is, if rumour speaks rightly, likely to be before

long very greatly extended, a building that is, on

the whole, more than usually satisfactory as a per-

manent home for national treasures. Next there is
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To begin with, it must not be forgotten that the

already numerous works of art with which the

rooms of the Tate Gallery are filled are by no

means to be reckoned as representing or even

summarising with any approach to adequacy the

wide achievement of the British School. They are

really nothing more than a few detached specimens

of art work of certain classes, acquired somewhat at

haphazard and without any definite intention to

illustrate either the history or the development of

the art of painting as practised in this country. It

is a fortunate circumstance that the taste of Mr.

Tate and those who have worked with him has

been quite admirable, and that with scarcely an

exception the pictures which the gallery contains

at its opening are of remarkable quality and import-

ance. This fact, if anything, adds to the responsi-

bility which the possession of such a gallery lays

upon the nation. Everything which is added must

be worthy of association with what is already there,

and yet the spirit in which additions have to be

made must be that of recognition of serious gaps

and devout desire to make the work of completion

as thorough and satisfactory as possible. If we are

to have at Millbank a National Gallery of British

Art that will really be in keeping with its title, much

sustained and strenuous effort will be needed to

make really practical a noble intention.

There is one great initial advantage. Certain of

our artists whose fame is most worthy of record in

a national gallery are already represented by

thoroughly characteristic productions. Sir John

Millais, for instance, is shown excellently at his

various periods by such canvases as Ophelia, The

Vale of Rest, The North- West Passage, and Speak .'

Speak 1 Lord Leighton's The Sea shall give up its

Dead and Bath of Psyche illustrate perfectly the
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opposite poles of his practice, and his Athlete makes

plain his capacity in another direction. Albert

Moore's Blossoms is, perhaps, absolutely the best

of his single figures which could have been selected.

Mr. Orchardson's The First Dance, The Tiff and

Her Mother's Voice, summarise all that is best in

his life's work. The great group of allegorical can-

vases which Mr. Watts has given is a complete

record of his imaginative design ; and it would be

hard to find a picture by Mr. Luke Fildes more

suitable than The Doc/or for a place on the walls of

a public gallery. There are, too, Cecil Lawson's

August Moon ; Fred. Walker's Harbour of Refuge

and Vagrants; Mr. J. W. Waterhouse's Lady of

Shalott, The Magic Circle, St. Eulalia, and Con-

sulting the Oracle ; Mr. Stanhope Forbes's The

Health of the Bride ; Mr. Boughton's Weeding the

Pavement, and a number of other works which are

valuable as marking epochs in British art history.

All this is excellent for a start. The question is, what

is to come next ?

It is, of course, obvious that there will be

annual additions to the collection from the

Chantrey Fund purchases ; and it is not un-

reasonable to expect that art lovers will be as

liberal in donations and bequests to the Tate

Gallery as they have always been to the National

Gallery itself. But these additions must neces-

sarily be more or less casual and lacking in system.

What is really wanted is a scheme by which may

be secured just those works which are most wanted

for filling gaps and for making perfect the repre-

sentation of every school and artistic brotherhood

which is, or has been, influential in this country.

Now that we have a gallery in which contemporary

British art will receive its proper recognition, we

want something in the way of an association of

British art lovers to provide the works which

deserve to be recognised. Such an association

for the encouragement of a gallery, the Societe des

Amis du Louvre, has just been created in France
;

and we might do worse than have a society for the

encouragement of national art to help on the

work and increase the value of the Tate Gallery.

It would supplement the operations of the

Chantrey Fund Trustees, and, as it would buy

from studios and private collections, it would

touch a class of art which is, under the terms of

the Chantrey Bequest, put to a great extent out of

the reach of the Academy. It would fill gaps in

the Tate collection which are likely to remain

long unoccupied if only the now available means

of adding new art examples are depended upon
;

it would stimulate artists t<> strive after individu-

ality in their views and modes of expression ; and

it would secure the permanent representation <>t

our national art effort in all its variety and vital

energy. Hitherto such an association has been

scarcely possible because there has been no oppor-

tunity for it to give public proof of its usefulness;

but now it would have an object to work for, and

in the encouraging of the Tate Gallery it would

find the best possible scope for its operations.

PARIS. Witli a great flourish of trum-

pets the firm of Mame recently in-

vited the public to yet another

exhibition — that of the drawings

made by M. J. J. Tissot, for the

illustration of La lie de Notre Seigneur Jesus-

Christ, together with reproductions of the same.

Georges Petit's was so crowded for three whole

weeks,' with a fashionable throng, on curiosity or

" piety " bent, that the takings at the unhappy

Salons, which this year have been at their lowest,

were still further diminished. And everybody

went into raptures over the delicacy, the minute

exactness, the fancifulness, the colouring, and

especially the religious feeling displayed in these

works !

Before, when they were displayed all together at

the Champ de Mars, the poorness of these draw-

ings was manifest. Nothing more antipathetic or

less " religious " could be imagined. The art they

reveal is the art of the shops in the Rue Saint

Sulpice, a religious art touched with naturalism

—

such naturalism too !—and that sort of orientalism

seen in the Bazaars ; the whole being altogether

lacking in mystery and in faith.

It was worth while watching the subscribers to

the work—the fine ladies and gentlemen— fall into

raptures of delight over these masterpieces in the

Petit galleries ! They were delighted with every-

thing, originals and reproductions, not omitting

the text, the decorations and the frames them-

selves. Close to me, however, were three men
whose conversation I overheard.

"Don't you think," remarked one of them,

"that the text spoils the drawings?"

" My opinion," observed the second of the
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group, " is that these ugly, vulgar decorations spoil

both the drawings and the text.''

" You surely don't mean that !

" exclaimed the

third. " I think, it's the drawings themselves that

ruin the whole thing !"

I could do nothing but shake each of them

warmly by the hand, and congratulate them,

individually and generally, on the soundness of

their taste !

All this somewhat scandalised the elegant sub-

scribers to the work, and the four of us were

requested to leave the galleries by order of the

firm of Mame, which, it seems, from its head-

quarters at Tours, had overheard all that was

said !

Some years ago a new cafe was opened, in

succession to many others, at the corner of the

Rue Lepeletier, on the Boulevard des Italiens.

For months the building was hidden by hoardings,

in order t" excite the curiosity of the passers-by.

On the eve of the opening all the papers pro-

claimed in chorus—for a consideration, needless to

remark—the sumptuousness of the art decorations

in the new establishment. At last, like the walls

of Jericho, the boards fell asunder and revealed

a truly horrid spectacle. Nothing more hideous

was ever seen in this world. It was like a com-

bination between a butcher's shop and a bathing

establishment. 'Twere better say no more about

it.

However, the architect— or architects—conceived

one happy idea, at any rate ; and that is suffi-

ciently rare to deserve notice. M. Forain, the

brilliant draughtsman, whose impeccable pencil

has noted with so much keenness and penetration

the aspects of his day, was invited to do some

mosaic cartoons to serve as a frieze for the facade,

between the windows of the first storey.

The work is altogether charming both as regards

line and colour, extremely simple in its decorative

CARTOON FOR A MOSAIC FRIFZF.
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CARTOON FOR A MOSAIC FRIEZE BY FORAIN

scheme, and perfect as to its technical qualities and

execution. By the kindness of M. Forain five of

these cartoons are now reproduced here. They

have not been published before.

In connection with this year's exhibition, there

was a great deal of talk about the ceramic work

and the other kindred art productions which we

were to see this spring at the Cham]) de Mars. A
very '-official," and at the same time most in. on

gruous group of persons was selected lor the work

of administration, as members -it the committee,

judges, &C. Among them were inspectors of fine

arts and manufacturers, art critics and china dealers.

Despite all this the results were no more satisfactory

than before. Nevertheless the idea was excellent,

and cannot be too warmly supported, although in

this instance it did not prove a complete success.

Two works by Forain have recently appeared.

One is Doux Pays, a collection of drawings which

have been presented every week in the Figaro,

dealing with politics and topics of the hour ; and

the second is La Vie, comprising the best of his

drawings, together with their legendes, which haw-

seen the light in the pages of various reviews and

periodicals during the past few years. Doux Pays

deals with political events during the three presi-

dencies of MM. Carnot, Casimir-Perier, and Felix

Faure respectively. They are truly characteristic

"documents" of French political life to-day.

Except for a few individual exhibits by artists

with whom we have long been acquainted, and who

tell us nothing new, the exhibition for the most part

simply consisted of a collection of works of no possi-

ble interest, and offensive works into the bargain.

CARTOON FOR A MOSAIC FRIEZE BY lORAIN
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now in the direction of carved pottery—if it may so

be described. The beauties of material and shape

are disregarded, and the only care displayed is for

the subject of the work, which sometimes takes the

form of busts and statues. And such busts, such

statues ! The firm of Muller are exhibiting arm-

chairs in pottery. They are simply tours de force,

hideous to the eye, and opposed to all the prin-

ciples of art.

I am sorry to be unable to enter more into de

tail ; however, I must notice the exhibit of M.

Guimard, as a signal example of bad taste, com-

bined with pretentious ignorance and eccentricity.

CARTOON' FOR A MOSAIC FRIEZE BY FORAIN

Ceramic art in France is now in the throes of a

crisis such as to make one anxious as to how it will

emerge therefrom. The impulse given for some

years past by certain strong artistic personalities

has created a sort of renaissance in this too long

neglected art. Efforts of this kind are certainly

worthy of all praise ; the good example of Carriere,

for instance, whose work will remain as a monument

of what may be achieved by the energetic employ-

ment of precious gifts ; or, with certain reservations,

that of Delaherche, or Chaplet, of Bigot, or Dal-

payrat or Dammouse. These artists have succeeded

in maintaining the strict traditions of their art.

They have sought to revive in all its force that

which is the very soul of ceramic work, namely the

potter's art.

When dealing recently with the Salon du Champ

de Mars I said what I thought of M. Guimard's

furniture and decorative work displayed there, but

my remarks, strong as they were, were not strong

enough.

If one can succeed in picturing all that is most

incoherent, most incongruous, and most illogical,

it is possible to gain an approximate idea of what

M. Guimard pompously calls " The Modern

National Style." I should certainly have nothing

to say about the matter were it not that an attempt

lias been made to foist all this upon us, as charac-

teristic of the French decorative art of to-day. But

considering the fuss that has been made over these

horrors, while so much work that is well worthy of

mention, of admiration even, has been ignored, I

cannot resist the temptation to express myself fully

on this subject. To put the matter plainly, this

work is thoroughly bad, and its author cannot be

too strongly condemned. One can only hope it

may not serve as an incentive to those who are

liable to be intoxicated by the noisy notoriety of

the moment, and care nothing as to how they

achieve it, or as to the demoralising effects they

produce.

Thus, by the action of a few unworthy artists,

this most interesting scheme, which might have had

the very best results, has miscarried. The jury,

instead of being very severe on all inferior work,

threw open wide its doors to admit the worst type

of commercialism ; and, while the few artists named

above seem like foreigners amid their strange sur-

roundings, mediocrity and bad taste display them-

selves triumphantly on all sides.

It is matter for regret that their example has not M. Eugene Verneau is publishing a series of

been followed more^ keenly. There is a tendency twelve coloured lithographs by Henry Riviere, of
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which seven have already been completed. They

are of high artistic merit, and represent various

|
aspects of Nature—mountain and river, sea and

stream—with the sincerity of vision, the originality

of execution, and the masterly workmanship which

have won for Riviere the remarkable position he

holds among the French artists of the day.

So far as the effects are concerned nothing more

perfect can be imagined. Coloured lithography has

never produced results so entirely satisfying. These

plates, which are real works of art, will mark one

of the most brilliant stages in the artist's career,

CARTOON FOR A MOSAIC FRIFZF. BY FORAIN

and they will also reflect the highest credit upon

the printer who has had the heavy responsibility of

producing them. ( \. M.

DRESDEN.- The Government has

provided a number of first and

second class gold medals to be

awarded at the art exhibition here.

The medals will have the shape ol

plaquettes, and are from designs by the Dresden

sculptor, Hartmann McLean. The first class

medal that has fallen to the British section was

awarded to William Strang, for his beautiful paint-

ing of Bathing Women.

The Government purchases for the different

Royal collections at Dresden have been quite

numerous. The best are those for the Albertinum

(which is the museum for sculpture), and this,

because the sculpture exhibits are decidedly in

advance of everything else at the show. Among

the acquisitions are half-a-dozen reliefs and bronzes

by the Belgian, Constantin Meunier, whose works

till a whole room and constitute one of the

principal attractions of the show. Then there are-

some delightful metal door panels by 1 Saves, and a

case of magnificent portrait-medals by Alphonse

Legros. A relief by Frampton is the only other

English work bought.

Director Treu, of the Albertinum, is empowered

to make all his purchases alone. The director of

the picture gallery is not in the same fortunate

position, for he has to submit all works that he

wishes to buy to the approval of a committee.

There are. in fact, two committees, one of which is

appointed by the Government and buys pictures

by foreign artists. I do not think that all their

acquisitions have been very happy ones this year,

but a painting by Austen Brown, and a pastel by

C. Meunier, must certainly be welcomed.

Pictures by German artists are pun based from

the income derived from the Proll-Heuer bequest

The testator has enjoined that they should be

selected by a committee made up of about a do/en

members, most of whom are professors at the Art

Academy. It seems at times as if they were all

of different opinions and tastes, and that each

member's will prevailed in turn. For if some of

the paintings that they buy are good, then others

must surely be called bad ; nobody can sanction

them all. Among the m irable additions to

our gallery, there are canvases by W. Ratter,
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SALON D'HONNEUR AT THE BRUSSELS EXHIBITION

Miiller-Breslau, Count Kalckreuth, Kuehl, Thoma,
and Lenbach.

It is a sad but true fact that the picture market

on the Continent is not established on a firm basis.

Private purchasers invariably beat down the price

of paintings that they wish to buy, and artists

unfortunately often acquiesce. The Society of

Dresden Artists, who have inaugurated the present

exhibition, have unfortunately sanctioned this prac-

tice by adopting it with reference to their fellow-

artists. Here, as in German shows generally, a

picture lottery is run in connection with the exhibi-

tion. The committee that selected and bought

the prizes for this lottery from among the works

exhibited acted like an ordinary private purchaser,

beating doivn the price, and not even letting the

artists concerned know to whom they were selling

their pictures.

Our sister city Leipsic has its exhibition too.

It is principally industrial, very noisy, very well

patronised, and as full of ''side-shows" as an

American circus. One of the principal of these

is the hall devoted to the fine arts, and its " clou
"

is Max Klinger's huge canvas, Christ in Olympus,
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which tie has at last finished. I am afraid that it

is a little too philosophical and allegorical to be
altogether enjoyable as a work of art. Like the

Judgment of Paris, it presents the union of sculp-

ture and painting, in which Klinger delights.

The Grassi Museum at Leipsic has just opened
a very interesting retrospective exhibition of applied

art. All articles have been loaned by collectors in

Saxony and Thuringia. The Meissen-china,

the carved ivories and the majolica wares are

especially good. There are also some fine old

paintings, above all Diirer's portrait of himself,

painted 1493, now in the possession of Mr. II.

Felix. It will pay travellers passing through

Leipsic to stop a day for this show alone.

H. YV. S.

BRUSSELS.—When the Colonial section

was established in the Antwerp Inter-

national Exhibition of 1S04, the

committee paid far more attention to

the practical side of the matter than

to any other ; and thus it was that the few works

of art in ivory displayed—or at any rate deposited
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—there made very little impression. It was quite

a surprise to see them again, or rather to see them

properly for the first time, at the Cercle Artistique

in Brussels. About the date of the Antwerp

Exhibition The Studio published an article detail-

ing this remarkable revival of a long-neglected

form of sculpture.

This year the Tervueren Colonial section of the

Brussels Exhibition has been arranged with every

regard for art, and the Secretaire d'Etat, M. Van

Eetvelde, together with Commander Liebrechts and

Lieutenant Masui, cannot be too highly compli-

mented on the success of their plans.

They have generously distributed the work of

ornamenting one of the halls in the Tervueren

palace among the numerous Belgian sculptors ;

and for the decoration of all the apartments in the

building they have relied on the best of our

architects and decorative artists, among the colla-

borators being MM. Crespin, Hankar, Hobe,

Serrurier-Bovy, and YVytsman. And then the

native groups placed in the Salle D'Ethnographie

have been composed and carried out by artists such

as MM. J.
Dillens, Ch. Samuel, and J. De Rudder.

Without going into minute detail over the de-

corations of tlie. various apartments, an excellent

impression of which is afforded by M. Alexandre's

beautiful photographs, here reproduced, I ma) draw

attention to the care that has been shown in devising

forms matching those of the arms and implements

displayed, and in utilising in the most artistic

manner the materials employed woods and hang-

ings of all sorts.

In the hall set apart for the chryselephantine

sculpture the panels are adorned with large em
broideries, the work of Madame de Rudder,

surrounded very skilfully with pieces of Kassai

material. The furnishing of this hall is also very

sumptuous. All the stands and supports of tin-

numerous exhibits are in Congo wood, very in-

teresting in its many varieties.

Among the most remarkable productions may
be noted a very fine Christ upon the Cross, by

Constantin Meunier; JOAllegretto., by J. Dillens,

already exhibited at Antwerp ; a little group by

Rombaux, beautifully executed; the graceful work

by Ch. Samuel ; De Tombay's large figure, Homme-

Dieu an Totnbeau, in ivory and wood ; St. Michel.

SALLE D'ETHNOGRAPHIE .VI THE BRUSSELS EXHIBITION
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by Weygers ; Dupon's Belluaire, in ivory and

bronze ; a very fine medallion by De Rudder ; and

the large wedding casket by Fernand Dubois,

representing the Ages of Man in low-relief. Also

well worthy of mention are the large "Swan"

vases by Wolfers, a splendid swan in bronze with

its neck encircling an ivory pillar, with a spotted

base. Fernand Khnopffs Masque in tinted ivory,

bronze and enamel, on a small column ; and the

various figures by De Vreese, Des Enfans, Mathe-

lin, and Le Roy.

M. Vander Stappen, whose exhibit was a little

late, has sent a superb contribution. The work,

which is to form the prize in connection with the

forthcoming tombola at the Exhibition, consists of

a female figure in ivory. The face is stern, and

she raises aloft a sword incrusted with jewels.

Around the silver-gilt base are coiled a dragon with

a black diamond in its jaws, and a demon, sym-

bolical of vice. He also sends a bust of a girl in

a golden helmet. Her expression is full of mystery,

and her finger is on her lip. The chief point of

interest in this work is the ingenuity shown by the

artist in combining the armour and the head-piece

with such parts of the face and neck and hand as

are visible, in such a way that the metal and the

ivory are united without a join being seen in any

part.

This also is one of the merits of M. Vingotte's

charming bust of Madame E. exhibited in the

Fine Arts section of the Exhibition. This is one

of the finest efforts of a sculptor who has no

equal to-day in his own special branch of this art.

F. K.

RIO DE JANEIRO.—If only in a

very modest degree, there is, never-

theless, in Brazil an art culture which

is slowly but steadily developing, and

which will very naturally grow and

become important as the country in general be-

comes richer, more populous, and more enlightened.

SALON DES GKANDES CULTURES AT THE BRUSSELS EXHIBITION
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IIOMMF.-niEI' At' TOMISEAU BY A. TIE TOMFAY

Since the fall of the Empire

and the establishment of the

Republican regime, the seve-

ral States have, in conse-

quence of the freer autonomy

granted to them, started new

institutions in their capitals :

and no less than five, namely,

the States of Para, Bahia,

Rio de Janeiro, S. Paulo,

and Parana, have opened

fine art schools, which are

doing well, and promise very

good results. Annual art

exhibitions take place in all

these capitals, and the inte-

rest in art matters is becom-

ing more and more wide-

spread and universal. In

Rio there is a very large art

gallery, and four important

annual exhibitions are held,

besides several minor shows

which are usually of an inte-

resting character.

We possess a Fine Art

School, which was estab-

lished in 1S24 by the

founder of the Empire,

when Brazil separated from

Portugal. H.I.M. Peter I.

invited half a dozen French

artists to come to Brazil

;

and these French painters,

sculptors, and architects were

the founders of the Rio Fine MASQUE IN IINTED IVORY, J1RONZE AND ENAMEL I
, i 1 kNAND KHN'OFFF
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Arts Academy, whose first director was the archi-

tect Grandjean de Montigny, and which counted

among its professors the celebrated painter Nicolas

Taunay. From its foundation to the present date

it has trained many painters, in addition to a few

sculptors and architects, who have, of course, only

achieved a local reputation ; but some of them,

principally in the last thirty years, deserved to be

known outside their own country,for they have shown

true artistic talent, and in several instances have

executed works bearing comparison with those of

the best European artists. Of course, the majority

of the successful ones have, after completing their

curriculum at our Academy, passed five or more

years in Europe, working under some good French

or Italian master.

Among the prominent living artists I must give

precedence to the elder ones—Pedro Americo de

Figueredo and Victor Meirelles de Lima. Both of

them were pupils of the Rio Academy, and both

studied in Europe as pensioners of the Govern-

ment. Pedro Americo de Figueredo has distin-

guished himself as a painter of large canvases

representing some of the principal battles that were

fought in the war with Paraguay, in which he

shows a great disposition for arrangement, full of

life and movement, together with a warm and high-

toned colouring. It is, however, as a painter of

sacred subjects that he has attained to the very

high level of true art, and in the painting of bibli-

cal themes his brush has always found the appro-

priate form and the real and sympathetic colours.

Pedro Americo has his portrait in the Uffizi Gal-

lery, and resides at present in Florence.

Victor Meirelles is a quiet and modest artist
;

but, had he worked in a larger and more appre-

ciative art centre than Rio de Janeiro, he might

by this time have been classed among the great

modern masters of design. He studied under

Consoni in Rome, and Paul Delaroche in Paris.

He is a sober colourist and a worshipper of form

and of purity of line. All his works are distin-

guished by harmonious arrangement, by a careful

and slow development of his subjects, and a minute

study of every detail and accessory. His first

work

—

The First Mass in Brazil—is still, perhaps,

his greatest effort, although he has also painted

large canvases of military subjects, and lately has

devoted his time to the painting of large pano-

ramas of the city of Rio de Janeiro.

Of the younger generation the most promisiiu
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are the following : Almeida Junior, Decio Villares,

Henrique Bernardelli, Pedro Peres, Belmiro de

Almeida, Zeferino da Costa, Daniel Berard,

Teixeira da Rocha, Rodolpho Amoedo, Aurelio

de Figueredo, Oscar Pereira da Silva, and Pedro

Weingartner. It is in landscape that our artists

have most distinguished themselves, and nearly all

of them have devoted much of their time to this

branch of art—a natural consequence of being sur-

rounded by the most magnificent and most varied

scenery to be found in any country. I will,

therefore, only add now he names of those who

have devoted themselves exclusively to landscape-

painting. First of all I must mention Antonio

Parreiras, who is an ardent lover of our forests, and

is the one who best understands Brazilian tropical

nature. Francisco Ribeiro is a painter of lovely

nooks and dells, while I >. Garcia y Vasquez, Tusley

Pacheco, Joao Baptista da Costa, and Benno

Treidler, all deserve special mention. Among
seascapists only three are remarkable, namely

—

J. B. Castagnetto, Antonio Valle de Souza Pinto,

and Carlos de Sacerda.

C. A. DOS S.

REVIEWS OF RECENT
PUBLICATIONS.

Art and Life and the Building and Decoration

of Cities. (London : Rivington, Percival and Co.)

6s. These five lectures, delivered during the last

Exhibition of the Arts and Crafts Society, are

issued in a very beautiful book. The first by Mr.

Cobden Sanderson, seems rather ornate and over-

full of praise for the golden past—the past as a

poet imagines it, but as it probably did not appear

to its contemporaries. Mr. Lethaby also, in his

exordium of Beautiful Cities evidently holds the

same idea, that only in old times did beauty really

dwell in towns. Mr. Walter Crane, discoursing of

The Decoration of Public Buildings, is less given to

deplore the past than to suggest new possibilities

for the present ; and his most thoughtful and well

studied advice should be taken to heart by all in

authority. Mr. Reginald Blomfield is eloquent in

praise of lovely gardens, and Mr. Halsey Ricardo

pleads for colour in the architecture of cities. It

is with a sigh that one closes the volume, and faces

the grimy fact in place of the roseate dream.

But it was. a dream worth dreaming, and there is

much that not only ma)', but possibly will, come

true in time. No one interested in the arts should

leave this book unread.

Modern Opera Houses and Theatres. By Edwin
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O. Sachs. Vol. I. (London : B. T. Batsford.)

This huge and sumptuous book is in every sense

monumental, and so well is its theme handled that

even those whose interest in theatres has hereto-

fore been confined to the performances, will in

future take interest in the buildings also. The

plans and sections drawn specially to one scale

(for the most part), reveal a stupendous amount of

labour. Yet it is but the first of three such lordly

tomes, and in dealing with the other two we shall

hope to do fuller justice to a work that really

deserves all the adjectives of praise in a critic's

vocabulary.

A New Booke of Drawings. By John Tijou.

(London : Batsford. 25s. net.) As a piece of

sumptuous book-making this reprint of an exceed-

ingly rare folio, first published in 1693, leaves no

loophole for criticism. The introduction by Mr.

F. Starkie Gardner, and his notes on the fine

copper-plates are also excellently done. But its

educational influence, it is to be hoped, will be nil,

for it glorifies the art of the blacksmith at its most

florid and ornate style. Over-elaborate composi-

tions of bastard classic details, superb though they

be of their kind—cannot be imitated to-day with-

out peril. The tendency of modern ironwork is

already towards redundancy ; nothing seems to

delight a craftsman so much as a mixture of

naturalistic details with a few hackneyed conven-

tional scrolls. It is a book for the library, a book

to keep—but not a book to put before students or

the general public as an exemplar. Some of the

pieces herein pictured are still extant at Hampton,

Chatsworth, and other places ; like Yerrio's ceilings,

they have a certain old-world splendour that makes

them interesting historically ; but that they should

be deliberately imitated to-day makes one shudder.

English Portraits. A Series of Lithographed

Drawings. By Will Rothenstein. Parts I., II.

and III. (London: Grant Richards.) After the

publication of Oxford Characters, it was hoped by

Mr. Rothenstein's admirers that this gifted draughts-

man would embark upon another similar enterprise,

and this hope has now been realised by the publi-

cation under notice, which consists of a series of

lithographic portraits of some of the most interest-

ing of living personalities. Part I. contains ad-

mirable portraits of Mr. Thomas Hardy and Sir

Frederick Pollock ; while those of Sir F. Seymour

Haden, Mr. William Archer, Bishop Creighton,

and Lady Granby, in Parts II. and III., are also

in the artist's best manner. Among the subjects

promised in future numbers are Mr. Whistler,

Mr. Sargent, Mr. Holman Hunt, and Professor

Legros. The edition is limited to five hundred

copies.

A very charming statuette of Queen Victoria In

full State' robes has recently been completed bj

Mr. Edward Geflowski. We understand that small

replicas in plaster will shortly be obtainable. The

figure is eight and a half inches in height, and has

been very delicately modelled. It will form an ac

ceptable and artistic little memento of the Jubilee-

sear.

A
WARDS IN " Till'. STUDIO"
PRIZE COMPETITIONS.

Design for a Certificate.

(B II. Extra.)

In this competition the judges, Mr. Thomas
Brock, R.A., and Mr. Frank Short, R.E., haw-

awarded the Prize {Five guineas) to Caritas (G
R. Quested, 240 Rotton Park Road, Edgbaston,

Birmingham) ; and Honourable Mention to Achates

(C. A. Horrell, 33 Albert Road, S. Norwood,

S.E.).

Design for a Mosaic Panel.

(A III.)

The First Prize (Three guineas) is awarded to

Aaron (A. Hamilton Scott. 43 Mill Street, Paisley,

N.B.)

The Second Prize (Two guineas) to Don
Quixote (B. H Smale, 39 Cochrane Street, St.

John's Wood, N.W.)

Honourable Mention is given to the following :

Carlos (C. E. Dancey, 7 Leybourrie Street, Chalk

Farm Road, N.W.) : Doctor (Agnes (
'. Martin, 45

South Road, Handsworth, Birmingham); Iridee

(Thomas Henry, 40 Rue Madame, Paris) ; Japonica

(James I). Jameson, 50 George Street, Edin-

burgh) ; Neptune (F. G. Horrell, Bena Vista, Sel

hurst Road, S. Norwood, S.E.) : Presto (Graci

Goodchild, 56 Holmdale Road, West Hampstead) ;

South West (Miss B. N. Graham, 35 Prince's ('..it- .

S.W.); Spes (Victor Lhuer, 23 Quai de l.i Tournelle,

Paris); Sparrow (Eveline Adshead, 4 Powis

Square, Brighton); and Tonsor (Constance M.

Barber, 12 Millicent Road, West Bridgford, Not-

tingham).

Subjoined, we give the colouring of the panels

reproduced in connection with this competition.

Din Quixote.—Design of bunches of grapes

and vine leaves, the fruit and border in two shades

of purple, the leaves in two shades of green, the

tendrils in two shades of brown, with white and

brown filling.
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SECOND I'RIZE "DON QUIXOTE '
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Tridee.—A design of three cats to be executed in

white, the background in pale yellow green with

orange-colour flowers and white buds, the border

in dark green.

South West.—This design contains four lizards,

shown in three shades of blue green with red eyes
;

the serpentine groundwork in various graduated

shades of pink, yellow, blue and red ; the lettering

in gold.

Aaron.—The sky of this design is in a shaded

dark blue, the water in a shaded purple, the clouds

and sides of the rocks in broken colours. The tops

of the cliffs in a shaded yellow green. The hull

of the ship is deep orange, with port-holes of

crimson and silver; the sails in gold with emble-

matic cross and shield in dark crimson.

Title-Page for a Book.

(Bill.)

The First Prize {One guinea) is awarded to

Emily (May S. Tyrer, Glenmore, Chapter Road,

Willesden Green).

The Second Prize {Half a guinea) to Puck

(Ethel K. Burgess, 2 Lilford Road, Camberwell).

Honourable Mention is

given to the following :

—

Bel (Isobel B. William-

son, 18 Ivanhoe Road,

Liverpool) ; Boul Mich

(J. Houry, Hazeldene,

Manor Road, Bishopston,

Bristol) ; Corvus Corone

( Ernest Sprankling,Trull,

Taunton, Somerset) ; Don

Quixote (B. H. Smale,

39 Cochrane Street, St.

John's Wood, N.W.) ;

Gons (George M. Ell-

wood, 55 Alexander

Road, Upper Holloway,

N.) ;
Groombridge (Pick-

ford R. Waller, 27 St.

George's Road, Pimlico,

S.W.) ; Hjalmar (Helen

Kvick, "Holly House,"'

East Dulwich Road,

S.E.); Impulse (Shirley

B. Wainwright, 147 Hall

Road, Handsworth, Bir-

mingham) ; Pokey {
Enid

Jackson, Forest Road,

Birkenhead) ; Shabash

(Stavros Honure, Wyken

House, Bridgnorth,

Salop); and The Bulger (Mary ('.. Simpson, 199

Camberwell Grove, Denmark Hill, S.E.).

A Landscape in Pen-and Ink.

(CIII.)

The First Prize {One guinea) is awardi

Clevelode (A. T. Griffith, Graham Lodge, Mal-

vern).

The Second Prizf. {Half a guinea) to Siam

(E. M. Bywaters, 17 Preston Park Avenue,

Brighton).

Honourable Mention is given to the following :

—

Castor (Samuel Poole, 46 Grosvenor Road, West-

minster, S.W.) ; Coder Fronwen (<J. Halliday,

School House, Oakham); Gipping (G. H. Bur-

gess, Griffin Cottage, Bramford Road, Ipswich);

E. L. P. (Edgar L. Pattison, 204 Kennington

Park Road, S.E.) ; Indian Ink (James S. Alder-

son, 1 Market Place, Rugby) ; Puck (Arthur B.

Packham, 27 Bond Street, Brighton) ; Shabash

(Stavros Homere, Wyken Hcuse, Bridgnorth,

Salop) ; Teddie (Ada M. Williams, Walcot, Shaa

Road, East Acton, W.); and Zeto (William E.

Tyler, Westgate, Bridgnorth).

FIRST I'RIZE (COMT. C
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The Lay Figure

THE LAY FIGURE.

" You ask me to name the most im-

portant sign of progress in this season,"

said the Lay Figure. " Well, that is not

an easy question
"

" I should say—signs of progress, none !
" the

Journalist replied.

" The colour-printing of the Jubilee number of

the Illustrated London News I " the Landscape-

Painter suggested.

"— But its ornament and typography!" the

^Esthetic 1 )esigner added with a gasp of despair.

"Nicholson's stunning woodcut of the Queen,"

the man with a Clay Pipe shouted.

"It would be hard to beat that," said half-a-

dozen voices at once.

" An increasing anxiety to be pedantically accu-

rate concerning processes, especially lithographic

processes," the Decadent murmured to himself.

" Frampton's statue of Dame Owen," the Land-

scape Painter hazarded.

" The establishment of an English Luxembourg

at Millbank," the Architect spoke cautiously.

"The Jubilee decorations," the Journalist broke

in, with a sneer.

The Lay Figure was silent a moment. " I do

not think these are signs," it said ;
" only unrelated

facts of more or less importance. I really think

that the increasing attention paid to original black-

and-white work is the most striking incident of

the season."

" Back to your little hobby," the Journalist

laughed with tolerance. " Not painting, not archi-

tecture, not sculpture, but penny dreadfuls and

halfpenny papers. The new democracy of the

Arts ; virtuosity with economy ; Rembrandts for

the million ; print-collecting for the errand-boy
;

and old periodicals the newest undeveloped gold-

mine. Good old Lay Figure, is it a Pennell that

hath bewitched you, or have you caught the mania

which prizes postage-stamps and bookplates in

another degree of intensity ?
"

" I do not mind your chaff," the Lay Figure

said. " The recognition of masterpieces is not an

unworthy pursuit. If you do not rank a pen-

drawing by Charles Keene, or a study by Phil

May, a sketch by Steinlen, or a charcoal by Frank

Mura, as worthy of respect as a watercolour

or an oil-painting, it matters not. You know,

and I know, that such an argument won't hold

water. The conditions of a masterpiece are not

dependent on the medium used nor the time

required for its production."
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"Steady," said the man with a Clay Pipe.

"There is really nothing to quarrel about. I

agree with you—that a public which can appre-

ciate a really good bit of black-and-white is

obviously far more educated than its ancestors.

But they prized etchings and woodcuts."

"You misunderstand me," said the Lay Figure.

" Not ten years ago I heard a famous dealer refuse

to buy— at any price — original drawings by

Cipriani !
' Had they been engravings after him

by Bartolozzi, I could have offered you more

pounds than I would give you pence,' he said to

the man who owned the drawings. 'The public

don't care for original drawings, they want engrav-

ings.
1 "

" Is that so ? " said the American Visitor ;
" then

I guess some of my countrymen have opened your

eyes."

" I know of several of the finest drawings

that 'the sixties' produced, which were bought

at a big shop— not in a slum—for eighteen-

pence a piece, not so long ago," the Lay Figure

went on. " Drawings, mind you, worthy to be

hung with the few originals South Kensington

possesses, or cherished in the British Museum."
" How blind you must all have been," the

American went on. " An autograph dealer would

have taught you more than your art critics. He

knows that the every touch of a famous man is

always worth money."
" Please don't discuss it on the commercial

side," the man with a Clay Pipe broke in. " I do

not think the fact that a drawing fetches eighteen-

pence to-day and eighteen guineas a year after

concerns us. What is to the point is the fact that

the splendid stuff done for publishers will not be

left to swell the contents of dusty cupboards and

ultimately be carried off with waste paper."

" Exactly ; that is all I want to assert," the Lay

Figure replied. " Whoever was the first to proclaim

the obvious fact that an appreciation of wood-

engraving, side by side with neglect of the original

drawings, or inflated respect for a framed picture

with utter disregard of good illustrations, was

utterly illogical, did valiant service. His argu-

ments ma)- or may not have produced a state

of feeling which bids fair to include original

' black and white ' as one of the worthiest objects

to collect, but the feeling is in the air, and I

still look forward to seeing a sketch by some

living illustrator fought for in the auction rooms

at least as eagerly as they now fight there for

a stupid dated book-plate, or a coloured mezzo-

tint. The Lay Figure.
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M
ARC ANTOCOLSKY.
FRANCES KEYZER.

BY

In M. Antocolsky we have one of

tin- many proofs of the force of

genius, the force that cannot be repressed, that

finds its level above all difficulties. The popular

Russian sculptor did not always enjoy the friend-

ship of emperors, grand dukes, and statesmen. 1 le

was not born in the purple. He had a hard fight

for the greatness he has achieved, and was neither

aided by birth nor fortune to the position he now

occupies. Born in Vilna, Russia, of poor Jewish

parents, whose religious conservatism and pre-

judices contrasted strongly with their son's artistic

tendencies, his education, like that of all Jewish

youths in his native town, was commenced and

finished at a Cheder, or school for boys between

the ages of four and seven. The Talmud was the

Alpha and Omega of their learning ; and at the

advanced age of seven, when other children scarcely

know how to read and write, the little Hebrews of

Vilna could discuss on the duties of man, the

rights of woman, and all questions of the Bible

with the ease of a Rabbi.

In Vilna, where one half tin- population, at the

period when Antocolsky was young, was composed

of Jews living in the most abject poverty, then

was not much scope for the furtherance "I the

boy's aspirations. We, therefore, s i find him at

work in St. Petersburg. Even here two greal

obstacles had to be overcome : the want of means

to enable him to study, and the opposition on the

part of his parents. He, nevertheless, succeeded,

thanks to recommendations, in being admitted as

a pupil of the Imperial Academy of Fine Arts.

But, during the time he remained in the Russian

capital, his struggles for the necessaries of lite were

ever hard. His courage and his energy, however,

were undaunted; working at an engraver's for the

(cv.- kopeks he needed for food and shelter, he

daily made strides in tin- plastic art that was soon

to make him famous.

It is always interesting to note the beginnings ol

great men, and the means they employ to arrive at

the accomplishment of their destinies. It might be

SISTER OF MERCY TENDING A WOUNDED SOLDIER
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Marc Antocolsky

imagined that Antocolsky's most ardent wishes were

gratified now that he was permitted to work at the

Academy ; but, unfortunately, tuition in those days

at the Art-school in St. Petersburg was not what it

is at present.

Antocolsky was not long in discovering this, and

he relates it in his simple, unaffected style. " When
I was in St. Petersburg," he says, " we students

only knew of Winckelman, Flaxman, Overbeck

;

we were enthusiastic over Kaulbach, we admired

Knaus and Vautier. As to French art our know-

ledge was only from hearsay ; we were told it was

chic. One day we became acquainted with this chic

through engravings and photographs. Great heavens,

what a discovery ! We went mad over those photo-

graphs. We bowed down before Gerome and

Meissonier, and especially before Delaroche whose
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dramatic power made a

deep impression upon us.

There was not a man

among us who did not

spend his last kopek on a

photograph, no matter how

small, on which he gazed

far into the night, com-

municating his impressions

to the others the next

morning with the eagerness

of youth. Without exag-

geration it was a revelation

to us. Some time after-

wards a collection of paint-

ings by the French masters

of the day were presented

to the Academy by a well-

known art - patron ; the

room in which they were

exhibited became our

meeting place. It was

only then we could look

upon the originals of the

works we had worshipped

in the poorest of repro-

ductions."

At about this time young

Antocolsky was seized with

the wish of immortalising

Ivan the Terrible, that

colossal figure in Russian

history that appeals even

more strongly to the Rus-

sian than Peter the Great,

notwithstanding the dia-

bolical nature of the indi-

vidual. He hit upon the ingenious plan of an

exhibition at twenty kopeks (five pence) entrance

fee, and exhibited the plaster cast of his Ivan, the

work that eventually was to make him celebrated.

Hut the word exhibition to the Russians evidently

expressed more than the simple figure shown to

them, as I have heard from eye-witnesses that the

chefd'ceuvre that was to attract all intellectual and

artistic Russia, was scarcely noticed when the

sightseers discovered but one figure in the ex-

hibition. The visitors turned from it with con-

tempt. The sculptor had, however, achieved

his purpose, for he had now sufficient funds to

allow him to carry out his project. Antocolsky

studied the various phases in the life of this

prince, who, at his coronation in 1547 assumed

the title of Czar, which has since become the pro-

BY MARC ANTOCOI.SKV
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perty of his descendants. And in following the

causes that marked his reign as a period of atro-

cities and bloodshed committed at his dictation,

the artist has chosen to imagine the Emperor seek

ing an excuse for his cruelties in the faults of his

surroundings, and selected the well-known episode

of Vassili Chibonoffs interview with Ivan, for his

subject. The story, as related by Russian historians,

is that after the defeat of the Muscovite army.

one of the most distinguished Russian officers,

fCourbski, fearing Ivan's wrath, emigrated to

Lithuania. Thence he sent a missive to the

( 7ar acquainting him with his decision to join the

Poles, and reproaching him with his cruelties and

ingratitude, to him who had shed his blood in

fighting the Tartars. This event, or rather this

treachery, did not serve to calm the terrible Ivan,

and it is said that more executions and horrors

were perpetrated after he received these tidings,

than at any period of the fifty years during which

he exercised uncontrolled power. The sculptor

has depicted the Emperor listening to Vassili, the

messenger, whose right foot he has pinned to the

ground with his sharp pointed stiek.

Antocolsky owes his early popularity toth (

'.rami

Duchess Marie, who induced Turgeniew, and.

later, the Emperor Alexander, to visit his studio.

Soon all that was great in the land of the Russians

followed in their footsteps. The [van group mad.- a

dee]) impression upon the Emperor, who pun

the work, which, as 1 have ahead) mentioned, is

considered Antocolsky's masterpiece, and had it

placed in the Hermitage in St. Petersburg. If ilso

bestowed upon the sculptor the title ol Academician,

a great mark of favour when we consider the

position of the Jews in Russia during the late

Emperor's lifetime.

It is only in 1875 that we find him in Paris,

working and living among the people lor whom he

professes such warm sympathies. Before In,

migration to I Mine lie spent many years in Italy,

where some of his finest work was inspired: his

Christ, his Spinoza and his Socrates. Still, it is

easily conceived that a mind like Antocolskv's

DEATH OF SOCRAlEb V,\ MARi
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would seek the development that Paris, whence

came the troubled echoes of the workings of the

impressionists, alone could give him. For Anto-

colsky is a psychologist, a sculptor of the mind

more than a sculptor of the body. Beauty of form,

which, according to the Greeks, is the sole raison

d'etre of plastic art, has little place in his work.

It is a fact worth noting, that with the exception of

the bended Satan, his figures are all robed. He
leans evidently more to Chateaubriand's opinion

than to Victor Cousin's. It may be remembered

that the former wrote that sculpture gives a soul to

marble, while the latter held that the sculptor's

art is exclusively antique because, before every-

thing else, it is the expression of the beauty of

form. I doubt whether Antocolsky has ever read

Ruskin. I should not be surprised if he even

knows of the Englishman's

existence, but for all that

he depicts neither angels

nor saints, but men and

women—chiefly men—who

have lived valiant or strong

lives, content to bear

record of the souls that

were dwelling with him on

earth, instead of striving to

give a descriptive glory to

those only dreamed of in

heaven.

He acknowledges that

the errors of his early days

in Paris were due much to

the impressionability of his

nature. Does he refer to

his misunderstanding with

the Committee of the

Champ-de-Mars, a misun-

derstanding to which we

owe his refusal to take any

further part in the yearly

exhibitions at the salons?

At any rate he was badly

treated by that august body.

In response to a special in-

vitation, he sent in some

of his most important

works. To his surprise,

however, he received an

intimation that only two

—

and those the most insigni-

ficant—had been accepted.

It is almost needless to add

that he declined the honour

21S

of exhibiting at their Salon. What really hap-

pened has always remained a mystery. Taking

into consideration the position of the Russian

sculptor, the event created no little stir in artistic

circles. The general impression is that this extra-

ordinary proceeding on the part of the committee

—which was composed of some of the leading men
of France—did not arise from any desire to offend

the artist or from any question of national jealousy.

But the committee was doubtless actuated by the

fear that Antocolsky's colossal figures would dwarf

the works of the younger sculptors who were

timidly giving forth, for the first time, their uncon-

strained ideas. They had just severed their con-

nection with the Cham'ps-Elysees Salon, and

possibly it had been decided to exclude Anto-

colsky's larger works for fear of discouraging the

.MONUMENT TO A CHILD BY MARC ANTOCOLSKY
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recruits. Not a very elevated idea, certainly, but

one which I believe comes nearest the truth.

It cannot be denied but that Antocolsky has

rendered great services to Russian art. Sculpture

in Russia before Antocolsky's time never had the

same development as

painting. The reason

can be found in the

religious and ethno-

graphical conditions of

the country. The
orthodox faith has

always been opposed

to the sculptural repro-

duction of the human

figure in the churches

and monasteries, for,

as early as the eighth

century, it was forbid-

den to represent either

the virgin or the saints

in this manner. This

explains why all the

religious buildings in

Russia are so profusely

decorated with mosaics

and paintings. The

climate and the nature

of the materials gene-

rally used in their

architecture — wood

and bricks — do not

lend themselves to

sculptural decoration,

and it is barely fifty

years ago that the

Russians have begun

to ornament their

sacred buildings with

marble and stone

figures, and that they

have erected statues in

their cities. At the

commencement of the

present century there

were so few sculptors

of any talent in Russia

that in order to execute

the groups, statues, and hauts-reliefs in bronze,

of Saint Isaac, it was necessary to apply to

foreigners : Lemaire, Vitali, Bouilli and Salemann.

Only two Russians, Klodt and Laganowsky, were

employed.

Although Klodt, and later Mikeschine and

HartivKinn, were the first to give an impetus to

this special branch of art, Antocolsky may be

considered the greatest sculptor Russia has had.

His works are numerous. Those that are best

known are the Ivan the Terrible, already mentioned,

the Mausoleum of the

Princess Obolensky, al

Monte Testaccio in

Rome, the Death of

Socrates, and Christ

Afore the People.

Since his unpleasant

experience with the

Champs-de-Mars Salon

he exhibits exclusively

in his studio in the

Rue Bayen, Paris,

where, some few y< ai

ago, he had no fewer

than twenty-three works

on view, creating a

great sensation at thi

time. "All Paris"

made a point of being

present. The life-sized

figures of Peter the

Great, Satan, Ophelia,

Nestor, Saint John the

Baptist, and the busts

of Turgeniew, Tolstoi,

Botkine, Polowstow, the

Grand Dukes Alexis

and Nicolas were much

admired by connois-

seurs.

Strangely enough,

women do not appear

to inspire Antocolsky.

They seem physically

and intellectually to be

void of attraction for

him. We look in vain

for a Catherine II., a

Judith, or a Lady Mar

beth. The only female

figures exhibited by

him here were a Blind

Girl feeding Pigeons, a

haut-relief of Ophelia, and a Sister of M
Tending a Wounded Soldier. Only charity, in-

firmity, and weakness have appealed to him in

woman. He has even portrayed Ophelia much

weaker than she appears to us in Shake-

He has selected, as a type, a girl with a reced

CHRIST BEFORE THE PEOPLE
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The Colouring of the Venetians

ing chin and a forehead that bespeaks but little

intellect.

The accompanying illustrations do not require

description. They speak for themselves. It is

merely necessary, in order to give a more complete

idea of Antocolsky's work, to mention a model

for a lighthouse which has been much discussed

both in France and in Russia. It represents a

gigantic figure of Christ, standing on a rock covered

by the sea, giving the impression of the Saviour

walking upon the waters. Whilst one hand is out-

stretched as if in warning, the other, far above His

head, holds the cross, from which the light flashes

forth. Whatever it may be from a practical point

of view, it is undoubtedly a work of art. The idea

is poetical, and simply and impressively carried out.

His latest productions are the busts of the Czar

and the Czarina, likewise exhibited in his studio

before being sent to Russia. It is a good as well

as a pretty likeness of the Czarina, and will no

doubt be more popular at court than that of the

Dowager Empress, which failed to please the

courtiers, who did not find it sufficiently flattering.

But Antocofsky is no courtier. Of humble origin,

having had to struggle against poverty, envy, and

religious prejudice, he has risen by his art alone to

be the friend of princes, poets, musicians, and of all

who consider genius the greatest gift God has

bestowed on man.
Francks Keyzer.

T
HE COLOURING OF THE
VENETIANS. BY HENRY
THOMAS SCHAFER.

A WARRIOR

" The colouring of the Venetians " is

an expression that in the history of art has be-

come a synonym for all that is rich and rare. I

suppose it would be scarcely possible to speak or

think of the splendour of colour as applied to

painting without taking into account the achieve-

ments of such men as the Bellini, Cima, Giorgione,

Titian, Tintoretto, Veronese, and a score besides,

who have made Venice famous in this respect.

The Roman school may have been more scientific,

the Bolognese more tender ; but for colour—for

colour in itself—as a

thing to be desired for

itself — colour to be

matched only by the

crimson of the sunset,

or the purple of the

mountains, or the azure

of the sky, for colour in

that sense, we turn our

eyes and thoughts to

the great masters of the

School of Venice.

Now, while all this

will be universally ac-

knowledged, while it has

been written about and

discussed and illus-

trated, it seems to me
singular that so little has

been said or done in the

direction of ascertaining

what were the actual

methods adopted by the

Venetian painters to

produce their master-

pieces. It is to this

question I address my-

self.

The opportunity of

studying the subject

came to me durint; theBY MARC A.NTOCOLSKY
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SATAN

twelve years of my association with the late Signor

I'inti as his assistant in the work of restoring old

paintings, generally of the Italian schools.

Very close observation and actual analysis of the

materials used led me, under the careful guidance

of my experienced master, to the conviction, always

ardently maintained by him, that the methods

employed by the Venetians were extremely simple.

The very simplicity, indeed, of the means, appears

to have led some inquirers astray.

It must be remembered, of course, that a paint-

ing fresh from the easel of Bellini or Titian had a

very different appearance from that which it presents

to-day, with its three centuries' yellowing of oil, old

varnish, anil accumulated dust. It is just possible,

if not probable, that if such a picture were seen

today exactly as it did leave the easel of the

painter, it would not be appreciated by everybody.

There is a mysterious glamour that comes by the

"toning of ages," a pleasing glow or warmth, a

unity of tone throughout

the pii tun whii h the

modern spectator has

learned to love and to

a i iciate with the wi irk ol

the master, but which is

the work i il lime alone.

Whether the pictun

better or worse for its

toning is not within the

scope of my inquiry.

There is no doubt a

certain fa • ination always

attending the unseen and

unknown ; but that whii li

obscures a painting, ob-

scun s tin intention of the

painter ; and due con-

sideration will show that

if the effect produced is

not the effect originally

intended by the paint* r,

the more we respei t the

painter, the more we shall

regret the change.

There are two methods

by which we ma}' approai h

the subject experimen-

tally. ( )ne is by anal\ sis

that is, by actually

taking an old picture,

encrusted by many co;rts

of varnish, and discoloured

by the dust of ages, and

subjecting it to the prorrss of cleaning as practised

by an expert restorer. The other method is by-

attempting to imitate or manufacture an "old

Venetian master."

Let us fust examine the work ol the restorer.

For it is possible to restore a picture in the sense

of relieving it of the accretions of ages. Thi

varnish is removable either b) gentle friction, or by

the careful use of solvi nts. I M course incalculable

injury may be inflii ted b) thi rash use of solvents

- .is an igm iranl or unskilled hand may inflict incal-

culable injury by the use ol the surgeon's knife -

but applied with discrimination they ai

and safe. The dirty substance of varnish which

the) attack differs chemically from the liner sub-

stance of paint with which the pii ture wasi xei uted

and under the treatment of an accomplished i

theoneis removed, leaving the other unto

The picture thu d will appear in all its

original beauty of colour, excepting a slight tone

l;Y MAI, i AN TOCOLSK^
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due to the natural yellowing of the oil with which

the pigments were originally prepared.

But now suppose that instead of analysing—that

is, pulling to pieces—you take another course.

Suppose you attempt to put together—to reproduce

by means of fresh pigments the effects so familiar

to us in the works by the old Venetian painters.

Suppose you attempt to make an exact copy of a

particular picture, how will you set to work ? By
mixing your colours till they match the colours you

are copying—modifying your blues and reds and

whites with browns and yellows till they appear to

agree with the original as it stands before you ?

Such an attempt would lead only to failure and

disappointment ;
— perhaps even to the convic-

tion that some great secret was in the possession of

the ancient masters from which the modern are

shut out ; or that the pigments of the sixteenth

century were finer than we can obtain in the nine-

teenth ; or that unknown mediums were used for

glazing ; or anything else than the simple fact that

the Venetian masters adopted a method of their

own that is never practised now.

The only known method of actually producing

the exact appearance of an old Venetian picture is

to paint the picture with pure, fresh colours; to allow

it to thoroughly dry ; and then to pile up as much
in the way of glaze and varnish and dirt as may be

necessary to complete the desired effect.

It is generally known that the Venetians painted

on a pure white ground. This ground was pre-

pared with water-colours (tempera), was non-

absorbent, and was applied thinly upon canvas and

more solidly upon panels, the surface being made
perfectly smooth. The drawing, very carefully pre-

pared as a cartoon, was then traced in delicate out-

line on the white ground, and protected by a wash

of size, which served also the purpose of preventing

the outline from soiling or mixing with the colours

when they should be applied.

The painting was then executed alia prima—
that is, in one painting—so that the surface of the

colour remained undisturbed, and the white ground

shone through, giving the greatest possible lumi-

nosity. In this way only a portion of the picture

could have been painted at a time, and it was no

doubt done "bit by bit,'' the rest of the white

ground being left, as in fresco, until the whole

surface was thus covered. The picture was then

left to dry thoroughly, when the artist would go

over the whole work again, touching here and

there, gently bringing the ensemble or general

effect together. Before doing this a very thin

varnish applied over the work, or a slight " oiling
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out," in order to see the general effect, might have

been requisite. But with a great master very little

of such after-work would be necessary.

So much is generally known, and it is at this

point that the investigations of Signor Pinti have

yielded their most interesting results. Briefly stated

they are as follows :

—

First. The Venetians never mixed more than

two pigments to produce a tint ; or three, if we in-

clude white. Generally one colour was used, with

which white was only mixed when necessary to

obtain the gradations of tint.

Second. They used the same oil in painting

that they used in preparing their colours. If the

colours were ground in nut oil, nut oil was used for

thinning in the process of painting, and no other.

If linseed was used in grinding, linseed was used

in painting, and no other.

Third. They used their colours thinly and at

one painting, and upon a white ground.

Fourth. They were particularly careful to keep

their pigments pure and their brushes clean, using

a separate brush for each separate colour.

The following might be taken as the ordinary

setting of a Venetian palette. Let us suppose the

subject to be a portrait, with black costume and grey

background. For the flesh—red, black, and white

—the red chosen according as the tint required.

Generally this would be Venetian red ; sometimes,

for lips, tips of ears, and cheeks, a red lake- but

never the blending of many varieties of pigments

as would be found on a modern palette. For the

eyes (if not black or grey) a blue or brown, specially

chosen, and adhered to throughout the painting.

For the hair, black and white ; or (if brown or

golden) a suitable brown or yellow—but always one

simple colour. For the costume, black and white

only ; no resources being looked to except (as in a

good etching or mezzotint) the value of the tones.

For the linen or background no other colour would

appear upon the palette than black and white.*

But if the palette of the Venetian masters was

simple, so also was their method of painting. Their

practice was to mix the colours (most likely with a

palette-knife) to the required tones before applying

them to the canvas with a brush ; to paint each

* It is sometimes supposed that the white was modified

with yellow, but Signor Pinti was convinced (and I believe

rightly) that except for the local colours, such as in the case

of hair, draperies, gold, &c
,
yellow found no place on the

palette. The yellow warmth common to old Venetian

pictures is due entirely to the yellowing of the oil with which

the pigments were ground and the varnish with which they

were covered.
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tint precisely as they wished it to remain, without

patching, or disturbing, or altering—so that whatever

tint or tone was produced upon the surface was not

a surface tone only, with something different under-

neath, but was the real colour of the pigment

throughout. This method ensured to the colours

used their virgin purity and the greatest possible

durability.*

It will be observed that the limitation of the

number of pigments used in any particular com

bination does not limit or restrict the varieties <>l

effect that may be produced. Indeed, the use of

these simple combinations makes the contrast be-

tween the use of one pigment and another all the

more marked—because the result is not confused

by the blending of many tints. For instance, a

very fair woman's face was sometimes painted with

vermilion, white, and black ; a deeper complexion

with Venetian red, white, and black ; another with

Venetian red, white, and

raw umber : and yet another

with burnt sienna, white,

and black : in each case a

different red, red lake (cor-

responding to our madder

lake) being used for the

lips.

The flesh tints were

exactly and carefully mixed ;

painted very thinly, ten-

derly, and beautifully ; and

softened with dry soft

brushes (sables or very soft

hog hair)—always with a

distinct idea of rendering

the form and modelling of

* The pure white ground was

certainly used in all early work

until the later men (beginning

with Giorgione and Titian)

launched out in style and pos-

sibly experimented somewhat.

Titian sometimes, it would ap-

pear, "drew in'' his subjects

with a red colour. Paul Vero-

nese, some say, used tempera as

a first painting, finishing with

oil, or possibly varnish. Tinto-

retto sometimes prepared dra-

peries with colours for final

glazing, &c. The Venetians no

doubt were not free from the

spirit of experimenting, and very

likely did occasionally work in

different ways ; but all these may
fairly be accepted as exceptions

to the rule.

the object ; not softening for the sake of 50fti n

ing merely, but with the purpose of render-

ing the delicacy ami softness as observable in

nature.

Suppose now that the subject instead of being a

simple portrait is a great group of figures, with

architecture and sky and other accessories. The
palette will be set on the same principle. For tin:

sky, ultramarine (or such other blue as may be

chosen) and white, the clouds black, and white, or

yellow. For the draperies, each it> one separate

colour, to be lightened with white, or the lights to

be wiped out ; the deep shadows to be given with

the full strength of the colour used and that colour

alone. Yellow— with any yellow chosen afford-

ing to the requirements—sometimes to In shaded

with burnt sienna. Green, and purple, and orange,

were used either m primitive pigments or the com-

bination of two colours—but a third colour (ex-

' OWL SCREEN
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cepting sometimes white) was never introduced into

the combination.*

Now it is not pretended that the simple know-

ledge of the ways and means of Venetian colouring

will ever make a Titian or Veronese. These great

painters had the genius to use their knowledge,

and were not merely colourists but also designers

and inventors, with mighty artistic faculties for

* A careful examination of any early Venetian picture will

justify all that I have said. For instance, The SI. Jerome

Writing, school of Bellini, or 'J'/ir Virgin ami Child, by

Cima, .mil .mother by Easaieti, in the National Gallery, all

show distinctly the simple method as explained. Darius

before Alexander, by P. Veronese, The Lady in Red Dress,

by P. Bordone, the portraits in black costume by Moroni,

again shi iw the same thing : as indeed do all the other

Venetian paintings, but the fust named having les?. of yellow

and dirty varnish upon them, bear the clearest evidence.

LINEN CUPBOARD
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composing and arranging their tints, so as to make
beautiful visions pass before the eyes. It is here,

after all, that the genius of the painter as a colourist

is manifested.

The Venetians evinced it also by their exquisite

perception of the relative value of tones peculiar to

the local colours of the various objects brought

together in a picture. For instance, white objects

never lost their whiteness, and appear as the

principal lights of the picture, the flesh generally

appearing as secondary lights, and so on with the

various objects according to their local colour,

down to the darkest.

In a word, the Venetian masters looked at

nature broadly, they frankly accepted a compro-

mise, evidently understanding that the painter, how-

ever great might be his genius, could not, with

the pigments and mate-

rials available, actually

reproduce nature's effects

as they really appear

(unless he were content

to limit his vision to a

few objects seen in half-

tones), and that a great

and full scale of colour

can only be dealt with

by suggestion. But they

not only saw clearly that

the means of art at their

disposal were limited,

they manfully chose that

particular compromise

(rather decorative than

realistic) which they be-

lieved to be nearest to

nature and at the same

time practicable. They

chose a large, broad view

of nature, totally ignoring

its microscopic details.

The simplicity of the

principle they adopted

enabled them to carry

their work to a dignified

completeness, the magni-

ficence of which has ever

been, and still is, the ad-

miration of the world.

Perhaps their simplicity

may have been the key to

their success, for without

simplicity nothing great

by e. k. mackintosh has ever been attained.
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subject of study, no one would in popular opinion

be able to dispute with Sir Edwin Landseer the

absolutely leading position. His right to rank as

an infallible interpreter of animal characteristics is

one of those traditions which people have accus-

tomed themselves to regard as unquestionable ;

and yet his position is in a sense a false one, and

hardly to be justified on real aesthetic grounds.

That he drew animals with sound knowledge, and

with intelligent apprecia-

tion of their anatomical

peculiarities; that he

painted skilfully the texture

of fur and feathers ; that

he had a judicious power

of noting and expressing

their graces of attitude

and the varieties of their

posing and action, cannot

most certainly be denied :

but it is equally indisput-

able that his capacity for

suggesting the mental

character of the beasts he

painted was by no means

perfect. In his pictures it

is useless to seek for natural

' and unconventional animal

life, or even for a hint of

true animal emotion. In-

stead he has given us a

series of purely human

dramas in which the actors

masquerade in borrowed

disguises, and incongru-

ously show human convic-

tions through a furry make-

up. The whole principle

of his art was a mistaken

idea to establish a kind of

parallelism between the

feelings of man and

animals, and to prove a

similarity which has no

actual existen :e. At best

his models grimace, and

attitudinise, in an unnatural

fashion, and at their worst

they simply forget to be

animals at all. But such

was Landseer's extraordi-

nary popularity, and so

great was the technical

cleverness with which he study of a lioni

could put these travesties into pictorial form, that

His manner of painting animal life was not only

accepted as correct, but, as well, set a fashion

which has since been followed by a huge array

of painters in search of the same sort of popu-

larity. What has resulted is a lamentable con-

vention, a foolish custom in painting which, while-

it detracted seriously from the merit ol even

such a capable workman as Landseer, has simply

BY I. M. SWAN, A.R.A.
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destroyed the vitality of the art practised by his

weaker successors.

Fortunately there is no rule without an excep-

tion ; and there is no convention however domi-

nating against which some strong men will not be

found ready to protest. Of late a few painters,

influenced by the saner principles of the Conti-

nental schools, have shown themselves impatient

of these popular restrictions upon the right repre-

sentation of animals in art, and have set to work to

observe and treat subjects of this class by those

judicious laws of naturalism which have of late

years strongly influenced in the right way all

branches of aesthetic effort. We have in this

country no artist who can be compared with Mr.

J. M. Swan as an exponent of what is correct and

appropriate in the representation of animal types

and characteristics. He stands, that is to say, at

HEAD OF A LIONESS

the head of the small group of workers who under-

stand that animals must, if they are to be painted

properly, be studied with the same close attention

to individuality, and with the same earnest regard

for purely personal points of difference, as should

be bestowed upon anything else in animate nature.

There is in his view of art no concession to the

idea that the animals he paints should be used as

puppets to make intelligible some pretty little

domestic drama, or to explain the point of a

harmless joke ; he has discovered no particular

merit in dissociating the beasts themselves from

their ordinary everyday habits, and in making them

do on their hind legs things they would very much

rather do on all fours. The performing animal is

something with which he distinctly dots not sym-

pathise ; and he is much more interested in the

unsociable angularities of the frank barbarian than

in the airs and graces of

the miserable hybrid which

is one of the least tolerable

products of civilisation.

What he wants to study, in

fact, is the natural beast,

the savage, untamed crea-

ture upon which man has

imposed none of his own

mannerisms, and he values-

much more the dangerous

independence of the wild

animal than the spiritless

condition which results

from human training.

It is obvious that any

artist who regards animal

painting from the natural-

istic point of view, and

wishes to carry naturalism

in his work to its logical

limit, must certainly ap-

proach his subjects in a

way very unlike that pre-

ferred by Landseer and his

followers. From first to

last he must look to nature

for his suggestions, and

he must work out ideas

which tit in with the facts

she supplies, not with some

abstract preconception of

his own. He must be pre-

pared to follow faithfully

the impressions he receives.

by j. m. swan, a.r.^. and to work them out con-
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STUDV OF A TIGER

sistently and coherently, not blurring them and

spoiling their vividness by the elimination of

characteristics which are a little difficult to handle,

and not falsifying them by the introduction of

suggestions derived quite incongruously from human

habits. In a word, he must be observant and re-

ceptive, but lie must also have the judgment to

keep his observations unperverted, and to state

them clearly without reducing their value by mixing

with them inconsistent details.

It is because the work of Mr. Swan satisfies

these conditions that he holds among living artists

such a commanding position. The atmosphere

which pervades his work throughout is that of the

sincerest possible respect for nature, and of the

most resolute intention to allow nothing to lead

him away from absolute fidelity to her. Every-

thing which he has produced in painting or sculp-

ture is full of close observation, and is correct and

faithful not in a mechanical and perfunctory way,

but with the vivid vitality which results only from

perfect knowledge. In no part of his work do

these rare qualities appear so attractively as in his

drawings. These studies of animal life are extra-

ordinarily accurate, superbly exact in their stati

merit of fact, and yet admirable in their judicious

selection and their significant suggestion of almost

imperceptible points of character. The secret of

their success is to be found in the spirit with which

the artist approaches them. His system is simply

t<> allow nature to suggest to him the way to work,

and to prescribe the course which he is to follow.

He has no wish to assert himseli and to insist upon

preferences of his own which would ha\ e the ulti

mate effect of leading him into comfortable eon

ventions that would destroy the real vitalit) of his

art bv bounding it with formal restrictions. On
the contrary, what he always aims at doing, both

in his studies and his completed works, is to

express what is characteristic of his models, to

understand the individuality of each subject, and

to state that with scrupulous fidelity. Every draw-

ing he does is a portrait not only of the features ot

the beast, but also of those little details of character

which give it a personal idiosyncracy.

His work in the Zoi ill igii .il < lardi ns, which is re

presented by the drawings that are here reprodui ed,

has 1>< i 11 i onducted from the first on this principle

of scan hing for something more than mere attitude.

Every pose that lie renders, every action he repre-

sents, has a meaning of its own. What h< is really

doing in each case is recording the mental inten-

tion of the animal he has chosen to draw. These

sketches and studies become under this system

portraits of living things subject to emotions and

ideas which direct and control physical action.

Eai h drawing is. in fact, a studj ol a n ood al

ing the behaviour of the anneal ;
and everyth

which makes the drawing complete is -it down

solelv with the intention to define and exactly

describe this particular mood. Whatever may be

the emotion which is for the moment e \
His

sitter, whether it is anger, suspicion, curiosity, lazy

indifference, or in rely the desire tor repose, it is
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this mental condition that he gives his first attention,

and it is his appreciation of the animal's thoughts

that determines the manner in which he depicts

the lines and modelling of its body. Of course-

such a system of work implies the possession by

the artist of a very great amount of knowledge

acquired by endless comparisons and constant

analysis. He has made himself so thoroughly

acquainted with the details of animal nature that

he can distinguish between very minute variations

of movement, and can realise subtleties ofexpression

that might easily escape a less keen observer. He

knows by heart the turns and twists of the most

complex animal personality, he can read the signs

by which in the four-footed world shades of

emotion are differentiated, and he can interpret in

the right way apparent in-

consistencies which really

give the keynote to in-

stincts of the utmost im-

portance.

But Mr. Swan's position

as an artist would not be

so assured and indisput-

able if it depended simply

upon his possession of an

exceptional amount of

knowledge of animals and

their ways. It is because

he combines a scientist's

powers of observation with

artistic skill of a very high

order that he ranks among

the best living exponents

of the branch of art which

he follows. His techni-

cal capacity is, indeed,

remarkable. He can, even

in his slightest notes,

suggest variations of sur-

face texture, details of

modelling, facts of anato-

mical structure, and graces

of movement, with a cer-

tainty and appropriateness

which are only possible to

a worker whose training of

hand and eve is extremely

thorough and complete.

In his drawings the quali-

ties of his style are, per

haps, mure evident than

in anything else he does,

[n them he makes us

240

feel vividly how sure he is of his subjects, and

with what an entire absence of hesitation he can

set down what he has to say. He has too the

rarest of all gifts, an exact judgment of the right

moment to stop. Nothing that he does is ever

carried further than is necessary to make its mean-

ing clear, and no elaboration for its own sake ever

spoils the significance and simplicity of his work.

What he gives us is technically a masterly state-

ment of the idea which has commended itself to

him as a worthy pictorial motive, a clear and un-

hesitating assertion of the results of a particular

set of observations. Each drawing is, as it were,

the solution of a problem, and only so much is

admitted into it as will complete the proof; any

side issues, everything which does not. help to

STUDY OF A LION! BY J. M. SWAN, A.K.A.
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make indisputable the fundamental contention, are

left untouched because by opening up other lines

of thought they would divert attention from what

it is his intention to demonstrate and define. This

habit of working has very markedly affected his

manner of handling, and has given a curious brevity

to his style. He uses habitually the very smallest

number of touches that will express his meaning;

but as every one must fulfil its exact function

nothing that he puts upon his paper or canvas is

in the smallest degree tentative or undecided.

Therefore his use of line is extremely sensitive.

By very subtle modulations and variations in

direction he will make a single line suggest not

only bone and muscle but something also of the

modelling of the furry coat He will give in a few-

strokes a complete summary of a complicated

movement, and will definitely explain the character

and momentary mood of the beast in what is actually

little more than an outline. Hardly any better

example of this economy of labour could be given

than the drawing of the seated lioness which is

among the illustrations to this article. There is

amazing accuracy in the twist of the body, and in

the lifting and poise of the head and neck, and

yet the whole thing has to all appearance been

completed in a few moments. And nothing in its

way could be more admirable than another of these

reproductions, the study of the head of the Polar

bear. It is more detailed, more elaborate, but it

is expressed with a minimum of actual handling.

What touches there are have the right value and

are in the right places— that is all : but they suffice

to assert in a manner that is almost perfect every

fact of the subject that is worth attention. The
firm solid mass of the skulk the huge muscles of

the jaws, the massive bony structure of the muzzle

and eye sockets, the heavy folding and creasing of

the skin round the cruel mouth, even the texture

of the close, thick fur, are all explained with such

consummate exactness that nothing seems to be

lacking. It is a tour-de-force of simplicity, but how
wonderfully comprehensive it all is !

We may fairly reckon it a fortunate circumstance

that the admitted leader of the present day school

of animal painting in this country should be an

artist of such a type. By his example much can

be done to substitute a wholesome principle of

HEAD OF A PI i| \l: BE w
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FROM AN ALGRAPH BY STORM VAN ORAVESANDE

work for the foolish convention which has too long

demoralised our painters. The influence of Mr.

Swan as an apostle of a healthy art creed is

invaluable, and the object lessons which are pro-

vided by his works cannot fail to convince all

students and sincere workers who are ready to give

real consideration to the efforts of men who are not

content to follow the beaten track. Happily the

departure he has made is one with which no

artist need hesitate to be associated, for it is

governed by the soundest principles of art. His

career so far has been not merely one of protest

against past follies, but also one of active advocacy

of modes of study which would make impossible

any reversion to the indefensible disregard of

nature that has so long crippled the progress of

animal painting. He has not only pointed out the

right way, but has by his efforts proved it to be

absolutely practicable. But those who would

accompany him must adopt his methods, and labour

with his sincere spirit.

The portrait of Mr. Chester in our July number

was from a photograph by Mr. Mercer Wright.

ALGRAPHY: A SUBSTITUTE
FOR LITHOGRAPHY.

For a great many years experiments

have been constantly nude with the

idea of finding some printing medium which would

serve as an efficient substitute for the lithographic

stone. There are ample reasons why inventors

should devote themselves to this particular line of

investigation, for some process which will pn

the same advantages and conveniences as litho-

graphy, and will at the same time avoid some of

its disadvantages, is absolutely certain to secure

wide popularity. Hitherto lithography has held its

own as an artistic method which allows to the

draughtsman great freedom of expression, and is

extremely responsive to delicacies oi touch and

handling, and as a mechanical reproductive device

which is comparatively simple to manage, and

sufficiently reliable in its results. But it has always

been subject to one serious drawback, that it has

necessitated the use of a natural product, litho-

graphic stone, which is variab [uality and

likely to be at no very distant date extremely
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limited in quantity. Hitherto the chief source of

the supply of this lithographic stone has been the

quarries of Solenhofen, in Bavaria, but there have

been for some time past signs that these quarries

will eventually prove unequal to the demands that

are being increasingly made upon them, and that

lithography as a process will have to be aban-

doned for want of the material indispensable

for its existence. Another trouble that has

always hampered lithographic printers has been

the great weight of the stone itself; and, as the

scale of the work with which they have had to

deal has of late years steadily increased, this
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FROM AN ALGRAfH BY STORM VAN GRAVESANDE

lie judged most convincingly from the repro-

ductions given here from drawings made on these

aluminium plates by the well-known Dutch artist.

Storm van Gravesande. He has from the first

recognised the possibilities of "Algraphy," and has

used it with very considerable success. Five of

his drawings were recently exhibited in the Salon

du Champ de Mars, and the same works are at

present on view in the Glass Palace at Munich.

Two of them have been purchased by the German
Government for addition to the collection of en-

gravings in the Royal Museum. This practical

testimonv to th : importance of the invention is

certainly worth mention, for Storm van Gravesande

is an artist of very great experience in black and

white work, an etcher of wide repute, and a skilful

manipulator whose knowledge of artistic methods

is especially exhaustive. His adoption of "Al-

graphy" for serious efforts proves that its qualities

are reliable, and that it has evident advantages as

an artistic process. No artist of his standing

would so definitely countenance an invention

which did not promise to give worthy results, nor
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would he stake his reputation in notable exhibi-

tions upon work which he did not think calculated

to do him complete justice. We may fairly expect

that his example will be followed by other artists

who are interested in reproductive processes.

From the point of view of the printer and of

every one who has to deal with the working of

lithography there is much to be said in favour of

the aluminium plates. A stone of the kind at

present in use is, except in the smallest sizes, a

very unwieldy affair. Unless it is of considerable

thickness it will not bear the pressure to which it

has to be subjected in printing ; and even as

matters are at present arranged, the breakage of a

stone in the press is by no means an uncommon
accident in a lithographic printing room—an

accident which necessitates for the completion of

the work in hand a fresh drawing on a fresh stone.

To minimise this risk a slab of any great size must

be some inches thick, and even for a drawing nine

inches by twelve a stone weighing probably more

than thirty pounds would be required. An
aluminium plate giving the same number of square
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inches of surface would weigh between four and

five ounces and would not be liable to break under

pressure. Its thickness too would not need to be

more than a fraction of an inch, so that even a

great number of plates would not require a serious

amount of storage space, and the handling of them

would be a simple matter for the working staff.

These are certainly important considerations for

the printer, and they are equally worthy of the

attention of the artist. He can carry about the

actual plates on which his drawings are to be

executed, and can work directly from nature, avoid-

ing so the necessity for transferring his drawing

from prepared paper to a stone which he could not

possibly take out of doors with him. His studies

would gain in value by this directness of statement,

and there would no longer remain the danger of a

drawing carefully executed on the transfer paper

being damaged or destroyed in the process of

imposition on the stone from which it has eventually

to be printed. That algraphy is available for the

lighter work of artistic draughtsmanship, and that

it lends itself excellently to original design, there

can be no doubt.

THE NATIONAL COMPETI-
TION, SOUTH KENSINGTON,
1897.

Each year since its foundation The

Studio has devoted special attention to the annual

exhibitions of works submitted for the National

Competition, South Kensington. These notices

have been prefaced invariably with a statement of

the attitude from which a well-intentioned outsider

regarded the exhibition; and criticism has been

directed, not only to some of the objects exhibited,

but to certain details of their selection. This year a

new attitude should be adopted, for the exhibition

itself reveals singular evidence of vitality, while in-

novations in the established routine of submitting

works to the judges have removed grievances which,

whether real or imaginary, were irksome to many pro-

vincial masters and pupils. Indeed, so far as one may

gather from the exhibited works, the task of select-

ing a few hundred objects out of nearly 100,000

submitted has been accomplished satisfactorily.

Amon;; the works themselves there is a marked im-

provement in many classes of design and the hanging

is as nearly perfect as the conditions allow. Indeed .1

Briton may feel legitimate pride in taking a foreign

visitor to see theresults of a year's work inour training

schools for applied art ; for there is proof of inven-

tion and fancy, as well as of knowledge of the right

use of materials. Although only four years have

passed since the first of these notices appeared in

our pages, much has happened, both without South

Kensington and within. A wider interest in the

applied arts is evident outside its walls ; indeed it

may be safely alleged that at no period of the

present century was the world so wide awake to

British power for design. Within, as must needs

happen in a training establishment for young

people, the personnel of students shows almost

entire change. Those who were promising scholars

four years since are now out of pupilage ; mere

novices of that date arc winning gold medals ; and

others then in knickerbockers or short frocks are

showing their prowess—one, a boy of fifteen,

scoring to the extent of a gold medal. Names
then only familiar to students of the local school

are now household words in technical circles ; while

their owners are enrolled in the great army of
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workers, some destined to lie prominent, others to

fall hark into deeper obscurity than they guessed at

the time their modest, achievements at these com-

petitions still held promise for their future.

It may be worth while calling attention to the

influence of outside experiment. In just those

sections where artists have lately been must

experimental, we find pupils most interested,

Especially does their choice of subjects show

intimacy with the pages of The Studio, rarely

in actual imitation, but often in healthy rivalry.

Book-plates and stencil designs, embroideries,

cloth-bindings, enamels, and the like frequently

illustrated in this magazine, have evidently pro-

voked the younger generation to surpass them ;

whereas lace, table damasks, linoleums, silver-

ware, jewellery, pottery, especially ordinary table-

MODEI.LED FIGURE GROUP, " WRESTLERS
"

2 4S

ware, which is absolutely unrepresented, and a

do/en other sections that have not attracted

artists of repute, or, if so, have not been illustrated

freely in the periodical press, are at their old level

— as a rule— or at least far less vital than the

rest.

This year one has little to grumble at, so far

as the department is concerned. No doubt isolated

cases of apparent injustice could be discovered,

but to select with ideal impartiality the best tooo

from 100,000 drawings and models, and moreover

to do it in a limited time, is obviously a task beyond

ideally perfect accomplishment. While in past years,

at the risk of being disagreeable, certain charges

had to be brought against the powers that be, this

time a far more grateful effort of attempting to

appreciate their well-deserved success is alone

required.

But before noticing the

works in detail, it is only

fair to acknowledge that

both praise and blame

must be taken as modified

in a way that would not be

seemly were quite inde-

pendent works under con-

sideration. If ' students

believe —" it is their nature

to "—that masters cramp

their ideas and maim their

ambitious schemes, so older

people know that many a

dull goose poses as a cygnet,

while it is the advice of

experts alone which keeps

him or her from grotesque

exhibitions of incompe-

tence. To praise a pupil

is to praise his master
;

and, on the other hand,

to censure his work for

certain defects may also be

to cast discredit on his

teacher. It must also be

remembered that this

notice is only the expres-

sion of one person's taste ;

also that many qualities in

design are outside law,

and not capable of being

measured against prece-

dents. Therefore if a

pupil's work be illustrated

and praised here, it onlyBY J. CONWAY BI.ATCHFORD
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designer who is recog-

nised becomes at once

his own deadliest rival

;

every new work he pro-

duces is compared with

his past efforts, and the

tendency is to condemn
him for not excelling all

he has done hitherto.

But the work of a neo-

phyte has no past to be

set in competition, its

merits plead for approval,

its faults crave to be

ignored. So the written

word which condemns

the master may applaud

the apprentice for exactly

similar efforts ; and yet

if the approval of such

work is always under-

stood as qualified by the

circumstance, no harm is

done in either case.

It so happens that the

DESIGN BASED ON FLOWERING

PLANT. BY ALICE M. APPLETON

proves that he has pleased

those quite willing to be

lenient or benevolently im-

partial, not that he has

revealed himself a genius

who henceforward may

disdain his tutor's advice,

and bask in the sunshine of

profitable popularity. For

in the nature of things

praise can be bestowed

more generously upon a

beginner than upon an

older hand, and the works

here illustrated and held up

for approval have only

others of the same kind as

their rivals. A master-

piece at South Kensington

might seem a very mild

effort at the " Arts and

Crafts," nor even conspicu-

ously meritorious in the

windows of one of our best

furnishing warehouses. A
250
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DESIGN FOR A HANO FRONT BY G. M. El I Ui II ']i

first bay in the room devoted to original designs and actually combined in a stencil shown at an

is one of the strongest in the show, although it exhibition at Garlic Hill, and, if memory is to be

contains almost the only important award that trusted, reproduced in one of the architectural

is calculated to arouse diverse opinions, which newspapers. For a boy of fifteen it is a work

is the design, awarded a gold medal, by Geoffrey -worthy of hearty praise, yet one regrets that the

Alan Laker (Canterbury). The filling of this examiners, whose protest appears to be directed

stencil is admirable in form and colour, but the

frieze is merely a combination slightly varied

of two designs by Mr. Arthur Silver, illustrated

on pp. 1S1 and 183, vol. v. of The Studio,

DESIGN BOR WAU.-PAPER
2 5 2

against the introduction of figures, did not remem-

ber how evidently the convention employed was

founded upon Mr. Silver's design. An all-over

pattern with dragons, by Meta Lovgreen (New-

castle-on-Tyne), is vigorous

and practical ; another by

A. J. Hardman (Wolver-

hampton), with fish, is

really fine, both in pattern

and colour, the latter too

deep and broken to be

effective in reproduction,

otherwise we should have

endeavoured to illustrate

it. A clever and admirably

simple frieze of figures by

James Durden (South Ken-

sington), and some sten-

cilled book • plates by

Beatrice Waldram (Clap-

ton) ; a most ingeniously

schemed frieze and filling,

the latter weak by com-

parison, by Jennie H.

Wood (Manchester), and

others by A. J. Madeley

(Maidstone) and C. H.

Rogers (Royal College of

Art), are among many

capital works in stencil,

most of them actually

carried out in the fabric.

In carpets, Robert Pater-

son (Glasgow) has taken

BY HERBERT .». RICHTER » S°ld medal f° r * I13**
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DESIGNS FOR JEWE1 1 l-.KY BY ARI nil; J. IIAI rON

Oriental design, with panels of white swans intro-

duced ; A. L. Walbank (South Kensington) shows

a novel scheme for a Brussels stair-carpet, and

Emmit Brady and A. Gardner (both of Glasgow),

have pleasant designs, but nearly all the carpets

are confessedly inspired by Oriental models, and

do not seek after originality.

Mosaic has attracted Frederiok Leighton (New-

Cross), who has produced a charmingly simple

border, and A. O. Carter (New Cross), who shows

a delightful panel for a dome. Alice R. Tyldsle)

(Manchester) and others have also effective designs.

Tiles are not very numerous, but a diaper of ships

by A. G. Wright (Nottingham) is novel and effec-

tive. Those by Percy Pickford (Macclesfield) are

also commendable, and Annie, M. Foden (Congle-

ton), although awarded only a book prize, has

received special praise from the judges for her work

in this section.

Pottery is sparsely represented ; a design for a

^V ' Ska- : ;.*^ ik

^
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DESIGN FOR A WAISTBAND BY FLORENCE A FRANCIS
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lustre-vase, by Kate Roberts (New Cross), is an

excellent example of ordered simplicity ; but

George Cartlidge (Hanley), with spirited decoration

for an earthenware plate, and a very few other

exhibitors, fail to make this section notable.

Illustration is not above its average, nor below.

Harold Nelson (Lambeth) is represented by a

frame of delicate and imaginative work, but he has

now an outside reputation, so that it is needless to

reproduce an example here, for his work has often

graced these pages. II. Ospovat (Manchester)

has a number of good pictorial book-plates. Sun-

V^^v^ J

DESIC.N KOR TILES
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derland Rollinson's designs

—

Solving and Reap-

ing—have elicited a special word of praise from

the judges, which is fully endorsed here, especially

for his landscape backgrounds, and another set by

the same hand is also full of promise ; a set of

decoratively treated tailpieces by T. Todd Way-

lock (Poole) are also new and good. Miss Celia

Levetus, still apparently in statu pupilari, although

her published work dates back several years, has a

set of designs for Turkish Fairy Tales (Laurence

and Bullen), lately published. Alice B. Giles (Lam-

beth) shows a very striking drawing of the Gadarene

swine, which is a marked

advance upon her clever

Pied Piper of last year.

A. Jackson (Holloway)

contributes a pleasant

calendar, and the work of

W. C. Penn (Lambeth),

ih ci ugh lacking in

"colour" and crowded

with lines, is interesting,

as are those of Edith Payne

(Birmingham), Margaret

Thompson (New Cross),

Levine Helmer (New
Cross), and F. M. Jones

(Dudley). The designs

by Helen Ivuck ( Lambeth)

are a little too obviously

inspired by those of Mr.

Charles Robinson. Alto-

gether, Lambeth leads,

and Birmingham, once to

the fore, seems to have

spent its strength in other

departments this year.

Book-covers are man)',

and as a whole good, and

almost without exception

practical and not unduly

costly schemes. Even the

lettering, which has in

former years ofttimes

marred the effect of a

good design, is sane and

legible. Perhaps the most

attractive, if not the most

original, is a cover for

Water Babies, by Edgar

( leorge Perman (West-

minster), one of four, all

of which have consider-

able merit. A design by

r^vi
UY ALFRED G. WRIGHT
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M. C. Campbell (Londonderry), which but lately

gained a first place in a Studio competition, is

here awarded a bronze medal. Another design b)

Hilda M. Pemberton (New Cross) has also been

seen before—at the last "Arts and Crafts." Grace

and a certain distinction mark the covers by George

Montague Ellwood (Holloway). F. P. Marriott (New-

Cross) has won a well-deserved bronze medal for

his design, and several others from various schools

make this section peculiarly strong.

Damasks are, as a rule, naturalistic in their detail

and not peculiarly novel, but a good conven-

tionalised pattern by George Marples (South Ken-

sington) is a notable exception. The large picture

of a knight on horseback, by Violet Holden (Bir-

mingham), is entitled merely a " figure design," and

has scored a silver medal, but it is hard to see how
it differs from a picture essentially ; certainly it is a

most excellent work, by whatever name it is called,

and if inspired by Mr. C. M. Gere's pictures, is by

no means merely derivative.

Of George Montague Ellwood's designs (gold-

medalled) little could be

said that was not hearty

praise, and the danger is

lest they should be ov< i

appreciated, which some
times has a disastrous

effect un the student's

future. 1 le has i < rtainly

"arrived " this year, so

that in future one will ex

I

ii i t much when his name
appears as contributor.

lull of the spirit of the

day, and yet with no

violent eccentricity, his

many designs are of

exceeding interest. Pos-

sibly a tire screen is the

most ingenious, and the

c ivermantel the least satis-

factory ; but as a whole

they are noteworthy, and

reveal proof of pleasant

fancy, as the illustrations

In ie will readily prove.

The architectural draw-

ings, and those tor stained

glass, call for little special

attention. J. A. Swan, of

Birmingham, carries off a

gold medal for his market

stall, and (1. A. Paterson

(( Glasgow) has won the same honour for his memorial

chapel. James Mi kissack and Donald M. Stoddart,

both of Glasgow, gain silver medals for designs for

an Art Gallery, and a bronze medal falls to two

other Glasgow students—A. M. Gardner and

Andrew Rollo—for the same subject, while yel

another pupil of Glasgow has a silver medal for a

design for a chapter house. The stained glass by

H. Ospovat (Manchester) shows a two light window-

in colour, and working cartoons for the same in

monochrome, both distinctly good ; Evelyn Holden

(Birmingham) has a typical " Birmingham School

design ;

" the glass by Mary Xcwill (of the same

school) is a sterling piece of work, but also

what mannered. A curiously naive drawing like a

Japanese colour-print, or a page of an early Walter

I toy-book, by C. W. Johnson (Birmingham),

is the only example of its sort that has won the

judges' approval. Yet because it grasps the limits

of colour-printing it deserves notice A post< r, b)

Janus Durden (South Kensington), showing a waiter

with a pile of plates, is ingenious and striking.
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Of designs for metal-work, two full-sized

models of maces, by Omar Ramsden and Albert

Pashley, both of Sheffield, and both silver medalled,

and an electrolier by the first named, and another

by Agnes Kershaw (Sheffield) deserve more space

to appreciate their several merits than we can

bestow. Indeed, did space permit, illustrations

would have been given of several designs of work

of this kind.

The designs for iron-work are not distinguished

by any great novelty, nor by peculiar grip of the

technical limitation of the craft. Iron gates by

DESIGN FOR DADO 11LES BY SAMUEL H. MOSS

DESIGN' FOR A PAINTED PANEL

BY DOUGLAS G. CROCKET
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J. T. Jordan (Gloucester), and A. H. Smith (Wolver-

hampton), are among the best in this section.

In more dainty metal work, a steel casket with

enamel panels, shown and carried out by E. L.

Ward, a graceful design for a belt by F. Francis,

and a pretty conceit, whereby the motto "All is

Vanity " serves for a bracelet, by A. J. Hatton (all

three of Birmingham) deserve praise. So do

designs for metal candlesticks, by Kate Roberts,

for a silver sugar-bowl and sifter by K. M. Coggin,

and a wrought-iron knocker and hinges by M. F.

Croon—all three of New Cross Schools.

For lace the best designs are perhaps those by

L. Seaward (Dover), Mabel Capes (Battersea),

M. H. Macgowan (Dundee), J. M. Clay (West

Bromwich), and G. A. MacKinlay (South Ken-

sington). Embroideries include really charming

designs, shown also in actual material, by
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Offlow Scattergood (Bir-

mingham), and others by

Lily G. Dale (Birming-

ham) ; and also an altar

frontal by A. Lynham
(Kilbum), another by

Bertha Smith (Blooms-

bury), a fire-screen panel

by Mary H. Wright

(Wolverhampton), and

a panel by Ida Ford

(Macclesfield), and
especially a night-dress

satchel, with a simple

conventional pattern in

which two white doves

nestle — by Alice Lord

(Leicester).

Designs for the interior

fitting of a library by A.

H. Baxter (Leicester, gold

medal) are both novel and

good—if space allowed all the seven frames

would deserve illustration.

of subject a design for a

by T. Dugdale (Manchester) would stand first.

Another unhackneyed subject well treated is

the Turkish Bath designed by Albert Coumber
(New Cross) ; both externally and internally it

shows original and thoughtful work. The screen

DESIGN FOR A NIGHT-DRESS S.-VH 111.1 BY ALICE LORD

For mere novelty

harness plate-box,

for a private church by J. B. Fulton (Glasgow)

is most excellent. The hall-fireplace by \V.

S. Moves (Glasgow) is also good. Amongst

the tapestries and other patterned fabrics ex-

hibited, those by J. W. Wadsworth (Maccles-

field), W. K. Parkinson, Jeannie H. Wood
(Manchester), H. C. Wood (Glasgow), W. Row-

botham (Macclesfield), M. F. Croon (New Cross),

DESIGN FOR A WROUGHT STEEL FENDER BY '.FORGE MARPLES
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DESIONS FOR TAIL-PIECES

260

BY T. T. BI.AYLOCK

H. A. Wright (Bradford),

B. Whittaker (Maccles-

field), Constance Smith

(( Hasgow), W. Rewcastle

(Glasgow), and W. F.

Brown (Glasgow), can be

only named in passing,

although these and espe-

cially the frieze and filling

by H. D. Richter (Bath),

and the printed hanging

by J. B. Gibson (Glasgow),

deserve more detailed ap-

preciation.

The sculpture is up to

its high level again. Ruby

Levick (South Kensing-

ton, gold medal) has a

really fine group of two

wrestlers, not merely vigor-

ous in conception but

handled with something

like mastery. Another

group, the same motive,

by John Conway Blatch-

ford (Bristol), is also

extraordinarily good. A
fouiitain by F. P. Marriott

(New Cross) is pleasant in

every way. A series of

weird (the adjective is used

purposely) imaginings in

bas-relief, by C. A. Shee-

han of Bristol, typifying

" Sin, Poverty, Power,"

and the like, have some-

thing of the extravagance

of Blake ; a pulpit by the

same hand is also notable,

but Mr. Sheehan seems in

danger of letting unreality

gain the upper hand. A
good In Memoriam tablet

by James Morris (Birming-

ham) should not be for-

gotten. The gold-medalled

fireplace by E. G. Gillick

(Nottingham), has a very

excellent figure for one of

its caryatides.

The life models, by

Stanley M. Babb (South

Kensington, silver medal),

W. B. Binns (Bristol),
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W. J. McClean (South Kensington), A. J. Mills

(South Kensington), J. C. Blatchford (Bristol), A.

Franks (Bristol), C. J. Pipworth (Bristol), A. J.

Watson (Bristol), Ruby W. Levick (South Ken-

sington), ('. II. Lawford (Leicester), George

Haywood (Leicester), and Eleanor M. Mercer

(South Kensington), are but a few that do credit

PESIGN FOR A TAIL-PIECE

to both students and masters of the schools re

presented. Life drawings by \V. Oppen (Dublin,

gold medal), Francis E. Colthu,\;t (South Kensing-

ton, gold medal), George Murray (gold medal),

Harry Watson (South Kensington, gold medal),

Davis VV. Denholme (Nottingham), A. ('. F. Jack-

son (Holloway), are all commendable in various

ways : the two studies of

the same boy by Messrs.

<
'. ilthurst and Murray

being very delii ate in their

modelling.

Other things good of

their sort are a door for

a music cabinet, in stained

wood, by VV. F, Blagg

(Chi Is 1 1. an organ stool,

by A. Richardson (Dun-

dee), a cabinet (especially

the hinges of the door,
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FIGURE DESIGN BY CHARLES W. JOHNSON

which are shown complete) by H. D. Richter

(Bath), a lectern in plaster model by Katharine

Wallis (South Kensington), a panel, " Peace," and

other decorations for a music-room, by Douglas

Crockett (Holloway), and a nursery frieze, by

Jessie M. King (Glasgow).

The drawings of animals for decoration by

George Marples (South Kensington), J. J. Brown-

sword (South Kensington), and others must be

referred to in a special note later on, both sets won

well-merited gold medals. A design by Mary

Appleton, here reproduced, elicited both a gold

medal and also special approval from the

judges.

The critical verdict of 1897 is distinctly the

most satisfactory that South Kensington has yet

deserved. Established with the special purpose of

training designers— not painters of easel pictures

— it seems at last fully started on the right road,

and before long the old reproach that manufac-

turers observed the unwritten rule
—" No students

of South Kensington need apply," will be for-

gotten—except as a gibe that, whatever its founda-

tion years back, is now totally unmerited.

IRJJ, FAIR-AMOMG-THEL- "fAHCE^T. #

DESIGN FOR A PANEL
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STUDIO-TALK.

(From our own Correspondents.)

LONDON.—Comparatively few artists in

this country have the courage to at-

tempt the representation of the nude

figure in watercolour. For one thing,

the medium presents considerable diffi-

culties and lends itself none too easily to the

representation of those delicate subtleties of

colour which are essential in flesh painting, and

for another there are not many collectors of

watercolours who show the same interest in

figure that they do in landscape. However, now

and then a painter is to be found who will de-

vote himself to this class of work which most of

his brethren avoid, and occasional examples of

watercolour figure subjects are to be met with which

make us regret that they are not more numerous.

It is one of the claims which Mr. Percy Buckman

has upon public notice that he has treated the

nude in this medium with distinct power and

success. He shows a special ability in the handling

of watercolour, and is able to overcome most of its

difficulties with discretion and good judgment. A

very characteristic example of his work is the

Artemis, which we reproduce, a study of fair flesh

lighted by a blaze of sunlight. The figure is, as it

were, the focus of a picture full of strong colour,

and is relieved against a landscape background

gay with rich summer tints and against a flying

drapery of brilliant red. The whole effect is

sumptuous and powerful, rich and vigorous, and

yet well restrained. There is, too, great sense of

action in the pose of the huntress, as with a sudden

pause in the midst of rapid movement she watches

the flight of her arrow. The drawing has the

merit of being dramatic without loss of decorative

propriety.

It is pleasant to record the well-merited recog-

nition bestowed upon Mr. Charles Hazlewood

Shannon at Munich, where his picture, The

Wounded Amazon, obtained the first class gold

medal of honour. Mr. Shannon here is known to

the public almost entirely by his lithographs and

book illustrations, therefore as a colourist of a

singularly high order he has yet to be " discovered
"

by the public. That another gold medal was be-

stowed upon Sir Edward Rurne-Jones, Bart., for

his St. George and the Dragon series—presumably

the very early work designed for and so long

occupying panels in Mr. Birket Foster's dining-

room at Witley—is proof that appreciation is not

always prompt, for these paintings were executed

in 1865-6. To Mr. John Swan, A.R.A., was

awarded a third

FROM A WATER-COLOUR DRAWING BY

PERCY BUCKMAN
2 6 5
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WOOD-CARVINO BY RUJ'H ORRINSMITH

The wood carvings here illustrated are by Miss

Orrinsmith, daughter of the author of The Draw-

ing-Room, in the famous Art at Home series, the

first popular manuals addressed to the improve-

ment of taste in home surroundings. The carvings

have been designed and executed by the artist, who

is now engaged on some large panels for the deco-

ration of a branch of Lloyd's Bank, one of which is

CARVED-W'OOD PLATTER
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P.V RUTH ORRINSMITH

reproduced on a sufficiently large scale to render

any description superfluous. The octagonal platter

shows a very happy treatment of blossoms based on

a motive which frequently occurs in Japanese de-

sign. It is pleasant to see in each design a strong

effort to make away from the hackneyed Italian

Renaissance, a style which, whatever its first beauty,

has been made unbearable by too frequent imita-

tions. Miss Ruth Orrinsmith deserves the sympa-

thetic appreciation of all who hope for the future

of wood-carving in England.

STOCKHOLM.— Everything in the

Swedish national character which to a

foreigner seems singular or striking has

found expression in the Exhibition

which is being held in Stockholm this

summer. Visitors cannot fail to be charmed with

the spot selected for the exhibition, for it stands

on a hilly, verdure-clad islet, just as if it had risen

out of the waves. In the background are outlined

the slopes of Skansen, an open-air museum where,

among the pine-trees, the Sweden of long ago may

yet be found, affording us a faithful picture of the

way its people then lived their active daily life.

For hither, in fact, have been brought cottages and

farmhouses, entire and unaltered, furnished just as

when they stood in those bygone days, dotted here

and there over the Swedish countryside, before
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the director of Skansen brought together into one

place these reminiscences of a dying age. Even

to-day one still finds in the country districts of

Sweden many a counterpart of these cottages at

Skansen—cottages where " home-sloyd " is still in

full swing, where the master of the house in the

winter evenings himself sloyds his own furniture,

and where the mother still weaves the tapestry for

the walls and the covers for the fixed benches,

which the eldest son ornaments with carving in the

same arabesques as those with which the old

Viking, a thousand years before, decorated his

sword.

In the new buildings of the Northern Museum

close by, the exhibits from the twenty-four different

provinces indicate how high a position the Swedish

"home industry" still occupies. The weavings

which meet our view in their manifold variations

and combinations of colour and workmanship,

although of modern material, still retain the colours

and patterns of the " old Swedish " style, like those

with which Frithiof the Strong and Ragnar Lod-

brok once hung their high-raised seats of honour,

or like the carpets which the burghers of Stockholm

spread beneath their feet in the prosperous days of

the Hanseatic League.

All these things have been woven in one and

another of the little country homes, and sent up

from every province to the Stockholm Exhibition,

and the same is the case with the greater part of

the sculptured and sloyded

work—most of it in the

old " Northern " style

—

which is to be- found in

the same building.

CARVED SETTEE AND WOVEN HANGINGS AT THE STOCKHOLM EXHIBITION

Wood is cheap in the

North, and the winter

evenings are long. Then

sloyding and carving be-

come the general occupa-

tions throughout the whole

country, not only in the

cottages of the poor but

also in the houses of the

rich. The poor man's

child learns to sloyd at

school, as this knowledge

is regarded to be almost

as necessary for him as

reading and writing ; tin-

rich man's child also learns

it, but more as a means of

whiling away many a tedi-

ous hour and also that

with his carvings, which

are often burned and

painted in the quaint

" peasant " style, he may

adorn and beautify the

home. And, consequently,

we can hardly enter a single

house, or even cotta

Sweden without finding

everywhere handwoven

curtains, draperies anil

cushions, carved !

stools and tables of curious
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style. Some of these

rooms present a really

charming appearance,

such as one hardly expects

to see in a universal exhi-

bition, where, as a rule,

one is chiefly impressed

by the general crowding

and muddle.

The English display

was a great success from

the outset, and never was

success better deserved.

Not often has one the

opportunity of seeing such

a combination of genuine

artistic qualities, such lofti-

ness of imagination, such

sentiment, such honesty

of purpose and care in

execution. To arrive at

this point, doubtless a

great effort must have

been required ; there must

have been moments of

hesitation, false steps

occasionally, and futile

attempts. But now that

the goal has been reached,

and we see the work in

old shapes, all bearing witness to the assiduity with fullest expansion, all this may well be forgotten ;

which each individual member of the family has for the fact is England is at the head of the end-of-

worked for the common good. S. S. the-century art movement.

WOVEN HANGINGS AT THE STOCKHOLM EXHIBITION

BRUSSELS.—The Fine Arts section,

although disposed in a somewhat

rudimentary building, is decidedly the

most attractive feature of the Brussels

International Exhibition. Four

schools are more or less adequately represented,

those, namely, of England, France, Holland, and

Belgium. Italy has sent a not very remarkable

display, while Scotland, Spain, Switzerland, and

Germany are represented by a few works grouped

together in an International Section. Speaking

generally the works seem to have been well chosen

and judiciously hung. This is especially noticeable

in the Belgian Galleries, where the Hanging Com-

mittee, after rejecting two-thirds of the works sent

in, have arranged the selected canvases with great

care, always striving to avoid a second row of ex-

hibits, and doing all in their power to place the

works in satisfactory order, and in groups of similar
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English art has seldom been better represented

on the Continent than here ; and the organisers of

the Exhibition, together with the artists who were

entrusted with the hanging— Messrs. Val Prinsep,

R.A., and J. Fulleylove, R.I., with Mr. Isidore

Spielmann, the honorary secretary— maybe heartily

congratulated on the happy result of their arduous

labours.

The general display of the Belgian artists, com-

pared as a whole with that of the Englishmen,

appears at first sight to be somewhat lacking in

loftiness of sentiment and refinement of execution.

Works of fancy are few and far between ; for the

most part our portrait painters prefer to study

values and tones rather than psychology ; while

the landscapists put before the expression of feel-

ing a regard for effects of brush work. The result is

that the most satisfactory works are those devoted to
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domestic animals or still life ; and in justice it

must be said that in this direction the Belgians

have done very well, all their workmanlike gifts

being displayed with the best effects—and conse-

quently there are plenty of nice pieces of colouring,

The same remark applies to the sculpture ; in fai t,

although there are few traces of intellectual effort,

at any rate the material part of the work has not

been neglected, and in many instances the happiest

results have been achieved.

The French school might justly feel aggrieved

were we to judge it by the exhibits sent to Brussels.

The display by the French artists is decidedly

below the average, and yet in a way it represents

only too accurately the present state of art in

France. It is nothing but studied "virtuosity,"

revealing a style acquired with no labour, and quite

beyond control ; while in form and colour and

subject these works are of the " loudest " descrip-

tion. Almost all of them seem to have been done

just to win a medal, or gain a momentary success

in one of the Salons. F. K.

PARIS.—A new bridge "I. Ponl Mira-

Im ,m " was re< entl) i -|" ned on the

Seme, h i:^ const] in i' 'I entirely ol

iron, forming one immen i arch, boldly

thrown from on< bank to the other,

after the fashion of tin famous < '..ilerie des

Machines, which was, perhaps, the onl) rei I pieo

of architectural art work in the exhibition ol 1889.

The Pont Mirabeau possesses the great and 1

merit of extreme simplicity and utility. In the first

place it is not overloaded with ornamentation and

complicated balustrades. The two piles support-

ing the structure are simply decorated, almost

to the water level, with dark bronze 0111.1111. ntation,

relieved by a little gilt by way of detail ; and this

decoration is marked by fine subdued line-. The

ornamentation is the work of the sculptor, Injal-

bert. All the iron portions of the bridge are

painted dark red. The general effect is most happy,

thanks to its lightness and harmony. It is to be

hoped the "Pont Alexandre III.," which is now

in course of construction, and is to unite the

Cours-la-Reine with the Esplanade des Invalides,

Of**'

" LA PETITE I'RI.NCESSE
' FROM A PAINTING BY Jt-AN VEBER
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" mother's love' FROM A TAINTING BY DORA 1IITZ

may not prove a failure through excess of decora-

tion. Architecture in iron can only be artistic so

long as the greatest simplicity is observed, with a

minimum of ornamentation.

M. Jean Veber, apart from being a caricaturist

and a humourist with a pencil full of point and go,

is also at times a painter of great refinement. He
has real talent as a colourist, and is blessed more-

over with a truly delightful fancy. • La Petite Prin-

cesse (see page 269) will always be considered one

of his happiest and most charming efforts.

M. E. Moreau-Nelaton is engaged on a series of

lithographs representing scenes in the Passion of

the Saviour, and intended as illustrations for an

oratorio by M. Alexandre Georges, to be published

shortly by Messrs. Enoch & Co. I have had

several of the plates in my hand, and they are very

striking in their intensity and power. Very dif-

ferent these scenes from M. J. J. Tissot's stiff

attempts. They are full of ripe religious feeling,

and have a sincerity of expression which is quite

moving in its intensity. M. Moreau-Nelaton has

just joined the little group, composed of MM. Char-

pentier, Plumet, F. Aubert, and T. Selmersheim,

whose work is well known to the readers of The
Studio. His intention is to try his hand at designs
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for wall-papers. These artists will hold their next

exhibition in November, when MM. Charpentier

and Aubert will show a bath-room, MM. Plumet

and Selmersheim a set of dining-room furniture,

and M. Plumet a series of architectural plans. M.

Felix Bracquemond, the engraver, has been invited

to take part in the exhibition.

M. Boutet de Monvel, most delicate of draughts-

men, most subtle and charming of colourists, has

just been appointed Chevalier of the Legion of

Honour. G. M.

BERLIN.—In the Berlin National Gal-

lery there hangs, by the side of a large

picture by Max Liebermann, a Portrait

of a Child. A trying position even for

a very strong artist ! And yet, even

placed where it is, this wonderfully charming picture

attracts us. It pleases by the contrast of the soft

fair hair and the deep dark eyes ; by the careless,

unconventional bearing of the model ; by the soft

white dress and the tasteful background with its

mass of flowers. Taken all together the work points

to a painter whose artistic education has not been

directed in Berlin. The artist is Uora Hitz.

Born in Bavaria, she is a native of that German



" MOTHER AND CHILD."
FROM A PAINTING BY
DORA HITZ
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South which for ages past has produced most of the

painters whose names are famous in the history of

German art. At the period when Dora Hitz grew up

all roads from Munich led to Paris. There she lived

for some time, fought a hard fight amid constant

difficulties, and ripened into what she now is—

a

pioneer of the modern art tendency in Germany.

While in Paris, strangely enough, she worked in

the atelier of two fashionable painters ; but Carriere

alone had any influence upon her. And this,

although she was not his pupil in the strict sense of

the word, led to her success.

themselves, but come to us when we seek them.

And they speak a silent language, audible only to

those gifted with a fine artistic sense.

Dora Hitz has lived now for some time in Berlin,

admired by a select circle, including the best artists,

such as Liebermann, L. von Hofmann, and Kop-

ping—indefatigable in her

own creative work, as well

as in teaching. Although

there has been so far no

official recognition of her

work, she could have been

paid no more flattering

distinction than when the

XI., the elite of our

modern painters, elected

her a member of their

body.

The artist has made harmony of colour her first

endeavour. But this one characteristic does not

exhaust the resources of her art ; for below the

luminous surface we note a deep human feeling.

Thus the mother and child she represents in close

embrace admits of no comparison with anything

in the world. The feelings and sensations of men

have ever been the same ; but each epoch of art

seeks to find for them fresh and adequate expres-

sion.

The following story may serve as a proof that

When I come to con-

sider the many pictures

by Dora Hitz which I

have seen, I divide them

into two groups. One

consists of indoor figures

with the light tempered

by curtains ; the other, of

figures seen in the open

air, with sunlight pouring

down through the foliage,

and surrounding the sub-

ject with ever-varying light

and shade—not the plein

air which blinds one, but

the daylight which we

have continually around

us, and can bear without

any effect on the eyes. It

follows from this that Dora

Hitz's pictures are works

of art which we may be

content to live with and

have around us at all

times. They do not assert
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Dora Hitz only paints what she sees. Her last

work was a large composition for a frieze, the sub-

ject being the intimate connection of childhood

with nature. In order to be able to see children

romp in classic freedom and without the incon-

venience of modern dress, she caused a whole

crowd of them to play around her for hours in a

meadow under the trees. Soon enough they be-

came accustomed to the delicious liberty, and

romped with each other, and did not know how to

restrain themselves in their delight. And this it

was the artist tried to seize—the nude bairns chas-

ing each other, together with the atmosphere in

which they moved.

G. G.

REVIEWS OF RECENT
PUBLICATIONS.

Beauty and Art. By Aldam Heaton.

(London: \V. Heinemann.) Price, 6s.— It is a

long time since we have read a book which con-

tains so many excellent, time-honoured precepts,

together with so much false reasoning and perni-

cious dogma as may be found in the pages of this

volume. Its title-page is a fitting introduction to

what follows : the crudely drawn and coloured

flower which sprawls across it is a type of the ill-

considered verbal illustrations which mar its pages

within. . 'We will take, as an example, the author's

opinion upon Japanese art, which he finds it diffi-

cult to discuss " with patience and reasonableness."

Me says "you never find a Japanese design that

could be called well balanced," and again, " Ordi-

narily in Europe at all events, we do not say of any

man that he can draw until he has accurately de-

lineated things which of their nature demand com-

plete exactness, such as the human form, or a fine

cathedral interior with arcades and vaultings in

many planes. Now a Japanese artist never under

any circumstances drew such things as these, and

from what one sees of his work, one may say with

confidence that he is unable to do so." When
a writer makes a statement "with confidence"

about Japanese art he ought, at least, to have

thoroughly studied his subject. He should be

acquainted not only with the great works of the

masters of the Bhuddist, the Yamata Tosa, the

Kano, the Shijo, the Ukiyo-ye, and the other great

schools of painting of Japan, with the works of the

builders of the great temples and of the master

craftsmen, but he should know something of the

great literature of art as it exists in the far East, of

the treatises on drawing, the illustrated books on

carpentry and building which have been produced

there. The author, however, would seem to have

overlooked such a course ol study, if one may judge

from some other remarks he makes
;

for he says,

"the strange furore which has raged around it

[Japanese Art] has arisen from a certain movement
or development among ourselves (the italics are not

ours), and not from any merit existing in Japanese

work;" and later on he explains that it is"Japan< <

fans, coloured prints, umbrellas, toys, china, knick-

knacks, &c, all this lot for gd.," that people go

"crazy about" and insist on as being examples ol

a " living art." So, after all, the author's observa-

tions upon Japanese Art are limited to the wares

that are manufactured to please European taste and

for European purposes, and to meet the European

craving for novelty. Motonobu, Sesshiu, Okio,

Korin, are unassailed, the temples of Kyoto, of

Shiba, of Nikko, may yet be looked upon with fear-

less admiration, the shades of Ninsei, of the Romas
and Kajikawas of the Miochins and the ( lotos may

still enjoy the honourable rest they have attained.

Mr. Aldam Heaton, when he writes so strongly

and impressively against Japanese Art, only refers

to umbrellas, toys, fans, china, knick-knacks, to/.,

at " gd. the lot."

Details of Gothic Wood-Carving. By Franklin

A. Crallan. (London : B. T. Batsford.)—As long

as Gothic is considered the only fit style for eccle-

siastical buildings, so long will wood-work based

on the precedent of dead centuries be studied by

craftsmen. That even in Gothic buildings a new

style, derived from Nature, will supplant mere re-

vivals and adaptations, various objects lately illus-

trated in our pages evidence clearly enough. But

a certain number of people will always insist that

it is anachronism to let the spirit of the hour influ-

ence the fittings of a building conceived according

to the rules of recognised styles. If, therefore, it

is desirable to reproduce the details of the past,

such a book as this deserves warm approval. As

a help to students of mediaeval architecture it can

hardly be overrated ; as a volume of reference for

students in wood-carving no words of praise are

too high. Its thirty-four spirited drawings bring

together five examples of original English work.

chiefly of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.

The notes by its talented author, who was lately

the instructor in wood-carving at the Municipal

Technical Schools, Derby, are practical, concise,

and clearly written. Mr. Batsford has produced

this handsome volume in the superlatively perfect

way which characterises nearly all his publica-

tions.
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A
WARDS IN "THE STUDIO
PRIZE COMPETITIONS.

Design for a Set of Door

Furniture.

(A IV.)

The First Prize [Three guineas) is awarded to

Glitters (Hermione Unwin, Hall Royd, Shipley,

Yorkshire).

The Second Prize (Two guineas) to Carp

(Frances Louisa Evans, Cornwall Lodge, York

Terrace, Regent's Park, N.W.).

Honourable mention is given to the following:

—

Aroseune (S. Wilson Shaw. 120 West Regent Street,

Glasgow); Artichoke (M. Keighley, 3 Portland

Place, Plymouth); Doctor (Agnes C. Martin, 45

South Road, Handsworth, Birmingham) ; Elsa

(Elsa M. Waterlow, 1 Maresfield Gardens, Fitz-

John's Avenue. N.W.) ; Kohana-San (Muriel E.

Scott, Elmstead Grange, Chiselhurst) ; Jode (Johe

Willis, "Studio," Tooting Bee Road, Upper Toot-

ing, S.W.); May (May Dixon, Mulberry Green,

Harlow, Essex); Micawber (Edmund Whitehead,

17 The Avenue, Upper Norwood), and Zaphphir

(G. S. Lemasnie, Alpha House, Stapley Hill,

Bristol).

Design for an Alphabet.

(B IV.)

The First Prize (One guinea) is awarded to

Black Sheep (C. E. Thompson, 24 Roxburgh

Avenue, Aigburth Road, Liverpool).

The Second Prize (Half a guinea) to Pokey

(Enid Jackson, Forest Road, Birkenhead).

Honourable mention

is given to :

—

Berangere

(Victor Lhuer, 23 Quai

de la Tournelle, Paris);

Dorian (Oliver Senior,

7 Livesey Street, Man-

chester) ;
Holly hock

(Nancy M. Ruxton, 24

Wetherby Gardens,

S.W.) ; Kay D. (Cora J.

Cady,i09 North I livision

Street, Grand Rapids,

Michigan, U.S.A.);

Legible (Arthur Manoek,

Benfield House, Bos-

combe Park, Bourne-

mouth); Moon Daisy

(Margaret T. Griffith,

Ffrithlands, Marine

Drive, Rhyl); Mazeppa
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(Guy Blood, 19 Castle Street, Liverpool); Merosh

(Stavros Homere, Wyken House, Bridgnorth,

Salop); Micawber (Edmund Whitehead, 17 The

Avenue, Upper Norwood) ; Nemo (Florence Grant,

103 Lennard Road, Penge, S.E.); and Old Coin

(Charles E. Thompson, 24 Roxburgh Avenue,

Aigburth Road, Liverpool).

Design for a Catalogue Cover.

(BY. Extra.)

The First Prize (Two guineas) is awarded to

Iridcc (Thomas Henry, 46 Rue Madame, Paris).

The Second Prize (Half a guinea) to Jason

(John Thirtle, The Elms, Banstead Road, Ewell,

Surrey).

Honourable mention is given to the following :

—

Butterfield (Bert Smale, 33 Acacia Road, St. John's

Wood, N.W.): Camu (Chas. Gale, 51 Butt Road,

Colchester); Nemo (John M. Atken, 6ii Loch

Street, Aberdeen) ; and Merosh (Stavros Homere,

Wyken House, Bridgnorth, Salop).

Sketches from Nature.

A Seascape.

(C IV.)

The First Prize (One guinea) is awarded to

Indian Ink (James S. Alderson, 1 Market Place,

Rugby).

The Second Prize (Half a guinea) to Porlock

(Samuel Poole, 46 Grosvenor Road, S.W.).

Honourable mention is given to the following :

—

Pengersee (Stephen Thomas, 66 High Street, Bide-

ford) ; Teddie (Ada Mary Williams, Walcot, Shaa

Road, East Acton, W.) ; and Zarkus (Arthur Smith,

Glen Lyn, Clifton Place, Stapleton Road, Bristol).

HON. MENTION (COMP. C IV.)
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Designs for Alphabet (Competition B IV.)

ABCDEFGA
IJKL
AVNOPQR5T
UVWXL

SECOND I'RIZE

o. (Ca

D

vs V
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Pen and Ink Drawings "A Seascape" (Comp. C IV.)

FIRST PRIZE " INDIAN INK "
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The Lay Figure

THE LAY FIGURE.

" I see that one of the monthly re-

views has been starting a new agitation

against the Royal Academy," said the

Man with a Clay Pipe.

" The sea-serpent of Art Gossip," the Journalist

added with a knowing air.

"But there may be sea-serpents," queried the

Lay Figure. " Science is quite open to allow them

theoretical existence."

" And I am quite open to believe in the abstract

theory of a perfect Academy," the Journalist

added. " But I doubt if any outside criticism will

cause the present one to remodel itself to a state of

perfection."

"Public opinion is a great factor in modern

progress," the Man with a Clay Pipe observed.

" What we all feel to be true and worth fighting

for—if we could only voice it unanimously—would

have a decided effect, I feel sure."

" The Academy as a body has unanimously re-

jected your work," said the Journalist ;
" and the

only decided effect that I have observed it has

had upon you is that, quite rightly, you are still

more determined to paint in the way they dislike

—the way you believe to be best."

"There can be no doubt," said the /Esthetic

Architect, " that the Royal Academy does not re-

present the art of England to-day. For all I know

it may be absolutely representative of painting,

sculpture—I will even add, as working hypothesis,

of architecture—but it ignores the applied arts."

" Which nevertheless have waxed fat and multi-

plied," said the Lay Figure. "The blood of the

martyrs is the seed of the Church. Depend upon

it, the outside air is best for vigorous growth."

" That is rather unfair to some entirely excellent

men within its fold," the Man with a Clay Pipe

observed. " There are a few first-rate painters still

to be elected. I grant that. Yes," he went on,

" you need not ' name ' them. We all know that

they are better than some few inside ; but is there

any institution in the world against which as much

might not be alleged ? It would be a bad sign

for art if every one was an R.A. or an A.R.A.,

because where would it recruit ?
"

" You cannot deny," said the Architect, " that it

is a scandal to find no great etcher, no great ' black

and white ' man an R.A.''

" Is that so ? " said the Journalist. " That seems

a good point to score."

The Man with a Clay Pipe smiled. "Somehow

I don't think so," he continued. "The men you
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name seem to be quite sufficiently distinguished

by the laurels their fellow workers have awarded.

When I find that Romney, Morland, Old Crome,

Rossetti, Whistler— I purposely make an eclectic

selection—were not Academicians, it only seems to

me to prove how very unimportant the honour is
"

"Yet you were delighted to hear of Frampton,

Sargent, Swan, and a heap more being elected,"

the Architect continued. " Is that logical ?
"

" I should be delighted to be elected myself," he

replied, knocking out his pipe. " It would please

the wife—it might put up my prices ; but really I

don't think I should look upon it as much more

than a rise in the market value of my works "—he

paused a moment and added seriously—" and I

hope that I still regard that matter as part of

domestic economy quite as much unconcerned with

art as the diet I can afford daily in my house."

" It is strange to hear you defend the Academy,"

said the Lay Figure.

" It seems to me," he replied quietly, " that I

am ruder to it than you fellows who make a fuss.

I do not wish to be rude. If you look down its

list of members, there are some names that should

make one wary before condemning the body to

which they belong."

" Surely it is capable of improvement. Look on

its hanging—the way it treated .... and ....
this year," the Architect retorted. "Look even at

the grudging economy of tickets to exhibitors, and

its frightful deference to popular taste."

" All these things seem to me quite secondary,"

said the Man with a Clay Pipe. " I doubt if the

Arts and Crafts, or the New English Art Club have

not as many contributors pro rata who are ' mal-

contents ' as the Academy. But why need we

trouble ? It is accepting the standard of Philistia

to fret unduly because it rejects one."

" But you just said the Academy had some of

our best artists in its ranks," said the Journalist,

" and you would be delighted to be elected—what

is that but defending it, and all its works? "

" If it has a large number of our best artists,

and one cannot deny that it has, therefore it seems

to me to represent the rough average," said the

Man with a Clay Pipe, "and the sum of human

endeavour rarely succeeds in more than rough

justice. Individuals suffer no matter how widely

the law be strained. The policy of the Royal

Academy is not above criticism, but I doubt if a

committee elected by the vote of the profession

would not soon be found as capricious and unjust

as the worst foes of the Academy allege it to be."

The Lay Figure.
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RANK BRAXGWYN AND HIS
ART. BY JAMES STANLEY
LITTLE.

The dividing line between affectation

and mannerism in the realm of art, especially

in graphic art, is not so clearly defined as to

render it readily discernible to the initiated ; while

to distinguish between the two is beyond the power

of the simple. The artistic pale has been invaded

during the last quarter of a century by all manner

of strange intruders, men whose aim has been to

produce work which would bring them quickly into

notoriety, that bastard brother of fame, resembling

il so closely that again the simple are i v - edin ;1\

liable to confound the one with the other. Sin cess

hardly won, won as the price of steady and

strenuous labour, won in the noontide or wane of

life, has no attractions for men who desire abovi ill

things the loaves anil fishes of this world, and who

crave the full material reward of success at an age

when their betters were, ami stiil are, content to

remain struggling and unknown. He who said that

there was no royal road to success lived in days

when advertisement was scarcely known, and sell

advertisement had not been elevated into a fine nil.
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Frank Brangwyn and his Art

We must be prepared, however, to find the alloy of

baser metals in the gold of the artistic temperament.

In his adolescence the artist craves popular applause

;

maybe, too, he aspires to grow rich in this world's

goods. Until this alloy is expelled, the artist cannot

be said to be entitled, in the full sense, to the name

he claims ; for the artist's only concern is to satisfy

himself, and to be permitted to give concrete ex-

pression to those abstract conceptions of the beauti-

ful which, born with him, are a part of his very

being. I am confident that the true artist can never

be a self-exploiter. The dignity of his high calling

makes this impossible to him. He nurtures his in-

dividuality, but he does not endeavour to impose

himself upon his contemporaries.

Among the many devices to which the self-ex-

ploiters in the ranks of painters have resorted, none

has been found more generally effectual than the

pose of eccentricity. This, again, is often mistaken

by the unthinking, and by those who cannot think,

for originality, though between the two there is

absolutely no relationship. During the last two

decades we have had enough and to spare of affecta-

tion and calculating eccentricity. By employing these

a modicum of talent has enabled many a clever prac-

titioner to masquerade as a heaven-born genius.

Art has suffered; the true artist has suffered. He
has been pushed aside. But the turn of those un-

scrupulous tradesmen of the brush, who in this age

of commercialism have arrived at the psychological

moment, has been served. They have prospered

exceedingly. The nutriment due to true artists has

filled their bellies, while the men whose right it was

have gone empty away.

It is clear, then, that the mischief of charlatanism

in art, like all frauds, is far reaching. It has caused

the innocent to suffer with the guilty. Men whose

individuality was so marked as to insure that

their productions should stand but wherever

they were exhibited ; whose originality was so strik-

ing that it produced a positive arrest— I will not

say shock—upon first encountering its manifesta-

l'ROM A PAINTING BY FRANK BRANGWYN

(In the Possession of C. Gill, Esq.)
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tion, have been mistaken by the crowd— to whom it

happens that the spurious is more readily appellant

than the real— for impostors. So it was with

Rousseau, with Janus McNeil Whistler, with Ford

Madox Brown, so for a time with J. S. Sargent,

and so it has been with the subject of this mono-

graph—Frank Brangwyn.

A few years since—it is so still in lesser degree

—

whenever critics, amateurs, or painters were gathered

together in a gallery or studio, the presence of a

Brangwyn on the wall or on the easel was provo-

cative of heated discussion. It is true that when

Frank Brangwyn first broke upon the world he did

not want for champions; but his detractors were

main' ; they were vigorous and downright. The

bright blues of his skies, the oriental splendour of

his colouring, giving to his work the character of an

Eastern carpet, offended prudish ej es, tow hich, too,

his free rendering of form, his general abandonment

and massiveness of design, were positive affronts.

The outcry against him did not proceed entirely from

academic stocks and pillories: painters and critics

of varied predilections joined in it— the school of

sickly and emasculated sestheticism, the decadents

to whom art is not the expression of a robust virility,

a superlative capacity for enjoying and translating

the beautiful, but is rather the outcome, from its

picturesque aspect, of enervation and decay, were

loud in their denunciations. Weak-kneed doctri-

naires, the neo-formalists, who greatly fearing being

found guilty of heresy to the canons of their re-

spective cults, of which the nomenclature demands

a lexicon to itself, avoided exposing their incompe-

tence by the timorous device of never pushing their

work beyond the initial stage of a memorandum or

sketch, were also seriously alarmed and displeased.

Here was a man, from whence coming no one knew,

but assuredly from no accredited school or academy.

who clearly presumed to paint " like an old master,"

in other words, to accept tradition by defying it ; a

man who had the audacity to paint in defiance of

all the revelations of modern science as applied to

painting, and to go boldly for the production of a

decorative square of colour which within its frame

should be a pleasant ocular entertainment. Assu-

redly in so doing Mr. Brangwyn was subscribing to

.\n artistic canon, as applied to pictorial art, of the

highest distinction and antiquity. None the less

his presumption was not to be tolerated. So that

while his drawing was stigmatised as slap-dash and

tricky, his colour as that of a scene-painter, the gift

of imagination was denied him, and his execution

dismissed as cheap and theatric. In brief, Frank

Brangwyn had to run the gauntlet of abuse and mis-

representation, an expeneno common to mi

painters of distinction, and one which, thanks to I

persistency of the young man undei »idi ral

and to the generous support accorded him on the

continent— for he has no cause to be grati ful to

an\ of the more powerful art syndicate S ol his own

country—has been of shorter duration than 01

dinarily obtains m tin case of such as he. Thi

opposition to Mr. BrangW
J
n has done its worst, and

although he is quite unlikely to be asked to bolster

up those institutions which, when they cannot kill

men of light and leading developed outside theii

portals, cunningly absorb them, the day when detrai

tion can seriously harm him is rapidly receding into

tile past.

It may be asserted generally, however, that no

man whd has not had to purchase his triumph

hardly has deserved it: while so fai a, thepresent

writer is concerned, he may safely say that In- has

never found any man worth the trouble of fighting

for or proclaiming, who has not had to tight stn n

uously for himself, and to suffer keenly from unde

served neglect.

It was at Bruges Frank Brangwyn first saw the

light. His parents were Welsh, his father an archi-

tect, who somewhat earl}' in his career devoted his

energies to the internal decoration of churches.

Thioughout young Brangwyn's boyhood, his father

was the proprietor of a factor) at Hinges lor the

production of church embroideries, in which the

aim was to revive the glories of mediaeval art. In

this industry he employed a number of skilled

operatives, and was himself an art craftsman of

power and distinction. An old friend and admirer

of Mr. Brangwyn suggested to me that as a child in

his father's workshops, he learnt to mix colours in

that indefinable manner which afterwards stood him

in such good stead. But Mr. Brangwyn, although

in early days he was much with his father, cannot

allow that this picturesque statement contains more

than a modicum of truth ; we may, however, asi I

his adroit use of colour, and the facility with wlm h

he manipulates his palette, to heredity. In due

season the elder Brangwyn, desiring i large the

scope of his activities, came to London, white lie

had already excited the interest of the late Prince

Consort, and when he was engaged to execute

various designs by the City architect and by the

authorities of the South Kensington Museum.

It was at the South Kensington Art Schools that

young Brangwyn made a tentative effort to imp

upon himself a precise form of instruction ; but his

temperament would not brook the restraint and red-

tape of this or any other art school. It is true he
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studied at South Kensington Museum, devoting

himself to copying Donatello's reliefs. It will, how-

ever, surprise no one who has a general knowledge

of the processes whereby an artist of genius finds

himself, to learn that, with slight reservations, Frank

Brangwyn's artistic training was sell-imposed and

self-directed. His aim in art is eminently construc-

tive. Regarding, as he does, architecture as the

parent of art, he is fully in sympathy with mediaeval

ideas of the function of graphic art— to produce

beautiful things to embellish and render more

habitable a well-designed habitation. I will deal

with this aspect of Mr. Brangwyn's art later. This

view, of which the modern exponents have been

William Morris and Walter Crane, was no doubt

strengthened and emphasised in the young artist's

S

mind by his close association with the author of

"The Earthly Paradise." It was while at South

Kensington he attracted the attention of Mr. Morris,

who at once perceiving the bent of his abilities, asked

him to make for him facsimiles of Flemish tapestry.

His expectations being realised, Morris gave earnest

of his confidence in the young man by engaging

him to assist him in carrying out his own designs for

tapestries, embroideries, and other textiles. During

three years, though it is evident at that time

Brangwyn had no liking for prolonged employment,

he was engaged in Morris's workshops in Oxford

Street, enlarging designs, tracing drawings on cloth

and drawing them on silk. No doubt this practice

was exceedingly valuable, and gave the painter the

facility of wrist, for after all it is the wrist which
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counts, which has served him so well in his large

pictures. A responsive wrist must accompany a true

eye, and il is evident that Mr. Brangwyn must have

been fairly will trained both in wrist and eye before

Mi Morris cared to entrust him with costly silks

.iml cloths. No rubbing out is possible in such

work ; the first effort must be the last ; hesitancy

or inaccuracy are fatal ; and mistakes are clearly

inadmissible.

I have hinted that in these early days Frank

Brangwyn was not able to regard art .is his sole

mistress. He alternated between devotion to tin-

abstract and devotion to the material, as we all do
;

artists most of all. The artistic temperament is by

its very nature erratic and uncertain, the artist is

essentially a rover ; a butterfly who sips nectar

where and when he can ; a seeker after the new and

beautiful, who refuses to be bound by time and

placi Experience teaches him that he must put a

curb and impose a period on these wayward ten-

V

STUDY IN OILS

dencies, these irresponsible wanderings
;

that in

consuming he is consumed. I'he fact impi

itsell upon him, that however wide his rangi maj

In
. howi mi fai reai lung Ins aim, performani e that

is to say, definite accomplishmenl can only result

from the deliberate curtailment and abridgment of

his range, and the ruthless suppression of his aim.

Then when this hard fact is learned, he consents to

bring himself to anchor, and to undergo daily self

imposed drudgery in an appointed spot. Even

then his soul rises in revolt against this hard neces

sit) ; seemingly hard, but the brevity of life, the

limitations of power, must be acknowledged. The
impossibility ofachieving one hundredth part of the

programme—in seeing and in doing, in learning and

in imparting—which all vital men sketch out for

themselves, has to be acknowledged and frankly

accepted, or the most wealthy in potential power

are stranded in the subjunctive shoals and quick

sands of inanition and inactivity. Still it is essential

that the tyro should gain

knowledge, should widen

his horizon, else he can

never come to the sane con-

clusion that if he is to ac-

complish his mission, he

must subject his ambitions

and activities to severe self-

suppression and rigorous

self-direction. Mr. Brang-

wyn has taught himself

this lesson, and has already

entered upon that settled

productive stage in the

career of an artist, which

comes to some early, to

some late, but which must

come to every artist if he

is to reap the harvest of

his powers.

It was after Mr. brang-

wyn had been for a year or

so in Mr. Morris's employ

that the necessity for seeing

the world and its wonders,

of taking an active part m
its affairs, forced itself upon

him. The spirit of adven-

ture, the daring spirit, was

strong in him, and he em-

braced for a time a seafar-

ing life. Indeed, dui

the three years he was with

BY 1 RANK BRANGWYN Mr . Morris ne was fre.
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quently a wanderer, and was among those who go

down to the sea in ships. Those who know the

sea, and who also know Mr. Brangwyn's pictures,

will, providing they possess the powers of observa-

tion and the sense to apply it, come to the con-

clusion that Mr. Brangwyn's marine pictures—and

some of his finest works are of the sea or the sea

shore—were the outcome of special knowledge,

As a matter of fact, Mr. Brangwyn's sea-faring ex-

periences were far from being so superficial as some

have asserted. The range of his voyaging extends

from Archangel to the Cape of Storms. His in-

stincts are, however, decidedly southern and

Oriental. He has familiarised himself particularly

with the Mediterranean and Levant, though his

knowledge of Japan is at present external rather

than internal. Japan will be his next objective, so

I suspect, and already he has no mean knowledge

ofJapanese art, with which he is keenly sympathetic

— witness the charming collection of Japanese prints,

and of old Japanese ware with which odd corners of

his studio are garnished. The prints obtrude them-

selves from Japanese bureaux ; the porcelain is

safely housed in Chippendale and Sheraton cabinets.

This, however, by the way. Mr. Brangwyn visited,

during his seafaring days, Syria, Palestine, Algeria,

Morocco, Tunis, Spain, and I daresay many
countries besides. He has interesting tales to tell

of his experiences, artistic and other, during these

days. He was painting aa the time, on and off,

under all sorts of conditions ; the traditional sign-

board which every painter of genius is expected to

paint being included in his achievement. These

experiences, interesting as they are, need not be

amplified, as they would lead me too far afield.

They may be left to Mr. Brangwyn's future his-

torian.

Having gained a fairly extensive acquaintance

with the continent of Europe, not excluding the

British Isles, Mr. Brangwyn determined to bring

himself to a standstill, and established himself, in

pursuance of this intention, at Port Mcllyn, in

Cornwall. He had now definitely decided to

devote himself to painting as the serious business

of his life. A few years later he came to London,

entering into occupation of the studio which is

still the scene of his labours. Since, however, his

residence in London, he has made opportunities

for annual excursions to foreign lands. His life has

been a busy one, full of change alternated with

prolonged spells of work. In ; Sgo he went from

Antwerp to the Danube, and brought home a series

of pictures which were shown in Bond Street.

The Royal Society of British Artists has had the

honour of introducing many excellent painters to

public notice. Among these Mr. Brangwyn must

be included, for his first conspicuous success in

London was achieved at the Suffolk Street Galleries.

BLOOD or 1 HE GKAl'E FROM A PAINTING BY FRANK BRANGWYN

(III the Collection of Hen Seeger)
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This was in 1S90. It was then that the present

writer first made acquaintance with the artist's work,

and he can distinctly remember the strong, though

not unmixed, impression created on his mind by a

picture from his brush, entitled Ashore. This

picture represented the rescue of the crew of a

vessel which, coming to grief in a gale, had run

aground. It is a characteristic- of much new and

vital work that on first encountering it, the impres-

sion it leaves is not altogether favourable. Un-

consciously, and however catholic the mind of the

critic may be, it cannot help measuring everything

fresh by a standard, an impalpable standard, result-

ing from the study and contemplation of pictures

generally, a standard which exists, so to speak, in

the impenetrable recesses of the brain. So that

even those critics and amateurs who, free from parti

fin's, are prepared to accept and hail everything in

art that is worthy wherever it is to be found, did not

accept Mr. brangwyn unreservedly upon their first

acquaintance with his work. The year following

Mr. Brangwyn's debut, 1891, saw him again at the

Royal Society of British Artists, the directorate of

which gallery gave wall space, and with wisdom

and justice, to his Burial at Sea. This picture

was afterwards exhibited at the Salon, and was

awarded a medal. In this year Mr. Brangwyn

again went South and exhibited the results of his

labours in Bond Street. In 1892, his Convict Skip

was shown at the Academy. Afterwards, at the

Chicago Exhibition, it gained for its painter a gold

medal. It excited a great deal of notice both in

England and America, and from this time forth the

art world began to reckon with Mr. Brangwyn, and

to watch his career with the interest born of con-

fident expectation. It was not long before his work

began to be talked about in every continental capital,

and his pictures to find places of honour, not only

in Paris, but in Berlin, Copenhagen, Wurtemberg,

Munich and other European cities. The continent

is not inclined to take English art too seriously,

and the Englishman who gains a European repu-

tation while still in his twenties is to be envied.

A few years later the French critic, M. Kenan,

while by no means spoiling Mr. Brangwyn with

unreserved praise—he was sufficiently severe on

his limitations, and not without justice condemned,

as applied to certain works, the negligence of his

drawing—expressed the hope that Mr. Brangwyn

would become a leader for our young painters.

"Mr. Brangwyn's pictures," wrote M. Kenan, "are

remarkable ; the eye is happy in front of the frames

of this new comer ; the eye opens and takes in a

Teal joy. In France we shall all be sincerely dis-

appointed if Mr. Brangwyn dot s not keep the

promises he is giving to art." Of the The Bu

caneers, the picture immediately following The

( 'onvict Ship, exhibited at the Salem, and nlterward .

at the Grafton Galleries, this French critic sa) ,

"1 can assure you it was appreciated by all true

French artists ; among the industrial products that

crowd the Champs Elysees, it will remain dazzling

m the memory of all." I quote M. Kenan thus

far to prove that in a very few years Mr. Brangwyn

had succeeded in capturing French apprei iation,and

because his criticism, expressed with native vivacity,

is identical with what I have adventured elsewhere,

and could but paraphrase once again to-day. It

is true to say of Frank Brangwyn's canvases that

the eye is happy in front of them, that it opens

and takes in a real joy, and that his pictures remain

dazzling in the memory. His pictures positively

swim in colour ; his reds, blues, and greens are-

juxtaposed with daring, but with a daring which

more than justifies itself. It is rare indeed for a

Western artist to possess the faculty, the power to

revel in joyous abandonment, in a perfect blaze of

colour, and yet never to be guilty ofan impropriety;

never to allow one colour to trespass upon the

rights of another, or to offer it an affront. The

Western artist, so soon as he relaxes, so soon as

he tries to escape from rigid severity, degenerati -

into licence and vulgarity, while the Eastern artist

can play with colour without committing offences

against decency and decorum.

It is, of course, this particular faculty, this

orientalism which gives to Mr. Brangwyn's art its

especial value and distinction. In The Buccaneers,

as it seems to me, he made good the claim to

possess this peculiarly rare colour instinct as

applied to Western painters, a claim tacitly advanced

by his previous work. This picture represents an

incident, at one time a common enough one, and

still unhappily not of infrequent occurrence, in the

life of a Mediterranean town. A party of buc-

caneers, Riffian pirates for all I know, have set

fire to a town, having previously pillaged it. The

marauders are putting off with their booty in suc-

cessive boats. In the foreground of the work we

have the leader of the gang and his party, a boat

full of scoundrels of all shades of black and brown,

dressed in silks and fabrics of every imaginable-

colour. In the stern of the vessel sits the captain,

his hand on the rudder, a picture of unscrupulous

and cynical daring, the bright lines of his head-

gear and zouave backed by the blood-red flag on

which the insignia, appropriated from some petty

principality, is displayed. Many of the crew are

•5
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placed more or iess hors de combat ; some have their

hands to their heads, others are crying in their

pain. By various signs we are made to feel the

price they have paid for their victory. A brawny

ruffian who has come through unscathed is hand-

ling the oar, urging the boat through the churned-

up water, water of the darkest and most uncom-

promising blue. The town itself is in flames, the

hill-side a hot burnt yellow, and the whole a strong

demonstration of what, but for the admirable skill

in which the colours are arranged and harmonised,

and for the sanction which the theme gives—

a

highly dramatic and violent episode—might be

called coarse colour. The qualities revealed in The

Buccaneers were repeated in The Shwe Market,

Orange Market, Trade on the Beach, Blood of the

Grape, and in many other works. T/ie Slave Market

16

was exhibited at the Royal Academy and is now in

the permanent collection at Southport. It is a

remarkably well-balanced design and like all Mr.

Brangwyn's pictures, it has the merit of contain-

ing as a subsidiary, though, I submit, not to be ne-

glected virtue, a story or idea. I apprehend that

in painting his pictures Mr. Brangwyn's principal

aim—and in fact this is obvious to the most super-

ficial—is to produce a decorative design, pleasing

in line and sensuous in colour. This, of course,

should be the primary aim of every picture, though

every picture which has a naturalistic base, as the

foregoing pictures by Mr. Brangwyn have, must be

in the sentiment of nature. That they should

contain some literary significance has been held by

many modern critics, quite wrongly however, to be

an artistic error. On the contrary, the absence of
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this significance is a fault, because every mind

ultimately looks for it, and not finding it goes away

dissatisfied. That this significance should be the

primary object of the picture reduces the work to a

piece of journalism. The artist who has no higher

aim may stumble on painting a picture, though he

would be sanguine to hope for such a result. In

the Adoration of the Magi ( Go/d, Frankincense and

Myrrh)., exhibited at the New Gallery anil the Sale >n,

Mr. Brangwyn has obviously stepped further away

from the purely naturalistic treatment of decorative

designs in the direction of the more conventional and

fanciful treatment. The scene is treated reverently

and poetically although as an historical retrospect

it does not carry conviction. That, however, was,

as I take it, not Mr. Brangwyn's aim. He aspired

to produce a symbol, a conception not so much of

what the scene might or could have been, but of

what it should have been, and assuredly he is

justified. The picture is an artist's embodiment of

the fitting. The Orange Market, which succeeded

The Magi, is another of those gorgeous displays of

colour in which Mr. Brangwyn revels and in whii h

he employs tile copper and ebon skins of African

natives as a foil to the yellows and reds ol tropical

fruits and flowers.

Although I am not, 1 believe, chronologically

justified in referring now to Mr. Brangwyn's visit to

South Africa, and the work he did there, the lapse

is of no importance. It is convenient to refer at

this juncture to his visit to that country, and the

artistic outcome of it. Mr. Brangwyn's journey

was suggested and supported by Mr. Larkin of the

Japanese Gallery, and the result was shown at the

aforesaid gallery. It cannot be said, however, of

this exhibition that it fully satisfied expectations.

The fact is South Africa, full of picturesque beauty

as it is, judged from the point of view of mere seeing,

has not much to offer to the landscape painter. Its

finest effects are panoramic. They cannot be con-

veyed to canvas. A painter who cared to establish

himself in Cape Town, Stellenbosch, the Paarl, or

THE OKANGE MARKE1 IM A PAIN I IV, BY 1 RANK BRANGW YN

(In the Collection of G. Woodiwiss, £.<</., _/./'.)
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Malmesbury, and who, eschewing the allurement

of grand effects which the limitations imposed upon

him by his media render it impossible for him to

interpret, contented himself with studying and paint-

ing the places I have indicated—possibly Durban,

Maritzburg and Pretoria might be added—might do

well enough. As a matter of fact Mr. Brangwyn's

most happy results were registered in the wine-

growing districts, and in and near Cape Town. The

Cape folk, the Malays, and the Mozambiquers, all

have their picturesque possibilities, and they are

often to be painted favourably environed. But the

fates were scarcely more propitious to Mr. Brangwyn

than they have been to other painters who have

essayed to paint South Africa. The aggregate

achievement of all these artists has been unim-

portant, and until a South African painter is

evolved, it is not likely that the painting of that

country will bring kudos or sequins to any painter

—certainly not to the casual visitor. And yet what

potentialities for artistic treatment that marvellously

alluring country has !

In pictures like the Orange Market, Mr. Bran-

gwyn has aptly utilised the knowledge of the

Mediterranean which he possesses. He is at

home in southern Spain, in Tangiers, Tripoli,

Tunis, and Algeria, and presently he is to add

Egypt to his repertoire. As we have said, however,

Mr. Brangwyn is not contented to paint merely

what he has seen and felt, but he wishes to paint

what he has felt and not seen. With him, as with

all great painters of to-day and of the past, the

subject of his picture is comparatively unimportant

so long as it lends itself to the scheme of colour

and to the design he wishes to present. Again,

with him each picture is evidently more or less of

an experiment, and this is especially true— it is a

significant fact—of his later work. He does not

paint to a prescribed or self-made recipe, nor is

he a slave to any particular technique. If his sub-

ject require it, the technique of his work will be

" fat " and full of paint ; if otherwise, " thin and

poor." The productive artist, the creative artist

may be said to have cut his wisdom teeth when he

has broken himself loose from the jargon of the

schools, the shibboleths of artistic cliques and,

not unmindful of the achievements of the great

ones, the classics who have gone before, lets the

hubbub of the studios pass by him unheeded.

Nature is his foundation stone and imagination

his material, and on this and out of this he must

build, using his own inborn faculties to guide him

aright. So it was with all the great painters of all

ages ; they learnt easily enough " to gang their

18
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There is something more to be

achieved than merely to copy nature, in itself

an impossibility ; something more than copying

predecessors or contemporaries. The master's art

is valuable because it is the product of individual

effort, translating an individual outlook, but the

copyists of any great master are empty of aim and

barren of achievement.

When, as I have said, Mr. Brangwyn painted

The Magi, he made an advance towards the more

purely decorative school of art, and in St. John
the Baptist and St. Simon Sty/ites, he advanced

still further in this direction. The mystic element

is not absent from either of these works. Both

have the imaginative quality strongly marked, and

both enhanced, and justly so, the artist's growing

reputation.

It is not necessary for me, and assuredly it was

no part of my original purpose, .to enter into a

detailed description of all Mr. Brangwyn's ex-

hibited work. Between St. John the Baptist and

St. Simon Stylites came The Miraculous Draught

of Fishes, exhibited at the New Gallery, where also

St. Si/no// Sty/ites was shown previous to its

exhibition at the Salon. St John the Baptist is

now in the Stuttgart Museum. During 1S95 Mr.

Brangwyn was working at the house of M. Bing,

and for M. Besnard, in Paris, to which fact I shall

refer later. In this year his Trade on the Beach

was exhibited at the Salon and purchased by the

French Government for the Luxembourg. Rest

also belonged to 1895. I' 1 '896 his Blood of the

Grape, a splendidly vigorous composition, was

cruelly skied at the Academy. This year a picture

of his, entitled Venice, was hung, though badly

enough, at Burlington House. The Scoffers, a

vigorous interpretation of the story of the unhappy

Admiral Guarinos, who, captured by the Moors,

was brought out of his dungeon three times in every

year " before the Moorish rabblerout to be a sport

and show," went to Paris.

Of the pictures referred to above, reproductions

of some of the most typical accompany the text of

this article, though it can scarcely be said that they

will bear out my contentions in the case of readers

who are unacquainted with Mr. Brangwyn's work.

Mr. Brangwyn is essentially a colourist and he is by

no means represented, he is hardly suggested, when

his designs are seen in black-and-white. His pictures

are however known by almost everybody interested

in art, not only in these islands, but in America

and on the Continent of Europe. For the rest,

I think I have said all that is demanded of me.

I have no stomach for that kind of criticism which
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•THE SCOFFERS FROM A PAINTING BY FRANK BRANGWYN

[Purchased by the X.S.W. Government for ike Sydney National Gallery)

rings the changes on stereotyped phrases. Indeed

I have never learned the prattle of the galleries

and am not able to use its vocabulary. I leave

the task of dealing with Mr. Brangwyn's art as

one may dial with a sum in vulgar fractions to my
betters. To me his art is fresh, strong and manly ;

it has imagination : it is always interesting, always

stimulating. That his drawing is sometimes, nay

often, faulty, 1 do not pretend to deny. I am as

little concerned to dispute the statement that his

confidence betrays him, now and again, into using

a somewhat reckless palette. It is, however, this

[uality of courage, this greatly daring to

attempt big work which, so far as I am concerned,

gives to his art its primary attraction. As I have

already hinted, while many of his most hostile

critics among contemporary painters never did and

never will get beyond the stage of the sketch, he is

painting pictures, and pictures which will live and

stand out hereafter from among the mass of mere

memoranda with which the walls of a score or

more galleries are replenished annually. Again,

although, in a sense. Frank Brangwyn is an ex-

perimentalist, he is so with this difference
;
he

does nut paint with a view to tin- production of a

picture some day; he starts every work with the

intention of bringing it to completion. Success.

such as it is, will crown tin- efforts of quite feeble
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folk, if every real difficulty is evaded. Mr. Brang-

wyn doesn't evade difficulties ; he goes for them.

Critics among laymen and painters must never

forget that a serious artist, who has to earn his

living by his art, is often constrained to accept com-

missions which are in no wise to his mind, and

having done so, that it is his duty to do his utmost

to satisfy the person whose money he has taken.

Artistic honesty is one thing. If a man can afford

to do what he wishes to do without let or hind-

rance, if fortune has favoured him, or he is strong

enough to starve while he paints, well and good.

But if he lack artificial props, if he cannot under-

take to starve, he must—nearly every painter has

been so compelled—accept guineas as the price of

satisfying the crude artistic requirements of their

dispensers. Of course this contention opens up

a wide question ; but, at least, it will be conceded

by all persons who have the instinct of citizenship

in them, that the citizen's obligations to common

honesty must take precedence of his duty to his

artistic conscience.

A word in conclusion as to the general trend of

Mr. Brangwyn's art. Mr. Brangwyn is essentially

a craftsman, essentially a workman. His aim is

not merely to paint a picture—an irresponsible

thing which might drift about from wall to wall,

and having covered acres of superficial space, has

failed to beautify any spot during its migrations.

He aspires in his pictures to produce a decorative

panel which shall enhance a general effect he has

in his eye. In fact the decorative sense in Brang-

wyn is so strong, that I doubt whether he is

entirely happy unless he knows where any given

picture he paints is to hang, and what will he its

environment. This being so, it is not surprising

that he tends more and more towards work which

will give him this opportunity. Recently he has

been engaged in the task of assisting M. Louis

Bonnier in transforming the Hotel Bing at Paris

into the Salon de L'Art Nouveau. One of his

latest efforts is reproduced here, the tapestry de-

signed for M. Besnard, entitled LeRoidu Chantier.

Mr. Brangwyn has also designed furniture, and

indeed the entire internal garnishing of suites of

rooms has been entrusted to him by several

Parisian patrons. One feels, indeed, in regard to

his pictures, that unless they can find a home in a

sumptuously appointed mansion they must be out

of place. They need the environment of massive

furniture, of dark oak or richly coloured woods, of

cunningly fashioned pottery, of boldly designed

carpets, curtains, and tapestries, or they fail to do

justice to themselves.

My space is exhausted, but I have not exhausted

my subject. I might dwell upon many other

phases of Mr. Brangwyn's artistic activity, upon his

illustrations for instance, for apart from a great deal

of black-and-white work executed for the Graphic

and other journals, he has illustrated Sir Walter

Scott's novels, Don Quixote, and I have before me

as I write the " Arabian Nights " in six volumes,

each of which contains four or five of his decorative

illustrations. Also I might appropriately enlarge

upon the honours—medals and associateships

—

Mr. Brangwyn has gained on' the continent. He
is a member of the Secessionists of Munich, an

associate of the Societe Internationale de Peintures

and a full member of the Societe Nationale des

Beaux Arts of Paris. He has quite recently j

sold a picture to the German Government for the

Pinakothek at Munich, and from Munich he has

received a gold medal. But I think what I have

said will suffice to maintain my contention, that

Mr. Brangwyn is a remarkable artist and that he is

assured of a brilliant future.

Jas. Stanley Little.

One of the new bronze doors which are to re-

place the wooden ones in the facade of Florence

Cathedral has now been put up. It is by Professor

Augusto Passaglia, who is also the author of the

Madonna in Glory above it, as well as of various

other reliefs and statues on the facade. It must be

confessed that the door is disappointing. When he

works in marble, Professor Passaglia is very bold and

strong, but in bronze he fails, or has here failed,

to get the necessary relief, and this produces an

impression of weakness. It is also to be re-

gretted that the Professor has adopted a patina

which gives no metallic reflections, but a uniform,

dull tint, as much like blue clay as anything else.

This, however, will doubtless be quickly modified

by exposure to the weather. The architectural

part of the door, and the general conception are

good, and harmonise well with the facade. It is a

real pity that the execution, perhaps owing in part

to defective casting, should bear such evident

signs of unfinish. The two large central panels

(one on each valve of the door) are framed in

architecture based on the windows of Giotto's

Tower. They represent on the right the Marriage

ofMary and Joseph, on the left the Presentation in

the Temple. The small panels above and below

contain the four cardinal virtues. Around are

ornamental designs, standing figures and projecting

heads.
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A Visit to Essex House

T
HE GUILD OF HANDI-
CRAFT : A VISIT TO ESSEX
HOUSE.

The Guild of Handicraft is an insti-

tution which owed its initiation wholly, and its

continuance largely, to the enthusiastic energ) "I

Mr. C. R. Ashbee. It had its earlii >t beginnings

in a small Ruskin class of three pupils, whii h Mi.

Ashbee conducted at Toynbee Hall while still him-

self in the office of Mr. Bodley, die well-known

architect. The study of Ruskin aroused the latent

enthusiasms which struggled fur expression in the

efforts of a class for the study of design. Thi •

'

grew to thirty men and boys, who came to feel that

design without application was

as nothing. Fulfilment, there-

fore, was imperative, and a

piece of practical work which

involved modelling. plaster

casting, painting, gilding, and

the study of heraldic forms,

was by the corporate efforts of

the whole school at last pro-

duced. This effort was still of

its sort an academic one, but

a strong desire manifested itself

that the productions of the

class should find a use in the

world—in short, that the work

might be made to pay, or at

least to pay its way. The

teaching spirit was strong,

however, and continued during

a period of nine years, until in

fart its maintenance was ren-

dered impossible by the estab-

lishment of technical schools

by the County Council. The

idea of the Guild was that a

school should be carried on in

connection with a workshop,

that the craftsmen in the work-

shop should teach : that the

pupils should be drafted into

the workshop as work extended

or occasion arose. The classes

continued to increase till room
was needed for extension.

Toynbee Hall was therefore

abandoned, the Guild finding

itself a home at the top of a

large warehouse in Commercial

Street. This place, school-

room and workshop combined, was inaugura

about midsummer of [888. 1 or two wars the

experiment was to be tried, a small subscribing

public supplying the funds. On its first annivei

sary the guildsmen numbered eight, while the

school had increased to an average ol seventy

pupils. The schi in-' was now fairly under weigh.

There was the Guild or productive workshop, and
the school. The general intention was to ,ui

young journeymen and give them some idea ol

di ign in its application to the industry in which
they were engaged. Three forms of work wen
undertaken by the Guild for public sale wood
work, metal work, and decorative painting >

in the classes were men engaged in almost every

WOOD-CARVINO A I ESSEX HOUSE DRAW \ BY GEl IRGE I Hi >MS< IN
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trade—cabinet-makers, carpenters, iron and copper general forthcoming. The whole experiment was

smiths, lithographers, draughtsmen, printers, house a distinct success, so much so that it was imitated

painters, sign writers, and pattern makers. Vicissi- at Birmingham, Newlyn, and many other places.

tudes the movement had, but the central idea was

well maintained, that the movement should be a

workmen's movement, on the basis not of master-

ship in the ordinary sense, but by co-operation in

industrial partnership. By the time that the

Meanwhile the County Council had proposed in-

teresting itself in Technical Education aird founding

its Polytechnic Institutes. Instead of subsidising

existing institutions, the Council determined to

establish others of its own. This being in due

Guild was three years old a larger habitation was course done, the school of handicraft became ex-

required, and an ideal home was found in Essex

House down the Mile End Road, where the

Guild removed in 1890, and continues to remain.

There was still the teaching side to the move-

ment down to the year 1896, when the pupils

numbered over 200. The workshop was self-

supporting, paying indeed a creditable interest on

the capital invested, and having the school as

posed to the competition of nominal fees, and of

course no private adventure can stand against

schemes supported out of public money. The

school had therefore regretfully to be closed. It

was extinguished, indeed, by causes which the

success of its own endeavours did much to bring

into operation. Whether the work done in the

East End Polytechnics is as efficacious as that

a first charge on its profits. The school could which was done by the Guild it is perhaps not

never, at such fees as might be charged, be in-

dependent of outside assistance, which was in

METAL-WORKER AI ESSEX ll"l SI
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worth while to inquire. On the face of it the

thing does not seem likely—a workshop school, as

it might he imagined, would

be better than a teaching

Polytechnic. However that

may be, the matter is now
past praying for. The Guild

has a record on its teaching

side of which it may well be

proud, not only in work

done at its own head-quar-

ters, but in the supply of

teachers and inspectors to

various county councils

throughout the country.

The Productive Work
of the Guild.

With the Guild as a teach-

ing institution we have there-

fore nothing further to do.

Hut as a productive work-

shop its claims upon our

interest are little likely to be

diminished. As an organi-

sation for the co-operative

production of such forms of

art work as cabinet-making,

decorative iron and copper

work, jewellery, enamel, and

the stamping cf leather, its

productions are well known

to a large section of the

artistic public. Whenever

they have been publicly

shown, as at the Arts andDRAWN BY GEORGE I HOMSON
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Crafts and other exhibitions, the}' have met with

such approval as takes the very tangible form of

orders for articles of similar character.

It is not the purpose of the present writer to

discuss the merits or characteristics of design shown

in the works of the Guild. These have been adverted

to in The Studio on various occasions when the

works have been on public view. Moreover, the

readers of The Studio are very well capable of

estimating for themselves the merits of the various

articles we are enabled to illustrate. But without

going further into the matter, it might be well to

note the somewhat simple architectural character of

most of the objects. A certain classic simplicity

of design and an avoidance of what is known as

" trade finish " may be pointed to as most striking

characteristics.

' WMAI.INC, AT EssKX HOUSE

Essex House is situated far down the Mile

End Road. It is a handsome eighteenth-century

house built by a pupil of \Yren, presenting, in

truth, an aspect of forsaken stateliness among its

mean surroundings. The garden is spacious with

an entrance from a side street. The carpentry

shops run down at the right of the garden for over

half its length ; while over the tennis lawn, at

the remote end, a little dark building with a glow-

ing fire, which we are told is the smithy, may be

seen at any spring-time through glimpses of apple

blossom. The coppersmiths have their shop in

what was formerly the drawing-room of the house.

The ground floor of the house is used for various

offices. Through the hall, and up a fine staircase,

we come to the meeting-room of the Guild, in which

are displayed certain of its productions, mostly for a

short period only, pend-

ing, in fact, their delivery

to the purchasers. Until

our first visit to Essex

House, we had a certain

vague idea that one might

there see many of the pro-

ductions permanently on

view. This, however, was

soon dissipated, for the

Guild, no more than any

other productive corpora-

tion, produces its work in

a speculative way. A tew

things there are, of course,

but in a general way the

articles go straight from

the workshop to the pur-

chaser. Even then it is

only after repeated visits

that the manifold activities

of the place present them-

selves. We have seen in the

course of several months,

over which our recent visits

have ranged, amongst other

wrorks in course of produc-

tion, an elaborate wrought-

iron railing for a house on

the Chelsea Embankment,

an oak screen for a village

church, patterns in maho-

gany with modelled work

for cast-iron fireplaces, a

series of suites of bed-

room furniture, electric

light fittings for a numberDRAWN BY GEORGE THOMSON
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of London houses, the interior fitments of a country

house which Mr. Ashbee was restoring, a presenta-

tion casket for the Queen, a large quantity of

jewellery, and silver and electro-plated table ser-

vices : while on our last visit we saw the beginnings

of the furniture and nterior decorative work of the

palace of I >armstadt for the < irand 1 Hike of Hesse.

Till'. ( lOPPERSMITHS.

The ait of Repousse copper, so long fallen into

desuetude, was redeveloped in this country from

a beginning which came to Mr. Ashbee's notice in

quite a casual way. In his peregrinations in the

East End, Mr. Ashbee came upon a workman who

had at one time been employed in De Morgan's

tile works. This man, broken down in health and

out of any regular employment, had carefully ex-

amined in the British Museum theRepousse copper

of the Middle Ages. With the spirit of emulation

he employed himself in imitating or adapting De
Morgan's tiles in beaten copper. Mr. Ashbee

secured his services, and this man continued the

Y-'tt+sims^^tfiJ-yX-H-frf-'tjvuu

Kvwo

EMBOSSED 1 EATHER WALL HANGINGS
DESIGNED A.Nh EXECUTED Al ESSEX HOUSE
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EMBOSSED LEATHER WALL HANGINGS
DESIGNED AMi EXECUTED AT ESSEX HOUSE

execution of this class of work, and laid the tra-

dition which has been carried on at Essex House.

The method of this class of work is simple. If

of the nature of a plate or disc, the piece of copper

is laid upon a bed of pitch or lead, and hammered

from front or back as occasion requires with a mallet

and punches of various sizes, in accordance with

the forms of the design which is being executed.

If of the nature of a bowl, the beating is done

upon an iron head, and held in position by the hand.

After a certain amount of hammering the metal

Incomes hardened, and requires softening to its

original conditiun. This process, called annealing,

is done by heating the copper in the flame blown

by the bellows from a Bunsen burner. A very few

minutes suffice, the colour indicating the proper

condition, and the hammering of the softened copper

proceeds as before. Copper is emphatically the metal

for the Repousse worker, because it combines the

necessary qualities, softness and ductility, in quite a

remarkable degree. Brass may be used, although

it is rather hard, and Mr. Ashbee often employs

pewter, a compound whose colour is of a highly

satisfactory nature for decorative purposes. Silver,

too, is frequently dealt with at Essex House, and in
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FURNITURE DESIGNED
AND EXECUTED AT
ESSEX HOUSE
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this, as in all these metals, enrichment may be ob-

tained by perforations, in addition to the relief of

the hammered work. On our first visit, a very-

charming service was being executed in silver, as

may be seen in the drawing of some appren-

tices at work (page 29). Nothing comes amiss—

a

copper bowl, a finger plate, or the hands of a clock.

The largest undertaking of this kind was doubtless

the copper frame which the ( mild executed for Mr.

known as waste wax, now so generally familiar as,

hardly to require description. Set with stones, or

treated in enamel, the results are of great richness.

CASES

DESIGNED AND EXECUTED A 1 ESSEX HOUSE

Holman Hunt'?, picture of the May morning cere-

mony at Magdalen Tower.

Jewellery.

The jewellery is partly east and partly ham-

mered in gold or silver. If east the process is that

34
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CHATELAINE IN SILVER

DESIGNED AND EXECUTED AT ESSEX HOUSE

A peculiarity of Essex House jewellery is the in-

sistence upon the aesthetic as opposed to the com-

mercial value of precious stones. Colour is a

quality always held in view, and thus we find

combinations of copper and yellow crystals, gold

and topaz, silver and obstein, red enamel and

amethyst, blue enamel and opal, and the use of a

variety of stones contemptuously regarded by the

ordinary jeweller as " off colour " or unmarketable.

Enamel.

Enamel for fusing upon metal comes from the

maker in lumps very like the coloured glass of
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PENDANT IN GOLD, SILVER BROOCH

PEARLs AND RED ENAMEL SET WITH i \Kl:l Nl 11

Ml \ ER BROOI II WITH

AMEI HYS1

DESIGNED AND EXECUTED AT ESSEX HOUSE

The cabinetmakers'

shop lias a certain distinc-

tion which implies a differ-

ence from the ordinary

trade work shop. Thi re is

no mai hini rj to be seen,

and the men as a rule

carry each piece of work

right through from the

beginning. ( )ne is struck

with the more human

character which ii appears

the mosaic worker. It

has to be broken up,

pounded in a mortar, and

reduced to something like

a powder before it is tit to

apply to the surface to be

enamelled. The first

1
1 1\ ering, usually of a

whitish colour, is called

the "flux." It is painted

or dusted on the copper,

or other metal, which is

then heated to such degree

as causes the fusion of the

enamel and its adhesion

to the metal. When the

flux is established, the

colour is applied in a

similar manner according

to the colour or design

required. One colour may

be dusted on to a part

or the whole of another.

With an eye for effect, the most brilliant results may

be obtained. The firing is done in a small fire-clay

furnace with gas, and success depends on the proper

degree of firing, the equality of heat and some other

cin umstances which are very obscure. Failure is by

no means uncommon. A heart-breaking process truly

is the art of enamelling. Apiece may be perfect in

colouring, texture, and quality, yet may be marred

by some little part which cracks and threatens to

scale. The heat may have been too much, or too

little, or if the piece be large, insufficiently uniform.

It is very difficult to see into the furnace, for the

glow is blinding, and, after all, a pair of goggles or

the shield of the hand is but small protection. It

is little wonder, then, that in the enamel shop Mr.

Ashbee and his assistants had to undergo no end of

vexations before they could produce results with any

degree of ( ertainty.

NECKLACE I.N BLUE ENAMEL SET Willi PEARLS

DESIGNED AND EXECUTED AT ESSEX HOUSE
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CHALICES, CHALLENGE CUPS AND BASINS DESIGNED AND EXECUTED AT ESSEX HOUSE

to be the object of the Guild to carry out in its

method of work. This shop contains some of the

best cabinet-makers in London, and is capable of

any work of its kind, from a piece of carpentry, pure

and simple, to an eight-day clock or an elaborate

piece of domestic furniture. The smithy at the

GATE AND RAILINGS IN WROUGHT IRON

DESIGNED AND EXECUTED AI ESSEX HOUSE

end of the garden is, as we have said, charmingly

situated, and here may be turned out any orna-

mental iron work from a lamp to a garden gate.

While the working side of the Guild is assid-

uously attended to, under the supervision of Mr.

Adams, who is general manager, the social side of

the community is not forgotten. On the last visit

we had occasion to make, there were festivities in

progress in the place to celebrate the marriage of

one of the members. There is an annual supper

as well as various cither functions. We have

dropped in on a Wednesday evening and joined

-Mr. Ashbee at supper with his apprentices. Some
of the guildsmen come in alter supper, and some-

times an evening is spent in conversation inter-

polated with songs, catches, and so forth. Indeed,

«ine cannot but think that it is just this quality of

hum. in relationship and the effort of the guildsmen

to create a method of life that shall be not merely

commercial, which gives to many of the articles

turned out at Essex House the individual character

to be found in them.

WEDISH ART AT THE STOCK-
HOLM EXHIBITION. BY
COUNT BIRGER-MORNER.

,V>

sV«_^^ The great Art Exhibition has, above

all expectation, proved to be very well represented,

considering the size and resources of Scandinavia.

For the stranger, it is especially interesting to
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observe the characteristic national disposition dis-

played in the three Scandinavian divisions the

Swedish, the Norwegian, and the Danish. These

divisions, about equal as to numbers, plainly show,

when compared with the international division,

how similar these three nations are, and yet how

different when compared with each other. It is

plain how dependent the art of a nation is upon

the nature of its country. The rocky coasts of

Norway cut up by deep fjords ami fringed by dark,

dismal forests of pine and fir, are represented by

.111 art which almost gives the impression of a

[forward, nearly brutal endeavour for a

consummate effect. There is strength coupled

with gravity, and one is compelled in respect, nay,

frequently to admire, but one seldom feels one's

heart erow warm. In the Danish halls, however,

'MY WIFE' FROM A PAINTING BY RICHARD r.F.RGII

where tin- pictures wen- inspired by a country

whose vast, undulating fields are only shaded bj

the mild outlines of beech woods, it is quite

different. On first passing through this division

everything seems tame and perhaps even stall ,

but on a second visit one is struck with asto

men! as one touching picture after the other

awakens interest. There is peace and quiet in the

colours, which, after the pigmental excesses in the

other di\isioiis, has a good effect on the nerves ; it

is like stealing out from a gay hall on to a
I

balcony—one goes there again and again until one

falls in love.

The Sued. s. on thi' other hand - well, how shall

1 characti rise their part of this art exhibition ? It

i most difficult to see the peculiarities of one's

own countrymen; I believe, however, that I will

come nearest to the truth

if I say that, as the scenery

of Sweden is partly melan-

choly and wild like that of

Norway, and partly mild

and effeminate like that of

1 lenmark, and moreover

constitutes a mixture of

these two extremes; SO

also Swedish art dominates

a larger field than that of

our sister countries. The
colour is neither charac-

terised by the austerity of

the Norwegians nor the

discretion of the 1 >am s

it is more sprightly, more

capricious and varied.

The above refers to the

paintings of the three

countries, but something

similar could well be said

of their sculpture. This

part of the art exhibition

is, however, very unsatis-

factorily represented, espe-

cially as regards Norway

and Denmark. This may

doubtless be ascribed to

the difficulty and expense

of transporting works of

sculpture. I know that

sculpture stands higher in

our sister countries than

would be supposed from

the works sent to this ex-

hibition.
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An artist who especially attracts attention is

Carl Nordstrom. He grew up on a dismal and

austere island on the west coast of Sweden ; later

he went out into the world, and like most of our

painters, he studied in Paris and returned ; and

now, as he stands, a mature artist, on his native

soil, the hard lines and scanty scenery of the

island home of his childhood, with its melancholy

lights and shades resting over the desolate ridges

of rock, covered with sun-burned heather, have

again captivated him, and with a rare personality of

art, he has given expression to these melancholy

tones.

Prince Eugen is a lyric landscape painter who

possesses unique charms. His art will, however,

be more minutely treated in another article in The
Studio, and I will consequently pass it by here.

PORTRAIT OF HIMSELF
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An artist who infallibly awakes interest and

attracts attention, and who has only of late suc-

ceeded in gaining recognition, is Eugen Janson.

His field of work is, however, very restricted, both

as to subject and to colour. On most of his

canvases he has called forth night scenes from the

south part of Stockholm, a part of the city piled up

on a high cliff, and whose houses are reflected in

the clear, deep waters of Lake Malar, the great

lake which in the middle of Stockholm abruptly

joins an inlet of the Baltic.

Anshelm Schultzberg is also one of our younger

artists who has worked his way to the front. Two
large canvases of his are attracting particular at-

tention. One represents beltane fires in Bergslagen

(Valborgsmessoeldar-Walpurgis or beltane fires).

To the Swedes, who are, more than the majority of

nations, great lovers of

nature, YValpurgisday (the

first of May) is, next to

Christmas, dearest of all

fetes, since it ushers in

Spring. The evening be-

fore this day is celebrated

by kindling fires on the

rocks and hills around the

villages. The picture in

question represents a land-

scape from the heart of the

country—a wide view, in

the light of the glorious

spring night. Far and near

fires are glimmering in the

twilight, and one feels that

these fires stretch further

and further away across

the whole country side, and

around each fire there are

young and happy people,

all uniting in one joy, all

rejoicing in the coming of

the Spring. This picture

has been bought by the

State.

Among the oldest artists,

we must first note Alfred

Wahlberg. He is one of

the most eminent artists of

our country, and is no less

appreciated on the Seine

than on Lake Malar. It is

a pity that those of his

works exhibited do not give

a very good opportunity for
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"THE FROG
"

a true judgment of his skill as an artist, but we

hope to be able to speak of him again.

Among other eminent artists are Kreuger, whose

art somewhat reminds one of Nordstrom, but which

is of a milder character ; Arborelius, whose art is

loveable, but not very deep : Gottfrid Kallstenius,

among whose works a twilight landscape is of good

effect; Thegerstrom, Lindman, G. Ankarcrona, Count

von Rosen, and Baron Gustav Cederstrom.

I shall have more to say in future articles concern-

ing the two last-named very distinguished artists.

Among the painters of animals Kruno Liljefors,

who is beyond doubt the most subjective artist in

our country, of course takes the first place. We
can hardly say that he has ever had a teacher : he

belongs to no " tendency" and to no school. His

field of work was small from the beginning ; his

first i anva i exclusivi I-.

depicted the life < il small

animal . fi ixe :,

small birds, &c.— with

their joys, sorrows and

i n i upations. I [e repro

duced them all with strik

ing and characteristii

skill, and with colours "I

enchanti ng freshness.

Then his views gradually

widened. The animals,

instead of forming the

raison d'itre of the pic

ture, as was at first the

case, now became less and

less dominating, until at

last he surprised us by

pictures in which the

animals were only life

giving accessories on their

own ground ; and so we

found that Liljefors had

suddenly developed into

a landscape painter, who

is as yet unexcelled in de-

picting Swedish scenery,

and a marine painter

who, for originalit) and

strength in this branch

alone, is worth a separate

chapter.

Among the more nota-

ble painters I must call at-

tention to Ernst Joseph-

son. His power of charac-

terisation is enormous, his

colour warm, deeply subjective, and with Ren-

aissance features. Josephson's pictures make
a melancholy impression on the Swedes, in

spite of the artist's joy which sometimes shines

forth from them. Before these pictures we are

compelled to think of the artist himself. He wa

never fully understood ; sorrows and misunder

standings heaped themselves up about him, and in

the middle of his prime his brush fell from his

hands for ever. The recognition which is now be-

ginning to !>< given him comes almost too late, for

he is a man whose ships have been burnt.

Zorn is doubtless better known in England and

America than any other Swedish artist, lb- is the

virtuoso of our artists. No one understands as well

as he how to call forth the most tmpressiv< effect

with the simplest of means, none other possesses

4i

BY PER II ISSE] II Ri
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his colouring, and what others can scarcely attain by

work is only play for him. Foremost among his

painting we notice Natteffekt (" Night effect "), a

demi-mondaine clad in the reddest of red dresses.

who enters the street from one of the Paris boulevard-

cafes, and who is illuminated on the one side by

tile electric light from the street and on the other

by the light from the cafe. There is also exhibited

a portrait of himself, painted with excellent bra-

vura, with a nude model in the background.

After the Exhibition is over this picture will be-

come a part of the State collection.

I ail Larson has exhibited a number of pictures,

most of them reproducing interiors from bis own

family life. As always, they are distinguished for

their elegance, trueness, and good humour. The

picture

—

Karin (the wife of the artist)- belongs

to H.R.H. Prince Eugen. Oscar Bjorck is re-

presented by several very good portraits. His

portrait of King Oscar in crown and robe is

monumental, and the one of a laughing young

lady dressed in light blue, reclining against a

light background, is delightful. There is sun and

gladness in it. Richard Bergh is one of our most

intelligent, perhaps one of our most reflecting,

artists. His great new work, Jungfrun och Rid-

daren (" The Damsel and the Knight "), is making

a great sensation. The knight, clad in armour,

and decked with red waving plumes, is kissing the

damsel farewell in a green meadow. She looks

down and seems to be trembling. There is some-

thing delightfully subtle in her appearance, but I

cannot say that the picture, with its somewhat

brassy tone, makes any deep impression on me.

Without any hesitation I give a higher place to his

much nobler work

—

Min hustru ("My wife") —
which portrait, with its sincerity and simplicity,

cannot help being attractive.

The great symphony of colours — Varen

("Spring")—by Julius Kronberg, is always seen

with pleasure. Kronberg was once our merriest

colour poet ; now he is discreet in colour, discreet

in the extreme. From his new period there is only

one work here exhibited—a portrait in tempera of

a man, who in his old age has become blind, and

is now trying to learn blind print. Kronberg, the

-V

mil eagle:
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colourist, who was formerly not very deep, hen

surprises us by his sharp characterisation ; but whi 1

1

is now the colourist ? Acke Anderson's art is pla)

ful and gracieuse. He is represented, among other

works, by a great screen —Nattdagg och solstralar

(" Night-dew and Sunbeams)—which is extremel)

refined. In light, decorative painting, he depicts

the moment when the elfins playing on the meadow

were surprised by the rising sun : it is the mist of

the meadow being dispersed by the rays of tin

sun. The screen is enclosed by a frame decorated

with fir branches carved by the artist— a very

praiseworthy work.

The sculpture hall, which contains the Scandi-

navian sculpture, is predominated b) one single

artist. It is the late Swedish sculptor, Per Hassel

bi rg, unfortunately snatched away in his very prime.

Here we find his three best works— the three best

works ever created by a Swedish sculptor

—

Snok-

locken ("The Snowbell "), Grodan ("The Frog"),

and Nackrosen (" The Water-lily "). It is melan-

i holy to pause before the works of this artist, and

to think of what he would have been able to give

us if death had not so inopportunely taken him

away. His decease left a blank which cannot be

filled; it was the greatest loss which Swedish art

has ever suffered.

Next to Hasselberg among Swedish sculptors

comes John Borjeson, who is a sculptor of statues

par preference. His style is less lyric than that of

Hasselberg; his talent is more monumental. An
equestrian statue of Charles Gustavus X. in plaster

shows this artist from his strong side. Among
others, we should remark Theodor Lundberg,

whose art is simplicity itself and well governed :

and last, but not least, Zorn, who, with a wooden

bust of a Dalecarlian woman, clearly shows himself

to be the same fine artist, no matter whether he

uses the brush or the chisel.

T
HE ART OF WOOD-CARVING.
BY G. FRAMPTON, A.R.A
(TART [.).

It is, I am glad to say, very much in

the nature of a truism to call attention to the

progress that has been made during the last quarter

ol a century in the direction of sound principles

and artistic feeling, so far as the majority of the

allied arts as practised in England are concerned.

It is only of late years, however, that even the

most ardent disciple of Mr. Mark Tapley has been
able to regard with any degree of hopefulness and
satisfaction the existing condition of the by no

means unimportant minor art of wood-carving.

The Gothii revival which, as ;omeofusar< aln

beginning to forget, did so much to bring about

the true renaissance of sincere principle and

strenuous feeling in all the arts, appears to h

imposed new fetters upon the wood-carver. Th
chains win rewith he was bound, and which were

drawn so tight as to impede his due development,

were those of precedent and style. He found

himself the timorous slave rather than the ind< pi n

dent ally of the architect, and so it came about

that until within a comparatively recent period tin

history of wood-carving in England was the historj

of a mere travesty of ,\n art which threi i enturii -

ago, ami for two hundred years before that, «ra

real and living, palpitating with actuality and

individuality. The most esteemed craftsman wa

he who was the cleverest copyist and who could

forge you with the most consummate skill docu

nients in wood of the thirteenth, fourteenth, 01

fifteenth centuries as the case might call for, and

as the architect might require. In the majority of

cases this forgery at its best was but clumsy and

unconvincing. During his travels on the Conti-

nent the architect would come across a piece of

old work, the beauty of which, consisting—though

perhaps he did not recognise this fact—no little in

its perfect harmony with its surroundings, struck

his fancy. A clever and captivating little sketch of

it would be forthwith jotted down in his sketch-

book, and years alter, perhaps, when his memory
of the original had become blurred and indistinct,

would be enlarged and re-drawn by him as being

"just the sort of thing" for some modern choir-

stall, or some nineteenth century over-mantel.

This enlarged sketch was sent to the wood-carver

who was expected to work from it, filling in its

perhaps empty outlines with details of his own in-

vention, and in any ease importing into it his own

ideas of light and shade and the necessary relief.

The carver, it must be remembered, had never

seen the original, and was probably out of touch

and sympathy with the style which informed it

how, therefore, was it to be expi i ted that he could

catch and translate into modern terms its spirit?

The more faithfully he endeavoured to carry out

the ideas of those who gave him the work to do,

the more rigorously did it become necessary for

him to repress his own artistic leanings and aspira

tions. The result at its best presented us mi I

with an imitation of the dry and valueless husk of

the original, the kernel of vivifying principle and

true artistic feeling being lamentably absent. Indi-

viduality, which is the breath of life of all the art
;,
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was necessarily discouraged to such an extent that

it became practically non-existent. One man's

work was exactly the same as another's. To use a

hi Iv, but 1 think expressive

simile, they were all sausages

turned out of one machine, save

that one sausage perhaps was a

little better packed than another.

This was the condition of affairs

when that little band of allied

workers, the result of whose en-

deavours to further the real inte-

rests of the arts to which they

are devoted is to be seen every

now and then at the Arts and

Crafts Exhibitions, began their co-

operative labours. Their gospel

may be summed up in one word

as being that of individuality.

" Let us," they said, "be able to

tell one another's work when we

see it, just as we are able to

distinguish each other's hand

writing. Let us be able to say at

a glance: 'This is a Walter

Crane ; this a Voysey ; this a

Harrison Townsend ; this a Henry

Wilson; and this a Reynolds.'"

It was not long before they came

to the conclusion that individu

ality, which, I venture to say in

parenthesis, includes originality as

the greater includes the less, was

dependent not so much, if indeed at all. upon

mere technique as upon design. And here it was

that they at once joined issue with the older school

of craftsmen, and in no instance was this issue

more clearly defined than in the case of the wood-

carver. In this art perhaps more than any other

perfection of mechanical technique had been placed

upon so high a pedestal of slavish admiration that

its dislodgment seemed, and to a certain extent

still seems, to place itself among the impossibilities.

For my part, I feel that I cannot dwell too insist-

ently upon the danger of this time-worn heresy to

the student and the younger craftsmen. It is a

heresy which is devoutly believed in by the great

mass of the outside, and necessarily ignorant,

public, as well as by many of those followers and

professors of the arts whose position is of apparent

importance enough to invest their opinions almost

with the authority of dogma. I was travelling on the

Continent only a few years ago with one of our best

known and most highly esteemed wood-carvers, one
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whose own original work is of such a high quality

as to have led me to suppose that he would be the

last man in the world to attach supreme value to

mere perfection of finish. To

my surprise and to that of my
other companion, our friend was

attracted chiefly by such of the

old work as betrayed consummate

technical skill. Design to him

evidently played but a subsidiary

part, and I remember one piece of

Italian carving in particular which

simply took our breath away by

the beauty of its lines and its

satisfying adaptability to its sur-

roundings, and yet earned from

him only an expression of con-

temptuous disapproval at the

roughness and want of finish dis-

played in its cutting. " Ah '
"

said my other companion, who

was an enthusiastic architect, " if

we could only do such work as

that nowadays !
" " Do such work

as that ? " replied the carver. " Why,

if one of my apprentices turned out

a bit of work as poor as that I

should feel inclined to cancel his

indentures." It was the old story

of the two sides of the shield ; one

man saw only the individuality and

the vigorous fidelity of the design
;

the other could not see beyond

the roughness and comparative ineptness of the

mechanical execution thereof.

Another instance of the same obliquity of vision

on the part of those who it might be expected

would see quite clearly and directly is still fresher

in my memory. I was asked not long ago to judge

the efforts of the wood-carving class in one of our

Technical Institutes. I found associated with my-

self two practical wood-carvers, who were so well

esteemed in their profession that they had been

appointed teachers at this very school. As I went

round the room and looked at the competitive

carvings hung up upon the walls, I saw at my first

glance that the question of original design as one

of the factors which would help me in arriving at a

decision must be altogether eliminated. It simply

did not exist, for all the works were the same

stylistic copies, speaking of any century but the

nineteenth. I determined, therefore, that for an

excellence more nearly approaching that of design, I

must look for what I may call the drawing and the
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composition of the various subjects, and I very soon

made up my mind that a rather simple scroll, which

I saw hanging up in one corner of the room pos-

sessed these qualities in a far higher degree than

any of the other exhibits. As I had expected,

when I pointed this out to my coadjutors, I was

greeted with a look of blank amazement. They had

made up their collective minds that the prize should

be allotted to a much more ambitious attempt which

I had deliberately passed by unnoticed. I there-

fore made up my mind to see whata little argumenl

would do. " If you will tell me your reasons," said

I,
" for your choice, I will tell you those which have

led me to mine." They had no reasons except the

mere statement that their chosen panel was "more

difficult
" than mine. " But in what does the diffi-

culty consist ? " I asked, " they are both carvings

;

the wood is the same in both cases ; it is not a case

of difficulty, but of excellence." Still

the same look of blank amazement.

I then went into particulars, and

pointed out that while the curves of

my panel were vigorous and true, and

while the leaf of which it consisted

seemed to really grow and to be in-

formed with life, the lines of theirs

wire weak, ineffective, and broken-

barked, and that its only claim to

their approbation lay in the fact that

it must have taken the executant a

much longer time to do, and perhaps

implied the possession of a more

thorough command of his chisels and

gouges. I had a hard task to per-

suade them, but at last they saw the

thing from my point of view, and

finally the prize was awarded to the

student who had shown a greater

sense of beauty, though a less

thorough technical knowledge. I

do not think I can be too stren-

uously insistent upon this point. We-

ll i\e only to take the case of the

famous Grinling Gibbons. Perhaps

no man since chisel was first put to

wood has shown a more supreme

command of his material or his tools

than Gibbons. One looks at his

work as one sees it in our cathedrals

and some of the great country-houses

of England to-day, and almost feels

as though no human agency could

produced the extraordinary

effects we see. And yet no one capital an

would be bold enough in our da) to saj thai from

the point of view of design Gibbons is m\ artist

to be admired. The gaping < rowd of sightseers,

as they are led round by the vergers, nudgi

other as they gaze at bis work, whisper in awe
stricken tones: "Isn't it wonderful?" and pass

by to view with equal lark of true artistic

appreciation the genius of Stevens' Wellington

Monument, reserving their full meed of admira-

tion for the acoustic properties of the Whispering

Gallery. But the artist, marvelling at the skill of

the craftsman, shakes his bead mournfully at tin

artistic criminality of the rococo design. If that

design were only equal to the execution ; if its

suitability to its place, and its adaptability to its

material were on a par with its technical skill, then

Grinling Gibbons would have been one of the

greatest artists whom England has ever product. 1.

BY GEORGE FRAMPTON, A.R.A.
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Original design should lie one of the fir.st things

demanded from the student in wood-carving, as in

every other art. Let him from the very beginning

of his career try to think for himself, and let him

learn the techniques of his craft by working out his

own ideas and inventions. It is only the craftsman

who, in the truest and highest sense of the word,

can really design ; it is only he who knows his

material thoroughly, and is able to judge of what it

is capable, on the one hand, and what is impossible

to it on the other. It is not everybody, of course,

to whom the faculty of creation has been given, but

there are very few to whom some feeling for beauty

has been altogether denied. Let the young crafts-

man, then, go to Nature, if he can do nothing else,

and in the free translation and adaptation of natural

forms which his material imposes upon him, he will

find himself forced to conventionalise sufficiently

to allow his work to be classed as truly decorative.

But he must beware of imitation, which is just as

wrong when the object imitated has been originally

designed by Dame Nature herself, as when it owes

its form to the mind and hand of some dead-

and-gone craftsman of the Middle Ages.

I have in the course of these rather haphazard

notes said enough to warn the student against too

implicit a belief in the supreme virtue of technical

skill, and have shown him that it is by no means

necessary for him to be a supreme craftsman

before he endeavours to design for himself. On
the other hand, there is the almost equally insistent

danger to be guarded against of his allowing him-

self to be fettered at the very start of his career by

convention and precedent. I would not have him

understand by this that he is to pay no attention to

what has been done by those great masters of the

past whom we all unite in admiring, or that he should

not stud) carefully and reverentially on every occa-

sion which falls to his lot the work of the old men.

It is from them, after all, that he must learn first

the alphabet, and then the words of his art. It is for

him, however, later on to combine those words into

sentences of his own—sentences which convey an

original idea and which bespeak his own individu-

ality— rather than to slavishly repeat phrase after

phrase in the dead languages of olden time design.

Such language is meaningless to our ears and

conveys no message to our generation
;
yet there

are not wanting those—and unfortunately among

them many to whom it is given to be leaders and

educators— who insist that we cannot do better

than keep on repeating the lessons we have learned

by rote. Hanging up in my studio is a model of

the head of a pastoral staff which I placed in the
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hand of a statue of St. Mungo which I was com-

missioned to execute for a building in the city of

Glasgow. Not long ago a distinguished antiquary

happened to visit me and this object caught his

i ye. Now in place of the conventional crocket I

had broken the curves of the head of the staff 1

1)

some little clusters of conventionally treated leaves

which it seemed to me might be supposed to have

sprung from the simple sapling from which the

earliest shepherd's crook was most probably

fashioned. This caught my friend's eye. "But

where are the crockets?" said he, to which I had

to reply that there were none, but that I thought

that my little clusters of leaves fulfilled the artistic

purpose of the crocket, and yet added a touch of

originality and individuality to my work. " Dear

!

dear ! dear !

" was the only comment, " that is all

wrong, you know. I never saw a pastoral staff of

the best period of the thirteenth century without

crockets, and I cannot think how you can have let

yourself design one without any." I found it a

hopeless task to persuade my distinguished friend

that a nineteenth-century designer might be

allowed to think for himself as well as the crafts-

man of the thirteenth century, and we parted with

mutual esteem* In the same way many a grey

head has been shaken in pained disapproval of

the conventionalised, if somewhat naturalistic,

capitals which I have worked into a mural tablet

recently designed by me. " These are all wrong,

you know !

" they say, " I never saw a capital

without an abacus or with so great a space

above the fillet. It looks very well perhaps— it

looks very well indeed, but I do not think any of

the old men would have ventured to do that."

The fact being that if any one of the " old men,"

for whom they have so reverential an esteem, had

thought of doing it, and had wished to do it, he

surely would have done it, and then it would have-

become a precedent for them to slavishly follow.

Therefore I would impress upon the student these

several things : He must not, in the first place, be

constrained to believe that until he has become an

expert craftsman he must be content to copy and

to refrain from designing for himself. Should he

do so, he will find that when the time comes that

the technical portion of his education is finished he

has starved and stunted his creative powers until

* It was another antiquarian friend, I think, who seemed

to feel personally aggrieved when he noticed that there had

been introduced into the head of the same staff the somewhat

heterogeneous arms of Glasgow, a salmon, a tree, and a

bell, in place of the figure of the Virgin or of a Saint, which

alone would have satisfied his antiquarian soul.
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they no longer exist, and he will remain a copyist

throughout his career. In the sei ond place, in his

tentative efforts to design for himself he must not

iwathe himself too much in the swaddling clothes

of convention and precedent. Let him try to i at< h

the spirit rather than the form of those masters of

his art who have preceded him. In the third place,

let him remember that though it is not givi n to

every one to be an original designer, even the

humblest of us can be individual—that is, we can

coin our own phrases even though the words which

compose them have been invented by those who

have gone before us. Finally, before leaving this

initiatory portion of my subject, I would impress

upon the student that what is a good design for

one place is a \ery bad design for another. 1 1

1

other words, that applicability to the place it i> to

occupy is the first essential of a good design, and

that therefore in the nature "f things .1 copy >>i

work designed for one particular position < >>n

never, undei any possible circumst: :s, be right

or fitting \\ In ti placed in another and totally dil

ferent one.

George Ff vmpton.

s
OME GLASGOW DESIGNER -

AND THEIR WORK.— III. BY
GLEESON WHITE.

Mr. Francis Newbery's influence, as

Head Master of the Glasgow School of Art, has

been already mentioned in these articles. It is

impossible for outsiders to assess itsai tual sphere -

which is evidently not limited merely to those

pupils in training al the school but is felt beyond

academic bounds.

"3f\,

DESIGN FOR AN EMBROIDERED . TANEL BY JESSIE R. NEWBERY

When a movement in any

direction is recognised,

slightly interested observers

are apt to be satisfied if

they can find some definite

individual to be praised or

attacked, as they may feel

to be his due—on whom,

in short, to cast all respon-

sibility. But it would be

foolish to lay the Glasgow

movement at Mr. New-

bery's door, for it began

before he went to Glasgow.

Vet it were not less foolish

to overlook his share in its

growth so far as design is

concerned. Whether it

would be good taste to

instance Mrs. Newbery as a

singularly brilliant " pupil
"

is an open question. In

days when Ibsen and

Married Women's Property

Acts are bent on isolating

the once dual personalis "I

husband and wife, perhaps

it would be more seemly to

pretend to forget that the

Jessie R. Newbery of the

Arts and Crafts Exhibi-

tions is in any way related

to the Glasgow painter who

exhibits at the New Eng-

lish Art Club and elsewhere,

and is also the director of a

very important school.
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DESIGN FOR EMBROIDERY

Rut the designs of Mrs. Newbery do not appear in

public for the first time here; for several years past

her work has not been overlooked by those who are

alive to modern design. In the last Arts and Crafts

were cushion covers, a mantel border, a book

of emblems bound in green morocco gilt, and a

quilt shown upon Mr. Christie's iron four-post

bedstead, all designed by Jessie R. Newbery,

who also exhibited a chalice and paten, an

altar frontal, and a repousse alms plate, worked

from her designs in the previous exhibition,

1893. Therefore, those who follow closely the

history of the applied arts among us will not be

unaware of the style of Mrs. Newbery 's work, not

unmindful of its distinctly personal quality. But

before that, " Jessie Rowat," as medallist of South

Kensington, was not unknown to those who follow

the course of English design somewhat closely.

Here we may confine our attention to the designs

for embroidery, which are singularly attractive, in-

asmuch as they are not obviously modelled on

purely oriental designs, but seem to keep no little

of the naivete of old British work—which may
indeed be traced back through continental an-

cestors to the mystic East, so that it cannot be con-
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sidered an exotic, but a

fully acclimatised growth.

Perhaps in place of try-

ing to interpret Mrs.New-

bery's artistic creed from

her designs, it would be

more interesting to quote

her own words in reply to

a request that she would

state herideas on the mat-

ter. Therein she says,

after disclaiming any per-

sonal theories of design

for embroidery specially

:

" I believe that the

greatest thing in the

world is for a man to

know that he is his own,

and that the great end in

art is the discovery of

the self of the artist.

" I believe in being

the sum of tradition ;

that consciously or un-

consciously men are all

so, but some are more

derivative than others.

" I believe in educa-

tion consisting of seeing

the best that has been done. Then, having this

high standard thus set before us, in doing what we

like to do : that for our fathers, this for us.

" I believe that nothing is common or unclean
;

that the design and decoration of a pepper pot is

as important, in its degree, as the conception of a

cathedral.

" I believe that material, space, and consequent

use discover their own exigencies and as such have

to be considered well.

" I believe in everything being beautiful, pleasant,

and, if need be,useful.

" To descend to particulars, I like the opposition

of straight lines to curved ; of horizontal to vertical :

of purple to green, of green to blue.

" I delight in correspondence and the inevitable

relation of part to part.

" I specially aim at beautifully shaped spaces and

try to make them as important as the patterns.

" I try to make most appearance with least effort,

but insist that what work is ventured on is as

perfect as may be.

" I hope that in the foregoing expression of

opinion I have not seemed over egotistic, consider-

ing the little sum of work accomplished by me."

BY JESSIE k. NEWBERY
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The above creed i> one that touches far more

important matters than mere needlework, and

se< ms to state not infelicitously the guiding princi

pies of many a designer to-day. It is curious to

find how often a Briton confesses, without con

sciously stating the fact, that he regards a cathedral

as the highest and most complex effort of di

This would seem to show that our present move-

ment is not far off the real Gothic revival the nun

of Pugin's time hoped for. For if it be a living

and lasting effort, it most certainly recalls the earlier

efforts of those great builders, who were singularly

free from bondage to precedent, and cast aside

Romanesque, Early English, Decorated and Per-

pendicular in turn, until the great wave of the

[talian Renaissance swept over England and

N FOR AX EMBROIDERED PANEL BY JESSIE K. NEWBERY

swamped our native design, nol .1

i'ii ever, but, as tin- present shows clearly, only for

a tunc.

If there be good in originality, it 1^ certainly .1

virtue that the (Ircek-, regarded doubtfully. Mr.

Charles Whibley, writing lately in the New R
concerning an ancient critii to wit, Lucian—dis-

1 usses tin- Classic contempt fur mere originality so

lucidly that, in a series of papers upon desigm I ol

theGlasgow School whose novelty is unquestionable,

it may be fairly quoted, as embodying the view ol

the opposition. "An over zealous friend had pro

claimed him [Lucian] the ' Prometheus of literature,'

and he disowns the name in a passage of admirable

dignity. ' Perhaps,' says he, in effect, ' I am called

Prometheus, because my works are fresh in form and

follow the example of no man. . . .

But in my eyes strangeness without

beauty has no merit . . . and I

should deserve to be torn in pieces by

sixteen vultures if I thought a work of

Art could be distinguished by novelty

alone.' . . . He had left a lecture

room, he tells you, furious with the ill-

considered applause of his audience,

and especially enraged against the

constant compliment heaped upon the

novelty of his discourse. As he went

homeward chagrined that he is admired

only because he has left the road ; that

he receives the praise of a facile 1 on

jurer ; that the harmony of his Attic

style, the swiftness of his imagination,

his many-coloured fancy count for

nothing, he bethought him of the mis

hap which befel Zeuxis. Now Zeuxis

painted a family of centaurs, the mare

stretched upon the deep grass, and the

centaur keeping watch in the back-

ground, a long-haired, savage child of

the mountain. But the people passed

by in idle contempt not only the beauty

of the drawing, the exquisite harmony

of the colour, but also the variety ol

expression, and the changing charac-

ters of the centaurs. They only ap

plauded the singular motive, because'

they had never seen it treated before.

'Roll up the canvas,' said Zeuxis to

his pupil, ' and take it home. The

men praise only the mud of our art.

In their eyes the novelty of a sub

ject eclipses every excellence of execu-

tion.'
"
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DESIGN FOR EMBROIDERY BY JESSIE R. XEWBERY

This passage would contai

tion of the Glasgow School

enemies prefer to believe it

for novelty at any price. It

believe that with all its

waywardness it has a very

firm hold of beauty, and

is striving to make beauti-

ful harmonies of colour,

and beautiful combina-

tions of line, that it is pos-

sible to feel very tolerant

to its whimsicality, and

by no means indignant

when its plays tricks with

certain conventions—
especially of the treatment

of the human figure—that

one is not quite catholic

enough to approve.

Such a defence is in

happy context when it ac-

companies the designs of

Mrs. Newbery, which,

new as they are, are obe-

dient to the laws of sym-

metry and admirably fitted

for their material.

As most of them—the

embroideries — were evi-

dently conceived as

schemes of colour, they

not merely require that

important factor to repre-

5°

n a stern condemna- sent them adequately but suffer, and terribly, by trans-

if it were what its lation in black and white. For the artist is not one

to be—a mere effort of those who makes elaborate drawings in mono-

is because I, for one, chrome, and adds pigments arbitrarily to them after.

DESIGN FOR AN EMBROIDERED CUSHION BY JESSIE R. NEWBERY
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As the schemes themselves show, they are essentially

problems in the balance of colour, no less than in

the distribution of line. Above all, they suggest

needlework, their forms are absolutely suitable for

expression by the needle, they call for no undue

amount of labour, they decorate not merely the

surface to which they are applied, but also form

most pleasant spots of ornament in the larger

scheme of decoration of any room where they

happen to be placed. Their freshness and novelty

when you see them in the actual fabrics could

hardly be overpraised. They speak for themselves

v,. simply and directly, that the most sympathetic

admirer can do naught but admire. It is just

because they art- so good that it is

difficult to catalogue their merits, or

explain win tiny air no admirable.

But designers will soon discover that

their apparent simplicity is the result

of real power ; their gay and harmo-

nious colour the evidence of an inborn

sense of beauty. Above all, as I have

said, they preserve the best traditions

of the ait, and yet never directly

imitate early work : and therefore it

is possible to praise them very highly,

without once over-stating the case,

and still less without regarding them

patronisingly as a woman's work. It

is pleasant to remember that they

chance to be for a craft which has

been pre-eminently the province of

women from time immemorial; but

they may take their place as examples

ol well-applied art, with no question

of sex, and no attempt to evade

criticism by a spurious chivalry which

often but a covert form of insult.

STUDIO-TALK.

I From our own Correspondents.)

VIENNA. — That Vienna

has been participating

with but a very mode-

rate share in the pro-

duction of what is to-

day generally understood as modern

painting, even the most pronounced

optimists among art critical observers

will hardly pretend to deny. The

revolutionary movement of the last

decade and a half has passed almost

unnoticed here, and with those few-

exceptions that only prove the rule—Pettenkofen

was one, in a Certain degree I'.mil Sehindler also,

and quite recently, the landseapist Theodor Hor-

mann—there have scarcely been any genuine

attempts to venture beyond, the safe boundaries of

well-established tradition, so readily acknowledged

and rewarded by " the public that buys"—so profit

able to the artists who "want to sell."

Quite recently, however, there have been unmis-

takable signs of a revolutionary tendency, a di i ided

step towards secession, culminating in the newly

organised " Verein der bildenden Kiinstler Oes

terreichs." The two principal points of the pro-

" MY MOTHER ];v ; RANZ RUMPLER
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.~«u.

" NEAR TACHAU FROM A PAINTING BY FRANZ RUMI'LER

gramme are : a separate exhibition building, and

the foundation ot a " Gallerie Zeitgenossischer

Meister." The result remains to be seen. Nu-

merically, the younger artists here are for the

present decidedly weaker than their colleagues

either in Munich or Berlin. Since personality,

however, and not numbers alone, make up the

strength and significance of an artistic association,

and as there are certainly strong talents both as

regards painting and sculpture among the members

of the new " Verein," the near future may be looked

forward to with interest.

Keeping aloof from the clamour of party-strife, a

patient worker in the quiet seclusion of his studio,

half a philosopher and half a poet, Franz Rumpler,

illustrations of whose work are given herewith, was

born in 1S48. He is the son of a wood-carver in

Tachau, a little provincial town of Western

Bohemia, and his talent chanced to be discovered

one day by that most untiring and disinterested

art critic, Moritz Thausing, who forthwith brought

him to Vienna. Here Rumpler made his way
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through the Academy (where he still holds a pro-

fessorship), and came into contact with some of

the best artists of the day. Makart took a keen

interest in him, though there seems to have been

little or no real artistic affinity between the two.

Most of Rumpler's early associates and friends

have since passed away ; but in the meantime he

has been studying incessantly for about twelve

years, leading a retired life, and, above all, never

exhibiting in public.

Like most genuine artists " of every time and

clime," Rumpler, whether painting figures or land-

scape, stands firmly, " with heart, soul, and foot,"

upon his native soil. The charming Westbohmer-

land, with its softly undulating ground, woody hills,

from out of which here and there an old high

battlement, castle tower, or village church spire

project toward the sky, sometimes in dark sil-

houette, sometimes glittering merrily in the bright

sunshine breaking out among the clouds ; then all

the gorgeously coloured costumes of the native

peasant women with their marked preference for
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the most shining of scarlet trucks ; these were the

first impressions under which the sensitive mind

of the poor wood-carver's son grew up, before he

came to Vienna. There is a childlike sincerity

and amiable poetic sentiment comb'

and elegance in all Rumpler's work.

c ombined with gra< i

W. S.

DUSSELDORF.—It has become the

custom in other art centres to regard

the artistic manifestations of Diissel-

dorf very lightly, or indeed as non-

existent. It is useless to dispute as

to the justice or the injustice of this feeling. Any

one who is really acquainted with the art work of

Diisseldorf, and is willing to consider it without

prejudice, must come to the conclusion that it

is thoroughly creditable, and worthy of holding .1

place of honour in the art movement of the day.

As in other centres of art life, so also in

Diisseldorf there are still a few painters left who

follow the tradition of the old Diisseldorf school,

and continue to produce the pretty, anecdotal

canvases so dear to the heart of the public. The

style of the modern school, however, is altogether

different. A firm, energetic, and entirely healthy

purpose is evident in the artistic imagination of

to-day, an imagination full of fancifulness and deli-

. and poetry. Proof of the strength of this

wholesome aspiration lies in the fact that our young

artists were the first in all Germany to band

together in a "Secession," in order to break with

the bad old traditions. How mam monumental

works of art have been produced dining the l.i .1

few years by the artists of Diisseldorf! And there

are mam more in course of creation at the present

moment, and main' more still in contemplation.

We have only to think for a moment of the now

completed works by Professor E. von Gebhardt in

the Lockum Monastery, or again of Professor Peter

Janssen's gigantic productions, particularly his

latest achievement, the decoration of the I fill ol

the Royal Art Academy in Diisseldorf. The town

of Diisseldorf alone, in less than a year, has been

enriched by no less than six important art works in

the shape of mural paintings and plastics—a proof

surely of rare artistic feeling, and, what is more, ol

uncommon artistic capacity.

Only a few weeks ago an event tuck place

which deserves the notice of the art-loving public—
I refer to the unveiling of the frescoes painted by

Carl Gehrts on the staircase in the Diisseldorf

kunsthalle. The painter has produced a rare

harmony of colour, which appeals to the beholder

in all its magical charm. He has treated with real

genius the theme of his choice, which he entitli s

HUNGARIAN VILLAGE; EVENINC FROM \ PAINTING BY IRAN/ RUMPI.ER
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Time's Changes in the Destinies of Art, and intro-

duced into it numerous admirable motifs. First we

see Art—God's Gift, beautifully conceived and

painted, like those that follow, such as the Genius

of Art kneeling before the colossal statue of

Pharaoh ; Friendly Reception by the Greeks ; High

Honours, and Departure of Art to Rome. The

remaining frescoes in this series are called As

Handmaid of Luxury and On the Ruins of Rome :

and in addition we have the Restoration by Chris-

tianity, which represents the Genius of Art,

neglected and despised, lying in tatters on the

road-side, until the Holy Family draws near in the

dawning light, and the Child-Christ, full of pity,

hastens to succour the wayfarer. In the next

picture, With Fettered Wings, we see typified the

unquenchable hatred of the Byzantines for all that

was free in art, and the Genius flying from the war-

ridden land Into the Monastery, there to find

friendly welcome from the monks. The con-

cluding pictures are—/// the Service of Religion,

characterising the Gothic art period ; Freedom and

Triumph (the Renaissance age) : As Teacher of the

Handicrafts : Temptation

(implying the sensuous-

ness of rococo art) ; and

lastly, art as The Friend of

the Deo *le.

It would lead me too far afield were I to attempt

to describe at any length the various beauties of

the remaining paintings. Under Rome's Emperors

(an architect laying before the Emperor Vespasian

a model of the Coliseum) ; /// the Middle Ages

(architects, painters and sculptors assembled in the

court-yard of a monastery, all working at the deco-

ration of the building) ; Art in the Renaissance,

showing all the greatest art workers of the time

grouped before a figure symbolising the church :

and lastly, The Neiv Age, depicting Winkelmann,

before the gates of Rome, expounding to Carstens,

Thorwaldsen, and SchinkeL the beauties of the

antique.

From these remarks of mine the reader will

realise how fine a work it is on which this artist

has been engaged during the past seven years—

a

work which he may contemplate with fullest satis-

faction and pride.

S.

Let us now turn to the

large mural paintings which

depict the various art

periods. The first, entitled

In the Beginning, deals

with prehistoric times, and

represents an artist putting

a last touch on an idol by

inscribing Runic characters

upon it. Before the idol

kneels a family deep in

meditation and prayer. As

illustrating The Fairest

Growth of Art in .-Indent

Times, Phidias is repre-

sented showing the people

his model of the Olympic

Zeus. The scene is laid

before the Acropolis, gleam-

ing in the sunshine ; and

men, women and children,

of all ages and conditions,

stand around gazing in

wonder on the new work.
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BERLIN.—Since the time when I first

called the attention of the readers of

The Studio to the work of Mrs.

EmmaCadwallader Guild (see "Studio-

Talk," February 1896), this artist, who
formerly lived in Frankfurt, has for the most part

transferred the scene of her activity to Berlin. In

the early spring of this year she exhibited a number

of her works in her own studio—a form of display

which is unfortunately not very common in Berlin

-—and there one had an opportunity of seeing Mrs.

(iuild's work adequately displayed in a charming

and most tastefully adorned setting. I must say at

once that this second experience of Mrs. Guild's

art fully confirmed the impression made upon me
when I saw it for the first time.

Mrs. Guild has a strong predilection for painting,

and in her leisure time she delights to wield her

brush, which she does with no small degree of

success, as her free and vigorous landscape studies

abundantly testify. And once, when she was

superintending the casting of one of her sculptures

in the Gladenbeck foundry, she was struck with the

appearance of one of the workmen, and in a few

hours completed a most life-like sketch of him, a

very delicate and successful piece of colouring.

This pronounced feeling of hers for colour ex-

plains to me how in the thoroughly personal style

of her sculpture she employs means which really

overstep the bounds of plastic art. For instance,

she imparts to the human eye the most intense

expression by deep grooving of the pupil, until it

seems to sparkle, and really to become "the mirror

of the soul." Full of artistic feeling, too, is her

treatment of draperies, whether in the dark tinted

bronze or in the sculptor's marble.

One of Mrs. Guild's earlier works is her bust of

Watts, of which an illustration is given on page 54.

More strongly here than in her later work, one re-

marks the affinity of her art with the early period of

modern sculpture, the Italian school, or to be more

exact, the Florentine "Quattrocento." All this is

seen in the simplicity with which the accessories

are treated, and in the fall of the draperies. She

is wonderfully successful, too, in bringing out the

force and energy of the head. It is impossible not

to be impressed by the vivacity of this old man,

whose still youthful vigour quivers throughout

his frame and is seen in the very hairs of his

beard. And this is the very impression carried

away 1>y any one who has had the good fortune to

collie into contact with the great painter, Watts.
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Among the works produced by Mrs. Cadwallader

Guild in Berlin— chiefly busts of notabilities in

society—the most important is the portrait bust of

Princess Helene of Sachsen-Altenburg. As the

statue is destined to stand in a castle hall, Mrs.

Guild has elected to fashion it in the Hermes style.

The proud head arises from a lofty pedestal, a very

graceful arrangement of lines displaying in them-

selves the woman's hand. To our modern taste

there is something jarring in the sight of living

flesh in immediate contact with the stone, and for

this reason the Mercury style is generally avoided.

However, in this instance, the difficulty is most satis-

factorily surmounted owing to the sombreness of the

material in which a part of the drapery is cast—

a

dark green bronze.

Looking at this work one is conscious not only

of being in the presence of a lady of high birth,

but also of a remarkable personality. The glance

of the eyes, and the determined chin are full of

expression ; while the irregularity of the features

—

which otherwise might be deemed a defect—pro-

duces, after long contemplation, an impression of

great aesthetic beauty. Was it the charm of a

single personality that inspired the artist to this her

highest achievement ? Or are we to look for an

explanation of this apparent paradox to some other

cause. Fascinating as it would be to inquire into

such a question, we should certainly never arrive at

a satisfactory answer. G. G.

BRUSSELS.—The Salon of Applied Art

in the Universal Exhibition, although

it has been arranged somewhat hastily,

nevertheless reveals the important

place artistic productions of this kind

now hold in Belgium. The absence of several

prominent artists is matter for regret, notably in

the case of the Liege group, who would have taken

a high place in the very front rank of exhibitors.

However, these artists are probably reserving them-

selves for the forthcoming exhibition at Liege

itself.

Although the English school of applied art is

not directly represented in Brussels it nevertheless

exercises no slight influence there. M. Crespig

devotes an interesting article to the Exhibition in

the Revue de Belgique. " There is nothing aston-

ishing," he remarks, "in the fact that our artists

are powerfully influenced by the English. The

principle of this art movement springs from logical

causes producing with us effects similar to those
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seen in England. There is a community of feeling

between the English and ourselves in our admira-

tion of the beautiful. Their magazines keep us in-

formed of what is being done there. Thus it is

easy to make a just comparison, and to see that

the really charming and meritorious work is that

which embodies some new form not to be found

in the original. Each of these designs has,

without resembling them, a certain analogy with

its fellows, but it is no longer the commonplace

repetition of the styles of Louis XIV., Louis XV.,

or Louis XVI. It is quite evident there are many

skilled workmen who now turn to The STUDIO,

just as formerly they relied on Vignole, OX I.'Arl

pour Tons. This was bound to be."

Each exhibitor seems to have been anxious to

outdo his neighbour by the gorgeousness of his

display : and as these efforts have been generall)

successful, the result of it all is disastrous in < \ .

way. One has considerable trouble. in discovering

tin interesting specimens ofdecorative or applied art.

The exhibits of the Societe des Cristalleries, of

Val St. Lambert, are very remarkable, by n ason ol

tin lovely whiteness of the crystal, which is cut in

such a manner as to bring out to its fullest extent

the refractive qualities of the material. Some ol

the polychrome glass is also very curious. The

effects are obtained by adding, during tin- process

of the work, successive coatings of coloured enamel

and white crystal. The- difficulties attending this

Thanks to the spirit of

emulation they have

aroused among the great

nations these universal Ex-

hibitions have resulted in

the realisation of a large

number of ideas. The

Paris Exhibition of 1SS9,

for instance, established

the decorative employment

of metallurgy in architec-

ture, to which new life had

already been given by

means of multi-coloured

ceramic work. It is much
to be regretted that the in-

teresting " Projet de Ville

Moderne," proposed by

MM. Hankar and Crespin

could not be carried out ;

for it certainly would have

been a starting-point for

any number of improve-

ments, which, it is to be

feared, will now be long

delayed by slow-moving

routine.

Whereas the Erench sec-

tion in the large gallery of

the Exhibition is installed

with the utmost taste, and
with perfect delicacy of

colour and form and pro-

portion, the Belgian sec-

lion on the other hand is

a shocking chaos of ex-

traordinary constructions. BY I HI' > '.AN RYSSELBERGHE
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process are many. It is no easy matter to get a

strong colouring in a thin coating, or to make the

enamels harmonise with the white crystal which is

of different composition.

It is worthy of note that, unlike the French art

glass workers, who turn out nothing hut useless

knick-knacks at prohibitive prices, the Val St.

Lambert Society devotes its attention to articles of

everyday utility, striving to put as much beauty as

possible within the reach of all. The society could

have no better collaborator than M. Ledru, the

clever artist who designs and executes the various

models, with the chemical assistance of M. Le-

crenier. M. Ledru has been awarded the chief

diplome d'honneur in this department, and never

was such reward more thoroughly deserved.

The poster reproduced on page 57 is a recent

design by Mr. Theo Van Rysselberghe.

F. K.

COPENHAGEN.—This year's "Aca-

demy" is about an average one, in

numbers as well as in quality. Den-

mark boasts landscape painters who

1 an hold their own, even in the best

company, and their art has that

laudable and desirable distinction that it is

thoroughly national. To none does this apply more

than to Kyhn ; his technique is not always faultless

—a little more breadth would in some instances be

acceptable ; but this wonderful old man, who is now

nearer eighty than seventy, has even within the last

few years painted landscapes which are not only-

possessed of great decorative beauty, in the best

sense of the word, but which also bear witness of a

truly artistic and sensitive conception of Nature's

charms and changeful moods. The delicate splen-

dour of some of his " summer evenings," the whole

atmosphere saturated with the lingering glow of the

setting—or set—sun, will surely be difficult for even

one of the great masters from one of the great

countries to rival. Kyhn does not stand particu-

larly well this year, but La Cour and Foss are both

represented by large and excellent landscapes, good

both in line and colour, although Foss still suffers a

little from his tendency to being somewhat hard.

Godfred Christensen, whose treatment is broader

and more modern, also has a very fine landscape of

considerable dimensions, besides smaller ones.

A special charm always attaches to Julius Paul-

sen's pictures, landscapes or otherwise : he is a

colourist of great merit, and his effects are appa-

rently obtained by simple means. He understands

to perfection how to bring numerous acres within

the scope of even the smallest canvas, and his

flitting light and shadows are delightful ; they always

fasi mate, even if one would not always swear to

their being absolutely true to Nature. Paulsen also

has several portraits, of which one or two are done

in his best manner. Bache, President of the

Academy, and Jerndorff, both have several portraits,

more than one of which could hardly be better. In

spite of their sober treatment, and although evi ry-

thing has been accounted for, there is not a sus-

picion of dryness, and the likeness is in all cases

striking. Another charming portrait, although

much less ambitious, is Michael Ancher's portrait

of his wife ; in spile of its simplicity it is a

most stylish little picture. Ancher has also sent a

canvas with some of his beloved Skagen fishermen,

of whom there is no more reliable or talented—and

one might add experienced—depicter than he. Also

a summer day at the seashore, with several female

figures, the whole a little stilted, but of considerable

effect. Viggo Johansen has again chosen a lamp

effect, the occupants of the room again being

several gentlemen, and he handles this subject with

superior skill. His brush is refreshingly broad, and

both his genre and landscape paintings are capitally

rendered, full of atmosphere, and quite free from

all coldness and hardness. The painter for whom
this Academy marks the greatest stride forward is

undoubtedly Irminger. He has successfully over-

come his tendency to dirty or heavy colours, and a

small portrait, with another bought by the National

Gallery, although done in the simplest colours, is

wonderfully telling ; he seems to have grasped

the very soul of his model, and one is almost

tempted to suspect that he has given some-

thing of his own besides. Tuxen, of large Court

functions fame, has three small portraits, charming

and clever. Exner has again chosen some Fanot

girls and episodes for his subjects, and has handled

them in his usual careful, not to say sleek, manner,

and many others have sent pictures just of about

the same stamp and merit as of yore. The Danish

Academy is hardly the place where one may expect

to find unconventional attempts or new departures
;

what there is of that in Denmark has founded a

home of its own, at least for the time being, of

which more anon.

G. B.
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MONUMENT TO CHARLE1 BY ALEXANDRE CHARPENTIER

The two figures grouped round the

pedestal are adapted by Charpentier

from Charlet's well-remembered draw-

ings

—

L'Insubordination and Le Gamin

eminemment et profondbnent national.

The Parisian street urchin and the old

grenadier—these are the characteristic

types of Charlet's work
;

and above,

al the top of the column, with a medal

lion of the immortal artist let in, the

bold Gallic cock, with i omb proudly

dn -id, crows his song of victory.

PARIS.—The monument to Charlet, in

Paris, the work of the sculptor, Alex-

andre Charpentier, well known to

readers of The Studio, was unveiled

a few months back. Frenchman in

spirit and in style as he is, Charpentier was

obviously the one artist capable of immortalising

the glories of the great draughtsman, the author of

the Grenadier de Waterloo and the Retraite de

Ri/ss/'e, so much admired by Delacroix. Unlike

many artists entrusted with official commissions for

commemorative monuments and statues, Char-

pentier—all praise to him—has striven to make

his work as directly and as completely suggestive

as possible of the works and the nature of the

subject of the memorial. This seems natural

enough, yet one rarely sees it done.

1 do not believe the sculptor exists

who could have done this work better.

The subject demanded esprit, ton

komie, a certain jovial wit, with com

plete simplicity, and a touch ol heron:

homeliness. Charpentier lias given us

all these ; and the result is a live,

honest work, delightful to see.

G. M.

REVIEWS OF RECENT
PUBLICATIONS.

Les Delia Robbia. By Marcel

Reymond. (Florence : Alinari.)—

Among the important sculptors of the

fifteenth century, Luca della Robbia is

perhaps least known and appreciated,

and it has remained for M. Maori

Reymond to give us, in his thorough

and able work, the criticism desired

by those who find in him not merely

the inventor of glazed terra-cotta, but

the great artist who, more than any of

his contemporaries, inherited the broadly-conceived

traditions of antique sculpture. Hitherto he has

been little known, little studied, considered chiefly as

the founder of a pottery establishment, a tile maker

of cool blues and creamy whites, molto utile as Vasari

so charmingly says,/<w/a state! and works ofAndrea,

of Giovanni, and of a whole century of atelier (or

more properly, factory) work has been confounded

with his in Baedeker and Murray. In these more

observant and appreciative days we have found out

that these glazed terra-cottas express the specific

qualities of the different artists as surely as do the

marbles of Michel Angelo and 1 lonatello, and are-

as widely separated from those of Giovanni and

the atelier &s are Michel Angelo's sculptures from

those of Bandinelli and Vincenzo Danti.

But the labour of love in this research has been

confined to a few students, and M. Reymond is
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the first who has given the result of his studies in

such a form that any attentive reader may see

clearly the qualities which distinguish the work of

Luca from that of Andrea, and still more from that

of Giovanni and the atelier, and may judge for

himself whether the dozen things attributed to him

in every museum in Europe are really by Luca or

merely by one of his late imitators.

The work has been performed so ably and

appreciatively that nothing but praise and thanks

is due to the author. The only fault to be found

is that he has made his lists of genuine works more

elastic than his appreciation of the great qualities

of the two earlier masters warrants. For example,

it is difficult to accept as by the hand of Luca the

poorly modelled and highly coloured medallions of

the Evangelists in the Pazzi Chapel, nor the painted

flat lunette of God the Father in the Opera del

Duomo.

While we differ in minor points from the author

of this fine work on the Delia Robbias, honour and

gratitude are due to so much patient research, and

it must lie borne in mind also that here there

were no ready-made short cuts, as there are to most

subjects on Italian art, but that M. Reymond has

patiently turned over every inch of ground himself.

Hooks like this, written with love and reverence

of the subject, with no economy of labour, and in

no spirit of controversy, earn the respect and grati-

tude of contemporaries, and a place among the

educational classics of future students.

77/i' Compleat Angler. By Izaak Walton and

< Iharles Cotton. Illustrated by Edmund H. New.

(London and New York : John Lane.) Price \^s.—
We have on a previous occasion reviewed the early

portion of this edition, when it was being issued in

parts. The volume, now completed, bears out in

every respect thefavourableopinionoriginallyformed

of it. Mr. New's illustrations from first to last are of

the greatest excellence. He has shown us that heavy

line drawings which are so characteristic of the Bir-

mingham school of illustration are not inconsistent

with topographical andnatural accuracy. Hiscountry

landscapes, his old houses, and his pictures of fish

supply every detail that may be reasonably desired

by the reader, and are presented in a manner

eminently fitted to the aesthetic requirements of

this ever delightful work. We doubt if any other

artist could have done equal justice to the task.

Mr. New was evidently born to illustrate the Com-

pleat Angler, and the publisher may be congratu-

lated upon the successful completion of a book

which henceforth will be regarded as the edition

most worth having.
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Wood Carving. By Joseph Phillips. (London:

Chapman and Hall.) Price 35. 6d.—A practical

book for beginners. The lessons are carefully

selected and follow each other in well considered

order. The illustrations are principally from photo-

graphs of actual carvings and are sufficiently clear

to guide the student in the carrying out of the

author's instructions.

The Yew Trees of Great Britain and Ireland.

By John Lowe, M.U. (London: Macmillan and

Co., Limited.) Price 10s. net.—Evelyn wrote: "I

do again name the yew for hedges, preferable for

beauty and a stiff defence to any plant I have ever

seen." Now that so much attention is being given

by architects to the planning of gardens, it would

be well that these words of Evelyn should not be

forgotten. There is probably no tree so useful to

the English gardener as the yew, if he knows

how to employ it wisely. To the garden architect

it is indispensable. Mr. Lowe has done well to

write this excellent monograph and to illustrate it

with such interesting photographs.

Bells Cathedral Series. Edited by Gleeson

White. (London : George Bell &: Sons.)—Price

15. 6d. each.—This excellent series of handbooks

deserves to be well received by the public. The

letter-press is written by competent authors,

and is copiously illustrated by photographs and

sketches. Volumes on the cathedrals of Canterbury,

Salisbury, Oxford, Chester, and Rochester have

already appeared, and others are promised in due

course. A very tasteful design in black appears

upon the green cloth cover of each volume.

A
WARDS IN "THE STUDIO
PRIZE COMPETITIONS.

Design for Carved Wood
Bellows.

(A V.)

The First Prize (Three guineas) is awarded to

Graft (H. M. Miller, 9 Claremont Road, Sale,

Cheshire).

The Second Prize (Two guineas) to Don

Quixote (George C. Duxbury, 3 Cambridge Avenue,

Chapletown Road, Leeds).

Honourable mention is given to the following :

—

Bol> (Jacques Houry, Hazeldene, Manor Road,

Bishopston, Bristol) ; Boreas (no coupon) ; Clytie

(Alice E. Burt, 3 Kempshott Road, Streatham Com-

mon, S.W.) ; Chedorlaomer (Sophia Pumphrey,

Woodstock Road, Moseley, Birmingham) ; Dorian

(Oliver Senior, 7 Livesey Street, Manchester)

;
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Glitters (Hermione Unwin, Hall Royd, Shipley,

Vorks.) ; Homo (Walter E. Corbould, c/o Miss

Forbes Bell, 10 Meet Road, Liver] 1): Hermes

(Robert Thompson, Jun., Breconbury, Hunting-

don); London (Mabel Peacock, 6 Park Road,

Forest Hill, S.E.) ; Merial (M. I. Hunt, South

wood, Torquay); Merosh (Stavros Homere, Wyken

House, Bridgnorth, Salop) : McFlusher (Herbert C.

Oakley, 9 Clarendon Place, Leeds); Nemo (Jessii

Hay, The Cedars, Westgate Road, Beckenham) :

Old Madrid (A. Hamilton Scott, 43 Mill Street.

Paisley, N.B.) : Phlox (Paul Rops, Thozee (Mettet I,

Belgium); Phantasm (James T. Birchall, 1 Clyde-

Street, Lower Broughton, Manchester) ; Orlando

(B. H. Smale, $$ Acacia Road, St. John's Wood,

N.W.); Symbol (F. T. Wilson, 16 Cathcart Street,

Ayr, N.B.) ; and Seahorse (Charles E. Risque, 51

Wilbraham Road, Chorlton cum -Hardy, Man-

chester).

Design for Ornamental Chapter Heading.

(BV.)

The First Prize (One guinea) is awarded to The

Rook (Marion Wallace Dunlop, Ellerslie Tower,

Ealing, W.).

The Second Prize (Half-a-guinea) to Seda

i Alfred de Sauty, 63 Ramsden Road, Balham, S.W.).

1 Innourable Mention is given to the following :

—
ma (Emily A. Attwell, 1 Lavender Grove,

Queen's Road, Dalston) ; Arc (Thomas Corson, 8

Blenheim Walk, Woodhouse Lane. Leeds); Brush

(Miss C. Hill, Sandringham Villa, Warwick Road,

Olton, Birmingham); Bel (Isobel Williamson, 18

Ivanhoe Road, Liverpool); Canute (Eveline A.

Brauer, St. John's Road, Knutsford, Cheshire)
;

Corvus Corone ( Ernest Sprankling, Trull, Taunton)

:

Ebor (L. T. Taylor, 9 St. Oswald's Terrace. Ful-

ford, Yorks.) ; Gar (E. G. Perman, 7 Woodside,

Wimbledon, Surrey) ; Gone Under (Claire Murrell,

11 Templeton Place, Earl's Court, S.W.); Heads

and Tails (F. E. M. Cooke, 5 Villa Road, Brixton,

SAW) ; Jason (John Thirtle, The Elms, Banstead

Road, Ewell, Surrey) ; Limpet (Helen Troubridge,

25 Graham Street, Eaton Square, SAW); La Cigale

(Winifred Mary Cooper, Ombersley, Cheltenham)

;

Lavender (T. J. Overnell, 1 Lavender Grove,

Queen's Road, Dalston); Mat (Bertha Schloss, 1,

Cothen, Anhalt, Germany): My Boat (Ethel K.

Burgess, 2 Lilford Road, Camberwell) : Minne-
trata (Alice Maud Fabian, 25 Streatley Road,

Brondesbury, N.) ; Narcissus (W. E. Webster, 4

Ifield Road, Fulham Road, SAW); Oriana 1 I >.

Chamberlain, 4 Park Avenue,Glasgow) ; Quercus(E.

M. Bywaters, 17 Preston Park Avenue, Brighton);

Rex (J.
M. Stahiforth, Llanishen, ( lardiff) ;

Spalpeen Mavourneen (Gretta C.Campbell, Ball)

nagord House, Londonderry); Val Blatz (John

Trew, P.O. Valparaiso, Ind., U.S.A.); Yukon

(Maurice ( 'lilford, 44 Bath Road, Bedford Park,

W.) ; and Zarah (Helen !•'. Lock, St. Cuthbert's,

Bathampton, Bath 1.

Sketches from Nati ri

A Pl( 11 RESQUE < '"I I VGE.

(CV.)

The First Prize (One guinea) is awarded to

.V. /'. (Samuel Poole. 46 Grosvenor Road, West

minster, SAW)

The Second Prize (Half a guinea) to Saxon

ill. s. Grimshaw, The Mount, Accrington),

Honourable Mention is given to thefollowing

Devon (R. Percy Glossop, 65 New North Road,

N.); Friday (Winifred Brooks Alder, 40 Longridge

Road, S.W. ); Irene (Eliza R. Allen, 1 Auburn

Place, Plymouth): Narkurs (Edith M. Davey, '1

Parker Street, Warrington, Lanes.); Pokey (Enid

M. Jackson, 12 Forest Road, Birkenhead); Snow

drop (Mrs. George Hyde, 46 Bridge Street, 1 >erb)
|

;

Stylus (George W. Collins, 2 Bond Street, Holford

Square, W.C.); and Zeto (William E. Tyler, West

gate, Bridgnorth).

Friday.—This excellent line drawing would have

received an award, but was not executed in accord

ance with the conditions of the competition.
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Designs for Chapter Headings (Competition B V.)

11 KM PRIZE

SECOND PRIZE
' -1.1 i
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HON. MEN 1 ION
•• YUKON
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Designs for Chapter Headings (Competition B V.)

HON. MENTION " ABANA"

HON. MENTION "JASON
"

HON. MENTION
66

" CONE UNDER'



Designs for Chapter Headings (Competition B V.)

HON. Ml NTION
" 111:1 \\ \

HON. MENTION "BEL"

HON. MEN I I. in



FIRST PRIZE (COMP. C V.)

PICTURESQUE COTTAGE
FROM A DRAWING BY
" S. P."



Picturesque Cottages (Competition C I '.)

SECOND TRIZE

HON. MENTION N \K.
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The Lav Figure on its Travels

THE LAY FIGURE ON ITS

TRAVELS.

The Lay Figure and some fellow-

travellers were seated in the low long

room of a wayside cafe in France discussing strange

"sirops" and the art of the country, while the

autumn blasts of rain and wind howled outside.

"Is it not strange," said the Architect, "that

Gothic, which attained its perfect fulfilmentin France,

should be absent from its applied art to-day ?
"

" In face of Viollet-le-Duc, not so long ago, and

Grasset to-day, I cannot accept your first premises,"

said the Journalist. " Is it absent ?
"

" I think it is non-existent. It seems to me that

the Gothicists, if there be any, are even more out-

side the real 'decorative movement' in France

than are the Impressionists in Fngland," said the

Man with a Clay Pipe. " Take the vast amount of

furniture and fabrics illustrated at present in the art

journals of Paris ; trace any piece back to its source,

and it is the Renaissance always that you arrive at."

"So it is with much of our art," said the Jour-

nalist. " Donatello and Luca della Robbia are

influencing us."

" I meant of course the Renaissance of Raphael

and the later men," the Man with a Clay Pipe re-

joined. " But perhaps I ought to have said the

Rococo, which seems to me as much the overflow-

ing of the Renaissance as the flamboyant was the

last work of Gothic."

" Certainly the French are apparently true to their

Latin origin," the Lay Figure said. " With their

wealth of ecclesiastical architecture it is strange that

no movement like our Gothic revival has gripped

their taste as a nation. In wood-carving, for in-

stance, look what Amiens teaches, and then think

of the bois sculpte of the salons."

" I fancy," said the Man with a Liberty Tie,

" that the French believe in caprice as the source

of art—that is, of applied design—while we still

are unconsciously obedient to precedent."

" Or has Japan affected them not wisely but too

well ? " said the Lay Figure.

" Or is it that our tolerance of clumsy technique

so long as the work displays ' feeling ' is in France

replaced by a finer appreciation of virtuosity ? " said

the Decadent Poet with a Green Tie, with the air

of one who preferred French vices to English virtues.

" We prize our native shortcomings too highly !

"

"Of course contempt for virtuosity may look like

content with mediocrity," said the Lay Figure.

" It is really not a thing to be quite positive about.

If we do love the work of the inept amateur when
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it displays 'feeling,' possibly it is because we are at

heart the most sentimental people of the West.

But ought we to? Ought we not to appreciate

the technique of France and
"

" No ! a thousand times no !

" said the /Esthetic

Architect. " ' Feeling ' is the evidence of person-

ality ; technique but the witness of learning. Tech-

nique can be taught, you cannot impart ' feeling.'
"

" This is mere nonsense," said the Journalist,

hastily. " I do not believe the carvers of the

Amiens choir-stalls were less eager to display virtu-

osity than are French artists to-day. What have

we in England of the same date to pit against that

marvellous work ? I must confess I always looked

down on carved wood as a minor art until I saw

how with its own idiom and its own treatment it

had become great art at least once."

" Then you did not know Japan," said the Lay

Figure. " Not even Amiens can beat the Japanese

carvers."

" Japan may have produced masterpieces of its

sort," said the /Esthetic Architect; "but I want

to ask why we, who are supposed to be founded

on Gothic precedent, show in modern wood-work,

with scarce an exception, no trace of the spirit

which produced the choir-stalls of Amiens? No, I

have not forgotten Wilson's choir-stalls," he said,

" but as you said just now, France has one saving

clause at least."

" I expect economic reasons are to blame," said

the Lay Figure. "If such carvers lived to-day they

would not be satisfied with the present equivalent

of a shilling a week for the master and threepence

for his apprentice. As Ruskin tells you, the total

cost of these hundred and twenty canopies and

stalls was about ,£400, ' for which some six or eight

good workmen, old and young, had been kept merry

and busy for fourteen years.' It is no use to wail.

Conditions have changed and we cannot set the

clock back, no matter how sunny the past, and how

dull the evening grows."

" I cannot see, all the same," said the Man with

a Clay Pipe, " if I may leave sentiment and come

to the point, why wood-carving should be de-

graded as it is. Either accept frankly its machine

substitute, or some baser material moulded in its

place ; or, if you employ it, then endeavour to re-

infuse the spirit of Amiens to modern work. It is

the hideous travesty of Raphaelesque decoration

that has killed our once English craft. Will no one

devote himself to reviving its past glories in design,

as several enthusiasts have already tried to revive

its technique?
"

The Lav Figure.
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The Work of William Estall

FROM A PAINTING BY WILLIAM ESTALL

and the Dutch pastoral painters of a modem
date, have found appreciation in whatever part

of die world their pictures have been sent. In

th«' present day, owing, perhaps, to a tiresome

abuse of photograph)', and still more by reason

of a restless desire among artists to paint some-

thing that no one has ever painted before,

pastoral scenes as subjects for pictures have

somewhat fallen from their high estate. There

are, however, a few men of understanding and

great artistic powers who, from the storehouse

that has provided generations of painters with

motives for immortal works, still contrive to drag

forth sufficient information for the continuation

of this really fascinating branch of art. It is

with one of the group alone—William Estall

—

that I have been requested here to concern myself.

Like many other painters of his school—men who

aim more strictly at giving the spirit of a scene

than its material facts—Mr. Estall finds the seclu-

sion of the country necessary for the development

of his art. At Hardhan, near Pulborough, in the

great valley of the Arun, he has found an environ-

ment that in every way answers his artistic require-
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ments. There, and in that neighbourhood, the

life of the peasant is not yet bereft of all its

poetry. The tinkle of the sheep bells is still to

be heard among the hills, and from the little

valleys on a summer's evening, the thin waver-

ing note of the shepherd's flute rises with the

blackbird's song. The great herds of horned

cattle that browse by the river-side with their

backgrounds of water and wild-flower decked

marshland, are more suggestive of the time of

Theocritus than the end of the nineteenth century.

And in the autumn, after the summer has told its

story, an opalescent mist rises up from the Arun,

wreathing the trees into new and fantastic shapes,

and investing, indeed, with a fresh romance every

object that it touches. Hardhan is certainly a

place to dream in and to paint in. Estall has

done both ; and the result is that he has pro-

duced some pictures which, although they have

not brought, and in fact never will bring him, the

popularity of a Leader, a Meat Cole, or a Sydney

Cooper, yet will surely in the end add his name to

the roll of famous men whose works exist neither

for to day or to-morrow, but for all time.
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The Work of. William Estall

A PASTORAL FROM \ PAINTING BY WILLIAM I LL1

(By permission ofJ. S. Foi

If there be any painter to whom Estall may be

said to owe some little inspiration, it is Corot.

The intoxicating beauty of the great French artist's

silhouettes, the subtle patterns included in his

tree forms, the extraordinary rhythm of his horizon

lines, the altogether marvellous harmony presented

in his whole compositions, have so entirely taken

possession of the mind of Estall as to render it

impossible for him while designing not to seek for

those qualities that made Corot's work so entirely

lovable. Vet he has never allowed the influence

of Corot to bring about the sacrifice of his own

original gift for composition. The fair forms

created by the dead master have been an example

for him, but never anything else. I rami

membet om design of Estall's which may 1"

ill another by Corot. Corot i {ample has

inspired him with a lofty ambition ; it has sen

ened his imagination and made him fastidious in

irch for forms, but it has never caused him in

any degree to sink into a copyist. The effect of

Corot's work upon some modern landscapists has

not always been for the good; his bewitching

arrangements of trees have haunted many an artist's

mind too potently; it is, therefore, verj much to

Estall's credit, and a great proof of the itrength of

his originality, that he has so far submitted to a

real fascination without in any way suffering from

its baneful effi -

Asa colourist Estall owes nothing to any man.

His tones, the outcome of a diligent search

amongst nature's own, are always placed together

so as to give, not only an air of reality to thi

scene he depicts, but also a maximum "I decora-

tive effect. A picture should first ol all be n

garded as a piece of decoration ; and if it fail in

that particular, the reason for its hanging on the

walls of a room is very hard to see. It may appeal

toother feelings than a mere love "I colour and

form; on closer examination it may be replete with

this or that sentiment ; but unless 11 decorati .

proper place is in a drawer or cupboard, except, of

course, when its owner may feel in the right mood

for its contemplation. All gre.it painters havi

made their work ornamental, no matter how d

a feeling has impelled them to their choii i

subject. Millet saw the tremendous tragedy

peasant's life, and no man has so well set it down
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in paint ; yet he never allowed his intense sympathy

with his motives to lead him into a i hoii e of forms

that, however characteristic it might be of the in-

cident he was painting, however much, indeed, it

might have deepened the impression he was striving

to convey, was at the same time of such a nature

as to interfere with the purely decorative aspect

of his picture. I mention Millet because Millet

perhaps more than any painter had a peculiar

message of his own—a message that was not simply

artistic—to convey to humanity. There have been

artists who have found some inner feeling satisfied

by the use of symbolism, some by a strict adherence

to certain facts in nature ; others have loved to

illustrate legends, historical events, and the customs

of their time ; but the lasting success of their work

will be found to depend far more on their picture's

value as decoration than because of any choice

of subject, or for any special knowledge therein

not common to every great artist. Mr. Estall

certainly realises this fact; his pictures are so

arranged that, seen in any light or under any

conditions, whether their minor details be patent

to the eye or not, they always present a scheme of

colour and a combination of forms that immediately

appeals to the senses. Closer contemplation cer-

tainly leads to the discovery of other qualities,

qualities of drawing and qualities of technique,

and to a better comprehension of their delicate

and uncommon poetry ; but their chief distinc-

tion comes from admirable unity of purpose that

directs the artist from first to last in his artistic

undertakings. Just as he selects from the dic-

tionary of nature only such forms as he can

weave into an elegant and harmonious pattern, so

also does he take from the masses of colour that

nature clothes herself in only those tones that are

in perfect harmony with each other. His colouring,

like his pattern, consists usually of very simple

combinations ; but so great is the taste of the

painter, so subtly are these combinations effected,

that more variety is suggested to the eye by them

than by a complexity of tones ; while the big

decorative effect obtained by the use of large

masses of colour is undeniable. As it is with

writers of pastorals, so it is with painters of the

same motives—the range of their subjects is rather

limited. But the painter has, I think, the advan-

tage of the poet. What description of sheep and

shepherds under trees, or in the open plain by the

river, or on the hill side can be set down in words

with so great a variety as Estall sets them down in

paint? What words could describe the subtle

variations of mists with which the painter en-

velops his sheep-folds and his marshland scenes?

Nor could any manner of literary expression recall so

y'i •
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adequately the clear, gem-like quality of Decembei

sunlight such as I have seen rendered in a little-

water-colour by Estall, or the languorous blue tones

of summer moonlight that give half the poetry to

several of Estall's more important works.

Nothing would be more interesting than a

summary of the different ways in which different

artists have accomplished their ends : how some

have painted their masterpieces out in the open

air, while others have done their work in the

seclusion of a studio and from notes remarkable

in their brevity. That Corot did most of his

work out of doors is an astonishing fact
;
that

a style so serene should have been developed

under circumstances so disturbing seems almost

miraculous
;
yet so it was. The advantage of the

two methods cannot be discussed ; they depend

mainly on questions of temperament. The placid

and unexcitable person may work where he likes,

whilst he of nervous temperament must work where

he can. Mr. Estall finds the environment of four

walls more conducive to deliberate thought than

anyplace, however suggestive, that there maybe
in the open air : and when one takes into con iidi i

ation the peculiar character of his work, one cannot

but see that in his choice of a workshop there are

advantages. He paints mostly from pencil studies

and with the help of an excellent memory, and it

is for this reason, perhaps, that there is so great

a sense of unity in his designs. He has only just

the material before him necessary for the develop-

ment of his artistic ideas, and he i. saved from any

combat with the importunate appeals of ever-

changing nature. Some of Estall's pencil studii

I have, by the courtesy of their owners, been

allowed to use as illustrations to this article. I

deem myself fortunate in this, for it seems to me

that they will put my readers on closer terms ot

intimacy with the artist's exquisite handicraft than

any reproduction of a finished picture, of which

the conception alone can be given on so redui ed

scale. These drawings are not only beautiful and

elaborate exercises in the use of the pencil, but

they are proofs of the untiring zeal with which

the artist seeks for the more dignified and there-

fore the more decorative truths in nature. To

Estall as an animal painter, since animals in such

subjects as he chooses often take an important
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part, some reference should be made. It has been

said, and I have no doubt that it is a fact, that a

shepherd knows every sheep entrusted to his care

by some peculiarit) of shape or expression, not

always obvious to the ordinarj eye. So line an

intimacy with beasts is not demanded of the

painter, especially of the pastoral painter. Of him
we only require that he should make a statement of

the animals that is equal to our own impression of

them in nature, when our attention is being en-

grossed by other matters besides sheep, such as

trees, sky, and water. In giving to each individual

sheep its right importance as a member of a flock,

and the flock its right importance in the landscape,

Estall certainly excels
; there is perhaps no other

painter besides Maine who has had in him de-

veloped to such an extent the faculty for expressing

truthfully and artistically a large concourse of sheep.

It is for this reason that I have especially referred to

Estall as a painter of sheep, although in his pictures

other sorts of beasts are naturally to be found, and
I have never seen any that were not expressed in

an adequate and dignified manner.

Except for what he owes to the splendid ex-

ample of Corot, Estall is responsible for his own
creation as an artist. He certainly did spend
some time abroad, where many a promising and
individual method of painting has been exchanged
by English artists for a style more workmanlike,

albeit far less interesting, but he brought back with

him the artistic views and ways of painting that he
took from home, developed, perhaps, but otherwise

unaltered. What he is doing now he has always
tried to do ; so his history, although in a way un-

eventful, has at all events no pages in it that he
would prefer unread.

I would that it were here possible to reproduce
.a least one of Estall's pictures adequatelyin colour,

for though these reproductions give some idea of

their compositions, yet so great an effect is created

by the artist by the use of colour, so much does
he add to the ornamental value of his picture by
his gem-like accents and combinations of strong

rich tones, and so much of their poetical feeling is

derived from these tones, that a far less fair idea
of the beauty of Estall's pictures than of most
artists (an be given in merely black and white. I

cannot believe that anybody knowing Estall's art

does notadmire it. His distinguished and elegant
style, his imaginative technique and colouring, his

sympathetic choice of motives, must be appreciated
wherever his pictures have found their way among
understanding people. It is, therefore, to those
who are unacquainted with his work—and they
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must be many, fur artistic work of this kind gams
notoriety very slowly— that these remarks about
his art are addressed. Estall's are not the pictures

to assert themselves stridently on the walls of the

Royal Academy, nor, as they are utterly wanting in

sensational incident, would they appeal to the

editor of an illustrated paper for reproduction in

his pages
; but they are poems that would brighten

the life of any person who is able to comprehend
and possess them. With these statements I think

there is no reason for explaining why Estall is not

known to a far greater number of picture lovers,

nor is an apology necessary for an attempt to

arouse the curiosity of those who, if once attracted

to Estall's work, would be sure to find in it an

unfailing source of delight.

Arthur Tomson.

E
ARLY SCANDINAVIAN
WOOD-CARVINGS. PART II.

BY
J. ROMILLY ALLEN, F.S.A.

In a previous article on this subject,

which appeared in The Studio for February 1897
attention was directed to the beautifully carved

wooden ecclesiastical chairs existing in Norway and

Iceland, either still in the churches, where they

were used for ceremonial purposes, or removed to

the museums at Copenhagen, Christiania, and

Bergen as archaeological specimens. We will now
proceed to examine some of the decorative carving

to be found on the structural details of the older

Scandinavian timber churches.

Readers of Thk Studio who live in or near

London need not cross the North Sea -in order to

get an idea of what the construction of a church of

this kind is like, for within twenty-two miles of

Charing Cross, at Greensted in Essex,* is a very

perfect instance—the sole one now surviving—of a

type of wooden building which was probably as

common in the Eastern Counties, perhaps for two

or three centuries after the Viking invasions of

England as it is now in Norway. The peculiarity

of the construction of the walls, both of Greensted

Church and of the Norse churches, is that, instead

of being built with timbers placed horizontally, as

in a lug hut, they are placed vertically and morticed

into a sill-plate at the lower ends, and into a wall-

plate at the top. At Greensted the timbers are

left in their natural slate on the outside with the

rounded part of the trunk of the tree visible, but

on the inside they are dressed flat. The timbers

are tongued and grooved to keep them together

* One mile- S.W. of Ongar railway station.
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and in.ike the wall water-tight. Apart from its

unique character from an architectural point of

view, the little church at ( hvcnstcil possesses a

great historical interest, as being in all probability

the "wooden chapel'' where the bon< "I King

Edmund, Saint and Martyr, were deposited for a

night during their removal from London to Bury

St. Edmunds in A.D. 1013. The church has not

been improved by its restoration in 1S4S 9.

Turning now to Norway, the parent country,

whence the wooden architecture of eastern and

central England was derived, we can hardly < l<
1 I

a better example for study than Borgund ( 'hurch,

in Lardal, on the south side of the Sogne Fjord,

about 100 miles north-east of Bergen. The pic

W?$. W'V'
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FIG. I.—CARVED WOODEN DOOR FROM VALTHIOFSTAD

CHURCH, ICELAND

K1G. 2.—CARVED BENCH END FROM \U CHURCH,

HALLINCDAL

turesque, one might almost say bizarre, appearance

of its exti riot is familiar to most tourists in Norway.

Tier above tier of shingled roofs and projecting

gables carry the eyes upward till they rest on the

dragonesque finials standing out against the sky,

conveying on the whole an impression rather of a

Chinese pagoda than of a Christian place of

worship. The pagan dragon's head, similar to

those which decorated the prows of the Vikings'

ships as they ploughed the sea, here shares the

honours with the cross of Christ, showing that the

older faiths, though dying, were not yet wholly

extinct An excellent view of the exterior of

Borgund (.'hurch is given in Olivia M. Stone's

" Norway in June," p. 354.

The plan and si 1 tion of Borgund Church given

in L. II. S. Dietrichson's "De norske Stavkirker"

(pp. 8 and 9) renders intelligible the interior

arrangement of the timber framing by which this

apparently meaningless jumble of roots and gables

is supported. The ground-plan shows a chancel

with an apsidal east end and a rectangulai navi

with aisles running round all four sides, and oui

this again there is a sort of verandah, or covered

S3
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passage, intended to afford shelter for the congrega-

tion during bad weather before and after service.

The upper half of the outer wall of the passage is

open to the air and the lower half boarded. An
arcade of timber columns surrounds the nave and
separates it from the aisles. These columns are

continued upwards and form the supports for the

highest part of the roof which covers the nave.

The vertical timbers are so lofty that they require

to be tied together at about half their height by

horizontal and cross pieces placed thus |X|, making

a kind of lattice girder round the nave. The
structure is still further strengthened and beautified

HP
IP
v v

IP

JU

-CARVED DOORWAY FROM AAI. CHURCH, HALI.INGDAL

by little round arches above and below the cross

pieces. The aisles and the verandah outside it

have penthouse roofs sloping outwards at different

levels, that of the verandah being nearest to the

ground. The enclosing walls of the main body of

the church within the verandah or corridor are

constructed of slabs of timber placed vertically in

the same fashion as at Greensted Church, in Essex.

There are three doorways, one on the south side of

the chancel, another on the south side of the nave,

and the third in the middle of the west wall of the

nave. The doorways of the nave lead out of the

aisles which surround it into the verandah, and in

front of each there is a gabled porch.

The doorways are therefore not visible

from the outside of the church, being

concealed by the verandah. One of the

most remarkable features of the Norse

wooden churches is the entire absence of

windows, the only openings in the walls

being the doorways and air-holes next the

roof. When the doors are shut the in-

terior is in complete darkness.

We have thought it necessary to give

this somewhat tedious description of the

interior arrangements of a typical wooden

church in Norway so as to show what

scope there is for carved decoration, and to

enable the reader to realise exactly where

the doorways are placed ; for, when these

have been removed to museums, there is

nothing to indicate how they fitted on to

the structures to which they belonged.

The only portions of the interiors of the

wooden churches in Norway where deco-

rative carving is used are the capitals of

the columns of the nave arcades, the X
struts already mentioned above, the arcades

and the triangular pieces of timber in the

clerestory just below the springing line of

the roof. The most complete series of

carved capitals is in Urnas Church, on the

Sogne Fjord, about ioo miles north-east

of Bergen. The capitals are of the Nor-

man cushion shape, and on each of the

four semicircular sides are carved foliage,

birds, beasts, centaurs, and other fabulous

creatures bearing a remarkable resem-

blance to the subjects on the medallions

round the arch mouldings of the Norman
doorway at St. Margaret's, Walmgate, York
The triangular pieces of timber in the

clerestory of Urnas Church are orna-

mented with dragons.
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II'.. 4.—CARVED LOORWAV I ROM IT K 1 CHURCH,

BUSKERUDS, AMI'

At Gol Church, in Hallingdal, about 100 miles

north-east of Christiania, some very curious gro

tesque human heads are to be seen at the top of the

triangular timbers at the points from which the roof

principals spring.

The bench-ends and chairs found in many of

the churches in Norway are also carved, but they

may be considered rather as the furniture than as

forming part of the fixed structure. The chairs

have already been described, and we shall refer to

the bench-ends subsequently.

The carving on the exteriors of the Norwegian

wooden churches is 1 oncentrated almost ex< lusivi I)

on the dragone ;que finials oi th< rool gabli ;, the

air-apertures pierced in the little turret oi Bechi on

the top of the roof of the nave and the doorwaj ,

although an exceptional case occurs al 1 mas, on the

Sogne fjord, where the vertical planks which form

the exterior walls of the building, and the round

1 inner posts are most elaborately decorated with

dragonesque beasts in the style ol those on the

Danish Rune-inscribed head-stone found in St.

Paul's Churchyard, and now in the Guildhall

Library. The church of Urnas is probably ow ol

the oldest in Norway, as the dragonesque beasts

belong to the art of the monuments of the eleventh

century inscribed in later Rums, and are quite

different from the true mediaeval dragon. The frag

ment shown on Fig. 10, from Torpe Church, Hal

lingdal, is in this style.

Most of the finely carved doorways of the

wooden (lunches in Norway belong to the end of

the twelfth or the beginning of the thirteenth

century, and although some may perhaps be a little

earlier and others a little later, yet the general

character of all is the same, the art motives being

evidently derived from Christian-Byzantine sources,

with here and there an admixture of ideas of pagan

origin which died hard even though the ban of the

Church was upon them.

Notwithstanding the large number of carved

doorways of this period still in existence, very few

of the doors seem to have escaped destruction.

The original door of Urnas Church is one of those

that have survived. It is completely covered with

dragonesque beasts of the same kind as on the

jambs of the doorway. A very fine specimen of a

door made of plain boards, but with all its iron

work complete, is to be seen at Hedal Church, at

the northern end of Lake Spirillen, sixty miles or

so north-west of Christiania. The ironwork is very

elaborate, with pierced lock-plates ornamented

with figure-subjects.

A beautifully carved door from Valthiofstad

Church, Nordmulasysla, in the east of Iceland. 1

:

preserved in the Copenhagen Museum, and a cast

of it is available for English students in the South

Kensington Museum (see Fig. 1). The carved

portions are enclosed within two large circular

medallions, the upper one containing a legendary

figure-subject, and the lower one four dragons

placed symmetrically with their bodies, wings and

limbs interlaced in a very ingenious manner. In

the centre of the door is an iron ring-shaped handle.

The door is 6 ft. 9A in. high by 3 ft. 2A in. wide.

In the middle of the present century the door
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began to fall to pieces, so that the village priest,

Pastor Arneston, was glad (on Aladdin's principle

of " new lamps for old ") to hand over this precious

relic of antiquity to the Copenhagen Museum, and

to receive in exchange a new oaken door and two

altar candlesticks. The late Prof. George Stephens,

the world-renowned Runic scholar of Copenhagen,

has described this door very fully in the ArcJuco-

logia Scotica (vol. v. 1873, p. 249) of the Society

of Antiquaries of Scotland. He explains that the

figure-subject in the upper medallion consists of

three scenes taken from the legend of King Theo-

dorik and the Drake. As the story tells, King

I [G. 5.—CARVED DOORWAY 1R0M FLAA CHURCH, HALU.NGDAL

S6

Thcodorik once upon a time rescued a lion from

danger of death from a savage dragon by slaying

the monster, and ever afterwards the grateful lion

followed his friend and protector. The first act in

the drama is clearly portrayed on the lower half

of the medallion. Here King Theodorik is seen

piercing the dragon with his keen sword-blade.

The reptile is strangling the lion with his convo-

luted tail, but his protruding tongue and the

agonised way in which he is coiling his neck round

a tree stem shows that his end is near. On the

upper half of the medallion we see the lion follow-

ing King Theodorik like a faithful hound, and in

the last and most pathetic scene of all,

the lion lies on his master's grave true till

death, and refusing to be comforted. Prof.

Stephens reads the Runic inscription on

the king's grave as follows :

" (Se bin) rikia kunung her grafin er

na dreka thena."

" (See yon) mighty king here buried

who slew the dragon this."

The first two words of the inscription

are broken away, and are therefore con-

jectural.

Some incised marks on the door are

perhaps those of the carver. The mili-

tary dress of King Theodorik, with the

kite-shaped shield and conical helmet with

nasal, is interesting from being like the

costume of the Norman warriors on the

Bayeux tapestry, and on the Norman

doorway at Brayton, in Yorkshire. The

date is thus fixed at 1150 to 1200. The

early representation of a wooden church

and the little beasts' heads peeping out of

a hole in the ground are worth noticing.

The decorative effect of the carving is

increased by leaving a due amount of

space quite plain to give the eye an occa-

sional rest whilst wandering over the sur-

face and endeavouring to convey to the

brain a general impression of the whole

design. The details are finished with

great care and skill. The conventional

methods of indicating the texture of the

feathers of the dragon's wings, the manes

of the horse and the lion, the tuft on the

end of the tail of the lion, the spinal ridge

of the dragon's back, and the leaves of the

plants, all contribute towards the general

effect. By introducing different kinds of

texture, the carver is able to produce

gradated contrasts between one portion of
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FIG. J.—DOOR JAMB 1 ROM

IIYI.I.F.STAD CHURCH,

SATERSDAL

the surface and another, which are almost equivalent

to the use of colour. Notice also how carefully

anything like a true plane parallel to the original

face of the door is avoided, for the carver of old

knew well that any degree of light or shade could

be got by slightly tilting a flat surface one way or

the other, and if the flat surface were transformed

into a curved one, gradation of light or shade was

added.

We come now to the decorative carving round

the doorway, and we cannot take a more beautiful

or typical example than that from Aal Church, in

Upper llallingd.il, about 100 miles

nmth-west of Christiania (Fig. 3).

["he unusual proportions of the door

opening as compared with thosi

doorways of stone churches in Eng

land is at once apparent. I he formei

are very high and narrow, and tin 1

to be accounted for by the fact that the

doorway had its origin in simply leuv

ing out one of the vertical boards ol

which the exterior walls of the wooden

churches are constructed. At Aal and

Stedje the lintel is formed of three

horizontal planks bridging over the

space left by the omission of om ol

the vertical planks and connecting

together the upper ends of the two

vertical planks which are now the

jambs. The jambs are convex on the

outside like the other vertical planks

of the walls, and have pillars with capi-

tals and bases in relief on each side of

tin- door-opening. There is also a

sort of arch in relief on the lowest ol

the three lintel planks. The capitals

of the columns are each surmounted

by the figure of a beast, possibly a lion.

In the centre of the doorway is a small

human head hanging down between

two dragons with open mouths and

protruding tongues. This curious bit

of symbolism, whatever it may mean,

occurs on several of the early upright

cross-slabs in Scotland, notably at 1 )un-

fallandy in Perthshire. The decoration

of the rest of the doorway consists

entirely of winged dragons, whose tails

meander over the whole surface in con-

volutions of foliageous scrollwork won-

derfully interlaced and bewilderingly

complicated. The carving is extremely

good as regards its execution, but the

design altogether lacks simplicity. It is impossible

to follow the endless windings, loopings and inter-

lacings of the dragons and foliage. So that, after

vainly trying to make out what it all means, one

ends, like the marriage service, with amazement.

The doorway of Tuft Church (fig. j) is ol

the same class as that at Aal, but not nearly so

elaborate.

The doorway of Flaa Church, in Hallingdal, fifty

miles north-west of Christiania (Fig. 5), differs from

the two preceding in having a semi-circular arched

top instead of a flat lintel. The arch is defined
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VEGUSDA] I in n li.

NEDENCES AMI

FIG. 9.— DOI IK JAMB
PROM VEGOSDAL CHURCH,

NEDENCES AM I

by a broad band of foliage. Dietrichson calls the

latter the "sognske" type, and the former the
" telemarske " type of doorway.

The door jamb (Fig. 9), from Vegusdal Church,

is much weathered, but the carving must have been
good originally. Instead of dragons the decoration

here consists of scrolls of foliage and beasts.

Some of the most interesting doorways in

Norway are those which illustrate the overlap of

Paganism with Christianity, as shown by the use of

figure-subjects in the decoration of churches, not

taken from the Bible or from lives of saints, but

from the Eddas and the Sagas. The most favourite

scenes are from the story of Sigund Fafnir's Bane,

as related in the Edda of Saemund and the V61-

sunga Saga (see H. H. Sparling's edition, published

by Walter Scott). Two door jambs of

this kind are shown on Figs. 6 and 8,

one from Hyllestad, in Satersdal, seventy

miles north of Christiansand, and the

other from Vegusdal.

The subjects represented on the jamb
of the Hyllestad doorway, commencing
at the top, are :

(1) King Gunnar harping in the worm-pit.

lie plays the harp with his toes, and serpents are

gnawing at him.

(2) Sigurd slaying Regin the dwarf smith.

The blood is gushing out of his mouth.

(3) Sigurd's horse " Grana."

(4) The tree with the talking birds.

(5) Regin with the sword "Gram."

(6) Sigurd roasting Fafnir's heart on a spit,

and putting his thumb in his mouth to taste the

blood.

The subjects on the jamb of the

Vegusdal doorway are arranged in circu-

lar medallions, and are as follows :

(1) Sigurd slaying Regin.

(2) Sigurd's horse " Grana " and Sigurd testing

1 he sword " Gram " on an anvil.

(3) Regin and Sigurd welding together the

shards of the sword " Gram."

(4) Sigurd roasting Fafnir's heart, and the tree

with the talking birds.

We Englishmen share these Pagan

mythical heroic tales with our Norse

kinsmen across the sea, and at Kirk

Andreas,* and at Malew, in the Isle of

Man, and at Halton,f in Lancashire, we
have instances on early crosses of a simi-

lar Pagan-Christian overlap in our own
country. What we suffer from most at

tlir present time is the lack of a suf-

ficiently strong belief in any story what

ever, either Christian or Pagan, to embody in out-

national art. Conventional ornament is at best

but a poor substitute for symbolic sculpture, and
we look forward to the time when the heroes of

romance will once more be as real to us as they

were to our Scandinavian and our Celtic ancestors,

so that we may draw fresh inspiration from their

stirring deeds which will infuse new life into our

literature and our art.

The last specimens of Scandinavian wood-

* See " Saga Illustrations of Early Manks Monuments,"

by P. M. C. Kermode, in the "Saga Book " of the Viking

Club for iSc>5-6 (D. Null).

t See " The Pagan-Christian overlap in the North," by

Dr. H. Colic;' March, in the Trans. Lane, and Cheshire

Arch ei il. Si ic.
," vol. ix.
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carving we have to draw attention to are a couple

of bench-ends, one from Torpe Church, in Uppei

Hallingdal, about eighty miles north west of Chris

tiania (Fig. n), and the other from Aal Church,

also in Hallingdal (Fig. 2).

Both are boldly carved, and the beast crunching

a little man's neck between his great jaws is parti-

cularly quaint, and so extremely realistic that 1 me

expects every minute to hear his vertebra snap off

like a broken pipe stem, and to see his head roll off

on to the floor. The artist has managed to place

the little man in an attitude which fascinates the

onlooker by its extreme discomfort to such an

extent that it makes him feci quite uncomfortable

too from sympathy. It is not always easyto set-

how an effect of this kind is got, but the puckers

in the upper lip, as when a snarling dog shows his

teeth, and the protruding eye, have something to

do with the success of the work.

The two carved chairs illustrated on fig. 12 were

referred to in the previous article. The one on

the left is not only richly carved with foliage,

dragons, birds and figure-subjects, but has the

additional interest of being inscribed with an odd

mixture of Runes and of capital and minuscule

Roman letters. The inscription along the top rail

of the back of the chair gives the owner's name,

Thorunn, Benedikt's daughter, whilst those on the

front part of the chair are explanatory of the twelve

si-'ns of the Zodiac, which are carved on two

*• v.\
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horizontal rows of circular medallions. Above each

medallion is the name of the sign, and below it the

name of the month, commencing with Sol in

Aquaria (sic) and Januarius, and ending with Sol

in Caprkornu and Desembr.* The part of the

chair beneath the seat forms a box, having a hinged

lid in the middle of the seat. On the front panels

of the box incised carving is introduced with good
effect, to produce a contrast with the rest of the

carving, which is in relief.

The other chair on the right is from Grand
Church, and measures 3 ft. 3 in. high by 2 ft. 6h in.

wide, by 1 ft. 5 in. deep. Its general design re-

sembles that of the one first described. The large

knobs ornamented with plaitwork on the vertical

bars of the back remind one of the handles of a

Scottish dirk, and suggest an affinity between the

art of Scandinavia and the Highlands of Scotland

in mediaeval times.

A
N INCIDENT ON THE
ENGLISH COAST. WITH
SKETCHES BY E. W.
CHARLTON.

There are the warnings of a storm, warnings to

be read on land and sea, foretold with a truth

which refuses to be disregarded. The wati hers on
shore must be ready to act : those with knowledge
to take the lead, the inexperienced to help, for

maybe a vessel is plunging this way out of all

control and courage will be demanded. Not that

the unskilled can be expected to do very much in

these critical moments, though the strength of

man is needed, and welcome help is obtained when
a hand is read\- at a hawser here or a shoulder to

the lifeboat there.

And soon the rain is whirling by, driving aslant,

lashing down the foam as it rises white and is

scared away into the fast increasing gloom.

The wind abandons its first lament, and hurries

on to anger. It chases the waves and hounds
them on and whips them into frenzy, and then

sweeps across the land, with desolation following

and havoc to the fore. And the sea, maddened
as the tempest howls above it, is ever on the

alert for destruction. Its jaws are wide, and it

roars in its strength, a strength that knows no

mercy. From the dark horizon it rolls in its

wrath till it thunders on the shore ; the seeth-

ing surf in its ebb and flow worrying the

* These readings are taken from an engraving in I. J. A.

Worsaae's " Nordiske Oldsager,'' of the Copenhagen
Museum, p. 157.
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shingle, while the spray in a thick, white, drench-

ing mist, is carried far up overhead and flies away

affright '«1.

It is difficult to stand alone, it is not easy to see

or hear, yet there is a great fascination to watch it

all. For the sight is grand, and thereis majesty

in the gale. I, with many another, was witness-

ing such a scene on an autumn morning last year.

I, too, had been glorying in the grandeur of the

gale, noting it, studying it.

Suddenly a long thin line of light shoots into the

sky, seeming far off in such a turbulence. Thru

another, with now and again a stifled boom borne

towards the shore. And all the magnificence is

gone at once, the majesty of the scene is quenched,

for fatality may be close at hand, with much to be

done to avert it. Later on, when first one barque

and then a second drove ashore, all thought of

wind and cloud and sea, all effect, departed.

To watch two noble vessels beaten by the seas

till every seam gaped wide and every plank was

splintered, to know they were conquered and must

perish, was distressing enough, and to see the ex

hausted crews helpless amidst such danger was

absolutely painful. As each wave struck ami

poured its flood high over the mangled hulls,

obliterating everything, one could but expect to

find some gone when the spray was spent. Vet

every time till the rescue came the men stood

bravely there, and at last a line was thrown aboard

and a mighty cheer was given, for every one knew

there was hope then that the sailors would be

saved. They escaped the masts as they went by

the board, they avoided the falling spars, and they

answered the cheers sent up from the shore till

every man was landed.

It was on Folkestone beach that this happened,

and it was curious to note that both vessels were

Norwegian barques laden with timber; that both

struck the shore about the same time within a few

hundred yards of one another ; that each carried a

crew of ten, and that the last man of each was

brought on land at almost the same moment. But

neither ship was bound from or to the same port.

The trouble began off Dungeness about the hour of

dawn. No time was lost. The lifeboat soon was

speeding on its way right in the teeth of the gale.

She struck some rocks, the rudder broke and six

of the oars were snapped, yet on the men went and
reached the ship, but could only take off four of

the crew, and even then they had to jump into the

water first. Other lifeboats had been called out.

I saw the gallant men from Hythe : Dover and

Romney had sent theirs too, but the wrecks were
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drifting fast to the shore, and in the end it was

from the shore the rest of the crews were rescued.

The coastguard saved the ten from the one, as the

lifeboat crew, having beached their boat, brought

six ashore from the other. One by one they were

dragged through the surf, but the danger was great

because of the spars and timber and wreckage

tossing about ; because of the swirl of the backwash

round the keel, and the fear of fouling lines. It

was almost noon before the life-lines on the wrecks

were cut.

The sea became quieter on the following day,

but afterwards it raged again, battering the hulls

and scattering the wreckage till both the ships were

broken up. Not many days from that anxious

time there was nothing standing of either wreck

but the bows of one high tilted up, with the point

of the bowsprit sunk quite deep into the beach and

shingle. The rest was strewn along the shore ;

sides, sterns, keels, decks, masts and shrouds,

tattered sails and cordage. Truly the handiwork

of man was mastered by that hurricane, but here

its battle with man himself was followed by its own
defeat, though, alas ! in many another place a

different tale was told. The coastguard and the

lifeboat men did their duty valiantly, as English

sailors always do. They struggled hard to win

that fight, and victory was theirs, lor they saved

the crews, just twenty men and twenty nun were

all. E. W. ( it u i
1 1 in.

o X THE DRAWINGS OE M
GEORGES DE FEURE. BY
OCTAVE UZANNE.

'tulipe." illustration for " feminiflores

When one looks back on the

history of painting in France since 1880, and

thinks of the poverty of ideas prevailing fifteen

years ago in our ve.trh

Salons, it is impossible to

avoid being struck by the

rapid transformation our

aestheticism has under-

gone, and by the philoso-

phic thought with which

the art of painting and

artistic work generally have

been ennobled.

French art twenty years

ago dragged along in the

old unvarying traditions

naturalistic landscapes,

genre subjects, battle pic

tures, historical studies.

and portraits black or

bituminous and altogether

monotonous in treatment.

There was a plentiful

harvest of pictures made

to be vulgarised by com-

monplace chromo-litho-

graphs, in the style of

Neuville, Delort, Leloir

and Kemmserer. We
revelled in dainty repro-

ductions of the eighteenth

century: but no

evoked the spirit of the

divine artists of the great

Italian periods, tin- spirit

of Ghirlandayo, 01 Man-

tegna,orLuini.or Filippino

I.ippi, or Angelino 01
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Cimabue. Taste ruled otherwise, all being in

favour of an easy commercialism, based on the

attractiveness of "pretty" subjects: and art did

splendid business, that is to say it had become

degraded, brought down to a deplorable level

of mediocrity to suit the taste of the public at

large.

Painting with intellect in it, and expression and

harmony and ideas, bordering on decorative work,

synthesising form, simplifying colour—the painting

sometimes called " symbolic," " embryogenic," or

" mystic," was only just making its appearance in

Paris about 1885 ; and its earliest exponents,

coming on the scene at the high tide of realism,

were received with irony and loaded with ridicule.

They were not long, however, in securing attention

' TUBEREUSE. Mil 51 KA1 i"N I OS " FEMINIFLORES
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and in drawing to themselves all the apostles of

true art.

Whence did the movement spring? Did it

arise out of the great moral influence of the pre-

Raphaelite Brotherhood ; or was it simply one of

those logical recurrences to the old forms of which

we have had so many instances in the history of

painting ?

It were impossible to tell exactly. Wagner and

Rossetti each has had an influence, more or less

profound, on the new generations. What the new
art sought to depict was the eternal misery of the

body fretted by the soul ; to adapt itself as deeply

as possible to the aesthetic sense of human suffer-

ing. By dint of reverting thus to precise and

primitive characterisation, with a passionate care

for form and ornament

and detail, this art gradu-

ally became decorative.

The picture assumed the

appearance of a fresco or a

tapestry ; the artist became

less exclusive than for-

merly ; he consented to

display his gifts in all sorts

of decorative work, on

books, on furniture, on

wall-papers, and he pro-

duced illustrations,

covers, posters, friezes,

menus and book-plates,

on the principle that

nothing is small if the art

be great.

It is therefore very

interesting and curious to

consider the generation of

painters who came into

prominence as recently as

1890; for the art they

serve is spread over every-

thing, and is no longer

specialised in useless inde-

finite canvases.

One of the most charac-

teristic figures among the

artists who now hold the

field, armed with pen, or

brush, or burin or litho-

graphic pencil, is Georges

de Feure, whose decora-

tive gifts are essentially

"personal," and whose

by georges de feure originality, so far from
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"
I 'AMOUREUSE 1)1' MAI. " FROM A PAINTING BY GEORGES DE FEURE

growing less, shows a marked advance with each

fresh creation.

Georges de Feure is one of those whose celebrity

will be assured in the near future. He only began

to produce his work in 1890, and already he has

achieved a great deal in oils, in lithograph)- and in

engraving. His lithochromes number a hundred ;

his pictures displayed in the past two years at the

Champ de Mars are now hanging in several private

galleries, while his posters which have appeared on

the street walls in Paris and Brussels are already

as much sought after by collectors as those of

the young Chicago artist, Will. H. Bradley, to

whose work that of De Feure bears some resem-

blance.

The whole art of Georges de Feure strives to

express the hereditary misery of man and woman,

the destiny which leads us on to unknown goal--,

and to reveal under an aspect of calm, patient

passivity the persistence of the sorrows which ac-

company or precede or follow every living creature

here below. His personages on the rack of a

moral hell, their muscles distended as though under

torture, seem to recall all

the vain and historic

efforts made: by man in

his attempts to reach hap-

piness. As thai Miund

critic, M. Paul Adam, re-

marks in an article deal

ing with the works of

Georges de Feure :
" The

lares of the beings he

depicts in his paintings

have a dreadful look of

dull stolidity at the use-

lessness of striving, and at

the relentless cruelty of

fate."

One of his pictures, La

Course a L'Abime, would

make a splendid illustra-

tion of certain passages in

Goethe's " Faust," or of

one of Uhland's ballads.

A wretched mass of hu-

manity is rushing to death

across a bridge, under a

dark mysterious skv. Two
female forms emerge from

the background with a

patch of sharp light, their

anguish - stricken limbs

telling of the hopelessness,

of living, with, on the one side, the inevitable

descent into the abyss, and on the other the

insolent voluble prodigality of vegetation, seen in

the foreground, with unheard-of flowers of fairy

hues, so bright and full of life that the bird peck-

ing near can hardly be distinguished from the

gorgeous petals. This sombre picture tells of the

inevitable transformation of all things—of herb-

age, of bird, of woman, of death itself—moving

resistlessly towards that state whence life shall

spring indomitable once more.

The same philosophic idea is recognised in

another of his canvases, Fin de Lutte, a keen, clear

landscape with a figure rising in astonishment

at being still alive, and watching the phantom

of danger passing away towards the horizon.

L'Angoisse is the title given to a curious picture

of two women stretched on the sea shore, and

gazing on the limitless ocean with questioning

eves, yet ever failing to grasp the heart-sickening

logic of the unceasing murmur of the wa

" M. Georges de Feure's great power." writes

M. Paul Adam, "consists in his impeccable draw-
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" LA FII.I.E DE LEDA
'

FROM A PAINTING BV GEORGES DE l'El'RE

ing. His line has all the sureness of a Vivarini

or a Van Eyck ; he goes so far even as to insist

upon it cruelly, scarring the flesh with the marks

of the fire into which he thrusts his figures. And
this gives to his works a certain character which

certainly adds to their beauty and force."

In his Spleenetique, a big decorative canvas in-

spired by some melancholy poem of Baudelaire's,

De Feure paints a quite modern woman, with red

flowers in her hair, like a Bacchante, sitting on a

terrace beneath the browning leaves of autumn,

and looking across the grey and misty plains into

the distance, soft and milky, and plunged in

mystery ; while the sun hides behind the dense

clouds, scarce showing his disc, half covered with

whitish film like the iris in the eye of the blind.

There is a pervading atmosphere of sadness about

this painting, a depth of dreaminess and a sense of

wandering thought, which one can scarcely equal

ioo

save in the works of some

of the master-minds of the

Renaissance.

De Feure's gifts have

something essentially femi-

nine about them. One
feels that he loves woman-

kind in its supreme beauty,

which is the supreme evil

itself. He strives to paint

in all its varieties her

eternal feline attributes

—

the woman of a thousand

curves, a thousand fascina-

tions, consumed by a

selfish love, given to all

excesses, the trunk whence

all the vices spring, the

source of all the ills, the

soul of every forbidden

delight. He sees in. these

sirens nothing but demons

whose mission it is, as St.

Augustine thought, to in-

crease sin and degrade all

vigorous thought. Thus

continually haunted, like a

visionary, by the sight of

an endless procession of

human woes, Georges de

Feure devotes his whole

mind to lamenting them

in his eloquent works—

a

series showing Man bear-

ing his cross under the

maleficent influence of Woman, perverse, distract-

ing, unconscious. This series he calls Les Caresses

de Satan.

Another picture by De Feure, which, doubtless,

satisfies his artistic soul, is composed as follows :

In a sky, quivering with clouds of miraculous

Bowers, and studded with celestial jewels, one sees

a woman's form, regal, triumphant, satanic. De-

liriously childlike in its virginal simplicity, her

youthful body is outlined in gracious curves, soft

as a caress
;

her heavy masses of hair crown her

brows as with a diadem ; her face bears the stamp

of a strange and prodigious beauty ; from her

mouth, with its blood-red, kiss-provoking lips, and

its two rows of pearls, gleams the light of hell ; her

nostrils quiver in ardent palpitations; while below

her pure forehead are two terrible eyeless orbits,

staring vacantly on the world, blind to the victims

of her fatal body.
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On the earth, beneath the Demon's feet we see

poor humanity writhing in terrible convulsions,

harassed by sickness and misery, hunger, madness,

suicide, ambition, greed, hysteria, murder, warfare,

jealousy, and hate.

In the foreground, among the wretched throng,

stands Death, gigantic, calm, all-powerful, watching

and waiting.

canvases are thus not pictures in the ordinary sense

—that is to say, his painting has none of the thi< k

ness or tin- brilliant varnished surface common to

ordinary work of the kind, as taught in the schools.

Rather they are wonderful tap . ol

great breadth, absolutely pure in design, anil exqui-

site in their range of colouring.

Even those of the public who know and admire

This, it will be seen, is a return to the philo- Georges de Feure scarcelj appreciate him at his

sophic, intellectual, and decorative painting of proper value, rather regarding him as an illustrator, a

the masters of the fifteenth century. He Feure, decorator, a designer of posters who has done much
however, does not seek to use his brush in good work in Le Courrier, / \fessager Franfais,

what may be called the "professional"' mode of La Butte, Le Boulevard, and other of the new

painting; all he seems to attempt is the precise, illustrated publications.

delicate, and distinguished style of the fresco, with

its sharp, bold outlines, using his colours with

great effect, and putting them on quite flat. His

LA CHARMECJSE D OISEAUX ! A DRAWING BY GEORGES DE FEURE

As for his poster work, he has put his name In a

score of polychrome placards, some of which have

become valuable as rarities among collectors.

Among his most success

ful works of this kind are

La Loie Fuller, Salome,

the Palais Indien, and

Izita. The last named

was illustrated in THE
Studio for Decembei

1896. Despite the great

number of artists now en-

gaged in this work, I )e

Feure has made his mark

by sheer ability : moreover

his work bears little resem-

blance to that of any other

artist.

In lithography lu- has

done innumerable pleasing

little things— menus, in-

vitation-cards,book covers,

and many curious pl.i

such as Les Trots Mendi-

antes dans la 1 •

Entree des I 'ices dans la

Ville, La I 'oix du Ma .

Uinfini, Le dernier . imant,

Fleur de la Greve, L'amour

Sanglant, and L'amour

Aveugle; and a few litho-

graphs in I il.ti k. like La

Prin essi \faleine, which

have all the air of some

romantic scene from

•• Faust " by a ( 'elestin

Nanteuil or an 1

I lelacroix.

De Feure is at present

engaged in preparing, as

lot
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illustrations for a book, a series of women's figures,

symbolising certain flowers, to be known as Femini-

flores, and other illustrations for La Porte des R'ives,

by Marcel Schwob.

To impress the features of any new artist on the

public memory, a brief and precise biography is

indispensable.

Georges de Feure was born in Paris in 1868. his

father being a Dutchman and his mother a Belgian.

Thus from his parents he inherited his love of the

tranquil, melancholy land where the sea waves moan
and the forests rustle in the breeze. From them,

too, springs his thoughtful vision, his sad dreami-

ness, and his intimate comprehension of the symbols

dear to the Northern spirit.

When quite young I >e Feure was taken to the

Netherlands, where his father, a rich and prosperous

architect, brought him up amidst every luxury. At

fourteen the lad, longing for independence, was

placed in a business house at Utrecht, but he did

not stay there long. Meanwhile his father, after a

series of disastrous speculations, had suddenly

found himself ruined.

Thus, when scarcely sixteen, De Feure's easy,

comfortable existence was changed in a moment
into one of trouble and anxiety, such as befell some
of the heroes of Dickens and Lesage. He had all

sorts of ups-and-downs. After being clerk to a firm

of forwarding agents at Dordrecht, assistant to a

bookseller at La Haye, and working at a hatter's

in Rotterdam, he ultimately became a sort of

wardrobe-keeper's assistant and " general utility

"

man in an Amsterdam theatre, where for fifteen

florins a week the poor lad had to post the bills and
clean the scenery during the day, and at night to

play all sorts of parts in absurd operettas or come-

dies, in quality infinitely heavier and less subtle than

the national Schiedam.

During this sombre time I >e Feure's ambition was

to devote himself to literature, and he wrote in the

Netherland tongue numerous stories, articles, and

bits of description, of the merits of which we have

no means of judging.

In 1890 De Feure gave up the pen for the pencil,

and began to turn to profit some of the notions of

drawing he had picked up in connection with

theatrical decoration. First he worked for a litho-

grapher, who did posters, and although free from

actual want, he suffered tortures as a mere workman

condemned to produce rubbish to order, stifled in

an atmosphere of ugliness. However, he set to

work obstinately and determinedly, to emancipate

himself by the personal gifts he felt within him.

At that time he dreamed of what he was soon to

accomplish—the penetrating harmonies of tone,

the soft curves, the bold outlines, the rich colours,

the impetuous scenes ; and just as one might fall

in love with some fairy princess, the young artist

grew enamoured of the beauty yet unrealised ; set

himself to commune with it, to express with his

brush that which he felt in his innermost nature.

He gave himself up wholly to this passion, which

is the only source of art ; resolved, with his glowing

sense of life, to be himself in all his work, to give

expression to naught but the ideographic, and in

everything to be indebted to no one but himself.

Full of pluck and courage, and with his taste

growing more and more refined day by day, De
Feure came to Paris to measure himself by the

hard standards before which so many a fine nature

has failed. He has already made his name there,

but he has the good sense not to over-estimate

himself, and retains a clear idea of the distance

which still separates him from the lofty peaks

towards which he gazes. He is progressing bravely,

and soon he will be near the goal of his ambition.

Until lately he signed himself Von Feure, now he

is De Feure ; and this name, which he inscribes on

his canvases, will soon be universally recognised as

that of one of the leaders in the field of con-

temporary decoration. I have no fear of compro-

mising myself in saying so much for one of the

elect of art.

Octave Uzanne.

N EPOCH-MAKING HOUSE.
BY GLEESON WHITE.A

I » A generation which accepts

JL \. " Morris " papers and woven fabrics,

Mr. Philip Webb's fireplaces, and Mr. Walter Crane's

gesso-work as normal evidence of good taste in

furnishing, that finds Mr. Whistler's paintings held

in honour, and is accustomed to the reverence due

to " blue-and-white " and " Tanagra " figures, may
possibly forget that but a few years ago all these

things were appreciated by a comparatively small

number, and that it required no little courage for

a rich man to include them in his scheme for a

House Beautiful.

Artists are always privileged to be eccentric, and

as a rule the tolerance which a layman bestows on

them at first soon gives place to rabid imitations.

But for a layman to be among the first in recognis-

ing the " new " movement is rare enough to be

noted when found, whether in the " seventies " or

the " nineties."

If we remember these facts, No. 1 Holland Park,
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DRAWING-ROOM NO. I HOLLAND I'ARK

the home of Mr. A. A. Ionides, may be regarded

as historic already. For, some twenty-five years

ago, he maintained consistently the ideal which we

all affect to champion to-day. The esoteric creed

of a few has become the gospel preached from the

housetops. To this end many influences have

worked : first the firm of Morris and Co.—that

famous movement wherein Ford Madox Brown,

Dante Gabriel Rossetti, Sir Edward Burne-Jones,

and others played no small part directly or indirectly;

then the Century Guild, with its Hobby-Horse,

and still later, the Arts and Crafts Society, with

its exhibitions and lectures. Add to these the per-

sonal example of a large number of architec its,

painters, and sculptors, who made their own houses

comely, reinforced with the pens of many able

writers—and you find the primary causes that have

diffused the lesson which this house embodies. To
say as much is but bare justice; nor does it infer

that, were the whole abode to be planned anew, its

owner and those who worked with him would treat it

f xactly in the same fashion. Sentiment has changed

rapidly, but chiefly in the direction of appreciation

for consistent innovation and less reliance upon

pedantic adherence to precedent than would have

been judicious in the earlier stages of the move-

ment. Now, we are more sure of our ground, and

have greater faith in the power of living men to

challenge comparison with dead masters. Yet this

house is more nearly the forerunner of the newer

experiments than is the last word of academic

tradition. For in it Mr. Philip Webb, Mr. Walter

Crane and Mr. William Morris found their own

modes of expression, and initiated many things-

which have become almost hackneyed to-day.

Daily the fact is forced more and more upon

those who study the matter that Morris, who was

in many respects the slave of tradition, who

preached the futility of attempting to do more than

revive the best things of past centuries, was himself

at times too full of vitality to limit himself within

his own self-set bounds. It is no less certain that

he succeeded in inspiring to experiment and enter-

prise others who have long since set their ideals-

la 1 ahead and ceased to look behind. The lore

of the past has become a clause of their artistic

io3
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creed, but an accepted rather than a vital factor

to many people whose energy is directed toward

the future.

In this house, where the work of Morris confronts

a visitor everywhere, it is impossible not to recall

a fancy often expressed before, namely, that in his

body the soul of some thirteenth-century master-

craftsman was re-incarnated. Perhaps it would be

more near the truth to say the souls of many, for

he was no blind adherent to any local precedent, but

found inspiration as catholic workers found it after

the Crusades brought back to Europe glimpses of the

art of the Orient. In the drawing-room, especially

full of Morris handiwork, you find Persian influence

in rugs and embroideries as strongly evident as

. i .

/'»- fr*V rN -'

GESSO P \M- I

IO4

is that of the art of the monastery and the trades-

guilds of Europe. Even the pianoforte (although

it is true that this is not Morris's handiwork)—

a

peculiarly Western object, is encrusted with gesso

that suggests Italy it is true — but a far more

distant legend beyond.

In short, the spirit of the house reflects much of

the spirit of William Morris. For it is a house to

live in, not a palace to be visited by strangers,

or used only on state occasions, wherein small

rooms are kept for domestic use, and the rest for

ceremonial functions.

The house outside can hardly be called dis-

tinguished. It is true that an iron gate and a tiled

entrance-lobby suggest to a casual passer-by that

the plain facade is but the

husk of a precious kernel.

Yet it looks mainly what

it is, a commonplace

London house (a " family

mansion " an agent would

call it) made comely by

alteration and additions

that were not sufficiently

drastic to leave it architec-

turally imposing.

But within, a surprise

awaits, and from the hall

to the nursery every room

is a perfect example of its

kind. It is a feast of

pleasure to one interested

in the decoration of dwel-

lings. But to avoid the

risk of being misunder-

stood, it is as well to pre-

face any description with

a distinct statement that

its ideal is neither the only

satisfactory one, nor neces-

sarily the best. The real

charm of the house is that

it is a consistent example

of the use of fabrics and

patterns designed chiefly

by Mr. Morris, and that it

represents the first flower

of the " movement " in

aesthetic furnishing which

has now developed many

fresh and charming varie-

ties.

In one respect it obeys

the law of a perfect house,BY W.M IKK 1 R \NK
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viz., that the impression produced by it upon a visitor

should not be too vivid at first. Its best achieve-

ment is surely to be merely restful and pleasing on

first acquaintance, and gradually to disclose new

points of interest, and to yield new aspects by de-

grees. If this be true (and it is undoubtedly even

of simple houses), it becomes still more important

when all that money can achieve has been lavishly

introduced without its cost intruding itself on your

notice. Simplicity, whether the result of economy

or of a deliberate effort to be austere, may

accomplish this result ; yet when an ornate and

sumptuously decorated interior is so cleverly

managed that you are only conscious of harmonious

schemes of colour and a general sense of comfort

and domesticity, the good taste that controlled the

FIREPLACE IN THE MORNING-ROOM
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undertaking is also beyond praise. The beauty of

complexity is one thing, the beauty of simplicity

another, but both may be beautiful.

Poor people do not realise how vulgar they

might be were economy not always their safeguard.

To do without bad ornament is far easier when you

cannot afford the more expensive. It is only when

you are able to set aside the question of cost that

you realise how often the most expensive product

is also the least artistic.

This is merely a roundabout way of saying that

lack of taste is better worth having than bad taste,

and that good taste, inseparable from all artistic

successes, is not necessarily limited to simplicity.

No. 1 Holland Park, which from a common-
place villa was gradually evolved into a Victorian

interior destined to be

historic—that is the point

whence we started ! Its

' success is due chiefly . to

three influences. First,

the wise judgment of its

owner in recognising the

genius of men who had not

then made world-wide re-

putations ; next, as we have

already seen, to William

Morris, whose handiwork

is everywhere ; and thirdly,

but co-equally, to Mr. Philip

Webb, an architect whose

influence has not yet re-

ceived formally that appre-

ciation which all students

of architecture and design

so willingly acknowledge

it to deserve. To Mr.

Philip Webb the structural

changes are chiefly due, to

Mr. Morris the patterns on

the walls and fabrics, to

Mr. Ionides himself the

discrimination which recog-

nised the beauty of things

then unfamiliar.

In the hall a delightful

mosaic pavement is perhaps

the first thing which strikes

an interested visitor. To
the average person it may

(as an anecdote has it)

seem a very good imitation

of oil-cloth. To one who

no. 1 Holland pakk is concerned with design it
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is a masterpiece of its kind, this simple pattern

of olive-green conventionalised foliage, with red

A's and black "I's" dotted here and tin-re

upon a white surface. So quiet and unobtrusive is

the effect, that perhaps only a thoroughly trained

and practised eye would be attracted by it.

Delightful bric-a-brac, Morns wall-paper, ceilings

painted by the same artist himself, pictures by

Mr. G. F. Watts—one a family portrait group

which is among his earliest work-.- all these come

into the picture: and above all, the sense of

comfort, and even of snugness—a rare quality in

such a place—are equally impressive. For the

house, although commodious, is not vast, and by

the planning of its passages and anterooms it is so

eminently " liveable," that possibly is real size is

somewhat less apparent thereby. Everywhere

beautiful things in bronze, lacquer, or porcelain

heighten the effect, but nowhere do they crowd

so as to suggest a museum. For much of the

decorations and detail would not be noticed b\

an ordinary person paying a social visit : it is only

apparent to one searching for it.

From the porch you pass up a staircase of Mr.

Philip Webb's design, where cleverly planned steps,

on a larger scale beneath the handrail, afford

resting-place for bronzes. The ceiling, decorated

after designs by Morris, one of several in the

house, is yellow upon white, the carpet a pleasant

harmony in pale greyish-green and cinnamon,

every item of the pattern and decoration being

selected to support a delicate scheme of colour

wherein the pink and silver of the walls come as

an important factor.

The walls of the drawing-room are covered with

a gold lacquered paper rich in various colours, that

at first sight suggests Japan, but proves to be a

design of chrysanthemum (by Morris) embossed in

silver, overlaid with washes of brilliant transparent

lacquer. The cornice is also lacquered, and the

ceiling painted with gold and silver upon an ivory

ground. The chief colours in the hangings are

green and blue mixed to yield a delightfully soft

" bloom," which is echoed in the fabric clothing

the walls of the second drawing-room opening out

of the first. . The mantelpiece in the first room

was especially designed by Mr. Walter Crane to

display some of Mr. Ionides's unique collection of

Tanagra statuettes. But this need not detain us,

as a consideration of these superb bibelots will be

the subject of another paper in The Studio. To
see how well the terra-cottas of Tanagra "go"
with the Gothic and Oriental details of Morris is

to realise once again that nearly all noble things

can be trusted to exist happily m each othei

society, for here lapanese metal-work, Chinese

blue and white, historic majolica, and these little

figures in their delicate colours set in a qua

Greek overmantel, make no discord, but

ther far more happily than do the average

objects in a room kept rigidly to the work of a

fixed period. The carpets by Morris reveal the

features which he made his own robust generous

curves blossoming into tlower like patterns, and

with a sense of space unlike the " tighl

"i ii modern carpets. In the second room

a portiere of old embroidery over the dining-

room door is a superb piece ol colour, that

harmonises strangely well with the modern work

around it.

In this room stands a grand piano (which will

be remembered by many visitors to the Arts and

('rafts) with a case ol wood stained green, and

almost covered with elaborate detail in gold and

silver gesso, the design and work of Miss Faulk-

ner.

The pictures on the walls are full of interest,

although many of the famous works which once

hung here have been dispersed
;
yet these which

remain, by Rossetti, Watts, Legros, and others, are

fine enough to provoke much rhapsody, but they

are not quite pertinent to the present article, so

they also must be passed over.

From the inner drawing-room the dining-room is

entered, and here we have a very notable instance

of a very elaborately decorated apartment, that at

first sight does not reveal itself as materially unlike

any similar room in a well-appointed modern house.

Vet the walls, the ceiling, the doors, sideboard, in

fact the whole room (except the high dado of

Spanish leather and the marble mantelpiece with

its Persian tiles) has been lacquered upon silver.

Although pitched in the highest key (next to

stained glass) which craft allows, metal of all shades,

from crimson to pale green and silver, has been so

deftly softened by transparent lacquers, that the

result is the reverse of gaud)-, and as harmonious

as a fine piece of ancient metal with the patina of

age upon it.

The designs of the surface decoration are all by

Mr. Walter Crane, who was assisted in the model-

ling of some of the subjects by the late Osmond

Weekes. In the large panels of the frieze the

subjects are taken from .Esop's Fables. The

motive of the ornament elsewhere is the vine,

which culminates in a bas-relief representing the

famous quatrain of Omar Khayyam, which in the

first edition runs :

107
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" Come, fill the cup, and in the Fire of Spring

The Winter Garment of Repentance play.

The Bird of Time ha-, bill a little way

To fly—and Lo ! the Bird is on the wing."

As a former writi-r upon this house has pointed

out, it is the vine of "old Khayyam" that Mr.

Crane has chosen for the motive of the decoration

of this room. " Perplext no more with Human
or Divine, To-morrow's tangle to the winds re-

sign, And lose your fingers in the tresses Of the

Cyprus-slender Minister of wine," might be its

motto, or any of the dozens of original quatrains

in praise of the grape which Fitzgerald distilled

into some three or four in his classic paraphrase.

Panels of the frieze and of the ceiling here illus-

trated will show how Mr. Crane has treated his

theme, and introduced the " turned-down " empty

glass of the Persian singer, as well as the " twisted

tendril of the growth of God." It is a happy

instance of appropriate decoration for a dining-

room, this choice of Omar's vine ; which, as

readers of his works know well, is not so much a

Bacchanalian symbol as an emblem of the " Wine

of Life " that keeps " oozing drop by drop "
; of

earthly pleasures fleeting,

shameful.

but not necessarily

" Better be jocund with the fruitful grape

Than sadden over none or bitter fruit,"

is the philosophy it teaches.

The more obvious incidents of .Fsop's Fables,

"The Stork and the Fox," "The Fox and the

(irapes," "The Man and his Cloak," all these need

no comment, except that they afford another

instance of Mr. Walter Crane's felicitous treatment

of an anecdote, so that it tells its tale at a glance.

The sideboard, ornate though it be, is not out 01

harmony, but keeps its place as part of the scheme.

The mantelpiece is a good example of Mr. Philip

Webb's original and dignified treatment of material,

its Persian tiles with hawking scenes are framed

in sober mouldings of Purbeck marble, so that the

whole takes its appointed place. To read a descrip-

tion of this room may call up a picture of glitter

and over-gorgeous ornament
;
yet one glimpse of it

would prove how false were such an impression.

Although not a square inch is free from decoration,

the breadth of the whole is preserved, and the place,

BILLIARD ROOM
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rich with colour as it is, is far less ornate than it

appears in our reproduction from a photograph.

For where black-and-white makes the detail appear
" fussy," colour has welded it to a certain unity that

keeps every item of its scheme duly subordinate to

the effect of the whole. Indeed, it would be very

hard to find another instance of equally elaborate

decoration that was so cunningly kept within the

proper restraint. Here (as I said before) comfort

and quiet beauty are the earliest and latest impres-

sion which all the splendour produces. The
question whether it cost thousands of pounds or

only a few shillings does not force itself upon you ;

nor at first are you even curious to hunt out its

details of interest : they may accidentally attract your

attention afterwards. But, unless to a person who

roK HON OF DRAWING-Ri 11 >M
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is technically interested in such matters, it seems

quite possible that he might dine in this room and
never remember aught beyond a pleasant sense of

comely fitness—such as dozens of rooms impart

—

where no great taste has been expended, and no

single item of the whole was specially designed.

Here everything has been made for its place, yet

the assemblage of " star " artists gathered together

have sunk their own personality in the nobler effort

to make a room which, like a well-dressed woman,
leaves only an impression of faultless attire, with

scarce a memory of the colour, much less of the

fashion of each garment.

The billiard-room is lined with Japanese paint-

ings on silk, and Japanese colour-prints under

glass, framed in polished wood ; in the ceiling

panels of Japanese lac-

quer (mostly red) are used

in like fashion. The
overmantel is a happy

example of a quasi-Japan-

ese treatment, which has

in late years suffered by

travesties, so that its

original charm no longer

impresses one. Yet that

it was both excellent

treatment for wood, and

could be designed with

t\nt proportion, the struc-

ture proves clearly enough.

The marble hall, which

is illustrated here, is

in every respect a really

unique interior : its very

proportions suggest a

picture by Mr. Alma-

Tadema. So cleverly has

Mr. Philip Webb em-

ployed his material that

a sense of translucency,

almost of transparency, is

its dominant note. In-

stances of interiors lined

with marble are not tin-

common here or in Ame-

rica
;

yet with a vivid

memory of a certain

" bar " in New York,

where a huge picture by

Mr. E. A. Abbey in a

pale scheme of greens

takes its place in a room

lined with marble the
NO. I mil I AND r IRK
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colour of apple-blossom, or of certain public

buildings in London, one doubts if the sumptuous-

ness of fine marble has ever been more clearly

demonstrated. Mr. Webb has not spoilt his scheme

by undue variety of colour. To understand how

marble should be employed, this vestibule, or

Mr. Lethaby's fireplaces at the Arts and Crafts,

should be studied ; how not to use it a certain

exhibit at a recent big exhibition proved with

almost every possible perversion. It should be an

axiom that variegated material be treated either

with plain surfaces or simple large mouldings.

Here, a cornice which runs round the room is

perfectly adapted. As the light falls through the

windows, especially through the circular window at

the end, this cornice is seen to be semi-transparent,

and so proves itself to be not enamelled slate, or

any ingenious imitation, but veritable marble—the

material for imperial palaces.

In Mr. Ionides's study, the chief architectural

features are the large semicircular window, the re-

peating upper storey of the bay of the billiard-room

below, and the fireplace with overmantel and grate

designed by Mr. Jeckyll, who was the first to employ

Japanese motives in woodwork and surface orna-

ment ; or perhaps it would lie more correct to say,

the first to design original work with [apam

principles assimilated—not imitated. He it was

who designed the room at Mr. Leyland's house in

Prince's Gate, afterwards famous by Mr. Whistler's

"Peacock" decoration. But the rest of his house,

with its arras tapestry by Morris, its green-stained

joinery, its early Morris papers, and a thousand

and one items of real interest, cannot be described

without tlie risk of reiterating what has been said

already. -Even the servants' hall, the bathroom,

and the bedrooms would be worth illustrating it

only to show how thoroughly the principles of

beautifying a house have influenced every part.

To a colourist, the whole house suggests the

splendour of an old silk rug—one of the " pedi-

gree " carpets, worth their weight and over in solid

gold to-day—with harmonies of colour beyond
praise. This rich mellow "bloom," wherein

analysis finds every hue of the prism discreet!)

employed, is the " secret " of the house. Asan) oni

of the rugs in question would not look oul ol

place on a cottage floor, and indeed might escape

1 1
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the notice of a parish visitor were it there; so

the restrained splendour of this home is only re-

vealed to those who arc not unfamiliar with the

masterpieces of applied art. One can quite

imagine many a person of "up-to-date" taste de-

claring that the house looked dull, and " needed

that enlivening touch " (vide any popular manual

on cheap art-furnishing) which cheap bric-a-brac

dotted about and a few yards of " art fabrics

"

supplies so economically. Like a Monticelli, its

jewelled radiance does not shout at you. It is a

symphony of colour orchestrated by a master of

scoring, rendered by a Richter orchestra, full and

complex, yet never noisy, never strident, but almost a

lullaby. It is the equivalent to the " Siegfried Idyll
"

or the " YVotan's Abschied," which to an untrained

ear are just soothing melodies, sweet and satisfy-

ing, although to a musician the last word in com-

plexity of passion, the final climax of emotion,

that reveal just as much beauty as the listener

himself is learned enough to discover. That a

4$
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Mozart quartette or a Palestrina motet may do

the same is also true ; therefore in claiming for this

house the harmony of complexity, one does no

injustice to others no less harmonious in severely

simple styles. To appreciate the beauty of sim-

plicity is to have attained the final end of art

;

but to recognise an equal beauty in complexity

made simple by cunning skill is only to arrive at

the same end by a paraphrase.

G. W.

THE POTTER'S ART; WITH
ESPECIAL REFERENCE TO
THE WORK OF AUGUSTE
DELAHERCHE. BY GABRIEL

MOUREY.

M. Auguste Delaherche holds a high place

among the artists who by their efforts have brought

about the successful renaissance of the potter's art

in France. He was one of the first of them to

devote himself entirely to this work,

rightly holding that, as there is no

such thing as " inferiority " in art,

one may exhibit just as much
originality, talent, and genuine

merit in shaping a pot or a vase

or any other article of daily use,

as in transferring some picturesque

scene on to canvas ; and moreover,

amid all the vagaries which were

bound to accompany this revival,

he at least has succeeded in re-

maining true to the traditions of

his art.

Before considering M. Dela

herche's work in detail, I should

like to say something about pot-

tery in general, and its new deve-

lopments.

In the first place, it is curious

to note that this love for the

primitive arts has revealed itself

at a period and amidst surround-

ings of excessive refinement. Just

by way of contrast, it will be said
;

and one may well believe that such

is the case. Certain it is, in any

case, that France may justly pride

herself on being the first among

the nations to welcome and foster

the new movement.

Two men beyond all others have

exercised a preponderating influ-
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ence in this direction, and, to do them full justice,

have been chiefly responsible for the restoration to

favour of the art of pottery after years and years of

neglect. I refer to MM. Ernest Chaplet and Jean

Carries.

Without injustice to the merits of his successors,

Chaplet may truly be styled the father of the whole

movement : he it is who was the real restorer of a

neglected old-fashioned art, the secrets and methods

of which seemed lost for ever. Chaplet's gres

flambes, or fired stoneware, is and will continue to

be regarded as among the finest ceramic work of

modern times, both from the artistic and the docu-

mentary standpoints. An indefatigable worker, he

devoted his whole energy to the arduous task, beset

by frequent fruitless experiments and failures, of

discovering the processes of this art. As examples

he had, of course, the admirable bits of Japanese

ceramics, marvellous gr'cs flambes, in which every

fanciful colouring, every phase of imagination, every

degree of technical richness seem to be con-

centrated. But there is nothing more mysterious,

nothing more risky or more incomprehensible, than

the art of firing. Science and study and research,

united with every precaution, are often at fault, and

have to admit defeat from this formidable force,

this terrible element, which devours, destroys, and

annihilates, and can turn the potter's work either

into a masterpiece of art, unique in colour and in

material beauty, or into an unlovely thing, dry and

hard and dull and commonplace.

Jean Carries thus was largely instrumental in

bringing about this revival. A sculptor of remark-

able talent, endowed with a rare gift of imagination,

and eager to extend indefinitely the sphere of the

processes he used, Carries gave up pure carving

to devote himself to what may be termed applied

sculpture. His portrait of himself in working dress,

with a statuette in his hand, his busts of Auguste

Vacquerie, Velasquez, and Franz Hals, all indicated

a sculptor of the first rank ; and in addition to his

bronzes en cire perdue in the Salon of 1892, where

he gained his first real successes, he exhibited a

series of busts, and pots, and animal figures in

enamelled stoneware—frogs, salamanders, and

other fantastic creatures looking as though they had

escaped from some Gothic cathedral or Japanese

temple. His pots were in the shape of strange,

deformed fruits—gourds fashioned like an aubergine

or a pumpkin, whose form and colour he sought to

reproduce. And the simple ornamentation of these

curious productions consisted of thick overflowings

(coulees) of enamel, skilful glazing which the action

of the fire had invested with the most --umptuous

colourings, and drops of gold stopped in their

course.

Carries, who was born in 1855, was in the prime

of his fresh genius when he died in 1S94. M.

!'3
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Arsene Alexandre, in a charming hook simply

entitled "Jean Carries," has paid the tribute of

admiration so well deserved both by the man and
I >v his works. If not exactly an originator, he was

at any rate a marvellous workman, full of will and

patience, and of quite exceptional originality and

boldness.

Unfortunately his influence has not produced the

happy results that were hoped for ; and this demands
a little explanation.

Carries, with his own hand, executed the sculp-

tures which afterwards he moulded in stoneware.

He designed them to suit the material in which lie

intended them to be produced ; thus there was

direct and complete connection and unity of con-

ception and execution. In fashioning the rough

models of his busts, his animals, and the other

strange grimacing figures which he intended for the

decoration of a sort of church front, Carries knew
exactly what the effect of the firing would be on his

work, both as a whole and in detail. The practice

of adapting stoneware in this fashion may perhaps

be condemned ; but at any rate the originality of

his ideas and the success with which he carried

them out are incontestable. He himself succeeded

admirably ; but it must be confessed his example

led to deplorable results, for stoneware sculpture

has now become a hateful thing. This very special

material, by no means suitable for all purposes, is

now used indiscriminately in all kinds of decorative

objects. One manufacturer has gone so far as to

exhibit stone arm-chairs of antique pattern, fire-

places, lamps, &c. ; while an architect, who piques

himself on being quite up to date, has used this

stoneware for the facade of a house, for the stair-

cases, and Heaven knows what beside.

As for true pottery, few there are, amid all this

confusion, who have remained faithful to its

traditions, few who are content to trust in the

simplicity and sincerity of their work to attract the

attention of the public, instead of producing eccen-

tricities like those I have just mentioned.

Auguste 1 lelaherche is of those who had father

remain unknown than condescend to debase the

i,l AZED POTTERY
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very essence of an art process by applying it at

random, without regard for its requirements or

limitations. He has too much admiration for the

Japanese gres on the one hand, and the every-day

potteries on the other, ever to go wrong ; too well

he knows the wonderful resources of earth and fire.

He is a potter, and has no ambition to be anything

else; holding his craft to be one of sufficient

dignity, and considering it needless to resort to

fantastic shapes and ornamentations in turning out

sound pottery work.

Thus his work maintains the strictest simplicity

of shape, in which one can always note the impress

of the workman's hand. A pot, to please him,

must be executed in the plainest, easiest manner,

without touching up or complication of any sort
;

must, in a word, have come straight from the

potter's fingers. Accordingly his curves are sim-

plicity itself, his object being to produce those

traditional harmonies of line, the whole charm of

which lies in their perfect proportion. One looks

in vain in 1 lelaherche's works for the eccentricities

indulged in by others under the pretext of modern-

ising an art which has no need of being modernised,

seeing it reached perfection long ago, and that

everything that can be done in it has already been

done, and everything that can be said has been

said.

1 Jelaherche was brought up in a good school. A

native of Beauvais, living in a district where pottery

has always been held in honour on account of the

special soil which abounds in the Department of

the Oise, he educated himself by studying on the

spot a fine collection of Beauvais work owned by

one (jf his uncles. The influence of Bernard Palissy

is still seen in the neighbourhood of Beauvais,

especially at Savigny, where he left several i harai

teristic traditions in the art of the place. At this

spot they still make a rough pottery of a very

interesting kind, such as the 61101-1111111-, salting jars,

which in simplicity of shape and in material rei all

the pottery of the ancients.

Delaherche's first efforts date from 1883, but it

was not until 18S9 that he would allow them to In

shown publicly. At the Universal Exhibition In-

had a show case containing a collection ol

amelled and fired stonework, which called forth

the admiration of all art lovers.

1 1 i
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At that time he was working in Paris, in the

Yaugirard quarter, with earth which he procured

from the Oise ; now, however, he has established

himself in the immediate neighbourhood of Beau-

vais, and set up his ovens there. He spends the

greater part of the year amid this beautiful Picardy

scenery, working steadily and alone, far from the

cliques of Paris and all its petty tendencies. And
every year fresh shapes, fresh patterns, are added

to his collection of works, which now number not

less than eight hundred, every one of them quite

original and individual, and fashioned by his own
hands.

Delaherche impresses one with his strong will,

his untiring patience, and his unerring knowledge

of his art. He has devoted himself to it entirely,

and it is no wonder he has acquired such knowledge

and such skill.

" The art of pottery," he remarked to me while

showing me over his workshops one lovely day in

late summer, when all the landscape seen through

the windows was flooded in golden light, " the art

of pottery is a jealous art, demanding absolute

fidelity. One must work, and seek and find unceas-

ingly, and finding is most difficult of all, for one's

discoveries must be made wittingly, with intention.

It will not do to leave one's work to chance, as so

many do. We are grappling with a blind power

—

fire
; of all the elements perhaps the most powerful

and most formidable, and we have to subdue and
master it, and not let it conquer us. To this

object all the potter's efforts must tend. Despite all

the worker's care, and no matter how deep may be

his knowledge of the processes of all sorts taught

by experience, I defy him, whoever he be, to be

able to know beforehand, at the moment when he

puts his works into the oven, what exact results will

have been obtained when he brings them out again.

1 )o I mean by this that we are working absolutely

in the dark? Happily this is by no means the

case ; but almost always we meet with results unfore-

seen, surprising, and very often most interesting

;

and this is our best school. It behoves us to

make use of the unexpected, for each time the

GLAZED POTTERY
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oven is heated there are fresh lessons to be learnt

by the attentive observer. The danger lies in

letting oneself be fascinated by these surprises, and

thinking they will suffice of themselves to give this

or that piece of work the ornamentation desired.

But to be satisfied with results obtained in this

haphazard way is to bring this admirable art down
to the lowest level. Some of the pieces," continued

M. Delaherche, " which I have broken up, as being

unworthy of holding a place among my produc-

tions and of bearing my signature, were really

remarkable : the action of the fire had taken all

sorts of rich and fanciful colourings, and I had

often to resist the importunities of collectors who
were enthusiastic over the effects produced. But

that's not art.

" The remark of pere Ingres still applies with as

much force to the potter as to the painter or to. the

sculptor :
' Even if you have a hundred thousand

francs' worth of ability, buy two sous' worth more !

'

For art consists in achieving as nearly as may be

the effects one has conceived and hoped for, by

dint of slow and scrupulous study and observation,

ever-increasing experience, and deeper and deeper

penetration into Nature's mysteries.

" It is indeed an exciting moment when the

work is taken from the oven. You have pictured,

for instance, a splendid combination of colours for

your amphora
;
you wished the coulee of the glazing

on your vase to stop at two-thirds of its height ; or

on another piece you wanted to see a coating of

rich enamel. But in one case it has all gone black
;

in another the drops have flowed too low ; in a

third the bottom has blistered, and is all over dull

pustules ; or all the materials have run into one

another in the fusion ; all is incoherence and dis-

order ; the vitrified matter has distributed itself

badly, and the earthenware reappears in patches !

" But, on the other hand, how boundless the

domain of the process ! What miracles these twelve

hundred degrees of heat can perform ! And what

joy, what triumph, when one succeeds in bringing

to perfection a beautiful piece of pottery, complete

and satisfactory in its smallest details as in its

entirety ! I can assure you one's trouble is fully

repaid, for the tints of the finest colourists can

never equal the splendour, the brilliant variety,

the deep, rich sumptuousness of some of these

enamels."

No one who loves and appreciates the art of

pottery will consider M. Delaherche guilty of

exaggeration or professional vanity in thus pro-

claiming aloud the virtues of his art.

As a decorator Delaherche has the rare merit

of extreme sobriety and simplicity of style. A
leaf of thistle or clover, a wild-rose blossom, or a

few peacock's feathers arranged in a wreath or en

arabesque in two parallel rows around the neck or
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middle of a large vase, for instance, or on the

brim of a goblet or water-jug—this is all he allows

himself in the way of ornamentation. For my own
part I prefer pottery devoid of all line work and
decorative ornament, relying for its richness and
beauty on the charm (if the vitrified material, on
the various effects of the fusion on the enamels,

and (3ii the nxydations.

As may be seen, one of the dominant charac-

teristics of Delaherche's work is its saneness. It

is firm and full of power. He has no fancy for

any but normal harmonies of colour, if one may so

express it
;

in other words, lie ignores—and very

wisely so—the complexities and subtleties which

resolve themselves so easily into mere "Byzan-

tinism." He loves the rich robust forms akin to

nature, those which spring sanely, normally, I had

almost written naturally, from the potter's fingers.

To adorn all he touches, this is the raison d'etre

of every artist. The blacksmith, the illuminator,

the cabinet-maker of the Middle Ages put his

whole conception of the beautiful into his pro-

ductions, whether it was the iron-work of a box or

a candlestick, an ornamental letter or a piece of

furniture. There is as much beauty in a ( Ireek

vase as in the sublimest statue ; and the man who
to-day makes a stoneware pot, adorned with all

the magic of the fire and radiant in the rich splen-

dour of its material, holds in the eyes of all who
really understand what art means, a place of

equality beside the masters of the brush and the

chisel. Gabriel Mourev.

STUDIO-TALK.

(//;>//! our own Correspondents^)

LONDON.—The font-cover, of which we

give an illustration, is interesting as not

only indicating in its design some fancy

and freshness as well as a wish to avoid

the more obvious and hackneyed, but

also as a fine piece of craftsmanship and skilful

technique. It was made at Menai Bridge by Mr.

Llewellyn Rathbone, from a design by Mr. Har-

rison Townsend, for the Church of All Saints,

Ennismore Gardens, a building that has been the

recipient within the past few years of much good

decorative work. The cover is carried out in

copper, entirely hand-beaten, with no spun or cast

work. The font, of which the illustration only shows

a small portion, is a huge bowl of Mexican onyx

with burnished copper inner lining, and the play

of colour between the faint tones of the onyx, the

purple-brown of the copper-work, and the soft

Fun I COVER

nS
DESIGNED BY C HARRISON TOWNSEND, EXECUTED BY LLEWELLYN KAMI
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SGRAl H TO PANEL HV CES U;l. KORMI1 1 I

green of the Cipollino marble flooring, is ver)

pleasing.

For a great many centuries sgraffito has been

recognised as one of the simplest, and, at the

same time, most effective

forms of mural decoration.

The process is one which

presents few difficulties in

execution, and the effects

which can be obtained by

its use are extremely varied,

so that it has the merit of

being easily applicable to

a very wide range of deco-

rative work. Moreover all

the necessary materials are

absolutely permanent, and

can be depended upon to

withstand all ordinary at-

mospheric influences. It

is not easy to understand

why, under these circum-

stances, decorations of this

character should be com- sgraffito panel.

lively so rare in this country. It may be that

the absence of colour variety, which is inevitable

when the sgraffito is treated as a monochrome

process, has prevented its general acceptance by

our native artists ; and it is possible that a demon

pjfljjyjRBjfcg./-
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monochrome work the 'whole effect of the" design
is obtained by the incised lines which cut through
th ight surface and show the darker ground

EMBROIDERED PANEL DESIGNED BY
THE REV. E. GELDART. EXECUTED BY
THE DECORATIVE AK1 NEEDLEWORK SOCIETY

Station of its adaptability for the interpretation of

designs in many colours may secure for it more
attention, and encourage its more frequent use.

This demonstration has been supplied by Signor
Cesare T. G. Formilli, an Italian artist living in

London, who has combined in a very interesting

fashion fresco painting in polychrome with ordinary

sgraffito. The illustrations which we give are repro-

duced from panels which he has recently executed
in this manner.

His method of work is by no means complicated.

Its chief principle lies in the substitution of a

surface of fresco in full colour for the coat of white

or yellow plaster which is in ordinary sgraffito

applied over the ground of black plaster. In the

below
;
but Signor Formilli uses a surface painted

like fresco in a full range of colours, and depends
upon the incising to give only the outlining and
light and shade effects. The result at which he
arrives in this way is an excellent one, as his fresco
colours can be applied in flat, and therefore pure,
masses, and he is able to gain by the firmness and
decision of his incised lines an accuracy of defini-
tion which makes his statement of the facts of his
design admirably clear and intelligible. Moreover,
the combination allows a far greater complication
of detail and elaboration of effect than there is any
chance of obtaining in the monochrome sgraffito,

EMBROIDERED PANEL DESIGNED BY

1 HE KEY. E. GELDART. EXECUTED BY
THE DECORATIVE ART NEEDLEWORK SOCIETY
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and therefore a much greater range of opportunities

is afforded to the artist. For these reasons decora-

tive and architectural designers would do well to

study closely the possibilities of his method.

The headquarters of the Decorative Art Needle-

work Society is a place any lover of fine em-

broideries cannot fail to find of unusual interest.

The panels here illustrated, which show exquisite

schemes of colour, will give an idea of the excel-

lence of the figure subjects executed by the members

of this Society. A mere list of the beautiful

work on view at 1 7 Sloane Street would exhaust

pages, but we hope to call attention to it again

before long, for, whether regarded as an influence

for art or as a philanthropic institution, the Society

deserves warm approval, and in Miss Gemmell has

a director whose good taste is visible in every detail

of its numerous undertakings. The reparation of

old tapestries—many historic and of priceless value

—which the Society has accomplished would alone

entitle it to the warmest praise at our disposal.

Sir John Gilbert, whose death was announced in

the early days of October, was an artist of extraor-

dinary energy and very strongly marked individu-

ality, who, by some sixty years of strenuous labour,

had made for himself a prominent place in the front

rank of the British school. He belonged by manner

and inclination to the romanticist group, which in

the earlier half of the present century produced a

number of peculiarly able painters, and created a

large amount of very interesting art ; and by his

extremely numerous achievements in oil painting,

water-colour, and black and white, kept alive the

traditions of this group long after its methods had

ceased to be popular with the younger painters of

the day. His efforts gained for him considerable

recognition ; he was elected an Associate of the

Academy in 1872, Royal Academician in 1876, and

was President of the Royal Water-Colour Society

from 1 87 1 till his death. He was also a Chevalier

of the Legion of Honour, and a member of many

other art societies, British and foreign.

BIRMINGHAM. — A most interesting

" two men " exhibition was recently

held at the Graves Gallery here,

consisting of some fifty paintings,

drawings and sketches by Mr. J.

Buxton Knight, and half that number of pieces of

sculpture by Mr. Albert Toft. Mr. Knight's work

is too well known to need criticism, and his robust

technique, strong effects, and rich harmonies of

BY AI.KKKI rOFI

colour, and his reverent study of Nature in her

many moods, were all well set forth in the collec-

tion of his pictures gathered together, containing

as it did some of the best work he has done.

Mr. Albert Toft is a Birmingham man, so that

his statuettes in bronze and plaster, his portrait-

busts, and his plaster sketches provoked much

interest and pleasure among Midland art-lovers.

Most of the pieces exhibited have been seen in

London, and it is therefore unnecessary to refer to

them at length here. Illustrations are given of two

of his best works

—

Evening, a beautiful statuette

which well displays his poetic grace and dainty
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" \ VISION
'

BV ALBERT TOFT

fancy ; and A Vision, a striking conception of the

head of a young girl. Two others of his works,

Invocation and Spring, have already appeared in

special numbers of The Studio. The latter, a

small plaster slightly touched with colour, which

was exhibited in this year's Academy—probably

the best thing he has yet done— has been purchased

for the permanent collection of the Corporation

Art Gallery. His portraits of Mr. Gladstone,

Mark Hombourg, Cuninghame Graham, and a

line head of an old man, The Sere and Yellow Leaf,

well represented the more realistic side of this

versatile young sculptor's art.

NEWCASTLE-UNDER-EYME.
Book-binding is a most < onservative

craft, and although the last few years

have seen several recruits, notabl)

Mr. Cobden-Sanderson, who have

extended its design, and one, Miss MacColl, who
has introduced a distinctly new method of " tooling,"

the chief binders abroad as well as at home proceed

on familiar lines. Mr. ('.. T. Bagguley in his

"Sunderland Decoration" has introduced an inno-

vation of real importance. Hitherto colour-decora-

tion has been applied to leather-binding either by-

painting or staining, by inlaying, or by embroidery-

Now Mr. Bagguley tools the pattern itself in

brilliant permanent colours, which (especially on a

vellum ground with gold freely used) produce an

effect at once dainty, delicate, and beautiful.

Hut if to experts the method is surprisingly

novel, to the general reader the designs have

even greater interest from their intrinsic charm.

Being greatly reduced, and lacking the varietj

of colour which is at once their chief novelty and

greatest value, the illustrations here given fail

perhaps to suggest all that the originals deserve.

The designs by Mr. Leon Solon were made
especially for the particular volumes they adorn,

and Mr. Bagguley has had new tools cut for each,

and so far has not made new combinations of the

motives, but started each fresh pattern with a com-

pletely new series of tools.

All these intricate patterns, most ingenious

and beautiful in themselves, are pure hand-tooling,

and each dot or tiny detail, each leaf or line, is

impressed in colour exactly as gold is applied in

Bl » IKBINDIXG SUNDERLAND DECORATION

AFTER A " LE GASCON'
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(By permission of Her Grace thi Duchess of' Suthei a

the ordinary way. Her Majesty the Queen ami

other members of the Royal Family have already

commissioned specimens. As a rule, the most

novel application is seen in the " doublures " (the

lining to the cover), where vellum with exquisitely

dainty patterns, in soft harmonious colours, offers

something entirely new and good. The mechani-

cally perfect qualities of the finest binding are

preserved in Mr. Bagguley's work, which on its

own merits deserves to be placed in the first rank.

For the moment space forbids more description

of the volumes illustrated or of others just finished.

It is rare to find a designer of equal power

planning schemes for book-binding
;
that is, for a

number of different volumes. In this enterprise

Mr. Leon Solon has accepted the position of art

director. That the " Solon" designs in the " Sun-

derland Decoration" will he the prize of collectors

is a safe prophecy, for everything that makes binding

a fine art is obeyed here, plus the novelty of colour,

which is their own entirely. Experts of eminence,

no less than mere lovers of pretty things, are united

in their approval of an innovation in the one depart

ment of the applied arts where it is most difficult t.

1

find a novelty which is also a distinct addition to

til. finest resoun es of the craft.

E. B. S.

BERLIN. This year's An Exhibition

was styled " National " to distinguish

il from the International displays,

open t<> foreigners. Possibl) tin - was

due to tin fa< t dial as hail been un-

pleasant!) notii eable the public had In en di splay-

ing special interest in the foreign works exhibited

in Berlin, and had pun hased them ver) frei In ? 1

cannot tell if this was so, but I may say at onci

that the art dealers continue to do the lust busi-

ness wiih Italian and Spanish productions, this

being the kind of work that seems in. ist popular

In re.

So this year we were, with a few exceptions, free

from the wicked foreigner. Some tin re an . espe

cially in certain art circles, who are much gratified

.il all this ; hut others, and I think they are right,

hold the opinion that we have had no worse exhi

hition for years past, and that, il the main ol the

simultaneous displays at Dresden, Munich, Stock

holm, Venice, &c, was too strong, ii would have

-
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DOUBLURE. "SUNDERLAND DECORATION"
FROM A DESIGN BY I.EON V. SOLON

(See Newcastle-under-Lyme Studio- Talk)

been better for once not to have had an exhibition

at all. About 2100 art works were displayed, and

how many of these had the slightest claim to

serious consideration?

One may say, without fear of contradiction, that

in all these galleries there was, with few exceptions,

absolutely nothing to charm the eye or awake the

imagination ; almost everything left one in a

state of perfect indifference. As a rule one can

walk through a picture gallery, admiring this and

condemning that, finding a certain power and indi-

viduality in the works, whether good or bad : at any

rate one's feelings are appealed to. But here, all

these " pot-boilers," were they by Mr. X. or Mr. V.,

left one quite emotionless ; and indifference is

the one feeling which is most fatal to art. But to

be just, I must admit that many of the best and

most famous names were to be sought for in vain.

A Berlin exhibition without Menzel is like a head-

less trunk. However, we had a fine collection of

the works of Max Liebermann, who has at last

gained the large gold medal, and this exhibit formed

an oasis towards which the visitors flocked, to rest

and refresh their eyes. Liebermann was represented

in all his stages—from the dark and melancholy

124

manner which he took from Munkaczy, to the full-

coloured, gladsome style of the present. And in

them all we saw the same personality, the same

power, which only truest art can produce, the same

joyous revelation of nature, and, let his opponents

say what they may, the same capacity for seeing

and reproducing its beauties. The unusually taste-

ful arrangement of this gallery added not a little to

its excellent effect.

Close by in a couple of rooms was displayed the

work of the Union of Karlsruhe Artists. Last year

1 observed that a most praiseworthy school of

painting had quietly sprung up in South Germany,

under the influence of a few artists ; and this year

there was again a very good display, although not

quite so satisfactory all round as that of 1896.

Landscapes predominated, not " open-air " work a

outrance, but revealing rather the more sentimental

tendencies in accord with Germany ' feeling.

Among the landscapists may be mentioned Schdn-

leber, H. von Volckmann and Potzelberger. I
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have seen nothing better, 1 think, from the brush

of Count L. Kalckreuth than his woman's portrait,

which once more emphasises the fact that the merit

of a work of art such as this is in no way dependent

upon the mere beauty of the model. The same

artist also contributed a fine etching a portrait of

himself.

Carlos Grethe occupied a special place among

this little group of artists, with Ins remarkable and

most original effects of light, as though produced

from a lamp hanging overhead, lie also displayed

a lithograph in colours, which struck me as

being an uncommonly delicate and tasteful piece

of work. It represents a boat gliding along .1

stream, flowing fresh and strong from a dam. It

1, evening, and the water gleams rich with gold, as

it gradually disappears in the distance, while a

horizon of forest in delicate blue-grey tones forms

the background. The artist has produced a most

remarkably artistic effect by the dexterous and

tasteful use of his plates.

The Munich artists were almost unrepresented,

and those from Diisseldorf, while present in goodly

numbers, had mostly devoted themselves to a style

which now appears somewhat old-fashioned.

Without any attempt at classification, a tew ex-

hibitors whose work had qualities out of the com-

mon may be mentioned in conclusion. O. Reiniger

of Stuttgart sent a most poetical and impressive

landscape—a stretch of fallow ground under the

dark, cloud) November sky. Eisenblatter and

B. M. Koldewey of Dordrecht also sent notable

contributions.

I make no complaint that many of the female

portraits, particularly the best of them, bore strong

traces of English influence. The models, moreover,

were seated in Chippendale chairs, and English

tapestries formed the backgrounds. The pose, too,

was generally English, and so were the types

selected. I will only suggest that imitation in art is

always dangerous, and that no truly personal artist

will lend himself to slavish copying of this kind.

However, I think our German portrait painters may

with advantage learn a good deal from abroad.

But it must not be carried too far. G. ('..

P
ARIS.— M. A. Arnould has just pub-

lished a decorative panel (lithography

in colours) by M. Paul Berthon, styled

La Viole, which is reproduced here.

It may perhaps lie urged against this

BY I'AUL liEKI HON

artist that he is somewhat too much under the

influence of M. Grasset, an influence from which, it

must be remarked, decorative draughtsmen do not

take sufficient care to escape. Nevertheless, M.

Paul Berthon has an exquisite sense of line and

colour, and he seems to attach more importance to

expression than does his master.

The same publisher is issuing some verj interest-

ing lithographs in colours by M. Marcel Lenoir,

and a Wotan of line decorative effect, by M. Bellery-

Desfontaines. M. Arnould will shortl) produce an

'-'5
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inkstand, a cup, and a vase modelled by Vibert,

the sculptor, and executed in stoneware by M.

I >alpayrat, one of the best of our ceramic artists.

M. Vollard, director of the gallery of that name

in the Rue Laffitte is preparing now, and will

publish in the course of November, an Album

cFEstampes Originates de la Galerie Vollard, con-

sisting of thirty lithographs mostly in colours, by

various artists, including Maurice Denis, Sisley,

Vuillard, Bonnard, Odilon Redon, Lunois, Charles

Cottet, Lucien .Simon, Shannon, Toulouse-Lautrec,

Puvis de Chavannes, Grasset, Leheutre, Cezanne

Wagner, La Gandara, Fantin-Latour, and Carriere.

This album, of which only ioo copies will be

printed, is to be followed shortly by a series of

portfolios, devoted to MM. Fantin-Latour, K. X.

Roussel, Maurice Denis (scenes of chivalry, entitled

Amour), Odilon Redon (a series on the Apocalypse),

Bonnard (Croouis Parisians), and Vuillard {Paysages

ct Intirieurs). Fach album will contain at least

twelve drawings.

A LA SORTIE DE L EGLISE
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(FRAGMEN i)

In addition M. Vollard is engaged on the prepara-

tion of a collection of

poems by Paul Verlaine,

Parallelement, to be illus-

trated by Feheutre. The
headings, ornamental let-

ters, and tail-pieces will be

forty-three in all, the

number of the poems, and

will be drawn on the wood

by Leheutre, and engraved

by Paillard. There will

also be twenty separate

etchings in colours. This

handsome volume will be

produced in an edition of

only 200 copies. The type

selected is that designed

by Garamond, in the reign

of Francis I., which only

the Imprimerie Nationale

possesses. The characters

are very finely shaped

italics of great delicacy and

lightness, and will go ad-

mirably with the verses of

the poet who wrote Sagesse

and Fetes Galantes.

G. M.

BRUSSELS.—
After gaining

one of the

prizes offered

by the City at

the Venice Exhibition

—

for his group Le Pardon,

reproduced a few months

ago in The Studio—M.

Pierre Braecke, the Brus-

sels sculptor, has, by com-

petition, been unanimously
by g. charlier chosen to undertake the
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execution of the monument to be erected in the

Place du Marche-aux-Grains at Louvain, in memory

of Remy, the philanthropist. He has conceived

quite an original scheme, and even now it is evident

we may rely upon a work of great merit.

The " Grand Prix de Rome " for sculpture has

been awarded to M. Bonquet, a student at the

Brussels Academy, who won the second prize three

years ago. At the International Exhibition this

year his group, Les Tourments de L'Amour, ob-

tained a medal of the second class.

For a wonder the subject of the competition for

the Prix de Rome this year was neither Greek, nor

Roman, nor Biblical ! The idea was :
" Thor,

King of the Thunders, fighting and killing the

Great Serpent, but dying himself from the poison

emitted by the Monster'' (Northern Mythology,

"The Twilight of the Gods ").

Like the group just referred to, M. Bonquet's

figure for the " Rome " contest is full of power and

movement, and displays remarkable force of ex-

pression.

The Brussels sculptor, Guillaume Charlier, re-

cently gave a display in his vast well-lighted studio,

of a collection of his own works, together with the

principal paintings, sketches, and studies of his

friend, Theodore Yerstraete, the landscapist, whose

work has unhappily been stopped by a serious

illness. The numerous admirers of this sincere

and feeling artist have thus had an opportunity of

renewing acquaintance with his work, which is that

of a genuine painter, and most original colourist and

draughtsman.

Verstraete has treated landscape not from the

colourist's point of view alone. He has grasped and

recorded the spirit of the soil in its subtlest aspects

and in his most characteristic manner, and with all

possible delicacy and intensity of feeling revealed

the close connection between Man and the Earth

he inhabits. What Segantini (whose work was

recently dealt with in The Studio) has done for

the Italian Alps, that Verstraete has done for the

neighbourhood of Antwerp, where he has lived and

worked.

Charlier's works are of all kinds, showing in every

variety the utmost technical skill not only in applied

art, such as his ingenious writing-desk in pewb r,

but also in his more important productions. Among

the latter may be noted his Sortie de L'Eglise,

showing two groups of beggars, life-size, on the

steps in front of a church door—a consumptive,

with a fever-stricken child in his arms, and two

women squatting in their rags. This work has

been keenly discussed, and it is objected that tin

architectural portion, b) occupying too much spa. i .

has had the effect of detracting from the iuiport-
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a nee of the figures. However, despite all this, it is

a work of great personality, thought out and exe-

cuted with the most scrupulous care.

In addition to numerous busts, including those

of the Queen of the Belgians, and A. Struys the

painter, and several works of lesser importance, M.

Charlier displayed his beautiful low-reliefs, Pecheurs

halant leur barque, and Pichettrs revenant du Port,

which form portion of a scheme for a series of bas-

reliefs, to be surmounted by a Statue of a Fisher-

man, in honour of the ''Toilers of the Sea."

F. K.

F"^

LORENCE.—Paolo Testi is among the

I

most active of Florentine artists. He
I was trained in the Accademia delle belle

Arti here in Florence, and devoted

himself first to painting, but after ob-

taining the first prize for work from the nude he

abandoned this branch of art for sculpture in

which, at the end of the year, he again carried off

the first prize. He next competed for and gained

the greatest prize given by the Accademia ; that

which has since been converted into a prix dc

Rome.

BUST OK A BOY BY PAOLO TEST]

It is probably his sympathetic intuition of feel-

ing, combined of course with his conscientious

technique,

sculptor,

anything e

that makes Testi so excellent a portrait

"I love portrait modelling more than

se," he said to me one day. "At one

time, when I had not much work

on hand, I used to lay my friends

under requisition and take them

one after another, an hour each,

sometimes for days at a stretch.

I find it intensely interesting to

try to give in clay an impression

of the characteristics of my sitters

;

most attractive, too, to study the

physical idiosyncrasies which in-

dividualise them."

MEDA] I I' in
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BY PAOLO I ESTI

Working on these lines, Paolo

Testi produces portrait busts

which are remarkable for their

vivacity, their truth of impression,

their freedom of movement.

Among many others we may cite

as good examples the bust of

Paolo Ferrari, lately unveiled in

the School of Recitation in this

city ; that of the painter Nicolb

Barabino, and a very fine medal-

lion of Dr. Alessandro Foresi, the

late antiquarian. Visitors to
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Florence will, it is to be hoped, also see Testi's

work before long in one of the empty niches of

the Mercato Nuovo, as the statue of Ghiberti,

which is to adorn it, has been entrusted to him.

For his single statues, of which he has made

many, both for funeral monuments and other com

missions, Paolo Testi chooses types that air slim

and elegant rather than florid. He himself says

that he likes to "see the anatomy" of his models ;

but the true reason of the preference is probabl)

that he finds individual characteristics more strongl)

marked as a rule in the spare type.

Conscientious, imaginative, endowed with quid

intuition, Paolo Testi is a distinctly interesting

workman, and one who is likely to make himself

known among the sculptors of the present day.

I. M. A.

The article upon the work of Mr. Frank

Brangwyn, which appeared in the October number

of The Studio, contained two slight inaccuracies

which we have been asked to rectify. Mr.

Brangwyn did not study at the South Kensington

Art Schools, but at the South Kensington Museum,

and, moreover, he is a full member, or societaire,

of the Societe Internationale de Peintures as well

as of the Societe Nationale des Beaux Arts.

REVIEWS OF RECENT
PUBLICATIONS.

Lectures on Art. By Sir E. J.
Povnter, P.R.A.

Fourth and enlarged edition. (London: Chapman

& Hall. 1897.)—It is interesting to read a lecture

on decorative art delivered in 1869, by the present

titular head of the arts in England. Therein we

find the objects which provoked most bitter

criticism were railway bridges and other engineer-

ing works, stucco-covered houses (with a passing

word of approval for the Queen Anne style then

not revived), the " elegant " furniture of contem-

porary drawing-rooms, coal scuttles with painted

flowers by way of adornment, inartistic silver-ware

which displayed " hideous solidity " as its one claim

to notice, and realistic as opposed to " flat " orna-

ment in surface decoration. Thirty years have done

much to improve most of these particular things :

except for silver-ware the strictures are out of date.

But the principles Sir Edward maintained then

are true as ever, and his exaltation of Michel

Angelo above Raphael, which then needed some

courage, has become a commonplace. In the

other lectures are many excellent pieces of advice.

"Tocopj .1 portrait by Titian or Velasquez is a

better and surer means of forming a good style ol

handling than all the precept in the world, provided

the work lie done under good direction." is advii 1

that is perhaps even more pertinent to-daj than

when it was penned. Other opinions are open to

dispute, as for instance: "The only parallel to this

perfect spontaneous art [Greek decoration] is in

the vivacity with which Leech gave vent to his

feeling for the humour ol" English life." But even

alter saying this the author continues with one

oilier exception— the spontaneity of Japanese art, to

which he pays splendid tribute- so that we feel

inclined to forgive the somewhat parochial bias in

favour of the Punch draughtsman. He "laments

the decline of the taste for the antique," and there

we are at one with him, but when he goes on to add :

"Our collectors of to-day devote themselves to blue-

china, a taste, it is true, which needs no education,"

probably the most keen admirers of Tanagra figures

and antique vases would dispute his assertion

warmly. Remembering the position of the writer.

the book is important, and if it could be taken as

a hint that under its new regime the Academy

would throw open its ranks to include " decorators,"

illustrators and others, as well as painters of easel

pictures, sculptors and architects, then indeed

would its reappearance be a happy augury.

A London Comedy and other Poems. By Egan

Mew. (London: George Redway.)- -In this very

dainty volume—a vellum-covered vanity that is not

"mated with Falsity and Folly," but rather with

" Fact, Mirth, and Sanity," to quote from one of its

pretty conceits—the poems appeal to be noticed at

length, yet this is not the place. All the same the

text of the book is no less good than are the draw-

ings by Mr. Maurice ( Ireiffenhagen which illustrate

it, and some of them being at his highest level,

further praise is needless. Yet in days when the

lighter verses in French forms, which Mr. Austin

Dobson, Mr. Andrew Lang, and others once

fashioned so deftly, are replaced by vague rhythms

and straggling rhapsodies, one is glad to find " de-

corative poetry " still winning new recruits, and to

welcome Mr. Egan Mew for his first collection of

pleasant trifles, already familiar since their first

appearance in various periodicals.

Modem Painters. ByJOHN Riskin. Vols. I. & II.

(London : George Allen.)—This new edition, in

small form, of an epoch-making work so far as the art

of Great Britain is concerned, offers an opportunity

for a re-appreciation of a classic. 1 >espite all its

exaggeration, its wilfulness, its constant tendency to
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confuse art with morals, and a hundred other

things that have aged and no longer arouse sym-

pathy, what a wonder-house it is ! The lucid

method of its arguments, its marvellously just appre-

ciation even of those qualities which Mr. Ruskin pre-

ferred to deem ignoble, its clear vision, and at times

its almost perfect style—these do not age. New
prejudices have arisen, new ideas have been set up,

since the author launched the first volume of this

book
;
yet it would be safe to assert that he was not

blind to many truths which later students rank so

dearly, even if by his amazingly individual per-

sonality he chose to be bigoted to Turner and a

few others who are by no means the chief deities in

the Walhalla of art to-day. It is a real service to

art, this admirable and inexpensive edition of thebest

or at least the most complete effort at art criticism

which the nineteenth century has produced.

Dapluiis and Chloe. Illustrated by Raphael
Collin. (London : The " Fin de Siecle " Library,

H. S. Nichols. 1896. Pp. 166-xvi.)—In a well-

bound, well-printed, and well-illustrated edition of

that famous love idyll of antiquity, the Daphnis

and Chloe of the Greek romancer Longus, Mr. H.

S. Nichols presents us with the first volume of his

somewhat inaptly entitled " Fin de Siecle " Library.

The illustrations rather than the text, however, are

what give distinction to the volume. These con-

sist of some very careful, if at times mechanical,

etchings by Champollion after designs of Raphael

Collin, printed in various colours, and apart from

as well as in continuation with the text. There is

a purity—one might almost say a chastity—about

these studies of the adolescent nude, as striking as

grateful, when one considers the latter-day preva-

lence of qualities quite other.

Arbeiten der Osterreichischen Kunst-Industrie.

(Vienna: Kunstgewerbeschule.) The works illus-

trated have been executed under the direction of

Professor Unger in the school of the T. R. Austrian

Museum. They reveal every quality that deserves

praise, except the one which happens to be valued

most highly by English art-workers to-day, i.e.,

original design. Conceived for the most part in a

florid style, chiefly based on the German Rococco,

it is not easy to bring them within the range of

one's sympathies. It is true they are works of art

in their way ; but it is the way that leads to the

debased horrors of continental bric-a-brac. All that

learning and craft can achieve may be theirs, but

for evidence of original thought, or of creative

design, we search and search and find no trace.

A Note on the National Gallery of British Art.

By Charles Hiatt. (London. 1897.)—This
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well-written, calmly-argued pamphlet deserves

careful reading. It presents a well-considered

ideal of a British Luxembourg, managed with

broad catholicity within a very distinct and

sharply-drawn line ruling out mediocrity of any

sort. It is rare to find a controversial subject

treated so dispassionately.

A Plain Guide to Oil Painting. By Hume
Nisbet. (Reeves & Co.)—The dedication of the

book " to the greatest living genius in oil painting,

Mr. G. F. Watts," is typical of Mr. Hume Nisbet's

state of mind. An ordinary disciple of Mr. Watts

would have felt that "a great living genius " would

have expressed his entire admiration, and would

not have extolled his hero at the expense of others.

In the preface the author says :
" Artists, although

fluent and constant exponents of the theories con-

cerning art, are too often, unhappily, not lucid

writers." In this class Mr. Hume Nisbet must

certainly be placed. Much of its information, if

spoken to a student at work, might pass muster as

reasonable, if not very new or profound advice;

but to print the jerky sentences was a mistake.

" Before you attempt to take (sic) impressionist

pictures " is a fair example of the very colloquial

style. The phrase " to take a photograph " is

possible—but " to take a picture " has so far been

limited to buying or stealing one. It would serve

no purpose to criticise exhortation and advice

which the author has not troubled to make plain.

The Shakespearean Guide to Stratford-on-Avon.

By H. Snowden Ward and Catharine Weed
Ward. (London : Dawburn & Ward. is. net.)

—

Though a guide-book pure and simple, this dainty

little volume deserves commendation above the

majority of its kind, not only by reason of the

superiority of its literary matter, but also on ac-

count of the care displayed in its production. In

addition to a number of pen-and-ink drawings by

Mr. W. T. Whitehead, the illustrations include

eight carefully printed half-tone plates from photo-

graphs, and a plan of Stratford-on-Avon.

Mrs. Kcitlis Crime. By Mrs. W. K. Clifford.

(London : T. Fisher Unwin. 6s.)—This is the

sixth edition of Mrs. Clifford's pathetic and well-

told story, which was first published in two-volume

form in 1885, and was subsequently translated into

French, and appeared serially in the Paris Temps.

The new edition is clothed in a neat green cover,

and has for frontispiece an "Imaginary Portrait,"

reproduced from a drawing by Mr. John Collier.

Ornamental Design for Woven Fabrics. By G.

Stephenson and F.Suddards. (London: Methuen.

7s. 6d.) The joint authors of this work have done
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their task well ; it is lucid and complete, a model

of what such a text-book should be. Above all, it

is eminently practical, and does not waste time upon

theories of design or history of its evolution, but

keeps strictly to the purpose of its title, and dors

not attempt to teach the art of creating beautiful

patterns, but only the power of expressing them in

a workable fashion. It is a really invaluable

addition to the library of a designer.

The Epic of Sounds : An Interpretation of

Wagner's Niebelungen Ring. By Freda Win-

worth. (London : Simpkin, Marshall & Co.)

—

As a writer in these pages lately pointed out,

modern decorative artists have been often inspired

by the great music-drama which Richard Wagner

founded upon ancient mythology. Hence a good

analysis of the story and its musical treatment is

by way of being a technical handbook to designers.

With a knowledge of the "Ring," extending over

many years, and a collection of various works on

similar lines to Miss Winworth's, one has no

hesitation in placing hers as the best, the most clear,

and the least concerned with abstruse symbolism.

Stained Glass, Mediceval and Modern. By

Stephen Adam. (Glasgow : Carter & Pratt.)—This

is a pleasantly contrived pamphlet written by one

who evidently knows his subject, yet we cannot

ignore the very inelegant colloquialism of its style.

But although what is said might have been expressed

less clumsily, the whole argument is true, and

these " extracts from lectures on Truth in Decora-

tive Art " are worth reading. " Raw cabbage-

green doors and so on may be cult, but it is only

an ephemeral fad," is a fragment of one sentence

which is unluckily not an unfair sample of the

style of the book. Its printing and decoration arc

both extremely good, hence a regret that the proof-

sheets were not " read " by a practised hand.

The Chippendale Period of English Furniture.

By K. Warren Clouston. (London : Edward

Arnold. 21s. net.)—An enthusiast without pre-

judice is rare ; but this really delightful book shows

critical perception of the faults as well as the virtues

of its subject. It is a book that was well worth

doing, and it is very well done. But that space

forbids it, many quotations pertinent and with a

moral for to-day, might extend this notice indefi-

nitely. It is worthy of careful study.

The Cabinet Makers' and Upholsterer's Guide.

By A. Hepplewhite & Co. 1794. (London: B.

T. Batsford, 1897).—This is a re-issue of the third

edition (improved) of Hepplewhite's famous designs

for furniture. After a hundred years a phrase in

the original preface may again, for the first time

since it saw light, be used truthfully. It runs,

" English taste- and workmanship have of late years

been much sought for by surrounding nations."

Hut the rest of the sentence — " the mutibilit) 1

of all things, but more especially of fashions, has

rendered the labours of our predecessors in this lini

of little use," is obviously not so apt now, elsi

this book left untouched. That many of the di

signs are both beautiful and lit is true

can but feel that the twentieth century should have

courage to design its furniture without this constant

reference to the past. Mr. Batsford deserves warm

praise for this notable re- issue. It will lie valued

by every designer as a standard work of referem 1

A
WARDS IN "THE STUDIO
PRIZE COMPETITIONS.

Design for Iron-work

Bracket.

(A VI.)

The First Prize (Three guineas) is awarded to

Feraille (Jacques Houry, Hazeldene, Manor Road,

Bishopston, Bristol).

The Second Prize (Two guineas) to Lilian

(Chas. J. White, 30 Ruston Street, Birmingham).

Honourable mention is given to the following :

—

Art Metal (Frederick Perry, 37 Oxford Street,

Pleck, Walsall, Staffs.); A/ax the Less (W. S.

Moves, 4 Albert Drive, Crosshill, Glasgow) ; Appe-

tite (W. S. Kershaw, 6 Albany Road, New Basford,

Nottingham) ; Arties (Arthur Manock, Benfield

House, Boscombe Park, Bournemouth) ; Black-

Sheep (Chas. G. Thompson, 24 Roxburgh Avenue,

St. Michael's, Liverpool) ; Bent (E. L. Pattison,

204 Kennington Park Road, S.E.) ; Chandos

(James D. Jameson, 50 George Street, Edinburgh);

Castile (A. Hamilton Scott, 43 Mill Street, Paisley,

N.B.) ; Dragon (A. H. Locock, 2>Z Chester Terrace,

S.W.) ; Doctor (Agnes C. Martin, 45 South Road,

Handsworth, Birmingham) ; Hillas (Hugh 1 >.

Simpson, Grange Place, Kilmarnock) : Iron (Wm.

K. Harris, 35 Leyton Park Road, Leyton, E.)

;

Indian Ink (James S. Alderson, 1 Market Place,

Rugby)
;
Jason (Jas. Thirtle, The Elms, Banstead

Road, Ewell, Surrey)
; fudy (Jessie 1 leakin, Norham,

Lansdowne Road, Worcester) ; //////(/-(.Martin M.

G. Arnott, Rose Crescent, Dunfermline. Fif \\

Moonshine (T. D. Bryan, 21 Claremont Road.

Bishopston, Bristol) ; Monster (W. H. Reed, 6

Summerhill Place, Newcastle-on-Tyne) : Podley

(Arabella L. Rankin, Muthill, Perthshire, N.B.)
;

Peg (Margaret Sandford, 94 Christchurch Road.

Streatham Hill, S.W.) : Penwiper (F. White, 19

1 V
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Amott Road, East Dulwich, S.E.) ; Rising Sun

(Win. Middleton, t Academy Lane, Montrose,

N.B.); Rustrix (Francis S. Swales, 1022 Granite

Building, Rochester, New York, U.S.A.)
; Red Rose

(J. B. Fulton, East Chapelton, Bearsden, Glasgow);

Sygne (W. H. Jenkins, 125 Beaufort Street, Chelsea,

S.W.); Seda (A. de Sauty, 63 Ramsden Road,

Balham, S.W.) ;
and Tramp (I). C. Veazey, 10

Brewer Street, Woolwich).

Design for Ornamental "Tailpiece."

(BVI.)

The First Prize (One guinea) is awarded to

Yukon (Maurice Clifford, 44 Bath Road, Bedford

Park, W.)

The Second Prize (Half-a-guinea) to Ezekiel

(F. H. Ball, 189 Noel Street, Nottingham).

Honourable Mention is given to the following :

—

Abana (Emily A. Attwell, 1 Lavender Grove,

Queen's Road, Dalston, N.E.) : Anthropos (Stavros

Homere, Wyken House, Bridgnorth, Salop) ; Alige

(Alice E. Newby, Landsdown House, Brodrick Road,

Wandsworth Common, S.W.); Aidee (Alfred Dennis,

28 Chiswick Road, Chiswick, W.) ; Bel (Isobel B.

Williamson, 18 Ivanhoe Road, Liverpool) ; Black

(R. W. P. de Vries, Jun., Edam, Holland); Black

Sheep (C. E. Thompson, 24 Roxburgh Avenue, St.

Michael's, Liverpool); Banshee (Madeline Price,

Houses of Parliament, S.W.); Corvus Corone

(Ernest Sprankling, Trull, Taunton) ; Corydon (W.

i:. Webster, 4 I field Road, Fulham Road, S.W.)
;

Cactus (no coupon) ; Canute (Eveline A. Brauer, St.

John's Road, Knutsford, Cheshire) ; Camu (Charles

( lale, 5 1 Butt Road, Colchester) ; Die Neuzeit

(T. ('. Dugdale, 61 Plymouth Grove, Manchester);

Derelict (Claire Murrell, 1 1 Templeton Place, Earl's

Court, S.W.); D (Robert Donn, 48 Seafield Road,

Dundee) : Daisy (Margaret T. Griffith, 30 Hough
Green, Chester); Ethel Kate (Ethel K. Bur-

gess, 2 Lilford Road, Camberwell) ; Forget-me-not

(Thomas Henry, 46 Rue Madame, Paris) ; Flair de

Lys (Miss E. A. Lilly, 7 Canterbury Road, Brixton,

S.W.); Flutterby (Helen Ruck, Holly House, East

Dulwich Road, S.E.) ; Fiona (Jean C. Archer,

Milford, Surrey); Finis (Edgar J. Ransom, War-

wick Studios, Herkomer Road, Bushey, Herts)

;

Grumbler ( Rosa C. Petherick, Maple Lodge, Have-

lock Road, Croydon) ; Gay-Sha (Charles A. Allen,

Lome Street, Kidderminster) ; June (Catherine M.
Mann, 8 Auckland Road, Upper Norwood) ; Jason

(J. Thirtle, The Elms, Banstead Road, Ewell,

Surrey) ; Lamp Black (M. J. Hunt, Southwood, Tor-

quay) ; Leekey (Ernest A. Taylor, S Esplanade,

Greenock, N.B.) ; Longo (P. Allaert, Rue basse des

Champs 15, Ghent, Belgium); Limpet (Helen

1 ;2

Troubridge, 25 Graham Street, Eaton Square, S.W.);

May (May Dixon, Mulberry Green, Harlow,

Essex) ; Micawber (Edmund Whitehead, Post

Office, Jersey) ; Nikko (E. Davy, Twynsham, Short-

lands, Kent); Natnron (Haywood Norman, 802

South Summer Street, Nashville, Tennessee, U.S.A.);

Nereid (Thomas Corson, 8 Blenheim Walk, Wood-
house Lane, Leeds) ; Oxford (Alfred J. Moore,

Wayside Studio, Bushey, Herts); Perfician (Alice

M. Giles, 2 Clarkson Street, Glossop Road, Shef-

field) ; Pokey (Enid N. Jackson, 12 Forest

Road, Birkenhead) : Punchinello (May S. Tyrer,

Southam Villa, Prestbury Road, Cheltenham):

Pekin (Mary G. Houston, 13 South Parade,

Fulham Road, S.W.) ; Rita (May M. Falcon,

Milverton, Somerset) ; Romanesque (T. T. Blav-

lock, Lynton, Serpentine Road, Poole, Dorset);

Seaweed (E. O. Brown, Van Bwreog, Bourne-

mouth) ; Seda (A. de Santy, 63 Ramsden Road,

Balham, S.W.) ; Scarabus (A. M. Appleton, 20

Edith Road, West Kensington) ; The Rook
( Marion

Wallace-Dunlop, Ellerslie Tower, Ealing, W.)
;

Ulmus (Nellie Brightwell, 42 Gough Road, Edg-

baston, Birmingham); Un Sieve de Grasset (Paul

Follot, 43 Boulevard Diderot, Paris); White Heather

(Gwynedd Palin, 7 Algernon Road, Rotton Park,

Birmingham) ; Weeds (Nancy M. Ruxton, 24

Wetherby Gardens, S.W.) ; and Ycred (R. Percy

Glossop, 65 New North Road, N.).

Sketch of a Street Hawker or Itinerant

Musician.

(C VI.)

The First Prize (One guinea) is awarded to

Rex (J. E. Staniforth, Llanishen, Cardiff, South

Wales).

The Second Prize (Half a guinea) to Bohend

(F. Leather, 114 Merton Road, Wandsworth,

S.W.).

Honourable Mention is given to the following :

—

Claud (C. Cooper, The Vicarage, West Norwood)
;

Conon (W. J. Urquhart, 3 Radnor Street, Chelsea,

S.W.); Extra Special (Edgar J. Ransom, Wajside

Studio, Old Bushey, Herts) ; Irish (Will Gulzow,

58 Helix Road, Brixton Hill, S.W.) ; Ingles (Ernest

Mitchell. 8 Ingles Road, Folkestone)
;
Jackdaw

(Miss E. M. Monsell, Curragh ("base, Adara, co.

Limerick)
;
Jumelle (Florence M. (1. Dimma, 59

The Common, Upper Clapton, N.E.) ; Quill

(Hanslip Fletcher, 7 Milner Street, Islington, N.);

Roy (Roydon Desmond, c/o Mr. McCabe, Middle-

ton Road, West Hartlepool); White Friars (J. S.

Brydone, 6 North ( Irescent, Bedford Square, W.C.);

and Wagner (('. A. Chapman, South View 2

Richmond Road, Basingstoke).
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FIRST PRIZE " FERAII.LE

SECOND PRIZE

HON. MENTION '• INDIAN INK HON. MENTION ART Ml 1 \1

DESIGNS FOR IRON-WORK
BRACKETS (COMP. A VI.)
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DESIGN FOR IRON-WORK BRACKET
(HON. MENTION, CO MP. A VI.)
BY "BLACK-SHEEP"
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DESIGN FOR IRON-WORK
BRACKET (HON. MENTION
COMP. A VI.)- BY "JASON"
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SECOND TRIZE

HON. MENTION " FORGET-ME-NOT "

HON. MENTION "WEEDS "

138
HON. MENTION " PKKIN "
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HON. MEN I ION
1 UK! MBLER

lh)N. MENTION CANUTE" HON. MENTION

HON. MENTION
" 1'UNCHINELLO

HON. MENTION HON- MENTION
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The Lay Figure

THE LAY FIGURE. " KELM-
SCOTT AND JAPAN."

" Is it possible that, to day, any sane

person denies art to the Japanese?"
said the Lay Figure. " Surely you are joking."

" Well," the Man with a Clay Pipe said quietly,

" some people, you know, still declare that the

earth is flat. I find in this book on 'William

Morris ' by Aymer Vallance "

" Yes, I know !" broke in the (lifted Amateur,

who had dropped in against his will to prove he

was but mortal. " Morris did say all art is based

upon architecture—Japan has no architecture

—

therefore Japan has no art."

"One dubious premise, one inaccurate state-

ment, and a false deduction, that is all," said the

Lay Figure. " Really even if Morris said it, it is

not worth combating seriously."

"Hut has Japan any architecture?" the (lifted

Amateur said in a thin sour tone. "I thought

it had but bamboo frames covered with paper,

a city of folding screens, painted with storks

askew."

" As well imagine ( lothic art to be all Oxford

frames," the Lay Figure retorted. " Really if one

must go back to first principles—were not Greek

temples evolved from wooden constructions ? I )o

you not know photographs of the Temples of

Kioto, Nikko, Nara, and Shiba, or of the Castle of

Nagoya ?
"

"No," said the (lifted Amateur, "and I hope I

never may ; Japan does not interest me. It is so

utlcrh without 'soul,' and architecture is surely

concrete music, a symphony of lasting material. I

cannot feel interest in wooden houses— . Yes,

I know you say it has stone bridges and the rest -

but so far they seem to be only big 'curios.'"

"Hut," the Man with a Clay Pipe broke in, "is

architecture necessarily limited to brick or stone?

If so, what of the so-called half-timbered houses

— the Town Hall of Lavenham, or Little Moreton

Hall, which are practically wooden in structure as

well as in ornament ?
"

" I thought the rage for penny fans and glove

boxes at ninepence three farthings was past," said

the (lifted Amateur, taking no heed of the inter-

ruption. "Nobody regards them as 'precious'

to-day, not even in the newest suburb."

" Who that was worth listening to ever did ?
"

said the Lay Figure. " As well say that because

Berlin wool-work is a horror, the mosaics at

Ravenna are also. Japan, with its draughtsmen

worthy peers of Durer, Rembrandt, or Whistler
;
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its lacquer the last word of human artifice ; its

metal work absolutely beyond rivalry ; its ' all-over

'

patterns, now simple and symmetrical, and again

inexhaustible in their novelty—against the evi-

dence of these even the dictum of so great a crafts-

man as Morris is merely another example of the

fallibility of genius."

"But Mr. Ruskin— " the Gifted Amateur added,

with a crushing air.

" Mr. Ruskin was more logical," the Lay Figure

broke in. " He did write to a bookseller : 'Do not

send me any more Japanese prints : they confuse

me, I am too old to go into the subject now.' One
respects his attitude, because it is a confession of

ignorance, and reveals possibly a certain dread lest

his prejudice might prove ill founded."
" I will not hear it hinted that Morris was not

logical," said the Gifted Amateur in a white rage.

" Perhaps the word was ill chosen," the Lay

Figure replied quietly. " I do not doubt that

Mr. Morris spoke with honest ignorance, but King

1 lavid also made rash statements in haste. I some-

times think that the Morris you set up as a deity

is not nearly so great a hero as the great craftsmen

we outsiders respect. To own that any man, how-

ever noble, may be unjust to certain things which

chance to clash with his preconceived opinions is

not to do him dishonour."

" I think," the Man with a Clay Pipe added, " it

is another example of Mrs. Partington trundling

back the ocean with a mop. The art of Japan,

like the art of Greece, is one of the verities beyond

fashion, above faction. You despise both, I know."
" I never despised Greek art," the Gifted

Amateur said, with an air of generous toleration.

" Of course it is infantile beside the line flowering

of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, but in its

own limited way it is not despicable."

" How nice of you !
" the Lay Figure said, with a

laugh. "Gallant little Greece has found another

champion. Can you not say as much for Japan?"
" No, most certainly not," the Gifted Amateur

retorted. " The Japanese cannot draw, have no

idea of design, no sense of beauty."

"That is quite absurd," the Lay Figure said,

with a laugh, " as absurd as Mr. Vallance's com-

ment on Morris's hasty speech, which he says Pro-

fessor John Milne and Herr Oscar Munsterberg

have corroborated on 'purely scientific grounds.'

Evidently the ostrich who puts his head in the

sand still exists. But why be angry ? The ostrich

grows fine feathers and is a good bird in many
ways !

"

Thk Lav Figure.
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A
FRENCH WOOD-ENGRAVER:
AUGUSTE LEPERE. BY
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"Lepf.re, unique artist of his kind !

An engraver, dependent on no one foi

his drawings. A draughtsman who engraves his

own work on wood !

"

Such are the terms applied to the artist whose

work and whose genius I propose to analyse, by

one of the most experienced craftsmen of to da)

the engraver, Felix Bracquemond.

And a unique artist he is, in truth, combining a

rare gift of observation with a keen and very per-

sonal sense of truth and an imagination full of the

most delightful fancy. Lepere is an incomparable

draughtsman, surmounting all sorts of difficulties

with an ease which many must envy him : an en-

graver, too, of the first rank, handling with equal

facility the knife or the burin, equally at home in

relief engraving or in etching ; also a lithographer of

remarkable flexibility and breadth of touch. He-

excels, in fact, in every branch of his art. Every-

thing he touches bears the impress of a truly

personal origin.dm. .dike in his mud, of looking at

things and in the way he reproduces them. With

a deep knowledge of all the secrets of the draughts

man's art, he has one great merit, among main

others— namely, in never being cramped in thi

expression of his ideas, in always succeeding in

developing them to their fullest exti nl

I lure is no trickery or make-believe in all this.

Where the painter by a dexterous touch, more oi

less patent to tin- eye, ma) succeed in deceiving

the beholder, the draughtsman must, on the '"ii

trary, show thorough self-control and complete

acquaintance with his art. Each imperfection,

each awkwardness, each careless stroke appears

here in all its nakedness, whereas a happj touch of

colour might have covered up the defects. The

art of drawing is an art par excellence, "the only

plastic art," according to Bracquemond's very cate-

gorical definition. It would seem as though our

contemporaries are beginning to understand it

better than did the generations who preceded

them, proof of which is seen in the popularity now

attending the revival of original plates.

" It is incontestable," wrote Ph. I.urty in 1867,

" IN NOYE
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" that people are losing interest in metal engraving,

that the eau-forte is taking the place of the graver,

that lithography is dying out, thai w l-engraving

is threatened, that 'process' work is gradually

superseding the burin, the etching, the lithograph

and the wood-engraving, and that the chief cause

of all this revolutionary tendency, directly <>r in-

directly, is photography."

Walter Crane, too, in his interesting work on

"Decorative Illustration,' anuses photography of

having corrupted the art of drawing in this year of

grace 1897. "It has," he says, "confused and

deteriorated the faculty of inventive design, and the

DANS I E RUISSE \l
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sense of ornament and line ; having concentrated

artistic interest on the literal realisation of certain

aspects of superficial facts, and instantaneous im-

pressions instead of ideas, and the abstract treat-

ment of form and line."

Doubtless all this is perfectly true, yet this

curious fact remains to be stated— the success of

photography, cheap and common success though it

be, has, by process of reaction, assisted in the

renaissance of this very art of drawing to which I

am referring, a renaissance which is now being felt

throughout France, where during the past ten years

or so a constellation of remarkable draughtsmen

has appeared. The suc-

cess of these artists ,,,

certain papers has assisted

and even been the cause

of the new popularity of

the engraving pure and

simple. Fifteen years ago

"ne could not have dis-

1 overed a do/en amateurs

capable of taking delight

in an original lithograph or

wood-engraving
; whereas

now the numerous happy

experiment in this direc-

tion amply prove that the

taste for this kind of work

lias increased a hundn '1

I old. We may congratu-

late ourselves on the fact,

for the art of drawing

must inevitably benefit

therefrom.

We owe much to an

artist like Lepere for the

powerful stimulus he has

given by his untiring

efforts, by his sincerity,

by the faith he has shown

in the virtues of processes

too long neglected and

despised. With several

other artists of energy

and ability he founded

the magazine known as

L'Image, whose illustra-

tions consist solelv of

wood-engravings, which

have been most cordially

welcomed by the intelli-

gent section of the public.

A few particulars and

Svl~
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dates will show the extent of Lepere's steady work

and patient endeavour.

He was born in 1849, and his first real work as

a wood-engraver dates back at least twenty years.

According to M. Beraldi, whose books, " Les

Graveurs du XIX C Siecle " and " La Reliure Fran-

chise au XIX C Siecle," contain some interesting

biographical notes on this artist, the first wood-

engravings published by Lepere appeared in the

Monde Illustre. He was only a " translator " then,

but what a translator ! Vierge's Lcs Saisons, At-

taque d'mi Train, Lcs Rameaux a Sfoille, and

Paris-Lsclila, afforded him an excellent opportunity

to display the technical ability it had cost him so

much trouble to acquire. He also engraved some

work by Morin, exquisitely delicate drawings,

thoroughly Parisian in spirit.

His first original wood-engraving in the Monde

Illustre dates from 1879, and he soon became a

regular contributor to that paper. His love for

Paris, the great restless picturesque city, so fertile

in contrasts and striking pictures, w.is strong within

him already ; and he showed it in such works as

Promeneurs sur la Glace, File de Nuit an Boh >/•

Boulogne, La Place de I Opera pendant le Match de

Billard de Vignaux el Slosson, and I.a Chambn </<
s

Deputespendant les Funerailles de Gambetta, all of

which, with many others, enabled him to " fix
"

some of the innumerable aspects of life in the

capital.

Almost at the same period he was contributing

.1 series of original wood-engravings—little master-

pieces—styled Voyage autour des Fortifications;

then followed another set

—

La Forit de Fontaine-

bleau.

In 1889 Lepere made his appearance in EIllus-

tration, which published a series of large original

wood-engravings by him of the towns of France.

The blocks dealing with Rouen and Marseilles are

among the most characteristic examples of this side

of his genius.

From 1889 to 1892 there appeared in Harpers

\l \K< II INDES \r l'ANIER FROM \ WOOU-CUI IN rWO COLOURS BY AUOUSTE LEPERE
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a new collection of Parisian pictures, Le March'e

mix Pommes, La Rue Beauregard, La Rue de la

Lune, &c.

His style had begun to take definite form, each

fresh series showing him to be gaining fuller

possession of his powers, with vision clearer,

broader, more original, more complete. In 1S89-

1890 he put his name to one of the most entirely

personal of his series, which appeared in a book

dealing with the Exhibition of 18S9, published by

the firm of Baschet. These are masterly produc-

tions, unequalled in freedom of drawing and in

depth of expression. Le Trocadero illumine, Le

Palais des Arts Liberaux, Lnterieur du Palais des

Beaux Arts, Mantle a la Tour Eiffel—all these are

" documents " of the most definite kind on the

LE BAIN DES NYMPHES
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gigantic fair of 1889, signed by the hand of a great

artist. Two of these plates in particular are worthy

of all praise

—

La Tour Eiffel, la Nuit and Les Fon-

taines Lumineuses. The fleeting splendours of

these fairy scenes are recorded, brought to life

again, with an art, a fancifulness and a truth

impossible to be surpassed. In these works Lepere

reveals himself a prodigious black and white artist.

These artificial light effects, which were the admir-

ation of the whole world, with their variegated

atmosphere, their rainbow-hued water sprays glitter-

ing in the night like fairy flowers, these and all

the other unforgettable wonders of the spectacle

which all the world saw and admired, Lepere has

immortalised in the two blocks in question,

which are true marvels of art.

In 1892, at the invita-

tion of Mi H. Beraldi, the

distinguished bibliophile,

who was anxious to pos-

sess a unique book, Le-

pere illustrated the " Pay-

sages Parisiens," the text

of which was from the

pen of that genuine poet,

M. Emile Goudeau. The
work was printed for M.

Beraldi, and only 13S

copies were issued. It

contains five etchings and

forty-two wood-blocks.

Each one of the vig-

nettes adorning the book

might well be described

in detail, for Lepere's

prodigious ability sur-

mounted apparently in-

surmountable difficulties,

and he produced the most

extraordinarily powerful

effects by blending the

two processes of tinted

engraving and engraving

an trait—a method which

some perhaps will entirely

praise and others be in-

clined to disapprove. The

second of these two pro-

cesses pleases one infi-

nitely more than the first,

for the draughtsman is

more at his ease, and his

work is more full of free-

dom and expression. InI Ri iM \ WOl >1>
I 1 I BY AUGCS1 E LEPERE
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the gravure de teinte, on the other hand, care for

the mere process seems to pre-occupy the artist,

who is consequently not so logical or so natural as

he might be.

If ever any reader of The Studio should come

across this rarest of volumes let him turn to page

51, La Vuede la Seine prist du Viaduc du Point-du-

lour, then to page 55, Place de la Concorde, and

also to page 163, Feux de Nuit au Qitai de la Rapee,

for these will give a fairly adequate idea of Lepere's

style. I know no modern engraver who has suc-

ceeded so well in putting life into our monuments

and our buildings, revealing as he does their very

atmosphere, their real character : nor can I think

of any other who has realised so fully and trans-

lated so faithfully our street types, the movement,

the multiform life of the populace—gestures, faces,

characteristics, all seized with a stroke of the pencil,

rapid and unrehearsed to all appearance, yet every

one of them clear, expressive, and full of purpose.

But to get a full and real grasp of Lepere's powers,

one must see the original drawings from which he

has worked, the ideas put on to paper as they

sprang from his fancy, and then compare them

with his experiments on the wood until the definite

result is reached. One realises then that Lepere

has the engraver's spirit in every fibre, that his

craft is part of himself, that the original idea in

each of his drawings was conceived simply to be

engraved, and, save for that purpose, has no other

reason for existence.

In 1S90 Lepere put his name to a large number

of wood-engravings in the first volume of a series

called " Paris Yivant" ; the second volume appeared

in 1S93 in the form of an article on the Theatre by

M. F. Sarcey.

Then in 1895 ne produced for M. Beraldi " l'aris

au Hasard," with letterpress by M. (',. Montorgueil.

M. Beraldi's ambition was to have a book with a

wood-engraving on every page. In this volume

there are 200, and nothing more exquisite, more

satisfying can be imagined.

Since that date, however, Lepere's manner has

been undergoing a steady alteration. He appears

to be abandoning the tinted method of engraving

for the gravure mi trait, and to be tending towards a
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more directly decorative form of art. This is seen in

the frontispiece to " Les Trophees," and in a set of

plates published in LImage : and further evidence of

the fact is afforded by the ornamentation of the little

volume "Paris Almanach " (1897). In these works

he has still further freed himself from all tradition,

and is no longer bound by the customary methods.

He appears to be aiming at other effects, stronger,

sharper, farther removed from reality—aiming, in a

word, at more decorative results.

Bold contrasts of pure white with broad black

effects, harmonies of line, in rich, strong supple

strokes—these are the characteristics of his new

style, in which, it may be said at once, he is en-

tirely successful.

I cannot resist the temptation to quote the

"appreciation" of this evolution, given by M.

fundamental

in an engrav-

I I GUEUX DES I 11 mr-. F Rl iM A Wc

Bracquemond :
" The course taken by Lepere is

the reverse of that generally followed in wood-

engraving. Instead of proceeding from the simple

to the complicated, Lepere 's style, as he advanced,

merged from the complicated into the simple. This

change of manner, which must be noted* consists

in the rigorous suppression of every secondary
' value ' in the composition of a drawing, and in

retaining only the essentially constructive elements,

that is to say, those which make up the modelling

of the work.''

How Lepere contrives to produce his effects, in

plain black and white, as in most of his later wood-
blocks, and without any half-tones caused by the

hatching, more or less fine in character, practised

now and formerly by nearly all wood-engravers

—

this is the very secret of this ardent and original

worker's art.

" The

element

ing," declares M. Brac-

quemond, "is the white

of the paper." And he

adds :
" With regard to

the wood, the stone, or

the metal—the materials

necessary for the pro-

duction of the engraving

—there is but one prin-

ciple to observe, namely,

to see to the natural

distribution of the lights

• and shades ; and this

rule governs every pro-

cess in every branch of

art."

It were impossible

better to express in so

few words the immutable,

eternal rules of art, as

applied to engraving.

I know very few artists

of to-day who adapt

themselves so strictly to

these rules as Lepere, or

who, while maintaining

these traditions, display

so much originality. His

work proves once more

how vain and how dan-

gerous are the theories

sometimes put forward,

to the effect that it is im-

id-cut kv auguste lepere possible for an artist of
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the present day to be "modern" and truly per-

sonal, without severing himself completely from the

rules, the traditions, and the processes of other

times. It proves, moreover, that it is quite possible

to produce work bearing the stamp of true indi-

viduality, without posing as a revolutionary, an

independent, or an anarchist in art.

In his later wood-blocks, so frank, so expressive,

so full of bold and vigorous harmony, Lepere has

used no method but that employed by the maitres-

graveurs of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.

But this in no way prevents him from being tho-

roughly modern, or from giving full expression in

these admirable plates to the features of the life of

to-day.

Take, for instance, his "Paris Pittoresque" series,

published in L'lmage. Is it possible to mistake

tlum for ancient wood-blocks? Are they not emi-

nently modern in their careful exactitude, in their

real truthfulness? How characteristic the touch,

how sure the hand ! What clearness, what intense

poetic feeling in their various types—these fau-

bourgs, these Parisian outskirts, these old deserted

districts, with their narrow streets and dilapidated

houses ; these rubbish-littered landscapes of the

Fortifications, with their withered grass and scanty

trees; these kitchen-garden patches ; these poverty-

stricken dwellings !

Some of these drawings are extraordinary ; for

example, this bit of Notre Dame, rising from the

water, like some tall ship, standing out quite black,

with a dazzling sunset as a background. All the

fire of the heavens is reflected in the waters of the

Seine, which ripple like a piece of shot-silk. How
supreme the art with which he has treated the white

portions of the paper, to produce these astounding

effects of light !

Then again— one might go on writing for ever

about the work of such an artist—Lepere has to

my mind still another great merit. He is French.

He loves the clearness, the movement, the life, the

picturesqueness of his Paris : and he shows it some-

times, nay, often, in the healthy joyousness, the

humour, I had almost said the gauloiserie, of his

work. He always says what he wants to say with

accuracy and without excess, for he has the-eye for

.measurement, the sense of proportion, the taste

of his race—all those delightful qualities which,

alas! we seem to be losing more and more every

day.

As I have already suggested, Lepere, besides

being a wood-engraver, is an aquafortist and a

'S3
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lithographer of the first order. Needless to say, he

has not an equal command over each of these

branches of art. Nothing could be more interest-

ing than to compare his various ways of treating

the same subject—on wood, on copper, and on

stone. The conception of the subject, the mode
of treatment, even the arrangement of the pic-

ture, are in each case adapted exactly to the

requirements of the material he is about to use.

He will never yield, for instance, to the temptation

to produce upon the stone any of those wood
effects in which he excels, nor allow himself to do

on the copper-plate anything properly belonging to

lithography. This seems natural enough, but it is

no small merit on his part nevertheless, in these

days, when most artists engaged in engraving let

themselves be led away by anything which seems

to promise additional effect, even though it should

involve the mixture and the overlapping of all kinds

of processes. Lepere has too keen a sense of the

fitness of things, knows too well the possibilities

lying within each of these various methods, to fall

into this grave error.

I referred just now to Lepere's new-born leaning

towards decorative sentiment in his work. Not
only has he striven to introduce it into his drawings

and engravings, but evidence of it may be seen in
1 Ml 1-1,1' LEATHER WORK BY AUGUSTE I.El'ERE
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one of his series of coloured wood-

engravings, after the manner of the

Japanese masters, and also in the four

plates, hors texte, which illustrate the

"Paris Almanach," published by the

firm of Sagot, wherein Lepere has pro-

duced delightful effects by the delicate

use of a flat colouring.

Lepere has also tried his hand, with

no small success, at pure decorative art

work. That admirable material, leather,

attracted him by its supple richness, and

he has done some excellent bindings.

The first served for the specimen copy

of M. Beraldi's "Paysages Parisiens."

Lepere was encouraged to undertake

the work by the celebrated French

binder, Marius-Michel, whose profes-

sional opinion upon Lepere's interest-

ing experiment, quoted by M. Beraldi,

is as follows : "The retrospective biblio-

phile of to-day will grind his teeth at it

;

but in the sixteenth century it would at

once have been hailed with acclama-

tion." This, as I have said, was Lepere's
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first attempt of the kind ; since then he has done

several leather bindings, notably those for the

"CantiquedesCantiques," " La M.r," " HeVodias,"

"Paris au Hasard,"' and for the volume in which,

under the title of " Bois et Eaux-fortes d'Augu ;te

Lepere," M. Beraldi has collected the artist's most

remarkable productions.

In these the process is quite new, and is admir-

ably adapted for the purposes of binding. The

leather, tooled and coloured by the hot iron,

assumes a quite special richness, and Lepere's firm

draughtsmanship suits it to perfection, his line

work having beautiful strength and force, lie has

avoided the danger of over-elaboration, and shows

himself here, as in all else, the simple, honest artist

we know so well.

Much more might be said of Lepere and his

remarkable work, but it is quite impossible within

the space of a magazine article to convey any

adequate impression of so many sided an artist. In

dealing with a rich and original worker such as this.

one discovers, when all is said, that, after all, one

has said almost nothing.

This at least I may add by way of summary and

conclusion, even though my incomplete criticism

may not have proved it so emphatically as I could

wish : we have in Lepere a profound observer,

a patient, conscientious worker, a devotee of

INCISED LEATHER WORK BY AUGUSTE LEPERE

Nature, a brilliant workman, whose supple fingers

wield the implements of his craft with unsurpassable

knowledge and skill ; in him we have undoubtedly

one of the boldest and most original artists of our

time.

Gabriel Mourey.

T
INCISED I EA1 HER UoKK BY \l G! 5TE LEPERE

HE ART OF WOOD-CARV-
ING. BY G. FRAMPTON,
A.R.A.—(PART II.)

Before proceeding, as is my inten-

tion, to a more particular consideration

of design in connection with wood-carving, I

should like to controvert what within my own ex-

perience is a far from uncommon error among the
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students of our latter-day art classes and technical

schools. Many of these young people are wont to

enter upon a course of study which they imagine

will qualify them for obtaining a future livelihood

as designers of wood-carving, and in this course

they are frequently encouraged, I am sorry to say,

by their teachers. Now, what is the outcome of

all this ? When they have in their own opinion,

and in that of their masters, acquired a sufficient

knowledge of the subject, they set out with their

portfolio of more or less ingenious designs under

their arm, and endeavour to dispose of them to the

master wood-carvers, or to the makers of furniture,

only to meet with a speedy disillusion. The fact

of the matter is that practical wood-carvers either

work from the special designs furnished to them by
the architect, who is responsible for the structure

of which the carving forms a part, or else they

follow their own ideas. It is, indeed, this very

fact, paradoxical as it may seem, which, though it

has in the past done much to lower the artistic

standard of wood-carving in this country, yet offers

the brightest hopes of its forthcoming regeneration.

The wood-carver, by the very traditions of his

craft, must be a designer as well as a craftsman.

Even when he works from an architect's design, it

is only the general lines which are given him to

follow, and it is left to him to supply those details

and subtleties which very often differentiate a work
of art from a mere mechanical reproduction. I

have taken an early opportunity of emphasising

this fact, as it seems to me to have a very vital

bearing upon my whole subject. It is to the

craftsman-designer that this little handful of hap-

hazard papers, for they are designed after the

fashion of loosely familiar talks upon the subject

rather than as stiffly formal theses, are addressed.

Throughout their course, therefore, I shall con-

sistently take for granted the possession by those

who read them of some certain amount of technical

skill.

It now falls to us to consider somewhat more
intimately the question of design as applied to the

carver's art in its several manifestations. In the

course of that consideration we shall find it

necessary to glance now and again at the work of

those who have preceded us. Now, there is a

right way and a wrong way of looking at old work,

or rather there are several sorts of wrong ways, but

only one right way. I have already said enough to

show that in my estimation one of these wrong
ways is to allow one's admiration for the cunning

artificers of the past to so carry one away as to

make one believe that they did the thing they had
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to do so well that there is no way of doing it

better, and that the workman of the nineteenth

century must therefore apply his energies in

slavishly copying the design as well as the methods
of his forerunner of the thirteenth. In avoiding

this Scylla of timid and superstitious adherence to

tradition, one must be careful, on the other hand,

to guard against the Charybdis of that so-called

originality which affects to disregard and make
little of the masterpieces of the past. The fact is,

the art of the wood-carver is a living one, and
without progression there can be no life. To use

a somewhat familiar simile, it resembles a majestic

tree, the main trunk of which, though some of the

limbs are dead and rotten with decay, still gives

passage to the living sap so that the youngest

branches are able to draw sustenance therefrom

and flourish. So while it is well that the student

should lose no opportunity of carefully studying

every style and every period of carving, he should

cultivate first of all the habit of criticism, that

he may be able with some degree of assurance to

differentiate between what is good and what is bad

in old work. Let him store his mind and memory
with the manner in which the problems he himself

has to face have been worked out by those who
came before him, but let him at the same time

keep constantly before him the fact that his own
problems have to be worked out by himself, and

by himself alone. From the past let him merely take

an allusion here and a suggestion there, a hint, may-

be, as to what to avoid in one case, as well as an

indication as to what to conform to in another.

Now let us see how this theory can be applied to

practice ; and in substituting the concrete for the

general, let us, to begin with, confine our attention

to carving as applied to furniture or mobiliers as

the French, with a truer appreciation of the exact

meaning of words, term it, differentiating in that

manner between the fixed interior furnishings of a

house and the movable furniture. Half an hour

passed at South Kensington, or anywhere where

a representative collection of the furniture of the

last half-dozen centuries may be found, will be

sufficient to convince us of the somewhat para-

doxical fact that while in the work of the past

period it fell to the carver to inform with the

breath of artistic life the merely utilitarian product

of the workman who preceded him, yet subse-

quently it was the want of restraint on the part of

the carver which led to that vulgar riot of un-

shapely form which marks the furniture of the

most debased periods. Nowhere can the lesson of

the value of restraint be more clearly read. Some
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of the most beautiful work, indeed, of the fifteenth

and sixteenth centuries, is marred by this apparent

lack of appreciation of the value of plain surfaces,

and yet from these self-same objects there is much
to be learned. Take, for example, that well-known

and superlatively beautiful pulpit of French work

of the fourteenth century in South Kensington

Museum (Fig. i). Taken by themselves, and apart

from their context, the panels of this are well-nigh

perfect as examples of design applied to interior

woodwork. In some of them the carver has gone

straight to Nature for his inspiration, and while

avoiding stiff or mechanical regularity, on the one

hand, has, on the other, made no attempt to pro-

duce an effect of unsatisfactory realism. He has,

in fact, conventionalised with that innate conviction

some old-time pursuivant and, by a flowing line

and a playful irregularit) thi re, h

the difference between mere artifice and art.

So much on the credit side of his led .
.1 Now

let us sec where, if anywhere, he Ins hi Id up the

danger signal to us. I think myself, as I havehinted
ln-fore, what this warns us against particularly is the

hazard which lies in doing too much rather than to,

,

little. If this long-dead and forgotten Frenchman
had been content to restrain his chisel : if, for

instance, he had left his lower panels plain, and
confined the glorification of his material to the

upper portion of the pulpit, I think he would have
sounded a surer and a more convincing note to those

to whom his work was to appeal. But tins isa fault

confined to no age and to no country. ( )ne sees it

of the natural growth and disposition of the living displayed in an even more marked degree in a very

plant which we are sometimes wont to look upon charmingandattractiveCourtcupboard(Fig.2)which

as a peculiar property of the Japanese artists. In owes its being to English fingers of the fifteenth

other panels he has taken the heraldic forms set century, and which has found a resting-place in our
out for him in all their lifeless ceremonialism by day only a few yards from the pulpit I have just

referred to. There is a great deal to

be learned from this by the young
craftsman who is directing his atten-

tion to the carving of furniture. He
will notice the absence of projections

which are apt to catch in the clothes

and drapery of those who move about
the room. He will note the skill

with which the desired effects of light

and shade are produced with a mini-

mum of depth in the cutting, so

that unduly sunk cavities may not

afford a harbourage for dust. He
will admire, doubtless, the admirable

fashion in which the ornamentation

has been made subject to the con-

struction
: how the strength of the

supporting pillars of the lower por-

tion is emphasised rather than dis-

turbed by the lines of the carving,

but I think he will also feel—there

is no doubt that he should feel—

a

sense almost of irritation at what 1

may call the universality of enrich-

ment. How much more telling would

be the panels of the cupboard por-

tion of the upper part were the sup-

porting stiles left plain ! How much
richer would the decoration of the

string mouldings appear if some of

the members afforded relief by being

undecorated ! Here, in short, we
have a most striking instance of a

lie, I.— CARVED WOOD rt'LPIT FRENCH, FOURTEENTH CENTURY
[South Kensington Museum)
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FIG. 2.—COURT CUPBOARD ENGLISH, FIFTEENTH cll.NTURY

{Smith Kensington Museuni)

piece of old work from the- copying of which,

or even a portion of which, nothing but disap-

pointment can result, but which, carefully and

judiciously studied, cannot but lie most helpful to

the student from the point of view of design as well

as of technique. It is over-laboured, as I have

said; it is lacking in reticence, but yet how different

is it from that collection of seventeenth-century

chairs which, when I last visited South Kensington,

were standing near it, and which, magnificent dis-

plays as they are of technical adeptness on the

wood-carver's part, are yet so absolutely vicious

when their ultimate aim and object are taken into

consideration. The carver here seems to have run

riot without a thought of the use for which the chair

is designed. The backs are masses of highly-raised

and deeply-sunken carving completely obscuring and

hiding the structural lines, and rendering the chair

as uncomfortable to sit upon as it is gorgeous to

behold. Sharp points protrude as though in sheer

wantonness from the centre ; disturbing spikes pro-

ject from the upper angles as though with the special
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intention of tearing the dainty habiliments of those

who may occupy the chair, or catching the sleeve

of the servant handing the dish from behind. It is

not until we approach our own century, and,

curiously enough, at a period when the minor arts,

in England at least, had sunk to their lowest point,

that we find a revertal to a more seemly principle

in regard to the carving of chair backs. Whatever

one may think of the general design of Chippen-

dale and his contemporaries, there is no doubt that

these famous cabinet-makers thoroughly appreciated

the proper limits within which carving as applied to

furniture should beconfined(Figs. 3and 4). Lowness

of relief, adaptation to the structural lines, the employ-

ment of a maximum of plain surface with a minimum
of carving, are all strongly-marked characteristics of

the work of this period. There is nothing to catch

or destroy the dress ; there is nothing to produce

agonising sensations in the most sensitive portion of

the spinal column which the chair back is designed

to support. The genius of the material itself is

not forgotten. Close-grained, hard mahogany was
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at this time almost universally employed for furni-

ture, and so the delicacy and fineness of the carving

suggest this material alone, and would be impos-

sible of application to oak as to any of the softer

kinds of wood.

And now I will travel back once more through

the centuries for an example of what I must regard

as well-nigh the perfection of design in carved fur-

niture. Among the justly-esteemed glories of Italy

are the elaborately-carved and gilt cassoni which,

originally designed as marriage-coffers, found a

place in every well-to-do Italian household. Through

them alone one might fitly trace the whole history

of that century or two of artistic fervour which we

call the Italian Renaissance. They portray its

faults as well as its glories. Those of kit. I dafc .

overladen as they are with a profusion of Rococo

carving, wrought with an admirable degree of tech

nical skill, but with all evidences of the touch of the

craftsman's tool, which could alone vivify them, hid-

den and forgotten under their heavy load of gilded

gesso, though sought after eagerly by collectors, an

but vicious and misleading from an educational point

of view. But among the earlier examples are main

of a very different character. I have in my mind

as I write a certain cassone at South Rensington

( Figs. 5 and 6), which I have for long regarded as one of

those rare instances of artistic completeness which

in their simple perfection produce the same sensuous

effect of pure satisfaction as does the strain of some

melody beloved in childhood, or one of those half-

x
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FIC.. 3.—CHAIR-BAI K ENG1 Is II. EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

(South A, 1: in 1
urn)

FIG 4 —CHAIR-BACK ENGLISH, EIGHTEENTH CENTURA

(By permission of the

Hon II'. I /•'. Wassey-Mainwaring, M.P.)

score or so of lyrics which the world has agreed to

never let die. Its form is of the simplest—a mere

rectangular box of oblong proportions, the severity

relieved constructionally merely by a row of turned

spindle-work along its lower edge, and by the grace-

ful shaping of the angles which form, as it were, the

legs on which it stands. But the whole of the flat

surface of the front is enriched by the cunning of

the carver until it fairly palpitates with beauty. I

can think of no better phrase to express the effect

which this dead and forgotten Italian craftsman has

produced by aid of the simplest means at his com-

mand. It would, indeed, be almost a misnomer to

call the work carving at all, so absolutely archaic is

the technical treatment, were it not that the prin-

ciples which underlie it are essentially those which

should govern the wood-carver, whose task it is to

apply his art to furniture. Let us take these prin-

ciples seriatim. Firstly to be observed is the abso-

lute flatness of the entire work, a flatness which

does not depend entirely upon the obviousness of

the technical method by which the design is in-

cised rather than carved, in the true sense of the

word, but is emphasised by the actual lines of the

design itself. Even if a slight degree of modelling

had been employed, the effect as a whole would

still have been flat and reposeful. Secondly, note

may be taken of the happy disposition of the lines

of the design in relation to the space it occupies.

To use a phrase of studio slang, it is "well covered."

Again, the requisite amount of mystery is attained

'59
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by the simplest of means. At a slight distance the

general effect is pleasurable in the extreme, though

the details of the various subjects may evade obser-

vation. There is a subtle movement, as it were, of

the surface, a palpitation, as I have observed above,

which appeals to the senses one knows not why or

wherefore, and which would be altogether lost were

definition sharp and insistent. On nearer acquaint-

ance, the game of hide-and-seek, which the main

lines or the design seem to have been playing with

one's artistic sense, gives place to a realisation of

their cunning intricacy and abiding interest. The
figure subjects are conventionalised, one notices,

to exactly the requisite point, while the borders

are marvellous in their almost riotous opulence of

decorative motive.

I hope I have not let my pen run away with me
in this consideration of a piece of work which nine

laymen out of ten would pass by without a second

glance, but I cannot help feeling that in itself it

comprises a treatise on one aspect at least of the

art of wood-carving. There are, indeed, other

lessons to be learned from it to which my space

will not allow me to refer. It preaches, for

instance, most strenuously the doctrine to which

Ac ' -"'

FIG 5 —END OF I HF.-T ITALIAN, FOURTEENTH I E

uth Kensington Museum)
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in a former paper I have made public witness of

my adherence—that design is infinitely more than

technical skill, for it is quite conceivable that its

creator restrained himself from a further modelling

of his surface for the simple reason that he did not

possess the requisite craftsman's ability therefor
;

it emphasises, as a glance at the simplicity of the

design of the ends will show, the value of propor-

tion, for it would be difficult to imagine any
relation of space and ornament better considered

than these exhibit ; it solves completely, in short,

the bulk of those problems with which the

designer who would beautify the common-place
articles of daily life and use is wont to find him-

self confronted: and, finally, it offers itself as a
striking exemplar of a piece of movable furniture,

whose supreme merit is that it is decorative, and
not merely decorated.

It is possible that one of the above remarks may
lead to a misunderstanding on the part of the

casual reader. It must not be supposed for an
instant that I am inclined to belittle or decry

technical skill in endeavouring, as I have, to

determine its qualitative value in respect to design.

Absolute command over his tools and his material

is, of course, the ultimate goal to which every

craftsman should aspire ; and when to this is

united the sense of beauty which betrays it-

self in grace and seemliness of design, then

we have the fine flower of consummate crafts-

manship. What, for instance, could be more
satisfying than some of the work of those

thirteenth-century Frenchmen who seemed

absolutely to revel in setting themselves

problems of technical difficulty ? We find a

distinct gratification in the mere contempla-

tion of the workers skill, and apart from any

question of design—a gratification which is

increased, however, tenfold when we find that

that design is almost as admirable in its own
way as that of the Italian cassone we have

been considering. Such an instance is to be

found in the front of the oaken coffer of

which Mr. Clifford has furnished me with so

admirable a reproduction—a reproduction to

which I am compelled to draw attention in

that it seems to me one of the most extra-

ordinary instances of perfect pen-work which

has been brought before me for many years.

This coffer-front, though it is by no means

the equal of the Italian example from the

point of view of design, is yet worthy of the

most careful consideration. In proportion,

in grace of line, in the due correlation ot
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light and shade, and in its "covering" qualities, it

is most praiseworthy ; while from a technical

standpoint it seems to me that it could hardly be

bettered. But ii lacks one chief essential. It

is almost absolutely without the personal note.

It bespeaks the school, and not the individual.

As a product, then, of its own time and place,

it may be regarded without cavil or question, but

he who in our own day should endeavour to copy

it with more or less exactness, and should thus

strive to write in wood at the end of the nine-

teenth century the language of the thirteenth,

would be guilty of something more than an artistic

blunder. Forgery is a crime whether the forger

choose wood or parchment as the object of his

nefarious practices. George Frampton.

A
MODERN SWEDISH LAND-
SCAPE PAINTER, l'RINCE
EUGEN. BY TOR II ED-
BERG.

The modern School of Painting in Sweden as

well as that in the other Scandinavian countries,

7 — 1 i;dn I OJ OAKEN COFFER FRENCH, FIFTEENTH CENTURY
{South Kensington Museum)
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has made its studies in France. Nearly all

mature Swedish painters have received their

artistic training in Paris—have occupied them-

selves with the problems and championed the

principles which, from the creation of realism and

open-air painting, have developed into the French

impressionist school, and subsequently have exer-

cised a reforming and broadening influence on all

modern art.

Thus it was colour which first occupied their

attention, and so they have become interpreters

of those colour-schemes and that atmospheric

colour-life which will perhaps be considered

eventually the most important in the realms nf

art of our time.

Some critics complain that they have been

too much influenced by their teachers, that they

have not only preferred to paint French landscape

but also that they have painted Swedish landscape

as seen through French eye-glasses ; that, in a word,

purely national traits have been much less promi-

nent in the young Swedish than in contemporary

I >anish and Norwegian schools.

The reproach has not been altogether un-

deserved. The fact is

explained by Sweden's

rather isolated position

and the less frequent inter-

course with home nature

during the years of study ;

possibly also other deeper

reasons could be found.

But if this has been true,

it is so no longer.

Swedish art of the last

ten years bears an un-

mistakably national stamp;

our artists are coming to

their own again now that

they live more in their

own country. The cha-

racter of Swedish land-

scape is, moreover, so

different from French that

a thorough study of the

former must lead to differ-

ent methods of expression.

The delicate, pale colours,

the light, monotonous

tones which spread a white

veil over French nature

are not found here. We
have, if not deeper colours,

at least stronger contrasts
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of colour. Our sky is seldom

clear. Even in the beautiful

midsummer days large white

clouds float over the blue surface ;

there is more play and change in

the tones of the air
; sun and

shade alternate more quickly and

call forth greater contrasts. Our

deep-green foliage, the stems of

our pines which shine red in the

setting sun, the ever changing as-

pect of our woods and the rich

llora of our fields, make up a

varying play of colour where con-

trasts often meet without con-

necting shades. And towards

autumn, when the air is more dry

and transparent, these contrasts

are still more visible ; colours he-

come still deeper, and the fall of

the leaf approaches with a pomp
which has hardly a rival in

southern landscape. The more

our artists have imbibed this

nature, the more have they aban-

doned the light, pale tones which

at one time were prominent in

our landscape painting, and they

seek to use the principles of the

phenomena of light and atmo-

sphere—which they learnt while

studying— in a colour language

which is stronger, deeper, and,

for us, more characteristic. More-

over, they strike out in another

and a new direction. When ab-

sorbed in the studying of light

and colour, they neglected the

expression of form, the firm, plas-

tic outline, the well-built and

artistically balanced composition.

The picturesque triumphed over

the decorative. In this the

influence of the English school brought much
change here as on the Continent. The decorative

element has now begun to be appreciated both in

form and colour. The firm, characteristic, elo-

quent outline has again acquired so much respect

that it seems as though colour had been thrust

aside. But such is not the case. What we now
see is an artistic attempt to use the new principles

of colour in other fields—to fuse them with artistic

demands of another kind which were lately

neglected. It is, viewed broadly, a process of

/

\1 THE EDGE OF I HE Wool.

FROM \ PAINTING BY II K II PRIM E EUGEN OF SW1 1)1

fusion of the two tendencies of modern art which

have their strongest expressions, one in French

impressionism, the other in English pre-Raphael-

itism.

Among the artists who represent this new

current hen' in Sweden, Prince Eugen stands in

the front rank, and in what has preceded I have

tried to show some of the more important factors

for a right understanding of his work. Ever sin. e

he appeared .is a finished artist he has taken a

distinct place, with a thorough knowledge ol hi
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own aims and a sure command over his means of

expression. After spending two years in Paris,

working eagerly and earnestly in the studios of

Gervex and Bonnat, he devoted some years to

studying by himself under the direction of the

will-known Swedish artist, Hugo Salmson. He

exhibited once or twice, but he did not appear

fully equipped before the public until 1894.

He made a decided success, and the position he

then won has since been strengthened. He is

now considered, both at home and abroad, as

one of the leaders of Swedish landscape painters.

The most characteristic trait of his art is that he

gives a sincere and intense expression to the inner

meaning of native landscape, the deep, underlying

connection between the country and its people.

He touches something necessary for the life of

our inner nature, for our manner of thought and

feeling, whether he pictures the loneliness of home

on the broad plains, or the deep seriousness of the

pine forests, where the high stems stand out like

pillars against the red evening sky, or the trans-

parent darkness of summer nights, which spreads

I HE CLOUD FROM A PAINTING BV II R.H. PRINCE EUGEN OF SWEDEN

dreamily over the lakes and their islands. Like

most modern painters he is a poet painter, but a

poet painter of an original and strangely individual

caste. He seizes the moment most fraught with

feeling—grasps it and intensifies it until it produces

almost a monumental effect. It is in his colour

—

always strong and deep, sometimes fierce—that he

puts his effects of movement, of the shifting and

changing of objects. The handling of colour is

impressionistic, but the landscape itself emerges in

firm plastic shapes and clear-cut outlines which

look as if they could never be changed. Thus,

while he renders the momentary feeling, he also

Lr ives the effect of permanency behind it— the

effect of eternal life, over which the life of the

moment passes.

Look, for example, at The Old Castle. It stands

alone, abandoned on the plain, lowering behind a

ridge which seems to absorb it slowly, as if to bury

it. Over this the sky arches itself in lonely grandeur,

and from the horizon the storm approaches slowly

and inevitably. And this moment of anguish

becomes an accumulated expression of the fate of

generations which have

lived behind those mighty

_m=__^^_^_^ and dignified walls. In the

painting The Cloud the

motive is as simple as

possible. On one side a

group of trees in rich,

luxuriant foliage, the beau-

tiful contour of which

is counterbalanced by a

hill on the other side.

Through the valley and up

the height curves a path.

Where the vanishing-line

of wood and hill meet
" The Cloud " grows up

large and white and plastic,

one of those summer clouds

which do not announce

rain or break the sunny

calm, but slowly traverse

the sky or stand stationary

on the horizon for hours.

I say, with intention,

" grows up," because it

gives the effect of belong-

ing to this landscape, the

shape of which it has

borrowed, completing its

character of calmness and

simplicity. On account of

1 64
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the bold, broad handling, and the dominantly

decorative effect, this interesting and powerful

painting is very representative of the artist in his

present development.

In A Summer Night the decorative effect is

sought mainly by means of colour. It is a painting

of a Swedish summer night, full of its own soft,

dreamy poetry. The slumbering sky repeats its

greenish light in the clear waters, whose broad sur-

face is patched with the varied forms of islands.

This is perhaps the most thoroughly Swedish of all

the artist's pictures.

Prince Eugen is still a young man, and has in all

probability a brilliant artistic future before him. His

first efforts seemed to indicate a dreamy, soft nature,

but he has since shown that he can also express

strength and passion without jeopardising the dis-

tinct personal stamp of his work. The close and

earnest application to his art, and the deep artistic

seriousness with which he has taken up and followed

his calling, is an undoubted assurance that his

contribution to modern Swedish artistic life will be

of durable and far-reaching importance.

Tor Hedberg.

I'm i architect who tries

to attain tin- true dorm

quality in his work, that

feeling of home which is

so rarely to be found in

modern houses, finds .'

pi culiar pleasure in design

ing a small house, because

it affords him so many op

portunities of realisinj

ideal in this respect.

The sterner qualities

which are generally asso

ciated with the public

building, the gorgeousnes-,

and splendour which are

connected with— in Mr.

Chadband's phrase— "the

mansions of the rich anil

great," are here exchanged

for that tenderness and

eugen oi Sweden affectionateness of treat-

ment which constitute the

charm of a small house.

And then, if we consider the matter in a more-

practical way, there are so many problems which

become more difficult, and therefore more interest-

ing, under the restrictions imposed by a limited

space and a limited purse.

Perhaps one of the most important of these is

the due relation in the house of the family rooms

and the servants' rooms.

Under ordinary conditions of modern life these

two separate communities must be accommodated

under the same roof with due regard for the privacy

and comfort of each, and so the kitchen and

servants' rooms must be placed in such relation to

the family sitting-rooms as to insure isolation and

convenience of service. And in this connection it

is not enough to consider the position of the rooms

alone, but it is equally important that the various

routes taken by the family and the servants should

become an object of study, and should be kepi a

distinct as possible. The study of routes indeed

forms one of the most essential features in planning

a house, and as a rule there are four different

routes to be considered—the servants, the visitors,

the adults of the family, and the children. In a
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previous article in The Studio for January 1895,

a house was desrribed wherein a special point was

made of keeping the hall free fruin the routes of

the visitors or servants ; and in a large family great

attention would be paid to the planning of the

route of the children, and a children's entrance

adjoining a playroom, with a lavatory conveniently

placed, would be probably appreciated.

In such a small house as we now illustrate, how-

ever, such a complete isolation of routes becomes

impossible, but a reference to the plan will show

how far this question has been found capable of

treatment under the circumstances. The serving-

room isolates the kitchen

from the rest of the house,

the serving-door obviates

the necessity for carrying

dishes through the hall,

while the small servants'

staircase also adds to the

privacy of the hall.

The relative position of

the kitchen and servants'

rooms also sufficiently pre-

vents the passage of sound,

while the thorough ventila-

tion of the kitchen by a

shaft carried up at the side

of the flue, as well as the

absence of direct commu-

nication with the family

rooms, will prevent that permeation of the smell of

cooking which is often only too noticeable in a

small house.

To pass on to another practical consideration—
the saving of labour— it may be pointed out that

not only is this helped by the compact form of the

house and the relative position of the rooms, but it is

still further kept in view in the finishing and furnish-

ing. In the average house the introduction of much
furniture becomes almost a necessity in order to

distract the eye from the bare and uninviting ap-

pearance of the rooms, and the chief effort of the

decorator is concentrated upon an heroic attempt

to cloak their abounding ugliness.

But the artistic house with its well-proportioned

rooms and simple fitments will be found to need

only such furniture as is actually required for use.

And so all those devotions to the fetish of the

furnished, but uninhabitable room, which find their
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expression in days severely set apart for the polish-

ing and dusting of things which merely cumber

the too limited floor space of a small room, all

that cleaning of cabinets, chairs, and knickknacks

of all descriptions, becomes unnecessary. The

useless and trumpery rubbish which one finds in

almost every house is replaced by fur-

nishings few and choice. And so we

gain not only freedom from useless fur-

niture, but what is perhaps more im-

portant still in a small house—elbow

room. This leads us to the consideration

of this important subject, which is yet

another of the practical considerations

involved in planning a small house.

The quality of breadth, which belongs

to good design, as every artist knows, is

quite independent of actual measurement,

and just as a small picture may possess

this quality, so also may a small room

when the proportions are good and the

decoration appropriate.

scott, AKiiniLi 1 The due relation of walls to ceiling,
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the division of the wall space and many other •

details, will help to give this appearance of breadth

to the smallest room.

The feeling of space may also he gained by the

use of sliding partitions, which ma)' he opened out

in summer time, and a glance at the plan will show

how these have been used in the house illustrated.

In designing a house it must also be remembered

that it must prove a happy haven under absolutely

opposite conditions of weather, but as indoor life

is so much more essential in the winter than in the

summer, it will be well to consider the house rather

as a protection from cold and storm than from

heat and sunshine, and each room should be de-

signed with a view to its possible comfort under

the most trying conditions.

A few points in the plan illustrated may be m< n-

tioned in illustration of these remarks. 'Flu

position of the kitchen range enables it to help in

heating the hall and the central part of the house

generally. The side turn on entering the hall

from the porch minimises the possibility of draught

from the entrance, and in both sitting-rooms com-

fortable well-lighted firesides have been arranged.

All these practical considerations, which have

received so much attention in the planning of the

house, tend to produce what is, after all, tin

essential quality of home—comfort.

It is not enough, however, that a house should

possess this material comfort, which is so important,

it must also appear comfortable, and the eye must

be sooiln i] .iih! ati ifii d as w« II as the body. It

will be found quit* impi is bl foi in it; to be

reall) comfortable in the most luxurious ol arm-

chairs amidsl the barbarous and insistent ornamenl

which is it. n .ill thai is meant by decoration.

"I don't care about art," says the modern philis

tine, "1 want to be comfortable . but it is just

because the artist cans so much for COmforl that

he gives so much attention to the decoration of his

room-..

The true cause ol art in this respeel has suffl n d

much from its unintelligent votaries. The sim-

plicity, repose, and absence of all straining aftel

effect which is tin mark of good work, is rarelj I"

be met with, and it is often replaced by a Irani h

striving foi originality, for the new thing of to-daj

which to-morrow will be hopelessly out of date.

And so rooms are filled with furnishings which,

cunningly designed to catch the taste of the

moment, become foi evermore m\ incubus and an

i ;ore. The very term "artistic " has I" <

associated with work which is aggressive in cha

racter that one hesitates to use it in i onnei turn with

quiet and unassuming design.

lust as in literature the noblest work is little

more than telling a plain unvarnished tale in a

simple way, so we find in design the tendency to

return to simple forms and modes of construction,

a tendency to deal with materials in a reasonable

way, uninfluenced by tradition or convention.

There is so much unconscious slavery to prect
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dent and custom in house furnishing, that the

application of cdmmon sense to the subject has

often an outre effect, and the custom-ridden mind
is startled and shocked by the simplest attempt to

solve a practical problem in a common-sense way,

and without reference to precedent.

Every architect must be familiar with the quaint

idea of the speculative builder with regard to skirt-

ing-boards. In the kitchen it may possibly be as

much as seven inches high, in the back parlour nine,

and in the front parlour probably as much as eleven

or even fourteen. It increases in height in direct

ratio to the magnificence of the room, and a similar

superstition obtains in the case of the windows.

Every one must be familiar with the abnormally

large windows which are considered necessary in so

many modern houses. The owner of these wide

expanses of plate-glass will probably tell you that

he likes plenty of light and air, and hence the large

windows. But a glance at the furnishings of the

windows, obscured as they are by heavy curtains

and blinds, show that this argument is more inge-

nious than ingenuous.

There is, however, a definite purpose in these

large windows. It is not to admit light, as one

might suppose, but to show to the ordinary passer-

by the splendour of the lace curtains, the table, and

vase, and Venetian blinds above. This dressing

i 70

of the window for the benefit of the passer-by is

the unconscious survival of the instincts of the

shopkeeper, and represents the principle applied to

the home which has been practised in the shop.

And then all this cumbersome and expensively

ugly machinery of Venetian blinds and curtain-

poles is evidently regarded in some way as a kind

of patent of gentility, and shows to those in the

street that the house is inhabited by people who

make themselves uncomfortable at least once in

the week surrounded by the varnished triumphs

of the modern cabinetmaker.

When one considers the enormous prevalence of

these houses, and the narrow lives which they

suggest, it is with a feeling of intense relief that

one turns to the contemplation of a simple and un-

pretentious house.

The natural reaction from the dry mechanical

routine of modern life leads to a demand for

Romance in every form. In the form of fiction it

supplies a retreat, an escape for the mind to an

enchanted realm where thrilling deeds may be done

without danger, and beautiful habitations enjoyed

without expense. In the treatment of the home a

more real and permanent haven may be secured.

Here at least we may say there shall be no reflec-

tion of exterior ugliness. On crossing this threshold

we pass into a charmed territory where everything
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shall be in harmony. I (istractions and discomforts,

all discordant colours and inharmonious sound

shall be here replaced by repose and restfulness,

by warmth and lightness.

In turning now to the more special consideration

of the house illustrated, it may be well to remark

at the outset that it is not proposed to give a

definite recipe suggestive of the cookery-book for

the treatment of each room, but some few remarks

only will be made on possible decorative schemes.

In the drawing-room, for instance, there may be a

choict betwi i n .1 gli iw ing warmth ol

tone or a dainty coolness of treat-

ment. If the former is chosen, wo

may start with a golden yellow or <

wall-paper, glowing and palpitatin]

rich colour. The woodwork may be

painted a yellowish-white, and the fur-

niture generally also warm white. The>

same tones of yellow and orange may
be repeated through the room in cur-

tains, cushions, and other materials,

.uul then the general tone ma\ be

broken with some single piece of fur-

niture in green stained oak. Copper

may be introduced in the form of

sconces or plaques to help and vary

the scheme, and on the floor a warm

Oriental carpet may be surrounded

with green felt.

Or again, suppose a cooler scheme is chosen,

white again may be used for the woodwork, the

walls covered with a greenish-blue paper, and tin-

whole room treated in subtle tones of bluish-green

and greenish-blue, running into purples with white,

and a few touches of orange in copper or pottery.

The final effect of such a scheme will depend

first on the clearly defined conception, and then

on the patient choosing of every detail to form a

part of the original idea.

DRAWING-ROOM M. H. BAILLIE SCOTT, ARI H

IT'
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Taking the front door now as a natural starting-

point for a consideration of the house, one is

greeted on the threshold by that essentially modem
requirement, a bicycle-room, which will also supply

a resting-place for coats and hats. To the right is

the inner partly glazed door to the hall, which is

lighted by a row of mullioned panes with a broad

window-seat. The sketch shows the corner fire-

place with its brick arch and two shelves and the

staircase, which is treated in a simple and cottage-

like style.

As will be seen on referring to the plan, nearly

the whole of the wall space in the hall is com-

prised in the sliding partitions to the dining-room

and drawing-room, and the doors to porch and

serving-room. The effect will thus be that of a

panelled room, and it will be a matter of individual

taste as to how this panelling should be treated.

It maybe low-toned fumigated oak or stained pine,

or it may be green stained or painted white.

In the sketch the low-toned treatment is sug-

gested, and above the dark wood a frieze of plain

creamy plaster. Here, if funds allow, a modelled

frieze in white would be a pleasing addition, or a

I it ".id and simple stencil pattern.

The furnishing of this hall is shown almost

entirely in the sketch.

A little writing-table at the side of the fireplace

and another small table at the side of the drawing'

room door, with a chair and a small stool at the

fireside, a copper candle sconce over the writing-

STAIRI ASE M II HAIL] IE SCOTT, ARCHITECT
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table, a simple wooden clock on the mantel-

piece (instead of the usual handsome marble

timepiece), a few rugs on the floor, a copper

coalscuttle, and fireirons in wrought iron and

copper hanging in a row at the side of the fire.

This is the inventory of the furniture.

In the dining-room the

most striking feature is the

ingle-nook in thecorner with

its red-brick back, Dutch

tiles, and copper hood, and

its wide brick hearth.

The table is of solid

construction and as narrow

as may be, the chairs rush-

bottomed, and the side-

board of the dresser kind.

The walls are hung with

low-toned stencilled can-

vas, and on this a lew pic-

tures are carefully placed

—pictures, not framed,

mounted, and glazed in

the usual conventional way,

but possessing the same

qualities of breadth and

simplicity which have been

aimed at throughout.

(
Continued on page 177)M. II BA1LLIE -lol I , ARCHITECT
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' The article which ap

peared in the May number of

thisyear will hare made readers

oj Tin Si i familiar with

the work of Mr. Byam Slur,, ,

zv/iose Academy picture, " Love's

Baubles" has just been pur-

chasedfor the Walker Art Gal-

lery by the Corporation oj Li\ t

pan!. The drawings here re-

produced are selected from the

pencil studies made by this

talented young artist for the

illustrations to a n cently pub-

lished edition of Robert Brown-

ings Poems.





The Coloured Prints of Mr. II'. P. Nicholson

In the drawing-room the pi.mo is an important

item in the furnishing, and has its particular shut-

tered window. It is of the type which has been

previously illustrated and described in Tin Studio.

A cabinet for music-books, &c, stands against the

west wall, and to the left of this is the corner

window, with its floor raised a sup up from the

floor of the room itself and with a broad, low

window-seat. 'The ingle-nook is fitted with an

arrangement of dainty, rounded, tapered posts with

shelves, cupboards, and seats, as shown in the

illustration. A few pictures, a few comfortable

chairs, anda small table, complete the furnishing of

this room.

file lighting of these rooms should be with

lamps and candles when electric-light is not avail-

able. A central hanging lamp in hall and dining-

room, and a standard and table lamp in the draw-

ing-room, all of simple, homely iron work, with a

few candles in sconces on the walls, will be all that

is required.

Tin- sketch of the staircase-landing gives some

idea of its cottage-like character, and another

illustration suggests the character of one of the

bedrooms furnished with white woodwork and

fitments.

I he effect of the exterior is gained more by

die proportion of the masses than

by applied decoration. Warm toned

brickwork and tiles and broad spaces

of white rough-cast with half timber-

work are the materials employed

The house was designed for a site

with a western frontage to the road,

and the small garden is laid out on

simple anil somewhat formal lines.

T
HE COLOURED
PRINTS OF MR. W.
P. NICHOLSON. BY
GLEESON WHITE.

An increasing knowledge of the

marvels of colour-printing from the

hands of the artists of old Japan has

naturally provoked Western crafts-

nun to experiment .mew with chromo-

wlography. Readers of The Studio

need not to be reminded of the French

and English efforts to recapture the

beauty of the methods employed by

Shunso, Haronobu, LJtamaro, and the

rest; tor facsimiles of work bv MM.
Henri Riviere, J. I >. Batten and

others, have been reproduced in these pages. It

is clear that many ol these were far more obviously

inspired by Japanese xylography than are

coloured woodcuts which Mr. VV. P. Nicholson

has executed. \,i, .ilihougl) his designs betray

scarce a trace of Japani :i convention, and are un-

concerned with the subtleties of transparent pig-

ment, and eschew intricate pattern-making, in spirit

they an- in many ways closer rivals of the Jap
prints than are am previous attempts of Western

art. It is scarce ovi rstating the fact to declare that,

so far as his technique is concerned, Mr. Nichol-

son might never have seen a Japanese print. In

every detail his work is conceived differently. For

his colour, his arrangement of masses, and his

choice of subjects, are entirely Western. Vet in

the unerring selection of essentials, and his lucid

expression of the truth and nothing but the truth of

his subject as he sees it, he is at one with the -real

Oriental draughtsmen that Europe—tardily it may
be— has at last named among the masters: not

greater nor less, but co-equal in the hierarchy of

artists.

If a pedigree were needed, thi woodcuts of the

earlier English school, and the curiously limited yet

interesting work of Joseph ( 'rawhall. might be found

to contain some qualities that Mr. Nicholson ha

mi; \i \ 1 1
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developed and perfected. But without any further

attempt to account for his artistic forbears, it

seems enough to recognise, first,

that he has discovered and obeyed

the capabilities of his material, and

secondly, that his art is not based

i in that of Florence, nor of Nurem-

burg, any mure than it stops short

at the thirteenth century, or "the

cultivated Court of the Empress

Josephine." He has taken the

oldest method of the illustrator

—

wood-cutting—and without unduly

regarding or entirely ignoring the

traditions of his predecessors, has

endeavoured to express his aspect

of things in his own way. It

is true that Mr. Nicholson uses

the graver, and works with it on

the end of the grain, pushing the

tool from him. Thus his work is

technically 'wood-engraving' and

not 'wood-cutting'; but the spirit is

tin- spirit of the old wood-cut, not

of the modern rival of steel or

copper-plate engraving.

Mr. Nicholson's style is distin-

guished by peculiar largeness of

17S

handling. In fact so bold is his

touch, that we can see at once he

does not discard process from any

mistrust of its power to reproduce

his work accurately. But this very

largeness is due in no small de-

gree to the less tractable material.

When you are cutting a rigid sub-

stance, it is but natural to aim for

the greatest effect by the least

labour, and Mr. Nicholson is so

entirely devoted to the expression

of his work in wood, that he de-

clares it would take him far longer

to complete the same composition

by brush. As you study his designs

you see that they are absolutely

dependent on their material. He
has simplified his drawing to the

farthest point ; but this implies

something near exact perfection in

the drawing which remains. If the

few hints are precisely accurate,

the eye fills up the contour with-

out effort. In the portrait of Mr.

Whistler, the black clothed figure

is seen (above the waist) against a black back-

ground. Practically, it ends there and imagination

r NICHOLSON
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only continues it, yet it would seem as if the coat were

as distinctly made out as the head. Your intellect

assures you that from the waist to the head there is

nothing but blank immensity of space; but your

instinct detaches the torso of the figure as posi-

tively as if it were silhouetted against a white back-

ground.

The art of leaving out is the proof of perfect

acquaintance with the art of putting in. You may

put in a few truths and a hundred falsities, and the

result will be like most facts, a mixture of wrong

and right. If, however, you leave out all but a few

hints, these must be aimed at the bull's eye, so

that no one can be misguided. Mr. Nicholson

st. itcs tin few facts he cares to supply with straight-

forward vigour, the rest he leaves to the observer.

Not that his pictures are prize puzzles; but, like

many simple axioms, they satisfy the unlearned

and the philosopher equally.

No little of the attractiveness of his woodcuts is

due to the added colour, butas some of his earlier and

unpublished work proves, it is not this which gives

them their singular charm and veracity. And this

veracity is not merely arithmetical completeness.

The less demonstrable "Art" is there, and the

personality of expression which is inseparable from

good art is also there in ample quantity. Another

quality not absolutely essential to art, but very

rarely absent, is humour, and Mr. Nicholson's

humour is frank and virile. lie is no decadent

with morbid suggestiveness, no ultra-precii

" symbolist " or intensel) Gothii person, All thi e

have their place in the scheme ol things, and in

some moods perverted maybe the) give some

of us real pleasure. But at others, a healthy de

light in flesh and hi I, an open air view of life

demands less highlj spiced fare. Then a \ elasquez

or a Holbein . nouses enthusiastic praise, and at

such times the line steadiness of Mr. Nicholson's

woodcuts satisfies even a greed) appetite.

The portrait of Her Majesty the Queen, the first

of the now famous series published in The New
Review, which won instant fame for its author, has

been the subject of a well-deserved eulogy by Mr.

loscph Pennell, so generous and thorough that it is

needless to add a word. It is true thai a few worthy

people still regard it askance as a caricature, but

these same people admire many atrocious chromo-

lithographs of the venerable monarch, and are ap-

parently blind to the true vulgarit) ol their favourite

representations of the great Queen. The simple fact

remains that to many people not unfamilar with the

greatest works of art, this portrait is the most statel)

and the most reverent of any they have seen. The

isolation of the figure, its dignity and its domesti-

city, reveal the two aspects which have made our

FROM \ i RED PRIN I BY W r Nil HO] SON
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FROM A COLOURED PRINT BY W. P. NICHOLSON

("An Alphabet." IV Heinemann)

lady of Windsor the greatest figure in modern
Europe. Looking at it, we realise the personality

that has been as loyal to British ideals as the

great Empire, which has come to its majorit)

beneath her sway, has been loyal to its Queen.

Turn from this to the portrait of Madame Bern-

hardt and you find that Mr. Nicholson is not a

player with a single string. The divine Sarah

again witches you with her peculiar fascination.

You go to see her in a new part, full of insular pre-

judice and resolved to remain a perfectly impassive

critic, and before she has spoken a dozen words

you are again a mere abject slave. That is a com-

mon experience : and in this print you are confronted

not by the erratic lady of the many paragraphs but by

the immortal Sarah who masters you and makes vou

credit her with any virtue she cares to claim. The
portrait of Mr. Whistler shows no less distinctly

different quality. It is— Mr. Whistler ; and it would

be hard to add anything to that statement. For

the complex personality that has impressed itself

alike on foes and friends is not to be defined by

any statement in words so epigrammatic and com-

plete as is this coloured print.

Two volumes of wood engravings by Mr. Nichol-

son, l" l» published at popular prices by Mr. Heine-

mann, which will reach the public about the time

this number appears, deserve long columns of ap-
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preciation. Yet it were mere fatuity to set oneself

to describe the two dozen designs in An Alphabet,

or the dozen in An Almanac. In the first, A,

for Actor—you have Mr. Nicholson's caricature of

himself in forma pauperis—a most good-humoured

travesty ; and in " B was a Beggar "—it might be

possible to identity his colleague—when as the

Beggarstafif Brothers, Mr. l'ryde collaborated with

Mr. Nicholson in the famous series of posters

which it would be an insult to imagine the readers

of this magazine do not know by heart. In C,

for Countess, the shade of Velasquez would delight

could he see it. E, for Earl, or E, for Executioner

(the Edition de Luxe contains the latter subject

which was considered too "gory" for juveniles)

are both as good as they make them, which is

slang, but also accurate. F, a flower girl with her

basket of roses, is notably hne in colour—but space

forbids even a bare catalogue of the rest. L, Lady,

R, Robber, T, Topers, V, Villain, Y, Yokel, X,

Xylographer (a happy choice for this alphabet),

Z, Zoologist, are all memorable. In the almanac

the single figures of the alphabet are replaced at

times by groups, and the horses show that the

author of Persimmon (the first published, by the

way, of these engravings) is as well versed in

equine character as in the peculiarities of humanity.

That these volumes will be eagerly acquired by all

FROM A COLOURED PRINT BY W. P. NICHOLSON
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lovers of modern art is a certainty, for they are .it

once new and good in a simple straightforward wa)

that conies with still greater freshness after a pause

during which subtlety and simplicity have been

almost omnipotent.

In Mr. Nicholson we have a singularly novel

force, that it is delightful to remember is wholly

British, and a proof that the vitality of British

imagination and power is not limited to any parti-

cular school. He is outside the schools. He is

neither an impressionist nor a " decorative " artist.

In many respects his methods are nearer the first,

but his achievements are entirely decorative in the

best sense of a much abused term.

Perhaps the secret, if there be one. is that he is

fully an artist. And if a man be that the idiom

through which he elect.-, to speak is supremely unim-

portant. There are many things which delight for

a time, and yet all the while no devotee believes in

their lasting power to charm. In fact, because

you enjoy them so keenly at the moment, you feel

inclined to distrust their power to arouse equal

enthusiam a year or ten years hence. But the

engravings of Mr. Nicholson do not belong to the

bric-a-brac of the moment, but to good and suffi-

cient craft that looks as if it would wear well.

We are justified in expecting much from him.

(;. W.

M R. CHRISTOPHER DEAN,
DESIGNER AND ILLUS-
TRATOR.

The army of black-and-white

draughtsmen is constantly being reinforced by

recruits fresh from Art-Schools, in London and

the provinces. There are " the younger generation

knocking at the door," of whom we have heard

much since Ibsen coined the phrase. It is diffi-

cult for the best-intentioned critic to be judicially

impartial in his estimate of their work. If promise-

is there, he is apt to be unduly lenient, and if

the new comer shows a high standard of academic

craft, he hopes, often against the result of his

experience, that with the increased facility which is

only to be gained by practice, something more

than mere craft may be developed.

In devoting some short articles to the newer de-

signers we hope to open the door to some few who
stand knocking : but it is necessary to guard against

a false impression being deduced. The works

illustrated may be quite worthy to take their place

in the open market, or they may only betray promise

of better things. but in neither case is it the in-

tention of Till S I i in. lo put forward these younger

artists as its "discoveries," much less to hail any

one of them as a new genius. In the Crowd of

Candidates for popular favour, some' often tail to

gain a hearing. It is not every boy or girl, scarce

out of their teens, who has the needful confidence

in his or her powers to force unsolicited interviews

upon art-editors. Nor, even if the draughtsman is

much older, is it a very pleasant ordeal to open a

portfolio and stand demurely by while a harassed

editor is scanning his wares. Only those who have

already experienced the criticism of silence, which

is worse than open censure, can realise the utter

despair it inflicts. Some people never overcome

the natural dislike to submit the result of much

care and effort to strangers ; such, by their nervous,

hasty depreciation of their own work, do much to

prejudice their case.

In treating of these younger artists, some already

fairly well known, and others whose work is still

unpublished, The Studio is but endeavouring to

BOOK CO BY CHRISTOPHER DEAN
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give them the chance of winning new friends by

the reproduction of their designs. Hence it seems

best to let such examples be accompanied by a

few notes pointing out their most salient merits,

and, as a rule, letting the defects, if any, speak for

themselves. The best test of any drawing intended

for publication is surely to see it taking part in an

actual book, with all the accessories of type and

the conventional margin of the page. If it has

qualities that suffer by process-reproduction, the

artist will learn far more by seeing his work in

print subject to all normal conditions, than by any

theoretical criticism.

But Mr. Christopher 1 lean, the designer whose

work is the subject of this first article, is hardly a

TIMS SACHS,
HIS LIFC MO WORK- BY H.&OIFeLSDROCH

BOOK COVES

typical example of the beginner, for his work has

already found favour in the eyes of publishers ; and

that he is not better known in London is due

partly to the fact that, until lately, his home has

been in Glasgow.

That he has grasped the essentials of decoration

in black-and-white is evident enough from these

examples ; that he is yet, like most younger men, in-

fluenced, unconsciously it may be, by the fashion of

the period, is also clear. Here it would be uncour-

teous to indicate where his work betrays such in-

fluence ; for in many details, notably in the border to

Hail the new-born King, he has already found a dis-

tinctly personal expression. Like not a few black-

and-white men to-day, in his quest for strength and

vigour he sometimes passes

by beauty. That all faces

should be "pretty" in a

petty sense is not desirable

;

but beauty should be the

real effort of an illustrator,

and that this can be gained

with no sacrifice of other

qualities is self-evident in

the work of many artists

who use the Durer line.

Whether it be the silver-

points of a Helleu, the pen

drawing of a Steinlen or

an Abbey, or the pencil-

studies of a Burne-Jones,

facial beauty is discovered

to be there with no loss of

strength.

The vigour and the clever

disposition of his masses in

a border supply a test-

example to a designer. Mr.

I )ean succeeds here un-

mistakably. His border to

the full page (with a not

wholly fascinating wood-

nymph for its central panel}

has structural growth, and

turns its surrounding cor-

ners deftly. So again he

may lie praised for his

generally admirable use of

solid blacks. His lettering

is well placed, if not always

sufficiently formal in the

alphabets he employs to

satisfy a purist. In short,

hristopher dean without any wish to exag-
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gerate the merits of these designs, one may safely

leave them to undergo the criticism of fellow-

workers, who, if they be more eager to recognise

excellence than to detect blemishes, will find no

little to appreciate in the examples here repro-

duced ; and will recognise in Mr. Dean one who

may develop an interesting method of his own,

wherein those who love to seek racial expression

may discover Celtic interlacing as the structural

form of foliage freely treated.

STUDIO-TALK.

[From our own Correspondents?)

LONDON.—The Institute of Painters in

Oil Colours has gathered for its annual

exhibition the usual rather mixed

collection of good, bad, and indifferent

canvases which is characteristic of its

shows. Fortunately, this year the number of good

pictures is, in proportion to the total exhibited, a

good deal larger than on most previous occasions,

and of landscapes especially there is quite a con-

siderable array that claims something more than

passing attention. The strength of this part of the

show is chiefly owing to the contributions of Mr.

Leslie Thomson, whose Il'are/tam and Skerries arc

in his best and most scholarly manner; Mr. J. L.

Pickering, whose Holy Island is admirably vigorous

nd direct ; Mr. Aumonier ; Mr. Yeend King ; and

'r. Peppercorn, whose study of grey weather in

e Solent is exquisitely subtle and yet perfectly

finite and expressive. Mr. Alfred East, too, is

i in his happiest mood in a fascinating study of

'etch of river, Between Abbeville ami Amiens :

Mr. R. \Y. Allan's harbour-subject, Startingfor

\rring Fishery, is by no means an unworthy

t of an artist whose Wild North Sea was

one of the features of the last Academy. The best

oi the figure-subjects are Mr. <'.. Wetherbee's

charmingly designed Nymph of the Stream : Mr.

James Clark's florid composition, The Fountain :

Mr. G. F. Watts's sumptuous study of .1 girl's hi ad .

and the fluent sketch, Egyptian Indigo Dyers, by

Mr. J. S. Sargent. An interesting study of a

London subject, The Monument and Gracechurch

Street /rum the Church of St. Magnus, by Mr.

George Thomson, is very well worthy of attention.

At the Grafton Gallery there is a good deal of

sound workmanship and interesting material in the

exhibition of the Society of Portrait Painters.

Many of our more prominent painters are well

represented, and most of the better known members

of the society send adequate examples of their

work, so that, in spite of the absence of popular

favourites like Mr. J. J. Shannon, Mr. Solomon, or

Mr. Orchardson, the general level of the show is

well maintained. One of the most striking canvases

is Professor Herkomer's General Booth, a wonderful

study of character, expressed with amazing force;

and places in the front rank are distinctly due to

Mr. Greiffenhagen's extremely skilful Miss Mamie

Bowles; Mr. Arthur Melville's Opal and Grey, a

fascinating full-length of a lady in a grey dress
;

Mr. Whistler's tiny portrait of the late C. E.

Holloway : Mr. Frank Daniel's Poppies; Mr.

Borough Johnson's portrait of himself; Mr. F. M.

Skipworth's Kenneth Havers, Esq. . and Mr. Lavery's

Portrait of a German lady. The best contribu-

tions by foreign artists are M. Aman Jean's

Madame X. : M. Blanche's Miss Capel; M. VVau-

ters's extremely skilful pastel drawing of Mr. M. 11.

Spielmann ; and a large full-length of a lady by

M. Neven du Mont. The importance of the ex-

hibition is greatly increased by the addition of

certain pictures by artists no longer living, the
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chief of which are the Shelling Peas, by Sir John
Millais, and Frank Holl's superb half-length of

Lord Spencer.

The winter exhibition of the Royal Society of

British Artists consists entirely of the work of

members, and is, possibly on that account, rather

more interesting than usual. It includes a few

really remarkable things, of which the chief is cer-

tainly the large tempera cartoon executed by Sir

Edward Burne-Jones in 1892 for the mosaic in the

Church of St. Paul in Rome. It is a characteristic

example of his design treated in low tones of colour

and with great richness of detail. Mr. Borough
Johnson's Eve's First View ofHerself \% extremely

refined and delicate, and is distinctly pleasant in

colour
; and Mr. Cayley Robinson's Return of

Spring is agreeable in motive and is treated with

no little skill. One of the best modern life studies is

Mr. O. Eckhardt's water-colour, Roses, Roses, all the

Way, and to the same class belong clever things

by Mr S. H. Sime, Mr. R. Ponsonby Staples, and
Mr. Manuel. Landscapes of importance are not

numerous, but Mr. G. C. Hake's Between the

Lights, Mr. Lee Hankey's water-colours, A Road
by the Sea and A Clover Field, and Mr. A. Meade's

Morn, are in various ways quite excellent. A
curious study of character, by Mr. H. M. Livens,

called A Lesson in Anatomy, is also worth notice.

The annual exhibition of the Royal College of

Art Vacation Sketching Club was opened on

October 22, in a room in the Western Galleries of

the South Kensington Museum. It is always an

interesting display : for, by reason of most of the

work being done away from the influence of

masters, and, indeed, being to a considerable

extent in methods which do not form part of the

regular course of instruction at the College, one

expects and generally finds a much greater exposi-

tion of individuality than is usual in exhibitions of

this kind. But on the present occasion it happens

that the highest average of excellence is found in

the etchings, where it is undoubtedly due to

valuable and intelligent instruction. Miss Con-

stance M. Pott has an aquatint of The Old Chain

Pier, Brighton, as well as a more formal view of

Lincoln's Inn Fields, of quite unusual merit. A
detail often neglected, but in the present case so

satisfactory as to deserve special mention, is the

excellent engraving (with the burin) of the title

and coat of arms below the last-mentioned subject.

Mr. A. Hugh Fisher has also done some charming

work; his Jubilee Procession Passing St. Clement
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Danes ought to be extremely popular. Mr.

Morgan's plates are distinguishable for good com-

position and the exercise of that severe virtue,

reticence ; and Miss Gertrude Hayes exhibits a

careful and intelligent study of an Old Alan's

Head.

In the various classes of painting there is, per-

haps, more definitely good work shown than has

been the case for several years. It is a little diffi-

cult to make comparisons among that of the

various exhibitors, working as they do from points

of view so widely varying. As a collection of

studies, the set by Mr. Rook is perhaps the most

satisfactory ; they are carefully and simply thought

out, unusually clear and brilliant in colour, and

while the choice of a problem has never been

sacrificed to mere picture-making, the result is

often as good as if the latter quality had been the

first essential. In this category also may be

placed the sets shown by Messrs. Appleyard and

Yokes. Mr. Vokes exhibits also a more finished

work of considerable merit. Two remarkable

pictures are shown by Mr. I). Snowdon, in which

very difficult passages of evening light are treated

in an almost masterly manner. Mr. Morgan and

Mr. J. Wallis also have grappled with similar subjects

with success.

Among other work of merit may be instanced

an excellent study of foliage by Mr. H. Watson
;

and two strong and cleanly worked figure-subjects

in water-colours by Mr. Lenfestey. These should

certainly be seen later at more public exhibitions.

Mr. H. P. Clifford shows a distinct advance on his

earlier work, and is now attaining a mastery of

water-colours which should carry him far. Mr.

Ogden, choosing a simple and straightforward

method of work, has a set of studies which are

very pleasing. We lack space to more than

mention other good work shown by Messrs.

Onions, Collister, A. Hugh Fisher, and others ;

one sketch by the former student is very dainty.

In Section B (for elementary students), Miss Noble

has a series of studies of birds which are astonish-

ingly good ; in Section C (for former students of

the College), Miss Agnes Jones exhibits some very

pleasant water-colours ; and in the class for por-

traits Miss Blakeney has two clever pastels. But

of all the work in the exhibition the most remark-

able is contributed by Mr. Shackleton. He sends

a long upright panel, in an effective technique of

his own which it is difficult to identify. In com-

position, in colour, and in imaginative power it is
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such a production as is rarely seen outside the

most advanced exhibitions.

The winter exhibition by members of the New

English Art Club is by no means wanting in matter

for serious consideration. A really large propor-

tion of the total number of pictures and drawings

can fairly claim to be regarded as expressing

original ideas on the subject of technique, or as

illustrating aesthetic convictions that plainly di pari

from the beaten track. Much of the work shown

is, moreover, unusually important in scale and of

remarkable merit. Mr. C. H. Shannon's Souvenir

of Van Dyck, a fascinating study in silvery greys

and warm browns, has extraordinary interest as a

piece of notable handling
; Mr. J. E. Christie's

Wheel of Fortune is a valuable illustration of

quaintness in imagining : Mr. Francis Bate's

Through the Trees : Professor Brown's The Mill

Stream and Nidderdale : Mr. P. VV. Steer's Knares-

borough : and Mr. Moffat Lindner's Sunset after

Rough Weather are excellent interpretations ol

nature; and Mr. George Thomson's The Woodcutter

;

Mr. II. Tonks's The Shadow of the Cliff, and a

variety of other characteristic studies show the

sincerity of view and the power of statement which

are typical of the exhibitions of the club.

The collection of Gleanings from Italy, by Miss

Rosa Wallis, which has been on view at Mr.

Dunthorne's Gallery, deserves to he recorded as a

very pleasant display of delicate colour and dainty

technique. All the drawings were small in size ami

dealt rather with the nooks and corners of the

country than with its spectacular and imposing

features; and the Exhibition gained in attractivi

ness by this avoidance of the beaten track. It

was altogether a very creditable show.

E

MI"R\I DECORATION l;Y MRS 1 RAQUAIR

^ DINBURGH.—
It is not to the

North that we

look for art

opulent with

the colour and warmth of

the South. For gold, silver,

and precious stones, gar-

ments whose hems run

along with dainty embroi-

deries, and paint bright with

the freshness of art's spring

tide, we turn to Florence,

to the Rieeardi Chapel, or

we sit down in front of

the Gentile da Fabriano

in the Academia, to delight

ourselves in the contempla-

tion of perfect setting of

jewels, delicacy of traceries,

richness of inlaying and of

colouring. In the grey cold

North it is sombre art that

we are led to look for.

Therefore, when in Si ot-

land's capital we turn a

corner ami find ourselves in

the small chapel behind the

( hoir-stalls of the Catholic

Apostolic Church in Brough-

ton Street, it i> little wonder

if we catch our breath at

surroundings so rich and so

little anticipated, for the
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whole Chapel scintillates and glows like a jewelled

crown. Bright blossoms and foliage inlay upon the

gold background their curving spirals of rubied

flower and rich, broad leaf. They wreathe them-

selves round the panels, which are a progressive

series of pictures, and form a deep-set golden frame

to each.

The subject of the decoration of the Chapel,

which is the work of Mrs. Traquair, is a continuous

poetic meditation on the parable of the Ten
Virgins. It is conceived on broader lines than

the Gospel story, or perhaps, we should rather say,

it gives back to the parable the full richness and

maturity that the enlightenment of the ages has

taught humanity to discern in it. The first and

great point in this decoration is that it is a delight

to the eye. What we see at a glance is richness,

purity of colour and imaginative picture-subjects,

full of delicate imagery. And, moreover, it is not

difficult to recognise that the artist has seized hold

of some eternal passions and needs of the human

heart and made them live afresh for us on the

walls of this beautiful little Norman Chapel. Nor

is it difficult to see that art has been used here

(though with absolute integrity) as the expression

of an individual emotional life. The fruit of one

age is the food of another, and it is with the fruit

of the mediaeval age that this artist has sustained

her art. Her work glows with the feeling and

colour of the mediaeval school, yet she has rendered

her thoughts in a way that is completely modern.
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The first panel represents the ten Virgins setting

forth. They all start equally eager ; they are

equally equipped with lamps for their life's journey;

lamps, or oil vessels, golden, inlaid and glittering,

such as would delight a maiden's heart to keep

trimmed and burning. Neither here nor elsewhere

are the faces of the maidens strictly beautiful.

The type is an unconventional one, full of emo-

tional expression, with the peculiar interest and

beauty that this alone can bring. In the second

panel of the series, the maidens have advanced on

their journey, the dawn is far behind them, the sun

is low upon the horizon. Two of them have

fallen by the wayside, and three more lean with

drooping heads against their sisters. Weariness

has crept into the whole picture. Even the brave

unflagging five show signs of a painful eagerness

to reach the goal. Strain is in every gesture.

On the south wall, close to this panel, is a smaller

one of two angels supporting the watchman on his

watch-tower, below which are the words, "The
vision tarriethj wait for it !

" Above, on the barrel

roof, is a continuation of the Heavenly Garden,

where angels are ascending and descending as

though they walked in and out at will among men
as a matter of course. The next panel deals with

the awakening. It is almost childlike in its sim-

plicity, the gestures of doubt, surprise, and dismay

among the foolish, who attempt to pour oil from

empty vessels, remind one of the naivete of a Car-

paccio. Though the wise here have the suscepti-
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bilities and intuitions of the nobler kind of souls,

the foolish claim more of our sympathy.

Mrs. Traquair's work is not for the proletariat

crowd, for the proletariat crowd have not got her

artist's passion for pure and beautiful colour, nor

her reverence for, and delight in, pure and beautiful

thought. It will, however, always appeal to the

simple-hearted everywhere, and io those whose

culture has led them to discern, when they see it, the

true value of inspired work like this, which is law-

less .mil unrestrained only because the artist has set

before herself a higher aim than working to a con

ventional standard. M. 1 .. M.

OXFORD.—The oxford Art Society

has justopened its annual exhibition

in one of the roomsof the newMuni

cipal Buildings. If the majority of

the exhibits deserve to bedismissed

as amateurish, they are at least free from the pre-

tentiousness which so often characterises the work

of those to whom painting is a pastime rathei than

a profession. 'The interest of the exhibition un

doubtedl) i entres in the screen on which is hi

,1 selection "I exquisite studies by sir Edw

Burne Jones, Amongst thesi . the most info

because the leasi familiar, are two ver; distingui tied

design \ in gold I letal work, which an dated

i
. ,(,. The assun d dexterity ol Mr. Alb rl ( lood

win's water-colours, ol which several exampli

shown, is in acute .ku\ almo t gi te a intra

the tentative technique of the pictures by which

they are surrounded. His Whitby is remarkable

for its el. ib. .rale detail and harmonious colour. Mr.

Fulleylove's drawings of the Bodleian Librarj and

the library of Merton < lolli ge are thoroughly work-

manlike, and their presence emphasises Mr. Walti r

T\ rwhitt's failure to achieve success in a represents

inn ofa Gothic interior, entitled The Knighfi Tomb.

A design for a reredos lor Holy Trinity Church,

Florence, by Mr. R. Spencer Stanhope, is quite

agreeably decorative if not particularly original.

MIKU DECORATION HY MKs TRAQ1 Ml<

{See Edinburgh Sltuiio- Talk)

Mr. T. F. M. Sheard

sends six pictures of un-

( qual merit. mv\ Mr. Carle-

ton Grant has several pic-

tures in which the pre-

dominant note is deep

bluish-purple. lie so fre-

cuently repeats this effect

that his work is open to the

charge of monotony. The

arrangement of a Japanesi

doll, a green parasol, a yel-

low vase, and a blue and

white tea-pot, which Mrs.

Culmer entitles Japonica, is

pleasantly fantastic. On

the other hand, Mrs. Dock-

ray's Azalea House and

Nature's Mirrors have very

little to recommend them.

Mr. Briton Riviere's Pro-

metheus is an old friend,

Mr. ('.. Carline and Mr.

1 1 .ii r\ ( h ii idwin have

si \eral examples of their

i apable work. It is inter

esting to note that the

vigorous art of black.md
white is on the whole well

represented at ( >xford, and

includes some careful archi-

tectural drawings, amongst
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which a study of the Hall Staircase at Christ Church

should be noticed. Miss Maud Sargent's One, Two,

Buckle My Shoe and Simple Simon are good of

their kind, and are altogether to be preferred to

heroic attempts in oil and water-colour.

C. H.

GLASGOW.—The local art season may
be said to commence with the

opening of the Art Club Exhibition

in the Royal Institute Galleries.

The collection of pictures, which

are entirely by the members of the Club, is one of

a high artistic level, and well shows the vitality in

art circles in the West of Scotland at the present

time. In a future note I

hope to make more de-

tailed reference to many
,

.. [
" <ic '

• '
'•'

of the works exhibited.

DUNDEE.—Stewart Carmichael, of one

of whose latest paintings we give an

illustration, was born and educated

in this town. Some ten years ago he

determined to adopt his present pro.

fession in preference to that of an architect, and by

means of much personal application, a couple of

terms at Antwerp, and a period spent in travelling

through the great art centres of Europe, he has

developed considerable power and originality as a

painter.

Being a Scot, and a patriotic Scot, nothing in-

spires his brush to such pathetic realism as a genuine

native model. In An Old Scotchwoman, here re-

Mr. Alexander Reidhas

open in the Societe des

Beaux Arts Galleries a

select collection of pic-

tures, mostly by the Glas-

gow School of Painters.

Then Mr. W. B. l'aterson

has on view in his galleries

a noteworthy collection of

pictures by Monticelli, and

some interesting examples

of the Barbizon School.

Messrs. Craibe, Angus and

Son are showing a small

but choice number of pic-

tures by Corot, 1 laubigny,

1 leschamps, Mauve, Ed-

ward Stott, Mark Eisher,

and others.

Picture exhibitions in

the provincial towns in

Scotland will not be so

numerous this season, and

therefore the call upon our

artists for work will luckily

not be so great as usual.

Owing to the inclemency

of the weather, painting

out of doors has been

difficult, and fewer pic-

tures have been com-

pleted.

I). M. AN OLD SCOTCH WOMAN BY STEWART CARMICHAEL
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produced, we have the ac-

cidental pose caught and

recorded in a careful study

of more than usually tender

greys and browns. The

worn hands, the time-

honoured plaid, the

" mutch " from which look

out the tired features of the

octogenarian—subjects

such as this are truly

national in character, and

full of that pathos which

has its counterpart in the

finer elements of modern

Scottish literature.

X.

DUSSELDORF.
The Art

Union of the

Rhinelands

and Westpha-

lia which has contributed

so greatly to the develop-

ment of Rhenish art, has

year by year, since its estab

lishment in 1829, continued

to progress with the hap-

piest results. It has pro-
. PORTRAITS

moted the art of engraving

on copper with great suc-

cess ; but above all it has

been instrumental in supporting all sorts of artistic

undertakings of a public character, accessible to

all, and in some instances it has carried out the

work by itself. The art productions in question

are very numerous, and include altar paintings lor

churches ami mural decorations for schools and

town halls, stage curtains, statuary. &c. &c.

I

.',
1 .1 1 IRGE SAUTER

(See Mum, h Studio- Talk)

monumental wall decoration of this kind. A

healthy innovation such as this must be welcomed

with the utmost satisfaction.

During the past month the Union was engaged,

inter alia in the furtherance of Professor A. Kampfs

scheme for the decoration of the Session Chamber

in the Diet House at Burtscheid. 1 have had an

opportunity of seeing the designs, and am delighted

to he able to say .it once that the\- promise to

result in a work of art of great merit, and entirely

modern in the best sense of the word. The seem S

depicted are in no way "historical." as the word is

usually understood, but deal rather with tin aspi 1
is

of the life of to-day : and tins, so far as I know, is

the first time in Germany that modern subjects

have been considered worth) ol representation in

A few weeks ago tin Union to which I have

been alluding " Der KLunstverein fur die Rhein-

lande und Westfalen " has received a commission

for the decoration of the " Rittersaal " in the

recently rebuilt castle at Burg a.-d. Wupper. The

cost of the work has been fixed at 50,000 marks.

The castle chapel is also to be decorated, and

Willy Spat/, the painter, has been requested by the

Slate to send in designs for the work. It is also in

contemplation to entrust to another Diisseldorf

artist the task of ornamenting the Ladies' Apart

meiit within the castle.

The busy linn of Bismeyer and Kxaus, art

publisher- lo the Court, arc proposing, with the

istance of a number of our best artists, to

organise an International Exhibition of Lithographs
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and Posters. This, one of the first displays of its

kind in Germany, promises to be of great and varied

interest. It will enable one to get an excellent

general idea of the progress made in these im-

portant branches of art work, and in particular will

show the extraordinary developments made in

lithography. I shall have occasion to refer to this

exhibition again. S.

M
UNICH.—Among the artists who

have been instrumental in pro-

moting and furthering the new

industrial art movement in Ger-

many, a foremost place is held

by H. E. von Berlepsch. He is a native of

Switzerland, and came to Munich in 1876, after

having been a pupil of the celebrated architect,

Gottfried Semper in Zurich. In Munich he

devoted himself to painting ; but about the year

1884 he became actively engaged, both in word

and in deed, in the development of modern art

industries, and has steadily continued in the same

path ever since, as is evident from the nature of

the first " official " display of applied art in the

Munich exhibition this year, which created a

great sensation. Herr von Berlepsch is a man

of extraordinary versatility—architect, landscapist,

litterateur, and craftsman in one. Among his

productions in the domain

of applied art may be men-

tioned a large writing-table,

richly ornamented with

tasteful wood-carving and

wrought-iron, and display-

ing even in the minutest

details, just as in the bolder

effects, a true sense of artis-

tic feeling and grace of

style ; also two copper

vessels, with oxidised

bronze handles, with a

vigorous design in leaves.

METAL WoKK
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BY 11 E VON BERLEPSCH

Reference has already

been made in these notes

(see the August number of

The Studio) to George

Sauter's double portrait,

which is now reproduced

here. The remarkable

composition of the work,

its delicate colour scheme,

and the lifelike resem-

blance in the two faces—the

son and daughter of Peter

Cornelius, one of our best

and foremost composers

—

made it one of the chief

attractions in the Secession

exhibition this year. Like

Hubert Herkomer, George

Sauter is of Bavarian origin,

and, like him, has made

England his home. Of late

years, however, his works,

unlike those of Herkomer,

have found an ever-growing

popularity and appreciation
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in his South-German native land ; and thus the

news that Sauter is about to take up his abode

permanently in Munich has been received herewith

the utmost satisfaction. As I mentioned some time

ago, Sauter greatly distinguished himself in connec-

tion with the selection of

English works for the

Munich exhibition this

year. The British school

had never before been so

well and worthily repre-

sented.

Linda Kogel, whose

Swiss artist, Karl Stauffer-Bern, Iatelj deceased.

Later on she came to Munich, where her master

was Ludwig Herterich, familiar to readers of The

Studio by his recently published picture, . /

Summer Evening. Fraulein K.6gel is chiefly

drawing, Singing Girls, is

reproduced here, is one

of the few women artist-,

who, by their energy and

passionate earnestness of

purpose, have won an

honourable place among

their male colleagues in

the world of art. Born

in Berlin, Linda Kogel is

a daughter of the ( 'ourt

chaplain of that name, a

most accomplished and

eloquent preacher, who
was a great favourite at

the Court of William I.

For a long time she

studied in Berlin, as a

pupil of the talented '
I [III IlKKN SINGING I Ri i\l \N ETCHING BY I IMi \ KOGE1
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RICHARD III FROM \ PAINTING BY FRITZ VON UHDE

trial art section of the

Munich exhibition this

year by two very beauti-

ful and original works—

a

music-box in mahogany,

with doors ornamented

with paintings in a tech-

nique invented by herself,

and a mirror, the frame-

work of which was painted

in similar fashion.

Fritz Von Uhde's paint-

ing, Richard III., of which

an illustration is here

given, was fully described

and criticised in the article

upon the Munich Exhibi-

tion in the August number

of The Studio.

G. K.

V

remarkable for her delightfully delicate sense of

colour. She handles her materials in truly artistic

fashion, working out her colour schemes and light

effects with indefatigable perseverance, and striv-

ing with nervous energy and entire conscientious-

ness to realise the desired results. Her work

consists of portraits (that of her father being one

of the best), delicately coloured still-life studies,

and pictures of a religious nature, the Annuncia-

tion being one of the subjects of which she is

particularly fond, and one which she is ever treat-

ing in some new light. Linda Kogel handles the

etching needle with the same firmness and artistry

as the brush. She was represented in the indus-
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IENNA.—The
interest in

the Applied

Arts is grow-

ing from day

to day here, and there are

two new collections now
on view, one comprising

some interesting specimens

of ceramic art by Von
Heider, exhibited at the

(lartenbau-Gesellschaft,

and the other containing

the latest work of a young

Austrian artist, Alphons

Mucha, whose posters have

been so much in vogue in

Paris since the success of

his Gismonda, the affiche for Madame Sarah Bern-

hardt, at the Renaissance. The book illustrations

for the Oriental fairy tale, " Usee, Princesse de

Tripoli " are much admired here, on account of

their tasteful arrangement and adaptation of flower

ornament and figures, and the artist's nice sense of

colour. This exhibition also contains some good

pencil and pen drawings, which demonstrate the

artist's characteristics better than anything else.

The designs for stained-glass windows are likewise

seen to advantage in the discreet and artistic

arrangement of Artaria and Co.'s Salons, and the

whole impression is indeed a very favourable one.

This little exhibition should be conducive to good
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by opening the eyes of the public to the artistic

movement of the day.

W. S.

RUSSELS.—The removal, tardy though

it be, of the flags, large and small, the

B gilded plaster figures, the masts and

other more or less decorative objects

which were supposed to adorn the

streets of Brussels during the Exhibition, has been

a real relief to the inhabitants : and even tin- news-

\

papers which expressed the greatest enthusiasm for

the promoters of "applied art in the streets," and

this the latest manifestation of their inexhaustible

resource, have been obliged to admit that "it was

hi«h time this deplorable display of discoloured

rags and rubbish was put out of sight "
; with tin-

further remark that " the experiment is final, and a

lesson to the organisers of our fetes."

One cannot but regret, however, that the lesson

should have been somewhat expensive. .More than

POVF.KKl I \

'

BV PAUL DEVIGNE

100,000 francs, it is said, were squandered on this

" experiment," despite the fact that the lamentabli

result had been foreseen b) one, and that

the previous exploits of the same promoters of

"applied art in the streets 'were not such as to

inspire much confidence. It is to be hoped that

the question is now thoroughly understood, and that

there will be no repetition of the error.

The " Muse'e Moderne " has been rearrai

a committee consisting of MM. Robie, A.
J.

Wauters, and I,, ('anion. The change is un

doubtedly for the better, and several of the gal

leries, notably those containing the masterpieces of

painting signed "II. Leys " and " Alfred Stevens,"

present a really excellent appearance. M. I..

Cardon has presented to the Museum three-

valuable pictures—a quaint portrait by Sir Thomas

Lawrence, a portrait by J. Lies of his confrere

H. Leys, and an open-air picture by M. Leopold

Stevens, a son of Alfred Stevens.

In the sculpture department of the " Musee

Moderne" there has been placed a work by M.

Paul Devigne. It is a life-size marble figure, called

Poveretta. Like all the productions of this un-

fortunate artist, whose illness has put a stop to his

labours, the present work is marked by the greatest

care, and shows profound knowledge of form and

treatment.

The series of winter Exhibitions has been com

menced by the Club known as " Le Sillon," in tin-

few available rooms at the " Muse'e Modern.-."

These apartments are being steadily occupied, and

the time will soon come when Brussels, tin- capital,

will have no place to offer to the newer artistic

associations whose slender means compel them to

ask the hospitality of the State.

The exhibition, announced by M. V. Mignot's

poster, is interesting as showing the work of a

group of young artists, trained together, so to speak,

under the same influence, yet expressing their

ideas diversely according to their individual tern

perament. It shows, moreover, how swift and

fleeting are the changes of fashion, even in tin

matter of art. In the exhibitions of recent years

everything was bright and clear
;
now there is

nothing but sombreness and gloom. A little

while ago, to be "in the movement" one was

obliged to go in for pltin air, the natural result

being that the artists of no special originality, who

were in the habit of following the lead of others,
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set themselves to imitate

posters, as being the type

of picture mostly seen in

the open. Thence sprang

a series of crude, glaring

productions ; but now the

" old Flemish School " is

all the rage ; and the ar-

tists scarcely ever stir out

of the art galleries.

LE.^1

" Somebody," remarks

M. Solvay, one of the

ablest critics in Brussels,

dealing with this subject,

" somebody once pro-

posed that all the gal-

leries should be closed

for a few years, in order

to prevent our young

artists from seeking in-

spiration from any source

save that of Nature itself.

Now, here we have quite

a group of artists, who
have taken possession of

these galleries, and will

not budge an inch. The
deplorable part of it all

is, that they are reviving

s< mie of those old me-

thods of painting em-

ployed during a disastrous

art period by artists who foster

suffered severely in con-

sequence. They have

revived the use of the odious bitumen, the dense

blacks which produce easy 'effects,' but burden

and darken the palette to a deplorable degree.

Poor fellows ' One would think they were painting

with syrup in a cellar '

"

A happy exception must be made in the case of

MM. R. Janssens and Verdussen, whose genuine

and conscientious abilities are displayed in several

interesting portraits, interiors, and landscapes
;

and the same may be said of M. G. M. Stevens,

whose distinction and freshness of style are notice-

able in a remarkable little portrait executed after

the manner of Memling.

Mention should also be made of an expressive

portrait by M. Servais-Detillieux : a beautiful

landscape by M. Mathieu ; some drawings by
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MM. Coulon, H. Meunier, and V. Mignot ; sculp-

tures by MM. Marin and Mascre ; and finally the

exhibits of two "guests," MM!. J. Lambeaux and

I
. Stobbaerts.

F. K.

PARIS.—MM. Pilon, Huet, and Rigotard

have just produced some new printed

velvets, suggested by the charming

fancy of that most original decorative

artist, Felix Aubert, whose name and

abilities are well known to the readers of The

Studio. M. Aubert displays a really magnificent

richness of colouring in these productions. The

Iris cfEau and the Pervenches reveal once more

the designer's remarkable decorative skill. They

are chiefly remarkable for clearness of design,

together with a truly personal manner of handling
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flower subjects, and a fondness for beauty of

colouring and material. Moreover, the stamping

of these velvets is perfection itself.

nothing to show us but that which iseithei ei i < ntrii

and complicated or simply commonplai

Steinlen has designed a poster, reproduced in

these columns, for a popular journal appearing at

irregular intervals, and entitled La Feuille. It is

a very large lithograph in black, in which tin-

artist's great gifts of fancy and observation are

strikingly revealed. The treatment of the white

leaves, fluttering like birds above the crowd, is

full of movement and life, and altogether charming.

In the two types in the foreground to the left

there is something recalling the strong, incisive

manner of our great caricaturist, Daumier.

The art of making posters seems to be waning

now-a-days. Owing to the success of several

masters, notably Grasset and Steinlen, draughts-

men of every kind tried their hand at the work.

But it is one demanding special gifts, or at the

least the most scrupulous care in adapting the

drawing and the colouring to the special object in

view. Now, we find the majority of artists with

Among the posters recently displayed On the

walls of Paris, we must, however, mention the

Bee Auer and Notre Dame du Travail by M. E.

Moreau - Nelaton, M. Foach's design for La

Dtphke de Toulouse, and that of M. Roedel for the

Linge Monopole, which, if it cannot be called high

art exactly, nevertheless shows fane)' and imagina

tion. A special word is due to the beautiful

poster which M. Paul Berthon no stranger to the

readers of Tiik Studio has designed for M. Rene

Doylesve's charming novel, " Sainti -Marie des

Fleurs." It is a delightful piece of draughtsman-

ship and colour.

M. Lunois is an earnest worker, whose abilities

have often found appreciation in The Sir

lie has just published a most effective lithograph

in colours, called Ballet. It represents two rows

of dancers in full movement, while in the back-

ground of the plate, behind the footlights

illuminating the scene, one can just see in a sort

BY STEINL1 \
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of chiaroscuro the array of spectators seated in

their stalls, and the vast space of the opera

house. In the foreground two of the danseuses

are standing motionless in the wings. The effect

has been obtained in the happiest fashion, and

with the exquisite simplicity one experts to find

in a draughtsman, a colourist, and moreover a

lithographer of such high ability as M. Lunois.

the refined and delicately-balanced colouring and

the extreme freedom of the drawing.

\I. Richard Ranft, who has a very keen sense

of what is known as " the modern," has just

issued an engraving in colours styled An Cirque.

It depicts an ecuvcre, a clown, and a horse, the

former, in her bunchy light blue costume, pre-

paring to mount, and the clown playing his

antics ; while beyond one sees the yellowish ex-

panse of arena shimmering with light. The

chief merits of this fine plate, which I am very

glad to have an opportunity of mentioning, are

I'RIN 1 I
-

. 1 > VELVE1
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Georges Petit has lately been exhibiting a set

of works by M. Andre Sinet—landscapes, or

rather landscape " notes " of great—perhaps too

great—delicacy. As an artist, M. Sinet must be

described as finikin and lymphatic in tempera-

ment. He follows the literary precept of Verlaine

—" No colour, nothing but a tint." These tints of

his are exquisite, no doubt, elegant, aristocratic,

refined, all one can imagine in the way (if delicai y

and subtlety ; but this, to my thinking, is not enough)

attractive and fascinating as it may be. Taste,

abundance of taste, is the prevailing characteristic

of M. Sinet's talent ; yet for my own part I would

rather have a little less taste, and a little more—what

shall I say?—a little more life, intensity, vibration.

All this notwithstanding, M. Sinet is an artist—a real

artist.

M. Heidbrinck has done

a series of most charming

and truthful sketches for

" Cesarin," a short story 1 >\

M. Albert Cimm. He is

wonderfully successful in

depicting the streets and

faubourgs,vnih their beggars

and other poor and pic-

turesque wretches. I shall

no doubt have occasion to

refer again to this artist

:

but in the meantime I am
anxious to mention his

name in connection with

the appearance of this little

volume, just issued by

Charles Tallandier, who has

also recently published a

collection of " Cent dessins

de Maitres Modernes,"

which, whatever its success

may be among artists them-

selves, will undoubtedly

please the public at large.

('.. M.

REVIEWS OF
RECENT

PUBLICATIONS.

Architecture in Italy. By

RAFFAEL 1 C ATTANEO.
i:v felix mmui (London: T. Kisher Un-
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I'ERVENl III-

(Ste J'aris Studio-Talk)

win.)—The history ol Italian Architecture from the

sixth to the eleventh century is one which exhibits

many notable developments, both of structure and

ornament. The author, in dealing with this important

subject, treats firstly upon the Latin-Barbarian An hi

ire during the Lombard rule, and then proi •

to discuss the influent e of the Byzantine upon Italian

art,- to Architectun I igoonsand in

Venetia lie has brought hum h

ion and intelligent criticism to b

upon his subjei t, and, if the illustrations w 1 ii h

mpain the text ari somewhat marred in i f)

by 'urn, the) ist, well

Lithographiten. 1897. (Karlsruhi I. K

I rtfolio 1 ontaining

phs mounted upon
1

A'/ , . II inri b II ... . an interesting stud) in

by]

That, b) (i. Gam
Man) ol the plates are well

worth framing, and the

whole series 1- an 1 xi ellent

witness to the perfei tion .1!

which the lithographic

has arrived in Germany.

The Secret Rose. B) W.
!! Vi its. With Illustra

nuns by I. B. Veats.

' London
.

I awn m e & Bui

len.)—No one who looks al

the illustrations ol The
Secret Ros\ with the know-

gethat they are the work
Of the author's father, can

doubt for a moment wh
Mr. VeatS inherits his

of imaginative \ision, and
it is this endowmi

1

1 which gives to the

volume its pre uli.it distinc

tion and (harm. ( )!'
1

little story it may be said

that it has the satisf)

completeness bl a p
idyll, often sorrowful, but

always
. while

the petals of the Rose un

their fn and

their sweet ;^lory of colour,

.1 window opens out ol the

home of the visible into the univei un-

. and these slight stones, woven, it may bi

.

Irish tradition, are not unwortl

with those old fair) tales which are the outconn

the poetry of all nations, the growth of 1

Canterbury Cathedral. I!\ the V] v\ Ri v. In w
don : fsbistei

ly with thi 1 ( lathi

dial Series now uedb) Messrs. Bell & So

a daint) 1 ol handbooks t.i < lathi dial

being published b) \|. I
'

n<it nturi upon a comparison between thi

two. Both at

vanl othi r. The volumi

ink y \\ I ap

pictui

and I 1 . Kilton I

BY 1 1 L!\ Al hi. 1.1
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each book is greatly enhanced by the uniformity in

style of illustration adopted throughout the series.

Old English Glasses. By Albert Hartshorne,

I'.S.A. (London : Edward Arnold.) Price

£; is. net. In his introduction to this im-

portant work the author refers at some length

to glass-making among the ancients and among

the various European nations, illustrating his

this beautiful book is a rare pleasure, for with pen

and pencil Mr. Blom field analyses the art of a

superb period of our national life, and shows that

the Renaissance inspired our trained craftsmen

steeped in Gothic design to expend their artifice

on work derived indeed from Italy, but acclima-

tised in their hands to become a native product by

the skill of its workmen. Far different is this vital

11V REGINALD BLOMf [ELD

[•"ROM "A HISTORY Of RENAISSANCE ARCHITEI rURE IN ENG1 \\l>" (BEL1 AND -.,,\,)

remarks by numerous full-page lithographs of

undoubted value. In his treatment of the main

topic of his work, he shows himself to be a master

of patience and painstaking research. We know of

no other treatise which deals so exhaustively with the

subject. The history of the Renaissance of glass-mak-

ing in England in the seventeenth century is highly

interesting, though attended with some obscurity.

Fortunately, there is much documentary evidence

relating to it. not the least valuable of which are

the letters written by John Greene, of London, an

importer of Venetian glasses during the latter half

of the seventeenth century. The sketches which

accompanied his instructions to his agents abroad

show the particular forms which were in vogue at

that time in England. Some unpublished details of

this period of the history of glass-making, which,

however, do not materially alter Mr. Hartshorne's

conclusions, may be found in the minute-book of

the Glass Sellers' Company, 167 1 to 1712, during

the greater portion of which time Mr. Greene was

a regular attendant at its court meetings. Col-

lectors of Jacobite glasses will find figured in Mr.

Hartshorne's work many typical and fine examples.

A History of Renaissance Architecture in Eng-

land. By Reginald Blomfield. (George Bell &
Sons.) 2 vols. 5o.v. net. —To read the pages of
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architecture from the dull formality of later periods,

when classic sources were also freely drawn upon.

A craze for pedantically accurate imitations of

Greek temples helped to destroy the last remnants

of individual craft, so that from the period Mr.

Blomfield discusses to our own, English archi-

tecture has lacked the soul which comes from the

handiwork of its actual masons and carvers. As

you study Mr. Blomfield's work you perceive that

its lucid argument and well-balanced style are but

the outward expression of matured thought. Steeped

in the knowledge of his theme, he is yet able to

write clearly, and with judicial impartiality that is

singularly convincing. The hundreds of beautiful

sketches retain the spirit of the work he depicts

far beyond the power of any photograph.

Windows: a Book about Stained Glass. By

Lewis F. Day. (London: Batsford.) 2\s. net.—This

book has been long expected, and proves to be

well worth waiting for. Mr. Day has done a

worthy piece of work in even more than his

usual admirable manner. The volume traces the

workmanship of stained glass from the twelfth to

the seventeenth century ; and its design from the

earliest mediaeval window to the latest glass-picture

of the Renaissance. Besides these two important

aspects of his theme, Mr. Day has devoted several
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chapters to style and notes of general interest.

The illustrations number two-hundred and fifty

seven, all good, and some few the best black-and-

white drawings of stained glass yet produced.

Modern design supplies no single example,

which leads one to hope that some time Mr. I >uy

may supplement his exhaustive researches into

the past history of the craft by critical studies

of its present and future prospects. In a short

notice it would be unfair to quote : hut it' only

custodians of ancient glass would read and ponder

over the advice of this capital volume, then indeed

the book would be a national gain. Whether

you analyse the author's opinions on the use of

white glass, on the limits of pictorial design, on

ecclesiastical or domestic windows, what he says

is true and well put. It is a book

which reflects great credit on all

concerned in its production, and

adds new laurels even to one who

is Master of the Art Workers' (mild.

Poems. By John Keats. Illus-

trated by R. Anning Bell. (Lon-

don : Bell & Sons.) Price is. 6d.

To satisfactorily illustrate a book of

poems, it is of absolute importance

that the mind of the artist should

be attuned to that of the poet. A
complete accord in this respect is

so rare as to make us feel that

pictured editions of poems are, as a

rule, not the most desirable ones to

possess. The extreme susceptibility

to beauty in its manifold phases, the

delicate imagery, the glow of roman-

ticism so characteristic of the mind

of Keats, renders him one of the

most difficult of authors to illustrate.

It is, therefore, no mean praise to

say nl the edition now before us,

that it is in every respect satisfactory

from cover to cover. We sincerely

congratulate Mr. Anning Bell upon

the success of his delightful illustra-

tions.

Stai/ied Glass us an Art. By

Henry Holliday. (London : Mac-

millan & Co. Limited.) Price 2r.v.

net.—A treatise upon any subject

written by one who has made that

subject his life's work cannot fail to

possess exceptional interest. Mr.

Holliday is so well known as an

artist in stained glass, his works

adorn so many buildings in \, us parts "i the

world, his thorough acquaintance with tin- many
questions relating to his art is so universally ac-

knowledged, as to make it a foregom conclusion

that a particular value would be attached in. in-,

observations he might choose to publish upon tli.il

art. Nor can one hut feel after i careful perusal

of his moderately styled "essaj ' thai one's anti< ipa

tions have been more than realised. His book is

full of good things, of terse observations, of close

reasoning. It is only when we come to examine

the illustrations which ornament it^ pages thai we

perience at times something akin to disappointment.

Certain reproductions of his designs di I appear

to us to carry out satisfactorily the excellent prin-

ciples he lays down in his text. The pictorial quality

DRAWING l!Y K AN MM.
PROM

BELL
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of his work is nol in all rases so subservient to the

technical requirements of his material as we should

like to see. It may be that some of the defects we

complain of disappear in the actual stained glass

itself. If so, it is to be regretted that the illustra-

tions in the book are produced in such a manner

as 1" give so unfortunate an impression.

Historic Ornament. Treatise on Decorative Art

and Architectural Ornament. By James Ward.

(London: Chapman & Hall). Price is. 6d.—
This book contains many illustrations familiar to

readers of the South Kensington handbooks, the

" Histories of Art," by Perrot and Chipiez, and

other works. The letterpress appears to have

been " written up " to the illustrations, and is chiefly

remarkable for its want of completeness. A work

which professes to deal with architectural orna-

ment and devotes barely eight pages to India,

three pages to China and Japan, and does not

even mention Mexico, can scarcely be compli-

mented upon its thoroughness. Too much or

too little has been attempted by the author, with

the result that not a single section of his work

has been well done. Whether he writes of

Egyptian art or C.othic ornament he touches but

Ml.K EMBROIDERY.
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" l'HE FLOWER POT"
FROM "WILLIAM MORRIS " (BELL AND mjN~)

the very fringe of his subject ; and what he has

left unsaid is often that which would have been

most worth the saying.

The Martian. By George du Mauriek. With

illustrations by the author. (London and New
York: Harper & Brothers).— In The Martian we

have the original occult idea which seems to recur

as an inevitable necessity of the author's mind in

each of his books ; and the Bohemian flavour

which characterised Peter Ibbetson and Trilby also

pervades this posthumous work. The main story

is of Barty Josselin, artist and novelist, and the

secret of his extraordinary magnetic qualities and

personal merits. His life is described from infancy

to death, and his schooldays in Paris receive

especial attention, opportunities occurring for the

author to give, as he well knew how to do, brief

glimpses of character and impressions of quaint

French men and women which are touched in with

all a painter's adroitness. If the story is disjointed,

diffuse, and somewhat inconsequent, The Martian

nevertheless gains a large measure of attractiveness

from the author's happy power of investing each

character with an unique personality, and from the

illustrations which reveal du Maurier at his best.

William Morris. By

A Y M E r Va ll ANCE.
(George Bell & Sons.)

255. net. — This sumptu-

ous volume of nearly 500

pages omits no aspect of

a many-sided personality.

With a protest against an

absurd statement con-

cerning the art of Japan,

we have nothing but

praise for the accurate and

exhaustive account Mr.

Vallance has produced.

Some sixty illustrations

(one being in colour) of

the most important de-

signs by Morris, and many

drawings of his homes,

add to the interest of a

book which every crafts-

man who can afford it

must needs hope to place

on his shelves. For it is

the artistic aspect of his

hero that Mr. Vallance

discusses here ; and he

does so on the whole im-

partially, considering that
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he reveals himself as a most loyal disciple. The

influence of this volume on manufacturers should

be great, for it is a well-digested statement of the

Morris creed, supported by examples of work in

all the crafts he enriched and developed.

A Manual of Wood-Carving. By William

Bemrose. (London: Bemrose & Sons.)—To say

that a book is in its twentieth edition proves its

power of attraction, but is not always evidence of

its merit. In this case a most excellently practical

treatise is re-inforced by a series of designs of un-

equal merit, some of which are distinctly repre-

hensible, to wit Nos. 79, 83 and 102. Fortunately

a series of good reproductions of old wood-carvings

redeems the whole, and should supply an antidote

to the very indifferent modern designs before

mentioned. So good a book should have no

weak point, and experience shows that without

imposing any standard of "high art," so called, or

straining after quaintness at any price, it is as pos-

sible to carve wood into beautiful devices as to

make line metal work or good enamels. The
material and the craft are ready, but the designer

too often lags behind.

Books for Boys. From Messrs. Blackie <\: Son,

Limited (Glasgow and London), we have received

four excellent books for boys. Mr. (1. A. Hhxn
seems ever at work upon stories that boys delight

in and that parents can with confidence entrust

to their reading. With Moore at Corunna and

With Frederick the Great are both favourable

examples of the author's style, and the illustrations

by Walter Paget, with which they are both adorned,

are in all respects admirable. Paris at Bav is a

story of the Siege and the Commune with stirring

illustrations by Stanley L. Wood, and Lords of the

World is a tale of the fall of Carthage and Corinth

by the Rev. Alfred Church, with some well con-

ceived and executed pictures by Ralph Peacock.

Zag-Zag Fables. Pictured by J. A. Shepherd.

Little Grown-Ups. With numerous full-page

colour-plates after paintings in water-colours by

Maud Humphrey. Price 6s. Song Flowers

from "A Child's Garden of Verses." By Robert
Louis Stevenson. With music by Katherine

M. Ramsay. Illustrated by Gordpn Browne.

Price ]s. 6d. National Rhymes of the Nursery.

Illustrated by Gordon Browne. (London:

C.ardner, Darton & Co.) — Messrs. Gardner,

1 Utrton & Co., as usual, are making a bold bid

for the suffrages of the little people, and the four

volumes under notice can scarcely fail to meet

with the approbation they deserve. In Zig-Zag

Fables Mr. J. A. Shepherd provides another series,
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excellently reproduced in colours, of those

grotesque and humorous beasts and birds, bedecked

in human attire, with which his name is associated.

The twelve admirable full-page colour-plates after

water-colour drawings, contributed by Miss Maud
Humphrey to Little Grown-Ups, are supplemented

by ingenious decorative borders and other designs

from the pencil of Miss Elizabeth S. Tucker, who

also supplies suitable stories and verses. In his

sympathetic preface to Some Flowersfrom a Child's

Garden of Verses, Mr. S. R. Crockett tells us that

Robert Louis Stevenson used to say, " I must

write a book for Gordon Browne to illustrate ; he

always puts me in good humour with my people ";

and did the sweet singer of children's songs live

to-day, he would surely approve these drawings

which so admirably catch the spirit of the verses,

here set to pretty child-music by Miss Katherine

M. Ramsay. The versatile Mr. Gordon Browne

is also responsible for the large number of clever

drawings which adorn National Rhymes of tlie

Nursery, and publishers and artist alike may be

unreservedly congratulated upon the production of

a volume which will favourably compare with any

previous collections of these time-honoured verses.

Nursery Rhymes. With Pen and Ink Drawings

by Gertrude Bradley and Brinsi.ky Le Fanu.

(London : Review of Reviews office.)—This [de-

lightfully illustrated little book contains all the

immortal jingles of the nursery—" The House that

Jack Built," "Simple Simon," "Jack and Jill."

"Old King Cole," and the rest. The pen and ink

illustrations will be welcomed with enthusiasm by

the youngsters as subjects upon which to test the

qualities of the new paint-box or case of chalks,

and the coloured frontispiece has been especially

prepared as a guide to these artistic experiments.

Bo-Peep. A Treasury for the Little ones. Little

Folks. A Magazine for the Young, 1897. Micky

Magee's Menagerie. By S. H. Hamer, with illus-

trations by Harry B. Neilson. (London: Cassell

& Co., Ltd.)—Each of these publications, designed

for the amusement of the younger inmates of the

nursery, contains a wealth of illustration both in

black-and-white and in colours. Of the latter,

where chromo-lithography is the medium employed,

the results are quite successful, but those reproduced

by means of the " three-colour process " are crude

and unsatisfactory. Mr. Harry Neilson's drawings

of wild and domesticated beasts disporting them-

selves in human garb are singularly happy, and it

is safe to predict that the juvenile affections will be

speedily captured and retained by the rollicking

denizens of Micky Magee's Menagerie.
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Awards in " The Studio" Prize Competitions

We have received from Messrs. Roberson and
Co., of 99 Long Acre, two sketch-books of novel
« haracter, which will doubtless meet with general

approval among artists. One, called after this

magazine, "The Studio," is covered with an
appropriate " Studio-green " linen, and contains

leaves of a superior quality of paper, similar in

appearance to that used for bank-notes—a paper
affected at the present time by many artists for lead

pencil and other studies. The other book, known
as the "J. M. Swan," is made of drawing paper of
a pleasant texture, tinted a " grocer-blue," shade,

and is well adapted for sketches in black and white
crayons.

WARDS IN "THE STUDIO
PRIZE COMPETITIONS.A

J % Ihe number of drawings, &c, re-

*• * ceived each month in connection with

The Studio competitions being very large, the

Editor wishes it to be clearly understood that,

while every effort will be made to forward as

promptly as possible to their owners those designs
with which the requisite sum for postage has been
enclosed, he cannot, under any circumstances,

guarantee a definite date for their return.

Design for a Silver Cup.

(A VII.)

A great many designs were received for this

competition, and we regret that want of space

prevents us illustrating a larger number.

The First Prize {Three guineas) is awarded to

Lopez (C. C. Carter, 51 Aynhoe Road, Brook
Green, W.)

The Second Prize (Two guineas) to Elgitha

(Katherine M. Coggin, North View, Chadwick
Road, Peckham).

Honourable Mention is given to the following :

—

Dorian (Oliver Senior, 172 Stockport Road,

Lcvenshulme, Manchester) : Drury (B. H. Smale,

33 Acacia Road, St. John's Wood, N.W.) ; Hillas

(H. I). Simpson, Grange Place, Kilmarnock);

Hazeidene (Jacques Houry, " Hazeldene," Manor
Road, Bishopston, Bristol); H.C. (no coupon);

Phantasm (J. I. Birchall, 1 Clyde Street, Lower
Broughton, Manchester); Semper (H. M. Pem-
berton, 19 Pepys Road South, Brockley, S.E.);

The above are illustrated; Argent (W. T.

Sadler); A.E.I. (Frank Ivimey)
; Ambassador

(H. M. ffrench); Chef (A. Cooke); Elk (W. P.

Belk) ; Gala (A. H. Scott) ; Gladiator (W, J.

Galloway)
;

Isa (Isabel McBean) ; Marine (G.
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S. Brown); Poppy (Mary Wilcockj: Seda (A.
de Sauty); Tramp (I). C. Veazey) ; Wearywarld
(Isabel McGregor) ; and Zaphphir (G. S.

Lemasnie).

Design kor an Embroidered Book-cover.

(B VII.)

The First Prize (One guinea) is awarded to

Aberbrothock (H. T. Wyse, Viewfield Road, Ar-

broath, N.B.).

This design will be illustrated in colours in a

future issue of The Studio.

The Second Prize (HalJ-a-guinea) to Avon
(Sophie Pumphrey, Woodstock Road, Moseley,

Birmingham).

This book-cover is for Enoch Arden. The
design is founded upon sea melons bound in blue

green linen ; the applique panel is of dark blue

silk with which also the webbing band, which is

carried round the book, is covered ; the band is let

into a broad groove across theback of the cover, and

the end of this band is strengthened on the under-

side by a pierced metal plate forming one side of

the clasp. The three holes are buttonholed round

and fasten into three studs on the front cover. The
sea-weed forms are worked in green filo-floss ; the

'

sea melons in shades of green ornamented by

French knots ; the bands, &c, are worked in white.

Honourable Mention is given to the following :

—

Alpha (Marion E. Broadhead, 28 High Street,

Macclesfield); Hylas (Isabel Haddon, Odihani

Close, Winchfield)
; Jove (M. B. Dyne, Whaddon,

Royston, Herts); Me (Mary E. Eaton, 109 Beau-

fort Street, Chelsea, S.W.) ; Phrosette (Enid Jack-

son, 12 Forest Road, Birkenhead); Sea-Salt (Miss

Bartleet, 26 Hagley Road, Birmingham) ; Seda

(A. de Sauty, 63 Ramsden Road, Balham, S.W.)

;

The above are illustrated ; Buxton (Jemima R.

Prosser) ; Brougham (Ethel B. Austin); Ceylon

(Albina Collins) ; Fenella (Helen F. Lock)
; Jam

(E. Keith) ; Lofen (Winifred Hett) ; Petronclla

(Louisa F. Pesch) ; Padley (Arabella L. Rankin)
;

Paint (Gwynedd Palin) ; Samuel (Ella L. Deakin)

;

Sanctandroi's (Katherine M. Warren); Tveeze

(May Coultorst) ; The Bulger (Mary G. Simpson)

;

Tenterden (T. H. S. Shepherd); Viola (T. W.

Whipp) ; Jl'almgale (Jeanie Swanson) ; and Zaph-

phir (G. S. Lemasnie).

Study of Fungi in Pen-and-Ink.

(CVH.)
The First Prize (One guinea) is awarded to

Champetre (Geo. Collier, 89 Hassop Street, Bes-

wick, Manchester).

The Second Prize (Half-a-guinca) to Berangere

(Victor Lhuer, 23 Qum de la Tournelle, Paris).



Awards in " TJte Studio " Price Competitions

Honourable Mention is given to the following:

—

Autumn (Mary Burfield, 15 Maison Dieu Road,

1 lover) ; Guy (( '.. Halliday, School House, Oakham);

Original (Walter Cristall, Bronte Cottage, Lower

Heath, Hampstead) ; Sadi (Gertrude Parsons, 6

Hillside, Cotham, Bristol): and Veronica (Miss

M. T. Hunt, Southwood, Torquay) ; (the foregoing

are illustrated) ; Amanita (E. Graaff) : Bee (Bernard

C. Gotch) ; Cobweb (Mrs. C. J. Chapman) ; Craigen

Callie (H. S. Grimshaw); Fungi (C. W. Crosby)
;

Grantully (R. M. Norton); (,W (J. Campbell)

J

Irene (Mrs. E. R. Allen) ; Jumelle (Florence M. G.

Dimma) : Nandana (J. C. Varty-Smith) :
Peg(Miss

M. L. Procter); Rion (Marion Bostock); Tricho

(E. Graaff): and Wolfram
(
V. \V. Barker).

Photooraimis from Nature.

A Seascape.

(D I.)

A large number of excellent photographs have

been sent in for this competition, and we regret

that lack of space prevents us giving more

illustrations.

The First Prizf. [One guinea) is awarded to

FIRS1 PRIZE (1 OMP \ \ II

\

r /

HON. MENTION (COMP. A VII I'll VNTASM

Graphic (C. F. Inston, 25 South John Street,

Liverpool).

The Second Prize (Half-a-guinea) to Stok (J.
<

'.

Stokholm, Bredgade 63, Copenhagen).

Honourable Mention is given to the following:

—

Birchbark (Henry Troth, 330 Chestnut Street, Phil-

adelphia, U.S.A.) : Willamette (Mrs. Claud Catch,

Salem, Oregon, U.S.A.) ; the foregoing are illus-

trated ; Bosham (E. E. Manwaring) ; Black Pear

(Mrs. Hyde); Doctor (W. Rossiter) ; Frena (T. A.

Kay) ; Fr'edy (A. Nyst) ; Heron (F. Crosland);

Mask (no coupon) ; Nandana (J. C. Varty Smith)
;

Oatlands (Ada S. Boore) ; Pharisee {no coupon);

Rover (E. J.
Finch); Rengaw (W. G. Wagn

Ruisseaux (no coupon) ; Strabo (S. Conway) ;
"

tern Seas (J. T. Child); and Wraith (S. W.

Fitzherbert).
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The Lay Figure

THE LAY FIGURE.

"I wish one could foresee what is

the next decorative style, the one likely

to influence the twentieth century," the

Journalist said. " We are all waiting for the signal."

"How typical that confession is !

" the Designer

retorted. " To look forward to a new king, to be

quite prepared to forswear allegiance at the bidding

of fashion, and ready to loathe what a year ago

we worshipped and still profess to admire !

"

" Surely if we believe the principles we accept

to be well-founded we ought—even illogically

—

to refuse to believe that they ought ever to be

supplanted," the Lay Figure added.

" A world for ever doomed to Morris chintz and

Voysey wall-papers, to Norman Shaw houses, and

the Arts and Crafts generally—what a hideously

monotonous vista !
" the Decadent Poet drawled

maliciously. " I think change is the law of art."

"Of course," a timid voice broke in, "when
one's ideals are degraded by imitation, and we see

cheap and nasty substitutes for the real thing, we

are apt to grow weary even of the perfect originals."

" This is treason," said the Designer, " flat,

unprofitable treason. Better join the ' Home
Beautiful ' correspondents in ladies' papers, and

paint your marble chimney-pieces to look like

tiles this year, being careful to use a pigment that

can be washed off, so that you may paint them to

imitate something else the next. If we really

believe that all we do is only good so long as it is

new, let us drop art, and proclaim Fashion the

one absolute if ever-changing verity."

" Gently," said the Man with a Clay Pipe. " I

quite agree with you that a really good thing,

whether made in 1830 or 1890, is as good now as

then ; but if we waste our appreciation on the

second-rate, we foredoom ourselves to change, or

stagnation. It is good to be tolerant, but at

certain times it is better to be intolerant."

" Surely it were very hard to be confined to the

best only," the Decadent Poet drawled. "There

is not enough to go half-way round."

" Do not think of all art as limited editions," the

.Esthetic Architect broke in. " Rarity has nothing

to do with art in one sense. A million replicas of

a well-designed medal do not vulgarise the original.

But in another sense all first-rate things must

needs be unique, and rarity then, precious as it

is, suffers nothing from time. 'A touch of nature
'

in one's work gives it kinship with life, not with

perishable life, but with immortal."

" I see," the Decadent Poet said sweetly, " you
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believe in naturalistic ornament. Tigers on hearth-

rugs, roses on sofa cushions, and trellis wall-papers."

" I said a touch of nature," he replied, " not an

attempt to cram all the thousand facts of arose

into a printed picture of it. Your design to be

vital itself must be related to life. Life is only sup-

ported by life : you feed on animal and vegetable

life, you "

" Yes, I know, man cannot live by chemicals

alone," said the Decadent Poet, " but there is not

much variety in his diet after all. It is the cook-

ing that varies : you serve up a fricassee of cauli-

flower as a wall-paper, and a compote of swallows

as a frieze, and call it a touch of nature. Now
I like sauce piquante, and a touch of devilry—some-

thing bizarre, eccentric, and above all new. It is

only a matter of taste."

" A matter of taste?" the Designer replied sadly.

" Yes, I suppose one must realise that depraved

taste exists, and will exist. But to me there is only

one taste—good taste, and that never ages. I

enjoy the good taste of old, as of to-day, but I feel

that for me to try to imitate the old is as unworthy

as to look ahead and try to imitate in advance

what designers will feel to be beautiful in 1997.

Creatures of a span, we ought neither to look back

nor ahead, but do our best to express ourselves in

the idiom of our day, and care not whether it

remains acceptable to our descendants or not."

" This does not help one to the coming style,"

said the Journalist. " I believe a return to classic

severity is inevitable after the riotous indulgence

in pattern to-day."

" That presupposes suppressed individuality,

when all accept the canons laid down by a few, or

else really educated taste that can appreciate the

perfectly-proportioned but un-ornamented thing,'

said the Lay Figure. " I wish I could think the

latter looms ahead ; but I hope and believe the

former does not."

"Anyway," the Decadent Poet twittered, "the

cult of the obscure has had its day. I mean to

write pastorals and heroic couplets in future."

" That is a pose, not a style. The style of 1900,

and of 2000, will be the style of the few who observe

Nature devoutly, and try in their way to express

their wonder at her beauty," the Designer said

gravely. " That is absolutely certain : and for the

rest, what matter ? 1 )o not let us argue. Peace

on Earth is the motto of the season."

"The supplements of the Christmas numbers have

changed all that," the Decadent retorted. " ' Battle-

pieces on earth ' is the ' up-to-date ' motto !

"

The Lav Figure.







Mr. Moira's Paintings and Bas-Reliefs

M
R. GERALD MOIRA'S
PAINTINGS AND BAS-
RELIEF DECORATION.
BY GLEESON WHITE.

Mr. ( '.kk u.d Mi nk \, whose

studies and paintings form the subject of this

paper, belongs to a group of modern painters thai

has not yet received a popular distinctive nickname

akin to those bestowed on the Impressionists, the

neo-Primitives, and the rest: perhaps "of the

school of |. \V. Waterhouse, R.A.," would serve

as well .is any other generic term. But it would

be only vaguely indicative of his position in the art

of to-day. In the use ol brilliant pigments, and in the

choice of poetic themes foi a tr ttmi nl which is

neither wholl) archaic nor wholly realistic, thi re

acei tain similarity among these younger men which

to .1 certain extent may justify the temporarj label.

From (892, when Mr. Moii, 1 showed his R..\.

gold medal picture, Victory, his name has nol bei n

absent from the catalogues of the Royal Academj

Yet it is his decorations for the Trocadero which

have made him best known to the
;

1 m ral public.

But this sentence must nol be held to impl) thai

the general public are more familiar with the

1

Sorrow of heart for ///< kitijfs daughter- swixni RXl

XII. Ni '. 58. - 1 vnuary, [898

\ PAINTING BY 01 I: \l n Mi ill; \
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Mr. Moira's Paintings and Bas-Relicfs

I III. llll.l. SUMMIT FROM A PAINTING BY GERALD MOIRA

vestibule of a popular restaurant than with the

interior of Burlington House in May ; for, indeed,

if such should be the truth, it would be unseemly

to divulge it here. The reason that Mr. Moira's

work in coloured bas-relief has so far attracted

wider notice than his pictures is doubtless owing

to its novelty, and the fact that it is a field almost

unworked, and also because mural decoration lias

rarely any immediate rival to distract attention
;

whereas at the Academy, even the most patient

searcher after the work of one artist is apt to be

conscious of other pictures shouting for notice.

But even Victory was not Mr. Moira's earliest

contribution to the Academy exhibitions ; a por-

trait, Myrtle M. L. Campbell, was shown there

in 1891, and the next year contained another

portrait-study, Mary, as well as the gold-medalled

picture. In 1893, portraits Jack and Toney and

Sir /olui Stainer, and a picture, " Thereunto the

silent voice replied, Look up thro' night, the world is

wide" were the titles of Mr. Moira's contributions.

--4

In 1894 Willowwood and Mrs. Cyril Plummer

were seen at the Royal Academy, and Sunday

Morning and A Nocturne at the Royal Institute.

1895 saw the portrait of Mrs. John Nairs at

Burlington House, where also in 1896 The King's

Daughter and Brenda, and in 1897 two portraits,

were exhibited.

The dates of Mr. Moira's student work indicate

that he is still young. The facts that his father

was a miniature-painter, or that he himself studied

at the Royal Academy schools, are interesting, if

of no great moment, since they serve to show that

he is no outsider, but one who has grown up in the

atmosphere of art. To escape from academic

trammels is far less easy when from the first know-

ledge has gone ahead of craft. Those who, like

Sir Edward Burne-Jones, plunge into painting,

without training, without even that familiarity with

the mechanism of the art which a painter's son

must needs imbibe unconsciously from his earliest

years, have far more chance of escaping this



"THE SILENT VOICE"
FROM A TAINTING
BY GERALD MOIRA





Mr. Moircis Paintings and Bas-Reliefs

THE COMING 01 GUINEVERE I \K N FOR I III. rROl \ DECORATION l:, Gl l: M I. MOIRA

danger. Within professional circles technique is instinct is thus favoured. In music especiall) we

nearly always overrated -fust, because only other find, in a large majority of cases, that greal

experts can appreciate the difficulties fully; and posers have been the suns of capelmeisters and

secondly, because a large number of craftsmen

(made, not born artists) who can only express in their

arl what has been taught them, are apt to under-

value all that comes by instinct, and to declare

that pedantic si liolarsliip is equivalent to art.

Naturally, unless it was self-evident that Mr.

Gerald Moira had escaped the danger of earl) pro

fessional environment, it would be infelicitous to

allude lure to the cramping influence it sometimes

wields. There can be no doubt, on the other

hand, that early acquaintance with the mechanism

of any art is oi enormous value when an artist by

HAUklN.. . S.RT00N FOR I 111-. 1'ROCADEKO DECORATION l:\ GERALD MOIRA

organists. Perhaps it would be difficult to disi ovei

many instances of the painters of easel pii tures

being the sons of painters. Yd in design it is not

rare to find the talent of the sire re-echoed in the

genius of his offspring.

Mr. Moira is one of the younger men who con-

front the problem of brilliant pigments. The cold

atmosphere of the plein-air school, the carefull)

considered "values" of the Impressionists, the

deliberately lowered tone of other styles, do nol

attract them. They would seem to have studied

the Primitives, the missal painters, and early

Flemish school, no [i .

than the colour print- ol

lapan. lint while the)

boldly attack harmonii in

positive colours, they are

not satisfied with a mere

mosaic of local tints, like

tho i that, as a rule, de

lighted the earliest Primi-

tives. The\ try t ake

their harmonies in orange

and ultramarine, in !>l I

reds and iridescent blue

gn ens as i omplete as the

more subtle chords ol a

( 'orot or the n mum. i i

splendoui i il .1 I'm,m. That

they always succeed is not

quite so certain [m

their very effort is .1 pain

to some well intcntiom d

critics, whose eyes have

been accustomed to the
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Mr. Moirds Paintings and Bas-Reliefs

half-light of many older schools. Bui this need necessity, and when, as in Mr. Moira's case, a painter

not make for censure or praise. Some ears delight shows himself capable of using it with power, there

in the sumptuous crash of a Wagner orchestra, should be no two opinions as to his wisdom.

others love the polyphonic maze

of a Bach fugue, others only ap-

preciate the soft delicacy of a

Mo/art quartette, or a suite for

stringed instruments.

The new school of painters

of which Mi. Moira is a notable

example is in some ways not

unlike the younger operatii

school of Italy. For, without

pushing a fanciful parallel too

far, there is some similarity

between the vigour of orches-

tration in Leoncavallo and

Mascagni and the pictures of

thefew Englishmen who belong

to the group in which Mr.

Moira is a distinguished mem-
ber. Those who love neither

call both vulgar. This, again,

need not trouble us. " Vul-

garity " is usually the name

supercilious people bestow on

art with which they are not

sympathetic.

After a period of secondary

colour in decoration it takes

time to become accustomed to

primary hues. It is also in-

finitely more difficult to com-

pose harmonics in brilliant

pigments, as a glance at modern

female costume reveals all too plainly

ENID BRINGING FOOD
I VRTOON I i IR I 111, I R0< ADERO

\ I ION 11V i. MOIRA

Vet in tli

sombre setting of London, colour is emphatically a dislike to bright pigments. But it should never

But " colour " is a word

which many people use with a

special meaning of their own.

Some speak, and not incor-

rectly, of the " fine colour " of

certain black-and-white work as

opposed to examples not less

fine in other respects, which

nevertheless do not possess

thai particular quality. There-

fore, in praising Mi. Moifal

colour, one must be careful to

explain that the word is used

in tlie simplest sense, free from

any preconcerted limit. The

frank joyous pigment which

makes a Japanese print of the

popular period a delightfully

gay and attractive object, could

hardly be approached in the

medium of oil ; but, on the

other hand, despite the real

abiding beauty of " symphonies

in slime and mud-colour,'' as

their enemies have called them,

there is no earthly reason why

the only perfect harmony

should be limited to low tones.

Probably eyes are sensitive to

certain problems in colour, as

ears are attuned to certain

combinations of sound ; hence

the most honest person may have a congenital

I 111-. BOAR HUN I

2.»8

CARTOON lul; IHE FROCADERO DECORATION UY GERALD MOIRA
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Mr. Moirds Paintings and Bas-Reliefs

be forgotten that these latter are ten

times more difficult to manage plea

santly. One can easily prove this by

studying a shop window filled with

draperies of secondary and tertiary

shades, "art-colours" as they were

styled lately, and comparing it with

another of a fashionable modiste who

has to arrange pure emerald green,

scarlet, violet, and even magenta, side

by side. The first window is never

unpleasant, and often (as those who

remember certain well-known shop in

Regent Street and Bond Street will

allow) distinctly harmonious. Vet

even the difficult task of grouping

matins and silks of primary hue is

sometimes surmounted, though very

seldom, and then mostly with an

enormous amount of black, or dark

grey, to modify their brilliancy. Mr.

Moira both in his bas-reliefs anil paint-

ings revels in colour and eschews

blaek and neutral shades, but he is

never noisy, and rarely oilers less than a very

satisfying harmony, albeit that is pitched in a

far higher key than we have been accustomed to

lately. We are apt to forget that the antique

colouring which has influenced our taste is usually

DESIGN Fl IK s] AIM.l' ,.l ASS BY G
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the work of the master-painter, Time ; that .is the

rich golden hue of many an old master is due to

discoloured varnish, so the bloom of old tapestry,

or the subdued glow of the carvings, emblazoned

and ornate, such as those in Amiens Cathedral, is

owing no little to similar causes. Now
if you start with imitating the effect of

colour that lias laded and be

encrusted with dust, it is obvious that

in smoky London such decoration will

soon be lost in grimy obscurity. Hence
the vigour and courage of the newer

school is not merely commendable, but

may restore vitality to a sense which

has been in danger of perishing ; for

life in .i city supplies monochrome as

its chief food for the eye, in its streets,

its printed pages, and its domestic

portraits. The photographer and the

illustrator, no less than the tailor, have

helped to banish colour from the

ordinary day's routine. llvn< e w<

should welcome any consistent efforl

to bring it back to our houses, books,

or costumes.

The bas-reliefs at the Trocadero

have been illustrated often I u

therefore it has seemed more inti

nig to reproduce here the cartoons

for the decorations, in place of photo-

-3'
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Mr. Moircis Paintings and Bas-Reliefs

graphs of the finished work. What share Mr. Lynn

Jenkins had in the reliefs I cannot sa) ; probably

the modelling ol the figures only ; but as they are

always attributed to the joint efforts of the two

artists, it is somewhat invidious even to hazard a

supposition. These cartoons, however, are the

work of Mr. Moira alone, and the dramatic force

of their conception is no less apparent in the

studies than in the completed models.

Now that photographic reproductions of actual

handiwork can be given with printed text, it

is unnecessary to go round like a showman and

explain to gazers thereon what they are looking

at. Still, as only the cartoons of this decoration

are reproduced, and many distant readers of The
Studio are unlikely to see the originals in the

Trocadero, a tew hare facts concerning them may
not be out of place.

The panels, placed high up on the walls, are six

\ i . i
.

' i \
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feet in height, and together ninety feet in length.

The reliefs were cast in fibrous plaster from models

in clay. The colouring, which is In Mr. Moira,

has I ueii laid on thicklj and wiped off from

those portions in higher relief. Scarce any de-

finition is gained by actual painting, except so

far as proved to be necessary to emphasise

the shadows when the whole was finally in

position. Thus the colour does but confirm the

modelling by strengthening the hollows, and throw-

ing the relief in lighter tones. Here and there gold

and silver are freely used with most satisfactory

effect. The colour, although bright, is cool, and
suffers no little from the less reticent scheme applied

to the architectural features of the rather ornate

building. Indeed, it is a matter for regret that the

whole scheme of the interior was not arranged to

be a setting of these panels instead of entering

into rivalry with them. At present the ordinary

details of the other decora-

tion do much to lessen the

effect of Mr. Moira's charm-

ing designs.

The subjects, in addition

to those here illustrated,

i n c 1 ud e King Arthur's

Round Table, Elaine,

Enid carrying Wine, The

Seneschal, The Queen of

the Tourney, and Hoist

lire the Standard. In

man\', a tree use of white

is noticeable, and in all

the breadth of the colour-

ing is remarkably well sus-

tained.

The paintings of Mr.

Moira are so well repro-

duced here that nothing

need be said, except to

reiterate the gaiety of the

colour of some - the back-

ground of The King's

Daughter and The Hill

Summit especially. In

these the reality of broad

sunlight is kept, with a

certain decorative conven-

tion, not easy to put into

words. In all you feel no

uncertainty of touch. As

the studies here given would

suffice to indicate, Mr.

Moira's method is to com-

Hi>







Mr. Moira's Paintings and Bas-Reliefs
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plete his drawing and composition beforehand, so

that finally his colours may be placed with assur-

ance just where he requires them. Hence, no doubt

the spontaneity of handling which confronts a

spectator gives no little sense of mastery to his

work. The poetic insight of the artist is well seen

in the subject from Rossetti's Willowwood, a

picture that is like a soap-bubble in sunlight as

regards its colour, and exceedingly original in its

composition. The Orchard Pit, a study for a

picture, is full of strong contrast, and the legend,

from whatever source it may have been derived, has

grim suggestiveness, The King 's Daughter, who sits

apart, moody and sad, is a most noble conceptii

and one that interprets Mr. Swinburne's poem,

which begins :

We weir ten maidens in the green i

Small red leaves in the mill watei

.

Fairer maidens nevei i

Apples of ^'ild for the king's daughter.

The Silent Voice, anda ver) typical portrait, nci

no comment, but the) suiter somewhat, in spite ol

their more sober hue. from the loss ol colour ;
.mil

even could that have hen preserved from the

1

it reduction necessary to include them in thi

pages, would have worked nearly as greal a i han

Fortunately a sketch. The Crusaders, made espe

daily for The Studio, and here reproduced in fai

simile, will show better than any description the

actual quality of Mr. Moira's colour.

It is very difficult to estimate the permanent

value of work that captivates you at once bj its

novelty; hut, so far as it is possible to leave out

that import.ml factor, which influences all of us

more than we care to admit, Mr. Moira's pictures

have much more than novelty of composition to

commend them. Their interpretation of the sub

ject is always refined and marked by a delicate

sense of beauty; and without any wish to defeal

the purpose of well I lalanivd appreciation bj

extravagant praise, it is evident that the young

artist's future holds many triumphs in store
; for,

having found his own idiom of expression so soon.

we are justified in expecting much first-class work

from his hands.

But, good as these paintings are, it is the

bas-relief (and possibly domestic stained glass

should be coupled with it) that we have learned

to ask of Mr. Moira. Not even the mosaics

of St. Paul's are more sumptuous in their effect

than this comparatively inexpensive decoration

can be made to be. In place of costly sten

cilling, or such painted decoration as Mr. William

Morris employed at Stanmore Hall and elsi where,

in place of ornament lavished on every square foot

of an interior, one hopes to see before long line

friezes or well-designed panels of figures in coloured

relief freely employed, while the rest of the building

is kept simple and dignified in its repose. For the

true secret of decoration is to li ave sufficient blank

space. If you stud\ these panels, you will find

many restful surfaces unworried by pattern in

dieting colour. They are a notable achievement

for the commencement of .1 1 areer, and lead one

to expect much from their
1 reator.

G. W.
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A Modern English Country House
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A
MODERN ENGLISH COUN-
TRY HOUSE. DESIGNED
BY ARNOLD MITCHELL,
F.R.I.B.A.

In Bacon's Essay on Building, his advice to one

who has several dwellings is " that he sort them so,

that what he wanteth in one he may find in the

other,'' and clenching his argument by quoting

Lucullus' reply to Pompey, " Why, doe you not

think me as Wise as some Fowle are, that euer

change their aboad towards the Winter?" The

house with which this article is concerned has a

definite purpose to fulfil, and has been planned

accordingly. It is not primarily a house for all the

year round, nor a house for summer time only.

Not a house to entertain huge parties, nor to live

in hermit-like seclusion ; but a house near enough

to London that the owner may run down for a few-

hours, or a few days whenever the whim takes him,

and commodious enough to shelter a fair number

of visitors snugly and cosily.

For " Bowden Green " is an admirably planned

building and pre-eminently a house of comfort, of

ARNOLD Ml rCHEl I . VRl Mill' I

luxury without display, and most neatly adjusted to

keep the happy mean between a \illa and a man-

sion. It is quite possible that, with little or, peril. i|
i

,

no extra cost, a very much more imposing edifii e

might have been erected on the site, but its purpo

is not show, but convenience and comeliness.

Fortunately for our purpose, the usual obligation

to be silent respecting the personality of the owner

for whom the house was designed need not be

observed. For one of the inconveniences of

greatness that even Montaigne did not suspert is

that a man first in his profession cannot be regarded

as a private person, but has to share—whether it

be to his taste or not—some of the fierce white

light that heats upon a throne. Sir Benjamin

llaker is one of the typical men of our time ; for if

any single class distinguishes the nineteenth century,

it is its heroes of science. In engineering he has

a prominent place; his share in bringing over

Cleopatra's needle, in designing a new wonder of

the world- the Forth Bridge—and in planning the

new Central Railway for London, should alone

suffice to mark his name indelibly on the annals "l

British men of note. It may be that the art of the
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nineteenth century will look unimportant compared

with that of its predecessors
;
that its paintings, its

drama, its poetry even, will never tower above

earlier work in the same fields. But one fancies

that its science—notably in engineering— will prove

to be the feature that centuries hence will be taken

as the dominant force of the Victorian epoch.

There are those who believe that our aesthetic

ideals will be so modified that the Forth Bridge

itself will appear to our descendants not only a

thing of masterly ingenuity, but of positive beauty

also. Certainly supreme fitness for its purpose is

a noble quality, and it is not improbable that, to

more educated tastes, the fine proportions of the

great bridge will be as satisfying aesthetically as

the proportions of the Parthenon have been to

cultivated Europe for centuries past.

This divergence from our theme is not quite so

erratic as it looks, for the charm of the house in

question does not rely on its picturesque facade or

its interior decorations. These are in good taste and

well able to stand most drastic criticism. But the

most praiseworthy quality of the house and its

outbuildings is that they fulfil their purpose so

admirably. After careful inspection you feel that

it is as a builder that Mr. Mitchell wins you r

highest admiration, not as an architect according to

the popular conception of the word. The general

public look upon architecture as the science of add-

ing to something necessary, but ugly, certain non-

essential but ornamental features. They think that

an architect who takes a four-square box of brick

and mortar, can by the addition of gables and bay

windows, balconies and parapets, so transform

its character that it is no more a mere "building."

but an example of architectural style. This ex-

planation of the general attitude of the average!

person is not so exaggerated as it may sound. One
often hears people regret that some eminent archi-

tect has to design warehouses or lunatic asylums,

instead of cathedrals or palaces. Yet this is a very

undignified view of a great art—the finest archi-

tecture does not depend upon ornament or costli-

ness—it seeks first of all to fulfil its purpose to the

" «th " degree
; then if by reason of its designer's

powers it also chances to be beautiful, one may be

sure that its real beauty lies in its proportions and
utility, not in its ornament.

To quote Bacon once more :
" Houses are built

to line in and not to looke on. Therefore let Yse

MAIN ENTRANCE, BOWDEN GREEN
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A Modern English Country House
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be preferred before Vniformitie ; Except where

both may be had."

In literature the real art is to convey precisely

and unmistakably the idea which you wish to ex-

press. If by exquisite accuracy of epithets you can

also make the mere words melodious in sound, and

with a splendid rhythm of their own, all the better

;

but sound and rhythm will never make literature

—

that is a matter of well-reasoned thought expressed

in vivid and definite sentences ; so style and orna-

ment will never make architecture, unless the

building first fulfils its necessary use.

Mr. Arnold Mitchell is a draughtsman of con-

spicuous ability. His pencil studies of foreign

cathedrals are in their own way unapproachable;

therefore we might have expected that he would be

chiefly concerned in providing beautiful subjects

for an artist to put down on paper. More than one

very eminent architect has exhausted his efforts on

the facade or sky-line of a building, or made a

pastiche from the contents of his sketch-book, and

left the interior to fit into his scheme as best it

could. Many notable instances of this entirely

topsy-turvy method are to be found among our

public buildings, which expose their fallacy U> .ill

who are not satisfied with a rapid glance. Had Mr.

Arnold Mitchell followed others in this respect, he

especially might have been forgiven : even if one

who has so keen a sense of the beauty of ancient

edifices had forgotten tor a while the " workaday

world of pains and prose," and pleaded the artist's

licence, you could hardly deny his right to do so.

That he has not done so, but has set aside his

veneration for picturesque beauty, and boldly tackled

the modern requirements of ventilation, sanitation,

and other so-called sordid matters, is distinctly to

his credit. That he is an artist literally to his.

finger-tips his drawings show : that he is an enthu-

siast in the architecture of past centuries his lectures-

prove; that he can tackle the equally complex

problems of a modern dwelling ought to be no less

clear, after a study of this house.

For if art and common sense ever appear to be

at loggerheads, one may be sure that the apparent

difference is due either to ignorance in the spectator,

or inefficiency on the part of the artist. If our art

of architecture is not pre eminently common sense,

plus something more, so much the worse for it. It
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may be that its aesthetic qualities are too subtle to

be discerned at first glimpse; but if it be art, it

accepts all the commonplace demands based on

practical necessity, and fulfils them admirably before

Art with a big A comes in. If art is not as lofty

a matter as this, then its champions must needs be

ranked with the charlatan, or the weak-minded

fanatics who believe that science and art are

enemies.

The house which Mr. Mitchell has designed

—

one might say " builded "— for Sir Benjamin Baker,

is delightfully placed on high ground above Pang-

bourne, in the far-reaching views of the Thames
Valley. A number of fine trees have not been dis-

turbed, so that in a very short time, when the crude-

ness inevitable to a new brick structure has

become modified by the weather, the house will

come harmoniously into the landscape. The gates

to the carriage-drive are worth a moment's notice,

both for their general design and for certain vigorous

pieces of carving worked out of the solid oak posts.

The house design itself from this side is so clearly

seen in the illustration on page 240 that it must

be a waste of words to explain its general plan.

The entrance-door, given in a separate illustration,

is admirably placed and is well planned. An iron

scraper of special design, a letter-box and a piece of

carving just above it, show ornamental details of

graceful character. A panel designed and executed

by Mr. George Simmonds is to the right of the

electric bell, and is the only feature that calls for

comment. Its subject is a kid and a horseshoe;

the latter was picked up by one of the future in-

mates of the house, and the rest of the design

contains allusions to private matter which need not

be explained here. On the angle of the house the

very well designed bracket for the electric light, in

copper and iron, was made by Hart, Son and Peard.

Although this is the ceremonial entrance to the

house, its real front is on the other side, and ap-

proached from a middle path, well placed upon a

terrace, as we see is in another view (page 239).

The character of the design is now clear. Red bricks

and red tiles, with white-framed casements, group

pleasantly against the trees, and show how skilfully

the architect has managed to provide for an un-

usual number of windows. In the building itself

these windows do not appear to carry the upper

THE DINING-ROOM
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stories, as the photograph might suggest. The
thick walls between the casements, which in the

picture are hardly noticeable, in the real building

look quite equal to sustain the upper part of the

house. It is curious to find how a photograph

may mislead one. In the house itself there is not

the slightest feeling that the windows interfere with

the sense of structural sufficiency, and an assur-

ance that they do not should be placed on record

here, lest the picture might convey a totally false

impression.

The interior of the entrance-hall, approached

from the terrace, on which is a delightful sundial,

happily placed in a projecting bay, is the subject

of another illustration, although the exigencies

of the camera have practically left the hall itself

out of the picture, and show only the passage and

staircase which lead out of it. On a table facing

the door stands a model of Cleopatra's needle
;

which, as most people will remember, was in 1878

brought to England in a ship constructed specially

after Sir Benjamin Baker's design. The illustration

shows clearly the comparatively low ceiling which

is the rule throughout the house, a feature which

ARNOLD MITCHELL, Aki III I EC I

imparts a distinct sense of cosiness and domesticity.

To the right is the dining-room, panelled entirely

in oak, with no carving of any sort ; and this same

joinery by Parnell and Sons of Rugby is a joy in

itself, so excellently has the wainscot oak been

" picked " and worked, that after two years you can

find no place to insert the thinnest of knife-blades.

The doors, as may be seen in the illustration, are

framed on the scale of the panelling, with locks of

special design, executed by Singer and Sons. These

locks are typical of the high accuracy of mechanical

finish an engineer demands. The working parts,

made of gun-metal, are so exquisitely wrought, that

the keys may be turned by the touch of one's little

finger. That such perfection is costly, goes with-

out saying. The price of the locks for this one

room represents more than would suffice to furnish

a suburban dining-room in the most advani ed com-

mercial art. Throughout the whole building the

joinery resembles that employed in fine cabinet

work, and, like the plaster on the wall surfaces,

is perfect. But perfection is only gained by in-

finite care over details, and here this care has

been lavishly expended. The fatal habit to-day is
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ornamental features are so

clearly evident in the illus-

tration, that it is not neces-

sary to dwell upon them.

On a bookcase at the side

stands a huge silver modi 1

of the Forth Bridge — an

unusual piece of bric-a-brac

for a drawing room, which

again brings the fact before

one that the house is essen-

tially a bachelor's abode

—

not lacking, it is true, "the

touch which betrays a

woman's hand " (to quote a

once favourite phrase of the

minor novelists), for Sir

Benjamin is no misogynist,

and has near relatives to

play the part of hostess.

All the same, it is essentially

a holiday home rather than

a family mansion.

But space will not permit

detailed notice of each

room ; two of the bed-

rooms supply pictun

THE HALL AND STAIRCASE ARNOl D MITCHE1 I . ARCH] I El I

to hide poor construction

by ornament ; and if the

opposite method, which has

been followed here, is too

often mentioned in this de-

scription, such repetition

must be pardoned, because

it is the chief feature of the

house, and the one that,

unluckily for the majority

of modem buildings, is well-

nigh unique.

The chief architectural

feature of the drawing-room

i di lightful ingle-nook,

shown in our illustration

(page 241). The curve

of its lintel is pleasantly

managed, and the details

are all harmonious and well

proportioned. An Elsley

-rale, framed by Persian

tiles, is surmounted by a

ially designed

mantel ; but the merely DROOM ,l,\o! |i Ml .1 1 .
\KI 111 I El
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A Modern English Country House

A DOOR IN THE DINING-ROOM

ARNOLD MITCHELL, ARCHITECT

bits, which are here illustrated. Throughout

the whole of the upper floor the wall-paper

is of one design (by Mr. Gwatkin), but the colour

is different for each chamber. The photographs,

oddly enough, make the papers appear in low

modelled relief, but they are absolutely flat, in

bright colours, and far less obtrusive in pattern than

they appear to be in the black-and-white illustra-

tions.

The kitchen and scullery, the bath-rooms and

lavatory, have wall-surfaces of glazed brick, and

the peculiar care bestowed on the arrangement

and detail of sanitation must not be overlooked,

although it is out of our province to dwell upon

them here. Mr. Arnold Mitchell evidently be-

lieves that a happy home must be, first, a healthy

one, and spares no pains to achieve that end.

In the grounds, a picturesque fowl-house de-
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mands a word, as by its pleasant design it forms

an ornamental feature, and is a most commodious

habitation for certain choice poultry which it

shelters. These lordly fowls have piazzas of their

own for wet weather, and almost the only fault on

the estate is that the dividing-walls of these are

not pierced, so that a poor hen cannot make a

circuit of the shelters in showery weather, but must

needs undertake a detour when she wishes to change

her outlook.

Under the same roof as the stables there is a room

for the electrical installation by which the house is

lighted. Even here one' sees that the room has

been specially arranged, in order that an ample

amount of light may be available for the proper

inspection of the storage cells.

The whole house shows clearly that science and

art need not be regarded as foes. It is true that

science has here claimed to be first considered,

but in no single instance does it appear that art

has suffered thereby. Certainly the fact that the

house is not merely weather-proof, but apparently

calculated to stand the wear and tear of cen-

turies, is not to its discredit. Stability and com-

fort, ample light and ventilation, cisterns placed

3
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in evidence in the text, reserving consideration of

Mr. Mitchell's artistic treatmi nt of homes to a more

convenient season.

s
OME OLD WROUGHT-IRON
WORK. BY EDWARD F.

STRANGE. \\ I I II DRAW-
INGS BY HERBERT S. PEP-
PER.

The period which was inaugurated by the reign

..f William and Mary has much to answer for in

English art, both of good and evil. It left us

a legacy of a quaint, narrow-waisted, high heeled

sort of sentiment, which even \et is not entirely

exhausted. It is responsible for the invention of

tea-drinking, for the first publication of society

scandals, for the building of houses in rows to

sample, and the laying out of parks and gardens on

strictly mathematicayines. Still, looking back on

the prettiness and unconscious humour of the lite

of that age, we somehow or other cleave to what

remains to us thereof, and absolutely decline to, as

Hans Breitmann puts it, "undutchify ourselves"

anymore. And of these relics, the most English,

ENTRANCE GATE TO DRIVE AT BOWDEN GREEN

where they can be inspected, permanent washstands

with hot and cold supply in each bedroom, waste

pipes that cannot become channels for noxious

gases—all these and a hundred other things ought

to be the commonplaces of good architecture

;

for they are its true essentials. Having seen that

all these are provided it is an additional satisfac-

tion to discover that a house is not less beautiful

because it is practical. The charm of Mr. Arnold

Mitchell's work is evident to a chance visitor ;

therefore, in place of criticism or eulogy, it may

be left here to speak for itself through the excel-

lent photographs taken especially for this article.

A plan of each floor would have revealed excellent

lighting and novel as well as satisfactory arrange-

ments for ventilation ; but plans are not easily read

by the average person; at least such a conclusion is

lorced upon one by the evidence of indifference

displayed, even by those about to build, to this

most important detail of house-construction. Vet

as working drawings are not included, and the

nitre prosaic qualities of a house are not to be

discovered from pictures, it seemed best, " once

and for once only," even at the risk of departing

from the usual habit of The Studio, to place them FOWL-HOUSE \i BOVVDEN GREEN
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and perhaps for that reason the most neglected,

are those gates and railings of wrought-iron which

are dotted about all over London and its older

suburbs.

It is astonishing how little we know of these said

gates, beyond what our eyes can tell us. Who
made them, who designed them, are both hitherto

unsolved questions ; although, now that handicraft

is recognised as a not altogether ignoble section

of the arts, it is possible that antiquarians may

consider it worth their while to unearth what re-

cords still perhaps exist in family and parish

archives. This much we can say for certain, that

the school (for it has all the continuity and distinc-

tion of style which entitle it to the designation) is

FIG I WROUGHT-IRON GAT1 FROM A DRAWING BY II

an English growth from a French source—the iron-

work of Louis XIV.; that it did not exist in

England before the time of Sir Christopher Wren,

and may even have been imported and cultivated

by him after his notable visit to France in 1665 ;

and that it soon lost its French characteristics,

except for the use of certain technical processes,

such as the pitch-block—developing into a charm-

ing simplicity and straightforwardness of treatment

which compares as favourably with French over-

elaboration of ornament and pretentiousness, as

does, to take a similar case, our earlier school of

Gothic architecture with its cousin across the

Channel.

The question of design is a difficult one to deal

with. As a general rule,

this is so good, shows such

accurate knowledge of con-

structive principles, and such

splendid taste and reticence

in the placing of the orna-

ment, that we can scarcely

credit it to the smith, much

as we are able to admire an

excellence of craftsmanship

in execution which is un-

deniably his. The famous

Hampton Court screens are

of course known to have

been designed by Jean Tyou

or Tijou ; but they are so

thoroughly French as to

have little in common with

the class of work we are

now considering. It seems

probable that our gates were,

at all events, planned by the

leading architects of the day,

some of them probably by

Wren himself. The archi-

tectural treatment is obvious

in many, and would not

naturally occur to a smith,

whose tendency, as in earlier

times, would be to bend and

cut, rather than build up

with straight lines. A simi-

larity not so far-fetched as

might at first sight appear.

is also worth noting between

the pediments of some of

these gates (Fig. 5) and the

general outline ot the

churches by Wren and his
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associates. Lastly, there is one little scrap of

evidence, only a hint perhaps, of Sir Christopher's

•own acquaintance with smithy work, in his letter to

Dr. Bateman, wherein he alludes to projects he has

on the anvil, a metaphor which may have some

significance, used so soon after his introduction to

the master-smiths of France.

Of the men who exe-

cuted these designs we

have been unable to learn

anything, Huntingdon
Shaw, whose limited life-

record is already too well

known and too uncertain

to need repetition, always

excepted. Of the material,

we can say with some con-

fidence that it was pro-

bably German, imported

through Dort or Dordrecht

in drawn bars of various

sizes, but generally three-

quarter inch square, so

that bars of this dimension

were technically known at

the time as " Dort-square."

Careful measurements of a

large number of existing

specimens have shown how fig 3. wrought-iron

general was the use of this manufai tun in

London district, and its influence on the designs

themselves is of the highest importance. It will be

seen, as has alreadj been suggested, thai th< d

signs an- essentiall) grounded on straight lines and
the natural curves in which these ri ad) drawn

could easily be bent. The other elements an also

simple, .mil very few in number viz., apple

water-leaves, formed l>\ splashing out the ends of

a bar, or b) cutting from thick sheet and weld

the joint ; a twist and knot, both easil) made fi

the bar, and acanthus like foliage produced with the

assistance of the pitch-block, a French process

which appears in English work for the first time al

this period. This latter procedure is again frei

from complication. It is somewhat akin to chas-

ing : a sheet being laid on .1 bloi k of elastic piti h,

moulded with blunt tools, and the OUtlini 5 cut with

a chisel, the last operation giving to the finished leaf

a rough edge on its under side, by which the pro-

cess can easily be detected. It may be mentioned
incidentally that there are still one or two smiths 111

England who are capable of turning out work of

this nature in a 111.inner quite equal to that of their

predecessors, but for lack of encouragement the

generation is likely to soon die out.

Of the examples figured, No. 3 is interesting, and
somewhat distinguished by having no pediment ; a

feature at once accounted for by the fact that it is

placed in front of a house with an elaborate portico

with heavy pillars ami pediment in the classic style.

I Ri IM A DRAW IV, BY II s
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The orname nt of this specimen is also nearly devoid

of foliage, although particularly rich in scrolls.

Fig. 4, on the contrary, has a pediment of un-

usual richness and merit ; the ornament consisting

of apple-leaves somewhat realistically treated. This

gate has no connection with any building, being

part of a long garden railing ; hence a lighter and

more luxuriant treatment than would have been

Mi
1 essary or suitable in the preceding case.

The other gates are good examples of work de-

signed to very effectively relieve the heavy and

sombre domestic architecture which they accom-

pany ; Fig. 5 being one of a set of five or six, all

similar in essentials, and still in use; while Fig. 1,

which is noteworthy for its general richness, as

well as for the beauty of its monogram, has been

removed from its original situation. It was, how-

ever, undoubtedly hung in a railing instead of

between posts, and must also have been one of the

chief entrances to a house of some pretensions.

Unfortunately, the present owner is unacquainted

with its history.

By the way, these mono-

grams themselves merit a

special study, and alone serve

as an argument for the attri-

bution of the designs to more

cultivated and lettered sources

than the craftsmanship of the

period could have furnished.

The inn-sign is worthy to

rank with some of the best in

Germany, with which, how-

ever, it has nothing in com-

mon : its perfect construction

and severity, yet wealth of

effect, rendering it quite un-

surpassable as a model of

fitness and beauty. It is still

to be seen in the village of

Roehampton, near Putney,

although the old inn to which

it belonged has been rebuilt.

It will be noticed that in

these gates many of the details

are identical : and yet it is a

remarkable thing that, al-

though the crafts of the next

generation left us almost a

literature of their own, yet

of this English art no one

seems to have discovered

pattern-books, sketches, or

so much as a single working
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drawing. Of French designs, several more or less

admirable sets are still in existence, and the best

specimens from these might be studied with very

considerable advantage by modern designers of

iron-work, who would find in them much suggestive

material easily adaptable to the tastes of to-day.

So far we have tried to give due meed to one of

the humblest, though noblest of our crafts. Except

for the efforts of a very few workers, it is almost

dead, and even these are stinted in their material

and hampered in the matter of time by the cheese-

paring of certain contract-loving architects of the

day, until, instead of wrought-iron in its strength,

their productions rather resemble the effeminate

bent-ribbon-wire work of Venice. The craft is essen-

tially one which requires time and a free hand, for

every dainty leaf and every quaint and unexpected

curve should be again and again an evidence of the

love for his labour of him who wrought it : taking

delight in the artist's fancies, and perhaps aiding

and developing them more than we can ever know.

E. F. S.

lie. 4. WROUGHT-IRON GATE FROM A DRAWING BY H. S. l'EPI'EK
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FIG. 5. WROUGHT-IRON GATE
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s
T E I X L E X AS A LITHO-
GRAPHER. BY GABRIEL
M OUREY.
There are few artists whose name and

whose work are more widely known than those of

Steinlen. The public knows him as it knows Caran

d'Ache, Forain, Jules Che'ret, and Willette in

France, or Phil May, Raven Hill, Dudley Hardy,

and the brothers Beggarstaff in England. More-

over, he has earned the admiration of artists them-

selves ; and it is a piece of rare good fortune for

a draughtsman thus to be understood and appre-

ciated alike by the many and by the few.

His gifts, it may be said at once, are eminently

" sympathetic,'' both in regard to the subjects he

particularly affects, and the thoroughly personal

way he : with them. He
catches the 1 to the mind

by a truly remarkai ail, a

sense of nature and life, and a grr.it power

of observation, whili the feeling hi

is frequently one of g sympathy

ami respect. Unlike Forain, he

cynical, mordant, or cruel, nor is he a

caricaturist, like Caran d'Ache. Briefly,

he is human, and this is the word which,

I think, best describes him. And from

this very humanity springs the great suc-

I

I

ss liis productions have achieved.

It may be objected that the society he

depicts is very limited in range, being

1 onfined to the poor, the beggars, and the

vagabonds, the types of the poverty-

stricken outskirts. But such objection

will not hold good. What, alas, is more

general, more universal than this poverty ?

and what a world of characters and sor-

rowful, typical scenes it affords the

draughtsman's pencil ! Everything is

genuine in this sad world of his. The

conventions of society, the codes of cant

and snobbisme are nothing to the men and

women he shows us. They at least wear

no masks ; there is no hypocrisy in these

poor, suffering creatures ; and, with all

their animalism, they are none the less

our brothers and our sisters, our equals,

whether looked at from the human or the

divine standpoint. Their wretchedness,

their crimes, their degradation, may fill us

with repugnance, perhaps ; but there is

no denying they offer the artist a vast

field of study, and one cannot but feel

interested in it all. At times these figures stand

as it were a reproach to our pleasures, to our

selfishness ; they haunt us in the midst of our

well-being, and in our life of ease and refinement

we catch the mournful strain of their lament, whose

echoes linger in our ears.

The work must be good and beautiful

can awake such feelings as these ; and

altogether from the admiration Steinlen's

gifts inspire, we must needs be grateful to him for

the humanising influence of his productions. But

having said this I will, with my readers' permission,

direct their attention exclusively to the artistic side

of the innumerable drawings bearing this artist's

signature, and endeavour to show how personal,

how truly original, is his manner of looking at

things.

which

apart
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In the first place accuracy would seem to be one

of his first considerations. He is a lover of truth,

and nothing in his eyes is unworthy of careful

study. The simplest object of everyday life, a chair,

a table, a basket, a wall—everything pleases him,

because everything has its own fixed characteristics,

and everything to him is a subject worthy of atten-

tion. His sketch-books and studies show plainly

enough that he leaves nothing to chance—and as

much cannot be said of many artists of to-day.

He gives himself up to incessant work, neglecting

not even the smallest detail, striving always to

draw just what he sees, in all its minuteness, before

transposing and simplifying it for the finished pic-

ture. Thus it is he succeeds in creating such an

air of reality in all he does.

What, indeed, could be more real than all these

series of drawings in black-and-white and in colour,

which have appeared in the illustrated papers, such

as the Gil Bias Illustre—of which he is the suc-

cessful founder—or the Chambard, wherein his

lithographs, some of the best of his productions,

saw the light ? What could be more real, and yet

more varied ? One could not wish to look through

a more interesting collection than that containing

all these lifelike sketches, with their infinite variety

of types and surroundings and scenery—labourers

from town and country, peasants, soldiers, beggars,

street singers, pedts bourgeois, street urchins of

both sexes, all the humble populace of the big

towns such as Paris, where one sees them in the

outskirts, or in the lonely avenues of the exterior

boulevards, or the queer neighbourhoods, fulfilling

their dull round of existence in misery or in vice.

And there is no one at the present day who has

caught this phase of life with more intensity, more

truthfulness, more power, or more artistic feeling

than Steinlen. The strange, the remarkable thing

is that he is never coarse, for, even in the most out-

rageous, most realistic scenes from his pencil, the

sentiment of pity is uppermost. However low they

may have fallen, be it even to the bottom of the

social ladder—whatever degree of ignominy their

faces may betray, one needs must pause before con-

demning these ruffians in caps and blouses, these

deplorable creatures, once women, but now mere-

bundles of rags—one pities them instead. Steinlen

tells their sorrowful story in all its poignancy,

and shows us only too well the inner meaning

of their existence. Writ large we see all the dread-

ful history of their past ; see how, little by little,

from force of circumstances, by a sort of fatality,

they have at last come to their present state, wal-

lowing, without power of resistance, in the mire !

-5-

All this is modern, eminently modern. These

are the wretched, sickly flowers which spring to life

in the foul soil of our overcrowded cities, where

every sort of luxury rubs shoulders with every sort

of wretchedness.

The series of lithographs published by M. Klein-

mann, one of which, Inside a Tramcar, is repro-

duced here, gives a striking idea of Steinlen's power.

With black-and-white on the bare stone he pro-

duces effects of great force and suppleness, and,

to those who can perceive it, full of colour too.

What energy of touch, what skill in character-

drawing are revealed in these plates ! Each one of

these various types is alive with his own individual

life, quite distinct from that of his neighbours in

this house on wheels, which for a few moments

becomes the shelter, the point of concentration,

of so many separate existences. In every one of

these faces, in the attitude in which each indi-

vidual is seated, one can read their minds, trace

the direction of their daily cares, tell their habits,

realise their modest ambitions.

Another plate in the same collection represents

the interior of some wretched garret in a workman's

home. The wife, shrunken with privation, her

features drawn by hunger, is seated on a pallet,

holding her child in her arms ; while the husband,

huddled up in a corner at the back of the room,

his head between his hands, seems broken by de-

spair. He has just returned, no doubt, from seek-

ing work, but he has not found it. A silence, as

of death, hangs over these three human beings.

Despite its dignity, a commonplace drama enough,

perhaps, for it is all too common. But how won-

derfully the artist has treated it, in complete

simplicity, without a touch of the sensational or

the melodramatic ! One feels a sense of deep,

almost violent emotion ; and that is enough.

Yet another. Two little laundresses, thin and

delicate-looking, are crossing a square, one carry-

ing an enormous bundle of linen, the other a heavy

basket. They are leaning back, straining every

nerve to get through their task, with suffering

written in their contracted faces.

There is also a programme, in lithography, of a

performance for the benefit of some soup fund or

other, which is full of pathos. Around the enor-

mous pot containing the steaming broth one sees a

crowd of wretched creatures holding out their

basins. In the foreground are a pair of children

;

the little brother, a mite of eight at most, is

clutching his sister's dress, and standing on tip-

toe : while the girl, who is older, has a look of

mild resignation in her face. Behind them is an
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old man, and farther back workmen and women—
a hungry crowd drawn together by the tempting

smell. And the plump, handsome woman who is

distributing to all around the wherewithal to stay

tin ir pangs, wears the Phrygian cap. She is the

Republic itself the ideal Republic which heals and

' omforts all woes and "gives food to the hungry."

At the top of the plate Steinlen has written these

two words, En Attendant! ''Waiting!" Waiting

for the hour which, alas, will never sound, the hour

of universal happiness, the hour when "sorrow and

sighing shall flee away," and trouble and misery lie

nought hut empty words.

Sorry though 1 am, I must pass over the numerous

covers for music and books which Steinlen has illus-

trated : nor have I space to deal with his posters,

which are well worthy of an article to themselves,

notably his lately produced design for the new

journal La Feiiille, a work of remarkable originality.

Readers of TheStudio will not have forgotten that

splendid poster La Rue, in which at least a dozen

life-size figures appear, and the lithographic stones

lor which numbered more than thirty. One must

see the original, however, to get an idea of thi

bright and joyous colouring, the harmonious ar

rangement of this real poster, this true piece of

mural decoration.

We must pause a moment over this collection

of songs, "Chansons de Femmes," poor though

they be both in music and words. For the pub-

lishers, AIM. Enoch et Cie., had the happy

thought to commission Steinlen to do them a set

of original lithographs. They are fifteen in num-

ber, and all display equal charm, and truth, and

fancy; all have a feeling of delicious melancholy.

They stand by themselves among Steinlen's pro-

ductions, and show another side of his genius.

Side by side with the keen observer he is, and

must ever be, goes another self, a tender, sensitive

nature, loving the soft, hazy outlines, the last dim
lights of the dying day, the landscapes which

sadden while they delight. From first to last thi se

illustrations for the " Chansons de Femmes" are a

delight to the eye and to the imagination.

Here we have a little dressmaker, with In big

round box hanging on her arm, reading a love letter

in the street at dusk. The lamps, just lit, shine

through the evening mist, and the carriage lights

sparkle to and fro, while she stands there, deep in

her reading, heedless of all the bustle and noise

around.

H re again is an interior, dark and gloomy, with

a solitary woman engro ; refl ction. An

open book lies on her knees, and her head rests
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pensively on her hand. There is an al phere of

utter sadness about her.

Another shows a woman muffled in furs, hurry-

ing along, to i lut lover doubtless; while the

passers-by, just suggested, as though seen through

a mist, turn and watch her inquisitively.

As we turn the pages we come upon a really

delicious domestic scene. A woman, lolling on a

sofa, is playing with her cats, while in the back-

ground a man is seated at the piano. Some flowers

are fading on a table close by. The languid

gestures of the woman are full of tender grace. In

the foreground two cats are asleep. Everything

peaks of the joys of home, the rest and peace of

true affection.

Next we have two lovers in a wood. She, seated

on the moss, he, lying lower than she, with his head

on her knees, gazes into her eyes
—

" O Gioventii,

primavera della vita !

"

A crossing scene. Some street singers have

1 nine to a halt. One is playing the violin, another

is singing. The listeners form a circle round them,

workmen, housewives, boys and girls, who know-

by heart the popular air being warbled, and join in

chorus with the two poor performers.

Another of his street scenes is irresistibly funny.

The song is called " Yous etes jolie," and Steinlen

depicts at the end of some shabby street a couple

of singers, the man twanging his guitar as accom-

paniment to the woman's song. Her collecting

box hangs from her finger. Both are remarkably

ugh. The man is quite bald, and the woman

bloated ; but so much sentiment, so much energy,

does she put into her singing, that one feels sure

she must really be in earnest and mean what she is

trying to express. The old pair of sentimental

beggars forms an unforgettable picture.

but the pearl of this collection of "Women's

Songs" is the lithograph illustrating tin- piece

called " Tu m'apparus." To my mind it is a little

masterpiece. \\ e see two lovers walking at night-

time side by side, and embracing. The gesture of

the young girl ; the way she raises her face to meet

her sweetheart's lips ; the way he holds her hand :

the exquisite simplii ity ol their attitudes: with the

glimpse of the street ahead, and its lights, the dark

slunlow from which the pair stand out; the girl's

lighl bodice relieving the gloom— it is all full of

eh. 11111, and tills one with an infinite sense of deli-

cate pleasure. And there is nothing gross about

it. The thing is honest and pure, which adds

further merit to this striking picture.

And tlu cover of the collection, with its group

iris, fall and slim, dancing hand in hand round
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no nunc than VV. VV. May, the charming marine

artist, who in late life was Keeper of the Painted

Hall at Greenwich, just because in early life he

had been a sailor; no more than Robert Goff,

who was in tin Coldstream Guards; or Seymour
Haden, President of his own Academy, and once

such a successful surgeon that he might have

been President ol the College of Surgeons to

boot. In art of any kind— in Painting, Writing,

Modelling—the spirit in which a man does his

work, and not the means that he possesses or

the- family he belongs to, constitutes him profes-

sional or amateur. Is his art his chief interest?

If so, whatever may be his status upon other

grounds, professional artist, serious professional

artist In is, with his books or his pictures. To the

serious artist a little money is of endless useful-

ness, even if it be only that scanty portion of three

hundred a year and an umbrella—for that scanty

portion which has caused the fool to eat the bread

of idleness has caused the wise man to work with a

will. It has gone some little way towards securing

him that deepest boon for the artistic nature, la

liberie du travail. It has freed him in a measure
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from the obligation of producing the "pot-boiler."

Francis James has never produced the "pot-boiler."

I suppose it was his exquisite enjoyment of

flowers, as he has lived amongst them, that gave

the first impulse to him to render them in art.

'Then as to method in Water-colour Painting, there

came the influence of De Wint—dare I say it?

—

and then the influence of some, at least, of modern

French practice, ami then the influence of his

neighbour down in Sussex— that sensitive Im-

pressionist, 11. 1!. Brabazon, with his mature

thought upon the matter, and his delightful practice,

his "blobs," upon thi' drawing paper— "blobs"

which are so very few and are so exquisitely right.

Mr. James has become, of late years at all events,

less purely an Impressionist than Mr. Brabazon.

In his work, whatever be its theme, there is always

more of positive ami of refined draughtsmanship.

But the influence of Brabazon is there all the

same ; or, at least, is there from the first. An
immense sensitiveness as to colour, a refinement of

colour which does not preclude boldness — the

cultivation of an alertness as to the most delicate

gradations of colour— these things characterise
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Francis James. Thej are of assistance to him,

even of incalculable assistance to him, in all the

things that he depicts, in all the visions he reali es.

But I think they are of most use to him of all

when it is flowers he is looking at : composing with

grace : painting with ineffable charm.

And, so far as I understand, flowers were the

subject with which he chose to begin.

It would be thoroughly unfair, now, to Francis

James to consider him only as a flower-painter.

Outside flowers altogether, there is a class of effect

which he has made his own, and which is his by

reason of his habitual command of colour, fearless,

original, and gay. I am talking of the church

interiors, beheld in keen, clear light, and interest-

ing less it may be by their architecture—as to which

while Mr. Fulleylove, Mr. Albert Goodwin, and Sir

VVyke Bayliss, speak, who is there that shall speak

with equal authority to-day? — interesting less

by their architecture than by their hues and their

illuminations, and their accidents and accessories
;

the ornaments about the altar, the wreath of

flowers that encircle the figure of a saint, the bit

of heraldic glass that recalls Nuremburg, the sacred

piece hoisted above the altar; the banner, it may
be, hi perhaps only the pink cushion, or the little

i' in curtain that gives privacy to the box of the

confessional. At Rothcnburg, as well as at

Nuremburg itself, Mr. James went in for very

;erious draughtsman's study of statues in their

niches, of the traceried wall, of plate upon the

altar, of this and that little detail, of which the

treatment remained broad while it became finished.

At Nuremburg—to name two, that for excellent

reasons I remember—admirable is the broad and

luminousness, picturesqueness of his interiors of

the Kaiser Kapelle and of St. Sebald. At Rothen-

burg, as far as simple architecture is concerned,

what a variety lay before him ! And yet from all

its richness and variety he turned now and then

to paint the humble window of the little bourgeois

or little tradespeople's house : the window-sill with

its few pots of green-leaved and blossoming flowers,

seen, some of them, against the brown-red shutter;

fragile fuchsia, and healthy geranium, and that puce

flower you know so well, and its name eludes you

—does it ?— for the moment.

But whether Francis James is occupied with

flower painting, or with church interiors of Germany
or of the Eastern Riviera, or with landscape pieces,

or with studies of the village shop, it is always the

same spirit of broad interpretation that dominates

! rail Lliui LI
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Mr. F. E. James's Water-Colours

(-tea!
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PROM \. WATER-COLOl'R BY P. E. J
^SIES

• AUTUMN, ASOLO
> WATER-COLOUR BY F. E.
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Mr. F. E. fames s Water-Colours

his work. Its business is to recall an impr< we shall never therefore take his measure by an in-

artistic always, whether beautiful or quaint -it is spection of work like this. Some quaint line it

not generall) its business to be imitative, ;trictl) possesses, and to the interest of quaint, as well as

imitative, ol actual object or scene. Quite an of lovely, combinations of line, Francis James is

infinity of detail is pleasantly suggested by that quite alive. But it is where the combinations of

drawing ol the Grocer's Shop at Bewdky the line may be lovely—where they may have their

highest quality herein—and yet more where withpost-offic< of the countr) town and just as much

l.\ Shop Front, Bewdky, which shows us the

deep bow-window ol Mr. Bryan, the bookseller;

a background before which some quiet figure out

of Jane Austen might conceivably have passed.

beautiful line there must (to do justice to the theme)

be associated beautiful colour
;

it is here that

Mr. lames is most characteristic. Autumn, Asolo,

shows this to some extent ; and so do other land-

put it , s n0 | obtruded. If you peer closely into scapes in which tin- world to which he has addressed

the paper, it is not .0 i u.i II \ and < 1 1 \ I \ mad. out. himself, whether of Lombard or Venetian plateau

[n a sense, il n'y a run. Stand away a little, and or Alpine height, is dealt with with intrepidity.

then again il i a tout. But it is to churches and flowers—or sometimes to

But, of course, Mr. fames's preoccupation with a the interiors of drawing-rooms or bedrooms lived in

quaint little world of the provinces, whose combina- by tasteful people, and full therefore of objects that

tions of colour, as he here shows us them, are must gratify the eye in their happy union— it is to

curious rather than lovel) that preoccupation of

Ins. I say, is occasional rather than constant : and

" s \\ ll I . I : Ri
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churches and flowers in the main, and most of all

flowers, that we must come back, to find Mr.

James quite at his most exquisite,

quite at his most characteristic.

Perhaps it is hardly possible

nowadays to paint flowers without

submitting to some extent to the

influence of the Japanese. From

them, whatever else you learn,

you learn freedom of treatment

and a concentration upon essen-

tials. The limitations of Japan-

ese art it does not happen just

now to be the fashion to recog-

nise: though every one who is

really educated - every one who

has at his fingers' ends the

('lassies of art, the immense

achievements of Europe from

Holbein to Turner— must know

of these limitations and must feel

them. That does not prevent the

perception of the value of those

things which Japanese art (among

the arts of other peoples indeed)

has had some capacity for teach-

ing us. And when Mr. fames

makes his pink and white roses

trail over the paper, with tints so

pale and delicate, I think of the

Japanese. I think of these much
less when be sets a whole posy—

a

whole group at least— in a tum-

bler, and has his massive colour,

his rich, great colour, his fearless

juxtapositions. And then, perhaps,
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with the fapanese influence not lost altogether, but

still mainly subdued not displayed at all, and

scarcely even insinuated—do I rejoice in Francis

James at his best.

Among painters, water-colour painters, Francis

James is the poet of flowers, as Van Huysum, it

ma) be- two hundred years ago was their prose

chronicler. The public knows Van Huysum best

by his work in oils. The amateur of noble prints

knows him best by Earlom's two splendid transla-

tions of him into the medium of mezzotint. But

the not less rare connoisseur of the fine drawings of

a ]iast period knows him by water-colour sketches,

such as those possessed by the department of

prints and drawings at the British Museum. Ami
as there are moments, moods, opportunities, when

men apparently tar apart get nearer together, so,

just and now again by Van Huysum's practice in

water-colour by his pure sketching in that medium
---the gulf that separates him from Francis James

Water-Colours

is, not bridged indeed, Imt nar

rowed. Themoment Van Huysum

passes beyond the ]
>ure ski itch, the

perhaps even rapid stud)', omi

thing that is ol the nature of the

artificial, ol intentional and obvi

intricacy, begin - t< i as si 1
1 il >i Ii

Now with the delightful artist of

the da) w hose eulogium, as I trust,

I am slowl) making, that i nevei

the case.

Francis fames's feeling for flowers

is, in some sense, akin to a woman's

instinctive fondness fi u ever) bod) 's

children. I le has joy in their mere

life. And it is their life that he

paints. Ami he paints them in

their own atmosphere the sun

light heightening so the kej ol

their colour, or a little rain perhap

has fallen and their life is refreshed.

Had the rain fallen when Van

I

I

uvsum painted them, the drop

would have glistened on the petal
;

the perfection of the imitation of

it is what we might have been

asked, first of all, to see and admire.

But it is not their ai i idi ntal eon

dition that Francis James imitates.

It is their splendid vigour or ex-

quisite freshness— see, for instance,

this noble primula with its deep

glowing, slight!) mauvish reds and

its enriched green leaves : in its con

dition. a very bridegroom coming out of his chamber.

Amongst flowers, Francis Janus, I find, is uni-

versal in his loves. He does not swear fidelity to

the rose -or he does not swear the particular

fidelity which is only exclusiveness. In ever)

garden, every greenhouse, every season of the year,

he has (to use the sailor simile) "a wife in ever)

port." Jle is as various in his appreciations of the

beloved and the admirable as is a young man by

Mr. Thomas Hardy. Primula, tulip, rose, pelar-

gonium, and then the hundred orchids having

thanked one ol them for its beaut), and profited

by it. he turns with happy expectation to another.

Nor does disappointment await him.

One little confidence, made to me long ago. 1

recollect, I propose, before I finish this article,

ruthlessly to break. Mr. James destroys many

drawings. He strangles the ill-begotten. He pro

nounces with severit) judgment upon his i reations.

Jh assists the fittest to survive, rhrei 01 foui
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years back lie was wrestling manfully with the

treatment of the orchid. No one, I think, had

really treated the orchid before then. Since then,

in oils, Mr. William Gale, in a group of works

too little known, has treated it with unequal, of

course, yet often with remarkable skill. But when

Mr. James had drawn at Sanders's nursery—during

several months' sojourn at St. Alban's to that end

—

orchids of every kind, great was the massacre of the

Innocents. We were permitted afterwards to see

the successes ; the failures had been done away with.

This is characteristic, and that is why I record it.

People who observe flowers, and do not only buy

them, will not be astonished that when this happened

most—this severe review and condemnation— it was

orchids, orchids only, that were in question. And
this for several reasons. Some are beautiful, but

some are Ugly, almost morbid indeed—things for

the delectation of Des Esseintes, the too neurotic

hero of M. Huysman's A Rebours : scarcely foi

folk whom mere strangeness may not fascinate.

And then again, the extreme intricacy of the forms

of some of them tells in two ways against their em-

ployment as subjects for a painter. It is not only

—

it is not so much—that their intricacy adds to the

difficulty of correctness ; it is rather that it adds to

the difficulty of their comprehension by the spec-

tator of Mr. James's, or of anybody else's, drawing.

The public knows the rose and the geranium— it

knows, besides, two score of flowers of English

garden and hedge-row. But the intricacy of the

orchid is, as yet, an unfamiliar intricacy, and it is

infinitely various, and therefore though the painting

of the orchid in Mr. James's pure water-colour was

an experiment interesting and courageous, and

within reasonable limits successful, that work was

but one phase, and far from the most important

one, of a career and of a talent full already of

individuality, distinction, charm.

Frederick Wedmore.

STUDIO-TALK.
{From our own Correspondents.)

COPENHAGEN. — In everyday life

exclusiveness is a snobbish and

undesirable commodity; in art and

kindred matters it is, rightly inter-

preted, the reverse. Tlu- charm
of anything upon which the eye is intended to feast,

a stylish room, a collection of art-objects, or such-

like, lies not only in what there is, but also in

what there is not. It was an objection to the

Copenhagen Exhibition of International Art, that
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it did not possess this latter passive charm, and it

would have gained much by a more stringent

weeding process. The golden rule of little but

good, rather than much and moderate, applies

doubly to international expositions of art, where

considerations of a mere local or even national

nature are forced into the background. This the

Stockholm people had recognised much more
readily ; besides, they were earlier in the field, and
it is not given to every country to have, for her figure-

head in art matters, a man, who is not only a born

prince, but also a born artist. On paper, however,

the Copenhagen Exhibition was eminently represen-

tative, although too many great names were found on
pictures utterly unworthy to bear them.

The latter reproach applied less perhaps to Eng-
land than to other countries. That this was so arose

partly out of the good sense shown by several

painters who sent good reproductions of their best

works in preference to moderate originals. It is

pleasant for a lover of England and her art to be

able to place on record the fact that in Copen-
hagen, as elsewhere on the Continent, English art is

every year commanding more attention and respect.

Most of the English pictures had been seen in

public exhibitions in England, and there is no

need therefore to enlarge upon them here. It

will suffice to say that amongst the works of British

artists which attracted the greatest amount of

attention were Alfred East's Meadow in the Mid-
hinds, Byam Shaw's Whither, H. H. La Thangue's

In a Garden, T. Blake Wirgmann's E/sa and the

Wild Swans, Solomon J. Solomon's Good Health !

and a fresh and breezy seascape by Henry Moore.

The German section seemed with that of England

to possess the most distinct mark of nationality.

It was some years ago the fashion to hold that

they could not paint in Germany, but this, as-

suredly, is no longer so : there is now intense depth

and earnestness evidenced in German art, occasion-

ally coupled with a certain national sentimentality
;

but none the less interesting and certainly none the

less German for that. The roll of German exhibits

was a long one, and comprised a number of well-

known names.

Hans Thoma had amongst his pictures at least

one done in quite his happiest manner. He is so

unmistakably German, imbued with that homely

warmth and simplicity which are still to be met
with in Germany. Of his double portrait of him-

self and his wife nothing but good can be said;

there is something so amiable, so convincing, so
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thorough in these two likenesses, with their old-

time directness, and with which the Thoma frame,

with its profusion of homely flowers, harmonises so

admirably.

An out-and-out excellent portrait was Professor

Max Koner's The Empoor William 11. , the like-

ness and the technique were both thoroughly sound

and reliable. There were a large number of genre

and figure paintings in the good old trusty German

style, of which it must suffice to mention a few:

Fritz Fleischer's Devotion, Carl Gussow's Peasant

from Schwarzwald, Carlos Grethe's Sailors' Stories,

Hugo Oehnichen's Home Devotion, Felix Parsart's

Holy Communion, Ludvig Dettmann's Work (a

large centre picture with two wings), Ferdinand

Briitt's At the Railway Station, and Wilhelm

Triibner's Giants a! Fight, &c.

Compared with the French section, thai "I (hi

man) contained but little of the nude, although

mure than of yore. Wilhelm Miiller's ]/, ancholy

Melodies was simple and pleasing, both in lini i

and colour. Max Pietschmann's Adam and E\

graceful in the arrangement of the contours of the

figures, the position of which was original and

pressive. Hans Looschen's Sancta Elisabeth was

naive, but restful in colour with its subdued gn n,

blue, and white tints. Of land andsea icapesthere

were many, of which no small portion suffered from

,\\\ exaggerated love for effect at the expeii , ol

other virtues.

There was also quite an interesting section for

" American art."
( 'harles Sprague Pearce had three

good pictures, large figures in landscape, ofwhich one

or two, although they bore

testimony enough and to

spare of coming from the

land of the Seine, also

called to mind some of

Edelfeldt's pictures. He
tells his stories in a natural,

sympathetic manner, there

is nothing outrk about the

technique, and the colours

are simple and harmo-

nious. Whistler's Miss

Rosa Corder was also on

view, and of course at-

tracted a large amount of

attention.

II.l.M. rllF. EMPEROR WILLIAM II. BY rROFESSOR MAX I.

Julian Story's Portrait,

without possessing any ex-

ceptional merit as a por-

trait, was pretty and stylish,

the colours throughout the

canvas being cleverly and

tastefully blended. Walter

Mae K wen's Returningfrom

Work should also be men-

tioned, and Edwin Lord

Weeks's The Lost Journey

(Benares), for its mere

dimensions and the work

it has entailed, should not

be passed by, and it is a

very good and effective

picture to boot. Eugene

Yail's On the Thames was a
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extremely clever pictures, but there

was nothing, to use a word much

in vogue on the Continent, " monu-

mental" about it, no classic work

worthy of the best French painters.

That this was so was plainly de-

monstrated by the fact that the

place of honour was given to

Bonnat's Idyl, too well known, no

doubt, also on the other side of

the Channel, to require any com-

ment.

BY u \KO BUKO\ AC

Rather clever in conception was

Mme. Breton's The Mistletoe

(page 271). There was something

cold and chaste in this spare

maiden with which the whole tone

of the picture harmonised. 'Of

other figure-paintings maybe men-

tioned Jean Paul Laurens's Hos-

tages, which possessed a certain

style ; Breton's Christmas Eve, a

pleasantly rendered little episode
;

Berton's Somnolency, Lerolle's In-

terior, Merson's The Annunciation,

the latter of which belong to a more

advanced school. Place-Canton's

The Old Harbour at Marseilles was

a very fine picture, with excellent

striking picture, unneces-

sarily black, perhaps, on

the whole, but giving

much of the work-a-day

individuality of the great

river. Last, but not least,

Harrison's Marines should

have that tribute paid

them which they so fully

deserve.

Of French pictures,

there were close upon

one hundred and twenty,

and as a result they were

unduly crowded, to the

detriment of many and

the disadvantage of most.

The collection was not

by any means a bad one,

for there were many

1 si 1 llent <>r, at any rate,
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v.\ i II \l;l.l.s SPRAGUE PEARI E

It i ontains many very

clevei and i ai m i wi irk .

honestly executi d ["hi

most prominent exhibits

in this departmenl an

by Adolf Menzel, of

whom there is nothing

fresh i" be aid. The
large i ollei tion of tin-

play lulls of the "Mai

kasten " club is ver

interesting and amusing,

the productions being

lull of humour and ad

mirable in point of

technique. There is no

need, however, to de

;i ribe them in d< tail ,

and the same remark

applies to the second

section — that of the

light in it, but otherwise marines and land

scapes were rather scarce. Henry Harpignies

had, however, a fine restful Autumn Evening on

the Loire.

A small country, which sent far better pii

tures than one would have expected from this

out-of-the-way corner, is Croatia. It was, cer-

tainly, only a collection of about a score of

paintings, by eight or nine painters, but they

were quite a characteristic and very well painted

set, gay, not to say gorgeous, colouring pre-

dominating. Wako Bukovac sent half-a-dozen

pictures, of which a large canvas, Long Live the

A" ig .' was too crowded and restless and want-

ing in atmosphere ; much better was his Study

(reproduced here), in which the flesh is charm-

ingly done, and, although it is soft and dainty

in colouring, the plastic effect is all one can

desire. He also had a good portrait, although

somewhat brown in tone. G. B.

DUSSELDORF.—The International

Exhibition of Lithography or-

ganised at the Industrial Art

Museum is exciting the utmost

interest, not only on account of

the abundance of the display, which is on a

scale never before seen in Germany, but also

from its intrinsic artistic merits. The " His-

torical Section " alone comprises several rooms. mi. i m ii' 'i V Mil i ii 'II.- BY u II II1.I \l Mi I l I i
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"Modern Posters." Nearly all the masters in this

branch of art are here represented, including Cheret,

Mucha, Grasset, Steinlen, Toulouse-Lautrec, Val-

latton, Boutet de Monvel, Dudley I lardy, the

Brothers Beggarstaff, Will Bradley, Aubrey Beards-

ley, Rhead, Stuck, Sattler, and many others.

The Studio has on many occasions discussed

these works, so we may turn without hesitation to

the third, or " Modern " section. This has been

so plentifully filled from the various art centres of

the Continent and abroad that I must needs con-

fine myself to noting the most striking examples

displayed.

Among tlic Herman art cities Karlsruhe deserves

to take the first place. It is quite a pleasure to

see these sympathetic landscapes by Kampmann or

H. v. Volkmann. Great skill in composition, a

powerful and healthy colouring, and bold, accu-

rate drawing, distinguish the works of Kalkreuth,

Weiss, Gamper, 1 >aur and Wulff ; and there is

great charm in the delicately conceived fairy-like

scenes of Franz Hein, in Von Heyne's picture of

the angel-children playing by the brook, and in the

treatment of the sailor-folk of Carlos Grethe.

Mediz, and the productions of Starke, Pelikan,

Ritter and Graf.

Diisseldorf follows worthily in the wake of the

other ( German art centres. The animal pictures by

C. Kroner, the Biblical studies by Fritz Rober,

the earnest Dutch landscapes by Eugen Kanipf,

and the battle-scenes by Erich Mattschass, appeal

to us in no uncertain tones. Olof Ternberg also

contributes landscapes of great power. Arthur

Kampf, whose pictures are marked by masterly

draughtsmanship and keen observation, gives us

scenes from the life of the working classes, and

other highly interesting works, in which his artistic

manner finds eloquent expression.

From Berlin Ismael Gentz has sent his character-

istic portraits of eminent contemporaries, and Hans
Fechner a number of well-drawn and artistically

treated studies of heads.

In contrast to other

nations, the Germans show

a great inclination for story-

telling. This we realise

before the much-discussed

works of Hans Thoma, and

the charming compositions

of Willy Sus and Stein-

hausen of Frankfort. Dres-

den, also, where, as in

Karlsruhe, an energetic

revulsion against cheap

and tawdry art has recently

been noticeable, is copi-

ously represented. The

eye is at once attracted

by the masterly studies of

heads by Hans Unger, by

the fearsome and fantastic

compositions of Hans

Liihrig, the finely observed

animal and bird studies of

Miiller, the landscapes of
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An entire wall is covered by the productions of

the talented artist, Alexander Franz, the delicate

illustrator of Chamberlain's work on Richard

Wagner. What abundant fancy and humour are

displayed in his varied scenes of maritime life and

story, notably those bearing the respective titles of

Die Eitelkeit, Der fiingling am Abgrund and Can-

tate ! What deep solemnity in Der Verbrecher im

Jenseits, and Reue .' What lovely charm, what

beauty of line, what delicate poetry in Das Urthiel

;;i/i Paris, Am Morgen, and others ! Here we have

an artist of rare versatility, great creative power,

rich and ever-changing fancy, and remarkable

poetic perception.

IDA.M ANTi EVE BY MAX I'll-.] SCHMANIS

[See Copenhagen Studio-Talk)
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I HI. MISTLETOE

I
' Sludio-Talli)

Munich is represented by some charming, lightly

sketched lithographs, graceful figures of women in

elegant toilettes, by Burger ; also by lithographs in

the old German style by Franz Naager; and by

excellent works by Hans von Heiden, Hartmann,

and particularly by the genial O. Greiner. I have

no hesitation in declaring that the works of the

latter, which have lately acquired great popularity,

notably his Die Sirenen and his Widmung an

Arnold Bxcklin, are among the finest creations of

German art. Accuracy of drawing, close study of

nature, and a thorough sense of form, go hand in

hand with a powerful imagination.

I anniot.Wagm r, Eielleu,

Boutet de Monvel, Fan

tin Latour, ( landara, de

Feure, Mori au Ni

Steinli
i ind Veber, are

so well known thai I

I" pardi 'ii.d ii I only

mention their n

and I musl perforce

devote Inn .1 few lines

ti i the othei 5 ong

whom the most notable

are 1 h ( Iroux, with his

ad, fantastic

Eugene Carriere, who

contributes some won

derfully effective studies

of heads
;
and Lunois,

whosi works form quite

theivWof the Exhibition.

.\ special chapter on

modem art history might

be written in connei til m
with him. No artist be

fore him has treated the

lithographic stone as he has. With their sump-

tuous colours glowing on the walls, hang his Spanish

Dancers, his soiree scenes, his Minuet, his Damn;
his graceful studies of women, his ballet and theatre

scenes, and others beside. 1 shall best express my
admiration of this master when I say he is the real

discoverer of the hitherto undisclosed charm of

lithography, whose dormant beauty he has called

to life.

iy M Miami, \ na.iMi: breti

Foreign exhibitors, chiefly to be found in the

first section, have likewise sent an abundance of

highly interesting work. England is most effec-

tively represented by Walter Crane and Shannon,

whose fame is quite beyond dispute. Holland's

chief representatives are Jan Veth, with his

masterly character heads, wonderful in observation

and perfect in drawing, and the works (already

discussed in The Studio) of Storm van Graves-

sande. The work sent from Paris is simply over-

powering, both in quantity and in artistic worth.

I greatly regret that, owing to want of space, I am
quite unable to do justice to each artist as he

deserves. Several masters, such as Blanche, Ribot,

The visitor leaves this vast and highly interesting

Exhibition, which appeals so powerfully to us all,

with the feeling that it has been reserved for the

artists of to-day to breathe life into lithography,

and to raise it to the rank of a real, independent

art. o.

BRUSSELS. The monument to Jules

Anspach lias recently been unveiled

here. Anspach was the burgomaster

of Brussels who. a quarter of a century

ago, transformed the city, and, among

other improvements, constructed the new central

boulevards. The work was entrusted to M. Janlet,

the architect, and M. P. Devigne, the sculptor, but

the illness of the latter delayed matters, and ev< ni

ually the sculptural part ol the mi morial had to In-

divided among several artists.
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The chief defei t in (ho monument is its want of

unity, which is not surprising, seeing how many
hands have been engaged upon it. The general

scheme is M. Janlet's. The low reliefs in white

marble, showing Anspach in profile and a female

figure symbolising the river Senne, were executed

by M. Aerts from models prepared by M. Devigne.

The two side figures in bronze are by M.J. Dillens,

and the St. Michael in gilded bronze, which crowns

the memorial, is the work of M. Braecke, after

M. Devigne's design. M. Braecke also did the

bronze masks for the upper basin ; and the six

bronze chimeras (somewhat over-contorted) on the

chief basin are by M. Devreese. The use of all

this white marble, bronze, gilded bronze, blue and
grey stone and red Norwegian granite, produces an

effect of richness somewhat too glaring at present,

perhaps, and needing time to tone it down.

The new allium published by the Brussels Society

of Aquafortists is one of the best in this most in-

teresting collection. There is a notable improve-

ment in the plates generally, and some of them,

particularly those by MM. Baertsoen and Rassen-

fosse, are truly remarkable.

The beautiful " Fontaine des Chimeres '' by the

sculptor Vander Stappen, which adorned the great

central basin at the Brussels Exhibition, is not to

remain in the state originally projected. The
Government has decided that its final form shall be

in bronze.

M. Rosseels, the well-known landscapist, and
head of the Academy of Fine Arts at Termonde,
has given an exhibition of his work in the Salle

Verlat, at Antwerp. He is among those Belgian

landscape-painters who have been most strongly

opposed to the romantic, bituminous school, and
certainly some of his canvases are excellent ex-

amples of a sincere treatment of nature.

The Salon of the Water-colour Society has been

tastefully arranged as usual, and the general effect

is distinguished by what we call tenue, or style.

There were numerous abstentions among the mem-
bers of the society, but for all that the exhibitors

and the regular "guests" once more display their

i ustomary skill
;
while the public appear to greet

their old favourites as cordially as ever.

Among the new names one notes that of Mr. C.

W. Bartlett, whose touch and colouring, especially

his yellow and red ochres, are strongly suggestive
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of Brangwyn. M. Jungmann also attracts attention.

His brushwork recalls the work of Raffaelli about

fifteen years ago.

The English school is represented by two pro-

ductions of Professor Herkomer, one of which, a

portrait miniature, reveals very skilful work ; some

"THE SNOWDROP BY PES HASSELBERG

(See Stockholm Studio-Talk)

shimmering sea-pieces by Miss Clara Montalba;

landscapes of line effect and velvety colouring by

Mr. Nisbet ; and a fanciful submarine study,

cleverly executed, by Mr. Weguelin. One can only

hope the contingent of English water-colourists

may each year become more numerous, in order to
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show the superiority ol

honest, careful work over

that known as " power-

ful " or "striking," which,

oftener than not, is simply

a disguise for ignorance of

drawing and trickine^ of

execution. 1 . K..

STOCKHOLM.— In an article

in The Studio

for October

1 897, the great-

est sculptor of Sweden, Per

Hasselberg, who died three

years ago in the prime of

life, was mentioned. 1

should like, however, to

give some further details

of the work of this artist.

and I am pleased to be

able to refer to The Sn<>:t<-

droh, which is recognised
1 '

f I'OTI ERY
as his principal work, and

was the first that placed

him prominently before the public when he sent it

home from Paris, where he had lived for years in

poverty. In this beautiful life-size statue, which

W& £ /sk^i^ **&$&%&&%*

t;\ Ml v

belongs to the National Museum at Stockholm, the

artist has given form to all that is most charming

in woman—innocence of heart and purity of mind.

The drooping snowdrops at

her feet are not whiter than

her soul, expressed in every

line, in every curve of her

graceful body, which makes

us think of the power of the

('.reeks in filling marble with

the sublime repose of a

refined soul. In his works

in marble and bronze, Pel

Hasselberg has left his

country an inheritance which

ought to bear abundant fruit

lor generations to come.

^LKE^.^. "NIUH1 DEW AM' SUN RAYS BY A. ANDERSON

Much of the imagination

observable in Mr. Hassel-

berg's works is also traceable

in the ceramics of Mr, VVal-

lander, the principal feature

ul whose art is a keen ob-

servation of the poi ti\ of

nature, combined with a very

skilful handling of his mate-

rial. Various kinds of flow 1 1 .
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sin li as thistles, poppies, chrysanthemums, and iris,

as well as pine-branches and mountain-ash, are the

objects he principally makes use of to decorate his

vases, bowls, and lamps. Especially charming is the

ability of this artist to make his material give

illusion of the movement of water, and his mermaids

PARIS.—The fifteenth annual exhibition

of the International Society of Paint-

ing and Sculpture has opened at

George Tetit's gallery. There is

nothing particularly new to signalise,

but much of the work displayed is nevertheless full

of interest.

BR' >NZ1 LAMP BY MISS BONNIER

are most delicately modelled and seem to glide

along the waves.

In applied art Sweden has hitherto been poor.

Some recent work, however, is very promising,

notably that by Mr. Anderson and by Miss Bonnier ;

the former gives life to the old dream-world of the

north in which theelvesplaj a prominent part, their

dam . represented by the hazy mists of the evening ;

the latter has shown in a bronze lamp representing

a pine tree, as well as in a candlestick cleverly

ornamented with flames, that she is well fitted to

enrich a line of art to which artists and the public

in Sweden have paid too little attention.

S. F.
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Among the foreign artists the most notable

exhibitors are Mr. Whistler, with a deeply artistic

little panel, Fitzroy Stire/ : M. Fritz Thaulow, still

remarkable for his water effects ; M. Albert Baert-

soen, who seems to have broadened his style, while

retaining all the delicacy and the feeling which

characterise his work ; M. Claus, somewhat more

powerfully represented than he was last year

;

M. Grimelund, with his truthful and refined Dutch

landscapes; also Mr. Humphreys-Johnston, Mr. J.

W. Alexander, and Mr. F. Brangwyn. Of the latter

it were superfluous to speak in terms of praise in

the pages of The Studio. He displays on this

occasion a beautiful and masterly piece of subdued

colouring.

As for the Frenchmen, we have M. Le Sidaner,

delicate and subtle as ever ; M. Lucien Simon, who

shows himself once more a portraitist of the highest

order ; M. Eugene Vail, with his Calme du Soir :

M. Le Gout-Gerard; and M. Charles Cottet, to

whose work I must devote a few words. His study

for the Vieux Cheval sur la Lande, the picture

exhibited this year at the Champ de Mars, displays

the artist's rare gifts both as painter and as observer

—his extreme skill in expressing the sorrowful side

of things. Nothing could be more touching than

the weary, motionless attitude of this old animal,

standing among the scanty grass, with the storm

raging around him, and the leaden skies rolling in

heavy masses over the sea. A piece of still-life by

the same artist shows extraordinary flexibility of

treatment and richness of material. But M. Cottet

appears really at his best in his three landscape

scenes from the Haute-Savoie, forming part of a

large series brought back by the artist after his stay

in that district during the summer of this year. This

is fine strong work, with a keen love of nature

impregnating every stroke of it, broad in treatment,

with no regard for mere petty technical effects, and

full of beauty and lofty expression.

The " Exposition des 6 " has just been opened

at the Galerie des Artistes Modernes, 19 Rue
• laumartin. The "Six"—namely, M M. Felix Aubert,

Alexandre Charpentier, J. Dampt, Moreau-Nelaton,
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Charles Plumet, and Tony Selmersheim show

some of the decorative art work they have produced

this year. I must content myself for the present

with this bare mention of the opening of a most

interesting display, to which 1 hope shortly to

devote a fully illustrated article, such as shall tell

the readers of The Studio something more of the

personality of these artists, with whom the) an

already to a certain extent acquainted: for they are

among the leaders in the French decorativi arl

movement

M. ('harks Ilessele, the publisher of engravings

and prints, of [3 Rue Laffitte, has lately issued a

very curious series of dry-points by Mile. A.

Desaille. They are studies of women and young

girls in various attitudes, and reveal the utmost

suppleness of line-work, added to a truly exquisite

sense of art. Perhaps they have the demerit— if

demerit it be—of suggesting at times the manner

of that incomparable artist, Paul Helleu. But be

that as it may, Mile. Desaille's work has quite

enough originality and sincerity to deserve close

attention and admiration.

The same linn published not long ago thre<

new etchings by M. Jeanniot, draughtsman, wood-

engraver, lithographer, and aquafortist in one. They

are called La Robe a Fleurs, Confidence, and An

bord de PF.au, and one is glad to find they contain

full evidence of M. Jeanniot's well known qualities

masterly workmanship, keenness of vision,

and power of expression. These three charming

plates are thoroughly characteristic and altogi thei

worthy of then author.

1 referred some time ago in these columns to an

1 trhing in colours by M. Houdard, as showing the

genuine stamp of the artist and working engraver.

Etching in colours is a branch of art for win. h

M. Houdard shows .. decided preference, and it is

one in which he excels. Some of his plat

recently published seem to me to be full of

interest. They consist of landscapes, sunsets,

night effects, flowers, and decorative studies, and

arc most fascinating in colouring and in design.

Surla Bresle, au Tr'eport ; Moulins a Dordrecht;

Ancienne fetee du Triport ; Grenouilles ct Roscmix

— to name a few among many—are most meritorious

productions.

M. Arthur Jacquin,

whose dry-points and

etchings are well known

to all collectors of engrav-

ings, has for some time

past been trying his hand

at decorative work in

copper. The productions

of his I have seen are very

original and simple in

shape—which in itself is

the rarest of qualities.

They consist of ash-pans,

full-bellied pots with lids,

cups and vases in beaten

copper, with charming

oxydations produced by

tiring and the use of acids.

Here and there he will

distribute his ornamenta-

tions—his silver, his gold,

and his other tints—with

out robbing the material

itself, the original copper,

of its own individuality.

' A I MiY OF llol.l. l\li KKOM AN ETCHING BY l>. V. CAMERON
(.SV( London Studio- f'atk)

Another notable pi& 1

of work from his hand is
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Mil. WORKSHOl

a waist-belt buckle in worked silver, very pretty

in design and executed in quite characteristic

style. G. M.

LONDON—The office of President of the

Royal Society of Painters in Water

Colours is second only in importance

to the Presidentship of the Royal

Academy. It can be held only by a

man of real eminence in the world of art, and dis-

tinguishes its possessor as an artist of note and a

leader whose influence is widely acknowledged.

Therefore it is easily understood that a great deal

of interest should have been felt in the election of

a successor to Sir John Gilbert, who had for so

many years presided over the society. The general

opinion was that the claims of Professor Herkomer,

who has, in the position of Deputy-President, given

every proof of his rare executive ability and sound

judgment in questions of art politics, would prove

irresistible, and that he would be chosen to lead

2 78

the society for which he has done so much. But

the actual voting proved that he had a strong

opponent in Mr. E. A. Waterlow, one of the

cleverest and most popular of living landscape

painters, who had so large a following that on the

first voting he was able to tie with his competitor.

The Professor refusing to exercise his right as acting

President to give a casting vote, a second ballot

was necessary, and in this Mr. Waterlow gained a

majority of one. Both artists are to be heartily

congratulated—Mr. Waterlow on his election, and

Professor Herkomer on the generosity which led

him to refuse to take an advantage to which he was

fully entitled.

The winter exhibition of the Royal Water-Colour

Society was in some respects less important than

usual. It suffered from the comparative absence

of work of real distinction, and from a lack of

variety in the material brought together. The best

things were the landscapes of Mr. R. W'. Allan,
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finely handled and strongly expressed transcripts of

nature: the sea pieces of Mr. Napier Ilemy; an

exquisite twilight effect, Basle, by Mr. Albert

Goodwin : a fine decorative composition, On the

Tiber, by Mr. Robert Little; a pleasant nude study,

The Nymph's Lost Playmates, by Mr. J. R. We-

guelin ; two delightful little portraits ofJohn Parker,

Esq., and E. A. Goodall, Esq., by Professor Her-

konier: Mr. A. E. Emslie's Farewell Summer ; ami

a most masterly drawing, Vain Waiting, by Sir

Edward Burne-Jones. Most of the other contri

butors sufficiently well maintained the accustomed

level of their work, but attempted nothing in the

way "f new departures.

The etched work of Mr. 1). Y. Cameron lias

been already the subject of articles in The Studio,

therefore in a notice of an exhibition lately on view

at Gutekunst's Gallery, St. James's, it would be

absurd to attempt to re-estimate the position of the

artist. Accepted as a master by those best quali-

fied to judge, his place is assured. The collection

included fifty works, some shown in London for

the first time, and one not catalogued, a very large

plate of Holyrood in 1741, issued to its subscribers

by the Art Union of Scotland as its presentation

print for 1895 96. The very rare etching of A
Lowland River, a dry point which exists only in

six proofs, showed the earlier manner of the artist.

Many of the Clyde set were in evidence as examples

of his middle period, and certain Venetian and

French subjects revealed his later handling. Among

this Dieppe Castle was a notable triumph, not less

for the beauty of its actual line than for the splendid

disposition of its masses. A rare "second state" of

The Monastery was another memorable print. A
delightfully " decorative " subject, The Unicorn, Stir,

ling, showed Mr. Cameron in the manner which he

has invented and made his own. Une Cour, Line

Ampere: A Venetian Convent: Tintoretto s House

Venice; and the Porta del Molo, Genoa, come to

mind on a reperusal of the catalogue as among the

most striking. Yet all these come second to

The Workshop, a really marvellous achievement

in technique—art that, with no fascination of sub-

ject, l>v its vigour detains one at first sight, and

will in all probability keep its place among tin-

famous etchings of the world. The great charm 1 if

this etching is peculiar to itself: no reproduction

can do more than suggest its real power. A Lady

of Holland, reproduced on page 277, also tempts

one to superlatives : but to single out any of Mr.

Cameron's best plates is likely to upset the propor-

tions of a short notice of fifty. < inly those who have

succumbed to the fascination 1 Mi. ised l>\ tin- ra

quality of the bitten line, or the -nil more sumptuous

colour of a dry point, can understand tin- ecstasy

which a fine impression of a masterpiece in eithei

method arouses in a real lover of tin 1 raft. It

is a combination of artistry and artifice, thi product

of a vivid imagination controlled b) tern me
i hanical limits. Nothing is more eas) than a sei ond-

rate attempt, nothing more difficult than a master

piece. for the Ihu— the line only, and nothing

hut the line is die problem, and when such a t.i I.

is mastered easily, a world of experts satiated with

g 1 things is reawakened to new surprise, as

though no such achievement had evi r been accom-

plished before. Some delightful water colours by

Miss K. Cameron, R.S.W., shown in the same

gallery, must await notice until later.

REVIEWS OF RECENT
PUBLICATIONS.

Modern Architecture. By II. II. Statham.

(London: Chapman & Hall.)—The chief fault in

this book is that the subject is lav too vast for the

spare at its author's disposal. Ecclesiastical, state

and municipal, domestic and street architecture,

tn take the principal sections, might each supply

material for volumes infinitely larger than this. So,

too, the illustrations, admirably chosen, are reduced

tn a scale that often fails to convey a due sense ol

their importance. The editor of The Builder is so

peculiarly fitted for the task thai one regrets lie

has limited himself to ineffective proportions, which

are more suited to the spoken lecture than to a

book of reference. However, as a rapid and some-

what desultory sketch from the hands of one

singularly well-equipped, the book must perforce

keep its place on one's shelves until others come

amplifying the skeleton here given to more vital

dimensions, and devoting volumes to the subjei 1

of each chapter.

L'he Nude in Art. A collection of Forty-five

Photogravures reproduced from Original Paint-

ings. With an Introduction by Clareni i Lan-

sing. (London : H. S. Nichols.)—This volume

may be taken as a characteristic instance of the

common failure to bring profession and prai In e

into reasonable agreement. The preface ass, its

that the mission of the book is a high and noble

one, and its aim to offer the best examples of what

is refined, noble, and pure in art. Attention is also

called to the fact that in its pages the highest

standard of merit and morality is maintained. It
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is disappointing therefore to find that the forty-five

illustrations are indifferent plates, poorly printed,

after pictures which for the most part glorify the

merely physical attractiveness of the female nude
rather than its dignity and aesthetic charm. About

a quarter of them are simply suggestive juxtaposi-

tions of nude and clothed figures, artists at work in

the studio, drunken revellers, barbaric conquerors

gloating over living spoils, classic voluptuaries

appraising the value of a fine piece of feminine

flesh, and the like ; and the rest are with few excep-

tions the decorative fancies of those foreign painters

who prefer the undressed figure to the unconscious

nude. Without the preface the pictures might

have passed for what they are—commonplace re-

productions of unwisely selected works ; but the

contrast between Mr. Lansing's lofty language and

moral quotations and many of the plates them-

selves makes the book, as a whole, unpleasant. It

is not in this way that the assertion of the study of

the figure as the noblest occupation for the artist is

to be made.

The Ceramics of Swansea and Nantgarw. By
William Turner, F.S.S. (London : Bemrose &
Sons, Ltd.)—To collectors of British porcelain,

this work will doubtless be welcome. It contains

evidences of much painstaking research into the

history of the factories and the biographies of those

artists who helped so materially to render famous

in their time the wares they decorated. No ex-

pense has been spared by the publishers in the

illustration of the volume. Chromolithograph)',

collotype, and other processes of reproduction have

been lavishly employed, and the presentment of

the book is in all respects admirable.

Portrait Miniatures. By George C. William-

son, Litt.D. (London : George Bell & Sons.)

Price \2S. 6d. net.—The many evidences which

exist of a revival of the art of miniature portrait

painting make the appearance of this volume an

opportune one. While it is more particularly ad-

dressed to collectors, dealing as it does with a

history of the art from the time of Holbein (1531)

to that of Sir William Ross (i860), the artist or

amateur painter will find in it much of value to

him in the conduct of his work. It is profusely

illustrated from photographs of notable examples ;

and although the absence of colour is keenly felt in

many of the reproductions, enough of the beauty

of the originals is still preserved to render them an

essential addition to the text.

Thomas Gainsborough. By Mrs. Arthur Bell.

(London : George Bell & Sons.) 25s. net.— It is

curious to realise that Gainsborough has so long

j So

waited an adequate monograph. Despite the fact

that but few details of his uneventful life have

survived, Mrs. Bell has woven them into a charm-

ing record full of pleasant gossip which helps to

set her hero in the atmosphere of his time. Yet a

painter's work is his best memorial, and it is in

no sense derogatory to an admirable piece of

biography to say that the fifty-eight illustrations

are the real treasures of the book. The one of

Orpin, the Parish Clerk, here reproduced, is a

fair sample of these pictures. In this Mrs. Bell

says aptly, " Gainsborough achieved something of

the effect he aimed at in vain in his [never-finished]

Shakespeare ; for the fine old face is lit up by an

immediate ray darting down upon the head raised

in reverent meditation." Very beautiful portraits

of Lady Mulgrave and the Hon. Mrs. Graham, and

the best reproduction of The Blue Boy we have

yet seen, are among the six photogravures ; while

the process-blocks include the exquisite Mrs.

Buchanan M'Mii/an, Lady Eden, General Wolfe

(as a young man), and many others not merely

unhackneyed, but in some cases fresh even to

students of the master. The volume does much
to justify the rising prices of Gainsborough's pic-

tures, prices yet in all probability far below their

ultimate level.

The Fall of the Nibelungs. Done into English

by Margaret Armour. Illustrated and decorated

by W. B. MacDougall. (London : J. M. Dent

& Co.)—Miss Armour in her excellent translation

has retained with much ability the mediaeval charm

of the original text, and her book is one which will

afford much delight to lovers of ancient romance.

Mr. MacDougall is not so successful in his decora-

tions as we might have expected. While his initial

letters and borderings are often clever, his full-

page illustrations are weak in drawing and not

calculated to further his reputation.

Phil May's ABC. Fifty-two original designs

forming two humorous alphabets. (London : The
Leadenhall Press, Ltd.) Price 2s. 6d.—The lower

stratum of London life from which Mr. Phil May
has been able to extract so much humour—and,

may it be added, so much pathos— is again

the source of inspiration for the present series of

sketches. As an alphabet, the book is open to

unfavourable criticism ; but as a joke, or as an

exhibition of artistic power in the appreciation of

the true value of line-work, it is admirable.

An Illustrated Record of the Retrospective Ex-
hibition held at South Kensington, 1S96. Compiled

and edited by John Fisher. (Chapman & Hall.)

21s. net.—The idea of this book is excellent, but
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its fulfilment is disappointing. Knowing Mr. displays perhaps some temerity, when one considers

Fisher's capability as headmaster of the Berkely how difficult of access the material is. A good num.
Square School, Bristol, we expected much; but her of single sheets and books have, indeed, within

his selection of illustrations would almost justify the last years found their way to the Western world.

the old protest against South Kensington as a But Japan has already begun to effectually prevent

school of design, and some of the reproductions further exportation on a large scale of such treasures

are so shockingly inadequate that we wonder they as may still be within her boundaries. What we have
were passed for publication— e.g., Nos. 6, 17,60, secured has not, except in America, found a resting

61, and 82. Again, to take gold medallists only of place in museums, where it would be at the service

recent years, we find no record of works by Wini- of student and general public. Besides, the greater

fred Smith, 1S95
; ( lharles Quennell, 1895 ; Giffard part of it is nineteenth century work, more pleasing

Lenfestey, 1895; H. P. Clifford, 1895; Robert to us than characteristic of Japan. However, many
Spence, 1894: and the list might be indefinitely able writers, enthusiasts and travellers, have at

extended. The real advance of the South Ken- different times and in different languages offered

sington system would scarce be suspected from a us a good deal of information on separate branches

study of this book. If for official reasons it was of the art. There are even some monographs on
limited to represent work actually shown in the Re- individual Japanese artists extant. The author of

trospective Exhibition, one fancies (in default of a

published catalogue of that collection) that a better

show had been possible. But to record the true

progress of design a wider selection should have

been made : as it is, many examples of students' work

that have won fame for their authors, and by repro-

ductions in periodicals have made the continental

critic curious, are here mostly conspicuous by their

absence. Setting out with the intention of praising

this book, for its title was alluring and its author's

reputation established, after studying its pages it is

impossible to

regard it as

much more
than a com-

pilation of

academic ex-

ercises which

have gained

official appro-

val—and ob-

livion at the

same time.

Geschichte

des fapani-

schen Farben-

holzschnitts.

Mit 95 Abbil-

dungen. By

VV.v.Seidlitz.

(Dresden: ( ;.

Kiihtmann.)

Price iS.f.

—

An attempt to

write a history

of Japanese

colour prints
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the present history admits that he has neither

visited Japan nor even been able to profit by a

perusal of the large American collections. Yet he

has expanded his own observations, based on the

study of what he was able to see in Europe, by a

careful consideration of all the noteworthy publica-

tions on this topic. Thus he has formed at once

a basis for future writers upon which they can

found further researches—amplifying and correct-

ing—and a resumelox the present reader, informing

him of the state of our knowledge with regard to

BY KORIUSAl

FROM "GESCHICHTE DES JAPANISCHEN FARBENHOLZSCHNITTS " (G. KUHTiMANN)
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lapancse colour prints. There are many spei ial

features which render the honk remarkable, for

instance, an attempt at a new system of pronuncia-

tion, a bibliography, a list of signatures (arranged

so as to enable us to read artists' names on Japanese

prints at sight), the technical notes, the account of

the influx of Japanese art into Europe. The illus-

trations were all especially prepared for this volume,

hut unfortunately none of them are in colours.

Vierteljahrs-Hefte des Vereins bildender Kmistier

Dresdens. (Part [V.) (Dresden: E. Arnold.)

We have before spoken some words i>t praise upon

this excellent publication. The part under review

contains, among other plates, a beautiful lithograph

in two colours, b\ Max Giese, of a wintry land-

scape, and a line etching of a girl's head by the

talented artist. Max Pietschmann. Those who

wish for interesting but inexpensive pictures with

which to adorn the walls of their rooms cannot do

better than subscribe to this work.

Gedichten van Jacques Perk. (Amsterdam:

S. L. van Looy.)—This book of poems is chiefly

remarkable for the quaint ornamentation of its

pages. The delicate colours used in the bordering

and title pages, however original and interesting

they may be in themselves, do not harmonise with

the black letterpress they encompass
;
and this we

deem to be a serious defect in bookmaking.

The important etching by Leopold Flameng

after the painting Richard Duke of Gloucester

and Lady Anne, by E. A. Abbey, A.R.A., recently

issued by the Art Union of London, is one of the

most remarkable and beautiful prints published by

that excellent institution, and it cannot fail to be

well received by its subscribers.

Messrs. Doig, Wilson, and Wheatley, of Edin-

burgh, have just issued a very fine etched portrait

of Professor Masson from the painting by Sir Geo.

Reid, P.R.S.A. The etching has been executed

by Mr. F. Huth and is in every respect an admir-

able production.

WARDS IN "THE STUDIO"
PRIZE COMPETITIONS.A

/

«

Design for a Showcard.

1 1* (A IX.)

The First Prize {Five guineas) is awarded to

Echo (W. E. Webster. 4 I field Road, Fulham

Road, S.W.).

The Second Prize (Three guineas) to Die Neu-

rit (J. C. Dugdale, 61 Plymouth Grove, Man-

chester).

1 lonourable Mention is given to the Following :

—

An Probat Artificem (Thomas Shepard) ; Anno

Domini (Ada C. G. Dimma); Chon (J.
D. Fergiis

son); Cyrus (A. Constance Smedley) ; Little John

(John W. Lisle): Paw (R. 1. Wells); Pallas

(Adolph Holer) ; The Hook (Marion Wallace I >un-

lop); Udio (frank S. Easterman) ;
//'. //. //".

(William II. White); Walnut (B. H. Smale) ; Win-

New (Dudley Heath): and Red Rose (James

I Hirden 1.

I (ESIGN I OR \ < lERTII [( VII.

(A X.)

The awards in this competition will be announced

next month.

Design for an Embroidered Book-cover.

(1! VII.)

The First Prize design in this competition

is reproduced hen- in colours (page 283).

Design for End Papers.

(B VIII.)

The First Prize {One guinea) is awarded to

Wresden (Cordelia 1'hillimore, Sid Abbey, Sid

mouth).

The Second Prize {Half-a-guinea) to Penwiper

(F. White, 19 Amott Road, East Dulwich, S.E.).

Honourable mention is given to the following

Clytie (Alice E. Burt, 3 Kempshott Road, Streat-

ham Common, SAW); Enid (Ethel C. Gillespy,

59 Elgno Road, Croydon); Hiawatha (Mary

Wilcock, 74 Redesdale Street, Chelsea, S.W.) ; Seda

(A. de Sauty, 03 Ramsden Road, Balham, S.W.) ;

the above are illustrated. Elgitha (Katherine M.

Coggin) ; Cam// (Chas. Gale); and Flutterby

(Helen Kiick).

Photographs from Nature.

An Autumn Landscape.

(DID
The First Prize {One guinea) is awarded to

Timon (W. E. Dowson, 10 Mapperley Road, Not-

tingham).

The Second Prize {Half-a-guinea) to Supi

(Matthew Surface, The County Press, Bradford).

Honourable Mention is given to the following:

Ferret (E. A. West, Newham, Truro)
; Feuilles

(Walter Rossiter, 9 Elm Place, Bath); the above

lire illustrated : Autumn Morning (Miss (
'. II.

Gunner); Abacus (J. C. Varty-Smith) ; American

Sub. (W. Moseley) : Avon (Henry Johnson):

Bos/iam (E. E. Manwaring) ; Chestnuts (R. Clifton

Maw): Caerwent (E. I. Ballard): Epoh (Mrs. I.
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Awards in " T/ic Studio " Prize Competitions

MJ , \A

as
££

sec
)W

FIRM' PRIZE (COMP. I: VIII.) " \\ RESDEN

HON. MENTION (COMP. B VIII.) " ENID
"

A. Young); Hardy (Jeanie H. Philip); Isora

(Sophie Monnier) ; Magda (Miss K. van Reede)

;

Reflection (W. H. Booth) ; Roumania (Mrs. E. M.

Baldwyn) ; and Trifle (Edouard Lihou).

Study of Animal Life.

(C VIII.)

The First Prize (One guinea) is awarded to

Winifred (Winifred L. Austen, 25 Mattock Lane,

Ealing).

The Si c ond Prize (Half-a-guinea) to /. E. N.

,86

( Edwin Noble, 65 St. Dunstan's Road, ^'est Ken-

sington).

Honourable Mention is given to the following:

—

Honor (H. C. Appleton, 20 Edith Road, West

Kensington) ; Veronica (Amy Scriven, 95 Oxford

Gardens, North Kensington, W.) ; the above are

illustrated. Anno Domini (Florence M. G. Dimma);

May (Andrew Allan) ; Persian Pussy (Katherine

Ward) ; Paws (Phil W. Smith) ; The White Queen

(Mrs. C. W. Parry); Ottoman (Miss Jurck);

Whiskey (Miss M. H. Willis); and Zeto (W. E.

Tyler).

HON. \IK.N I ION (COMP. I: VIII.) " HIAW Al II

A

J (\

^\i ^
iEl "Mi PRIZE (1 OMP. I: VIII.)

£
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The Lay Figure

T
HE LAY FIGURE.

'

• 1 n i i \ idualii \ -to find oneself ! That

is the problem which we must keep

ahead," the Man with a Clay Pipe said

solemnly. " It seems to me that all our efforts are-

attended by a danger not known before the days

of illustrated magazines and much travelling."

" fashions in taste have spread always," said the

Journalist : "we have only hastened the process."

" But that is just the point," the Man with a

Clay Pipe went on. "In old days, the 'prentice

had his master's precepts to follow, and the

master was often the only hero he imitated. For,

as a rule, one or two alien influences were all he

experienced in a whole life ; a tour perhaps in a

distant land, or a cargo of rare things from far-off

regions. Now, before he can digest one innovation

another treads on its heels.'

" There is something in that," the Lay Figure

said. "Lots of people to-day seem to think that

annexing the newest man's manner, and distorting

its details to their own taste, is not merely a legiti-

mate course of action, but stamps them as still more

original than the inventor of the style they travesty."

" To find individuality, you must escape from

the crowd, see nothing, read about nothing, but go

to nature always, and only to nature," said a

Designer of the old school, whose patterns are

made up of flattened botanical specimens varied

with impossible storks and bulrushes.

" That may be a comforting gospel to account

for non-success at present," the Journalist said.

" But it seems to me that most original workers in

the arts to-day live in cities, are open to be swayed

by every passing mood, and yet keep their work

strictly within the line they themselves lay down."

"Still, temptation to imitate some one else must

have increased by so many illustrations of other

men's design, said the Landscape Painter. "Un-

consciously, we are all moulded more or less."

"It may have," replied the Man with a Clay

Pipe, "but remember 'cribbing,
1 open or uncon-

scious, is also detected more easily. At one time a

man who had access to some source scarcely known

to experts, often built up a considerable reputation

in stolen ideas. Now, the world at large spots

them before he has gone far."

"We must not confuse individuality with origin-

ality," said the Lay Figure. " A great man like-

Sir Christopher Wren obeyed precedent strictly and

yet infused his conceptions with rare individuality.

Some people can make a hackneyed quotation

sound like a new truth, by the inflection of their
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voice, and the subtle meaning imparted to each

word."

"Today is a day of atrocious imitation," the

Landscape Painter retorted. " Look at the drawings

of an average student, and you will find absolute-

copies of another man's matter as well as manner."

" Is that worse than the old plan of choosing to

imitate some historic, clearly defined style ? " said

the Man with a Clay Pipe. "To imitate a recog-

nised style is laudable, to be swayed by a new one

is absurd ; that is your contention, is it not ? I

think any style, however new, must contain ele-

ments which in due course will be common pro-

perty. You cannot build up a phrase without using

words employed before ; if you coin words or a new

style, the novel word or phrase is destined, if it

become popular, to be abused. Is this worse

than keeping to Johnsonian periods ?
"

" I see your point," the Lay Figure said, "that

certain new combinations of forms or colours, once

done well, become the common vocabulary of

future workers. But until they are so often

imitated that they are as hackneyed as an egg-and-

dart moulding or a Gothic quatrefoil, they are called

imitation ; your argument defends plagiarism."

" Not at all," the Man with a Clay Pipe said,

" supposing you feel that a Whistler lithograph, a

Yoysey wall-paper, or Helleu etching expresses the

feeling you wish to express better than any other

example, then, if honest, you will be very chary of

attempts to make lithographs, wall-papers, or etch-

ings, unless you find, as you ought to find, that

good as your models may be, they do not express

just the exact idea you want to express. If you

are reverent, you acknowledge that your hero could

not have done his work better ; hut as no two

or four voices are identical, neither are two ideas.

With self-criticism and self-control, it should not

be hard to discover what is your own, and what

is merely borrowed from another."

"In other words, 'Know Thyself,' is your motto,"

said the Lay Figure.

" Exactly ;
but although to love your neighbour

as yourself does not imply morbid self-depreciation,

to know your own work fully, you ought to know

your neighbour's also. Unless your wholly honest

admiration is mixed with a consciousness that in

some ways you could beat it, it will be well to

acknowledge that nature has not given you the

priceless dower of originality, and scarce bestowed

individuality on you. We are all singularly un-

individual in some things—diet, dress, deportment,

and if in design also .... Well, don't design !"

The Lav Figure.







THE STUDIO
HE WORK OF E. BOROl'CII

JOHNSON. BY A. L. BALDRY.T There arc few objects oi study more

fascinating than the work of a young

artist who has done enough to prove his capacity,

and yet has not advanced sufrii iently far in his

career to have arrived at an absolute conviction

about the manner in which his aesthetic beliefs

should be expressed. The immaluriix "I such a

man is lull of interesting possibilities. It has

passed the stage of artistic childhood, when die one

idea is to ]>la\ at being old,

or to assume an incongru-

ous middle age that assorts

almost grotesquely with the

juvenile inexperience that

cannot be concealed. It

is no longer cramped and

hampered by the notion

that the preti m e of being

mown up is best supported

I >v apeing the misunder-

stood manners of older

men. What has come

instead is the wholesome

confidence of youth, the

stimulating belief in powers

which seem invincible be-

cause they have been newly

acquired and have not as

Vet been defined by con

t.n ! with ine\ itable limita-

tion,. At this period of

his working life nothing is

alarming to the young

artist. He has studied de-

votedly and worked hard,

and he has gained a prac-

tical knowledge of the

details of his profession

which enables him to re-

cord his observations with

considerable certainty and

accuracy of expression.

He has learned, too, that

the heroes whom in the

recent past he had wor-

XIII. No. 59.
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ihipped mi faithfull) an- b) no means infallible,

and that even their happiest convictions ma) be

improved upon. But what he does not know is

how i" usi In - 1 >" n 1 apacities to besl advantage,

nor in whii h directii m lies tin path that in a few

more years he will line! himself inexorabl) forced

to follow.

So, 1. a a time, In 1 nmitted to a round of

experiments. All that he ha i I" 1 11 taught, all tli.it

he has hitherto accepted and believed in, musl be

examined and tested l>\ the lighl of actual effort.

Nothing now can In- taken on trust : his attitude

POR'I RAI I ol HIMSE1 I BY 1.. BOROUGH JOHNSON



The Work of E. Borough Johnson

l<n .1 while must be one of inquiry and investiga-

tion : and if at the end of ii all he is saddened by

the discovery that the limitless field, vvhi< h si i tin d

at first to be open to him, is but a narrow space to

which for the rest of Ins life he is to be confined,

he has at least the satisfaction of knowing that he

has also discovered how to gain the worthiest

results from the exercise of his powers. No doubt,

while he is most ai live in

is .1 peculiar freshness and

is most interesting.

experiment. There

speculative charm about the productions which

mark the period during which the consciousness of

himself is slowly developing into exact knowledge

of the limitations by which his powers are bounded,

besides, everything that he does at this time is

equally important, because it is impossible to say

by then, remains to him as to the work he must which of the man)' things he attempts is most

do ; some of his experiments have failed so obviously significant or most likely to point the direction in

and completely that his error in hoping for good which the effort of his later life will tend. There-

results from them is beyond question, but others fore he is worthy of attention as much on account

have met with distinct and definite success, and in of what he may do as of what he can do, and

following them up he builds up the life record attracts no less by the actual value of his enthusi-

which fixes the position he is eventually to occupy astic experiments than by the promise which lie-

in the art history of the world. gives of future and more specialised mastery.

But to the students of contemporary history he It is because he has reached this stage in his

career that the work of

Mr. E. Borough Johnson

claims at the present

moment a degree of

critical attention which

is more often reserved

for that of men who are

by many years his seniors.

He has already, young

though he is, given quite

convincing proofs of

capacity sufficiently great

to set him apart from

the majority of his c on

temporaries ; ami in the

matter of quality his

comparatively limited

.11 hievement needs no

apology. From the first

lie has shown himself to

be possessed of a very

well-balanced sense ol

technical necessities.

His knowledge of the

craft of painting is

notably complete. Ib-

is an able manipulator,

and a draughtsman of no

mean skill ; and he has

also a gift of dramatic

expression which has

repeatedly stood him in

very good stead. Every-

thing that he has hither-

to produced has been

sound and sincere,

marked by excellent,IC|1Y IN LEAD HEM II
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The Work of E. BorougJi Johnsou

judgment, and carried out with a thoroughly

earnest intention to gain a telling effect bj legitimate

means. He is now, at the age of thirty, well estab

lished as an artist from whom much may be ex

pected ; and he has shown in the first decade of

his working life so much both of promise and

performance that we have every reason to regard

him as a painter certain to rank among the best of

those that the latter part of this century has pro-

duced.

His experience as a student has been of a kind

to give him a more than ordinary breadth of view.

His resolve to be an artist was formed early in life,

but his first acquaintance with art-school methods

was not gained until he was about eighteen yeai

old. In 1885 he joined the Slade School, which

was then under the direction of Professor I
1 gro .

but migrated theme, alt. 1

only two terms' work, to

Bushey, to put himself

under the tuition of Pro

fessor Herkomer. At

Bushe) he found ap-

parentl) a more congenial

atmosphere, for hi' re-

mained there for nearly

three years, working as a

Student in the school, and

making from time to time

successful efforts to em-

body in pictorial efforts the

results of his study. The

first picture which he ex-

hibited at the Royal A. a

demy, Her Daily Bread,

was painted during this

period. He was not more

than nineteen when it ap-

peared, but the fact that it

found an immediate pur-

chaser proved that even

then he had the power of

arresting popular attention.

At the end of his three

years' work at Bushey he

paid a visit to Paris with

the idea of painting for a

while in a studio there.

But a very brief experience

convinced him that the

conditions of study in the

French capital were hardly-

such as would assist him

to learn those artistic study in lead pencil

details which he needed for the perfecting of his

knowledge, lie found there was too much dis

turbance, too manj interruptions and distrai

tions, for him to be able to devote himself to

the quiet hie lor which lie fell himself best

adapted. So, in search of opportunity lo work

out in his own way the ideas thai were in his

mind, he relumed to England, and established

himself in a studio of his own .n Bushey. lie

was then' among surroundings thai suited him,

and was able to lead the existence thai wa> in

accordance with his inclinations, lb- busied him

self wiili genre subjects, figure compositions ol a

realistic type in which there was always a dominant

pathetic or dramatic note; and h< met with a

distinctly encouraging amount of success. Popular

approval was freely bestowed upon his pictun .

BY I'.. BOROUGH JOHNSON



The Work of E. Borough Johnson

which rarely Tailed to find purchasers as they ap-

peared upon the walls of the various exhibitions in

London and the provinces. More recently he has

moved again from Bushey to a studio in < Ihelsea
;

and has added to his artistic responsibilities by

undertaking the duties of art professor at Bedford

College. By these varieties of experience he has

made himself secure against the danger of becoming,

by the want of material for proper comparison,

limited in his views or narrow in his judgment of

art ; and he has given himself the mental training

which is most likely to help him in developing

those branches of his capacity that promise to lead

him to the best results.

In Ins technical methods he is equally free from

any inclination to be stereotyped. He affects no

IF Miss \l.\Ki; \l:r I DOI KERI1 I

tricks of execution, and uses no devices designed to

conceal, under an affectation of master) 1

, actual

want of study of necessary details. The charac-

teristic of his executive style is its precision, an

exactness of statement which is partly the outcome

of his early training and partly an expression of his

inclination towards close observation of form rather

than colour. He learns thoroughly every detail of

his subject before he attempts to put it into pic-

torial shape ; and although in the actual painting

lie by no means relaxes his attention to facts, and

works always with the model before him, he makes

beforehand a large number of careful studies from

life, lie prepares himself, in fact, for his labour on

the picture 1))' mastering in preliminary drawings

everything which lie feels is likely to give him cause

for thought ; and he

trusts to no happy acci-

dents to save him from

difficulties which he

knows can be minimised

by judicious precautions.

His whole process is a

deliberate one, exacting

enough in its demands

upon his time and energy,

hut tin- Onl) manner of

work which is possible to

him, because by it alone

can he gain the complete-

ness ot realism which is

the motive and spei lal

aim of his art. In his

choice of a medium he

is habitually catholic.

His more important pic-

tures have necessarily

been oil paintings, but lie

works largely in water-

colours as well, and is an

etcher of no mean skill.

As a black - and - white

draughtsman he has

especial power, and he

has gained, with work

done at various times fot

The Graphic, The Picto-

rial War/,/, and Black

and White, a position of

some prominence as an

illustrator. The excep-

tional ability of his pencil

drawings lias been before

by e. borough iimx^>\ recognised in these pages,
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The Work of E. Borough Johnson

\.\ US'GELINE FINDING GABRIEL FROM A PAINTING BY E. BOROUGH IOHNSON

and is emphasised by the reproductions which

accompany this article. They show, perhaps more

vividly than anything else he does, how his instinc-

tive realism is saved, by subtle perception of line

and modelling, from ever degenerating into exag-

geration or from being warped into caricature ; and

at the same time they reveal plainly the spirit and

intellectual intention by which he is controlled.

In such studies there is none of that tendency to

make concessions to the popular fancy which he,

like all sincere artists, recognises as one of the

i hief dangers in the path of the man who paints to

exhibit and, as an almost inevitable sequence, to

sell. Whatever may be the obligation which a

painter feels to conceal, in his gallery pictures, his

strongest convictions, because they may be out of

harmony with the less educated views of his patrons.

in his studies he almost invariably gives us his real

self; and Mr. Borough Johnson in his pencil draw-

ings has no hesitation and no wish to hide one atom

Of his beliefs. We may lake them as the truest

10

interpretation of his thoughts about art, and this

gives them a value that cannot be over-estimated.

Vet it can hardly be said that, even in his exhibi-

tion pictures, he has, so far, surrendered much of

his individuality to please the taste of the people

who do not think as he does. Sombre subjects

are notoriously not calculated to meet with much

approval from a public which prefers to be tickled

and amused. The representation of the tragedies

of low life, the exhibition of squalor and suffering,

are less likely to excite the sympathies of the

modern art lover than to affront his aesthetic con-

victions. But Mr. Borough Johnson, so far as his

experiments have at present carried him, is essen-

tially an illustrator of the grim and painful side of

existence. He has studied and rendered, hitherto,

in his figure-pictures, not much that would com-

mend itself to the men who deny to art the right to

be didactic by the exhibition of the startling con-

trasts between poverty and wealth. He has occu-

pied himself largely with what may be called social



-THE MESSAGE OF PEACE"
FROM A PAINTING BY E.
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Sonic Glasgow Designers

object-lessons, and he has done little in the way of

mitigating the force of his teaching. One of his

most successful compositions -A Salvation Army
Skelter which is now in the Melbourne National

Gallery, is an appallingly faithful representation oi

an incident in East End life, a ghastly statement ol

the mental and physical squalor which is the lot of

so large a section of our London population. It

is a picture akin to Mr. Luke Kildes' Casuals in its

any one course in art. He is, after all, still at the

experimental stage, and for a man of his ability any

departure is possible. His last exhibited picture,

Eve's First View of Herself, affords the strongest

possible contrast to the canvases by which he has

in recent years proved the reality of his power,

for it is a graceful and imaginative study of the

nude designed with delightful feeling for line-

arrangement and marked by a subtle decorative-

sense which is almost as rare as it is welcome.

And he has made of kite many digressions into

landscape painting and portraiture, showing in

both that he is capable of arresting' attention in

directions very different from that in which he has

seemed hitherto inclined to tend. His landscape

especially is remarkable for its thorough apprecia

tion of open-air detail, for its line design and rich

reserve of colour. He has, what is best ol all, a

true conception of the dignity of nature, and paints

her with the sincere respect which comes from

complete sympathy with her spirit. He seeks to

understand her in the right way, and she repays

him with that revelation of herself without which

the labour of the artist to represent her charm

must always remain futile and ineffectual. This

is, indeed, the characteristic of all his effort, that

he is eager to make himself master of every fact

which will assist him to perfect whatever he

attempts to do: and so long as he does not fall

away from this high ideal bis career will be worthy

of the closest study.

si UDY IN LEAD PENCIL BY K. BOROUGH JOHNSON

stern recognition of horrible facts, and it carries the

same motive a step farther because it recognises

also the element of fanatii ism which dulls the

poverty-stricken mind into acceptance of ills which

need to be met with energy, not fatalistic endur-

ance. There is wholesomer pathos in the other

canvases, A Message oj Peace and Evangeline

finding Gabriel, with its note of hopelessness

and bitter sorrow, but they are both in a deeply

minor key. By such work the artist prows him-

self to be a pictorial tragedian, with the quick

sympathies that are characteristic of thoughtful

youth, but lie to some extent lays himself open

to the charge of having misapprehended the real

siope ol artistic expression.

However, it must not be forgotten that Mr.

Borough [ohnson has not. as yet, reached an age

which justifies us in regarding him ascommitted to

i j

SOME GLASGOW DESIGNERS
AND THEIR WORK. BY
GLEESON WHITE. FART IV.

Mr. Oscar Paterson is an artist in

stained glass, a craft of which the very tradition

was practically lost, so far as Great Britain is

concerned, until the Gothic revival. It is true-

that window-transparencies were still employed,

and that these were supposed to represent a

more excellent development of the craft. But to

speak of the work Jervais carried out after Sir

Joshua Reynolds's notable designs for New Gollege,

Oxford, as "stained glass " seems a misuse of the

word. Reynolds prepared pictures on canvas,

somebody copied them on glass, the result being no

more truly the art of vitraille than a picture painted

in oil colours upon copper belongs to the art of

metal. In each case the material is obscured more

or less by a picture, and in no sense decorated.

When the Gothic revival renewed the old craft,

it also restored the limitations to some extent,
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and so far showed a distinct gain. But as most

surviving examples of ancient glass were found in

ecclesiastic buildings, consciously or unconsciously

even modern domestic glass was modelled upon

their lines. Later still, in the designs of Sir Edward

Burne-Jones for Morris glass, Mr. Selwyn Image,

Mr. Christopher Whall, Mr. Holiday, Mr. Walhi

Crane, and others, we find that the influence ol the

Renaissance has ousted many distinctly Gothic

features, while the true principles of the crafl are still

retained. Despite certain notable exceptions, such

as the windows of the common room at Peterhouse,

Cambridge, by Sir Edward Burne-Jones, "The

Brownies'' and others by Mr. Image, domestii

glass is chiefly a thing of commercial design. Nor

need this statement convey tin- implication that

therefore it must needs he had ; one can recall lure

and there quite admirable work done by a " linn.

Some glass in a popular restaurant in the Strand

is of its sort entirely satisfactory, for its design

is almost entirely a pattern in lead lines, with

touches of yellow upon a few panes ol the glass

itself, which is otherwise either clear or but slightly

tinted.

Still, much remains open for experiment in

domestic glass, and no one has attempted more-

paraphrases of old work and distinctly new effects

than Mr. Oscar Paterson, whose labours are the

subject of this paper. Some of his experiments

deserve serious and most hearty approval ;
others

need not be too weightily di • u i

'I. because they

are obviously pleasant conceits quite worthily

carried out, even if, while defi nsible on their own

merits, the) are at times perhaps a shade t < .<

»

whimsical to be considered a new types thai would

PANEL IN BLACK AND WHITE el ISS DEFINED

WITH LEAD LINES BY OSCAR PA

WINDOW
DESIGN! I' BY <•-' M PATERSON

survive many repetitions. Here, too, isa good place

to acknowledge his partner's share in the work,

and to explain that reference more frequently to

Mr. Harry Thomson has only been avoided

because of the awkwardness in attributing each

item on which they have worked to two peopli ,

The designs of these craftsmen—each duly

accredited below the reproductions—are charac-

terised by two prominent qualities. First, that they

never lose sight of the materials employed: in

other words, that lead lines, which must needs be

Opaque, and glass which should be translucent, if

5



Some Glasgow Designers

To be able to take

his art lightly, yet

with all seriousness,

is the mi i! i happ) al

tribute of any crafts-

man : it leads to the

ii ling which has

been said to be the

cause of .ill worthy

ornamentatio n,

namely, " the joy oi

the workman in his

work." When he has

mastered its tech-

nique and overcome

it- difficulties, then and not until then can he

venture to experiment and to dare, certain that

whatever be the result of the new departure in

ways of established precedent, he has already done

well, and can do well again, if the new path prove

not worth following up. Thus he can play with

I' UT 1)1 \ SI KEEN ]\ nni ESI l.\ I \\ h ' I I

.1 \ss BY HARRY I IK >\l .1 1 .

not actually transparent, are always manipulated

with distinct recognition of these facts. Next, thai

without any conflict with these two essentials, all

precedents are followed or abandoned as the whim

of the moment prompts each designer. Perhaps

for "the whim of the moment,'' it would bi

dignified to say the inspiration of his theme; but

as personal intercourse with Mr. Paterson reveal

him to be not a "soulful" theorist, but a working

craftsman with abundant ideas and well-balanced

sell 1 ritii ism, the more colloquial phrase may be

employed without offence.
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his craft as a poet plays with words, and if the

fancy be on him, can expend his art on a trifle

with no less pleasure than in more sober mood he

can strain every nerve to surpass his best record.
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It is good that glass is practically imperishable maste int. n ,1 u bui
;

save by violence, otherwise the glories of the old any , to
»'"'

work had faded long since; but remembering th. for a totally disl i ey s Id b

horrors of this mid-century one', joy is i hastened; looked on as mi n worl

Fi u things are more diffii ull o pn > in words

than ,i fine arrangement of colour. Thi i i ren

dered evi i re haul than ii need b b) thi 1 1< I

that we havi no i ran I ti rminology for it. It

would hardlv be an exaggeration to say thai wi

have no nomenclature at all. Scarlet, the colour

of a linesman's tunic ;
blu . a Mr. Ri < kitt

,1 MM !i ..I ISS
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for the memorial windows set up to do honour

to departed worthies survive to distress their de-

scendants. In colour, design and sentiment, some

of the glass of " the sixties" is an abiding horror—

a blemish upon old buildings and new —a detail that

by its very position in a pathway of light cannot be

overlooked, and is so hedged and guarded by-

sentimental and practical conditions that in all

probability much of it will remain for centuries a

confession of bad taste and ignorance.

Wry few of us are in a position to estimate how-

much domestic glass of adequate design has been

already produced. Chance visits to a few notable

houses and a certain number of exhibitions lead

one to hope that no little has already been

achieved. But stained-glass windows do not lend

themselves to purposes of exhibition, and cartoons

should never be shown except to fellow-workers.

As well might an embroiderer display his tracings

in black-and-white, or a mezzotinter exhibit his

preliminary etching. Only one in a thousand car-

toons has intrinsic charm of its own, and in that

one the interest is quite apart from the real value

of the material, its mosaic of coloured light set in

a black margin. Occasionally as "studies" by a

M URCAS1-: WINDOW IN WHITE AND

LEMON GLASS

DESIGNED BY II IRRY I HOM

EXECUTED BY OSCA1

'7
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advertises it
;

green, as in the green baize of com-

iii' 1. i
: or the "pink" of lawyer's tape, are all

fairly well defined ; but if you wish to convey a

il'AIKi v-l. WINDOW l\ WHITE AM) LEMON CLASS

BY i isi U: I'A I I I »' l

meaning of so popular a dye as that used for

certain Liberty silks tlame colour, salmon, apricot,

even terracotta, and a dozen other substantives

ordinarily employed in describing fire, fish or baked

clay, are borrowed to confuse the reader. For

"flame "is as vague a term as "red"; salmon is

not an exact adjective, if a well-defined noun ;

terra-cotta may include even thing from dull drab

to rusty iron, and yet escape the particular shade

m ai wish to distinguish.

Therefore the mere effort to talk of colour in a

way clear to the speaker, much less to his audience,

is a foregone failure. All we can say of Mr. Oscar

Paterson's colour must be limited to a few com-
paratively simple assertions. He has realised the

secret mystery of an opal, he has caught the amber
iS

of a sunset sky, and has dreamed (if not seen) the

magic phosphorescence of midnight seas in the

tropics. This in cold print seems to be merely

"journalese," yet if you try to set down in simple

English the play of light in a piece of opalescent

glass, you (as I who write) will find it a somewhat

tedious matter. All the same the curious milky

white which flashes out the most vivid colours of

the prism is as common as a soap-bubble and as

complex. To say that some of Mr. Oscar Pater-

son's glass is well-nigh as delightful as a soap-

1 II PANE! I\ LUS1 RED AM)
Will I L i,l \-s

BY HARRY 1 HOMSON

bubble is really not a very undignified short cut to

the truth. In comparison with even his best

efforts the soap-bubble wins easily, but to have

come into close rivalry with that common miracle

implies a certain touch of nobility.

Mr. Oscar Paterson's glass has more poetry in it

than many lyrics display, but this is not to be urged

against him. Reckoning from the premisses of the
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on the other hand if the window be near the eye

"quality of material should be the prominent fea

ture." It is, in fact, as if to the ordinary vibration

of a pleasing melody on harp, violin, or flute

{quality of light), we add the more piquant tones

of virginal, clavichord and viola (quality of glass)

;

the time and rhythm may be the same, but to the

musical invention revealed in the first, we havi

added the sentimental association of ancientry by the

pensive quaintness of a timbre rarely heard to-day.

The simile is Mr. Paterson's own, and suggests

clearly enough the qualities he tries to infuse into

his work. Elsewhere he has dwelt on a point

which deserves reiteration.

"We have, as the result of experience," he says,

"developed an autopathic perception of the

correct associations of form and quality. We
recognise, for example, the ' firmness ' of a needle,

the ' flexibility ' of a watch-spring, the ' solidity ' of

iron, and the ' hardness ' of stone, and have no

difficulty in associating these qualities with certain

lines more or less fine, fluid, or rigid ; we speak of

the ' purity ' of water, the ' transparency ' of glass,

the ' brilliance ' of a diamond, the ' lightness and

iridescence' of a soap bubble, and we find in-

variably that all these qualities are associated with

particular forms, and, further, it has become part of

our experience that similar forms are the most

appropriate that can be adopted to express these

qualities."

Here, however, the metaphysics of the subject

i.I ASS DOOR P \M-.I.

KY HAKKY THOMSON

must be left unexplored. The quotation given

will show Mr. Paterson's bent, and give evidence

that his apparent " happy thoughts " are like many

others, the

result of

much pre-

vious hard

thinking. But

it is time to

leave genera!

isation and

turn to facts,

and in an

i 1 1 u s t rated

article the

pictures are

the real point.

"Cut t he-

cackle and

come to the

'osses " is the

historic utter-

ance ofagreat

circus pro-

prietor, and

a sentenci
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which holds a latent reproof to scribblers for all

time.

But when illustrations explain the fact as clearly

as do those which accompany this paper, it is

difficult to avoid repeating the obvious, and the

difficulty is enhanced when the actual works they

represent are not at hand for reference. As you

pass down West Regent Street, Glasgow, a striking

frontage of one of the basements reveals the

presence of some artistic manufactory. The lemon

colour paint, the sundial, and the well-planned

lettering on the facia board, give a first impression

which is but heightened when you are in the show-

room and see specimens of "The Glass-Stainers

Company's " work. Some of quite simple design,

too simple to be illustrated effectively, are not less

novel or less good than the more elaborate.

Especially is this true of squares of clear white

glass, with a raised disc as large a circle as the

space permits. This is not made by thickening

the glass, but as if, to use a rough and ready

simile, you pressed a globe upon a yielding square

and sunk a depression in the centre, just touching

the boundary lines. Glass treated in this way-

gives a pleasant effect without distorting the vision,

or condensing the rays as in a lens. Then a

glass stiletto, after the model of certain Venetian

examples, made to break off in the victim's body,

is shown you, and for a second Mr. Oscar Paterson

recalls some old Italian craftsman whose pride in

the work he had created half fascinated him to

enjoy the deadly pleasure of testing its efficiency.

Then panels with old Dutch street scenes upon

them, in colour that has a faded air, as if the

corrosion of centuries had affected its surface;

then schemes which suggest a Japanese stencil-

plate, filled with white glass, while others, in which

the same method is employed, suggest a bit of

old German heraldry ; then window sundials,

ingenious and decorative, a capital decoration for

the upper panel of a library window overlooking

a country lawn with roses and peacocks, the

ideal bookroom for a bookman. Church windows

and more ornate decorations than any yet men-

tioned are also there and make a goodly show.

But at first it is the minor pieces that attract you

most, for it is easier to grasp the meaning of a

pretty conceit or an ingenious device, apart from

its proper setting, than to do justice to works

planned to occupy distant spaces set in a frame-

work which by its opaqueness heightens their

brilliancy.

In most the harmony of colour is pitched in a

high key—lemon and white with neutral greys

and actual black employed freely are Mr. Oscar

Paterson's favourite and distinctly novel colour-

schemes. But if you prefer a fuller palette, there

are plenty, where apricots, and pomegranates,

the breasts of humming-birds, and the lustre of rare

jewels are wrought in gorgeous harmonies, and yet

never vulgarised by too much splendour. For Mr.

Oscar Paterson and Mr. Harry Thomson both

realise the value of white, and of the beauty of

line— bold, well-arranged lines, that fulfil the true

JEWEL CASKET IN OXIDIZED AND BRIGHT SILVER

WITH ENAMEL INLAY

DESIGNED AM) EXECUTED BY OSCAR

PATERSON AND HAKRY THOMSON
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Mr. Xico Jungmann's Drawings

purpose of leading, and in themselves supply a

beautiful and effective decoration, when used with

crystal glass alone. Other subjects, which are pecu-

liarly Mr. Paterson's own, are given to conventional

representations of old towns (as in the staircase

window, illustrated on page iS), and another where

the leading supplies the drawing, and the flat pieces

of glass give something approximate to but not

imitating local colour. Ships with bulging sails

afford him delightful excuse for curved lines, that

suggest perspective but do not confuse the conven-

tion suited for flat decoration. The admirable

fidelity to this purpose is so evident in these illus-

trations that it is unnecessary to dilate upon it.

But they have not been picked out to emphasise-

that which distinguishes all this glass, except pos-

sibly a few ingenious copies of old engravings

which look as if they were etched on the glass

itself.

( )f Mr. Oscar Paterson's enthusiastic devotion

to his craft much might be said. The single detour

in other fields here represented—a charming casket,

made by himself and his partner, show, however,

that should they care to devote their attention to

metal-work and enamel,

they would probably be as

fertile in new combinations

of form and colour as they

have proved themselves

to be in stained glass.

familiarity with "decorative" as opposed to purely

" pictorial " design has influenced his work greatly,

and still gives it its peculiar quality. At sixteen

and-a-half years his ability was so marked that he

was "spotted'
1

as a youth of great promise, and en

couraged to study at the Academ) of Plastic Art.

Alter four years spent there, and another year else

where, he came to London with a subsidy Irom

the director of " Art i et Amicitiae," having suc-

< essfully competed for a fresco for that institu-

tion. His duty was to make sketches of London

life, and transmit them periodically to Holland.

Until now, the only work which has been published

here that calls for mention, is a series of drawings

and a plate in colours for The Parade^ 1897.

These, however, hardlv show him at his best, for

Mr. Jungmann is an artist with a strong individu-

ality that has so far found its fullest expression in

studies of figures rather than in pictures, or even

in designs, as the terms are conventionally under-

stood. In 1896 he returned to Holland, and did

much work at Vollendam, one of its most pic-

turesque sketching-grounds. In the water-colours

and pencil drawings he made there his aim has

s
OME DRAW-
INGS BY MR.
NICO JUNG-
MANN.

Before discussing the

drawings of Mr. Nico

Jungmann, a few facts of

his career may be briefly

noted. Although settled in

London he is not of Eng-

lish birth, as indeed his

name would betray. Born

at Amsterdam of parents

in no way connected with

art, he was at the age of

twelve apprenticed to a

decorator of churches and

interiors, and made rapid

progress during the four-

and-a-half years he was en-

gaged in various branches

of mural painting. This WATER-COLOUR 51 I't'V BY SICO JUNGMANN
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been (to quote his own words) " to make studies

per se, and make them express their own character."

Later on he hopes to proceed to finished paintings

;

but for a while he is satisfied to complete isolated

decorative drawings, such as those here re-

produced.

But these studies are by no means an equivalent

for a "snap-shot" coloured by hand. When a

happy idea strikes him he makes a careful drawing

of it without models, and some of these are so true

and so beautiful that, but for his own playful con-

tempt for them, one might easily be roused to enthu-

siasm, although he declines to regard them as

completed works. Afterwards he poses his models,

and in a straightforward and most accomplished

manner draws the figure or the group with infinite

care. The actual drawings are made with a sort

of crayon of his own preparation, and to an outsider

the results appear to be just elaborate pencil

studies. But the curious power and realism of his

STUDY
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completed sketches are accompanied by so much
remarkable subtlety in the use of the line, that face

to face with the actual work one cannot help feel-

ing inclined, under the influence of a first im-

pression, to forbear from any further and lengthier

analysis, and to rest content with the ensemble.

After the drawing has been advanced to this

stage, Mr. Jungmann adds the necessary colour,

and the work is complete. " That is all
!

" as a

conjurer who has mystified you exclaims, when, to

heighten the impression, he professes to explain

one of his feats of legerdemain.

At twenty-five, to have done as much as he has

is a worthy achievement, especially when one re-

members that it is only two years since Mr. Nico

Jungmann's studies of London life shown at " The
Little Salon " were first mentioned with approba-

tion in these pages, with comment that expressed

faith in his future. But the fulfilment then seemed

far more distant than it has proved to be, for in

the short time which has elapsed Mr. Jungmann
has developed a distinctly personal manner of

expression. Selecting subjects from his native

country, he has recorded them in a way that is at

once singularly like the effect of a good Japanese

colour-print, and yet no more imitative of the

method of Harunobu or Hokusai, than is one of

Mr. W. P. Nicholson's woodcuts. It is pleasant to

recognise the influence of Japan manifesting itself

indirectly in the work of many of the younger men;

for it is a mere commonplace to assert that only

those influences which can be completely assimi-

lated, and are reproduced indirectly, become of

lasting value. To make a spurious Japanese

colour-print is not a laudable effort, for, even if it

be sufficiently like its prototype to pass as genuine

for a single minute, the pleasure it yields only lasts

as long as its imposture remains undetected. But

to assimilate the pleasant convention of outline

and colour, with or without landscape or other

background, is open to all who care to attempt

it, and Mr. Jungmann, whether consciously or

the reverse, has in these studies of 1 >utch

peasants approached the effect of a first-rate

Japanese colour-print. This is perhaps less ap-

parent in the illustration in colour which accom-

panies this article, than in the majority of his

designs. Despite the skilful paraphrase which has

reproduced " Neeltje Tuyp " so dexterously, the

reduction in scale (the original is eighteen inches

high) and the different texture of the paper are

responsible for the loss of a certain atmospheric

greyness which brings the water-colour into perfect

tone, and adds a singular delicacy to its robust
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handiwork. But if this is only remotely like a Japan

ese colour-print, the resemblance is more striking in

one of a crouching figure of an old man playing a

gaily tinted accordion, which will be reproduced

later. As a drawing by Mr. \Y. H. Bartlett of the same

model, in nearly the same attitude, has been repro-

duced lately in a popular journal, it is well to call

attention to the fact that Mr. Jungmann and Mr.

Bartlett painted in company. Indeed, one of our

illustrations is a very life-like portrait of Mr. Bart-

lett actually at work on a group of these peasants.

This extremely decorative panel, in water-colour on

paper, has much of the quality of fresco painting,

especially in the light which seems to radiate from

its surface. In the reproduction the values are

slightly altered, and the head appears darker than

it should be, whilst the flatness of the original is

lost somewhat. The broad and simple masses of

colour, all in a light key, are separated by black

outlines, at times almost as strong as those

of a stained-glass window (as, for instance,

in the contours of the chief figure), and

again so delicately grey, that their pre-

sence is scarcely suspected except after

close study. It would be difficult to

overpraise the striking and novel effect

of this work.

In another mood are the large studies

of heads, some in monochrome only,

others in vivid broken pigment, where

positive colours are laid on with such

skill that they sparkle harmoniously side

by side, their pure scarlets, vivid greens,

and rich purples blending together. The
faces themselves are remarkably well

observed. They seem veritable charts of

the wayfarer's life depicted by the hand

of time. Every line, every wrinkle helps

to add a new fact to the character of

these naive records of old age. The head

in full face, surmounted by a sailor's cap

(page 32), will give a good idea of the naive

manner of Mr. Jungmann's portraiture.

Many pictures of girls and matrons in

their white native headgear reveal as great

a sense of beauty as those done from old

sailors reveal a sense of character. The
winged cap, so transparent that in a side

view the face is partly visible through it,

has seldom been better set down than here.

The sketch for a noble Madonna-like

composition of a mother with a sleeping

child (of which the finished original is in

Brussels) is by my side as these lines are

written. It is purely an ideal conception, drawn

from imagination only, yet its drawing leaves few

points open for attack. Afterwards Mr. Jungmann
posed models in the same attitude, and elaborated

his study to that fine finish which he is able

to impart to his work without losing any of the

breadth and large handling that is in the pre-

liminary sketch.

In the absence of the actual pictures to Support

the claim here advanced on their behalf, an

attempt to estimate them at their true worth may

sound exaggerated. Net when in a studio one

afternoon, not long ago, Mr. Jungmann called to

show its occupant a portfolio of his skrt. Ins,

the admiration they aroused will not be readily

forgotten by those who were present. ( )ne of

the most notable of our younger British artists,

a well-known critic, an Oxford don of European

celebrity as a connoisseur, and several other art-

NICO II N'.M \\\
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workers, were all equally delighted by their

novelty, their dexterous handling, and their high

decorative value. They are not pictures in the

popular sense, for their incident is simple, they

owe nothing to anecdote and little to sentiment

;

but as decoration of the best sort a single one

would add distinction to any room. Like the

matchless drawings by Holbein now at Windsor

Castle, and the masterpieces of Japan, they are

self-contained works of art. In their own idiom

they express what Charles Keene expressed in

his way, what Rembrandt set down in etching, or

what many another master has said in his own

tongue. The frank delight they arouse is not of a

sort that might attract the average picture lover,

but to those who can appreciate virtuosity with-

out affectation—a transcript of life, idealised by

its maker to be a work of art, and in no way

" prettified " in the process— they are memorable.

In them we have the peasant at his work ennobled

as Jean Francois Millet ennobled him, not by

meretricious sentiment, not by academic problems

of handicraft, nor by any attempt to impart classic

elegance such as Fred Walker or George Mason

bestowed on their country folk. In saying this

much no reflection is cast on diametrically opposed

methods. Mr. Jungmann sees Nature through his

own temperament, he expresses his impression in

a convention that recalls, as we have said, both the

mural fresco and the colour-print. The result

is unlike either, and wholly his own ; but that he

has proved that to-day an individual can express old

truths at once truly and newly can be doubted by

no unprejudiced person who has studied his work

at first hand. It is to be hoped that before long

the project for a " one man show " devoted to his

work will be carried through.

Then, even the most jaded art

critic will find something novel

awaiting him. There is always a

domestic, straightforward charm

about Dutch art and Dutch handi-

craft which is equally unlike the

elegance of France, the elaborate

sentimentality of Germany and

the anecdotal themes of Great

Britain. Yet its realism is often

turned to pure romance, and what

merely pleased at first is elevated

to something more on better ac-

quaintance. Mr. Jungmann has

found a field of his own, and the

soil under his cultivation has

already yielded a promising crop.

He dreams of greater things, and

will do them. This prophecy is

safe, after an hour's conversation

with him, during which you catch

his point of view, realise his modest

estimate of the work he has done,

and become infected by his be-

lief in the possibilities which he

sees in purely decorative treatment

stripped of conventional formal-

ism, and in an art which can be

employed so cunningly that the

lesser artifice of the chosen treat-

ment can be forgotten, and only

its fidelity to nature accompanied

by sound artistry remembered

permanently.

"ON 1 HE WALL, VOLLENDAM

3°

FROM A STUDY BY NICO JUNGMANN E. B. S.
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A
FRENCH CARICATURIST:
CARAN D'ACHE. BY
GABRIEL MOUREY.

Some may feel surprise, on looking

at the illustrations in this article, to find none of

the comic drawings, the humorous pages, by which

Caran d'Ache has won for himself the remarkable

and well-deserved popularity he enjoys. I do not

think, however, they will regret this omission.

While not denying for a moment that these most

amusing and spirited drawings, so full of frank

gaiety and life, are in every way worthy of repro-

duction in these columns, it has seemed to me that

it would be more interesting to the readers of The
Studio to show them another and less-known side

of the artist's talent ; moreover, it is the aim of

this magazine to publish that which is new and

inedit.

Every one who sees the newspapers and reviews,

to many of which Caran d'Ache has contributed

for years past, must know the keen, alert wit of his

pencil, must recognise the originality of his ideas,

the humour of his fancy, often quite irresistible in

its force. Who has not seen one or other of the

albums, in which he collects the best of his work

—

the three Album Caran <FAche, Bric-a-brac, Les

Courses dans FAntiquite, Lcs joies du plein air, La

Comedie du jour sous la Republique Athenienne, or

Le Carnet dc Cheques ? What variety of ideas,

what a fund of drollery : how sure, how masterly

the touch : how perfectly the hand responds to the

whims of the imagination !

Who that has seen it can have forgotten the page

called Genera/ et Cerf-Volant'? During tin- halt

before the march pa t, some urchins have tied a

kite-string to the tail of the general's mount. The

parade begins, and tin' general, going along .a the

trot, raises the kite, which llo.it- gaily behind him.

The troops cannot contain their amazement, as

the general, all unconscious, pa ;ses by in dignified

triumph, followed by his staff.

Excellent chien rapporteur introduces us to the

studio of an animal painter in the act of transfei

ring a splendid pheasant on to his cam. is. To him

enter a "sportsman," with his dog. At once,

while the two friends are shaking hands, the dog,

scenting game, comes to a halt before the picture.

The next moment the " line sporting dug " has

sprung upon the painted bird, torn it out ol the

resisting canvas, and laid his prey triumphantly at

his master's feet ; while the painter, in despair, falls

backwards into a seat and tears his hair.

What could In- funnier than this — Une Hstoire a

/aire dresser les chevcux t "
I want my hair curled

.... and do it as nicely as you can . . .
." says

tin customer, as he enters the hairdresser's shop

and takes his seat. The barber hands him the

morning paper and sets to work.

But horror is suddenly depicted on

the customer's face ; his nose grows

longer, his eyes start out of his head,

his hair stands on end like a porcu-

pine's quills. The unfortunate hair-

dresser tries his hardest to conquer

the rebellious locks, but all to no

purpose. His expression is one

of astonishment and despair. At

SILHOUETTE
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last, quite tired out, he gives it up, and the monsieur.

without having noticed anything wrong, gets up to

go. "Three frisures for the gentleman ....
three !

" cries the operator to the cashier. The
customer pays, and exit. Directly he has gone the

hairdresser seizes the paper and reads from it aloud.

The caissiere's hair, his own hair, the dog's hair,

the very hair on a wig stand on end, so awful is the

story. In fact, it is " a story to make your hair

stand !

"

Or, to mention others, what could be better in

their way than Le R'ecit du Capitaine, Trappeur

d'Arkansas, L'Assautde Malakoff, Appareil a Duel,

or Mktropolitain Oriental? In all we see the same

verve, the same sense of the comic side of events,

the same art of expressing things with accuracy and

restraint. For artists of this kind are beset by

many pitfalls, the chief of which is the temptation

to go too far, to overdo one's effects, a result which

practically never happens with M. Caran d'Ache's

work. He knows perfectly well how to say what

he wants to say, and he says neither more nor less

than this—a rare merit indeed, which he owes to

his extremely keen observation, to his profound

knowledge of gesture and expression. In a few

lines he places his figures ; then he surrounds them

with just the setting they demand ; in a word, he

creates their "atmosphere." He brings at once

into relief the essential characteristics of things,

disregarding all save that which calls for promin-

ence, and has some special part to play in his

story. Thus he is always clear and comprehen-

sible ; his ideas are within everybody's range, and

are expressed with the utmost crispness and pre-

cision.

His method is to simplify as much as possible:

hence the apparent poorness of some of his draw-

ings ; hence the sense of crudeness they sometimes

produce ; but examine them closely, carefully, and

you will be astonished to find how much there is

in them after all, how minutely accurate is the

detail. The development of his subjects, all

their half-dramatic, half-comic interest, consists in

the successive transformations of a line, expressing

upon the face the gradations of this or that feeling,

or passion, or thought. By the simple deforma-

tion or exaggeration of one or two primary features

in face or figure, Caran d'Ache shows us the birth,

the expansion, the growth, the full development,

the bursting—so to speak—of his drama. Apart

even from the gay humour they contain, some of

his "stories without words," told in a series of

little pictures, are full of merit.

From the artistic point of view, Caran d'Ache

seems to me to be better, although less popular,

as the soldier's artist—the military caricaturist, than

as the fanciful humorist whom all the world knows
;

moreover, that it is his true natural bent, and in

STl DY
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that direction his great gifts are seen to highest

perfection.

Some fifteen years ago Caran d'Ache—who was

then simply known by his real name, Emmanuel

Poire, and had not yet assumed the now famous

pseudonym, which it seems, in Russian, signifies

pencil—was doing his term of military service.

Passionately fond of drawing, he was employed by

the Ministry of War in the department for the

study of foreign armies. He drew uniforms of

every kind, and thus had access to all that was

necessary to enable him thoroughly to grasp in

their minutest details the dress, the appearance,

the everyday life of the soldier. He started by

caricaturing the uniforms of the ( German army,

deriving his inspiration from the military carica-

turists of Germany herself, whose influence may be

traced in the drawings from his pen, published

about that time in Tout-Paris, La Vie Moderns, the

Chat Noir , and elsewhere. They dealt particularly

with the Imperial era, rich in heroic feat and

glorious adventure. The splendid uniforms of the

" Grande Armee " were indeed well calculated to

attract the artist's pencil. For heroes' hearts beat

beneath those gorgeous trappings ! One has only

to read the Cahiers du Capitaine Coignet or the

Metnoires de Marbot to see what prodigies of valour

these men were capable of achieving. This, then,

was the heroic period Caran d'Ache wished to

depict in his L'Epopee, a series of ombres chinoises,

which for many months drew " All Paris " to the

little theatre at the "Chat Noir.'' His success was

enormous. Nothing could have been more strik-

ing, nothing more real, nothing more thoroughly

alive than these scenes of military life. In simple

silhouette form the artist succeeded so admirably

in bringing out the characteristics of each person-

age, showed so much variety of expression and

movement in his groups, that one could not resist

a feeling of genuine enthusiasm as this remarkable

and original spectacle passed before the eyes.

Fully equipped in every detail, from his previous

studies, perfect master oft-very particular of harness,

and uniform and arms, Caran d'Ache made this

miniature revival of the Napoleonic triumph a

truly wonderful creation. His hitherto unpublished

original sketches, several of which are reproduced

here, give some idea of what this work was like.

They show, accurately enough, the genius of Caran

d'Ache as a military draughtsman : while thi

other studies now published—selected from some

hundreds in his portfolios— will serve to complete

the reader's acquaintance with the artist's genius in

this direction.

One of Caran d'Ache's strongest qualities is his

profound knowledge of the horse. He knows its

anatomy from A to Z, and I can think of no artist

of to-day who can show its movements better than
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he. In the first place, they are true and precise

and certain ; but, better still, they reveal in all their

perfection the beauty, the grandeur, the fiery spirit

of the noblest of animals. Thoroughly to realise

how great is the mastery he has of his subject, one

must really go through his innumerable sketches,

showing the horse in every conceivable attitude,

now bounding along in splendid stride, now rest-

lessly champing his bit, now motionless in dignified

pose.

Caran d'Ache draws all animals delightfully.

BY CARAN I) ACHE

Glancing through his albums, one comes across

dogs, whose every attitude is seized with the most

charming truth and delicacy. In fact, his gifts are

great and various. Whether he choose to amuse

us with his witty incidents, or deal, as in his mili-

tary drawings, with most serious subjects, his

work is ever stamped with the seal of genuine

originality. How many artists are there, how many

simple draughtsmen, whose touch one can recog-

nise among a thousand ? And among the avowed

humorists are there many whose pencil so com-

pletely realises the spirit of their fancies ?

In Caran dAche's work, however—rare

exceptions apart—there is ever the same

spirit of fun, the same sound workmanship.

In his caricatures of well-known characters

—his Courses dans VAntiquitk is full of

them—he often achieves the funniest

effects, to those, at least, who know the

originals ; while his illustrations of the

events of the hour, which have appeared

for several years in the pages of the

Figaro, afford ample proof of his invaluable

faculty of observation, which, as I have

already said, forms the basis of his pictorial

ability.

Just as he deals now with the travels of

President Faure, so he treated a few years

ago the excursions of President Carnot,

whose stiff, solemn manner inspired many

a laughable drawing. In the same way he

handled the recent Franco-Russian fetes,

and the visit of the Preobajenski Band to

Paris. In regard to every actualite, in fact,

he shows himself remarkably well informed,

and so keen is he to seize the comic aspect

of passing events, that even years after it is

a pleasure to come across his drawings, in

which one may always find some forgotten
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Studio- Talk

m< ident, with its flavour and freshness all unim-

paried.

These are remarkable qualities in an artist of

this kind, and they amply suffice to justify the great

reputation ofCaran d'Ache.

Gabriel Mourey.

STUDIO-TALK.

(From our own Correspondents.)

LONDON.— It is difficult to say whether

Mr. Sellar is to be congratulated on his

courage, or blamed for his want of dis-

cretion, in refusing to accept as final

the judgment of Sir Edward Poynter,

and the other experts, upon the collection of "Old
Masters " which that assiduous collector was anxious

to present to the Guildhall Gallery. There is, no

doubt, something sublime in his faith in his own

infallibility, and there is a touch of pathos in the

strenuousness with which he clings to the convic-

tion of a lifetime ; but as he has, by exhibiting his

collection at the Grafton Gallery, invited a wider

opinion on these pictures, there is nothing to be

gained by tempering criticism to a shorn enthu-

siast. The only possible view that can be taken is

that Mr. Sellar has been cruelly deceived, and that

a great number of worthless daubs have been con-

fidingly accepted by him because he has lacked the

knowledge and observation necessary to enable

him to discriminate between real works of art and

more or less clumsy imitations. It might be going

too far to say that his collection does not contain

anything genuine, but it certainly includes nothing

of the first rank, and little that is even moderately

good. Many of the ascriptions to well-known

masters are almost childishly inappropriate. To
assign, for instance, to Franz Hals, that superbly

direct manipulator, various fumbling and ill-drawn

studies is ridiculous ; to credit Greuze with the

authorship of the clumsy and poorly-painted Girl

in a Nightdress is a piece of incredible absurdity
;

and to ticket with such names as Rubens, Rem-
brandt. Watteau, Paul Veronese, Turner, Titian,

Jan Steen, and others of equal repute, the farcical

caricatures with which the rooms of the Grafton

Gallery are crowded is a lamentable mistake. To
many of these productions it is not possible to give

even the benefit of the doubt ; they stand self-con-

victed as patent shams.

l:\ I ARAN 1' Ac 111.

There are, however, lessons to be learned from

this collection. Every picture-buyer should see it,

and every one who is bitten with the mania for

spending money on works of art of which the

value is a matter of speculation ; for it cannot be

doubted that Mr. Sellar's case is that of scores of

other proud possessors of " Old Masters." Unless a

picture by a long-deceased artist has an absolutely

flawless pedigree, the chances of its being genuine

are small enough, and the man who buys it as a

speculation is almost certain to make a bad bar-

gain. He would do far better if he confined his

attentions to the work of living men. If he has

any judgment or power of selection, he can make

sure of gathering together a thoroughly good show

of paintings whose authenticity is beyond question ;

and if he makes his collection in the studios of the

rising men, rather than those of the popular favour-

ites, whose prices have been inflated by momentary

fashion, he will invest his money wisely and with

the certainty of later profit. The collectors who,

not so many years ago, bought for a few pounds
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Wilsons, Turners, Romneys, Gainsboroughs, and

the other inexpensive canvases by the then rising

artists, have enormously enriched their families
;

and the same chances are open to the present-day

buyers if they could only have the wit to realise it.

To encourage contemporary art is certainly better

CHAMP- de-MARS

to have been made to edit the collection, so as to

show only the best side of the artist's capacity, and

a reasonable proportion of his failures have been

included as well as most of his greater successes.

The result is to afford a really adequate oppor-

tunity of estimating exactly the extent of his claim

to rank among the greater masters of

our native school. He is revealed as a

magnificent manipulator, full of vitality

and virile energy, and able to cover the

widest field of technical expression ; but

he is also proved to lack some of those

greater qualities of sensitiveness and

aesthetic judgment which are necessary

to raise craftsmanship to the higher level

of artistic mastery. His place is among

the realists rather than the imaginative

painters, for his instinct led him always

in the direction of literal imitation and

away from those subtleties of decoration

for which he had comparatively little

feeling. Nothing was impossible to him

in the way of expressing personal charac-

ter or in the treatment of textures and

accessory details ; but with few excep-

tions his pictures are more interesting

on account of their acuteness of obser-

vation than because they reveal a great

intention. In his landscapes, too, he

was always concerned with the more

obvious side of his subject, and seemed

to appreciate hardly at all the elusive

charm of atmosphere and the exquisite-

variety of open-air effects. Yet, despite

his limitations, he ranks beyond dispute

among the greatest painters of this cen-

tury ; and the position he occupies in

the record of British art is one that few

others would pretend to share with him.

BY CARAN 1> A( UK

than to support the manufactories where spurious

"Old Masters'' are turned out by the hundred to

satisfy a senseless demand.

There is no want of completeness in the collec-

tion of works by the late Sir John Millais which

occupies the Royal Academy galleries this winter.

Nearly all the pictures by which his reputation was

established have been secured for the exhibition,

and the various stages of his development are

quite convincingly illustrated. No attempt seems

40

The idea which has apparently

governed the arrangement of the winter

exhibition at the New Gallery is the

assertion of the kinship between painters of dif-

ferent schools and periods. No attempt is per-

ceptible to exhaustively illustrate any particular

school, and no artist, with the exception of

Rossetti, to whose works one room is entirely

given up, is represented by any great number of

canvases. What has resulted is a curious, but

very instructive, series of juxtapositions. In one

room Van 1 )yck, Rubens, Holbein, Ruysdael,

Rembrandt, Cuyp, and Paul Potter are associated

with Paul Veronese, Piero della Francesca, Luca
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DESIGN FOR A LUNETTE BY El i: W lR V RRH Mi M E

Signorelli, and other artists of the Venetian and

Florentine Schools ; in another is collected a group

BUST IN TEAK, BEECH AND LEAD

which includes Gainsborough, Raeburn, Morland,

Sn Thomas Lawrence, Etty, Wilson, David Cox,

Constable, Wilkie, and

such recent men as ( reorge

Mason, Fred. Walker,

Pinwell, and Albert

Moore. Many of the pic-

tures are thoroughly ade-

quate as illustrations of

the ai lii' \ ement of the

different artists, and even

the less significant exam

I

iles are generally accept-

able on account of their

technical distinction. The

chief things in the show-

are a couple of tine pi n

traits by Van Dyck; a

fascinating sketch for a

Boar Hunt by Ruben-
.

a landscape by Ruysdael
;

the portraits by Raeburn

and ( Jainsbon tugh : a

superb landscape b) I on

stable ; bred. Walker's

great landscape, The

Plough, and his pathetic

Wayfarers : Pinwell's Out

of Tune : the \\
I

by George Mason, of

which the most delightful

is the small composition,

4i
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The Young Anglers ; and the half-dozen canvases by

Albert Moore, among which are included three of

his greatest pictures, The Quartette, Reading Aloud,

and Midsummer, while the others, White Hydran-

geas, The Toilette, and An Embroidery, can be

fairly said to rank among the happiest of his

smaller designs. The best of the seventy-three

Rossettis are his Joli Cceur and The Loving Cup,

which belong to the period before his manner lost

restraint and grew into extravagance.

A pleasant demonstration of sound convictions

is made by the six artists who have organised the

"Landscape Exhibition" at the Dudley Gallery.

They are all favourably known as successful

painters of open-air subjects, and as the producers

of pictures which have merits of a really rare type.

Mr. Waterlow, Mr. Leslie Thomson, Mr. R. W.

Allan, Mr. Peppercorn, and Mr. J. S. Hill, who

DANTE A I RAVENNA BY F. DERWEN r WOOD

'l HARITY
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BY ALFRED I URNER

have supported judiciously the two similar shows

which have been held in previous years, are this

winter joined by Mr. J. Aumonier. He fills the

gap left by the late Mr. Hope McLachlan, and

proves himself to be thoroughly qualified for admis-

sion to the small circle which is responsible for the

collection put on view. His Fen Farm is one of

the best pieces of painting, and one of the most

attractive colour harmonies he has ever produced.

Mr. Leslie Thomson is seen quite at his best in his

exquisitely composed Brockenhurst; Mr. Peppercorn

and Mr. R. W. Allan fully maintain the high level

of technical performance that is characteristic of

their work; and Mr. J.
S. Hill, in a couple of studies
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of flowers, and especially in a large landscape, Low
Tide, gives admirable evidence of the steady pro-

gress towards exceptional mastery which has for

some time past made his work worthy of close

attention. The chief departure is, however, that

of Mr. Waterlow, in his Launching the Salmon Boat,

a subject out of his accustomed vein, but certainly

one oi his greater successes.

The Annual Exhibition of work by the students

of the Royal Academy should have been of more
than usual interest, because it was a Travelling

Scholarship year. None of the paintings sub-

mitted, however, proved sufficiently worthy, and

an outside critic could but feel that the jud

were fully justified in withholding it. Despite

a few passable renderings of the theme iet,

Cleopatra be/or Casar, none were notabli .

indeed, a set of more unalluring Cleopatras or

doddering Caesars could not be conceived. < >m

indeed, with the Roman emperor in a white robe,

looking like an ascetic monk, and the Serpi nt

ol Old Nile, kneeling (nude-, it is true) with all

the modest penitence of one who desiies tn be

shriven, deserves mention for its remarkable read

ing of the theme. In nearly all tesselated pave-

ments were introduced, but the perspective and

drawing of these were as inexact as the figures they

supported were unreal. The landscape subjects,

An After-glow and A Lock, both showed a much
higher level of excellence. The former, for tin

Turner gold medal and scholarship, was won by

A. Priest. In the latter subject < '. \\ . IJ. Diehard

son won the Creswick prize for an excellent low-

toned canvas; and another, by John Hunter, was

also admirable in many respects. In architecture,

a really fine design for a college tower, by Cecil

Brewer, was in many ways more dignified and

novel than that which was placed fust.

But if the other classes rarely showed more than

a mean average merit, mural decoration and sculp-

ture were far above the average level. Eleanor F.

Brickdale, with a scheme for a lunette (cut into by

a doorway), treated Spring with a very tender

colour and no little distinction. Another version

of the same subject, excellently decorative in treat

ment, depicted a youth with wind-blown drapery

on a car: in yet another—and perhaps the most

pleasing of all— little spirits whispering into the

ear of the central figure, and a youth plough-

ing behind, were daintily drawn, and the colours of

the blossoming boughs wire delicately managed.

HERMIONE As A MAI II BV MARY I. .
.

The subject for a group in the round was

Charity, the gold medal and travelling scholarship

being won by Alfred Turner, with a group of a

seated female figure, draped, supporting a nude

figure. Another, of a blind man who is saved by a

boy from stepping oxer a cliff—by Mortimer
J.

Brown—was almost level with the first ; indeed, the

judges must have found it difficult to assess the

relative values. Another, by a student of a few

months' standing only—Mr. Young—was full of

promise. Two Gladiators (one horsed, the other

afoot), by Gilbert M. Hayes, won a medal.
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[OAN STRUCK BY AN ARROW
FROM A WALL-PAINTING P.Y

II. HUOHES-STANTON AND 1'AI nor HUGHES

another group, by Mortimer J. Brown, again came

quite close.

A very interesting series of wall paintings, in-

tended for a room in a house at Guildford, has

been carried out by Mr. Talbot Hughes and Mr.

H. Hughes-Stanton, both well-known exhibitors

at the Royal Academy and elsewhere. The sub-

jects are taken from the life of Joan of Arc, and

show the heroine in the garb which modern

fancy, based on more accurate knowledge of his-

toric costume, has allotted to her. It is curious

to turn up an album of theatrical portraits, which

belonged to the famous Dr. Burney, and to find

the Maid of Orleans frequently depicted with a

mailed corset, huge hoops, and a coiffure tower-

ing on high, powdered and bedizened with bows

and flowers ! In the paintings, several of which

are here illustrated, Joan is shown as a graceful

maiden, transfigured by her mission almost to

the verge of the supernatural. The most suc-

cessful panels are undoubtedly those of actual

warfare and the Coronation of Charles VII. at

Rheims. In these a very pleasant convention

(not wholly unlike that employed by M. Boutet

de Monvel in his famous picture book) has been

used to express admirably imagined scenes. The

colour is gay. and at times brilliant, without

excess. The pictures are intended to occupy

spaces in a fine oak-panelled wainscot, with much

carved detail below : the canopies of the panels,

The results of a travelling scholarship, held

by Frank Dement Wood, were shown in eight

subjects, all excellent ; and some

—

Dante at

Ravenna, and a bust in teak, beech, and lead

—more than excellent. The paintings by

another travelling scholar, H. R. Milchen, were

disappointing, several designs for the story of

foseph and his Brethren being neither pleasant

in colour nor strong in drawing.

Among monochrome studies, a Hermione as

a Statue, by Mary Towgood, was a most excel-

lent work, and well merited the honour it re-

ceived ; as did the study of a girl's head, by

Geoffery Alan Nott, and another, No. 1701.

The illustrations—a huge number—to Jephthah's

Daughter, were mediocre to a surprising degree,

nor were the drawings for the (so-called) draped

model more interesting as a whole. A word of

grumbling must be added to this scanty notice.

The authorities neither issue a catalogue of the

works exhibited nor allow the names of the

students to appear below any except the prize

designs. Therefore much excellent work can-

not be duly credited to its author.
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YF.NI CRE \ Ink

FROM A WAI I -IAIN riNG BV

H. HUGHES-STANTON AND TALBOT HUGHES

CORONATION OF CHARLES AT RHEIMS

FROM A WAI I -PAINTING BY

II. HUGHES-STANTON AND TALBOT HUGHES

which are to receive the paintings, are relieved by scenes, treated in more naturalistic manner, and the

gilding, and still further enriched by armorial later seems of the martyrdom, also more pictorial,

blazonings. The scheme has been well planned arc distinctly less satisfactory than those of the

and well executed, so that both the clever young campaign, where a more rigidly conventional treat-

painters who have undertaken it will add to their ment has been maintained; but as a whole it

reputations, already well established. As a series deserves very warm approval. If those who have

it is of unequal interest, for the earlier pastoral large sums at their command for interior decoration

COLOURED BAS-RELI1
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would eschew machine-made ornament, however

good, and call in our younger painters to supply

its place, then indeed might "fresco" and the

highest forms of mural painting become acclimatised

among us. Ever) step in this direction, whether

by painting on canvas or bas-reliefs in coloured

placer, must be regarded as an advance towards

the desired end, and must be encouraged.

Another has for its subject "The Crownii

Henn VII. on ill, Battlefield of Bosworth";a
third, the procession through Wakefield ol Henry
VII., and his bride Elizabi ill of Vork, the formal

alliance which united the rival Roses. A fourth

shows Margaret ol ^njou delivering her son to the

custody of the robbers of the wood, who had under

taken to see him safely to France, fhis subject was

ELIEFS BY II. C, FEHR

An interesting series of coloured has reliefs

by H. C. Fehr, intended for the new County

Hall at Wakefield, were privately shown in his

studio before being sent to the building for which

they have been especially designed. The subjects

are all pertinent to the locality which played an

important part in the Wars of the Roses. One
shows the Battle of Wakefield, in which the

Duke of York, claimant to the throne, is being un-

horsed by his adversary. The central incident of

this frieze is also reproduced here to a I irgi r scale.

chosen as the last important fait in the Wars of

the Roses, in which tin- house ol Anjou played

prominent a part.

The panels are each 27 feet long and 4 feet

'i inches high. The figures are in high-relief, and

coloured in brilliant pigment, with silver and gold

introduced freely. Thus the whole effect is in

accordance with the best traditions of such work,

and has attained no little of the sumptuous el

of the best examples still extant tie

4;
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example, in the choir aisles of Amiens Cathedral.

Mr. H. C. Fehr (whose large bronze group, Perseus

rescuing Andromeda, was purchased under the

terms of the Chantrey Bequest in 1894) had some

share in the Trocadero decorations already noticed

in The Studio, so that these reliefs are not his

first experiments in coloured sculpture. It is good

to find a provincial town anxious to decorate its

public buildings worthily. In the absence of a

really great school of fresco-painters—and the

climatic conditions of the British Isles seem to

forbid even the probability of one arising— it is

wise to enlist the services of our younger sculptors

in a branch of their craft which is more in har-

mony with many of our quasi-Gothic or Renais-

sance buildings than any other method of wall

decoration we have yet employed. Local his-

tory lends itself readily to such treatment, and

work thus executed may fall short of the dignity

of the finest bas-relief in white marble and yet

be entirely worthy of its accessory part in the

whole scheme of interior, or even of exterior,

decoration.

E
DINBURGH.—A good deal has been

done in recent years for the preserva-

tion of the old town of Edinburgh,

notably by the Town and Gown Asso-

ciation, which has adapted some of the

fine old houses as students' residences under the

University Hall scheme. Quite apart from his-

toric interest, the splendid situation of these houses

on the Castle Hill renders them worthy not only of

redemption from squalor, but of the great care and

architectural skill that have been bestowed on their

restoration. The internal decoration is progress-

ing deliberately, the work being placed in the

hands of such young local artists as have shown

skill in mural painting. Some of the decorations

by John Duncan and C. H. Mackie have

already been described and illustrated in The
Studio. The last piece of work completed is

the painting of the dining-hall of St. Giles' House

by Miss Hill Burton.

The room is about 30 feet by 20. The west

side is occupied by a range of windows ; on the

MURAL PAINTINGS
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I I. i. RAM' MARCHE

other three sides are a

series of panels .seven fei I

high, and on these Spring,

Summer, and Autumn

are depicted, .1 wall being

given to each season. The

upper part of the panels

is filled with the flat tones

of a warm grey sky and

distant rolling moorland.

the lines of which are

carried right round the

room. Then, blues of the

distance pass gradually,

with very slight change of

the tones, into the green

and warm colours of fore-

ground vegetation, so that

a large part of the space

is occupied by colours

intermediate between blue

and green : against this

bright autumnal leaves,

and then pinkish whites

of birch stems, hawthorn blossom, and other flowers

are strongly relieved. The whole is in a very light

scheme of colour, laid on in fiat spaces. Miss

Hill Burton may be heartily congratulated upon

the complete success of her undertaking.

BIRMINGHAM.—There is very little to

chronicle in connection with art

matters in Birmingham, except some

important additions to the perma-

nent collections of the Corporation

Art Gallery. Among these may be singled out

Mr. Onslow Ford's remarkable statue of the late

Dr. Dale, which is undoubtedly one of the finest

works of art now in the possession of the city.

Since its unveiling it has called forth almost

universal admiration. Another valuable gift, from

Mr. Charles Harding, is a large painting by Mons.

Bouguereau, called Charity, an excellent example

of the well-known French painter, and of his best

period, the "subject" of which appeals to the

crowd, while the artistic qualities attract the local

students. Mr. J. J. Shannon's striking portrait of

Birmingham's first Lord Mayor, Sir James Smith,

has also been added to the gallery of " local

worthies," and among the more recent acquisitions

may be mentioned a good early water-colour of

Turner's

—

Salisbury Cathedral; an interesting little

Pre-Raphaelite canvas, The Woman oj Samaria, by

William Dyce; and a good John Linnell, called

l.i ':,

The Sheep Drove. Another magnificent stained-

glass window, by Sir Edward Burne-Jones and

Morris and Co., the subject being The Last Judg-

ment, has just been added to the fine series by

this artist in St. Philip's Church. These windows

alone make .1 visit to Birmingham a pleasure to all

art-lovers.

Mr. F. W. Sturge, a member of a well known

Birmingham family, has been holding a " one-man

show " here for some weeks, consisting of water-

colour drawings of coast scenery, chiefly taken

from the rugged shores of Cornwall and Devon.

Mr. Sturge studies Nature with remarkable fidelity,

and his work is noticeable for its purity of colour,

the delicate transparency of its atmospheres, and

for its close acquaintanceship with the many moods

of the ever changing si a.

R.USSELS.—The album of nine etch-

ings published by M. Omer Coppens

"V will certainly satisfy those who are

W interested in the career of this sound

artist, one of whose lithographs was

reproduced some time ago in The Studio. Several

of these plates represent scenes in Bruges, whose

faithful delineator he is, never tiring in his efforts

to paint or draw or engrave its squares, in canals,

its solemn, silent quays. The bindings by M.

Coppens exhibited in the Applied Arts department
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of the Brussels Exhibition attracted considerable

notice, being noteworthy both in execution and in

design.

The high reputation of that remarkable artist,

the late Joseph Stevens, has been considerably

added to by the exhibition of thirty of his works

at the Maison d'Art in Brussels. In his day

people looked for a "pretty bit of painting,"

precise and solid in drawing, with colours rich and

delicate, and cunningly applied. And although

in some of his works

—

Le Grand Marclie aux

Chiens, for instance, in the Brussels Gallery -

one recognises the influence of Courbet and 1 le-

camps, and in others that of his brother Alfred,

they are nevertheless entirely personal in point of

technique, notably Le Chien a la Mouche, from the

Marlier collection, which is truly wonderful. All

the canvases by Stevens exhibited on this occasion

come from private collections, for the most part

inaccessible to the public, and the committee of

the Maison d'Art may sincerely be congratulated

on having brought them together in this way.

On many an occasion one has had good cause

to commend M. Buls, the present Burgomaster of

Brussels, for his zeal in preserving or embellishing

the picturesque and characteristic aspects of the

capital. To him is due the restoration of the

" Grand' Place," while the completion of the orna-

mentation "I the Hotel de Ville and the rebuilding

of the " Maison du Roi " may also be placed to his

credit. In order to show their gratitude for this

constant artistic feeling shown by the Burgomaster,

a number of artists have opened a subscription, on

the initiative of the " Cercle pour lArt," for the

purpose of presenting M. Buls with a commemora-

tive work of art.

The small exhibitions, which are rapidly follow-

ing one another this winter in the galleries of the

Brussels Art Club, are, generally speaking, of little

interest. There is too much evidence of com-

mercial feeling in them all, and one thinks with

lively regret of the collection of early nineteenth-

century English work shown last year by M. Sedel-

meyer, and of that most interesting and instructive

display of Walter Crane's productions which some-

time back attracted crowds— artists and public

alike— to the club premises.

Studio, has recently produced two charming little

posters. The drawing is very graceful, hut the

colouring, which is perhaps somewhat loo delicate,

renders reproduction next to impossible. One of

M. Hannotiau's lithographs, which appeared in the

last album published by the Etchers' Society of

Brussels, is worthy of its predecessors, from its

breadth of execution and the deepness of its

blacks. E. K.

DRESDEN.—The hirst Dresden In-

ternational Exhibition of Fine Art,

the most remarkable of the season,

as those who saw them all from

Stockholm down to Venice admit,

closed with a small deficit, which, however, is

completely outbalanced by the value of the ex-

pensive decorations that will be utilised for fitting

up the Exhibition Palace next time and thus

greatly reduce the costs of the second show.

Pictures, sculptures, &c, to the value of ,£17,500

were sold, which is a good figure, considering that

Dresden has as yet no reputation as a picture

market.

That the Board of Directors succeeded in

arranging a beautiful show there can be no doubt,

but to their business methods objections could be

made. The way in which financial matters were

arranged with artists called forth serious complaints

both from here and from abroad, and trouble

seemed brewing when it was announced that the

same committee would conduct the next exhibition.

The society of artists known as the Dresden

Secessionists threatened to withdraw, but fortunately

all differences are about to be adjusted, and security

will be given that artists will be treated with due

civility and fairness upon the next occasion.

M. A. Hannotiau, the excellent lithographer and

designer of posters, whose advertisement for the

"Cercle pour l'Art " was reproduced in The

5°

The next Art Exhibition, to take place in the

summer of 1899, will be national, while an in-

ternational one will follow again in 1900 (or 1901),

and the two will probably alternate thereafter.

H. W. S.

BERLIN.—The Autumn exhibitions, as

usual, began to open early, and fol-

lowed one another in quick succession.

The critic who considers them from

anything like a lofty standpoint, en-

deavouring to discover the common characteristics

of modern effort, to understand what it is that

distinguishes the art of the present day from that

of former periods, must needs find himself in
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difficulty. Where he expects i unity he is in the darkness, whose technique displays no gradual

met by utter diversity of style j and the only thing development, like the individual style ol a writer,

that stands out clear before him is the fact that but has obviously been assumed; is, so to pi

the artists, one and all, are striving in their several accidental, and, in certain circumstances, might

ways how best to attain the aims they have in view, very well be replaced by ano

The ablest among them, those who have long

since received due acknowledgment as master-, oi

their art, adhere to a strong and healthy naturalism,

an easily comprehensible reproduction of Nature

pure and simple. If one may say SO, they are

attracted by what they find at their very threshold.

And as Nature, amid which their daily life is spenti

makes them her confidants, lays bare to them hei

secrets— one might almost say her soul -their

productions are as real as they are attractive. The
temperament of each individual master penetrati

his work, and imparts to it that truly personal

charm which forms the essence of its artistic value

for the amateur.

I am thinking now particularly of three artists,

the chief representatives of this style, but eai h

differing from the others—VVilhelm Leibl, Wilhelm

Triibner, and Max Liebermann—from all of whom
we have new work. Leibl portrays the little

village where he now lives his simple, unpreten-

tious life ; shows it to us as fresh and natural as

though any one of his pictures had been dashed

off in a few hours. The sureness with which even

the smallest incident has been fixed is astonishing.

The works of Triibner bear the impress of a

sober melancholy, which spreads a veil, as it were,

even over the sun's light. All his canvases are

painted in the dull, green tone which appeals most

strongly to the artist's colour sense. Triibncr's

personality plays a strong part in his work ; it

impregnates all he does, and stamps it with a

character of its own. Max Liebermann brought

last summer from Holland a large landscape,

which even in its unfinished state promises to

become one of his finest creations. I call it a

landscape, notwithstanding the group of women
in the foreground, whose presence, while it cannot

be dispensed with, yet does not determine the

character of the work. Here also every line

reveals the artist, testifies to his fresh and happy-

Mew of Nature, by which he discovers grandeur of

effect, where others would see nothing out of the

common. In other words, he sees as onlj a

master sees.

In contrast to this little group of artists who
" know their way " stands the great majority groping

N'oi unfrequently one notices thai i certain

method oi painting, whit h ha i become I

rei entlj through th< works ol eminent forei

painti i . is being wittingly imitated, and applied at

random frequently in the most fooli h man

Naturalism alone th it is to say, the em
to observe and reproduo Natun as it reallj is

no longer appears to satisfy our young painti

and many ol them seek refuge in .1 ort ol fairy-

land, such as men ever like to represent it. It

is no longer the old, enchanted fori t of romance,

but—probably owing to Bcecklin's influence— the

quiet meadows, with tall flowers all around, and

the long frail stems guiding the eye in grateful

line into the distance through the light, bill

haze which slowly rises. The details have been

well observed, and one leels that a close study of

Nature has preceded the work
; but unfortunately

this expression of natural effects has been arti-

ficially— or artistically expanded. Philipp Franck,

one of our young Berlin artists, is among those

who have gone astray in this direction.

In portrait-painting mediocrity almost com-

pletely swamps the small proportion of better

work. One must own with regret that the standard

has fallen very low. It is perfectly astonishing to

find how easily " Sot iety "
is satisfied in regard to

portraits. The majority of these paintings would

not bear comparison with high class photograph -

Some painters are trying to obtain a more arti

effect by tasteful arrangement and delicacy of

colouring, which is employed in must ingenious

fashion. But I saw better work of the kind n

cently exhibited by Reinhold Lepsius. Something

of effeminacy is inevitable in work such as this, un-

less a powerful note is struck ; although of cou

the more soft and timid manner is occasionally

advantageous in portraits of women. Some p

sants' heads by Curt Herrmann showed strength

and freshness, and were marked by their autho

well-known feeling for colour.

As for .sculpture, perhaps the exhibition of work

1 onstantin Meunier in Keller and Reiner's

n 1 ently-opened art gallery, may have a beneficial

effect upon it. Here a genuine master speaks to

5«
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us through the medium of a large number of

plastic works, and conclusively shows that the

most vigorous naturalism may be allied to indi-

viduality of style, and that this union leads to the

production of great works of art. The Meunier

collection was hailed with enthusiasm at the In-

ternational Art Exhibition in Dresden ; and it is

to be hoped the impression made in Berlin by

these, for the most part small, productions, may be

deep and enduring.

Meunier's subjects are mainly inspired by the

life of the miner and the peasant—brawny figures,

with sinews strengthened by their daily toil, and

muscles that seem as though made of steel.

Meunier hardly ever enters into minute detail,

which, from the small size of his figures, would only

hamper him. His motif is always as simple as

possible, and even the most extreme physical effort

depicted never appears exaggerated. The very

features of his subjects are simplicity itself in

expression, and thus they gain a grandeur amount-

ing almost to sublimity in its effect : fur each

figure is a monument.

Just as Meunier proves himself great in his

plainest, smallest works, so the designs for the

Bismarck monument in Berlin, exhibited at the

Academy, clearly show how poor may be the

effects obtained even by a vast expenditure of

effort and material. The sculptor, Reinhold Begas,

has been adjudged the winner in the competition.

He sent in the only practicable design ; and thus

it is he who will provide Berlin with its fourth

great memorial. He, like many others, has

made the mistake of placing allegorical figures

round the monument proper, as if nothing could

be done without allegory ! Have we after all

learned nothing from the errors of the baroque

school of sculptors, most of whose creations appear

intolerable nowadays from the way in which

fantastic allegorical auxiliaries are massed around
them? The design by the Munich sculptor,

R. Maison, was most unfortunate in its effect,

owing to his ^w/^-like conception of Bismarck,

who was represented seated in an armchair ; but

it was excellent so far as concerned the base, all

the lines leading up to the figure in the centre,

and the two groups were also very effective.

G. G.

DUSSELDORF.—" Seek solitude " was

the deep-meaning exhortation of the

great philosophers of old; and its

wisdom has been shown again and
again. A recent instance was

afforded by the exhibition of works by the group of

young artists who a few years ago took up their

abode in the remote village of Worpswede. At the

Munich International Art Exhibition of 1895 their

fresh and soulful work evoked universal wonder and
admiration. Chief among these new exhibitors

were Fritz Overbeck, who still tarries at Worpswede :

Hans am Ende, Otto Modersohn, Carl Vinnen,

Fritz Mackensen, and Heinrich Vogeler.

It is of the last-named artist I propose to say a

few words now, by way of accompaniment to the

examples of his work, reproduced here.

' DAS MADCHEN UNI) DIE RABE.N
'

5 2

PROM AX ET( KING BY HEINRICH VOGELER

Born on December 12, 1872, Vogeler received

his early art training at the Diisseldorf Academy,

as a pupil of Professor A.

Kampf, studying afterwards

at Worpswede under the

guidance of the grave and
earnest Fritz Mackensen,

already mentioned. Two
years ago he settled down
permanently in this far-

away spot, where he bought

a little, old, straw-thatched

peasant cottage and a few

acres of land. Here there

is nought to disturb the

poetic quiet of his days,

no busy life around, no din

of factory, no throbbing

engines. Here all his

plates were produced

—
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FROM AN ETCHING BY HEINRICH VOGEI.ER

/ erMndigung, Tod und Alte, Das Madchen und die

Raben, Quelle, Friihling, Liebesfriihling, Ltebe, Im
Mai, and many others which I might quote. But

it were useless to describe them, for those here

reproduced speak for themselves.

His eye and his heart seem full of the laughing

sunshine and the song of birds, full of springtide

and love. With true and infinitely delicate sense

of nature he shows us the budding of the tree-tops,

and bids us listen with his sensitive ear to what the

breezes are saying as they rush through the leaves

or stir the tips of the waving grass. Dreamily

gazing over the landscape, he reveals to us in his

etchings all he has seen, heard, and dreamt of.

They touch us like the old folk-songs, like the

melodies of a Schumann or a Brahms ; for in

54

them are music and poetry combined. May he

still dream on, with his wide-open, boyish eyes

—

for so, it seems to me, he looks on all things ;

may the good fates decree that his pure freshness

never be sullied ; and may he give us again and

again a peep into the enchanted land of legend

and romance he knows and loves so well.

S.

VIENNA.—The Vereinigung bildender

Kiznstler Oesterreie/is, who, by-the-bye,

have just published the first number

of Ver Saenz in, their illustrated

magazine, will open their first inter-

national exhibition of Fine and Applied Arts on

March 25 in the building of the Garten-baugesell-

schaft, which is being especially prepared for the

purpose under the superintendence of the members
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of the Society. The Exhibition will last till the

nth of June, and as it is to be of a strictly

modern character, all works coming under the

category of Fine and Applied Art are admissible,

subject to the decision of the jury. All members

of the Vereinigung are bound by statute, similar

to that of the Champ de Mars, to exhibit, during

the time their show is open, at no other public

exhibition in Vienna.

The primary object of the Vereinigung being

to educate the public, and to stimulate artistic

feeling by a closer contact with the best art of

the time, English, Scottish, and other foreign

artists and art industrial corporations will be

heartily welcomed as exhibitors. Much of the

most important space in the exhibition will be

allotted to the Applied Arts section.

W. S.

RIO DE JANEIRO.—The recently

closed General Exhibition of Fine

Arts, although not so well filled

as in the last few years, was not

devoid of artistic interest, and it

offered to the appreciative visitor some works of

real merit. The artist whose exhibits attracted

immediate attention was Henrique Bemardelli.

This painter is the possessor of an admirable tech-

nique, which sometimes, however, is too much

elaborated, and therefore loses in vigour and fresh-

ness. He is seen at his best as a painter of figure,

which he draws with great care and vividness from

FROM A PAINTING 11V HENRIQUE BERNARUELLI

"AW IRTYR

FROM A PAINTING BY HENRIQUE BERNARDELL1

life. Among his numerous exhibits the first to

catch the eye of the visitor was a seascape full of

light and of a deep emerald colour scheme. . /

Martyr (reproduced here) is a magnificent study

of a head appearing from a rich dark background.

A Recitation represents an

evening party, ladies and

gentlemen in a fashion-

able drawing-room, in the

centre of which, with

his hand resting on the

back of a chair, the

young and talented poet,

Olavo Hilar, recites

his latest composition.

The grouping is well

arranged, and the artist

has been particularly

happy in the rendering

of the variety of expres-

sion on the faces of the

assembly as well as in

the faithful portraits of

some of our men of

letters. Trouble is an

elaborated composition,
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rather quieter and milder in expression than the

subject requires.

Belmiro de Almeida sent four paintings which

attracted the immediate attention of visitors. He
has come home from Paris with some notable

modifications in his technique ; it is now ampler,

lighter and steadier. His colouring is bright and

pleasant, and his composition and draughtsmanship

may always be relied upon. Ready for the Fair,

his greatest effort this year, shows a young and

pretty Portuguese peasant-girl in her Sunday gar-

ments of red cloth, with the characteristic large

earrings and the national kerchief as a head-covering.

The impression is very fresh and exhilarating, and

the work is executed in the artist's most delicate

manner. Souza Pinto, the Portuguese artist so

well known in Paris, sent a very fine landscape with

cows, in his most recent manner.

Rodolpho Amoedo had two good portraits ; that

of Mme. Le V , a not very easy model, pre-

sented some difficulty which his brush overcame

with credit. That of Mile. N. C. was bright and

full of character, and A Summer Afternoon was

especially brilliant in colour. Benjamin Parlagreco

is an Italian artist who has settled in Rio. He
is a good landscapist, and understands certain

sides of Brazilian scenery, more especially the

mountains, which his brush renders faithfully in

spite of the fact that he is something of a man-

nerist. Almeida Junior, one of our most talented

national artists, was not so well represented

as usual. Diana Cid, a pupil of Aman-Jean,

whose delicate manner she follows, sent two well-

drawn and well-painted portraits, full of charm.

She had also a study of the nude, which was very

true in colour. Oscar Pereira da Silva, another

rising artist, who always distinguishes himself as a

correct draughtsman, exhibited only two small

paintings.

I should also mention two small landscapes by

Gustavo dalP Ara ; a Parisian landscape and some

beautiful flowers by Joao Baptista da Costa, now
travelling in Europe ; a seascape by Lopes Rod-

rigues ; and a good portrait by Mary Manso Sayao.

Rodolpho Bernardelli had only one work in the

Exhibition, a spirited bust in plaster of a handsome

young lady. The artist is now too much occupied

with his equestrian statue of the late Duke of

Caxias to devote his attention to other productions.

C. A. S.
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AUSTRALIA.— In Melbourne the Vic-

torian Society of Artists have sus-

pended their usual Spring exhibition.

To help the reduction of the heavy

debt existing on their fine new gal-

leries, they have let the buildings to the University

Conservatorium of Music, for whom it furnishes a

splendid suite of class-rooms. During the Christ-

mas Long Vacation of the University, the Society

will hold a six weeks' Summer Exhibition in the

months of January and February.

In Sydney the Art Society of New South Wales

closed its annual exhibition on October 1 6, after a

very successful season of five weeks. The new

Society of Artists followed, and its exhibition is

still running and drawing large attendances.

In Adelaide the Chief Justice opened the

Summer Exhibition of the Easel Club on Novem-

ber 16. This Society, now seven or eight years

old, is in a very prosperous condition, under its

president, Mr. James Ashton.

The general attention of all artists in Australia

is now focussed on the forthcoming Australian

Exhibition in London. The trustees of the

National Gallery in Sydney have issued a pro-

spectus of an exhibition of Australian Art, which is

to be held under their management in London in

April and May next at the Grafton Galleries. The

necessary funds have been liberally given by

Miss Edith Walker, of Concord, in New South

Wales, and the enterprise has the official support

of the Government of that colony. The finest of

the Australian works from the National Galleries

of Sydney and Melbourne will be lent to the exhi-

bition, and contributions from living Australian

artists are being invited from all the colonies on

the Australian continent and from New Zealand

and Tasmania.

The works of Australian artists now living in

Europe are equally eligible, if executed in Aus-

tralia. Eligible work now in England must be

submitted to the London Selection Committee,

through the committee's secretary, Mr. A. H.

Greening, 13 Fenchurch Avenue, London, E.C.

The exhibition will certainly be a novel and-

interesting attraction.

J. L.
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REVIEWS OF RECENT
PUBLICATIONS.

Pen Drawing and Pen Draughtsmen. By Josi ph

Pennell. Third Edition. (London: Macmillan

& Co., Limited.) Price 4 .v. net.—We must

refer our readers to volume iv. of Tut. Sin. in

(Editor's Room, p. xvii.) for an extended notice of

this excellent book. The fact that a third edition

should have been called for, in spite of numerous

imitations by other hands, is abundant testimonj to

the popularity and value of the work. Some fresh

matter has been written by the author concerning

the origin of modern Spanish illustrations, and

some new examples have been added. The
volume being a very bulky one, we must refrain

from making suggestions with regard to other

matter which, from some points of view, might

advantageously have been incorporated. I In

subject increases so in vastness day by day that

a further collection of notes and illustrations will

shortly be required to bring it up to date.

La Vie et As (Euzires de Jean Etienne Liotard.

By Professor E. Humbert, M. Alphonse Revil-

liod, and Professor J. W. R. Tilanus. (Amster-

dam : C. M. Van Gogh.)—The artist who is the

subject of this admirable memoir was the son of a

French gentleman who fled from his country at the

time of the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes, and

settled out of the reach of persecution in Switzer-

land. Jeanne Etienne Liotard was born at Geneva

in 1 70 j and showed very early in life an astonishing

capacity in his profession. He soon became famous

as a portrait painter, and during his long life counted

among his sitters many of the most notable people

of his time. The bulk of his pictures were executed

in pastel, or as miniatures : he rarely worked in

oils. The account given of his life in this book

is extremely interesting, as he was a great traveller

and sought material for his paintings in many parts

of the world. The authors have taken infinite

pains to compile a complete list of his productions,

which cannot fail to prove of value to collectors :

and his technical rules and maxims, which are also

included, will be read with interest by painters.

The illustrations are numerous and well printed.

Lives of Seventy of the Most Eminent Painters,

Sculptors, and Architects. By G. Vasari. Edited

and annotated by E. H. and E. W. Blashfield

and A. A. Hopkins. (London : George Bell and

Sons.) 36s. net.—This edition of a sterling classic,

although confessedly but a selection, is a really

valuable work. Its ample and scholarly notes

compensate for the omission of the less important

lives, to all who look on Vasari as the supreme book

of reference for Early Italian Art. Those who
i' nl it as literature must await the new translation

announced by Messrs. Dell to ippi ll ere long.

Meanwhile, this selection from the Bohn's transla-

tion by Mrs. Foster is thoroughly annotated and sup

plemented by much information omit t
. d b) \ asari

himself. Well chosen reproductions of repn

tative works add to its value. In clear print.

handy size, and corm Ij binding, it is pre eminently,

the art student's edition, and for all practical

purposes is as good a working 1 k of refereno

as one need wish. If any admirer ol Italian Art

does not know thi 1 hronii les by Vasari, a

great treat awaits him : to those who do, even to

those who possess a complete set, these four

volumes will commend themselves as well worth

possessing, for the added matter alone, not in a

Si
j

1, irate appendix, but duly placed in footnotes be-

neath the text, is well worth the price of the whole.

D orative Heraldry. ByG. W.Eve. (London:

George Bell & Sons.) Price to.*. 6d. net.—This

new volume of the Ex Libris Series, so ably edit d

by Mr. Gleeson White, is one worth}' of a place in

the library ol all artists who devote some attention

to the applied arts. Probably no subject for

ill sign requires more careful study than the one ol

heraldry, for the reason that false heraldry is as

distressing and inexcusable as bad Latin. The

author has so treated his subject as to make it of

especial value to the designer. Commencing his

work with a primer in which the essential nil. s .11.

laid down and the terms explained, he devotes

several chapters to its application in past times t..

the many purposes of decoration—to monumental

brasses, to wood and stone carving, and other forms

of architectural ornament. The book abounds in

good illustrations selected with much judgment and

discrimination.

Questions on the Philosophy of Art. Compiled

by Wilbur Fiske Jones, Jun. (W. Clowes &
Sons, Ld.)—So far as a rough calculation of this

astounding book is 1 orrei t, it shows about 170,000

words, all arranged in short sentences, each a

question. " Why did the revived Gothic penetrate

to Egypt?" "Is the field of consciously produced

skeuomorphs still open?" "Are cows and n

to be included in Nature?" "Are jokes funny at

any and ever) time?" These four will serve as

samples of tens of thousands asked, without a

single answer to the lot. The amazing fertility

of Mr. Wilbur piske Jones, jun., as a querist

must not blind one to the tact that many of his

inquiries are pertinent, and lead to not unprofil
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able trains of thought. But the whole world itself

could not contain the answers. Richard Wagner
and the Style of the Music Drama, another book

by the same author, is less appalling ; indeed,

despite a philosophic appearance of the pages

beside which the most scientific of Spencer's

treatises would appear as light literature, it is

thoughtful, and exhibits peculiar sanity in discuss-

ing a theme that is often the excuse for wild

ramblings. With a desert island and several years'

leisure these books might be adequately digested,

hut for the hurry of to-day they are ill-adapted, yet

they reveal genuine and scholarly intention, how-

ever unsuited for the taste of the hour.

The History of Reynard the Fox : A metrical

version by F. S. Ellis. With 50 Devices by

Walter Crane. (London : David Nutt.) Price

6s.—In 1894 the author published a rendering in

metre of this famous mediaeval story based upon

the Caxton translation. In the present modernisa-

tion he has entirely remodelled his text in order

more fully to retain the quaintness, the satire, the

quiet humour of the original version. In this most

difficult task he has succeeded admirably. The
ornaments by Walter Crane add much to the

brightness and beauty of a well-printed book, and

we desire, especially, to draw attention to the

arrangement and decoration of the title-page which

is an example of the artist's work at his best.

Etching, Engraving, and the ather Methods of

Printing Pictures. By Hans W. Singer and

William Strang. (London: Kegan Paul, Trench,

Triibner & Co. Ltd.)—To the many young students

of art who desire to turn their attention to the

production of drawings suitable for book and other

printed forms of illustration, we can thoroughly

recommend this work. 1 >r. Singer is such an

eminent authority upon all that pertains to prints,

that anything he writes upon the subject is at all

times worth serious consideration. In the present

volume he treats with great lucidity upon various

phases of the art, describing in separate chapters

the processes of line engraving, etching, dry-point,

mezzotint engraving, aquatinting, stippling, colour-

printing, lithography and other allied methods,

including the modern photo-mechanical processes
;

besides giving some useful hints upon how to dis-

tinguish between different kinds of prints and

upon the right way to appreciate and enjoy them.

William Strang contributes fourteen plates in the

principal methods of reproduction, which are evi-

dences of his versatility of technique and of his

power as a draughtsman.

Later Reliques of Old London. Drawn in
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lithography by T. R. Way. (London : George

Bell & Sons.) Price 2if.net.—The success which

attended the first series of lithographs by Mr.

Way, entitled Reliques of Old London, has induced

the artist to issue a companion volume in

which many buildings of artistic and historic

interest round and about London have been

sympathetically treated in the medium with which

he is so thoroughly conversant, and in which he is

able so happily to express himself. The present

series consists of twenty-four plates, all of which

are valuable examples of lithographic art—valuable

not only in being excellent records of places fast

disappearing, but also as specimens of stone

pictures, technically useful to those who would

essay that method of reproduction.

The Three Cruikshanks, a Bibliographical Cata-

logue. Compiled by Frederick Marchmont.

(London : W. T. Spencer.)—Vested interests are

solemn things in British art. As this book shows,

over five hundred works by the Cruikshanks are

deemed worthy the honour of a catalogue raisonnee

such as has been bestowed on Diirer prints or

Rembrandt etchings, and the market value of the

items catalogued is shown to be measurably near

that of the works of those great masters. Mr.

Julian Morris (in a prefatory essay) pokes fun at

the Bunthornes, who admire the " golden age of

the sixties "
; but even a Bunthorne may at times be

excited by good work. Now Cruikshank's clever

attempts never passed the stage that a brilliant

amateur has often reached. Consequently, those

who regard the " art " of caricature as seriously

as that of any other form of pictorial expression,

stand amazed to see the prices fetched by works

not to be compared for a moment with those by

Hogarth or Rowlandson, any more than with those

by Charles Keene or Phil May. The Cruikshank

mania is like the Tulip mania, or the Ex libris

craze, only absurd when it pays ridiculous prices

for trifles amusing and admirable of their sort, but

as a rule merely curious and laughter-provoking, in

some wavs I letter, and in others worse, than the

average "grotesques" of the present day. The
samples given in this book include " The
Humorists," a dreary piece of fooling, and the

delightfully impish " Brownies," from Grimm.

The fun of the one is akin to that of " Charlie's

Aunt," the other may be ranked with that of

"Alice in Wonderland "

—

i.e., the one is "vulgar
"

anil the other scholarly fun.

The Canon : An Exposition of the Pagan Mys-

tery Perpetuated in the Cabala as the Rule of all the

Arts. (London : Elkin Matthews.)—The author is
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wise to conceal his identity, otherwise he would

run some risk in these degenerate days of being

locked up as a lunatic. According to his system

everything means everything, or if it does not then

it can be easily made to do it by first turning

names into numbers, then transmuting those num-
bers into other names, and hey, presto ! the thing

is done. E.g., " r« 7n-ivfi<t Aytov (the Holy Ghost)

has the value of 1080, which is the number of

miles in the moon's radius. She is thus also a

personification of the moon." Ancient temples,

we are gravely assured, were built with proportions

derived from the human body and the orbits of

the planets. Thus, every temple was a representa-

tion in stone of the macrocosm and the microcosm.

"Just as the measures of the Greek temple were

derived from the numbers of the names attributed

to the goddess [Pallas Athene], so also we find

that the number 755 (Petros) seems to have deter-

mined some of the proportions of the Abbey of

Westminster." Let modern architects therefore

eschew their present ignorant methods and learn

the science of numerical fooling. Then the palmy

days of hieroglyphic building will return, and

rhombi, vesica?, omphali, analemmata, planetary

orbits, Gematriac transformations, human anatomy,

and other pleasant and profitable items will enter

into the training of the architect of the future.

A'ing Longbeard. A book of Fairy Tales, written

by Barrington MacGregor, and illustrated by

Charles Robinson. (London : John Lane.)

Price 6s.— It is the fashion among some illustra-

tors, as their work becomes popular and much
sought after, to bestow less care upon its execution.

The same amount of thought or imagination once

given to the production of a single picture is made

to serve for three or four. The result is that their

drawings become slighter and lose correspond-

ingly in interest. This fault cannot be found in

the case of Charles Robinson. Indeed, it seems

to us that as his work becomes more appreciated, it

gains in conscientious worth. Never has his ability

been shown to greater advantage than in some of

the illustrations to King Longbeard, and his repu-

tation cannot fail to be furthered thereby. The
story is well written and is sure to be appreciated

by voung people.

The Wellington Memorial. By Major Arthi 1;

Griffiths. (London: George Allen.)—This is a

worthy companion volume to the admirable Nelson

Memorial published by Mr. Allen in 1896. To
produce an unbiassed history of these stirring

times within a limited compass, is by no means an

easy task, but Major Griffiths comes out of the ordeal

with conspicuous success. Numerous photogravure

plates and other illustrations after portraits of the

Duke and ol some of his prominent contemporaries

by Sir Thomas 1 .awrence, Sir M. A. Shee, I loppner,

Pearson, Edridge, Pickersgill, and Henrj Weigall,

add greatly to the value of a work to which can be

ai 1 orded nothing but the heartiest praise.

La Peinture Fratifaise. Pai I'm i Mantz.

(Paris: L. 11. May.) Price 3 f. 50 c. This new

volume of the Bibliothique de VEnseignement des

Beaux-Arts deals with the rise and progress of

painting in Prance from the ninth centurj to the

end of tin' fifteenth. Like in numerous prede-

cessors in tlu- same serirs, it is well written and

well illustrated, and is in every respect .1 valuable

addition to the library of the student of art-history.

Hans Andersen's hairy Tales. With 100 pictures

by A. J. Gaskin. (London: George Allen.) -An

excellent edition, appropriately illustrated and

printed in a clear, readable type. A book lor a

child to revel in during the long winter evenings.

The Wallypug in London. By G. E. Farrow.

Illustrated by Ai.ax Wright. (London: Methuen

& Co.) Price 3J. 6d.—The author of The Wally-

pug of Why, in writing a second Wallypug hook, is

simply following the excellent example sit by

Lewis Carrol in his adventures of Alice—an ex-

ample for which the juvenile world has every

possible reason to be thankful. The Wallypug in

London deserves to be as popular with children as

its predecessor, and none the less so because of

Mr. Wright's clever and humorous illustrations.

Tom, Unlimited. A Story for Children. By

Martin Leach Warborough. (London: Grant

Richards.) Price 5^.—A fantastic story, in which

annihilation of time and space is made to account

for a confused jumble of episodes. The illustra-

tions, by the talented artist Miss Gertrude Bradley,

air vigorous and full of humour.

Spring Fairies and Sea Fairies. By Gerai DINE

Mocki.er. Illustrated by Nellii Benson. (Lon-

don: George Allen.) A 1 harming hook for yrnng

children, with some remarkably dainty illustrations.

Nellie Benson's drawings, if occasionally somewhat

wanting in " colour,'' show considerable power of

draughtsmanship and imaginative refinement, and

we shall look with interest for further work from

her pencil.

WARDS IN "THE STUDIO"
PRIZE COMPETITIONS.A

I m Design for Damask Table Cloth.
J- L (A VIII.)

The First Prize (Ten pounds) is awarded to
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St. Mungo (R. H. Scott, 65 W. Regent Street, and Co. Abeille (J. Foord) ; Cyma (Henry Hol-
Glasgow). man)

; Craft (Ernest Storm) ; Chin-Chin (Florence
The Second Prize {Five pounds) to Sunflower Harris)

; Daisy (T. W. Hammond)
; Forlorn Hope

(Alice Gordon Loch, 43 Eardley Crescent, Earl's (W. A. Buckingham); Faith/ie (Miss Russell);
Court, S.W.). Inez (Helena Appleyard) ; Lyla (Mary L. Warren)

;

The Third Prize (Three pounds) to Cobalt Loudoun (W.D. White) ; Nibs (Alice Hewitt) ; Pop
Pants (Arthur Payne, 6 Upper Phillimore Place,

Kensington, W.).

The following have been awarded Honourable

Mention :

—

Braid (Reginald Dick, Olive Villa,

Newlyn, Cornwall) ; Sky Blue (Ida M. Unwin,

Heathlands, Maybury, Woking) ; Barney (Mabel

S. Chandler, Station House, Aldershot, Hants)
;

Elgitha ( Katherine M. Coggin, North View, Chad-

wick Road, Peckham); Janita (Ethel Elliott, n
Castle Bar Road, Ealing, W.); Nella (N. Boon,

26 Willemstraat, Den Haag, Holland) ; the above

have been purchased by Messrs. Ershine Beveridge

FIRST PRIZE (COMPETITION A X.)
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(Arthur L. Walbank)
;
Primula (Georgina Sutton)

:

Wenman (Miss C. Turner Smith) ; Witloeg (Amy
Whitelegge) ; and Yarah (Helen F. Loch).

Design for a Certificate.

(A X.)

The First Prize (Two guineas) is awarded to

Tod (Osmond Pittman, 49 Stanley Gardens,

Hampstead).

The Second Prize (One guinea) to Arc (Thomas
Corson, 8 Blenheim Walk, Leeds).

Honourable Mention is given to the following :

—

Agathos (Stavros Homere)

;

Diana (Mary L. Greville

Cooksey) ; Dodo (Dorothea

A. Drew) ; F Sharp (A.

J- Moore)
; Jason (John

Thirtle) ; Edith (Edith

Harwood, 29 Tite Street,

Chelsea, S.W.) ; and Song-

ster (Mary M. Falcon,

Milverton, Somerset).

The designs by Edith

and Songster have been

purchased.

Illustration in Pen and
Ink for "A Midsum-

mer Night's Dream."

(B IX.)

The First Prize (One

guinea) is awarded to St.

Osmund (Osmond Pitt-

man, 49 Stanley Gardens,

Hampstead).

The Second Prize

(Half-a-guined) to Athe-

neurn (F. H. Ball, 189

Noel Street, Nottingham).

Honourable Mention is

given to the following:

—

Jason (John Thirtle, The
Elms, Banstead Road,

Ewell, Surrey) ; Pease

Blossom (May Seddon

Tyrer, 43 East Dulwich

"tod" Road, S.E.) ; and Sal
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(S. A. Lindsey, Huntington, Pakwood Road,

Boscombe, Bournemouth) ; the above are

illustrated. Bat (Chas. M. Crosby) ;
Bottom

(Allan Inglis) ; Berangere (Victor Lhuer)
j

Lucifer (R. E. Clarke) ; Sparrow (Scott Cal-

der) ; and Ulmus (Nellie Brightwell).

Study of Shells.

(C IX.)

Among the drawings which have been sub

mitted in this competition are many which,

while showing marked ability of draughts-

manship, are faulty in methods of working.

For example, some are so finely drawn as to

lose all sense of line work. Others are drawn

in ink which is not uniformly black. Both

faults render them equally unsuitable for

reproduction by process.

The First Prize (One guinea) is awarded

to Credo (Marion E. Broadhead, 25 High

Street, Macclesfield).

The Second Prize (Haifa guinea) to

Beach (Ceo. Collier, 89 Hassop Street,

Beswick, Manchester).

Honourable Mention is given to the fol-

lowing :

—

Hylas (Isabel Haddon, Odiham

Close, Winchfield) : Seaweed B (Mary Bur-

field, 15 Maison Dieu Road, Dover); the

above are illustrated. Also to Bee (Bernard

C. Gotch) : Biifo (Madeline Gregory) ;

Canute (Eveline A. Brauer) ; Chalks (Flor-

ence A. Phillips) ; El Tor (Margaret I. Chil-

ton) ; Frigga (Helen Taylor) ; Gael (James

Campbell): Mollusc (J. D. Dean); Novice

(Edmund G. Sykes) : FTamo (Ethel S. Mar-

tin) ; Parrot (MisN M. Pirrott) ; Raratonga

(J. H. Hipsley); and Zeto (Will. E. Tyler).

A Living-Room Interior.

(Dili.)

Owing to great pressure on our space this

competition is not illustrated.

The First Prize (One guinea) is awarded

to Oeillat (Sophie Mounier, 1 Rue General

Appert, Paris).

The Second Prize (Haifa-guinea) to

Ancestor (J. C. Warburg, Villa Raphael,

Cannes, France).

Honourable Mention is given to the fol-

lowing :—Chic-a-liee (M. C. Cameron): Fluff

(L. King Harman) ; Forester (Constance

Innes-Lillington) ; fuggius (C. H. Gunner)
;

Phyllis (Edmund G. Ballard) ;
and Proteus

(Walter Rossiter).

,N. MEN I i"N I' "Mil. I I I I"N B IX.)
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TJie Lay Figure

, HE LAY FIGURE AND PRE-
RAPHAELITISM.T " The Rossetti's at the New Gallery

and the early IVI illais' at the Winter Royal

Academy came at a timely moment, I think," said

the Lay Figure.

" Any moment were timely for both or either,"

the Decadent Poet said. " It is refreshing to see

the morbid school, which is unpopular to-day we are

told, thus honoured by conventional approval."

" Morbid," said the Lay Figure ;
" the early

Millais morbid. Has rhyming knocked all reason

out of you ? ' Side ' of that sort should be kept for

' outsiders'— they may be impressed by it : but to

dare to tell us that the Rossetti and Millais of the

'fifties were morbid !

"

"Steady, go slow," said the Decadent, imitating

as he thought the jargon of Philistia. "I have not

been to either show yet ; but I read again Rossetti's

sonnets to pictures, and projected the figures on

my mind therefrom."

"Which may account for your ridiculous idea,"

said the Lay Figure. " It is just because the

younger generation are apt to think that the latest

Rossetti's, and Mr. Aubrey Beardsley, represent

each pole of the Pre-Raphaelite ideal, that it is

most fortunate that they should have an oppor-

tunity to study the real meaning of those who

coined the expression Pre-Raphaelitism—

a

synonym for realisation, verification, materialisa-

tion, as Ruskin put it."

" You mean to say that Pre-Raphaelitism once

was sheer realism," said the Decadent Poet. "I

thought Millais only became realistic when he grew

rich, and that Rossetti was always intense."

" It is too late to discuss the whole thing now,"

the Lay Figure said ;
" but if Rossetti's poetic

imagination, even at first, set him realising visions

rathei than facts, you will find that he endeavoured

to paint them as ' real persons in a solid world, not

as personifications in a vaporescent one,' to quote

Mr. Ruskin again. Mr. Holman Hunt has con-

tinued doing so, and the Millais we reverence in

Afaria /hi, The Woodman's Daughter, The Huguenots,

and above all in St. Agnes Eve. did his best to be
' factual,' and to insist on realistic details of his

subject, even if they jarred upon its poetry."

" I fancy the Continent takes Pre-Raphaelitism to

mean Burne-Jones and the cult of the sunflower,

Walter Crane's and Rate Greenaway's toy-books,

Dresser's designs and Liberty fabrics, Morris

wall-papers, and the Arts and Crafts movement,

down to the latest Studio artists," the Journalist
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said. " Certainly most who delight in these things

delight also in the early Rossetti's and Millais'."

" Therefore, ' things which are equal to the same
arc equal to anything else,' as Mark Twain's school-

boy wrote— is that your argument ?" the Lay Figure

broke in. "After all it is not very important if

such a misconception has arisen. No matter what

the Pre-Raphaelite brotherhood actually meant, or

what Mr. Ruskin put forward as their creed, the

movement we see developed to-day is deeper and
broader than they guessed. It began before them,

and it has lasted beyond them."

" Then to whom would you attribute the de-

corative movement, if not to them ? " said the

Journalist.

" To the reaction against foreign influence,

whether Classic or Renaissance, and a return to the

study of British architecture and art," the Lay

Figure said. " Nor must one forget the enormous

influence the so-called Oxford movement exerted.

You must remember it was in ecclesiastical art that

the revival found its earliest expression. Paint-

ing, a self-contained art, was much less influenced

;

but Gothic architecture, with all its allied arts of

mosaic, stained-glass, metal work, mural decoration

and the like—whence our later movements have

been naturally evolved—began with the High

Church revival and a more liberal expenditure

on the adornment of churches."

"You are forgetting, surely, Horace Walpole's

'Strawberry Hill,' and Sir Walter Scott's novels,

the Eglinton tournament, and the rest of the good
old precedents," said the Journalist.

" No ! but I think they are only a few, and that

to-day each force we approve and believe to be

typical of the movement has its own good pedigree.

Little by little, as our strength has increased, we
have learned to discard precedent accordingly, and

to realise that there is no reason why efficient

craftsmen working to-day should not carry on the

development of the present manner until they have

unconsciously almost created a distinctly typical

' twentieth-century ' style. Not by atrocious efforts

to produce bizarre effects in iron, or by seeking

novelty at any price, but by a judicious embodi-

ment of the best surviving features of past styles.

Great changes are rarely visible to those who help

to make them. A sudden innovation as a rule

expires by the reaction it provokes, but quiet

advance, such as the Pre-Raphaelite idea shows

to-day, if it seems far away from the letter of the

early Millais and Rossetti, is, in the main, a logical

evolution of the spirit of those two artists."

The Lav Figure.
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i HE WORK OF T. C. GOTCH.
BY A. L. BALDRY.T Of all the phases of thought and

varieties of point of view by which the

production of the modern school of painting in

this country is distinguished, that of imaginative

symbolism is the rarest. Our younger artists have

long inclined rather towards the realisation of facts

than towards the expression of abstractions. They
have shown, by a vast number of very well handled

canvases, that they are more concerned with what

is obvious and apparent than with those intell

tual subtleties which are capable of inspiring the

painter's art with noble individuality and definite

distinction. A vehement faith in the beauties of

accurate imitation, and a clear conviction that by

the application of skilful technique to the repre-

sentation of every-day subjects the most interesting

results can be arrived at, have had the effect of

leading the mass of painters into a convention of

skilful commonplace. Fanciful variety and p

suggestion are both neglected for the literal state-

ment of events that have only a momentary im-

portance, and do not really deserve the permanent

record which pictorial art can supply. The fashion

of the time is essentially a material one, mak

demand hardly at all upon the artist's ability to

think, and exercising merely his faculty for obser-

vation and his power to prove by manual dexterity

that his eyesight is good and his memory receptive.

Certainly this is a side of art that has a full claim

to recognition—that is, in point of fact, valuable

because it affords a solid basis for better things

;

but it cannot be regarded as the only one worthy

of the attention of the sincere worker. The

thinker who has trained his eye and hand suffi-

ciently to reach the modern standard of craftsman

ship can go much farther, and, without 1

hold upon the public that craves for materialism,

can do something to please the few who enjoy the

intellectual suggestion of his work.

" IMF. GOLDEN DREAM"

XIII. No. 60.—March, 189S.

FROM A PAINTING BY I. C C.OTCH
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It is because Mr. T. C. Gotch has grafted upon

the realism of his contemporaries a very interesting

type of imaginative expression that he has made
for himself a place among living artists which he

can hardly be said to share with any one else. In

his fidelity to Nature, and in his regard for the facts

which she supplies, he is exact enough to please

the most uncompromising believer in realistic accu-

racy ; but in the suggestion of his later pictures he

makes a persuasive appeal to the thoughtful lovers

of poetic art, and touches a chord to which the

idealist is always ready to respond. The line he

has taken is in many respects an unusual one, the

outcome of numerous efforts in different directions.

He has experimented in various classes of subjects,

and has evolved a style of his own from beginnings

that hardly seemed to promise the particular de-

" DEATH THE BRIDE"
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FROM A FAI.NTI

velopment which has resulted. Before he finally

settled down into the marked individuality of selec-

tion and manner by which his work has, during

quite recent years, been distinguished, he went

through several artistic phases, each of which may
be taken as representing a sincere effort to find the

way best suited for the assertion of his personal

view concerning aesthetic questions. He was

obviously, for the first few years of his life as an

artist, occupied with material which only partially

suited him, which gave him scope for the display

of technical skill, but afforded comparatively little

opportunity for the exercise of those imaginative

qualities of which he has since proved himself to

be possessed. Not until he had tried many forms

of realism, and of dramatic subject-painting, did he

turn to the combination of symbolism and decora-

tion that has, by its origi-

nality and definite charac-

ter, distinguished him as a

worker in art who has a

rare faculty of invention

and a really intellectual

motive in everything he

attempts.

His first pictures had no

special intention beyond

the literal expression of

what was before him.

They were studies of

things and people as he

saw them, set down with-

out any particular idea of

conveying a moral lesson,

and designed mainly to

serve as accurate reflec-

tions of the life led by cer-

tain sections of the com-

munity. The surroundings

in which he found himself

sufficed to fix the charac-

ter of his work, and gave

to it whatever meaning it

possessed. It was sober,

serious, and powerful, full

of strong contrasts, and

uncompromising in its

fidelity to the social at-

mosphere of the distant

part of Cornwall in which

he has made his home.

Sometimes it had a touch

of humour, as in The Story

no by t. c. gotch ofthe Money-Pig; at others



[By permission oj George M. Culloch, Esq.)

"THE CHILD ENTHRONED'
FROM A PAINTING BY
T. C. GOTCH
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1111. STORY OF 1I1E MONEY-PIG H;oM A PAINTING BY 1. C. GOTCH

it was marked by the tragic force which was sa well

exemplified in the canvas 'Twixt Life and Death,

exhibited at the Academy in 1890 ; but always the

chief desire of the artist was to realise the actuality

of the scene he was depicting, to make his picture

convincing by its very avoidance of any sugges-

tion that he had introduced into it anything for

which he had not had a definite and producible

warrant. He based his claim, then, to attention

quite obviously upon his undeniable faculty for

being exact, and he sought for realism as if it

were worthy to be the one supreme aim of all

modem artists.

But even in the midst of his devotion to this

branch of practice he showed that the instinct was

in him to extend the limits of his art so that they

might include something that demanded deeper

thought and a greater degree of invention. In

1886 he exhibited, in the first show of the New
English Art Club, a great painted allegory, Des/iny,

which proved that, despite the realistic studies he

had produced before, and was to continue to pro-

duce during the next four or five years, his mind

was inclined towards the personifications of ab

stract ideas, that are to-day accepted as represent-

ing him most completely. This picture, which is

now the property of the National Gallery of South

Australia, was treated with real dignity and with

full grasp of dramatic significance, but its symbolism

was not subtle and its arrangement was somewhat

obvious. It ranks in the artist's record rather as

an experiment, as an attempt to find the way along

which he wished to travel, than as a final declara-

tion of his conviction. That he had nut then

made up his mind is proved by his work during the

succeeding four years, which culminated in the

appearance of the frankly realistic Twixt Life and

Death. This was simply a pictorial statement of a

scene that might quite possibly have been studied

from real life. It made few demands upon tin

painter's imagination, and was calculated to exer-

cise rather his powers of memory and sympathetic

observation than his capacity to reason out and put

into intelligible shape images that were formed in
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his own mind. As an assertion of facts it was

extremely complete, leaving nothing to be discussed

as uncertain, and omitting no descriptive touch

that would add cogency to the story that had to be

told.

Two years later, Mr. Gotch gave clear evidence

that this literal view of art had ceased to satisfy

him. In 1892 he exhibited at the Academy a

single picture which marked the beginning of a

great change in his methods. In My Crown and

Sceptre he abandoned the solid symbolism of

Destiny and the vivid reality of 'Twixt Life and

Death, and committed himself for the first time to

a class of work in which the dominant idea was to

decorate. He made no profession in this one

canvas of any profound inner meaning, or subtle

motive, and suggested no sentiment, but gave instead

a happy hint of wholesome freshness and innocent

strength. His chief concern was with another sort

of realism than that which had occupied him before,

with the exact interpretation of picturesque detail

rather than the somewhat sordid facts of a strug-

gling existence, and, with the combining of those

exquisite trifles, which Nature supplies, into a

decorative harmony, rather than the photographic

representation of a saddening episode. The inten-

tion which he then revealed was developed still

further in the picture that, two years later, repre-

sented him at the Academy. The Child Enthroned

very emphatically defined his new creed, and

asserted the nature of the principles to which he

had decided to conform for the future. Story was

abandoned, incident set aside, and even the touch

of personality which marked My Crown and Sceptre

was almost entirely eliminated. What remained was

a delightfully pure type of art, something that, by its

novelty of form, attracted general attention, and yet

by its observation of the highest canons of technical

practice was able to satisfy the most exacting

demand for efficiency of execution. Realistically,

the picture was as complete as it was possible to

make it : nothing in the rendering of textures or

TWIX'I LIFE AND I1EAIH FROM A TAINTING BY T. C GOTCH

(By permission of George McCulloch, Esq.)
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the treatment of details was neglected or left un-

explained, and no minute touch of exact definition

was forgotten, yet all through the charm of a dainty

and poetic idea made itself felt. With the one

exception of Death the Bride, exhibited at the

Academy in 1895, Mr. Gotch's pictures since The

Child Enthroned have carried on the same motives,

Death the Bride sounded a deeper and perhaps

less pleasant note, and had a mystic suggestion

that was not quite free from morbidity ; but The

Child in the World at the New Gallery in 1895,

Alleluia shown at the Academy and bought by the

Trustees of the Chantrey Fund in 1896, and the

exquisite composition, The Heir to all the Ages,

which represented the artist at the Academy last

year, were admirable decorations, full of healthy

invention and hitting happily the safe middle

course between phantasy and literal reality. By

these works Mr. Gotch has established himself

securely among the best of our imaginative painters,

and has proved in a manner most creditable to

himself that there is nothing incongruous in the

union of fact and fancy, or in an alliance between

delicate imagery and assiduous care in the arrange-

ment and realisation of properly selected facts.

It is, possibly, because his art education and

early experiences were somewhat varied that Mr.

Gotch has, as a producing artist, gone through

such distinct differences in his search for the one

mode of expression which would accord best with

his own aesthetic individuality. He was not in-

fluenced from the first by surroundings which could

fix and determine his after practice, and did nut

by long adherence to any one school become
permanently affected by any set of local traditions.

Before he began the serious study of art he was

engaged for four years in business ; and it was not

till he had reached the age of twenty-one years

that he decided to devote himself to the profes ;

that he has since followed with so much success.

His first experiences were gained at Heatherley's

school, to which he went in the spring of 1876 ;

but in the autumn of the following year lie became

a student at the licole des Beaux Arts at Antwerp,

and worked there for six months. In 1S78 he

returned to London, and, after three months' study

under Mr. Samuel Lawrence, joined the Slade

school for a period of two years. Three years'

fairly continuous study in Paris, in the studio of

Jean Paul Laurens, followed, but during this period

there were intervals in which he was working at

Newlyn. After a voyage to Australia in 1883 he

spent three years in London, and then once more

took up his abode at Newlyn, which place has

WKll ING-1 AIU I,

(See "Decorative Art in Paris ")

BY I II \KI ES I'LUMET
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remained his headquarters up to the present time.

A sketching tour in Denmark in 1889, and a stay

of some months in Italy during the winter of 1891,

have, however, added to his experiences, and have

doubtless aided him in making up his mind on

questions of artistic practice.

Indeed, his visit to Italy coincides with the

greatest change in his methods. It was during his

stay in that country that he threw off the Newlyn

influence which was so perceptible in 'Twixt Life

and Death, and painted My Crown and Sceptre,

which may certainly be regarded as a very out-

spoken protest against the grey monotone affected

by the West of England painters. Italian colour

seems to have convinced him, and to have urged

fci
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him to strive for a strength and variety of chromatic

arrangement which he never before attempted.

Ever since he has been a lover of sumptuous com-

binations, and has revelled in the representation

of the gorgeous textures, the brocades and em-

broideries, the laces and adornments, which are so

lovingly treated in the works of the Italian

masters. Here, apparently, he found the revela-

tion which he wanted to divert him from the grey

melancholy of realism into the glowing sumptuous-

ness of decoration, and here he was taught to under-

stand himself. For it must not be forgotten that

if the manner of his later art is Italian, the matter

is his own. The worship of child-life, the pretty

symbolism which he builds up round his studies

of the dainty freshness of

childhood, the poetic re-

finement of the domestic

instinct, which appear in

his work, are personal to

himself, and by the aid of

this individual characteris-

tic he reaches an aesthetic

height to which the mere

realist, no matter how great

his capacity, can never

hope to attain. Though

his career as an exhibitor

covers no more than fifteen

_ years, he has already many

tangible evidences to show

of public and professional

appreciation. Medals
have been awarded him at

Chicago, Berlin, and on

two occasions at the Paris

Salon, while Destiny and

Alleluia have found their

way to national collections

His position among the

I

best of the younger artists

is an assured one, and the

attention and respect of

the great body of art-lovers

are freely bestowed upon

him. These are all the

proofs of a well-established

reputation ; and having so

rapidly established it he

may fairly be expected to

increase it and to carry it

farther and farther during

coming years.

A. L. B.BY CHARLES PLUMET
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D
ECORATIVE ART IN
P'ARIS: THE EXHIBI-
TION OF "THE SIX." BY
GABRIEL MOUREY.

This little group of artists, whose work has often

been alluded to in these columns, and with whom
the readers of The Studio have thus for some
time been acquainted, have just been holding their

ality to invest themselves with any other title. To

dub themselves members of this or that confra-

ternity, or corporation, or guild, seems to them

both puerile and useless ;
and, by refraining from

limiting their membership, do thi \ not, a it wi n .

proi laim their readiness to open wide their doors

to all who come in the spirit of goodwill and fel-

lowship?" Thus "The Six" express th

in the catalogue of their exhibition, which con-

il''.l I VNDLESTICK BY low SE1 MERSHEIM

second exhibition in the Galerie des Artistes

Modernes, Rue Caumartin.

Last year they numbered five, now they boast

one more name, and call themselves " Les Six."

Next year, perhaps, they will style themselves

"The Eight,'' or "The Ten," or "The Fifteen."

"They have too much respect for their individu-

CANDLE BRACKE1

BRi IXZE < VXDLESTICK

BY TON1 i
'

1

1 1

M

tains, moreover, a sort of profession of faith which

:\es to be remembered.

Their chief care, their real object, is not exclu-

sively to produce rare

nicknacks, show pieces,

uhjets de luxe, or expensive

works of art. They do

not work to tickle the

fancy, to gTatify the mo-

mentary caprice of some

small minority of "fashion-

able " amateurs. 'Their

principal aim is to en

articles of everyday utility,

which shall be works ol

art, not by reason of tl

cost, or the value of the

material of which the)

made, but by virtue of tin-

actual work put into them,

i selmersheim and by the fact of their
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being fashioned strictly to fulfil the requirements

for which they are intended.

They hold the view, moreover, that all materials

are of equal value, provided they be employed and

MM. Felix Aubert, Alexandre Charpentier, Jean

Dampt, Moreau-Nelaton, Charles Plumet and Tony
Selmersheim.

But do they carry out their programme ? Do
they fulfil the promises they make ? This is to be

judged by glancing at the new work they have just

been showing.

M. Aubert's exhibits include his printed velvets,

Les Iris and Les Pervenches, which were repro-

duced in The Studio for December 1897 ; also a

Genoese velvet of extreme richness of material and

design, which does him great honour ; in addition,

SILVER MEDA] I ION BY ALEXANDRE CHARPENTIER

handled in suitable manner, logically and earnestly.

They are utterly opposed to the current opinion,

which draws a distinction between that which

some call " art " and that which others call "deco-

ration."

Indeed, their intentions are of the best ; and

thereon we may heartily congratulate the members

of this charming little association, which comprises

:^—

«
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BY ALEXANDRE CHARPENTIER

EMBOSSED LEATHER CIGARETTE CASE

BY ALEXANDRE CHARPENTIER

several wall-papers, including a frieze of ships,

remarkable for its beautiful sense of proportion

and its breadth of handling ; and lastly, some

carpets and laces—multi-coloured Chantilly laces

—

than which nothing could be more exquisitely

delicate, more skilful, more charming. The de-

sign is relieved by light colouring most harmo-

niously disposed. Now it is a bunch of wild roses,

whose tender pink shows against a background of

green leaves with wonderful effect ; now a handful

of narcissi bursting forth from a mass of stalks and

ribbons—a garland fit for a ball-dress. The effect

is altogether novel, and reflects the utmost credit

on the artist, who has contrived with complete suc-

cess to produce an original work by combining and

proportioning his decorative motifs with due regard

to the special exigencies of his material.
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In collaboration with M. Alexandre Charpentier,

M. Auhert also displays a Mural Decoration for a

Bath-room in enamelled earthenware, executed in

the great manufactory of Sarreguemines. Interest-

ing as this work undoubtedly is, it must be regretted

that the two artists should not have chosen, to

carry out their ideas, some material less common-

place, less hard, less cold. The same scheme pro-

duced in stoneware would have been far superior.

As it is, however, the work is worthy of all praise,

for it reveals a keen sense of novelty, a spirit of

invention, expressed in truly characteristic fashion.

This background of water, shimmering with change

ful lights behind the arum lilies in the foreground
;

this low-relief frieze of girl bathers, whose every

BRONZE LAMP JiY TONY SELMERSHEIM

movement is reflected in the pun- blue of the

stream ; these combinations of yellows and greens,

I ilues and pinks, displayed in happily balanced

masses, produo a really exquisite impression of

freshness m\<\ light In modelling the figures,

Charpentier has shown .ill his well known gifts of

grace and flexibility ; the poses are most bar

monious and delightfully true; there is in thi

women's forms something of the serene elegance

of the Tanagra statuettes. Be it added that tin-

artist has modelled his work with scrupulous regard

to the How of the enamel which covers them, and,

indeed, makes them stand out the moo- boldly and

effectivel)

.

A brooch in silver, r< presenting a baby's chubby

hcul; two silver seals of delicate modelling; a

Siren and a Ganymede; a bronze plaquette of St.

Sebastian—intended as a prize in an archery com-

petition, a sport to which M. Moreau NYl.iton is

devoted ; a large number of embossed leather port-

folios, cigar-cases, blotting-books, &c. ; four um-

brella stands in varnished pottery, in which the

artist, unfortunately, has not attempted to vary

a form only too familiar already ; a gourd in

leather, representing a huge bunch of grapes, very

broadly treated ; and the medallion of I >r. Besnier ;

these make up the sum of Alexandre Charpentier's

exhibits. The medallion is a work of highest art.

I know no artist of to-day capable of producing it

with more power or more intensity of expression,

more delicacy, or more finish. Without excess of

minuteness, there is in this work every requisite

detail, shown with the utmost precision ; and, more

than that, there is a breadth of vision, a realisation

of character rising to actual greatness.

M. lean Dampt this year shows us no furniture,

but metal-work instead—a dish in repousse silver,

a silver door-handle, several gold brooches, and

some artistic little medals. I don't much care

for the door-handle, made in the form of a couple

of snails, by no means inviting to the hand ; more-

over, the design generally appears to me heavy and

too suggestive of certain eighteenth-century styles.

His dish, on the other hand, is very fine, entirely

simple in scheme and perfect in execution. The

ornamentation, consisting solely of chestnut leaves

and chestnuts themselves in their spiky shells, runs

around the brim, while two large leaves form the

handles. This is a truly beautiful work, rich

both in material and in workmanship. I have,

however, one criticism to make, from the decora-

tive point of view. It seems to me the work would

gain in effect, would have greater uniformity, if tin-

leaves on the brim of the dish were designed on
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the same scale as those on the handles. The
larger-sized leaf is too boldly treated compared

with the smaller, always remembering they are

seen close together on a very limited surface.

The display offered by M. E. Moreau-Nelaton

is scarcely adequate to satisfy the demands we

are justified in making on an artist so conscien-

tious, so interesting as he. His Calendar for

iSgS, in the form of a hand-screen, with a

wooden mounting, incrusted with copper—the

work of M. Plumet—comprises twelve litho-

graphs in colour, purely decorative in style, with

the almanac for each month displayed amidst a

wealth of flowers and fruit and other ornamental

designs of great simplicity both in drawing and

in colour. M. Moreau-Nelaton also exhibits a

fire-guard, a screen in fine-stitched tapestry, and

some decorative borders in silk embroidery, exe-

cuted by Madame E. Moreau-Nelaton. These

latter are charming, and were evidently inspired

by Japanese motifs, while the screen is based

86

on the Gothic. The embroidery work is quite

admirable, and indeed approaches absolute per-

fection in delicacy, in taste, and in sureness of

treatment. On seeing this exquisitely feminine

work, one needs must feel a touch of respectful

sorrow at the thought of the tragic fate of her

whose fingers wrought it ; for she perished in

the frightful catastrophe at the Bazar de la

Charite", while devoting herself, as was the con-

stant habit of her daily life, to the work of

assisting the poor.

M. Charles Plumet's contributions consist of

a desk, a bookcase, styled a Mbliotteque-carton-

nier, and an etagcre. He may be warmly con-

gratulated on his evident and ever-increasing

efforts in the direction of simplicity. The lower

part of his bookcase consists of a set of drawers,

flanked right and left by tall pigeon-holes for

large volumes. As for the upper portion, the

^i^
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central part is formed of a series of honk shelves,

and rises higher than at the sides, which contain

portable cases for papers. The thicknesses of

the wood reveal at once the rational, practical

construction of the furniture and the utility and

convenience of every part of it. Everything has

been scientifically thought out, and as skilfully

executed. The proportions are excellent, and

due regard has always been shown to the prac-

tical side of the work. As for the wood itself,

it is absolute perfection ; in fitting, in polish, in

the working of the drawers, it is without a flaw.

This is real cabinet-making, with no trace of

trickery or make-believe about it—honest work, in

fact, admirably conceived and carried out. The

REPOUSSE SILVER DISH

light, delicate copper-work, done from the artist's

own designs, the pigskin covers to the portfolios

every part of the bookcase is original, and

chosen with the most scrupulous care in order to

attain the special effect desired.

The desk, also in ash, is less attractive in my
opinion. I am sorry M. l'lumet has not attempted

a more novel and a more logical means of preserv-

ing—as was his evident aim— the traditional form

of construction in an object of this kind. With

his great gifts he is capable, I am sure, of creating

something much more interesting and less conven-

tional than this. The office armchair exhibited by

M. Plumet is most comfortable, light and solid,

pleasing to the i ye, and very nice to sit in—merits,

these, not too often

found !

M. Tony Selmersheim

has designed an ingenious

little chifjonnier for ladies,

which has the merit of

being at once original and

practical. The idea is,

no doubt, based on the

exquisitely worked bou-

doir furniture of the

eighteenth century. In

any case, it is a charming

thing, most cunningly

conceived and admirably

.-— realised. At the same

time it gives proof of un-

doubted individuality, the

development and perfect-

ing of which one is happy

to witness ; for M, Tony

by if.an dampt Selmersheim is quite

87
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EMBROIDERED SILK BORDERINGS DESIGNED BY E. MOREAU-NELATON, EXECUTED BY MADAME MOREAU-NELATON

FIRE-SCREEN FRAME KY CHARLES PLUMET
EMBROIDERED PANEL DESIGNED BY E. MOREAU-

NELATON AND EXECUTED BY MADAMI
MOREAU'NELATON
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young, and there is good reason for holding the

highest hopes for his future. Among the illuminat-

ing apparatus in copper and bronze exhibited by
him in the Rue Caumartin, the candlesticks are

particularly successful. Nothing could be more
unpretentious or more practical, and at the same
time more charming. This simple flower-stalk,

spreading out into the corolla of a flower, in which
the candle is placed, seems, to my eyes, to have some
of the beauty seen in certain Japanese work ; it is so

natural, so unstudied, so spontaneous, so obviously

sprung from the fingers of the artist. Equally
effective is his candle bracket in bronze oxidised in

dull green. This is simply a cluster of plain stems,

unchased and devoid of all twisting, which meet
against the wall.

He also exhibits other candlesticks, an electric

light chandelier, an inkstand, an electric light

bracket, and an oil-lamp—all conceived and
executed in the same free, unaffected manner,
strictly adapted to the purposes for which they are

designed, and presenting one and all a quite

exceptionally harmonious arrangement of lines.

M. Selmersheim is, indeed, an artist who knows
how to work in metal. He has great and original

capacity, and as he is on the right road, all that

remains for him is to go straight ahead, and then

we may count on having a supply of beautiful

works of applied art.

Exhibitions of this varied and interesting nature

are rare in Paris. True it is that industrial art is
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becoming more and more the " order of the day,"

but at the same time it proceeds hand-in-hand with

eccentricity and hizarrcrie. Incohi reni e and ugli-

ness predominate. Against this tendency the little

group of " Les Six " are struggling valiantly, and I

am inclined to think they will emerge triumphant.

But meanwhile France is very much behindhand

in the modern art movement they are preaching.

I have attempted, to the best of my power, to show

the merits and the characteristics of each of these

artists; but, beyond the individual qualities I havi

enumerated, they are united in a communitj ol

thought and feeling, and this it is which really

constitutes their strength. They strive, one and

all, to remain true to the traditions, not of form,

but of intellect— the esprit, in a word, which is the

legacy of French art. In contrast to the complexi-

ties and pretentious eccentricities of certain artists,

they rely on simplicity, clearness, and logic of

form, and in their efforts to find new formula they

are impelled not so much by a desire for novelty,

ivelty, as by a profound conviction that the

social life of to day, our vie t'ntime, demands a

setting corresponding to its own immediate

to i own view of things, to il own being. And

are right.

i Moui

ADY ARTISTS l\ GERMANY.
BY LUISE HAGEN.

PORTRAIT OF FRAU E. V.

T
Germany being the fatherland of

M ^/ theories must, of necessity, afford many

strongholds and points of vantage to prejudice.

Fully a hundred years ago Angelica Kauffmann

had achieved European fame as a painter. Those

were the days of extreme hero-worship, when

genius, nay. even talent, sometimes got its due and

even more than its due of

admiration among the Phili-

stines. Admiration is apt to

stimulate ambition, and con-

sequently a number of more

or less talented Philistines

took up the profession of

artists, art being considered

a gentlemanly occupation.

Gentlemanly occupations

must needs be ladylike,

wherefore a noble army of

ladies, considering them-

selves too good to go out

as governesses, but standing

in need of employment of

some kind, betook them-

selves to the noble profes-

sion of " Malweiber." As

a body, they revealed what-

ever there is to be found

especially faulty in woman's

nature. In consequence

of this flocking together of

womankind the theory of

the inferiority of woman,

bodily and mentally, both

in art and in science, has

been developed in every pos-

sible detail. Not a student

is to be found among the

thousands of scholars be-

longing to our many univer-

sities who could not hold

forth for hours together on

9'
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the subject of woman's only true calling in house-

hold matters, on her utter lack ot synthetic power

in science, her entire deficiency in creative strength

in art. Scarcely a gentleman critic in Germany but

will procure a pen pointed threefold when he is

about to analyse the merits, or rather the demerits,

of some lady artist whose work has come under his

notice.

Now, every true lover of art who has happened

to see some of the exhibitions of our " Kiinstler-

innenvereine " will candidly admit that they

generally are a rather sorry sight to behold. But

people are apt to forget that there are members

of the other sex to be found whose productions

are anything but what will gladden the heart of

man. Women as a rule are very conservative. It

is therefore not to be wondered at that there has

been a great deal of mannerism and stale conven-

tionality to be met with in

their work.

Gradually, however, a

change has come about.

I have before me two

portraits painted by

lady artists, in which,

more than in other works

of theirs, I recognise

specific feminine qualities.

One is the portrait of the

Countess Pocci, by Jeanna

Bauck, the other the por-

trait of Jeanna Bauck, by

Bertha Wegmann. Both

these artists are trying to

work their way along by

the same road. Both

have received the impetus

of their present mode of

working in Paris at the

time when the great truths

revealed by the school of

Barbizon were becoming

moregenerally understood.

Absolute veracity was

that which they strove to

achieve, yet they never

forgot that this very vera-

city is only an outcome of

the capacity for looking

into the soul of mankind,

of the power of penetrat-

ing into that which lies

below the surface of hard

realities, and beyond the

92

crude facts of everyday life. Consequently, in

truly womanly manner they developed in their

portraits a great minuteness and accuracy of

detail. But they have entirely broken loose from

that sentimental smoothness of touch and that

anecdotal fussiness, that circumstantial garrulity

which are still to be met with in a great deal

of so-called " beautifying " painting in Germany.

They have acquired to a surprising degree the

power of discerning what is essential to the

making up of the picture and what is not.

This is all the more praiseworthy because the

composition as a whole remains decidedly an-

alytical. The analysis in this case is not a pull-

ing to pieces ; it is a setting out on a broad basis

and gaining a culminating-point by weighing off

and harmonising detail against detail, never losing

sight of the one great point of interest to be

TORTRAIT OF JEANNA BAUCK BY BERTHA WEGMANN
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developed, of that one expression of truth to be

revealed in this particular case. A most prominent

means of conveying a right idea of what they have

got to say is found by both artists in solving prob-

lems of light and air. More than by any other

help, they succeed in rendering the very breath of

nature, by making their sketches and portraits a

question of lights and shades. Colour, however,

to both of them is not merely the result of scientific

research and experiment upon the qualities of light.

They consider it, and rightly too, as matter bound

up in material of some kind placed under the in-

fluence of some special quality of light.

It is in the matter of colouring that the difference

of individuality in both artists sets in. Fraulein

Bauck, the elder of the two, treats colour in a

thoroughly musical fashion. The sound of a 'cello

or of a fine deep contralto voice prevails in the

choice of her colours. They remind you of

some of Beethoven's Scherzos and Adagios for

PORTRAIT OF COUNTESS I'OCCI

'cello with piano accompaniment. Nor is this to

be wondered at. Fraulein Bauck's father was a

composer and writer upon musical subjects at

Stockholm. Her mother was a Swede, her father

a German. The daughter's education was entirely

musical ; all the great masters of classical German
music were familiar to her from the days of her

infancy up to her twenty-third year, when she left

her native town to visit the land of her ancestors

and to acquire a thorough education in painting,

which she did at Dresden, Diisseldorf, Munich,

and finally in Paris. Landscapes were her favourite

subjects, and she has stuck to them for a number

of years. She took up her abode at Munich and

made many excursions into the Alps, the Harz,

the Black Forest, and to the seaside alternately.

Seaside subjects subsequently became her favour-

ites. She never attempted panorama-like effects,

but directed her attention to nature's beauty,

which she contrived to instil with nature's own
spirit. Her work always

produces a picture, an

organic something, a

whole, an entity, not a

mere accidental fragment.

This is due to vigorous

concentration of reason-

ing faculty combined with

intuitive power of a

stronger quality than

mere reflective thought.

There is an entire aban-

donment of self, an abso-

lute relying upon nature's

own greatness, which

makes the artist instru-

mental to the true spirit

of art. Fraulein Bauck's

work is never an argu-

ment, she never works in

that combative mood, in

that spirit of contention

which nowadays causes

so very many women to

use art merely as a means

of arguing it out with

men, of disproving the

inferiority of their sex.

Her very conception of

art is far too broad for

her ever to have a thought

of making it a means to

any end whatever, not

by jeanna bauck even the sublimest. Art
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to her means devotion and worship. This is one

reason out of many why there is never a touch

of the nervous, of the supersensitive in her work.

She never attempts to be striking or dazzling, never

dreams of showing what she herself can do, but she

just takes the spectator's hand and silently leads

him to a quiet spot, where, in the spirit of true

priesthood and prophecy, in a voice expressive of

awe and reverence she will say to him : Behold,

the beauties of Law Divine ; behold and help me

worship. The very restfulness of her manner has

gained more friends for her than admirers ; her

pictures always sell, though they would hardly

attract the crowd. Most of her landscapes have

been acquired by English purchasers. There is

an undercurrent of sadness in her landscapes which

runs along as an accompaniment to the melody, or

as the distant gurgling sounds of a brook that

has wrought its way through some stubborn piece

of ground by which it is hidden from sight.

Sometimes you fancy you hear that plaintive note

of unsatisfied longing for perfection characteristic

of Chopin's music, then again it is that moodiness

of Beethoven's which prompts him to go off in a

freak, giving for a finale just a wee bit of a tune

which seemingly bears no relation upon the subject

whatever, and is perhaps

an outflow of the artist's

inmost individuality, an

escape from the over-

whelming grandeur of his

subject.

Fraulein Bauck's por-

traits are worked entirely

from without to within.

Gradually, at a slow pace

of her own, she unriddles

the soul of the person she

paints. She feels her way

into the subject, she takes

human nature as a com-

plex of qualities, passions,

moods, likes and dislikes.

Yet there is nothing of

the dissecting anatomist

about her ; she never

begins painting a meta-

physical theory, but just

the one specimen of man-

kind before her. This she

does with truly feminine

keenness of observation
;

she accentuates detail

without overbalancing it

;

her work is nearly always athletic, hardly ever

acrobatic ; she never "overdoes" it.

Fraulein Wegmann is more widely known as an

artist than is Fraulein Bauck. She is of Swiss

extraction, and she carries into her work some of

the especial qualities of that Teutonic tribe. There

is in it that transparency of style which is so ad-

mirable in the writings of Gottfried Keller, the one

German author who is unanimously proclaimed to

be the worthy successor of Goethe so far as the

building up of the language is concerned. If her

work be musical, Fraulein Wegmann's music is

that of Gliick. She is quick and impulsive, brim-

ful of laughter at times, but with a sympathetic

tear ready for any one in trouble. She can be

extremely grave too, but she loves a sparkle of

light, she catches the sunbeams dancing on the

lawn, the playful fluttering of soft spring-tide

leaves courted by the teasing breeze. There is

a touch of motherliness in her treatment of any-

thing young, from the sprouting grass, the flap-

ping leaf just bursting from the bud, to the new-

born lamb and the winsome baby. Her touch is

vigorous, her drawing and her anatomy are ex-

tremely conscientious. She loves colours and she

iust revels in light. Perhaps in this she bears a
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slight resemblance to Fritz von Uhde. In her

portraits the hands always come in as a powerful

means of expressing character. The sprightliness

of her work was apt, in her earlier days, to touch

upon the verge of sentimentality, but she has

deepened and matured into a heart-whole womanli-

ness of manner, expressive of an exquisite love of

mental and moral refinement, which never lacks

in compassion and even in sympathy for those who
run short of the ideal. She takes a very broad

view of life which leaves room for contest and for

diversity of opinion. Never would she think of

proclaiming her way of seeing and interpreting

things the only correct one. All the more certain

is she that to her as an individual it is the only

one possible. She is fully conscious of the fact

that woman will never be a path-finder in art, as

far as scientific or philosophical topics are con-

cerned. Nevertheless she knows full well that

there are phases in woman's life which can only

be expressively said in art, and that woman ought

to say them, because they have hitherto escaped

the notice of mankind as a body. Fraulein W
mann never treats erotic problems as the only

point of interest in a woman's life ; on the other
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hand, she never attempts to argue love away alto-

gether, but always lets it be recognised as one of

the elements that go to make up the women her

brush represents. Into the men she portrays she

puts something of the ideal that woman seeks in

man ; that is to say, her men always have some-

thing of the lord and master in them.

Pre-eminence in the treatment of colour is at-

tained by Frau Dernburg and her sister Fraulein

Seliger. They are not painters, but have revived

the art of embroidery in this country. The art of

embroidery has been at a low ebb in Germany

for many years. There was Frau Bach at

Vienna, who revived Holbein stitch about twenty

years ago. Professor Lessing and Frau von Lip-

perheide, too, achieved a little successful work

in this direction, but without catching the true

spirit of the art. They created fashions for needle-

work by making all kinds of techniques and stitches

popular. It never struck them that the old

patterns represented the artistic language of days

i;one by, which could no more be fit for everyday

use in the present than the language of Walther

von der Yogelweide or Wolfram von Eschenbach

could be made the vernacular German of to-day.
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To begin with, the material had altered to a degree

that made exact copying an impossibility. Neither

linen nor canvas nor wools and silks were the

same as of old. So from mere copying of an-

tiquities, Frau Dernburg was led by innate artistic-

taste to attempt originality. To begin with, she

eschewed Japanese and Chinese motives, though

there was strong demand for them in fashion. She

caught hold of the fact that the German national

spirit is too essentially different from the Oriental

for the two ever to attempt to go together. The

exquisite gracefulness of the Japanese will never be

attained by the German, but there is a dreamy

earnestness about the German, an unshaken belief

in the sublime and in human power for goodness,

which the Japanese is unable to grasp. Frau

Dernburg studied the treatment of colour in old

German embroidery, of which there is a splendid

collection in the Berliner Kunstgewerbe Museum.

German colouring in embroidery is based upon the

system of subordination ; it is developed in closest

connection with the spirit of the design. Shading

is not used with the intention of obtaining plastic

relief for some parts of the ornamentation ; it is

only employed to accentuate design. There is

hardly a technique of needlework which Frau

Dernburg has not mastered and carried out to most

marvellous perfection. For some of these tech-

niques she holds that they can only be effectively

employed with designs of the period when their

best artistic qualities were being developed.

Applique work is what Frau Dernburg and Frau-

lein Seliger more particularly excel in. They have

developed it into an altogether new stage of perfec-

tion, combining it with most perfect crewel work,

creating shapes and forms of all kinds which stand

Out on their background with the clearness of a

Sansorino relief in marble, without ever giving up

those textile qualities which bind them down to the

canvas.

Fraulein Seliger has for the present undertaken to

continue her sister's work by herself. She is now

occupied with a design of her brother's, which

might be called a Bocklin translated into textiles.

On it there are a magnificent tiger, children's

figures, and splendid wreathing of purple clematis,

which promise to produce a magnificent effect, and

will perhaps go some way towards abolishing the

prejudice against women's work in art, which un-

doubtedly exists in ( lermany.

Luise Hagen.

ART IN GRIDIRONS. BY
FRANCIS ARTHUR JONES.

Though an eminently necessary and

useful article of household furniture, the

gridiron is not generally regarded in the light of an

artistic treasure. This is doubtless owing to the

inelegance of its design, the grid upon which most

of us were brought up, so to speak, consisting of a

plain parallelogram crossed with some half-dozen bars

FIG. I ENGLISH FIG. 2 FRENCH FIG. 3 1 II M I -II
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placed rather close together (in erder, probably, to

prevent the restaurant chop from falling through),

a long straight handle, and finished off, like the

horse in the juvenile classic, " with a leg at each

corner." Ornamentation of every description has

long since been abandoned in connection with this

article of domestic happiness, the manufacturer

probably arguing that the chop or steak was the

principal thing, which, of course, it undoubtedly is.

We may, and do, hang our dinner and tea services

on our drawing-room walls, treasure our favourite

soup-tureen, surround ourselves with Indian idols

and Japanese teapots, or even purchase a glass

case for an antique porringer, but for the humble

yet necessary gridiron there has been found nothing

but a very warm corner.

And yet some of the finest designs in ironwork

are to be found among the grids made by the

blacksmiths of ancient days. Very few, however,

are now to be met with even in the public

museums. In South Kensington, for instance,

you will discover but two, or probably only one, as

the example of Italian seventeenth-century grid is

at present " on loan," and, of course, no one knows

when it is coming back. In the British Museum
there is a grid in the Anglo-Saxon room and one

in the Anglo-Roman department, both of fabulous

age, much rust eaten and falling to pieces. There

are also one or two very imperfect examples

in the museums of Reading, Vienna, and Naples,

but in the present article we shall confine ourselves

to those preserved in a private collection.

One of the finest assortments of gridirons, either

public or private, is possessed by Mr. Edward

Ledger, the proprietor and editor of The Era.

They have been collected both in England and on

the Continent, and their value consists in their

artistic designs and wonderful preservation, nearly

all being of the sixteenth century. A description

of the accompanying illustrations, the originals of

which are all in Mr. Ledger's collection, may be of

interest.

No. i is an example of an English gridiron com-

monly in use during the sixteenth century. It was

bought at a Sussex farmhouse, and was evidently

used with a charcoal fire for grilling purposes. The
grid part of this cage-like contrivance can be raised,

as in our illustration, during the process of " coal-

ing," and all things considered, a chop or steak

might, and doubtless often has been, done " to a

turn " on this unique cooking apparatus.

No. 2 is a very handsome French design, and

was purchased near Fontenay-sous-Bois. It is

slightly damaged, having had one of the spirals on

the left side knocked off, but is otherwise in perfect

condition. This grid was a favourite model of a

well-known French artist, and it makes its appear-

ance in several of his paintings.

No. 3 is a revolving gridiron of a very beautiful

pattern, the handle especially calling for notice.

c" M
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These revolving grids seem to be peculiar to

Flemish households, and it is remarkable that they

are not more often seen to-day. By the use of

such grids cooking might become a positive pas-

time ; indeed, visitors to Mr. Ledger's gallery find

an uncommon delight in seeing how fast they can

spin these grids round, not very improving, by the

by, to the walls upon which they hang. This parti-

cular gridiron was bought in Courtrai, Belgium.

No. 4 is of immense weight, but the design is an

extremely neat and sensible one. No chance of

your dinner falling into the fire when cooked on a

grid after this pattern. The handle is extremely

massive and short, but this latter disadvantage is

fully compensated for by the length of the grid. It

comes from a little village near Leeuwarden, North

Holland, and was always kept in the front parlour.

In Northern Holland, as in some parts of primitive

Britain, the " parlour " is only used on few and

very special occasions. The excitement of a

christening, the festivities connected with a wed-

ding, or the more sober pleasures attendant upon a

funeral, may call it into requisition, but at other

times the room is seen about as often as the interior

of Bluebeard's chamber.

No. 5 also hails from Holland, having been bought

in a small brasserie or coffee house in Monachen-

dam. There is less elaborate work about it than

upon the former, but the design is graceful and

deserving of a more artistic handle.

No. 6 is another example of the revolving grid.

and comes from a Schloss near Hanover. In

pattern it is very similar to No. 3, but rather more

massive. This one also deserves a better handle.

No. 7. Our next illustration shows a very fine bit

of ironwork from Nuremberg. The entire grid has

been cut out of one solid piece of metal, and the

design is graceful and well carried out. Note how

harmoniously the head combines with the body of

the grid, and what an artistic mind the designer of

the handle must have had ! It has been much

used, as may be seen from the eaten appearance of

the iron, while one small scroll on the left side of

the base is missing.

No. 8 is a quaint example of a French folding

gridiron, and was purchased from an artist who re-

sided in Fontainebleau. The interior of the grid is

a wonderfully delicate piece of work, representing

five fantastical heads terminating in an original

design of scrolls. For grilling purposes the folders

are brought down (in the illustration they are

slightly raised), and the cutlet or chop is placed

across the bars. The body of the grid was pro-

bably used for frying purposes, being without

apertures.

No. 9. Our next illustration represents an exceed-

ingly rare piece of ironwork which, apart from the

beauty of the design, may almost be regarded

as an object of historic interest. This grid was

bought from a chef in Berlin, who declared that

many cutlets and steaks had been grilled on it for

Prince Bismarck and his illustrious friends. This
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may very possibly be true, as the man was a well-

known chef in the German capital, and was often

patronised by the Iron Chancellor. This specimen
is in perfect condition, and if the steaks cooked
upon it equalled the size of the grid we may now
be pardoned for believing the stories of German
appetites.

In No. 10 we have a somewhat plain design,

compensated for by a most artistic handle. It is

also of German manufacture, and was obtained a
few years since in Munich.

No. 1 1 is one of the most beautiful examples in

the whole collection. It is an Italian grid of the

sixteenth century, and was bought in Venice. The
graceful handle, the delicacy of the workmanship,
and the very original corner-pieces to the body of

the grid make up a very handsome design. It is,

moreover, in the most perfect state of preservation,

with scarcely a point bent out of line. In design

it is similar to one of the same century and country

in South Kensington Museum.
Perhaps opinions will vary as to which has the

honour of carrying off the palm for beauty, No. 1 1,

or our next illustration, an exceedingly curious piece

of ironwork bought in Old Frankfort. The design

of the latter is perhaps more elaborate, with its

sixty-four tiny spirals and the two very fine coils,

like Catherine wheels, at the head of the grid. In

appearance it is less like a grid than some beautiful

swinging lamp of the Middle Ages. The openwork

handle also calls for special attention, as well as the

small quaint ring by which it is meant to be sus-

pended on the wall. It is, indeed, the only grid in

the collection which is furnished with a ring, the

others being provided with hooks.

No. 13 is an example of a Flemish revolving grid-

iron, and was obtained in Liege, Belgium, from a

blacksmith, in whose family it had been prized for

many years, and a good round sum had to be men-
tioned before he would even entertain the idea of

parting with it. It is a little battered, the circum-

ference not being absolutely true, but it revolves

easily and is in very good condition. The design

is very similar to No. 6 with the handle of No. 2.

The addition of the two spirals at the base of the

handle helps to add a finish to the design.

No. 14 is the "Grid of Fifty Coils," and is a

really beautiful piece of work, bought from a col-

lection of old ironwork in Dresden.

No. 15 is a very interesting grid, with its numerous
quaint coils and original handle. It is an extremely

heavy piece of metal, and was purchased in Buda-
pest.

Having begun with an example of English grids,

it is perhaps fitting that we should close with one.

No. 16 would probably take the fancy of most
housewives, being on wheels. Take away the

wheels and substitute a plainer handle, and you

have one of the ordinary gridirons used in every

English household. The wheels, however, just

k %
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give that touch sufficient to add a quaintness to the

design, while the handle is of a very beautiful open-

work pattern, similar in appearance to that attached

to No. 12.

From the foregoing brief notes it may be

gathered how delightful and interesting the study of

these gridirons of a past age may become, and

though, perhaps, some may have smiled at the idea

of such a prosaic hobby, they cannot deny the

beauty and grace of those specimens here illustrated.

Francis Arthur Jones.

E
^ LEANOR F. BRICKDALE,
DESIGNER AND ILLUSTRA-
TOR.

A few weeks ago it might have been

necessary to preface a note on the work of Miss

Eleanor F. Brickdale with some account of her

career. But as the February number of The
Studio contained a reproduction of the prize

design Spring, for the decoration of a portion of a

public building, which was awarded to her at the

Royal Academy Schools in December 1S97, it

would be superfluous to add more details, for that

fact explains that she is still a student, albeit an

advanced one. The " portion of a public build-

ing " is, as all the world knows, one of the lunettes

in the refreshment-room of the Royal Academy, a

subterranean chamber where Mr. Reynolds Stephens' fig. 16
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admirable mural decoration, Summer, is perishing

by smoke, and where Mr. Harold Speed's Autumn

is just completed. Whether Miss Brickdale is to

receive a commission to carry out the work has

not been announced
;
probably, if so, a few details

would need modification, notably in the scale of

the animals in the foreground. This trick of

reducing the scale of her quadrupeds may be seen

in the charming group of Hans Andersen's Princess

and the Swineherd, which we reproduce. It has

no doubt been done of set purpose, but " piggies
"

the size of white rats require a good deal of in-

with bells round the rim, bells that jingle Lieber

Augustin when the water boils. Miss Brickdale

may possibly have seen Mr. Byam Shaw's de-

lightful picture of the same subject—certain*

details of the costume suggest his influence ; but

all the same she has not given us a paraphrase of

his idea, but a very adequate and delightful inter-

pretation of the story that witches one in middle

age as fully as it did in the nursery. Technically

speaking, one feels that less attempt to model the

flesh would be better, the convention of black and

white is apt to suggest " dirty " rather than rose-

HEADPIECE BY ELEANOR F. BRICKDALE

genious defence when the average man in the

street raises his not unsupported objections.

Be that as it may, Miss Brickdale displays in

this same drawing so much vigour, and such an

admirable power of telling a story, that it would be

easy to forgive her the " five little pigs " for the

sake of the rest. The swineherd himself, kissing

the princess with almost brutal force, is drawn

(despite somewhat doubtful details of his left arm)

with an enormous amount of vitality ; indeed it

would not be easy to find a passage in current

literature which tells a story so well. He is no

lay figure, no stage tenor, but an old-world lover

whose passion is by no means reciprocated by

the greedy little princess grudgingly paying her

toll of one hundred kisses for the magic pipkin
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red faces when too many lines are used for the

cheeks and the neck. These criticisms, whether

well- or ill-founded, do not affect the very high

appreciation which the design merits, and it is one

that will hold its own despite them.

The illustration for the old ballad, " Sir Lan-

celot du Lake," which is reproduced on the opposite

page, strikes one as less mature. The use of solid

blacks is not quite mastered ; indeed, the black horse

of the knight to the right is only deduced by Socratic

methods after some study as to what the patches

in question cannot be intended to represent. It

is always a difficult problem to mix conventions.

Pure outline with solid blacks in masses as Mr.

Beardsley used it, or bold outline with very little if

any solid blacks in the foreground, as Mr. Walter
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COUNSEL IS MINE AND SOUND
PRUDENCE CHJ .

FROM A DRAWING

106

BY ELEANOR F. BRICKDALE

Crane has so often worked

it, one can accept ; but

here, as in a recent edition

of T/ie Faerie Queene and

not a few modern designs,

we are confronted with a

puzzle rather than a pat-

tern, a problem in place

of a picture. The puzzle

may be ingenious, the

problem admirably re-

solved
; but one prefers

a picture to be a picture.

In Counsel is Mine and

Sound Prudence, a design

probably intended for a

book-plate, Miss Brickdale

has steered clear of any

confusion. The little bit

of pure pattern at the back

makes one regret that a

series of designs in colour

intended for the pages of

a calendar could not be

reproduced effectively in

monochrome to accom-

pany this article. For in

those she shows a singu-

larly felicitous convention

for decorative foliage, and

despite the hundreds of

previous attempts, has

struck out a manner of

her own at once novel and

beautiful. The headpiece,
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presumably representing Isabella and tfie Pot of

Basil, a design which every black-and-white artist

is doomed to attempt sooner or later, again raises

the query how a head can find room in so small a

pot, with a plant that must needs have large roots.

Basil (so a popular dictionary informs one) is an

aromatic herb allied to thyme
;
possibly one day a

designer will have courage to abandon the decora-

tive shrub stuck in the middle of the poc, and give

us an ample vessel with a low-growing herb over its

surface—the sort of plant that you can lift up with

its roots interlaced, as one lifts a piece of turf.

Then realism would be satisfied, and the record of

the past broken. Only the headpiece, Without

Prejudice, remains to be noticed, and this speaks for

itself. If these examples of Miss Brickdale's art

do not seem to greatly enhance the high promise her

future appears to hold for her, it is possibly be-

cause our belief is founded not on these only, but

on the admirable lunette design and many others,

especially some charming figures in colour, each

set singly against decorative foliage of distinctly

novel design, which could not be effectively re-

produced here. There is of course a wide abyss

between promise and performance; some leap it

lightly and quickly, others have to build a bridge

by long and tedious effort before they can take pos-

session of the promised land. But in Miss Brick-

dale's case it will be surprising if the promise does

not very soon work out its own fulfilment, and

cause her to take a notable position among th> few

of her sex who have managed " decorative " art

successfully. For this her invention, and above all

her humour, may be trusted to satisfy all reason-

able expectations.

E. B. S.

STUDIO-TALK.

[From our own Correspondents.)
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LONDON. — It is

some little time

since the Royal

Academy found

itself obliged

to fill up so many vacan-

cies in its ranks as have

been created during the

past year. At the two

general meetings which

have been held this winter

four Academicians and

three Associates have had

to be elected, a fairly con-

siderable proportion of the

total membership. The
promotions from the Asso-

ciates did not excite so

much interest as the choice

of the three outside artists,

for Mr. E. J. Gregory, Mr.

Aitchison, Mr. Leader,

and Mr. Seymour Lucas,

who were successful in

gaining places among the

lnrt)', were generally re-

garded as sure of imme-

diate advancement ; but

there was no such agree-

ment about the chances of

the many men available

for the Associateships.

Mr. La Thangue's election
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was certainly expected, and that of Mr. Napier
Hemy was thought to be probable ; but Mr.
Lionel Smyth.- was not known to haw any ch
admirable artist though he has proved himself to

be, and his success was, therefore, the surprise of
the occasion. One great feature of the group of
elections was the support given to Mr. Alfred
1 ' n,i sir ' 'id, both of whom were
prominently placed in the voting. Mr. East,
indeed, was only beaten by Mr. Hemy by a single

i defeat whirl, emphasises the importance
of the position he holds among contemporary
artists. That he is fully entitled by the excellence
of his work to the official recognition implii

election to membership of the

denied: painters of his rank, whom unprejudiced
experts declare to he leader., of their profession,
are obviously in their right place under the .

such an institution as exists at Burlington House.
So long as they remain outside th( presl of the

my must suffer, and the public interest in its

ttions must be diminish-

of happy choice of mati rial and
dainty tment the draw
gardens in England and Italy, win, h

Elgood showed lately jn ,|„. galleries of th,

•, could hard!)
;

though they wen- to one class of subject they were

by no means lacking in variety, and the exhibition

was, as a consequence, notably free from monotony.
The reproductions given here of some of the draw-

ings show the extent of Mr. Elgood's range. 'I

contrast between the rusticity of the i

On the Skirts of the .V v For, <t and the formal

dignity of the clipped hedges at the Villa Pallombo,

between the order of (/rat Tangley and the

splendid irregularity of The Dean's Garden,

Rochester, is fascinating enough ; and there is

little in common between the Rait, hi, with its i.

sundial planted in the turf, and The Terraee, Reni-

Shaw, with its mellow red walls and lines of llowi r

beds. The only general characteristic -

1

htful

air of pea, eable old age, a toui h of venerable

antiquity which marks , a, I, one of the artist's sub-

jects and gives to his work a , harm which is denied

tor ions of modern surroundings. The
exhibition proved as plainly .is those thai he has

re he is in his study, and
how ready he is to subordinate .my inclination

technical display to th, . put patiently on

I for natun whi n n fined and

ami invested with quainl

many «', n turning their attend

bookbindings is distinctly a hop, lul

i o.j
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.1 craft that calls for little

heavy manual labour and

real patience, with dexterity

and neatness, raised to the

level of fine art. But Miss

Annie Macdonald's bindings,

here illustrated, owe their

value to the leather work

which happens, accidentally

as it were, to be devoted

to a book cover, and belong

rather to the class embrac-

ing embroidered and metal

decoration than to the craft

uf the true binder. This

may help to explain a slight

weakness in the lettering, and

in the case of FairRosamund
more than slight weakness in

placing the title, which is at

once undecorative and ille-

gible, as it stands on the right hand panel ; other-

wise both the designs and their execution deserve

praise. The introduction of the two shields, well

proportioned in themselves and well placed, is

marred by italic figures between them—a double-

blunder, first, in using Arabic numerals in a " black

letter" legend; next, by placing them aslant, so

that they upset the balance of the whole design.

There is so much that is full of feeling, and a

genuine sense of decoration in the plan of these

two covers, that one regrets still more the trifling

flaws which mar their whole effect. In binding the

lettering is always of pre-eminent importance. If

that be good it will carry off quite commonplace

UOOKUINDINC. BY INNIE MACDONALD

ornament ; but if it be weak it will damage the

effect of the finest.

Ill II IKHIND1NG

1 I 2

The memorial tablet, here illustrated, with a

frame forged out of solid copper, is interesting

both as an example of Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Dawson's

handiwork, and as recognition of a fact which is

beginning to be realised, that lettering can be in itself

decorative enough to dispense with any other orna-

ment. This end is gained, curiously enough, by the

use of sober, reticent alphabets, not necessarily

devoid of individuality in expression, but rigidly

avoiding all eccentric forms. The tablet, which is in

copper, about the colour ofa well-worn penny, would

maintain its position on a

wall amid monuments in

marble or other materials,

and yet not force itself into

undue prominence. The
charm of a line, or a para-

graph of well-planned, well-

placed lettering, is not one

to grow weary of; every

effort to induce the public to

recognise this is worthy of

praise. In this particular

case it is clear that beaten

metal does not lend itself to

the mere formal Roman
letters, which are by far the

best for incision, whether in

stone or metal ; hence one

may commend this warmly,BY ANNIE MACDONALD
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and yet add a warning

against copying its alpha-

bet in any other material.

Miss Birkenruth's book-

bindings are not unfamiliar

to readers of The Studio.

The few specimens here

reproduced have been

chosen from a really de-

lightful collection of charm-

ing objects in leather

daintily set out in her

" bindery " at 89 Cromwell

Road. The " Herrick "(page 115) is in violet

morocco with doublure of green morocco, bearing .1

rich conventional border worked in gold. The

lettering is perhaps a little too "picturesque"

to satisfy a purist in such matters; but no motto

could be more appropriate for the lyrics, which,

from the time the Hesperides was first known, have

retained the hearts of their lovers. The Guest

Book, with its motto, " Welcome the coming, speed

the parting guest," is in primrose morocco, inlaid

with florets in pink, which colour supplied the

groundwork of the bordei design. The Barrack

MEMORl \l fABLEI IN I.I.Al I.N COPPE] ItV Will II AND NKI SON DAWSON

Room Ballads, by Rudyard Kipling, is, as it should

be, oi sterner design. The hack and the upper

side have red and white roses inlaid on blue

morocco. The under cover has a device not worthy

of its place. Pictorial symbolism is rarely com-

mendable upon leather bindings, but if employed

one asks that it shall be decorative in composition

as well as purely conventional in design.

The most striking novelty which Miss Birken-

ruth has produced, like many so-called no\

finds precedent in the earliest examples of the craft.

B< ©KBIN'DING BY Ml>> BIRKBNRU'I II
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I wi Is mset in the covers' of books, long before

printing was invented, are frequent, but in such

instances the covers were always of metal, or of

wood overlaid with metal. In applying them to

leather covers Miss Birkenruth has shown much
ingenuity, and as the design illustrated here shows

her treatment so clearly, it will be needless to

describe it further. The jewels are not merely

"stuck on " with cement, but are properly "set,"

although the setting is hidden by the leather,

1 >id space allow, many of Miss Birkenruth's

graceful and delicately wrought works, such as

frames, boxes, and other articles, might supply

material for a well-deserved eulogy. In all she

displays charming taste and graceful fancy, with

no little novelty in'choice of material.

GLASGOW.—A new edifice called

"The People's Palace" was

opened recently in Glasgow by

Lord Rosebery, the chief interest

in which lies in the fact that it

contains an exhibition of the Arts and Crafts.

Recognising that far too many demands are

made upon the Arts and Crafts Exhibition

Society of London, the committee in charge

decided to make an exhibition of local work

BOOKBIM>INC BY MISS BIRKENRUTH

the feature of their show. To most people

the art of Glasgow ia associated with the produc-

tion of pictures, and the fame to which these

have attained is calculated to overshadow the

really good work in the Decorative Arts that is

being done in the city. From time to time

readers of The Studio have been made aware

of what is being attempted, and the two last

exhibitions of the Arts and Crafts in the New
Gallery, London, have included examples of the

work. These local efforts form the bulk of the

exhibits in the People's Palace, and they are en-

riched and helped by contributions from other

sources. Most noteworthy is the absence of the

trade element and the increasingly pleasant com-

parison that can be made between exhibits com-

ing from firms and those sent in by artists, to

whose work commerce has hitherto been con-

sidered inimical.

JEWELLED BOOKBINDING

II 4

BY MISS BIRKENRU III

It is noteworthy that practically no associated

body for the promotion of work in the Decora-

tive Arts has hitherto existed in Scotland, and

although from time to time efforts have been
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made, especially in Glasgow, to bind the workers

in some common society, no results have as yet

been arrived at. For reasons not difficult to give,

the workers in this city have elected to produce

either separately or in small groups. Often .it

war with accepted tradition and studiously avoid-

ing even the slightest imitation of the work of

any of the known masters, either past or present,

the elements of cohesion did not readily presi nt

themselves, and the artists still fight shy of much

community either of thought or of action.

Rumour, however, has it that a new society is

shortly to be called into existence, the objects of

which are to promote the interchange of ideas

among its members, and above all to bring about

periodical exhibitions of Arts and Crafts. With

the agencies for this same purpose already in

existence, and with the Corporation keenly alive

to what should be done in a similar direction,

the new society should find its path smooth.

© r\0 5LBU05 i
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Mr. George Frampton, A.R.A., has been

selected to execute the figure decoration and

other ornamentation for the Art Galleries and

Museum, now being erected in the Kelvingrove

BOOKBINDING BV MISS BIRKENROTH

Undon Studio- Talk)

B INDING BY MISS BIRKENRUTH

(See London Studio- Talk)

Park. His scheme is both thoughtful and

comprehensive, and admirably adapted to

the purpose for which it is intended.

E.

PARIS.
— The "Petite Salons,"

which flourish from January

to May, are now in full swing.

They lead up gently to the

two great displays which, as

every one knows, will be held this year

in the same building—the Galerie des

Machines. With the two salons under

one roof the visitor can " do " them both

at the same time, that is, if he be equal to

the task of undertaking four kilometres of

painting. Four kilometres! This is a

new sport, for which we must go into

training

!

Let us get into form with the smaller

salons. At Georges Petit's Gallery the

"Societe des Femmes-Artistes " has re-

cently made its display, in which there

was no glut of masterpieces. These ladies

would really do better to turn their thoughts

towards embroidery instead of painting—
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follow needlework rather than' high art. But it is

no use protesting. They will never be convinced.

At the Art Nouveau we have had a very meri-

torious display of water-colours, thirty in number,

by Mr. Charles H. Pepper, a young American artist,

domiciled here, whose works appeal with equal force

to artist and to amateur alike. For the most part

they consist of Zealand landscapes and Zealand

types ; and, to my mind, this is his best work.

Mr. Pepper has seized with the utmost skill the

leading characteristics of the country and its in-

habitants, and has translated them with exquisite

art. His compositions reveal, moreover, a decora-

tive sense of rare originality. His /eune fille au

Pout, his La parte verte, and his Jeune fille en blanc,

for instance, may be taken as representing him at

his best, for they are full of charming, delicate ob-

servation, admirable in decorative treatment and in

subtlety of colouring. The name of Mr. Charles

H. Pepper is one to remember, for his work has

rich promise in it.

I have referred on a previous occasion to M.

Henri Riviere's series of coloured lithographs,

published by M. Eugene Verneau under the title

of Les Aspects de la Nature. The set of twelve

plates, which is now complete, was recently ex-

hibited in the Salle des De'peches at the Theatre

Antoine. Riviere, by the way, is engaged in the

preparation of a display of Ombres chinoises for

this theatre, after the style of those which proved

so successful on the little stage of the Chat Noir.

These Aspects of Nature are really worthy of long

and close study, both from the standpoint of the

art they reveal, and also from that of technique

pure and simple. I do not believe it is possible

to attain a higher degree of perfection in the

printing of lithographs in colour, or to secure

more suppleness and spontaneity in mechanical

reproduction.

The exhibition of the works of MM. Nonell-

Monturiol and Ricardo Canals at the galleries

of the late Le Bare de Bouteville was a genuine

revelation. The artists in question are two young

Spaniards of the Impressionist School. Only

the other day they were quite unknown, but their

unquestionable ability has now been revealed

suddenly and in most striking fashion. They have

undoubted gifts, a thoroughly modern faculty of

observation in the first place, an acute naturalism,

with something wild and fantastic in vision and

116

treatment which further accentuates their originality.

They have a feeling for life and colour and move-

ment. Their sketches and studies reveal to us not

the conventional Spain, but the Spain of to-day in

all its vivid, moving reality ; and they are sad and

tragical, these pictures, somewhat in the style of

those by our own Steinlen.

,M. Ricardo Canals, in his Couple de Cafe-Concert,

his Modele d'Artiste, his Concert Espagnol, his La
Danse du Tango, and his La Danse de Sevillana,

shows us a Spain unknown to most of us, a

thoroughly characteristic national life, marked by

types of misery and vice and poverty, which cling

to one's memory, for one feels they are real and

closely studied. M. Nonell-Monturiol does not

adhere so closely to reality, but rather makes it

uglier, more fantastic, more terrifying. His series of

drawings in colour of cretins, or idiots, is impressive

in the highest degree, from the intensity of expres-

sion and the revelation of physical and mental dis-

tress conveyed therein. It is a dark view of lower

humanity, recalling some of the sombre scenes of

sRinre-mfiffle-res-HBJRs
RO!Qftn ?RR-REr)E-BOYL.ESVE

yftULBERTHOri1isu_i
tttaiDOCT-EMTSigglfflE-RIQtEUEU-tMB

BY 1'AUL BERTHON
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Goya, and displaying the same ten-

dency towards the tragical and the

grimly humorous.

It is a long time since two artistic

personalities of such keenness and

power have come to light. MM.
Nonell-Monturiol and R. Canals,

who are quite young men, have a

bright future before them, if only

they can contrive to remain the

Spaniards they are to-day, remain-

ing, as at present, d'eracinh—to use

the expression of Maurice Barres

—

amid their Parisian surroundings,

and turning a deaf ear and a dull eye

to all French influences. Therein

lies their strength, therein the secret

uf their genius.

M. Henry de Groux, the painter

of the celebrated Christ aux Out-

rages, is a powerful and expressive

lithographer. One of his latest

lithographs is reproduced here—

a

portrait of Richard Wagner, which

contends with the splendid etching

of M. R. de Egusquiza for the

honour of being the finest portrait

of the sublime musician.

The little poster, designed by M.

Paul Berthon for M. Rene Boylesve's richard wagner

novel, "Sainte Marie des Fleurs,'

contains full evidence of the quali-

ties of delicacy and decorative symmetry which

mark this artist's work. G. M.

FROM A LITHOGRAPH \\\ llt.NKY DE G] I

BRUSSELS. — Some of the numerous

posters published lately are worthy

of remark, one of the most promi-

nent being that designed by M. H.

Meunier for a Salon de The, known
as Le Rajah. It is a piece of very skilful and

sober colouring, with a charming scheme happily

condensed, and the essential lines full of expres-

sion. It is not perhaps so original as Le Casino

de Blankenberghe, reproduced some time ago in

The Studio, but it is worthy nevertheless of bear-

ing comparison with the excellent posters by the

Liege artists, for it has the same great merits as

these in its strong simplicity and evenly balanced

composition.

M. Privat-Livemont's latest poster affords fresh

proof of the artist's skill in its accurate draughts-

manship and graceful colouring. Also deserving

of mention is the little placard announcing the

Exhibition of the Cercle pour l'Art, an ingenious

and a very artistic production by the president of

the club, M. O. Coppens, a painter-engraver of

great ability, whose pewter work and bindings

are eagerly sought after by connoisseurs.

The general appearance of the Exhibition 01

the Cercle pour l'Art is distinctly restful. The

mere machine a effet, the sensational first pro-

duction, is not to be found here. Many of the

exhibits on the other hand are of considerable

importance, and not a few of the artists proclaim

their individuality in striking fashion.

ii7
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M. V. Rousseau we all know as a sculptor of

pure and delicate style ; his recent works on a

large scale testified to his thorough mastery of

his art, but never yet had he " let himself go " so

completely as in the little bronze figures which

he now offers for our admiration. They are really

delightful in their grace, exquisite in form and

perfect in point of workmanship.

M. O. Coppens in his Nocturnes very skilfully

suggests the hardness produced by certain moon-

light effects, which he has been studying for some

time past. M. R. Janssens (who, by the way, is

exhibiting at the Cercle Artistique some score or

so of pictures and studies all marked by honesty

and simplicity of treatment) displays an excellent

portrait of an old lady. M. Hannotiau sends

some " bits " of various old-fashioned towns,

treated in rich warm tones. M. Ottevaere shows

his twilight woodland scenes ; MM. Ciamberlani

and Fabry contribute nude studies of the best

sort; M. O. Dierickx has on view a scholarly but

somewhat cold composition entitled LWge d'or

;

and lastly, M. Braecke, the sculptor, exhibits a

Christ of curious appearance, and very interesting

in execution.

After having hitherto shown a preference for the

display of English and French applied art, the

Libre Esthe"tique Society is now going to exhibit

a selection of German work of this kind. The

list of contributors is far from being complete;

one misses the names of several very prominent

artists of great influence, whose work has often

been reproduced and described in The Studio.

However the productions of the Danish ceramic

school, the Tiffany glass work, and that of M.

Evaldre, a Brussels artist, together with the paint-

ings of MM. Van Rysselberghe, Verhaeren,

Frederic Claus, Heymans, L. Simon and others,

will certainly draw a large number of visitors to

this most varied and interesting exhibition.

I'. K.

BERLIN.—The Arts and Crafts Exhibi

tion at Hirschwald's proved a com-

plete success, both as regards the

patronage of the public and the ex-

cellence of the exhibits many of which

came from England, France and Belgium, as well as

from various parts of Germany. The illustration

on page 1 18 shows a corner of one of the galleries,

in which are displayed a walnut bookcase by

Charles Plumet, some pieces of furniture by Tony

Selmersheim, a stoneware chimney-piece by Muller,

a carpet by C. F. A. Voysey, an electric lamp by

m,

*

V I;. >K1> HI. LA MEK
(See Hclsingfors Studio- Talk)
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Simberg's little picture, /ardin, struck a distinct

note of originality both in regard to handling and

subject. A fine seascape by Waldemar Toppelius,

of which we give an illustration (page 119), at-

tracted a good deal of attention, as did also Elin

Danielson's clever study of candle-light effect, en-

titled Soir, a reproduction of which appears upon

this page.

In the sculpture department, Mr. Vallgren had

an oxidised bronze door-knocker, and both Mr.

Stigell and Mr. Vikstrom showed several good busts.

The latter has been particularly successful in his

Invocation, of which an illustration is given on

page 122. Of the objets aTart the most noticeable

were Mr. Finch's charming pottery and Countess

Sparre's extremely beautiful album-cover, an illus-

tration of which accompanies these notes.

F
^LORENCE.—"If seven or eight men

were to work for a hundred years they

could scarcely put in order

the windows that need re-

pairing in our churches."

encrusted with dust, with holes knocked through

them, step down from the churches into the

pleasant studio in Via Guelfa to be overhauled and

patched up.

There were two windows from Santa Croce under

treatment when I went there. One of them, just

arrived, had been put up against the light, and was

being carefully examined to see what pieces should

be kept and what taken out. It was the figure of a

saint holdinga book with a highly ornamental cover

and edges. " It is curious," said Prof, de Matteisas

we stood before it, "how one's respect for the old

makes one leave things one could so easily do better.

Compare that clumsy oak wreath in the top of

the window with the exquisitely finished black and

gold ornamentation on the robe below. That bad

work was put in carelessly by an inferior hand
;

but there were plenty of artists who could have done

it perfectly well had they liked. Why can't I take

it out and paint it again as one of them would

So said Prof. Ulisse de Matteis as we

stood in the suite of rooms that serve

as studios for himself, his wife, and his

daughters. For this is a family of artists

in stained glass ; artists so true that

they will let no work go out of their studio

which they have not superintended from

beginning to end. Hence they have

not only their painting-rooms, but ad-

joining offices, filled with glass of every

description, where glass-cutters are at

work, and furnaces where Prof, de

Matteis personally superintends the

firina; of the finished windows.

There was some talk, at one time, of

installing Signor de Matteis in the locale

of the Government factory of Florentine

mosaics ; for, as may be seen from the

Professor's own words, there is much to

be done and few hands are capable of

doing it. But the matter dropped after

the untimely death of Niccolb Barabino,

President of the Artists' Club, who had

proposed it in the hope that the fusion

of the two industries under Government

superintendence would prevent either of

them from languishing. So. Prof, de

Matteis continues an independent

worker, and the poor battered saints,

- Oil FROM \ STUDY BY F.I. IX DANI1

(See Hehingfors Studio- Talk)
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have paintedit? Yet I could never bring myself to

touch it. In many windows of the same date the

feet are beautifully finished; but look at those.

Still one must leave them as they are ; it would be

sacrilege to

change them.

See how differ-

ent this art is

from painting.

No massing of

colour here, but

everything bro-

ken up : even

the architectural

details are blue,

green, yellow,

red. The great

secret of success

in a stained

glass window is

the finding of

methods for the

introduction of

the greatest va-

riety of colour-

ing ; the sense of

repose must
come not from

unity but from

the judicious

blending of an

infinite number

of shades and

tints. Are
modern colours

necessarily stri-

dent ? By no

m e a n s. The

fault does not

lie in the colours,

but in the firing.

I sometimes
paint and fire

mine three or

four times be-

fore I get the

depth I want."

pressing along the lines of the leading," explained

the Professor. " Every little bit of the glass has

thus its place marked out on it, and thus no mis-

take is possible in piecing the whole together

again." The
man was, in fact,

placing each frag-

ment on its ap-

propriate space,

as he freed it

from its ancient

leading. The
pieces were so

thickly encrusted

with dust as to

be opaque unless

held up against

the light. "How
will you clean

them ? " I asked.

"We cannot
clean them," was

the answer.
" You can wash

a modern glass

window, but not

an ancient one :

the colours would

very likely come

off. The most

we can do is to

brush them, and

if the dust is very

hard and thick,

scrape them with

an iron tool
;

but great care is

needed."

INVOCATION BY E. VIKS'I ROM

(See Helsingfors Studio- Talk)

In another room a workman was taking apart a

window in which the pieces to be repainted had

been marked with a white cross. Before him lay

a large sheet of paper on which the skeleton of

the window, so to speak, was traced out. " We do

that by placing the window on the paper and then

122

Prof, de Mat-

teis is respon-

sible for the new

windows recently

unveiled in S.

Trinita, the large

church which

visitors to Florence will remember opposite Yieus-

seux's reading-rooms. A fine specimen of his art

may also be seen in the middle north chapel

under the dome of the cathedral : the upper

half of the window has here had to be entirely

renewed. In the sacristy of S. M. Novella, too,

the lower half of the window had been completely

broken away, and has been restored by Prof, de
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POTTERY BY SCHMUZ I

Matteis. He has all an artist's pride in his work.

" I would defy any one to separate the modern

work from the ancient in those windows," he

said. " Even I who put them up can scarcely

tell where the old work ends and mine begins."

Altogether Prof, de Matteis, with his family, his

enthusiasm, the completeness of his workshops,

carries with him an old-world, Vasarian flavour

which is most piquant to one stepping into his

studio from modern everyday life.

I. M. A.

D
RESDEN.—Arnold has recently had

a good show of Schmuz-Baudiss's

pottery. The artist's endeavours

in this line are fully equal to

those that signalise the

pottery revivals in Belgium and Paris.

He has many good ideas which enable

him to deviate from the trodden paths

of the old workmen. Yet his new forms

and his new manner of ornament are not

fanciful ; they are developed strictly on

the basis of the principles that determine

the manufacture of pottery. Schmuz-

Baudiss is really a painter, and came to

make vases quite by accident. Two
summers ago he went to a little country

town, as usual, for open-air study, but

was kept indoors through stress of

weather, and was prevented from

doing any work at all. In order, there-

fore, to amuse himself, he stepped into

the shop of the village potter, and from

him took his first lessons in manipulat-

ing the wheel, just to kill time. What

was at first a freak came very soon to

be a profession, and, like Louis Rhead,

who had to give up painting for over two

years on account of his Poster work,

he will probabl) have to give' up his painting

for this. Already, at this date, he can barely make

the vases, &c, as fast as there are buyers for them.

His ornaments are not painted on the vases, but

are cut with a knife, somewhat after the fashion of

cameos, after the body of the reddish-clay vase has

been covered with a thin coating of white clay.

Thus, before glazing, he has already employed two

different tints. For further tinting he uses princi-

pally chemical combinations of his own, and has

succeeded in producing some excellent, rich eflfei I i.

Thanks are due to Mr. Alexander Koch, of I >;irm-

stadt, for permission to reproduce several examples

of Mr. Schmuz-Baudiss's pottery.

II. W. S.

HMUZ-BAUDISS
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ST.
PETERSBURG.—We

are indebted to a Russian

critic for the following

notes concerning the Ex-

hibition of Modern British

Art in St. Petersburg :
" At the hall of

the Imperial Society for Encouragement

of the Fine Arts a collection of modern

pictures by English artists is now being

exhibited in aid of a benevolent society.

Last year there was a show of water-

colours of the modern Scotch and Eng-

lish schools here, but on the present

occasion the collection of pictures is far

more complete, for it comprises oils,

water-colours, engravings, and even

sculpture. A number of the pictures

have already found purchasers. The
Emperor, for instance, has selected ,,,,,,

Alma-Tadema's The Delights of Love,

Andrew Gow's On the Road to Exile

(the arrival of Napoleon at Rochefort), and

Poynter's Neobule ; while the choice of the young

Czarina fell upon Poynter's water-colour, An
L^ivvA^andTopham's A Consultation. The Grand

Duke Alexis has bought a water-colour by Nisbet.

" The effects of light in Melton Fisher's Night at

Vetiice have given universal satisfaction, as have also

the portraits by Watts, and Orchardson's Monsieur

Bebe. Of the works exhibited by Alma-Tadema,

public taste inclines towards the one entitled A
Family Group. Those Russians who take a par-

ticular interest in the pre-Raphaelite school have-

good cause for disappointment, for it is represented

IY BY SCHMUZ-BAUDISS

[See Dresden Studio-Talk)

by but two pictures, namely, Holman Hunt's May
Dav and The Troublesome Neighbour. Other pic-

tures that have attracted much attention are F.

Brangwyn's In the Shade and Venice, with their bold

colouring and variegated tones, Lord Leighton's

The Sibyl, La belle dame sans Merci, by J. W.
Waterhouse, and Le roi s'amuse (Henri II.), by

W. Yeames.

" Regret has been expressed that no information

is given in the catalogue with regard to the dates

and the years in which the various pictures were

painted, as it is felt that such an addition would

have invested them with far greater interest to all

lovers of art. The beauty of the etchings,

as well as the breadth of tone in the water-

colours, has been much admired ; and it

may be said in conclusion that, although

there is an Exhibition of Water-colours by

Russian and another by Finnish artists

taking place at the same time, the works

of art by artists of Great Britain have

achieved an unparalleled success."

M
POTTERY
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UNICH. — There are in

Munich at the present

time a considerable num-

ber of young sculptors,

some of them now study-

ing at the Academy, others who have

only recently left it ; and the work of

these young artists gives promise of strong

and admirable performance in the future.
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Among the professors at the Academy are several

remarkable teachers, including W. von Ruemann,

who holds a position equally high both as in-

structor and as artist. He has the gift of laying

a solid foundation for his pupils to work upon,

and this without in any way thwarting their inde-

pendence or their individuality, the result being

that their works show the utmost variety and cha-

racter. For the most part Ruemann's pupilsdevote

themselves from preference to the monumental

branch of sculpture, in which the professor himself

has achieved so much renown ; others, however.

there are who most successfully study and produce

genre and ornamental work in the shape of small

statues in the style of the antique Tanagra ware.

Among the lattei is a young Munich artist, Theodor

von Gosen, wl ei iality, aparl from portrait

busts, is the fashioning of graceful little bronze

figures of undraped women, holding ornamental

shells, to serve as sealing-wax trays :
or figures of

youths modelled in decota tyle. An

example of the last named variety is the Violin-

player, illustrated here. In this year's competition

aniiiti: thi indents at the Munich Academy tin

first prize was awarded to Von Gosen.

(',. K.

THE VIOl IN" II AVER TiRONV.E STATUETTE

BY I HEODOR von GOSEN

REVIEWS OF RECENT

PUBLICATIONS.

A History of Dancing from the Earliest Ages to

our Own Times. From the French of Gaston

Vuillier. (London : William Heinemann. 1898.)

It is rare to find a book with a technical motive

which can be praised as really complete and ex-

haustive. Specialism often breaks down at the

critical moment and leaves undone many things

that are necessary for the proper presentation of a

wide and engrossing subject. But in this history

of dancing there is scarcely a lapse that can be

detected. It comprises an extraordinary amount

of material, is considered carefully from every point

of view, and reveals an extent of study which argues

an amazing industry on the part of its author.

Nothing has been omitted that is required to

establish the book as authoritative, and no pains

have been spared to make it as attractive in appear

ance as it is complete in arrangement. Artistically

it must be reckoned a most important achievement,

for its pages abound with extremely well rendered

reproductions of the works of those artists of all

times who have found in the dance the happiest

suggestions for pictorial effort. The saltatory

customs of all countries, whether religious, military,

or merely inspired by a desire for enjoyment, are

illustrated more than adequately; and the artists

represented include every one of note from classic

times to the present day, from the painter of ( hi
1

1.

vases to Lancret and Watteau, and even to Mr.

Whistler and Mr. Sargent. The book is likely to

remain for a very long time the standard work on

its special subjei t.

Highways and Byways in Devon and Cornwall.

By Arthur 11- Norway. With illustrations by

fosEPH Pennell and Hugh Thomson. (London

127
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DRAWING BY HUGH THOMSON. FROM
IN DEVON AND CI iRNWALL

HIGHWAYS AND
(\l II MI] I AN)

Macmillan & Co., Limited.) Price 6s.— It is

evident that the author of this work is thoroughly

acquainted with his subject. His book teems with

pleasant descriptions and chatty anecdotes, and would

form a most agreeable companion to a tourist in the

West country. The illustrations by Joseph Pennell

are numerous and, it is needless to add, clever.

Reproduced for the most part from lithographs,

originally drawn upon a much larger scale, they

suffer greatly in effect by over-reduction. The fault

is a serious one, and one that has been too fre-

quently committed of late in reproductions of the

work of this artist, both in English and American

publications. No man would be more ready than

he, we should imagine, to detect such a defect in

another's work, and why he should permit it in his

own passes comprehension. Hugh Thomson's

contributions are vigorous and full of character, as

may be seen from the one we are permitted to

reproduce.

Historical Portraits. By Henry B. Wheatley,
128

(London : George Bell &
Price i os-. 6d. net.—The
of the new wing of the

National Gallery in London, in which

is hung the national collection of por-

traits, has no doubt caused a revival of

interest in the numerous historical

portraits of celebrated British charac-

ters which exist in museums and private

houses throughout the British Isles.

Efforts have from time to time been

made to catalogue the most important

examples, and it is to be hoped that a

record of them may be, ere long, avail-

able for public reference. Mr. Wheat-

ley's excellent work should do much to

rouse the interest of the public in this

subject, which is of equal importance

from its purely historic as from its

artistic point of view. The large

number of illustrations of political,

literary, and artistic notabilities with

which this work is adorned, together

with the varied mass of interesting

matter relating to his subject which

the author has brought together, makes

an unusually fascinating volume.

Mary Powell and its Sequel, De-

borah's Diary. With twenty-six illus-

trations by John Jellicoe and Her-

bert Raii.ton. (London : John C.

Nimmo.)—The interest which has been

aroused in the work of Miss Manning

by the recent republication of her stories, Cherry

ami Violet and The Household of Sir Thomas More,

both of which have been reviewed in the pages of

The Studio, cannot fail to be sustained in the book

now before us. The Maiden and Married Life of

Mary Powell (afterwards Mistress Milton) is cum-

bersome only in its title. Miss Manning has shown

a rare insight of character in dealing with the per-

sonality of the great English poet, John Milton ; and

her work, fiction though it be, cannot fail to render

somewhat clearer to the mind certain episodes of his

life. The illustrations by John Jellicoe and Herbert

Railton are appropriately conceived, and executed

with the well-known ability of these draughtsmen.

Erinnerungen aits Rubens. Von Jacob Burck-

hardt. (Basel : C. F. Lendorff.) 4.50 marks.

—

The late Herr Jacob Burckhardt is well known

as the author of a " History of the Renaissance

in Italy," and other works on art. The present

volume, which appears posthumously, deals in a

somewhat discursive manner with the life and
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works of Rubens, and though it cannot be recom-

mended to the general reader, will be of interest

to the student of the master. There are no illus-

trations, and the value of the book for purposes of

reference is discounted by the fact that it is not

divided into chapters nor provided with headlines.

Des Chats. By Steinlen. (Paris :
]'.. Flam-

marion.)—Under the simple title of "Cats " Steinlen

has collected a series of his feline studies which

have appeared from time to

time in the pages of the Chat

Noir. They are black-and-

white drawings full of the most

charming imagination and

fancifulness. No one has

ever succeeded better in re-

producing the eye of the cat,

its postures, its intelligence

;

for his free and watchful

pencil expresses with marvel

lous ability the fantastic, the

mysterious, and at the same

. time the homely aspects of

the domestic animal. Re-

membering that, in addition

to all this, there is ever a

lively sense of the humorous

in Steinlen's work, one may

rest assured of the merits of

this album, which indeed de-

serves the esteem of amateurs

and artists alike.

Poems. By Robert Brown-

ing, illustrated by Byam Shaw.

The Endymion Series. (George

Bell & Sons.) 75. 6d.—It is

a long time since an edition

of an English poet has been

illustrated as thoroughly as

is this volume. Sir Edward

Burne-Jones's Chaucer, and

Mr. Aiming Bell's Keats were

more concerned with decora-

tion than interpretation of the

text. Mr. Byam Shaw (as

some of his studies published

in these pages have made clear)

has spared no effort either of

thought or labour to do justice

to noble themes. For these

poems, selected by Dr. R. Gar-

nett, are the fine flower of the

poet's vintage, and if a few fa-

vourites of his later period are

not included, yet nothing of his freshest and most

lovable time is wanting. The drawings recall "the

sixiic -V not so much because Millais and Sandys

have now and again influenced Mr. Shaw, as for the

elaborate comment upon the' text which tlu-y offer.

We all know the " he " and " she " stuck in .1 land

scape in a vagueway that fits them moreor less toany

love lyric. Mr. Shaw has not supplied designs inter

changeable at the publisher's pleasure ; he has 1 .ill' '1

DRAWING BY BYAM SHAW. IKoM BY ROBERT BROWNING (BELL)

I2iJ
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SKETCH BY CHARLES KEENE. FROM " HIE WORK OF CHARLES KEE.NE

(FISHER I'.WYI.N)

Browning's characters to life in designs wherein they
figure as vividly as in the poet's marvellous word-
painting. Despite the fact that several of the blocks
are evidently too fine for the paper used, the book
regarded as a whole is in a way the most important
illustrated book of its kind fur many years. It has

'3°

not sacrificed subject to

technique, nor unduly

exalted anecdote over

artistry. Take the Gram-
marian's Funeral, Ru-

mour, A/ulna del Sarte,

Fra Lippo Lippo, or One

Word More, and you will

find that the pictures are

scarcely more like each

other than are the poems.

For each Mr. Shaw has

found its own method of

expression, and the result

is that at first glance it is

hardly evident that one

hand made them all.

The interpretation of the

poems into pictures is at

once felicitous and ac-

complished. In a day

when illustrated books

of abiding interest are

by no means scarce, here

is one that in its own

way is masterly ; and of

what book can greater

praise be given ?

The Work of Charles

Keene. With an Intro-

duction by Joseph
Pennell. (London :

T. Fisher Unwin.)

,£3 1 y. 6d. net.—Fxcept

that the size of this portly

quarto seems unneces-

sarily increased by huge

margins and blank backs

to many of its pictures,

one has nothing but

praise for the excellence

— at times the super-

excellence— of its repro-

duction. Certain illus-

trations 3^ x 2\ inches

on pages 13^ x 10 -J,

each occupying a leaf,

might, with more value

for comparative study, have been grouped

on the same page. Mr. Joseph Pennell writes

with warm appreciation and admirably critical

insight. The labour he has bestowed on it must
have been enormous. Yet it is but one item in

the debt all lovers of illustration owe to his
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unceasing efforts to advance its claims. Perhaps

he is too uniformly caustic in rating the British

public for its inadequate appreciation of the great

draughtsman. To have been a regular contri-

butor to Punch, to have taken front rank in the

"golden decade," show at least that publishers,

who do not as a rule over-estimate the standard of

popular taste, believed that Keene was a favourite.

Nor have artists only recently joined their applause

to that of the man in the street : years ago they were

fully well agreed on that point. Possibly, delighted by

the humour Keene impressed into his work, his tech-

nical qualities were not appreciated by all. But

even art-critics were not greatly excited by " black-

and-white " until comparatively lately ; and for this

change of attitude Mr. Pennell is largely responsible.

The " subject " is always likely to give a journalist

more to write about than its technique, however good,

affords him. Did space permit, the admirable

and temperately argued case Mr. Pennell advances

might be quoted liberally ; but as it is convincing,

there is less need to anticipate the pleasure it offers

to admirers of his hero. The illustration here repro-

duced will endorse his estimate of Keene better

than any comment.

London as Seen by C. Dana Gibson. (London
:

John Lane.) People of Dickens. Drawn by C. I).

Gibson. (New York : R. H. Russell. London :

John Lane).—We have had the pleasure on several

occasions to record our appreciation of the pen-

work of Mr. C. Dana Gibson. The individuality

displayed therein is as notable as in the drawings

of Charles Keene ami Phil May, and, equally with

them, defies imitation in spite of many would-be

imitators. But in Mr. Gibson's delineations of

London life it is impossible not to feel that he has

failed to grasp the salient features of his subjects :

his Londoners are not true Cockneys : his English

Society dames are not British born. Placed side

by side with the drawings of Leech and 1 >u Maurier,

in spite of the charm of technique which is ever

present in Mr. Gibson's performances, the evidence

they bear of the work of a stranger in a foreign land

is only too apparent.

Yet there is, perhaps, a danger in attaching too

much importance to this fact ; it is well to see

ourselves as others see us, and when such an

appreciative artist as Mr. Gibson essays to " show

us up " we have no cause for annoyance, even if

the portraits are not always recognisable. We

wonder what a series of drawings of similar subjects

by Steinlen and Forain would be like. Should we

more easily discover in them our insular peculiari-

ties ? We doubt it.

Mr. Gibson is a bold man to attempt so diffi-

cult a task as the portrayal of Dickens's characters.

But it cannot be denied that, in the six drawings

contained in the portfolio recently published simul-

taneously in New York and London, the artist has

succeeded in producing a series of considerable

charm—a series that will be welcomed alike by

lours and collectors of Dickensiana on both si.!.

of the Atlantic:. Both this work and the London

sketches have been produced in a manner as

absolutely perfect as is possible.

The use of illustrated correspondence cards is

spreading greatly upon the Continent. Messrs.

Philipps and Kramer, of Vienna, have recently

issued a charming collection in gold and colours

which are sure to be popular among amateurs of

these dainty trifles.

The subject of the portrait by Mr. Xie,, lung-

ni. inn, which appeared upon page jj oi the last

number of The Studio, is Mr. Charles W. Bartlett,

and not Mr. W. H. Bartlett, as stated.

A
WARDS IN "THE STUDIO"
PRIZE COMPETITIONS.

Design for a Secretaire.

(A XL)

The First Prize (Two guineas) is awarded to

Sixpence (G. S. Tanner, The Knoll, Frith Hill/

Godalming).

The Second Prize (One guinea) to Aberbrothock

(Henry T. Wyse, Viewfield Road, Arbroath, N.B.).

Honourable Mention is given to the following:—

Arc (Thomas Corson, 8 Blenheim Walk, Leeds);

Apollo (A. I). Hislop, 142 Holland Street, Glas-

gow, N.B.) ; the above are illustrated : also to

Ainsworth (W. A. Wildman); Anglo (Harry Sim-

son); Broughton Ranger (J. W. Gillison) ;
Excel-

sior (]. F. Johnson); Glass Eye (George Hyde,

Hookm (W. H. Deakin) ; Jason (John Thirtle) ;

Little Coon (Arabella L. Rankin); Monster (W.

H. Reed); Miss M. (Fraulein de Wonters de

Bouchont): Marcus (Edward Johnston); Ouvrier

(J. H. Rudd) ; Pierrot (Jacques Houry); Rich-

mond (Miss Hincks); Seestu (W. McLauchlan)

;

Snipe (B. Schwabe) ; and Umbopa (I.. C. Gregory).

Illustration for a Nursery Rhyme.

(BX.)

The First Prize (One guinea) is awarded to

'31
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Gillespy) ; //. H. (H. (1. Hampton) ; Isca (Violet

('.. M. Rogers); Leekey (Ernest A. Taylor);

Mimtcr (Ernest Hasseldine) ; Morwyn (Eirian

Francis); Ophelia (Winifred Buxton); Rolling-

stone (('has. H. Ravvson) ; and '/.(to (Will. E.

Tyler).

Photographs krom Nature.

Winter Landscape.

(I) IV.)

The First Prize {One guinea) is awarded

to St. Moritz (Walter S. Corden, 4 Rosdela

Place, North Shields).

The Second Prize (ffalf-a-guitiea) to Hy-

drastes (W. Wainwright, Pembury Court, Kent).

Honourable Mention is given to the follow-

ing:

—

Merrie England (J. P. Steele, 2 Have-

lock Place, Shelton, Stoke-upon-Trent) ; Pisanio

(W. H. Davies, 5 Ashchurch Villas, Ravens-

court Park, W.) ; the above are illustrated ; also

to^//^?(MissCrans) ; Buckeye (Q.. H. White) ;

Ben More (M. Surface); Chic-a-lee (Mary G.

Cameron); East Anglian (W. E. Daw); Frost

(Miss Bartlett) ; Gus (August Pickert) ; Ilelpis

(Mrs. Easton Cibb) ; Lionel (Lionel White)
;

Oberon (Edgar J. Finch); Rijswijk (L. Senf)

;

Stone (J. Steiehen); Snowflake (Ledie J. Skel-

ton) ; Thalbliek (Walter E. Hughes) ; Winter in

the Sunny South (Thomas A. Kay) ; and West-

ward Ho (Walter Rossiter). FIRST PRIZE (COMP. D IV.) "ST. MORITZ

HON. MENTION (COMPETITION D IV.)

i3»

" MERRIE ENGLAND
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The Lay Figure

THE LAY FIGURE LOOKS
BACK FIFTY YEARS.

"What are you studying?" said the

Journalist
—" the latest Continental and

sincerely flattering paraphrase of The Studio?"
" No !

" the Lay Figure replied, " but its prede-

cessor fifty years ago, a most worthy ancestor

—

The

Journal of Design from [849 to 1S51 !—which ran

from 1849 to 1852, that in lieu of chromo-litho-

graphic supplements or half-tone blocks gave a few

woodcuts, and any amount of samples of actual

wall-papers and woven fabrics, mounted and called

'coloured plates.' It is the veritable pioneer of our

movement. A pre- ' Great Exhibition ' journal,

with the idea now dominant, then newly born, of

' the moral influence of ornamental art,' with, it must

be added, frequent references to its commercial

value. Its first anecdote strikes home. ' That mag-

nolia has been worth ^80 to me,' said a designer,

' and not long ago it was the current talk in the

mercers' shops that Cobdens of Manchester had

made more than ,£10,000 profit by a certain

printed pattern.' .... 'The ornamental bread-

platter suggested by Bell, the sculptor, has posi-

tively originated a trade in that article, not only

in Sheffield, but all over the country." This and

much more we find on its first page. Later on

we read, ' Even now, if any one proposed to teach

ornamental drawing in a national school, he would

probably be laughed at ' ; and it goes on to add,

' Recently there were not six working jewellers in

London who could put their own work correctly

into outline drawing.'
"

" That certainly makes one feel that the fifty

years since have not been wholly wasted," said the

Man with a Clay Pipe. " But what of the designs ?

let us see them." And as he turned over the pages

he muttered, "Good ! a bit academic, but really

when they did not try to be naturalistic their repeat

patterns were by no means bad ! Their chief fault

seems to have been in table-ware and other domes-

tic objects, especially in modelling plants in high

relief on jugs and pots, of shapes not well planned

both in wood and metal, as, for instance, a candle-

stick with one flower erect to take the candle and

another pendant to serve as extinguisher. Here is

a decanter modelled like a huge fuchsia-blossom,

with glasses to match, and which the editor says ' are

rather like the general form.' But I see he slanged

sometimes, and was quite severe on an ornate fender

with a lover and his lass at one end, and a grape

vine the same size, on the other."

" I think,'' said the Lay Figure, " that the fabrics

140

are wonderfully good : this ' balsarne ' with a white

device on salmon-coloured ground might be a

Japanese design, while another by the Shires Print-

ing Company would still find favour at Liberty's."

" I find one notable difference," the Man with a

Clay Pipe remarked. " Not a single design is

accredited to its artist, unless he happened to be

a man of note in other fields."

"I have just read one of the articles," said the

Journalist :
" it is entitled ' High Art and Orna-

mental Art,' in which I find ' The intimate unit-

ing of high art and ornament, or what might be

called in these days of new verbal coinage the

" Cellinesque," with the purer feeling in it is, we

believe, a mine little worked of late, although such

a mine has its precedent in the best ages of Greek

art, and has always been recognised by those who
have thought most and best on such subjects.'

That sentence seems to sum up the fallacy of the

fifties. They did not set out to equal the old

mechanic, but tried each to be a new Cellini.

Hence, no doubt, their pitiful mixture of foliage (i.e.,

Ornament) with figure (i.e., High Art). It seems

to me that here is the secret of their failure."

"Yes," the Lay Figure said, "I think by be-

ginning as craftsmen only anxious to turn out

honest work, and being concerned more with pro-

portion, good surface, and good colour—whatever

the work be—we are beginning at the right end.

The mood of Cellini is not the mood for daily life.

Personally I would sooner have many a simple bit

of wrought metal by some unknown mechanic than

no few of his masterpieces. One does not want a

statue on a saltcellar ; it may suit a royal banquet,

but goes badly in a modest dining-room. We are

finding out the beauty in the absence of ornament.

It is a good sign that where they used the word

'ornamental' we use ' decoration,' and the sooner

we use ' fit ' instead of either the better. A thing

that is fit for its purpose is the thing to aim at."

" You may laugh at the frolics of 185 1," said the

Man with a Clay Pipe, " but I doubt if some of

your sconces in ' beaten brass and tinkling symbols

will command more respect in 1951. Hear this

extract from Carlyle, as eulogy on a hideous candle-

stick :
' The fine arts, once divorcing themselves

from truth, are quite certain to fall mad if they do

not die and get flown away with by the devil, which

latter is only the second worse result for us.' The
fine arts are not sent to pipe and dance, but to

speak and work. That was the creed of 185 1, and

the candlestick its practice. Let us hope our creed

is less obviously discordant.''

The Lav Figure,







Henri Harpignies

HENRI HARPIGNIES. BY
FREDERIC LEES.

It would seem to be in the nature

of things that those who point out

new principles, whether in science, art, or philoso-

phy, should hardly, if ever, during their lifetime

receive full recognition ; that the benefit of their

thought and teaching should accrue to their fol-

lowers. Take the case of Camille Corot, the

artist who, as we think of him rising early for a

period of fifty years to wander into the fields of

France to paint under his large white parasol until

an hour which made further work impossible, stands

prominently before us as the very ideal of a land-

scape painter. He was the first who saw the

necessity, with Rousseau, Daubigny, and Francais

—to mention the principal only of the reactionaries

to the work of Poussin—of returning direct to

Nature for his materials, and of renouncing every-

thing against which there might be brought the

charge of artificiality. The most insignificant

corner of a pasture or of a forest was to Corot of

more interest than the most imposing landscape,

if that landscape was full of incongruities. Yet

his work did not at first receive the attention which

it merited. In private as well as in official circles

historical painting reigned supreme, and even as

recently as [873 the medaille dlionneur of the Salon

was withheld from him and given to (Jerome for his

L'JEminence Grise. Opinion was, however, about

to change : the time was close at hand when land-

scape would no longer in France be considered a

genre inferieure. That time has now arrived.

Within the past five years the Salon has twici

bestowed the high distinction which it refused to

accord to Corot upon landscape painters once to

Francais and once, last year, to Henri Harpignies,

the inheritor of the gifts and, in some respects, the

rewards of the artist who is said to have opened up

the way lor " impressionism."

And bravely and well has Henri Harpignies

carried on the work of his forerunners. He has

gone direct to Nature for his pictures, but not to

copy her servilely. No one has been more con-

scious than he that the duty of the landscape

HENRI HARPIGNIES IN HIS STUDIO

XIII. No. 61.—April, 1898.
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Henri Harpignies

Le Chemin Creux, a view in the suburbs of Valen-

ciennes, and another work with an Italian subject.

From this time forward Harpignies' progress was

slow but sure. In 1858 he commenced the study

of children, and Harpignies' children are full of the

most delicious life and movement ; in the following

year we find him studying the contour of trees at

Mars-sur-Allier : and in 1S60 he paid a second

visit to Italy, this time in company with Corot—

a

journey to which must be given a high place in

a record of his artistic education, since he com-

menced in consequence to introduce into his

pictures something of Corot's poesy, this ben,

especially noticeable in the works which he ex-

hibited at the 1865 Salon. Meanwhile, in 1861,

he exhibited his first really important work, Lisiire

de bois sur les bords de PAllier, and a number of

pictures of child life, the studies for which were

made a few years before. These pictures of

children are of considerable interest now as the

early work of an artist who has completely changed

his manner, and especially when we know the cir-

cumstances under which they came to be painted.

Harpignies was one day painting at I'lagny, in the

neighbourhood of Nevers, when a number of chil-

dren from the village gathered round him and made

all serious work at the picture on the easel before

him out of the question. Hethei mmenced
to make a series of rapid sketches of his l irmentors,

and it was these which he yards utilised in

Les Pettis Maraudeurs ; L'Ecolt Buissonniere, chil-

dren playing truant
;

Qui s'y/rotte, s'y pique, chil-

dren fleeing from bees which the)' have I" 1 n

menting ; /.. Passage du Rigiment ; and another

picture of children seeking for cockchafi 1 . Some
years, fruitful though they were, must now be

passed over with a mere mention until we reach

[869, a year which 1 consider of great importance,

since it was then that Harpignies—very much

Jean Francois Millet and Charles Jacque discovered

Barbizon—discovered I [enison, in the Bourbonnais.

In 1N0,} Harpignies w.is deservedly praised for

Les Corbeaux, and in 1866 he produced a work of

great value, Le Soir dans hi campagnt de Rome, for

which he received his first medal. This latter pic-

ture was for some years in the Luxembourg Gallery

V^e-j^f-...;

FROM A CHALK DRAWING BY HENRI HARPIGNIES
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Henri Harpignies

It was when upon a visit to the Rougier family

at theChateau de Montais, near the forest of Tron-

cais, that Harpignies first saw the splendid possi-

bilities which Hemson, with its ample valleys, its

mountain streams, its charming woodland scenery,

presented to the landscape painter. One day when

out riding he came suddenly upon that part of the

forest known as La Bouteille. Fastening his horse

to a tree, he started upon a journey of exploration

among the rocks and mighty oaks, which are more

majestic even than those to be found in the Forest

of Fontainebleau. Almost at every turn Harpignies

was enchanted : here, indeed, was a veritable artist's

which Harpignies made during these years are of

great interest and value to students, and I would

that every lover of Nature had the opportunity of

going through his voluminous portfolios.

And what Harpignies has done for Herrison he

has done for Saint-Prive', in the department of the

Yonne, where he purchased an estate in 1879, such

he has done for St. Cenery, in the suburbs of

Alencon, and for the Bourg district. For the past

twenty-five years he has sent two pictures to the

Salon annually, his subjects being taken from some
of the most picturesque places in France. His prin-

cipal works have been Soir sur les bords de la Loire;

FROM A WASH DRAWING BY HENRI HARPIGNIES

Paradise. He decided there and then to return in

the following year. It was in July that he paid his

second visit to Herrison, and he was amply rewarded.

Many are the picturesque sights in the forest which

he may be said to have discovered, such as the

marvellous Saut-du-Loup, which he made the sub-

ject for one of his best-known pictures. The out-

break of the Franco-German 'War unfortunately

interrupted his work for a whole year. However,

after carrying arms in the Garde Nationale, he

returned to his work at Herrison, and year after

year, until 1879, he continued to visit the district,

his pencil gaining in power, his faculty of selection

becoming more and more acute. The sketches

148

Rives de la Loire, 1861 ; Le Soir, 1866, a work of

great power: Le Saut-du-Loup, 1873, regarded by

many as his chief masterpiece ; Chines de CMteau-

Renard, 1875 ; Victime de PHirer, Vallee du Loing

a Saint-Prive, 1S81 ; La Loire, 1882; and Vue de

Saint-Prive, 1 883.

It has always been a matter of surprise to me
that Harpignies' work has not become better known

in England, where many that might have been ex-

pected to be well acquainted with the pictures ot

the veteran artist have shown themselves to be

almost ignorant of his name. There are, however,

a few collectors of his work, and among these may
be mentioned Sir John Day, Mr. James Staats
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Henri Harpignies

Forbes, Mr. Alexander Young, Mr. G. R. Burnett,

and Mr. F. Gabbitas. Ever since his work, in fact,

was introduced to English art-lovers by Messrs.

Obach, through whose courtesy The Studio is

enabled to give a facsimile reproduction of one of his

most characteristic water-colours, there has been a

steady sale for his pictures. And that most of these

by its great shadow thrown upon the pavement.

Harpignies showed by these works that he had the

power of producing the most powerful effects by

teints units; his sobriety of colour, breadth of

treatment, firmness of touch, and precision of draw-

ing placing him in the front rank of water-colour

artists. In addition to this side of his work, I must

DRAWING IN LEAD I'ENCII. AND INK BY HENRI HARl'Ii;.MEs

pictures have been water-colours shows a very keen

appreciation of the artist's ability. Harpignies holds

a higher position as a water-colour painter than most

people imagine. As far back as 1S69 he exhibited

water-colour at the Salon ; La Cite, and a number

of studies of Paris, were among the best pictures of

that year. For many years his water-colour draw-

ings at the annual exhibitions of the Societe

d'Aquarellistes Francais, of which he was elected a

member in 1881, were considered the finest on view.

In 1882 he held an exhibition in the Rue de Seze,

in Paris, which attracted great attention, the collec-

tion including a picture of the Pont Neuf, from

which all vulgar and fatiguing detail was eliminated,

leaving only the street bathed in a sweet blue atmo-

sphere ; and another remarkable work, the subject

for which was the Place-Saint- Germain ties Pres, in

which the presence of the church was only revealed

•5°

not forget to mention his drawings in pen-and-ink.

Much of his early work was done in this medium.

I can remember seeing in his studio a study from

Nature which he made in Rome as far back as 1861.

Some of the subjects for the 1882 series of water-

colours, already mentioned, were first of all drawn

in ink, one being a charming view of the Seine from

a balcony overgrown with creepers—such a view of

bridges and boats as may be obtained from the

balconies of the houses on the He Saint Louis, a

subject such as Mr. Whistler would have loved to

have chosen for a lithograph. Another of the same

series, also done in pen-and-ink, was the square on

the Boulevard St. Germain. Harpignies has, more-

over, done most of his studies for decoration with

the pen, notably those for the decorative panel at

the Grand Opera, La Vallee d'Egerie, which was

exhibited at the 1870 Salon.
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Henri Harpignies

1 [arpignies considers that too much care cannot

be taken over drawing. His method of work will

be seen from the various drawings executed in

chalk, in lead pencil, in wash, and in a combina-

tion of lead pencil and pen and ink, reproductions

of which accompany this article. The necessity

of paying attention to detail is a point he has

always impressed upon his pupils. " If a pupil has

two hours at his disposal," said M. Harpignies to

me on one occasion, " I should advise him to devote

one and three-quarters of his time to drawing and

a quarter of an hour to painting." He does not,

however,' recommend his pupils to copy his own

methods ; on the contrary, he is continually saying,

" Do what I recommend you, not what I do," and

for the reason that, through years of hard work and

experience, the master has discovered many short

cuts by which he can reach his goal ; but were the

student, lacking in experience, to employ these short

cuts, he would run a great risk of losing his way.

It is only, in M. Harpignies' opinion, by paying

attention to exactitude of drawing and by cultivat-

ing originality that we can eventually attain to

A- beau dans Ic vrai.

The stylist is revealed to us in all the works of

Harpignies. He loves to put before us those green

spots, those retired corners of Nature whence we

can look out upon the stretch of open country

;

those shady places of the forest whence, through

openings in the trees, we can see the spire of the

church, or the blue mountains, or catch a glimpse

of the river and the village upon its banks ; those

paths winding through woods whence we know not.

The more we examine the two pictures which Har-

pignies exhibited at the last Salon des Champs-

Elysees

—

Les Bords du Rhone and Solitude—the

more we become convinced that there is the resume,

as it were, of all his years of labour in continuation

of the work of Corot. In the Solitude especially,

in which the Loire is seen breaking over rocks after

its placid journey of miles, the sun just about to

set, the whole scene suffused by a golden haze, do

we not catch something of the spirit, the exquisite

feeling, which we find, for example, in the Souveni*

d'ltalie ? It is not difficult to see that the man who

painted these pictures has, after years of study by

the river-side and at the edge of woods, become

filled with a passionate love of Nature, noting with

delight the ever-changing surface of the water before

him, the atmosphere full of sunlight, all the varied

changes in Nature's mood.

Frederic Lees.

MR. HEYWOOD SUMNER AMI ASSISTANTS AT WORK UPON THE SGRAFFITO DECORATIONS IN ST. AGATHA 'S,

152 PORTSMOUTH



The IVork of Heywood Stunner

SGRAFFITO DECORATIONS IN THE I.AIIY CHAI'KI. OF ST. AGATHA s, I'OKTSM. >r 1 II WITH THE SEMI-DOME IN MOSAIC

BY HEYWOOD SUMN] i;

T
HE WORK OF HEYWOOD
SUMNER. — I. SGRAFFITO
DECORATIONS. BY GLEE-
SON WHITE.

In a series of articles on the work of Mr. Hey-

wood Sumner it is convenient to begin with his

decorations in sgraffito ; and to do so is the more

apposite from the fact that the revival of the craft

and its present popularity is due very largely to his

individual labours. Yet the very name " sgraffito
"

at present is hardly familiar even to those who have

learned to pronounce "gesso" with a soft "g."

Reference to two of the most popular English

dictionaries discovers no entry under " S," and in

only one of the two as " graffiti "—where the de-

finition " ancient inscriptions by scribbling with a

stylus on a wall " leaves much to be desired.

Therefore it were best before going further to

quote literally from a certain "note" by Mr.

Heywood Sumner in the catalogue to the " Arts

and Crafts " second Exhibition—" Of Sura

Work." In this we find :

—

" The Italian words Graffiato, Sgraffiato, or

Sgraffito mean—Scratched, and scratched work is

the oldest form of graphic expression and surface

decoration used by man.
" The term sgraffito is, however, specially used to

denote decoration scratched or incised upon plaster

(or potter's clay) while still soft, and for beauty of

effect depends either solely upon lines thus incised

according to design, with the resulting contrast of

surfaces ; or partly upon such lines and contrast,

and partly upon an undercoat of colour revealed

by the incisions ; while, again, the means at (lis

posal may be increased by varying the colours of

the under-coat in accordance with the design. . . .

" first, then, as to the method. Given, the wall

intended to be treated
;

granted, the completion

of the scheme of decoration, the cartoons having

iS3
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been executed in several colours and the outlines

firmly pricked, and further, all things ready for

beginning work. Hack off any existing plaster

from the wall : when bare, rake and sweep out the

joints thoroughly ; when clean, give the wall as

much water as it will drink ; lay the coarse coat,

leaving the face rough in order to make a good

key for the next coat ; when sufficiently set, fix

your cartoon in its destined position with slate

nails
;
pounce through the pricked outlines ; re-

move the cartoon ; replace the nails in the register

holes ; mark in, with chalk, spaces for the different

colours as indicated by the pounced impression on

the coarse coat ; lay the several colours of the

colour coat according to the design as shown by

the chalk outlines ; take care that in so doing the

register nails are not displaced ; roughen the face

SGRAFFITO DECORATION IN ALL SAINTS' CHURCH, ENNISMORE GARDENS

BY HEYWOOD SUMNER
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in order to make a good key for the final coat

;

when sufficiently set, follow on with the final sur-

face coat, only laying as much as can be cut and

cleaned up in a day : when this is sufficiently steady,

fix up the cartoon in its registered position
;
pounce

through the pricked outlines ; remove the cartoon

and cut the design in the surface coat before it

sets ; then, if your register is correct, you will cut

through to different colours according to the design,

and in the course of a few days the work should

set as hard and homogeneous as stone, and as

damp-proof as the nature of things permits.

"The three coats above referred to maybe gauged

as follows :

—

Coarse Coat.— 2 or 3 sharp clean

sand to 1 of Portland, to be laid about f inch in

thickness. This coat is to promote an even suc-

tion and to keep back damp. Colour Coat.— 1 of

colour to ih of old Port-

land, to be laid about

$ inch in thickness.

Specially prepared dis-

temper colours should be

used, and amongst such

may be mentioned golden

ochre, Turkey red, Indian

red, manganese black,

and lime blue. Final

Surface Coat.—Aberthaw

lime and selenitic cement,

both sifted through a fine

sieve. The proportions

of the gauge depend upon

the heat of the lime— or,

Parian cement sifted as

above. This may be

useful in a dimly-lighted

building, as it dries out

very white, but it sets too

quick for convenience.

Or, 3 of selenitic cement

to 2 of silver sand, both

sifted as above. This

may be used for outdoor

work.

" Individual taste and

experience must decide

as to the thickness of the

final coat, but if laid be-

tween -| and 1
1
.t inch, and

the lines cut with slanting

edges, a side light gives

emphasis to the finished

result, making the outlines

tell alternately as they
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take the light or cast a shadow. Plasterer's small

tools of various kinds and knife-blades fixed in tool-

handles will be found suited to the simple task of

cutting and clearing off the final surface coat ; but

as to this a craftsman finds his own tools by ex-

perience
;
and, indeed, by the same acquired per-

ception must be interpreted all the foregoing direc-

tions, and specially that ambiguous word dear to

the writers of recipes—sufficient."

So much for Mr. Heywood Sumner's own ex-

planation of the methods of working sgraffito, which

is further made clear by a photograph showing his

work actually in progress at St. Agatha's, Ports-

mouth. This should perhaps be supplemented by a

few historical notes which he contributed to a

pamphlet on the church of All Saints, Ennismore

( hardens. From these we find that the art of sgraffito

was much practised in Italy. It was specially revived

by an artist named Morto da Feltri, who appears

to have rediscovered the method during an exca-

vation of Roman antiquities undertaken by the

Medici family. On many of the tombs then un-

covered examples of early Roman sgraffito work

were found. Not merely did Morto da Feltri copy

the old method, but he also imitated the style of

design he found there. These decorations were

known as "grottesche"—whence our word "gro-

tesque." After he had revived the craft it was

much used in Florence and in England until the

time of Henry VIII., when it was forgotten entirely

until the late F. W. Moody again revived it in

decorations for South Kensington Museum and

other buildings.

The more we study the method as Mr. Sumner

has employed it, the more curious it is to find that

it is not employed a hundred times more freely. For

as I (for one) have often suggested when writing

upon the modern poster, its adaptability for per-
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manent advertisements is so obvious, that it is a

matter of surprise not to find it used for gable ends

of factories, and dozens of other places, where strik-

ing decoration at once inexpensive and effective

might help to turn the permanent affiche into a thing

of abiding beauty. Here, however, one must not

be led away by side issues, but come to the record

of Mr. Heywood Sumner's labours on behalf of

sgraffito as applied to church decoration. In all

these we are struck with the accord between the

artist and his material. The really personal quali-

ties of Mr. Sumner's art—its limitations no less

than its capacity—find in it their fullest ex-

pression. A certain lack of suppleness in the

permitted line, and impotence to express elaborate

details, would be irksome to many artists, but they

provoke Mr. Sumner to his best. With a less

obstinate material it is possible that his manner

might lack the suavity which is demanded, but

with an austere substance compelling simplicity he

appears not merely unhampered by the limits of the

material, but to conceive his design so fully in

harmony with it that it would suffer considerably

were it paraphrased in any other medium. It is

possible that many who make their first acquaint-

SGRAFFITO DECORATION, "DAVID AND JONATHAN IN THE I HAP) I 01

ST. EHMI ND'S SCHOOL, CANTERBURY. KV HEYWOOD SUMNER

ance with these works through the instrumentality

of photographic reproduction will fail to realise

how admirable they are. Fortunately, an example

in colour will help to supply a key to the rest :

but even with tli is colour-print we must imagine

it on a large scale, with a point of vision that

interposes a certain atmosphere between the spec-

tator and the actual decoration, to realise that

it represents mural decoration and is not a picture

complete in itself.

Visitors to the first Exhibition of the Arts and

Crafts Society in 1888 will remember that a series

of cartoon designs for this work, and some

specimens of the actual sgraffito, were displayed in

the North Gallery. Perhaps they will also remember

a certain rawness of colour that at first sight was

not wholly pleasing. But this is merely the well-

nigh inevitable result which decorations planned

for a particular place under certain defined

conditions of light must needs suffer by being ex-

hibited under totally different conditions. Vet a

truth so obvious needs to be reiterated. For it is

easy to acquire an honest prejudice against most

admirable craftsmanship, that may linger, without

the critic being conscious that he has founded his

opinion on false premises,

until he is confronted with

the same or similar work

in its own proper home.

The very qualities which

were repellent in the sgraf-

fito work seen in a gallery,

become its chief merit when

it is in a dark interior.

There it seems to illumin-

ate the walls and to be

delicate and brilliant at the

same time.

The chief works of this

class which Mr. Heywood

Sumner has undertaken

begin with those in Wells

College Chapel, Vicars

Close. These were exe-

cuted in 1887. The

scheme includes a panelled

wall-screen with nine-

figures in gesso. The next

important work, of which

we illustrate certain por-

tions, was carried out in

1888 for S. Mary's, Llan-

vair, Kilgeddin, near Aber-

gavenny, Monmouthshire.
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SGRAFFITO DECORATION IN BRERETON CHURCH.

Here we have a whole church decorated in sgraffito,

applied to the nave and chancel walls. By his

choice of the most noble canticle—the Benedicite

omnia opera—for his theme, Mr. Sumner con-

fronted the most varied subject it is possible

to conceive, one that embraces not merely all

animate but all inanimate creation. Within the

space it is evident that only a portion of the

gigantic theme could be represented, and one would

like to see the same subject treated in some huge

building that could illus-

trate it more adequately,

although to do it in its

fulness would need not

one artist, but a whole

generation of craftsmen

working under a common
impulse. For a country

church, such as this is,

Mr. Sumner evidently

realised that simplicity of

statement, and straight-

forward presentation, with

little symbolism, and a

certain childlike naivety

in the pictured facts, was

at once most sensible and

most practicable. That

he was justified in his

opinion, even the few

illustrations here given
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will prove beyond ques-

tion.

If the Benedicite leaves

a designer free to select

from all visible nature, it

confronts him at the same

time with the difficulty of

employing landscape and

animal subjects, which in

its scheme are raised to

equal importance with

figures of men and angels.

In the Te Deum, a hymn

far more frequently taken

as the motive of a great

scheme of decoration,

each verse in turn sug-

gests figure subjects, con-

sequently the unity of

scale is kept, and if mono-

tony is the result, a certain

dignity is nevertheless pre-

served. Even the ordi-

nary "hack" who draws endless lay figures in

gaudy dressing-gowns, and makes the whole hardly

less imposing than a sheet of postage-stamps, can

evolve a harmonious pattern. When you find that

angels, the heavens, waters, powers, the sun and

moon, stars, showers, winds, and the rest, are in-

voked in turn, the task of depicting such a sequence

with an effect of unity becomes well-nigh impossible.

Mr. Sumner escapes disaster by courting it. Each

panel has been treated on its own merits, and if

NEAR RUGELEY

BY HEYWOOD SUMNER

SGRAFFITO DECORATION IN BRERETON CHURCH, NEAR RUGELEY'

BY HEYWOOD SUMNER_
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SGRAFFITO DECORATION IN I.I.ANVAIR CIU'RiTI

the whole is of unequal interest—considered wholly

as pattern—it gains a larger value, and escapes the

terribly respectable level of too much modern

ecclesiastical decoration. The panels illustrated,

" O ye Mountains," " O ye Beasts and Cattle," " O
ye Servants," " O ye Whales and all that swim in the

Waters," even on the reduced scale, will show his

method of solving the problem. One feels sure he

would not claim that it is

the only possible way, any

more than we should claim

it for him. To reach the

average intelligence of the

average person, it is not

unwise to select a little

child as the highest mean

average—a child without

guile, without pretence.

In planning his work so

that it tells a story which

an inmate of the nursery

can read as it runs, Mr.

Sumner seems to show not

merely his wit, but his

faith.

Here, before considering

his work in sgraffito as a

whole, we may summarise

his record so far. After

Llanvair,with its Benedicite,

comes Claire Church, Neas,

Co. Kildare (1890); The
Parish Church, Sunbury

( 1 892) : a 1 hurch al I Iroi >k

ham, near \\ in< hlield

( (893); St. Agatha's, Ports-

mouth, with a mosaic semi-

dome and walls in raffiti >

( (895) : All Saints', Ennis-

mi ire < rardi ns ( 1 897 1 ; St.

Michael and All Angels,

Brereton, near Rum I y,

(1897) ; and St. Edmund's

School ( 'liaprl, ( !anterbury

(1897-98).

The prevailing impres

sion which a great deal of

modern ecclesiastical decor-

ation yields is of make-be-

lieve. Yotileelth.it tin artist

wished to be impressive

but is only pedantically

archa;ologic ; and his audi-

ence is happy if they are

treated as learned folk who can appreciate his

research. Or he tries to be naive, to be inten-

tionally anachronistic, to do of set purpose what

the old Dutch masters did ignorantly, to dress

Eastern people in mediaeval robes, and to copy

the missal image or the altar-piece of days when

Cook was not and Mudie circulated no illustrated

books of travel. They think the archaism

BY HF.VWutiD SUMNER
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SGRAFFITO DECORATION IN I.I.ANVAIR CHURCH
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"quaint" or "decorative," but are rarely moved

by deeper emotion. Mr. Sumner eschews both

the archaeology of museums and the sham-na'ivety

of the neo-primitive. He tells his story as simply

as possible. Inhis DavidandJonathan (page 157),

for instance, the two figures are in robes that may

be Anglo-Saxon, or of the Roman Empire, or of

the ancient East; you do not pause to ask which.

The real feeling they pro-

duce is of two friends of

long ago, and the marvel-

lous story of their perfect

.amity comes to mind with-

out any inward qualms

as to whether the actual

Jonathan and David really

looked like these figures.

The flowers at their feet,

the trees overshadowing

them, the landscape and

distant city belong to the

realm of pure convention,

and if the figures are also

of the same land, the

motive they symbolise

suffers nought thereby.

Even the most common-
place Briton to-day has

his own wonderland not

reached by electric trams

or Pullman cars. He may
160

call it Religion, Art, or the

Higher Something, but he

has it. And if Mr. Hey-

wood Sumner in his way

or Robert Louis Steven-

son, or " old Fitz " in his

paraphrase of Omar, or a

hundred others, take him

to a portion of the land

that never was, we need

not be hypercritical.

Mr. Sumner, in short,

realises the creed strongly

expressed by a certain

school to-day, that " deco-

ration " is far removed from

the pictorial. That this

view, however one favours

it, is but a partial aspect

of the truth may be con-

ceded. Some of us admire

M. Puvis de Chavannes,

others prefer Michael-

angelo or Raphael, and others feel that the mosaics

at Ravenna are infinitely finer, considered solely as

decoration, than any of the rest. To dogmatise on

what is, after all, a matter of opinion is waste of time.

But one thing is certain, and that is—having chosen

your convention, be it "pictorial " or "decorative,"

you must not tamper with it or disaster is certain.

In one of Mr. Sumner's latest works of importance

EY HEYWOOD SUMNER
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—the decoration of All Saints', Ennismore Gardens

—the scheme shows a singular unity of concep-

tion, and a most ingenious disposition of available

space, so that the scale of the ornament is preserved

throughout. As our illustration shows, the decora-

tion over the chancel arch is arranged with a vesica-

shaped panel in the centre, containing a Crucifixion

in mosaic, surrounded by two bands of mother-of-

pearl, and medallions containing the symbols of the

four Evangelists, all knitted into one design by the

mystical vine. The bay and a half of the nave, com-

pleted so far, include figures of St. Columba, the

Venerable Bede, St. Anselm, St. Augustine, St.

Oswald, and St. Edmund.

The effect of the work is entirely satisfying, and

fulfils all that the firmest believer in the value of

sgraffito for internal decoration could possibly wish.

It is bright without being garish, full of light, and,

moreover, it in no way conflicts with the planes of

the architecture. It is only fair to add that its

effect is greatly helped by the woodwork and other

fittings designed by Mr. C. Harrison Townserid.

—-
. «i

rOAST" (See "Anders Zorit")

Mr. Heywood Sumner while championing sgraffito

does not press its claim unduly. He confesses that

it has no beauty of material like glass—no mystery

of surface like mosaic—no pre-eminence of subtly

woven tone and colour like tapestry
; yet it gives

freer play to line than any of these. So a cartoon

for it may be translated with no deviation, such as

leading, tessera, or warp and woof impose. The
decoration becomes an integral part of the structure

it adorns ;
" the inner surface of the actual wall

changes colour in puzzling but orderly sequence, as

the upper surface passes into expressive lines and
spaces, delivers its simple message, and then re-

lapses into silence. But whether incised with intri-

cate design, or left in plain relieving spaces, the wall

receives no further treatment : the marks of the

float, trowel, and scraper remain, and combinr to

make a natural surface." Finally he points out that

" the limitations of sgraffito as a method of expres-

sion are the same as those of all incised or line

work. By it you can express ideas and suggest life,

but you cannot realise, cannot imitate the natural

objects on which your

graphic language is

founded. The means at

disposal are too scanty.

Item : white lines and

spaces relieved against and

slightly raised on a coloured

ground ; coloured lines and

spaces slightly sunk on a

white surface; intricacy re-

lieved by simplicity of line,

and again either relieved by

plain spaces of coloured

ground or white surface.

Indeed they are simple

means. Yet line still re-

mains the readiest manner

of graphic expression ; and

if in the strength of limita-

tion our past masters of the

arts and crafts have had

power to ' free, arouse,

dilate,' by their simple

record of hand and soul,

we also should be able to

bring forth new achieve-

ment from old method,

and to suggest the life and

express the ideas which

sway the latter years of

our own century.'

Gleeson Will I 1 .
FKO\| ,\ PAINTING BY ANDERS 7.0RN
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Anders Zorn

A
SWEDISH PAINTER AND
ETCHER: ANDERS ZORN.
BY CARL G. LAURIN.

Sweden, the land of deep forests,

many lakes, and rapid rivers, possesses an old

national and industrial culture. Art, the flower of

culture—which more than anything else shows the

shifting colours of the people's genius, and interprets

the nation's innermost, unexpressed desire for beauty

—is of relatively old date. Without mentioning

the vigorous peasant-art, which has lived from

time immemorial with ever-fresh life, and still finds

expression in an unusually rich kome-s/oyd, the

art of the higher classes has also a respectable

I in, LAPPING "I l III »\\ l

antiquity. Roslin and Lafrensen (Lavreince) re-

present, in the most choice manner and with the

most refined elegance, the Rococo age with its

delirious thirst for enjoyment and its bewitching

coquetry—an age which, in its ruthless striving

after enjoyment, always maintained the bearing of

the man of the world, and never became free or

plebeian. Gustaf III. was in Sweden the type of

the time, and this art-loving prince, who in a

Neronic manner tried to realise, and did realise,

thoughts of beauty, has been aptly depicted by the

two aforesaid Swedish painters. And Karl Fredrik

Breda, who in England developed his talents under

the great Reynolds, was a genial portraitist. Of

course the universal (French) culture which was

characteristic of the

eighteenth century also

made its impression upon

the art of Sweden ; but

Swedish art has also be-

come national, fortunately

without excluding fructify-

ing currents from abroad.

The Swedish nucleus is

observable in the art of all

our most eminent painters,

and especially in the works

of our most prominent

painter, Anders Zorn.

Zorn was born in a

peasant home in Dalecar-

lia in i860. The name

Anders is a genuine

Swedish peasant name ;

but of the shepherd boy

who watched his sheep

..and carved horses and

cows, painting them with

the juice of berries and

flowers, there is nothing

left in the elegant painter

and etcher, except a warm

feeling for nature and

home, and an intense love

for warm colours which

are to be found both in

his pictures and his neck-

ties.

When fifteen years old

-j?JL~ »^ 'ie began to attend the

Academy in Stockholm,

and then intended to be-

come a sculptor. He took

what he earned on hisFROM \ PAINTING BY \NDERS ZORN

Id
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Anders Zorn

PORTRAIT OF RENAN FROM AN ETCHING BY ANDERS ZORN

wood-carvings and bought a colour-box, and soon

found that he had more aptitude for painting in

water-colours than for sculpture. During his stay

at the Academy he interested himself mostly in

drawing from the nude model. It was not long

before he found that at the Academy he could not

develop his talents freely, and he therefore left it in

1881. His example was followed by those among
his comrades who now represent the freshest and

best in Swedish art. After painting till he had a

sum of money sufficient to cover his travelling

expenses, he went to London, and remained there

from 1S82 till 1885. Here he exhibited water-

colours at the Royal Institute, the Royal Society

of Painters in Water-Colours, and Royal Academy,
and also took trips to Spain, Morocco, and Dale-

carlia. His style of painting was at this time de-

tailed, but stamped with freshness. Swarthy gipsy

brats alternate with distinguished "seiioritas."

With his lively interest for reality Zorn soon saw
that the picturesque costume is unessential, and
that a modern English lady is as good a subject

for a painter as any Spanish lady or Dalecar-

lian girl. About this time Zorn began to paint

in oil. His first painting in this medium

—

A
Fisherman, with scenery from England— was
bought by the French State, and now hangs in the
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Luxembourg Museum. At the Paris Exhibition,

1887, Zorn exhibited water-colours (portrait groups)

and a couple of portraits in oil, and he was awarded

the first medal and the Legion of Honour. A
portrait of himself was placed, in 1888, in the

Uffizii at Florence, where it has a well-deserved

place of honour. In 1890, at the founding of the

Champ de Mars Salon, Zorn was one of the first

foreign members chosen.

It is in the intense rendering of the moment that

Zorn is a master. In a time so groping and eclectic

as ours, which tries to clothe some of its most per-

sonal thoughts and moods in an archaic vesture,

which searches far and wide after the picturesque

motive, he has, in a purely instinctive manner and

without circumlocution, succeeded in concentrating

upon lifelike pictures of lasting value many impres-

sions which are simply passing glimpses to other

people. Like Guy de Maupassant, he is impassion-

ately in love with the sensual existence, and, like

him, Zorn is capable of imparting to the spectator

that almost startling sensation of the vehement

fulness of life. As Maupassant, in his immortal

Contes, avoids all unnecessary detail in order to

give the greater relief and character to the most

important features, so Zorn, with a studied exclu-

sion of details, concentrates the main object to one
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Anders Zom
single focus, but thai is dazzling with life. He

with few colours, but to those colours he

gives an extraordinary strength.

In years ago Zom painted his pictures of

ii hermen and Dalecarlian girls with a minute

racy, and the portrait of his mother-- Wona

—is one of the most attractive of all his paint-

ings. The problem of painting water has long

occupied Zorn, and during the summers he has

spent in the Stockholm archipelago he has had a

good opportunity of studying the many tinges and

n flections of the water.

In Stockholm itself and in its surroundings the

water plays a prominent part. The houses of this

city, which is partly built on islands, are reflected

in the water, and both large and small steamers

land in the middle of the town. In the summer
the inhabitants make their homes on the shores of

some of the innumerable bays and sounds which,

about twenty or thirty miles from the capital, widen

into the Baltic, and go to and fro on some of the

" MY GR INDMO'l 111,1:
"

FROM A BUST IN WOOD
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BY ANDERS ZORN

elegant steamers plying between Stockholm and

the summer resorts in the island belt. The white

steamers glide along the shores where ice-ground

granite rocks alternate with pine and birch woods,

and where villa after villa, and, nearer the open

sea, red-painted peasant and fisher huts, en-

liven the landscape. The boat touches at in-

numerable wooden landings, where the light

summer dresses of the ladies flutter in the breeze,

and the young people lead a merry life, boating

and fishing all the day long. From this milieu,

which is to be found nearly all over Sweden, Zorn

has taken the subjects for some of his best

pictures, among others, his Vagskvalp (" The

Lapping of the Waves"), with a motive from

Dalaro, near Stockholm. The picture has some-

thing of an artistic snap-shot in it. A servant maid

is drawing up a pail of water out of the sea, and on

the steamboat-landing sits a flirting couple. The

point of view is somewhat Japanese, which is fre-

quently the case with Zorn's pictures. One of his

first oil-paintings, Ute ("In the Open Air")

(painted in 1888), represents some nude young

girls sunning themselves before bathing. The in-

viting water laps the shore in smooth wavelets, and

the grey granite rock sets off the soft shapes of the

young figures.

As a woman-painter Zorn fills a place of his

own. His nude female figures have nothing of the

studio about them. His types are, as a rule,

genuinely Swedish, with slightly protruding cheek-

bones, a dazzling complexion, flaxen hair, and

plump forms. He loves to give them something

of an animal, yet unconscious sensualism. It is

not of much use trying to describe such pictures as

these. Before them one experiences both surprise

and gratitude. They represent a passionate wor-

ship of nature, without any attempt to symbolise it

in a more or less affected manner.

The idea of the supremacy given by the Latin

race to the ideal of beauty has taken such deep

root in the minds of the public at large that Rem-
brandt's or Diirer's picturesque types of beauty

forcibly strike the Swedish, and I daresay the

Anglo-Saxon, public as being almost ridiculous

and repellent, and without doubt it is frequently

only a respect for the great name which curbs

openly expressed displeasure. At the Exhibition

in Stockholm, 1S97, one of Zorn's very best pic-

tures—a nude red-haired woman, painted with a

special maestria, glowing with life, and reminding

one of Rembrandt's Bathing Woman (1654) in the

National Gallery in London—awoke many mixed

feelings, even among critics. Zorn has, however,
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won the approval of the public, an unusual thing

for an artist who, to such an extent as he does,

follows the motto " L'art pour l'art." Without

doubt this admiration is largely due to the fact

that, from his first appearance abroad, he won a

decided victory, and, with one stroke, came into

the front rank of European artists. An essential

part of Zorn's productions consists of his portraits.

They have nothing of the spiritual atmosphere

in which the types of Rembrandt or Watts live,

no matter whether from the kitchen or the drawing-

room.

One does not think of eternity, of immortality,

or of the soul. Zorn's pictures are perpetuated

moments, frequently of grand effect. He has, like

Velasquez, the mysterious faculty of imparting to

a gesture something of imposing breadth—a sense

of the actuality of the moment. Life consists of

a series of moments. Zorn has succeeded in

choosing from amongst all of them the most

precious, and has laid a fast hold on them. Thus,

in his Effet de Nitit, which has been purchased by

the Furstenberg Gallery at Gothenburg—how the

very movement here, to say nothing of all the effects

of light and technical touches, gives an imposing

effect ! But Zorn is also a master of characterisa-

tion. Look at his Ska/ (" A Toast "), on page 163,

in which the chairman of the Stockholm club is

brought to life in such a marvellous manner. It

has been said that Zorn's pictures contain no

mystique. They contain life, and this is a mystery.

I will not speak of resemblance, which in this case

is absolute; but how astonishingly Zorn has shown

in the wrinkles around the eyes and in every detail

of the face that just now a stream of fun is re-

freshing the hearers, among whom the face of

Nordenskiold is visible behind the speaker.

Dalecarlia and its powerful and original people,

its robust and hardy women, have been excellently

depicted by Zorn. The posing and simpering.

which so frequently find their way into delineations

of rustic life, are entirely banished from Zorn's

peasant pictures. His country-folk do not go

about blaming the spectators for wearing top-hats;

they do not preach with a kind of peasant-

Rousseauism about the morally purifying, qualities

of country life. Zorn follows the merry i >ale< arlian

girls all the way to the Stockholm breweries, where

they are employed to rinse bottles, and he depii I

the reflections of the light on the wet brewery floor,

and the bright colours in their clothes and their

jolly laughing faces. The dancing of the pea-

santry in the beautiful pale light of the mid-

summer night, the dressing of the peasant girls on
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The Work of Ernest Newton

Sunday morning—these are subjects which he has

conquered with his great technical skill, with

enjoyment at overcoming difficulties, and with

the sensualism which is to be found in his whole

art.

Zorn began etching at an early date, and it is

obvious that such a branch of art must be suited

to an artist who especially tries to reproduce an

impression of the moment, and who quite naturally

appreciates the colour and strength given by the

copper plate. Among his etched portraits, especial

attention may be called to that of Renan, whose

countenance bespeaks the bold thinker who em-

braces the whole universe from the depths of his

arm-chair. Another, in Zorn's present style, repre-

sents the eminent Swedish artist Count Georg von

Rosen's intelligent and aristocratic features. The

noble form of the model's

head is admirably repro-

duced.

Neither has Zorn entirely

forgotten his sculpture.

The little wooden bust of

his old grandmother, whose

face is as furrowed as a

runestone, is a masterpiece

of psychology and execu-

tion. At the Stockholm

Exhibition there was also

an opportunity of admiring

a little bronze statuette, a

faun and a nymph. By

its intense sense of life and

perfect modernness it is

symbolic of Zorn's art.

Finally he has, in a gold

ring formed of two women

holding an uncut ruby,

given an original contribu-

tion to art industry and a

new proof of the versatility

which has always distin-

guished great artists. Zorn

is now in his strongest

years. He has found his

own personal mode of ex-

pression both in etching

and in painting, and, more-

over, he is to be counted

amongst those who, by

temperament and talent,

belong entirely to their own
country and their own time.

Carl G. Laurin.
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M ODERN DOMESTIC
ARCHITECTURE. THE
WORK OF MR. ERNEST
NEWTON. PART I.

Articles devoted to the work of Mr. Norman

Shaw have already appeared in these pages ; and in

this, which is concerned with the work of Mr. Ernest

Newton, we encounter one of his most notable pupils.

The style which Mr. Norman Shaw established

is eclectic in its origin, but with its elements chemi-

cally reunited so that a new substance results. Mr.

Ernest Newton in obeying the traditions he im-

bibed while co-operating with his master (as he has

called Mr. Shaw upon the title-page of a " Book

of Houses," 1S90), has proved himself most truly

loyal. For he has kept to the spirit and discarded

PORTRAIl 01 inl'M GEORG VON ROSEN FROM AN ETCHING BY ANDERS ZORN
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the letter. Probably one of the most severe tests

that can be applied to any manner is whether it is

strong enough to stand the supreme flattery of

imitation. If it can, it deserves to be called a

" style ;
" if it cannot, it stands revealed as a mere

mannerism, that has but an accidental charm

which is rapidly diminished by every attempted

paraphrase. To copy literally and exactly the un-

related details of any style, and serve up the

mixture as an original design, is a secret of Punchi-

nello. The jerry builder will offer you a hideous

atrocity, whereof every window, every door, every

gable, every cornice, is a garbled replica of the

details of a master's work ; as one might take

casts from masterpieces of the sculptor's art, a torso

here, a head there, arms from another, and legs

from a fourth, and produce not another master-

piece, but a monster. The parts may be more or

less right ; the whole is absolutely wrong. Now, the

whole is greater than its parts, and a building must

always be judged as a whole. Mr. Newton has

proved himself an artist and a craftsman in a

hundred instances, for a mere glance through a

collection of drawings or photographs of houses he

has designed leaves one fact clear, and that is that

in each he has considered the house as a cubical

structure, and modelled it in his imagination, so to

speak, long before he proceeded to draw it.

The real inception of any work of art is when

its maker realises it as a whole. We all know

Mr. Herbert Spencer's famous argument, when he

shows that the average man has a very definite

limit to his imagination. If memory may be

trusted (I cannot refer to the text itself), he shows

you that while you can think of an orange—its

colour, shape, odour, texture, substance, skin, pips,

juice, and all the rest—as a concrete entity, it is

harder to form an equally complete mental image

of a grand piano, still more difficult to project a

parish with the same recognition of its thousand

details, and absolutely impossible to think of a

county in the same way. If one could project a

bird's-eye view of a parish and remember all the

unseen details of the interior of its houses, no

human intellect could do as much for a county : it

is only a map of a shire you can summon up

mentally. When Mr. Ernest Newton sets himself

to plan a house, it seems (so far as the result

allows one to deduce his chain of thought) that In

can project on his imagination the whole building.

He can think not only of the facade, or each

elevation, but of the mass. He can realise that

this chimney-stack means a fireplace within, that

windows imply certain illumination of a definite

room, that the shape of the rooms on one floor

affects those on another, and so on for all the

'7'
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thousand and one conflicting items that make up

the house. Most of us, when we feel tempted to

design a castle in the air, devote our energies to

one detail only, and leave the rest vague. Are

we infected by a taste for the picturesque? we

evolve delightful garden fronts or main elevations.

Are we bitten by sanitation ? the whole building

is but an adjunct to certain schemes for ventila-

tion, drainage, and the like. Are we painters ? it

is a studio with supplementary rooms. If bookish,

it is a library, with living-apartments left vague,

and so on. But the house, fully equipped and

a working possibility, is only imagined by a few

experts whose knowledge is not over-weighted

by precedent, but soars lightly on the wings of

fantasy. It may be that you who read, or I who
write, have this faculty, but the odds are im-

measurably against it. We all build chateaux en

Espagne as unsubstantial as the glories of panto-

mime
;
very few have the power to face the most

ordinary conditions to make a good drawing-room

without losing sight of the dustbin meanwhile, or to

arrange a series of rooms comfortably placed, and

.72

yet remember their exterior appearance. It is not

given to every one to play blindfold chess, or to

solve abstruse mathematical problems mentally
;

but a few are so gifted, and those who are not are

most wise if they acknowledge first the rarity of

such faculties, and next the value of the lucky

individuals who possess them.

It has been well said that the champions of any

new style, if it be really an addition to the art of

the world, must accept the charge of plagiarism

lightly. Since Wagner revolutionised opera, all

composers who have allowed themselves to be

influenced by his effects have been accused of

cribbing. Yet his contemporaries were not accused

of stealing from Bach, Mozart, or Beethoven ; the

mastery of these composers had been established

long enough for a world to recognise that certain

of their phrases and orchestral effects had passed

into the vocabulary of music. So in the Gothic

revival, as in the Classic, adherence to precedent,

nay, barefaced imitation of previous works, was

held to be not merely venial but praiseworthy.

To-day, if a painter affects the manner of Velas-
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quez we applaud him, but if he is more influ-

enced by Mr. Whistler or by Rossetti he is in

danger of being regarded as a mere hanger on.

The fallacy the nineteenth century once prized

as its central truth was that the making of a style

belonged to the past. History conflicts with

such a theory : style has always been modified or

completely changed as conditions of life altered.

It is obvious that the nineteenth century only

found its own expression when it discarded all

attempts to model cottages on cathedrals and

mansions on Greek temples, and was content to

build houses wherein the chief aims were conveni-

ence and comfort, with an exterior expressing the

personality of the interior, not disguising it.

This argument is not urged in any way as a

defence of Mr. Ernest Newton ; his works need no

special pleader to justify them. He has at times

employed what it is to be hoped will be known one

day as the "Norman Shaw style" as frankly as

others have followed Venetian Gothic or Cinque

Cento. To say that in doing this he has stamped

his own individuality upon his work is merely a

roundabout way of saying that he is an artist an'

I

not a bungler. If in so slight a thing as address-

ing ,i Letter certain people unconsciously place their

handwriting in a particular position, and even affi>

the postage stamp so that a mere glance at the

envelope reveals the writer, it is proof that thi

expression of personality affecting proportion and •

relative planes is not uncommon. Hut it is true

that a vast number of excellent people have scarcely

a trace of this instinct for the placing of masses, as

it is true also that a large number of so-called

architects are satisfied with imitating as closely as

possible the work of others. In The S ,

respect for precedent, but greater respect for con-

sistent disregard of it, has been preached again

and again. No more, therefore, need be said here of

general principles, but we may turn to Mr. Ernest

Newton's work, and find in it one of the best

arguments to support a claim that the style of

Norman Shaw is a genuine and logical develop-

ment of English domestic architecture, as closely

related to its predecessors as, say, Late Perpen-

dicular was to Early English, and yet with every

THE DRAWING-ROOM, BULLER S WOOD ERNEST NEW TON, I
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detail reconsidered anew. But the simile is mot

quite happy, for here it is a certain austerity and

stern attempt to repress mere ornament, which

gives the New Queen Anne (as it was first called)

its real claim to be taken seriously, whereas English

Gothic grew more and more ornate, until it was

smothered by its superfluous decoration.

The reason for the renewed vitality imparted to

architecture to-day is not far to seek. As Mr.

Ernest Newton wrote in his contribution to a

notable volume (" Architecture a Profession or an

of practical building if funds allow, but is

either present or absent from the first." That is

the text of his writings, and it is also the test

whereby one may judge his work. And because

it is so, the difficulty of writing an appreciation

of the beautiful houses he has called into being

is increased. For the secret is told at once :

they are beautiful buildings because they have

been "built," not drawn, by their author. This

does not imply that Mr. Newton mixed his own

mortar or laid his own bricks, but it does mean

:'iii-™ip; :
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Art, ' 1892) :
" There will be no real life and there-

fore no real development in architecture till the

architect is brought more into contact with his

work . . . until he ceases to be the professional

' architect ' who, like a small Jove, from the

Olympus of his office fulminates through the

penny post, in order that he may terrify a long-

suffering and generally underpaid builder to his

autocratic will." It is because the modern archi-

tect has set construction first and decoration

second that the revival so long hoped for has

arrived. But in doing so he did not leave art

outside. " Art," said Mr. Newton in the essay

already drawn upon for quotation, " is not

something which may be added to a piece
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that he realised from the first that he was dealing

with bricks and mortar, not with pencil or water-

colour—that the drawings were but explanations of

his purpose. The modern, like the earliest designer,

does not offer a problem to be translated by the

builder, he does not make pretty sketches and

leave others to make them workable. He re-assumes

the position of the master-builder who directs, and

he leaves the genius who dreams and relies on

others' interpretation of his dream to the bad old

past, where commonplace details were deemed

too unimportant for his soaring fancy to notice.

Although the new movement does not disdain

to take account of the commonplace, it does not

confine itself to being merely utilitarian, but never
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forgets that while building is the purpose, archi-

tecture can only be achieved when it infuses the

PRO! M' I I AN i IF RF.P COURT. HA^FFMF.RF.

whole, and is not a mere extraneous addition of

recognised " features " to a mean structure.

Mr. Newton is also true

to another principle—too

long forgotten—that size

and costliness have nothing

to do with architecture.

He evidently believes that

a small house can be made,

in its own way, as truly a

beautiful building as if it

were a mansion or a cathe-

dral. In the preface to

his admirable book of

plans and perspective

views of houses costing

from ^1400 to ^2200, he

says :
" It has somehow

become an accepted fact

that people of moderate

means may not even con-

template the possession of

a house of their own ; the

speculating builder fosters

this idea, and having

seized on a suburb pro-

ceeds to cut down the

trees, uproot the hedges,

and transform country into

'75
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town as fast as he can. His next step is to divide

the land into regular plots, and build house after

house, each an exact counterpart of its neighbour,

monotonous and unhomelike. Then come the

tenants, all of different mould : each takes his

house, fits into it somehow, and calls it his home :

the word home, at any rate as applied to all houses,

has for the time lost its meaning, and one of the

pleasures of life is sacrificed."

In this article it is proposed to deal only with

two of Mr. Newton's more stately homes, reserving

others for a future notice. These two are Red

Court, Haslemere, and Buller's Wood.

The plan of Red Court, Haslemere, shows that

the house proper occupies two of the three sides

around an inner court, and the servants' quarters

form the remaining part of the building. Unlike

some of Mr. Newton's houses, each room is com-

pletely isolated from its neighbours ; even the hall

is here a corridor and vestibule rather than a

common room. The main front presents far less

RED I 01 II. HASLEMERE :
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roof than we are accustomed to see in facades of

modern houses, and what there is is masked by

parapets, notably above the porch and over the

bays to the drawing and dining rooms, a detail which

becomes more apparent in the view of the garden

front. The porch itself is extremely simple, the

projecting hood being unsupported by pillars, and

being rather an enlarged moulding than a pediment

proper. But it is needless to describe the features

of a building so clearly represented in the photo-

graphs here reproduced. It is even unnecessary

to call attention to its stately proportions ; but too

much stress can hardly be laid on the simplicity

to which it owes no little of its dignity. All the

opportunities for carving and applied ornament

have failed to tempt Mr. Newton to decorate the

structure which is completely decorative, in the best

sense, without any of these features. One thing is

certain—that the house will age well, and look still

more harmonious as time mellows its brickwork.

Buller's Wood is far more complex, and, owing

to the opportunity af-

forded by its site, has

a certain picturesque-

ness which could hardly

be obtained on level

ground. To recognise

this fact is in no way to

minimise the delightful

treatment Mr. Ernest

Newton has adopted.

The terraces, which add

stateliness to the build-

ing, are kept to their due

importance. They are

neither too ornate nor

too simple, but planned

to add to the import-

ance of the house to

which they lead up in

a way that makes a

modern building (as

these photographs

prove) a subject which

an artist need not hesi-

tate to choose as the

motif of a picture. The

plan is no less satisfac-

tory. Indeed, its inge-

nuity marks it as a dis-

tinct triumph. Those

who love to study the

plan of a house—and

architei 1 more people are inter-ERNES'l NEWTON,
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ested in such matters than those immediately

concerned—will find Buller's Wood both new and

satisfying. While each of the reception-rooms, so

called, can be entered separately, there is also the

means of communication between all without cir-

cumlocution. As the plan is given on so small a

scale, it seemed advisable to draw attention to it ;

but the exterior needs no comment. The facade

opening on the terrace (as shown in one of the

views here given) is not quite so reticent as most

of Mr. Newton's elevations, but it is possible that

this aspect is one which can only be seen from the

terrace in question. If it is compared with the

other view showing the same fagade, with the ter-

races below it, the treatment of the chimney gable

does not tell out so prominently, because the ingle-

nook windows of the drawing-room, which appear

rather unrestfully in the former, are quite lost in

the latter.

Mr. Ernest Newton never forgets the scale to

which he is building, so that his work does not look

like magnified cabinets or toy castles, but is obvi-

ously designed for its own purpose, and not deco-

rated as people decorate a piece of ordinary bric-

a-brac, by unrelated ornament spotted all over it.

But by a legitimate variety of material, refined and

sparing employment of even constructive features

when they are used for aesthetic effect only, and an

indefinable sense of style which escapes analysis

and imitation he gains the truei effect.

A fuller consideration of the work of this

architect must be deferred until another occasion.

Unless we are unduly conceited, to-day is a fruitful

period for domestic arcliit* , ture, and, in different

ways, there are a comparatively large number of

men doing first-rate work. Mr. Norman Shaw,

Mr. Ernest George, and Mr. (
'. 1

'. A. Voysey have

already found commendation in The Studio, and

Mr. Newton does not close the list of men who

have helped to remove reproach from the oldest

of the arts. Here it is not to the purpose to

adjudge the comparative merits of these or of

others yet to be noticed, but only to insist that at

last England has produced a new school of archi-
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tects, who, in their own way, may be deemed not

unworthy of being considered descendants of the

builders of the past.

OME ARTISTS AT LIEGE.
BY FERNAND KHNOPFF.C
At the opening of a most interesting

V^_^ and exhaustive article entitled " Les

Lettres Franchises en Belgique," M. Albert Mockel,

the graceful poet and equally delicate art critic,

wrote the other day the following lines, which I am
glad to repeat :

" Every one knows the land of

Belgium is composed of two quite distinct parts

—

Flanders and Wallonia. The Flemish—a robust

and tranquil race, mostly lymphatic, with a san-

guine leaven here and there—are to be found in

Bruges, Ghent, and Antwerp ; while the Walloons,

of livelier and more nervous temperament, inhabit

Liege, Namur, and all the country as far as Mons.

The Gallo-Frank, or Walloon, with the same blood

in him as the French of the Ardennes, is full of
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ardour and energy, tempered, nevertheless, by a

slight touch of idleness. He is certainly a man

of action, but a certain dreamy tendency deprives

him of that patient plodding spirit which consti-

tutes the strength of the Flemish. The great

defect of the Walloon—and at the same time his

chief merit, whence all the other virtues spring—is

his extreme nervous sensibility, especially among

the cultured classes, while one is astonished to find

traces of it even among the country folk. This

peculiarity endows these big dark men with a sort

of secret tenderness which brings them into close

communion with Nature, but at the same time it

is the cause of the traditional hot-headedness of

the Liegois, and the consequent failure of collec-

tive effort among them. The Walloon is inventive

by nature, but easily discouraged when the hour of

realisation comes. Frequently intellectual, at times

over-analytical, and something of a reasoner, he

broods over his work, one fancies, with too much

subtlety, instead of simply plodding on as his fancy

directs him, like the Flamand. He is capable of
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proving a sculptor or a draughtsman, with force of

expression and style to boot, and he understands

perfectly well the art of decoration, for in all these

things his faculties of abstraction stand him in good

stead ; but he generally fails at easel-painting, be-

cause he is no colourist. His hilly land, often

wrapped in fine bluish mist, offers him no limpid

atmosphere, no soft outlines like those of the

Flemish plains, with their free play of light. But,

this material consideration apart, there is a moral

element in the matter, which is this—as a rule the

Walloon artist grasps things by his sentiments

rather than by his senses."

I have thought it well to give this quotation at

length, because the words express, better than any

words of mine, something which I recognise to be a

truth, and because they summarise that truth in the

completest manner. It is necessary, moreover, to

LA TOILETTE FROM A SOFT-GROUND ETCHING BY A. RASSENFOSSE

remember these pregnant remarks in order properly

to understand the transitions and the circumstances

generally amid which what we may term " the

Liege School " has been formed.

The characteristic feature of this school is,

indeed, easily defined. It consists of this—a truly

remarkable sense of the expressive value of lines

and their decorative application. The Liege artint

looks chiefly to his line ; the colour is always some-

thing additional, something put in apparently after

realisation of the fact that it can add to the effect

of the line work.

These Walloons have not that natural instinct

for colour which particularly distinguishes the

Flemish ; but happily they are mindful of it, and

thus avoid the dangers of this defect. After a

good many attempts—some of them full of interesl

-—most of these artists have given up easel-work,

realising that they are not at home

in that branch of art ; and one

and all, they have, without much

hesitation or delay, found the

means and the manner of giving

expression to their ideas.

At one time things had become

critical—as M. Mockel tells us

—

and they might have fallen into

despair but for the timely arrival

of the Maecenas, the ideal patron,

without whom it had been impos-

sible for them to do themselves

justice. This benefactor appeared

in the person of M. A. Benard,

the art publisher, who took under

his wing MM. Berchmans, Don-

nay, and Rassenfosse. He saw

at once they were full of real

originality, although the public

knew nothing of it, and at the

same time he realised it was his

duty, so to speak, to aid and to

guide them. Accordingly he en-

trusted them with the illustration

of his books and publications,

and with the composition of his

posters. Without in any wayM thwarting their aims he succeeded

by degrees in initiating his colla-

borators into all the mysteries of

typographical technique, an art

which he himself knows most

thoroughly from having gone
"-"-^-"-^ •'

;

through every stage of it.

M. Benard has often been
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commended for having brought out " books which,

in a material sense, are real works of art." And

I am not afraid to go further, and say this—he has

frequently attained absolute perfection. As an

i sample I need only mention certain pages in the

" Sangahall," by M. Sauveniere, which, in the

arrangement of the text, in the size of the margins,

in the well-grasped typographic style of M. E.

Berchmans' drawings, in the excellence of the ink

WW

when so many bibelots

are turned out in the

most haphazard fashion.

An exhibition of ap-

plied art — the most

complete yet seen in

Belgium—was held at

Liege in 1S95 under

the style of " L'CEuvre

Artistique." Belgium,

France, Holland,

Germany, Scotland,

and England were

represented by their

foremost artists ; but

the little group of

Liegeois who organ-

ised the Salon at-

tracted most attention

by the novelty of

their work. They were M. G. Serrurier-Bovy,

whose assistance proved quite invaluable, MM.
E. and O. Berchmans, A. Donnay, and A.
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In July 1896 The Studio published a series of

photographs by M. Alexandre, of Brussels, of the

charming " interiors " designed and carried out by

M. Serrurier-Bovy. There were also published at

SILVER BELT Bl'i I 1 1

BY A. RASSENFOSSE

the same time reproductions of some posters by

MM. Donnay and Berchmans, and drawings by

MM. Donnay and Rassenfosse done fora volume

of popular poems published by M. Be'nard. The
drawings of various kinds published now will give

a still better idea of the characteristics of each

of these artists.

In the excellent design for an illustration to the

publication entitled " Folklore," by M. A. Donnay

(see page 1 86), one must admire—apart from the

intelligent grasp of the subject and the ingeni-

ously condensed composition—the sense of real

grandeur which marks his interpretation of form

and line. M. E. Berchmans is more " elegant."

He is fond of the extended line and the choicest

colouring ; moreover he is the truest " painter
"

I
'-
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in the little group, a fact

that is demonstrated by

some remarkable "bits"

in his Baigneuses, which

is the property of M.

Be'nard.

M. O. Berchmans'

bas-reliefs ornament-

ing M. Benard's side-

board (see page 184) suf-

fice to reveal his technical

knowledge, which he dis-

plays with equal success

in his boxes, his waist-buckles, and his sr;ils.

finally I come to M. A. Rassenfosse : and if I

place him last it is only that I may discuss his per-

sonality in greater detail, for he perhaps more than

any of his fellows may be taken as tin.' true type <>\

the little group of artists with whom we are now

concerned.

M. Rassenfosse was intended by his parents to

go into trade—to carry on their own business, in

fact ; but, feeling the attraction of art, he began to
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devote himself to drawing, working pluckily at

night-time and alone, with no guide save the model

he was striving to copy. He also tried his hand at

etching, and produced his first impressions with

the aid of a rolling-pin ! Several years in advance

of the lately deceased French engraver, H. Guerard,

he attempted pyrogravure and used the process

in furniture decoration. By dint of unceasing

effort towards the improvement and refinement of

his workmanship he succeeded in a few years in

obtaining most satisfactory results. Thereupon

he decided definitely to give up business, and to

devote himself entirely to the work he loved.

This meant, however, that he was henceforth left

to his own resources, and must contrive to earn a
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living. He passed with dignity and courage

through this trying period, and eventually, while

on a visit to Paris, went to call on Rops. The
great Walloon artist received Rassenfosse as he

always receives his young fellow-workers, and soon

declared there was nothing further he could teach

him !

To-day, were he not of so modest a disposition,

M. Rassenfosse might justly deem himself arrive ;

for his engravings—etchings, vernis-mou, and dry

points—are among the chiefest treasures in the

albums of the Brussels Society of Aquafortists

;

his illustrations, showing a remarkable literary

grasp, are highly esteemed 'by the great publishers
;

and his drawings, curiously tinted in pastel style,

depart one by one, to adorn

the collections of the rich

amateur.

But M. Rassenfosse him-

self is a delicate connois-

seur, and occasionally he

cannot resist the tempta-

tion to indulge in the pur-

chase of some rare edition

or some costly piece of

work, such, for instance, as

his truly marvellous " fou

kousa," by Nishimoro, or

his seal by M. O. Berch-

mans, the history of which

is worth recording, by way

of conclusion. M. Rassen-

fosse was anxious to have

a " handy " seal. Holding

a piece of modelling wax in

his hand, he made the ges-

ture of using the stamp, and

handed the lump of wax

thus " shaped " to M. O.

Berchmans. The sculp-

tor's eye discovered the

semblance of a head in it

with the mouth closed by

a bandage, and eventually

turned it into an excellent

bit of applied art.

Other Liege artists there

may be who have produced

work of more material value

—to themselves—than the

artists I have enumerated,

but few there are, I firmly

believe, whose principles

are more sound, whose
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FURNITURE BY G. SERRURIEK-BOVY

workmanship is more honest, or who have more

regard for their dignity, both personal and artistic.

In reply to absolute " official " indifference, coupled

with marked hostility on the part of their fellow-

citizens, they have been content to produce their

beautiful works in silence. For my part, I am

happy to have been able to assist, to the best of

my power, in making them and their efforts known.

F. K.

STUDIO-TALK.

(From our own Correspondents.}

LONDON.—Only a few of the drawings

in the exhibition of the Royal Institute

of Painters in Water-Colours can be

said to claim notice as exceptionally

original or remarkably excellent. The

bulk of the work shown is commonplace, and makes

an appeal to popular attention rather by following

accustomed lines than by seeking to advance any

new conviction or unusual method. Some good

landscapes by Mr. J. S. Hill, Mr. Alfred East, Mr.

Aumonier, and Mr. Yeend King are most worthy

of special mention on account of fine qualities of

handling and colour ; and figure compositions by

Sir James Linton, Mr. J. Gulich, Mr. Carlton

Smith, and Mr. Percy Buckman have, in different

ways, very considerable interest. A small study of

a girl's head by Mr. Mortimer Menpes is tech-

nically one of the most original drawings in the

show ; and a large picture by Professor Hans von

Bartels is one of the most robust and assertive

examples of technical display; but there is little

else that rises conspicuously above the general

level.

Mr. Arthur Tomson's paintings, recently col-

lected at the Dutch Gallery, showed him at his

best as a sensitive student of nature who can

realise some of the most fascinating charms of

landscape without sacrificing the highest qualities

of decoration. His work is always right in spirit

and his treatment of effects of atmosphere and

colour is never lacking in dignity and discreet

reserve. Therefore the exhibition had a special

value as an assertion of principles which are influ-
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feeling of old missal

work without archaic

affectation.

ILLUSTRATION- FOR "FOLK-LORE

encing more and more the work of the present

day school of younger painters.

Aubrey Beardsley is dead ! It is needless in the

pages wherein he was first introduced to the

public to add a word to the bare fact. His first

tentative efforts appeared in a school magazine,

dated February 1889, and in our first number (April

1893) his first serious work ; this gives less than five

years for an influence which has modified illustra-

tion all the world over. In our next number will

appear a design made especially for The Studio,

showing a new development of his peculiarly

individual manner. For the moment, the fact that

he is dead demands silence, not speech.

At the forty-third exhibition of the Society of

Lady Artists, at the Suffolk Street Galleries, two

rooms were again devoted to examples of handi-

craft. In wood-carving, embroidery, lace, book-

binding, repousse metal work, and kindred methods,

were over two hundred examples of varying degrees

of merit, including some of genuine interest.

Speaking broadly of the whole of this section, the

craft was in advance of the design. Notable ex-

ceptions were to be found, but a tendency to

invertebrate ornament, not by any means peculiar

to ladies' work, was often in evidence. Much of

the painted vellum binding, pleasant in colour and

quite enticing at first sight, revealed this fatal

weakness. Amongst the best of the objects exhi-

bited maybe mentioned a distinctly good design

for a silver sugar-basin, by Miss Hilda M. Pem-

berton, and a St. Cecilia, by Edith Calvert

(Mrs. Elkin Mathews), a design attractive by its

colour and by its simplicity, while keeping the
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A feature of one room

was undoubtedly the

folding screen exhibited

by the Royal School of

Art Needlework. The

design by Mr. Walter

Crane, extending over

three panels, supplies

a conventional arrange-

ment of figures in land-

scape, well within the

province of the needle.

By its breadth of colour-

ing, and by " values
"

preserved most skilfully, it compared very favour-

ably with the average of its kind. At a time when

BY A. DON NAY

"ST. CECILIA" PAINTED PANEL BY EDITH CALVERT
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EMBROIDERED screen DESIGNED BY SELWYN IMAGE
EXECUTED BY THE ROYAL SCHOOL OF ART NEEDLEWORK

reproductions of antique needlework seem to be

stifling the production of modern designs, it was

pleasant to find evidence here that the school still

remains true to its traditions.

A visit to its show-rooms in Exhibition Road
reinforced this opinion. So long as the clever

workers devoted their powers to interpreting de-

signs by living artists, their work was interesting
;

but when they descended to mere copies of ancient

embroideries, one could not but feel regret that so

much skill should be applied to the perpetuation

of designs whose sole value is that they are old.

Two panels after Mr. Selwyn Image's designs, one
of a repeating pattern with a border of lettering, and
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another representing Spring with returning swallows

skimming over a conventionally treated sea, and a

tree with branches disposed so that they suggest

the rising sun, are illustrated here. If the school

would retain its hold upon the sympathies of art-

workers, it should remain true to its earlier plan of

obtaining designs from artists skilled in such things.

LIVERPOOL.—Mainly due to the initia-

tion of the Liverpool Architectural

Society, the Walker Art Gallery has

been opened for a Spring Exhibition of

Arts and Crafts, conjoined with choice

examples of Indian Art lent by the South Kensing-

ton authorities, and a well arranged collection of

architectural drawings, photographs, drawings in

black and white, modern book-plates, &c. The

limitations of space require notice to be confined

to the Decorative and Applied Arts Section and to

the work of the local art schools and handicraft

classes.

EMBROIDERED PANEL DESIGNED BY SELWYN IMAGE
EXECUTED BY THE ROYAL SCHOOL OF ART NEEDLEWORK
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'MUSIC AMI DANCING" FRIEZE IN RELIEF, GILT AND COLOURED BY R. INNING HELL

Prominently appears on entering the galleries

the plaster models of a frieze to be executed in oak

for a London house, the subject being The Children

in the Garden of Joy, designed by Mr. T. Stirling

Lee. The children have graceful Donatello-like

freedom of action, though modelled in an entirely

original manner characteristic of the artist ; and

close by, a Design for Altar Panels, Emmanuel
Church, Liverpool, by C. Trevor Prescott, and a

rich Lacquered Leatlier Panel by Robert Hilton,

should be noticed. The Brobdignagian proportions

of Mr. Nelson Dawson's Fire Grate, Fire Lrons

and Dogs, attract immediate attention, and the

forged iron, with bronze enrichments applied and

inlaid, and the rough hammered metal surfaces,

will appeal forcibly to those who love to see the

signs of the tool in the handicraft.

the numerous examples of the " Delia Robbia

"

pottery distributed through the galleries, and often

arranged in complementary juxtaposition with other

exhibits. Several of the majolica panels from

figure subjects designed by the late Ford Madox-

Brown are set in glass mosaic, and suggest effective

colour treatment for interior arcaded panels. Other

more boldly modelled figure subjects, such as The

Sower and The Reaper, designed by Conrad

Dressier, are admirably suited to exterior architec-

tural decoration. Again, the panels Boy and Dol-

phin and Melody, designed by Miss Rope and

painted by Miss E. M. Wood (illustrated on p. 190),

a panel, Cupid's Head, designed by Harold S.

Rathbone, and another, Pandora, designed by

Miss C. A. Walker (illustrated on p. 190), are all

little gems of design for setting as interior archi-

tectural embellishments.

Many attractive bits of colour are furnished by

FORTION OF A COLOURED FRIEZE FOK A NURSERY BY, MISS ENID JACKSON
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DEI I A Rl IBBIA " PANEL " Mil i U <\ DESIGNED BY MISS ROPE AND PAINTED BY MISS E. M. WOOD

Mr. R. Aiming Bell contributes several of his

graceful and interesting works, which have already

been described and illustrated in The Studio, to-

gether with others of more recent date. His frieze

in relief, entitled Mush- and Dancing, illustrated

herewith, is treated with his characteristic strength

of colour. In order to preserve the delicacy of

modelling of the draperies, some of its applied

ornament might perhaps with advantage have been

less emphasised in colour. In Mr. Bell's cartoon

for a stained-glass window, The Crucifixion for

Bryanston Church, one is impressed with the deep

devotional feeling and the grace and dignity of each

of the figures, and their arrangement in the window

spaces is undeniably good composition. Many of the

delightful examples of copper and brass work con-

tributed by R. LI. B. Rathbone have already been

described and illustrated in The Studio, and with

his designs executed by A. Hughes they form a col-

lection ranking in the highest order of craftsmanship.

'DELLA ROBBIA" COLOURED PANEL "PANDORA " DESIGNED BY MISS C A. WALKER
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The opportunity af-

forded by this exhibition

of reviewing the lines of

progress made by the

various local art schools

and of comparing the

students' work is an inter-

esting one. As regards

the School of Architecture

and Applied Art, under

the direction of Professor

Simpson at University

College, the progress is

well defined, even though

some of the handicraft

classes have been so

recently started. In
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DESIGN FOR A MENU CARD BY MIbb ANNIE MCLElbll

coloured decoration and illustrative work the

personality of Mr. Anning Bell naturally influences

the quality of designs produced by his pupils ;

but evident as this is, there is besides a quality

of originality and invention which proves that

individuality is also developed.

examples shows well balanced, restrained decora-

tions. The brass and copper class, instructed by

Mr. Richard L. B. Rathbone, has been so recently

formed that only a small output can be shown, but

case No. 2S3 contains some good examples ol

raising and repousse, those executed by H. Eck-

stein, Miss M. A. Pollexfen, C. E. Thompson,

T. Pride, and E. C. Woods being among the more

noteworthy. Mr. J. Platts' wrought-iron class show

specimens of skill in forging, grouped in one exhibit

which prove that this is not the least progressive

of the handicrafts at University College.

Under the careful training of Mr. Chas. J. Allen,

the modelling students show ability principally in

panels designed from natural foliage. Amongst these

are noticeable Pear, by Miss G. E. M. Beckett
;

Oak, by Win, Webb ; Ivy, by Basil Stallybrass
;

and Honeysuckle, by J. Griffiths. Each of these
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The improved quality of decorative design at

the Mount Street School of Art is traceable to the

influence of the new head-master, Mr. Frederick

Burridge. In the book-covers, wall-paper, and

tile designs Lonley Cole shows carefully thought-

out colour schemes. Miss Florence Cartwright's

designs for Embroidered Book-covers, Painted Tiles

by Miss Florence Crewe, Decorative Panels by

A students' competition for a Nursery Frieze

produced several compositions excellent both in

drawing and colouring. A portion of Miss Enid

Jackson's design is illustrated here. A coloured

sketch design for a Panel in a ll'ardrobe, by Hamel

Lister, is spirited and original ; he is also to be

commended for his stencilled frieze, The Court of

Peacocks, and for his small coloured gesso panel,

The Roman ut of the Rose. The Book Illustrations

by G. Behrend are of interest for their graceful

drawing.

ILLUSTRATION TO ANDERSEN b FAIRY TALES

BY MISS ALICE HORTON
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Miss Katie Fisher, and Tapestry Hangings by

Miss Rose Potter, are all good examples of sub-

dued colour harmonies. Clever invention is observ-

able in a large number of the book illustrations ;

one group by Miss Florence Crewe, and another

by Miss Annie McLeish, attract attention ; and

particularly praiseworthy are the illustrations to

The Forsaken Merman and Bans Andersen's Fairy

Tales, by Miss Alice Horton. Some of Miss

Annie McLeish's designs for menu cards are

here reproduced. Mr. Frederick Burridge has

ILLUSTRATION TO ANDERSEN s FAIRY TALES

BY MISS ALICE HORTON

limited his own contributions, but two of his ori-

ginal and effective stencil posters and his charming

little etching, Apple Trees, claim to be mentioned.

The Exhibition remains open until the end of

April. H. B. B.

BIRMINGHAM.—The annual exhibition

of the work of the Birmingham School

of Art brought together a creditable

number of good examples in every

branch. Among the many designs

shown for stencils, wall-papers, jewellery, &c, it is

encouraging to find how many good ones come

DESIGN FOR A MENU CARD BY MISS WMF. MCLEISH

from the branch schools in different parts of the

town. There were some good examples of " still

life," some excellent painting of flowers, and an

interesting item, a set of vigorous studies of turkeys

in water-colour by Miss F. Camm. Figure work
was neither plentiful nor particularly strong, but

there were a good number of excellent studies from

the head, mostly in pencil, one of which, by'_W.' S.

Sherwood, is here reproduced. In modelling there

ILLUSTRATION TO ANDERSEN'S FAIRY TALES

BY MISS ALICE HORTON
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Various large pieces of embroidery were shown,

one of which, by Miss O. Scattergood, obtained a

gold medal at South Kensington. Noticeable

among examples of other crafts was a stained-glass

window entirely made at the school by Miss Mary

J. Newill, some interesting work in enamel, and

two caskets, here reproduced, one in steel and

ril WIND BAS-RELIEF BV MISS J. CHATWIN

I

kl.l'Ml ssl I'MlTER-WilUK BY MISS F. STERN

PENCIL STUDY BY W. s. SHERWOOD

was some good figure work by W. H. Creswick,

and we reproduce a bust by Miss Clara Hill, and

a panel representing the North Wind by Miss J.

Chatwin, as well as a panel in repousse by Miss F.

Stern, which has obtained first prize in a compe-

tition for a name plate for the Technical Art

School.
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in the cave midst primroses and russet leaves—this

is very beautiful both in colour and in most admir-

able technique. Of Mr. Stanhope Forbes' work it

is hardly needful to enlarge. He has a church gate

with steps, and a wall splashed with silver lichens ;

beyond the wall there is a screen of trees and the

church. He has also a picture showing a cottage

door in the evening ; a village postman with his

CABINE1 IN SI KKI \\l> GESSO HY MIS 'III

leather by Miss E. Cowell, and the other in steel

and gesso by Miss E. Gere. The other illustrations

area Christmas card from a colour design by R. J.

Williams, a design for a poster in black and red by

Miss H. Faulkner, and a design for stained-glass

by Miss Evelyn Holden. C. M. G.

NEWLYN.—In a fantastic wood a little

procession of boys clad in antique

dress are following, but fearfully,

their clever brother, Hop-o'-my-

Thumb, who is showing the way and

pointing to the pebbles he has had the foresight to

drop. Mrs. Stanhope Forbes has painted this with

her invariable certainty ; between the thought and

the touch there is none of the evaporation of mean-

ing that takes place with most of us. So, too, in her

Imogen, who, in a youth's dress, lies all unconscious

STAINED '.

CABINET IN" 5TEE1 ASH LEATHER BY MISS E. ("Will

lantern is giving letters to a family group lit by the

conflicting lights.

Mr. Gotch has a picture

entitled The Awakening.

Three angels appear to a

young girl who is just

rising from her bed, which

stands in the corner of a

severely conventional

room ; the painting is done

with that extreme and

consistent elaboration of

finish which we are grow-

ing to look upon as Mr.

Gotch's natural mode of

expression. Mr. Sher-

wood Hunter has a pie

ture suggested by a jubilee

procession: girls all in

white, bearing in their

hands coloured Japanese

lanterns, are filing along

'95
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"the cliff" at Newlyn, the sea and harbour ending

with a lighthouse serving as a background of bluish-

green. Mr. Walter Langley has a picture in which

a little boy is playing on a banjo ;
his friends are

grouped around admiringly. Mr. Ralph Todd

shows a storm with a crowd of fisher-folk watching

its devastation. Mr. Percy Craft has a humorous

picture of fisher lad and maiden. Miss Ford shows

a Madonna with her Holy Child passing forward

through an orchard—very high in tone. Miss

Rosamond Holmes, a nude boy piping to some

peacocks as they trail across a daisy-spotted mead.

Mr. Harvey has a fisher's cottage, a simple motive,

but strong in painting. Mr. Lamorna Birch has a

landscape, and there are many other works that I

have not been able to see, and one other which I

have seen too much of. N. G.

s
T. IVES.—As usual St. Ives, if one

contrasts her painters with those of

Newlyn, is more lavish of colour and

more free in the use of it. The can-

vases seem to have embraced life,

DeSBBN-KRI

DESIGN BY R. J. WILLIAMS

(See Birmingham Studio- Talk)
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DESIGN FOR A POSTER BY MISS HELEN FAULKNER

(See Birmingham Studio- Talk)

wisely or unwisely, under a more ardent impulse
;

the growth seems more spontaneous, the result

more impressional ; but there ! why contrast, more

particularly when the first instance which I shall

take runs in direct opposition to my argument ?

Mrs. Adrian Stokes is still glancing backwards at

the art of the past, and still creating pictures of

dainty execution and of rare and personal feeling.

She is contriving an armoured knight embracing a

fair lady, a queen if one can judge from her head-

dress and her stately robe, the whole set in a dim

wood of tall grave trees. Mr. Stokes has also

painted a wood of solemn pines, between whose

great boles the red sun- stained sky shows luridly.

A knight is here also, but he kneels at the foot of a

shrine. Mr. Stokes' picture appeals to us through

a direct sympathy with nature largely and strongly

expressed. Mrs. Stokes wins us with a more com-

plicated appeal to traditional art and the mysterious

feelings that spring from it, coupled with her own

tenderness and daintiness of execution. Mr. Stokes

has a larger picture of a long mountain range that

wanders across the sky line in rounded masses of

sunlight intersected with purple shadows. Upon

an upland foreground there are sheep that are
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moving in a serried mass down an abrupt ravine

into the dividing valley.

Mr. Olsson has a sea bright with waves that

dance in the sunlight and that reflect the sun-

smitten cliffs beyond : in these merry waters there

are a multitude of merry maidens who disport

themselves in what the artist calls a ' : sea frolic."

The picture is very gay and pleasant in its cool

purple waters and its warm sunlight ; he has also a

bright blue sea over which great sunny clouds are

passing, shedding wisps of grey rain. Mr. Arnsby

Brown has a group of powerfully-drawn cart horses

that have come down to drink at a pool or brook ;

the evening sun strikes them with a most powerful

light that glows and almost glitters on their backs,

staining them with the colours of the dying sun.

St. Ives has, I understand, no lack of other pictures

worthy to be described, but I was not fortunate

—

the studios were mostly shut when I wandered

round in search.

N. G.

M
ANCHESTER.—The members,

Associates, and students of tin-

Manchester Academy of Fine

Arts brought together a very fair

display of their work, though it is

to be regretted that such members as Edward and

William Stott, Greville Morris, and Tom Mostyn

were not represented. For forty years this society

has maintained its place as one of the strongest

organisations of artists in the north of England,

and while much of the work shown is worthy of

hearty commendation, yet the general tone of the

exhibition is lowered by the inclusion of many

works of exceedingly inferior quality.

Considerable interest

has been evinced in Mr.

Fred W. Jackson's Wreck

ofthe " Carulla "
offRuns-

wick. A group of fisher

folk are depicted standing

on a ledge of rock on

which the spray is blow-

ing from a foaming sea,

while they eagerly watch

the lifeboat approach the

doomed vessel. Mr. las.

W. Booth, a young As-

sociate, this year made

his way into the front

rank. He usually devotes

himself to the delineation of farm horses either

in or out of harness, and his work shows an intimate

knowledge of his subjects. An Old Favourite, a

picture of an old white horse, was full of careful

drawing and clever brush-work.

Among the landscapes, Mr. R. (1. Somerset had

some careful and conscientious work, of which

The Meadows was perhaps the lust. The President,

Mr. Clarence Whaite, was not seen to great advan-

tage this year. Mr. Cyril Ward had some strong

and fresh water-colours, and prominent among the

work of the lady painters was Miss I (acre's excellent

portrait of two children on an oak settee. Amongst

the sculpture exhibited a word of special mention

is due to Mr. Cassidy's group, John and Sebastian

Cabot. W. M. R.

NORWAY.—In order fully to understand

the modern art of Norway, it is not

essential that the art critic or the

lover of art should be loaded with

aesthetic theories ; what is far more

necessary is to have grown up under the influence

of the powerful literature of modern Norway, and

perhaps even more, to have had the imagination

filled from very childhood with the beautiful sagas

and folk-lore, or with the wild stories of giants, a

great part of which were derived from a prehistoric

epoch when the three Northern countries spoke but

one language.

Side by side with the great Norwegian writers,

who are now all near the sunset of life, an artist

filled with the same strong love of the beautiful

country, its fiords and galls and sea, has lived and

worked, viz., Professor Hans Gude. It is the open

!»..<

FROM AN on. PAINTING BY e
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Ocean. We always

thoroughly enjoy the

glorious results of the

skill of Fritz Thaulow

applied to French sub-

jects, but we are charmed

even more, perhaps, to

find him at home, and

to meet him in the light

and quiet Northern Sum-

mer Evening, when the

cows return homeward

through the outskirts of

a small country town,

with its plain rural cot-

tages—scenery such as

the accompanying repro-

duction depicts. There

are many other Norwe-

gian landscape painters

to whom attention should

be called did space per-

sea we generally find represented upon Otto Sind- mit ; but certainly the works of Mr. Holmboe must
ing's large canvases in oil, or in his delicate water- not be forgotten, for he is the most prominent of

colour pictures—principally studies from the Arctic the younger men.

'
I WO SISTERS KROM A PAINTING BY II. HEYERPAHl

W> ?i*

.': . " "*

" A SUMMER EVENING

198
FROM A PAINTING BY FRITZ THAULOW
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Portraiture has an accomplished exponent in the

person of E. Werenskiold. He is not content with

producing merely a likeness of a person—he conveys

to us all that is essential in the character of his

subject, and his brilliant art never fails to give

marvellous expression to his psychological studies.

His portrait of Ibsen is reproduced herewith. The
most prominent of the genre painters is H. Heyer-

dahl, whose painting, Two Sisters, is reproduced.

In his art we can trace much of the same intense

human feeling for fellow-creatures which we find

expressed in the works of the Norwegian writers,

but his imagination is also powerful enough to

create a dream-world.

An artist who can claim one of

the most prominent places in

imaginative art in Norway is Chr.

Skredsvig. All that was refined

and heroic in a bygone knightly

era speaks to Mr. Skredsvig, and

he gives us the most charming

glimpses into a past age, when

ballads were still written about

valiant knights and fair damozels.

An old ballad, adapted by a great

Danish writer, has inspired the

picture, of which we are able to

give an illustration (page 197).

There are strong characters, rich

personalities to be found in Nor-

way, both in art and in literature,

and their influence is sure to make
itself felt sooner or later. The
works of Henrik Ibsen, Bjornsson,

and Jonas Lie have filled Europe

with wonder and often also with

scorn, but the true comprehension

of them will come from the full

acquaintance with the modern art

of Norway, just as the music of

Edvard Grieg first revealed to an

outer world what stores of poetry

were hidden away in the moun-

tainous country up in the high

North. S. F.

BR
U S S E L S.—T h e

numerous visitors at

last year's Exhibition

will remember that.

after the Fine Arts

Section of Great Britain, the best

feature of the entire undertaking was the Colonial

Exhibition at Tervueren
;
and they will be glad to

hear that Lieutenant Masui, who had thi man:

ment of it, has been officially appointed to arrange

the Congo Free State Pavilion at the Paris Exhibi-

tion of 1900, while the actual work of erecting the

pavilion itself has been entrusted to our able young

an hitect, M. I [orta.

M. Horta, an appreciation of whose work would

interest the readers of The Studio, is one of a

group of young Brussels architects whose in-

genious methods, after having at first completely

1!V E. \M Kl
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puzzled our " aesthetes "—as we call them here—

arc now gradually compelling admiration. Other

young architects there are in plenty who strive to

be Hortas, but fail to achieve anything beyond

the most superficial imitations. This, however, is

inevitable.

The Liege engraver, F. Marechal, has acquired

a great and well-deserved reputation among ama-

teurs and artists alike by his recent exhibition

of work at the Cercle Artistique of Brussels.

Hitherto he had been known only by the engrav-

ings published years ago, and preserved in the

album of the Societe des Aquafortistes Beiges

;

and this latest display of his came quite as a

revelation. M. Marechal has since been invited

to exhibit at Antwerp and at Munich.

Among the latest posters calling for notice is

one of small dimensions, designed by M. G.

Combaz for the Exhibition of the " Libre-Esthe-

tique " at Brussels. It is excellent in composition,

with the lettering ingeniously disposed ; the some-

what heavy design and the harmonious colouring

being suggestive of Eastern ceramic work. This

poster is printed in six colours. Another interest-

ing poster of entirely different style has been

executed by M. A. Rassenfosse, of Liege. It is

of great size, and intended to

announce the bah publics. It

represents a pair of pierrettes,

one in red, the other in black,

dancing together.

F. K.

STUTTGART. —
Among the younger

painters of the

capital of Wurtem-

burg foremost

places are held by Otto

Reinigerand Hermann Pleuer.

They were both born in 1863

at Stuttgart, and have both

studied in Munich and Stutt-

gart, but neither the Royal

Academy of Munich nor the

Royal Art School of Stuttgart

could maintain that the two

artists owe to them their actual

methods of painting. Both

painters are uninfluenced by

any particular school. Their

pictures cannot well be com-

pared with the works of any

of the present or ancient

masters, and they can only be

understood and appreciated

by those who have made a

careful study of them.

\ Bl \ IN WINTER

?°9

1 ri i\i a I'Aimim; by «'i i" REINIGER

Otto Reiniger is a land-

scapist. He chooses for pre-

ference subjects from his

native country Wurtemburg,

whose charming scenery is

—

I daresay fortunately — not

yet much known to the
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tourist of to-day. He has paid several visits to

Italy, but has nevertheless remained truly and

essentially German. He is a sincere admirer of

the great painters of the past, but above all he

loves nature whenever he finds her simple and

unpretentious. All his pictures are painted in the

open air— every touch from nature. There i^

nothing artificial in his

work, everything is full

of truth and sincerity,

and, moreover, he has

never been taken in by

the juvenile errors of

eccentricity, but from the

very outset of his career

has been aware of the

fact that, if there is any

secret in art, it is to be

found in a facility for

reproducing nature in the

plainest way possible.

degree of perfection as a painter of out-of-door

effects and of interiors with figures. His paintings,

which are very powerful and betray a strong and

vigorous individuality, are also made direct from

nature. Much of his time has been devoted to

the delineation of night and twilight scenes, and he-

has frequently demonstrated his abilities to express

Hermann Pleuer is a

genre and landscape

painter, and being a first-

rate colourist and a de-

votee of simplicity, he

has reached a high

I WILIGH I
n: \K1 RAH WAY -. I A l I> >N

FROM A PAINTING BY HERMANN PLEUER
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the most subtle phases of light without any ap-

parent effort. Lately he has been much attracted

by the realism of the railway traffic at the Stuttgart

terminus, and has produced some very interesting

works which display considerable strength and

vitality. The picture here reproduced is painted

in a brilliant colour and, in spite of the difficult

nature of the subject, the correctness of tone

and the technique are quite extraordinary.

F. K. F.

ness of his mind glories above all in neat and

exact workmanship.

D
RESDEN.—Very opportunely Albert

Robida laments, in a recent article

written for the Revue Encyclopedique

Larousse, the way in which our cen-

tury has proceeded to " uglify " (if I

may follow him in the coining of this word) historic

picturesque localities. Old views of notably beau-

tiful spots at Caen, Lyons, Mt. St. Michel, &c, are

reproduced, and contrasted with photographs taken

of these same places as they appear to-day. In

all cases where Nature had been allowed a hand in

the formation of the scene, depth, variety, and a

refreshing want of symmetry prevail. But nowa-

days she has been elbowed out by the engineer

of jejune fancy and the architect, who in the little-

We in Dresden shall unfortunately be able to

add another to Robida's list of examples, as in all

probability the most picturesque part of the

" Briihl'sche Terrasse " will be torn down to make

room for a new parliamentary building. This " first

balcony of Europe," as it has been justly called,

is certainly the foremost landmark of the city, and

for the last hundred years or more all general

views of Dresden have been taken from a stand-

point to display it to advantage. Its noble

approach combines, with the Court Church, the

splendid old bridge and the gateway of the Castle,

in forming an unsurpassed view and one not easily

forgotten ; but before long the harmony of the spot

will be utterly destroyed by a massive, ungainly

building, which will take the place of the terrace

and drive away all beauty for ever.

Other notable buildings, dating from Dresden's

best period, the middle of the last century, have

gone before, especially some that lined the narrow

streets where the riots of 1848 broke out. A
ponderous police court is to be seen there now

mm -m

Ml KM PAIN I IM,
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Reviews of Recent Publications

A. Mohrbutter's Somebody's Darlings, G. Oeder's

Gebirgslandschaft, some coloured wood prints by

Otto Eckmann, and lithographs by Hans Thoma.

Amongst the gifts to the gallery may be mentioned

Gervitter, by G. Achen (Copenhagen), and Eine

iuttge Dame, by A. Mohrbutter. In sculpture the

museum acquired a terra-cotta figure, Mother and

Child, of Sigurd Neandros, and the Athlete, of Franz

Stuck. In the ceramic section the museum pur-

chased works from the Berlin manufactory, from

the royal manufactory of Copenhagen, and from

that of Bing and Grondahl in the same town.

Also pottery by I >e Morgan, Schmuz-Baudiss, T.

F. Willumsen (Copenhagen), Bigot, Dalpayrat,

and Dammouse, in addition to some fine speci-

mens of glassware by Emile Galle, and some

mosaic windows by Karl Engelbrecht. The

total value of objects acquired by the museum

amounts to 30,000 marks. Several paintings and

other objets ifart, to the value of 24,500 marks,

were sold to private purchasers. The first exhibi-

tion in the new museum was a decided success,

both from an artistic and financial point of view.

REVIEWS OF RECENT
PUBLICATIONS.

The Life of our Lord Jesus Christ. With Notes

and Explanatory Drawings by J. James Tissot.

(London : Sampson Low, Marston & Co. Paris :

I.emercier & Co.)—M. Tissot, in his introduction

to this sumptuous work, says that he was induced

to undertake it in order to " restore to those scenes

[of the life of Christ] as far as possible the actual

aspect assumed by them when they occurred. For

this, was it not indeed absolutely necessary to

study on the spot the configuration of the land-

scape and the character of the inhabitants, en-

deavouring to trace back from their modern repre-

sentatives, through successive generations, the

original types of the races of Palestine and the

various constituents which go to make up what is

called antiquity ? " Accordingly a journey was

made by him in 18S6 to Egypt and Palestine, and

from the sketches and drawings there made the

illustrations to his book have been completed.

Realising the fact that the charm of the East is

in great measure due to its chromatic beauty, those

who have been concerned in the publication of the

volumes have reproduced in facsimile the artist's

coloured drawings.

The expense thereby entailed must have been

enormous, and whether the result, from the artistic

point of view, is such as to justify the outlay is
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open to grave doubt. Coloured illustrations printed

in juxtaposition with type in black ink, are never

entirely pleasant in effect, however beautifully they

may have been executed ; and the fashion which

has obtained of late years, especially among the

Paris publishers, of intermingling the two is as

unsatisfactory as the proverbial effort to mix oil

and vinegar.

Of M. Tissot's efforts to make his drawings

topographically and ethnographically correct much

may be said in praise ; but, granted he has been

successful in carrying out the task he set himself,

it appears to us that he has only done so, in many

instances, by a sacrifice of the nobility of the great

story. We may smile at the incongruity and the

want of historical exactness exhibited in the can-

vases and frescoes of the great Italian painters,

but there is a loftiness of sentiment over all their

work which accords with the dignity of the subject

to a far greater degree than the naturalism of

M. Tissot and other painters of the modern realistic

school.

Nevertheless, in spite of its shortcomings, this

work is a great one, and cannot fail to give pleasure

to many who still regard its theme with the affec-

tion and veneration that rightly belong to it.

Harbutfs Plastic Method. By W. Harbutt.

(London : Chapman & Hall, Limited.)—The ob-

ject of this handbook is to explain the use of

" Plasticine " in the arts of writing, drawing, and

modelling in educational work—in other words to

advocate the use of a new modelling material

invented by Mr. Harbutt, and to prove its value as

a means of imparting to students a knowledge of

the principles of design. The material has certain

exceptional advantages, for it retains its elasticity

under all sorts of conditions, and does not require

the attention and care in use which are indispen-

sable in the management of ordinary modelling clay.

The book sets forth these advantages at some

length, and includes also many practical directions

which cannot fail to assist the beginner in his study

of elementary sculpture. The possibilities of

modelling as a means of teaching form and line

arrangement are adequately stated, and the pre-

sence of fifty-six plates, reproducing examples of

the work actually done in plasticine, gives the book

an additional value, for these illustrations serve

even better than the text to explain the manner in

which the student should work.

La Peinture au Chateau de Chantilly. By F. A.

Gruyer. (Paris : Plon et Nourrit.)—As is well

known, the late Due d'Aumale brought together

within the walls of Chantilly a marvellous collec-
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tion of paintings and works of art. The volume just

published from the pen of M. (Iruyer, of the

Institut, is really a sort of illustrated catalogue of

the contents of these galleries. The two volumes

deal, one with Foreign Schools, the other with the

French School, and each contains forty helio

gravures, executed by the firm of Braun et Cie.

Nothing could be more instructive from the stand-

point of historical art than this work, in which M.

Gruyer analyses with charming literary skill each

of the works displayed in the splendid home of

the Condes. As for the Italian School, it is repre-

sented by absolute masterpieces of Giotto, 1'eru-

gini, Ghirlandajo, Fra Bartolommeo, Botticelli,

Raphael, Pollajuolo, and Filippino I.ippi; while

in the Flemish and Dutch Schools we find

examples of Ruysdael, Pourbus, Van Eyck, Rogei

van der Weyder, and Van Dyck. from France

itself we have Lebrun, Largilliere, and Rigaud of

the seventeenth century ; Oudry, Lancret, Watteau,

Drouais, Van Loo, Greuze, and Huet in the eigh-

teenth century ; and in the present century, Ge"ri-

cault, Charlet, Gros, Delacroix, Meissonier, Corot,

Jules Dupre, Fromentin, and Baudry, to name but

a few among many, all seen in beautiful work of

matchless quality. This delightful book bears

striking testimony of the enlightened taste exhibited

by that perfect grand seigneur, the Due d'Aumale.

The Central Italian Painters of the Renaissance.

By Bernhard Berenson. (London: G. 1'

Putnam's Sons.)—This excellent handbook, uni-

form with previous works by the same author on

the Venetian and the Florentine painters of the

Renaissance, is to be followed by another on the

North Italian Schools. Space forbids the detailed

notice that it well deserves. It may be that the essay

itself is a little "precious " at times, but it reveals

a student and a scholar, and the index (so called),

which covers some seventy pages, is most valuable,

giving as it does, under each artist's name, his

principal works and their whereabouts : a frontis-

piece, after Raphael's La Donna Vctata, is well

reproduced in collotype. The scries supplies a

distinct need.

Carpentry andJoinery. A Text-book for Archi-

tects, Engineers, Surveyors, Craftsmen. By Ban-

nister F. Fletcher, A.R.I. B. A., and II. Phillips

Fletcher, A. R.I.B.A. (London: D. Fourdri-

nier, 1898.)—This is a fairly concise treatise upon

a subject concerning which many elaborate and

exceedingly scientific treatises are already in exist-

ence. That, however, as the Messrs. Fletcher

themselves point out, many of these more im-

portant volumes are cumbersome and \ rbosi

while others ai tin accord with modern pra< tii e,

may be cheerfully conceded
;
Inner there clearly

exists a nei cssity lor a concise book on the subj

of carpentry and joinery which may lie nut only

eful foi refereno to thi an hiti 1
1 and engi ,

but also may to son • .Mem meet the requirements

of the craftsman. Beginning with a clear descrip-

tion of the various woods in use anil their 1 1m

teristics, the authors proceed to concern them

selves with the tools in common use by the cai

penter and joiner and the purpose for which each

is used. Having thus cleared the way, they pro

ceed to .m elaborate survey of the various joints

used in carpentry, rightly considering that tin-,, lii

at the very root of the craft. The main objei ts ol

carpentry are then considered, and the ci instruction

of the roofs, bridges, shorings andstrutting . Booi

floor-coverings, and framings, as in partitions and

so forth, an- clearly and logically explained. The
latter portion of the- volume deals with ornamental

carpentry, and with such interior fittings as doors,

windows, skylights, and so forth. There is an

1 xcellent chapter upon staircases and a suggestive

one upon bevels. The book is throughout illus-

trated with admirably drawn diagrams, which are

wanting in neither clearness nor accuracy. Alto-

gether, this little handbook seems in every respect

an admirable one, and quite likely to be of use to

all those classes of professional men and others for

whom it is professedly designed.

The Story of the Potter. By C. F. BlNNS. With

fifty-seven illustrations. (London : Newnes, Ltd.)

Price is.—A useful little history of pottery and

porcelain, written by one well acquainted with the

art. The subject is too extensive to he satis-

factorily treated upon in such a small book, and

perhaps no one is more conscious of that fact than

the author himself. This makes it all the more

remarkable that so much could be said in so little

space. The illustrations are very tin}-, and conse-

quently convey but a poor impression of the objects

depicted. It is a pity the publisher could not

have reproduced them upon a larger scale, even if

he had been compelled to charge a f< w pi m e more

tor the book. By the way, the titling of the illus-

tration on [>. 63 as "
1 tamascus Wart- "

is surely an

error.

The Year's. lit. 1898. (London : J. S. Virtue

1 o.) The nineteenth annual issue of this *x

cellent publication comes to hand even fuller and

more comprehensive in scope than its predecessors,

and the extraordinary amount of valuable informa

tion to he found between its covei the

volume indispensable to all who interest themsel
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in matters appertaining to art. It may, perhaps,

: d that the letters in the directory de-

the galleries at which pictures have been

exhibited during the past year convey a somewhat

erroneous impression with regard to the output of

the various artists, inasmuch as no mention is

made of the fact that the same picture is not in-

frequently sent to more than one exhibition in the

course of a year. In one case, for instance, no

fewer than eleven pictures are attributed to a well-

known painter who would probably be the first to

protest against the evils of over-production. This,

however, in no way detracts from the general ex-

cellence of the publication.

Picturesque Dublin, Old andNew. By Frances

Gerard. (London : Hutchinson & Co.) Price I2J-.

—A pleasantly written account of the picturesque

capital of the " Sister Isle," plentifully illustrated

after old prints, photographs, and some wash-

drawings by Miss Rose Barton. The charm of

colour which is a characteristic of Miss Barton's

work is unfortunately missing in the reproductions

here given, which, of necessity, are in black and
white. It would nevertheless appear that she is

equally happy in her delineations of the streets of

Dublin as in those of London. Would it were

possible to bring back to these old streets something
of the brightness which formerly characterised them,

and which the writer so graphically describes !

Tonkin to India. By Prince Henri d'Orlkans.
(London: Methuen e\: Co.) Price 25.?.—The
author's brilliant account of his journey overland from
Tonkin to India by the sources of the Irawadi is

illustrated by a large number of unusually excellent

woodcuts by G. Vuillier, in which the characteristics

of the country through which the traveller passed
and the types of the people whom he met are well

portrayed. Great freedom of work with directness

of execution are the prominent features of modern
French wood-engraving, and these characteristics

are well exemplified by the examples in this work.

A surprising lack of originality is perhaps the
most striking point observable in the new art

magazines which have lately burst upon the world
in such considerable numbers. The size, shape,
form, and general features of The Studio have
been copied again and again with flattering, if mono-
tonous, persistence, whilst those responsible have
apparently lost sight of the important fact that the
illustration of good examples of art, in addition to

comeliness of production, is usually looked upon
as an essential element of such publications. It is

with satisfaction therefore that we turn over the
206

pages of Ver Sacrum, the new organ of the

Vereinigung Bildender Kuenstler Osterreichs, pub-

lished by Messrs. Gerlach and Schenk of Vienna,

and note that the promoters have struck out a new
line and have succeeded in producing a journal at

once attractive to look upon and valuable as a

means of keeping in touch with the doings of a

distinctly interesting group of Austrian artists who
have freed themselves from the burden of academic

shackles. We heartily commend Ver Sacrum to

the notice of our readers.

Apropos of the foregoing remarks, a certain new

art magazine from Germany has lately issued a

circular in which it is referred to as " The German
Studio." As this might lead to misapprehension,

it is well perhaps to state that the publication in

question is in no way connected with this magazine.

We have received from Mr. George Allen a copy

of The Literary Year-Book for 1898, which con-

tains some three hundred well-printed pages of

information that cannot fail to be of immense

practical value to all interested in literature. It

has for a frontispiece an excellent photogravure

portrait of Ruskin.

A
WARDS IN "THE STUDIO"
PRIZE COMPETITIONS.

Design for a Lady's Belt Buckle.

(A XII.)

The First Prize {Two guineas) is awarded to

Jason (John Thirtle, The Llms, Banstead Road,

Ewell, Surrey).

The Second Prize (One guinea) will be trebled

and divided between Orpheus (Thomas Corson,

8 Blenheim Walk, Leeds) ; Magpie (Gertrude M.
Siddall, 19 Eaton Road, Chester); and Gyges

(Emile Icguy, Rue de Sunhergue 63, Paris.

The above designs will be reproduced in colours

and will appear in a later number.

Honourable Mention is given to the following:

—

Abracadabra (H. A. Churchill, St. Paul's Square,

Burton-on-Trent) ; Avon (Sophie Pumphrey, Wood-
stock Road, Moseley, Birmingham) ; Gesp (Nella

Boon, Willemstraat 26, The Hague); Alice (G. H.

Glenny); Aberbrothock (H. T. Wyse) ; Asterisk

(Edith Snowdon); Bat (Chas. W. Crosby) ; Beck

(G. C. Carter) ; Bufo (Madeline Gregory) ; Cyclops

(L. Day) ; Corrigenda (Miss Watkin) ; Demy (Allan

Inglis) ; Fantigue (Mabel St. John Mildmay)

;

Frenchy (Jacques Houry) ; Flaxley (F. H. Crawley-

Boevey); H. C. (Hilda Chalk); Merial (M. J.

Hunt) ; May (May Dixon) ; Merton (Walter
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HON. MENTION
VBR V M' IB] >.

Taylor) ; Nimpi ( )

;

Novice (Adele Hay)

;

Phantasm (Jas. T. Bir-

chell) ; SirPercival (George

E. Kruger) ; Speed (T. W.

Whipp) ; Sanchet (Miss G.

Biggs) ; Tramp (David C.

Veazey); Tip-it (Mary

Wilcock) ; Veritas (Helena

Appleyard) ; and Vulcan

(F. Mason-Cooke).

Design for an Adver-

tisement.

(A XIII. Extra.)

The First Prize {Three

guineas) is awarded to

Corydon (W. E. Webster,

4 Ifield Road, Fulham

Road, S.W.)

The Second Prize (Two

guineas) to Osseo (Osmond

Pittman, 49 Stanley Gar-

dens, Hampstead).

Honourable Mention is

given to the following :

—

Aberbrothock (Henry T.

W'yse) ; Aqua (Mabel

Syren); Alastor (R. J-

Marras); Black and White

(James Wilson) ; Barbe

Rouge (Percy H. Bate);

HON. MENTION GEbP

HON. MENTION W..N "
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Illustration for a Nursery Rhyme (Competition B XI.)

KIRS'I PRIZE
•• PAN

"

Bed-Time (Mrs. A. Gandy) ; Gargantua (Jacques

Houry) ; Heelt (Ethel Cassels Gillespy) ; Nimpi

); Orchid (John I). Fergusson) ;
Pan (Fred

H. Ball) ; and Tramp (David C. Yeazey).

Illustration for a Nursery Rhyme.

"Old King Coll."

(BXI.)

The First Prize (One guinea) is awarded to

Pan (F. H. Ball, 189 Noel Street, Nottingham).

The Second Prize (Half a guinea) to Drakejell

(Percy V. Bradshaw, 128 1 Irakefell Road, St.

Catherine's Park, S.E.).

Honourable Mention is given to the following :

—

Balbus (Isabel Watkin) ; Fiddler (May Seddon

Tyrer) ; Hurry Bungs/10 (Helen Kiick) ; Ivanhoe

(Alfred Evans)
;
Jawkor (Janet Simpson) ; Tim

(Frank Wiles) ; and Yam (Fthel Cassels Gillespy).

Study of Leafless Trees.

(C XI.)

The First Prize (One guinea) is awarded to

Stonecutter ( Ernest E. Briscoe, 58 Fernlea Road,

Balham),
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The Second Prize (Haifa guinea) to Out Door

(W. K. Blacklock, 28 Kempsford Gardens, Earl's

Court, S.W.).

Honourable mention is given to the following :

—

Attician (J. T. Friedensen, 9 Coulan Street, King's

Road, Chelsea, S.W.) ; Dryade (William Alfare)

;

Gyges (Emile Icguy) ; Ivanhoe (Alfred Evans) ; El

Tor (Margaret J. Chilton) ; Jason (John Thirtle)

;

Madeline (Madeline Lewis) ;
Rook (Mary Burfield) ;

and Timber (J. H. Hipsley).

Photographs from Nature.

Landscape with Church.

(D V.)

The First Prize (Out guinea) is awarded to

Newton (W. J. Warren, Claremont, Newton Park,

Leeds).

The Second Prize (Half a guinea) to Otie

(Walter E. Hughes, Villa Concordia, Davos Dorf,

Switzerland).

Honourable mention is given to the following :—

Camera (Winifred Gotch) ; Goldrill (Walter S.

Corder) ; and Ruisseaux (Jas. Burns).
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Photographs from Nature (Competition D I '.)

FIRST PRIZE •• NEW ["ON

SECOND l'KIZE "on i
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TJic Lay Figure

THE LAY FIGURE.

" I never could see the force of

Painter-Etchers as a name for a

Society—why not one also of sculptor-

lithographers, or architect-engravers ?
"

the Decadent Poet grumbled. "Oh, yes, I know it

implies the men make their own etchings direct

from Nature, or out of their heads, and don't copy

other chaps' pictures. But why that should make

a poor etching a thing to be honoured, while a

line mezzotint after Reynolds or Watts's ' Orpheus

and Eurydice ' done by Frank Short must therefore

be excluded, seems to me simply hair-splitting."

"Where would you draw the line then?" said

the Journalist. "If you allow a fellow to copy a

pen-drawing by a master on a plate and bite it in,

you could not logically object to the photo-etcher,

who would do it still more accurately."

"That may be : I don't care if it is so,'' the Poet

said in reply. " I think an etcher should be re-

garded merely as one of the many black and white

draughtsmen. I know, of course, that the

mechanical technique of his craft is hard to

master, but I fail to see, if that be the only point

on which he prides himself, why a mezzotinter

is not as good."

"But if he does original work he surely is," said

the Journalist. "The President of the Society him-

self contributed mezzotints to itscurrentexhibition."

" They let their fellows etch or mezzotint their

own paintings, don't they?" the Decadent Poet

continued; "why not let them copy other men's
work if they want to ?"

"Then you would allow translations to be of

equal literary importance as original texts, would
you? If some foreign schoolmaster translated

Darwin's 'Origin of Species,' you would regard

author and translator as equally men of science
;

so might you place the copyists at the Louvre in

the ranks of great masters. You must own that

some of them are so expert that you cannot tell the

difference between photographs taken from the

original and from the copy."

" Never mind parallels," said the Decadent ;
" is

not Frank Short's 'Orpheus and Eurydice' ten

thousand times greater as a work of art than half

the stuff at the Painter-Etchers ?
"

"So, possibly, a translation of your famous
French quatrain, if I ventured to turn it into
English, might seem to the world finer than the
average minor poet's masterpiece," the Journalist
retorted.

"Nonsense'" the Decadent broke in hastily,
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" you couldn't translate the untranslatable
; your

poem might be good, but it would be yours, not

mine, and I hold that is exactly akin. If it were

good the credit should be yours."

"Then," said the Journalist, demurely, "you
would allow me, with the fire I had stolen, to be

received as one who had a right to Parnassus ?
"

"I said you could not translate that particular

poem, only ?/ you could," said the Decadent loftily.

" Poems are creations
;
you cannot judge them like

pictures as mere copies of Nature."

" But as translations of Nature, and therefore

equally dignified as the earlier creation,'' the Journa-

list retorted with a spice of malice. " Is that your

case ?
"

" Don't quibble," a Pen Draughtsman broke in,

" there is all the difference in the world between

the poorest original work and the best copy. I

have seen a schoolboy imitate the cover of Punch
so exactly that, had it been a banknote, the thing

would have been blank forgery. What I feel is

that it is folly to have a society devoted to a small

—if honourable— art, and to have none for pen-

drawing, original wood-engravings, lithographs, and
the rest, which are essentially allied with it. I

would keep out the etcher-copyist, and all the other

copyists—yes, even wood-engravers like Florian. Not
because they are secondary in any way, but because

they are entirely different. To translate a painting

into a mezzotint is even more difficult, in one sense,

than to make an original from Nature. Because the

man who does it has to translate Nature as a previous

artist had seen it, and no two temperaments see it

alike. But to keep out lithography and the rest,

and admit the translator-engraver, whatever his

skill, seems to me to be mere folly. If, however,

a society so well-established, with a president so

notable, could step in and repair the contemptuous

attitude of the Academy towards black and white

it would be a very big step towards better things."

" I fail to see that the Royal Academy is contemp-

tuous towards black and white," said the Lay
Figure. " It certainly is very stingy in wall space, but

the mystery is that they admit any black and white

when the demands of painters are so far in excess of

the wall space. But if you wish to flood the

Painter-Etchers with all ' black and white,' I fear

the hosts would soon be treated about as liberally as

the Academy treats us, and that the etchers would

soon find themselves outvoted and exiled from their

own show. If we have not pluck enough to form

a society for original work in black and white, we
had better wait until we have more faith in our-

selves." The Lay Figure.
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Auguste Rodhi

HE WORK OF AUGUSTE
RODIN. BY GABRIEL
MOUREY.
Even now, in writing of Rodin, I

cannot recall without emotion the impression of

grandeur, and beauty, and mystery—mystery espe-

cially—produced within and by the mere name of

this great artist, before I had so much as seen any

of his work.

The triumphant success of some exhibition, held,

if I mistake not, in the spring of 1888, at Georges

Petit's, where Rodin and Claude Monet for the first

time gave a public display on a big scale, reached

my ears far away in the provinces, and aroused in

me a feeling of enthusiastic interest. The illus-

trated papers, the art magazines of the time were

full of reproductions of Rodin's sculptures. Not

a day passed but one came across the names of the

two artists in the newspapers—lauded to the skies

by some, consigned to perdition by others. For a

battle royal was raging over

their productions. There-

were those who proclaimed

Rodin the finest sculptor of

the century, and declared

that since Michael Angelo

himself no one had wielded

the chisel with such power,

or had gone so far towards

investing his figures with

life ; that, in a word, the

great tradition of heroic

sculpture — lost awhile —
had revived in him. On
the other hand, those who

remained imbued with the

spirit of traditional art, with

its academic formula-, re-

sented his amazing fertility,

accused him of coarseness

and extravagance, and even

went so far as to deny his

right to handle the chisel at

all, dubbing him a morbid

madman, who, while igno-

rant of the very alphabet of

his craft, sought to hide his

want of knowledge beneath

a mass of the most presump-

tuous aspirations that ever

came into an artist's brain.

To others again, Rodin ap-

peared simply an eccentric

XIII. No. 62.—May, 1S9S.

person, anxious to make a stir by his peculiarities,

but destined, when once known to the public at

large, to settle down and produce sculpture like

the otIters I

It may be imagined how great was the impression

made on the mind of a young man who, even then,

was an enthusiast in all that concerned art ; how

this alternate praise and censure fired his imagina-

tion. May I therefore be pardoned these personal

reminiscences. My only reason for thus mention-

ing myself is that at this moment there may be

young people living remote from Paris who have

come across photographs of Rodin's work, and are

experiencing the same feelings of awe and admira-

tion and mystified respect I once knew so well.

In the main I still feel as I did then every time

I find myself in the presence of this mild yet way-

ward genius. Whenever I enter that studio away

there in the Rue de l'Universite, close by the
( 'hamp de Mars, the old sensations—which have

not changed, but only taken fuller form—come

I 01 A \Vt.\I \\ ].\ \l GUSTE RODIN
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upon me again. Such abundance of life, such

rigour, such movement, such power of workman-

ship is in this work, one cannot choose but feel

some agitation in seeing it ; and in order to form a

sound opinion respecting Rodin's art generally, one

must do more than judge by isolated examples of

his work, however fine. One must see it in its

intimit'e, observe it in course of production.

Rodin was kind enough one day to show me

over a studio he has at the other end of Paris on

the Barriere d'ltalie side. Here we find ourselves

among the old houses of the last century, real

country villas of tasteful design once enclosed in

spacious gardens, but now, in the overgrown Paris

of to-day, boasting nothing more than small back-

yards. In a house of this sort, on the Boulevard

BUS I l IF |ULES DALOl
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d'ltalie, Rodin has fixed the studio in question. I

say studio, but it would be more accurate to call it a

sort of depot for his unfinished productions. To

a ceaseless worker like Rodin, who is never idle

for a moment, but ever manipulating pieces of

clay with his busy fingers, just like an inveterate

smoker constantly rolling cigarettes, there comes

many an idea which cannot immediately be

realised, if at all ; consequently one finds here an

abundance of unfinished work, numerous studies

of immense interest and value, but destined never

to be more than incomplete " bits." The ground

floor of the house is full of them. I spent several

delightful hours examining these first " sketches,"

representing a leg or an arm, a torso or a hand, a

note of a gesture, an indication of a movement.

This is real life, seized in

all its spontaneity, with-

out touching-up or elabo-

ration, and handled with

masterly sureness.

Having seen all this

one must needs admire the

artist's work unreservedly,

for its secrets, its intimit'e,

have been revealed, and

one can realise to the full

his artistic sincerity and

honesty of purpose. His

work is simply prodigious

in its exuberant vitality ;

and to the glorious names

of the three greatest

French sculptors of the

century—Rude, Preault,

and Carpeaux — must

surely be added that of

Rodin. For he is of the

same family, the same

race, as the master sculp-

tors of all the ages. People

have often compared him

to Michael Angelo. They

have been right and wrong

at the same time. It is

not for the contempo-

raries of a great man to

"place" him with such

precision as this ; and, in-

deed, there is a certain

sort of eulogy which harms

rather than benefits an

artist, however famous he

by auguste rodin be. What I mean is this :
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to most people, even to the enlightened many, the

name of Michael Angelo represents the highest

genius of which a sculptor is capable. Michael

Angelo and Raphael are by universal consent the

topmost peaks in sculpture and in painting. There-

fore you will never succeed in making any one

believe that it is possible to equal their work, or

even to produce anything approaching it ; espe-

cially when their rivals are men of our own day, men

whose faces we know, men whom we have seen,

dressed in our own fashion, speaking our own

familiar tongue, and living our own everyday life.

Thus it is wrong to compare Rodin with Michael

Angelo : and I am sure the obstinacy of some of

those who persist in denying the genius of this

great artist is due simply to the fact that others

SAIN1 JOHN Till, BAPTIS1 (FRAGMENT)
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have tried to force upon them a coupling of the

two names in which they are unable to coincide.

The fact remains, however, that Rodin's work

has a greater analogy with that of Michael Angelo

than with any other ; and this is the opinion of all

who know that work intimately. For he is striding

in the same direction, aiming at the same ideal

—

which is to extract from life its deepest secrets, and

to express its eternal mysteries in all sincerity and

truth ; to evolve from out the sheer, material shape

of the human body the divine spark hidden within

it, and for ever unseen by the blind eyes of the

majority. And surely this is the animating prin-

ciple of all lofty art—the revealing to others of that

secret, invisible soul, which is no less real, though

less apparent, than the mere external form.

Sculpture is far better

adapted to this purpose

than painting ; for it is less

conventional, and relies on

principles more nearly

allied to truth, while em-

ploying the simplest and

most normal methods to

this end. Sculpture is the

eternal art. In it humanity

babbles its earliest words,

and generations yet to

come, so long as there are

men and women in the

world, will turn to it to

assuage their thirst for

tangible reality. Without

excess of paradox, one

may indeed almost imagine

the day when men will

have grown tired of paint-

ing, when the flat repre-

sentation of things in line

and colour will bring no

pleasure, when all this

illusion—at once puerile

and sublime — will have

palled. But sculpture, in

an age more material, more

prone to reality, will always

prove a source of delight,

instant and palpable. Un-

like painting, it is indepen-

dent of time and fashion
;

the years roll on and

periods change, but sculp-

ture remains ever much the

by auguste Roinx same. If we examine it
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closely, there is very little difference between the

sculpture of the ancients and that of the Middle

The mode of expression alone has changed,

in accordance with the difference of the sentiments

to be expressed : but the aesthetic basis of the art

has undergone no variation.

These reflections are perhaps not altogether

beside the mark in connection with an artist of

such capacity as Rodin, an artist who, whatever

may be said of him, has a most lively feeling for

tradition, and represents with all possible force and

dignity the highest forms of modern French sculp-

ture.

It is—be it said without the slightest disparage-

CLAUDli LORKAIN MONUME.N'l A I NA.Si 1 BY AUGUSTE
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ment of his other work—in his smaller productions

that we may best study and understand Rodin's

genius. Impulsive as he is, ever keen to note the

least movement, the slightest quiver in animate

form, he naturally finds himself less at ease in

monumental work, demanding that patient matter-

of-fact labour, in which, it must be admitted, he is

sometimes lacking. But when it comes to seizing

an attitude, and fixing its effect throughout the

human form, portraying the quivering of the

living flesh, Rodin is incomparable, his genius

shining out in that absolute perfection which alone

the greatest masters of his art have attained.

Henry Beyle, author of " La Chartreuse de

Parme " and " L'Histoire de la Peinture

en Italie," wrote this strange prophecy

in 1817: "For two centuries political

feeling — so-called — proscribed all

strong passions, and in course of re-

pression succeeded in destroying them

altogether, so that there was no evi-

dence of their existence save in the

villages. The nineteenth century will

restore their rights. If we were blessed

in our days with a Michael Angelo,

what might he not achieve ! What a

torrent of new sensations and pleasures,

would he pour forth among a race so

well prepared for him by the drama

and the novel ! Perhaps he might

create a modern school of sculpture

;

perhaps might make this art express

the emotions, or those at least which

are in accord with it ?
"

No words could apply more aptly

than these to Rodin's work, for the

splendid truth he reveals is magnified

by the breath of a burning passion.

The inert matter modelled by the artist

is transfigured, animated by a rhythm

that is more than human, the eternal

rhythm of life and emotion.

See, at this Gate of Hell the mass

of suffering wretches, torn by anguish,

enduring all the tortures of remorse

—

the damned, who have received the

wages of their sin, a struggling heap of

writhing bodies falling together in all

the madness of hopeless despair. Such

is the impression of his gigantic

scheme for the Porte de L'Enfer, still,

alas ! unfinished. The frame-work of

the door, the door itself, and the lintel

over it are thronged with figures in
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indescribable tumult, while the seated form aboyi

—Dante, no doubt— is deep in his terrible vision,

his gaze full of sorrow at the sight of suffering and

horror so great.

Another work is a woman's body, a Dandide

plunging, through the waves, her supple croup

quivering neath the rush of water ; another, Le

Baiser, a man sitting bent forward in an attitude

of profound tenderness, and holding in his arms a

beautiful girl, who clings to him as though afraid.

Here, again, is the head of Saint John, on a

charger. His lips, half open, still seem to breathe

forth holy words ; his upturned eyes still strive to

see the beauty of God's heavens ; and his long

hair, all dabbled in his

blood, falls loose around.

La Chimere shows a

woman with cold, indif

ferent, impassive face, her

looking straight in

front of her. She is beai

ing away in her flight the

poet captured by her fasci-

nations. He clings to her,

and, frail as she is, her

strength is enough to carrj

him off. His face drawn

with half-voluptuous pain,

he gazes on her yearningly,

as if to fathom the enigma

of her being, and his whole

body writhes in torture.

Hut she flies along, listless

and disdainful, her lips

curling with a smile of

victorious witchery.

To realise fully the deli-

cacy of sentiment, tin line

feeling, of which this great

artist is i :a] able, one should

look again and again on

his group in high relief,

carved in a sort of stony

cavity, and representing a

Mother ami Child. The

woman, crouching in a

charming pose, plays with

her little one. The baby's

form is modelled with ex-

traordinary suppleness, and

the woman herself is

shaped with rare beauty.

It is a delightful poem of

maternal love, a work of

real human feeling, which stirs one by its sincerity

and sweetness.

Look at this head of a woman (page 217), whii h

might well be styled La Reflexion. Examine it

closely. Beneath the cap adorning her lovely pen

sive brow we see the calm spiritual face. What

dreams are these passing before her placid 1

The mouth is grave, the features bear the stamp

of gentle resignation. She typifies the melancholy

of thought in the presence of life, the quiet sadness

of humanity face to face with the great mystery of

existence.

Look, too, at this Bust ofa Woman in the Luxem-

bourg Gallery (page 215). How rich, how harmo-
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nious, how flexible in modelling ! The blood is

coursing in the veins beneath this skin ;
this face is

moved by real nerves and muscles ; this flesh is full

of healthy life. And how exquisite the art in the base

of the bust, surrounded by strange flowers, heaped

there as though an offering of admiration to beauty !

Rodin excels in iconographic sculpture, that

most risky branch of the art. His busts of Dalou,

Victor Hugo, Henri Rochefort, Puvis de Cha-

vannes, and Octave Mirbeau, are overflowing with

life, and give the clearest and surest indication of

the characteristics of the models, mental as well as

physical.

One of the artist's noblest productions is his

LE SONGE DE LA VIE BY AUGUSTE RODIN

Saint John the Baptist (see page 218) in the Luxem-

bourg, undoubtedly among the greatest nude studies

of recent times. The treatment is bold and broad

and prodigiously skilful. Nature dwells in all her

splendour in this life-like bronze, which actually

exists, moves, breathes and thinks !

And what is one to say of his Eve, who, within

her arms, folded across her bosom in a gesture of

shame and sorrow and remorse for her sin, seems

to clasp all human kind? Her head is bowed

in deepest humility and contrition, for she feels

her fault is to bring sorrow and tribulation on all

the ages to the end of time.

And what of those groups of lovers, some locked

in tender, chaste embrace, exalted by a lofty love
;

others consumed by the fire of a grosser, fiercer

passion ?

I remarked just now that Rodin's genius is only

to be fully comprehended by an examination of his

morceaux ; but I had not the least intention of

implying that he is not at his best in the finished,

monumental work he has done. In all he does,

whatever its scale, he reveals the same masterly

originality, the same impulse to avoid the beaten

path. The memorial of Claude Lorrain at Nancy,

his monument to Victor Hugo, some powerful

fragments of which have been seen already, and

his Bourgeois de Calais—the latter especially—bear

striking witness to this. How simply he treats his

heroic theme ; how profound the knowledge of

human nature in this little group of burgesses,

walking two by two towards the fulfilment of their

noble sacrifice ! How deep the sense of life in

their faces, their movements, their attitudes, with

not a trace of the artificial or the theatrical ! They

are just men, these unconscious heroes ; and this it

is that touches the beholder ; in this lies their claim

to the admiration of the world. Really one must

go back to the age of Verrocchio and Donatello to

find such grandeur, such maitrise in the art of

expression, such splendour of conception.

As for the man himself, Rodin is of medium

height, robust and powerful in build, with greyish

hair, cut short, a healthy complexion, and a long

fair beard flecked here and there with white. His

appearance is at once wild and gentle, for this

strong man is timid in a sense. His blue eye

shines keen behind his glasses. Ordinarily his

voice is soft and soothing, but when he is talking

of his art it becomes strong and rich in ringing

accents.

One sees in him the man of action, the untiring

worker whose only joy lies in his work. Thirty

years or more of patient effort have failed to curb
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his energy
;
quite the reverse. To understand his

love of nature, one must hear him speak of it.

" Nature ! " His voice is full of tears when he

utters the word ; for he is the avowed slave of

that Force which, nevertheless, he has so often

conquered.

"Nature," he exclaims with enthusiasm. "Nature

is always lovely, never ugly ; men alone deform it

by their misinterpretations. But in itself it is ever

beautiful. The truth is, we have conceived a false

and conventional idea of Beauty, based on the

necessities of our habits, our manners, our civilisa-

tion. A man in high hat and frock coat, his legs

encased in trousers ; a woman squeezed and de-

formed in absurd and senseless costume—these

arc hideous enough, because they are far removed

from nature. But the naked form, whatever its

defects, is never, can never be ugly, for everything

in it is logical and harmonious, or rather, every-

thing harmonises by reason of its eternal fitness."

"Nature," continues Rodin, "comprises all.

Really one needs no imagination to be a great

artist. To look on Nature is enough. Dabblers

in sculpture will tell you it is very hard to become

a sculptor of power. Again, I say, look at Nature

herself, work patiently, and use a little intelli-

gence."

Everything coming from so great an artist is, of

course, worthy of highest respect ; but I must insist

that qualities other than these, additional gifts, are

required to create La Porte de LEnfer, Les

Bourgeois de Calais, Le Monument de Victor Hugo,

and the innumerable other works of life and beauty

given to us by Rodin.

As is well known the Porte de L'Enfer was to

have been placed at the entrance of the projected

Musee des Arts Decoratifs, which, for a long time,

it was proposed to erect on the site of the Cour des

Comptes. But, after all, it was decided to build a

railway station in its place ! Meanwhile Rodin is

waiting to complete his colossal work until some

other spot shall have been selected for it. When
that day arrives—and may it be soon !— it will lie

hailed with joy by the friends and admirers of this

supreme artist, by all, in fact, who regard him with

the respect—the enthusiastic respect—his brave

and honest life-work so fully demands.

G. M.

HENRY MOORE'S ANIMAL
STUDIES. BY A. L. BAL-
DRY.

One of the most characteristic

tendencies of the present-day demand

for works of art is to drive the artists themselves

into narrow specialism, and to compel them to

limit their production to only that class of their

effort which may have happened on some occasion

to hit the taste of a I tion of the public.

The reputation possessed by a prominent painter is,

more often than not, a popular belief in one side

of his capacity, and does not by any means imply

a general appreciation of his all-round ability to

treat in a masterly manner a wide range of subject-.

It may even mean that he is known and recognised

only within the limitations which have been imposed

upon him, and that any digressions he might make

in other directions, or any evidences he might give

of real versatility, would be ignored and quite pos-

sibly disliked. He is forced, against his will, into

an awkward dilemma. On the one hand he knows

that he must, to retain his hold upon the public and

to secure an adequate reward for his labours, pro-

duce exactly what is expected of him by picture

buyers and the frequenters of the exhibitions; on

the other hand, he feels that if he confines himself

to satisfying an active demand he renders himself

--J
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liable to just reproach from his brother workers and

other experts, on the ground of his neglect of the

wider possibilities of his art. He has to choose

between two competing interests—his own and that

of his profession. As a popular specialist he knows

that he will be free from all anxiety with regard to

his future, and that a steady and sufficient income

will be assured to him ; as an inspired innovator,

always trying new departures and constantly ex

perimenting in novel ways of asserting his indi-

viduality, he can look forward to the respect of his

fellow artists, and can regard as certain a great

posthumous reputation ; but his life will be one of

struggles and difficulties, and the people of his own

times will know nothing of him. He can hardly be

blamed if he does succumb

to so great a temptation,

and decides to sacrifice

something of the regard

which posterity may have

for him to gain the tangible

approval of the wealthy

collectors who insist upon

having imitations of his

lust successes. Certainly,

if there is any treachery

to art involved in his ac-

quiescence, he has to suffer

the punishment. It is he

that would groan under the

burden of having to re-

arrange year by year the

same material, and would

resent the necessity to con-

fine himself within irksome

224
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limits ; and each com-

mission would add to

his suffering, for he

would feel more and

more hopelessly
hedged in, and more

definitely shut off from

those wider fields in

which it would be his

delight to roam.

It is true that there

are many artists to

whom specialism does

not necessarily mean

descent into mechani-

cal convention. A
painter may find him-

self obliged to follow

one line only out of

the many to which he inclines, and may yet be

sufficiently sincere to give to that line all the close

study and all the search for vital variety which he

could otherwise have bestowed upon greater matters.

If he is so devoted, his specialism becomes magnifi-

cent, because it is superbly complete. Everything

distinctive and characteristic is seized upon and

recorded. Nothing is left out which will help to

illustrate his motives, and though the range allowed

him may be a small one, it is filled to its utmost

bounds with diligently collected material. There

is, however, something pathetic in the chaining

down of so much ability. Any one who can observe

with real sensitiveness, and can record observations

with certainty and expressive exactness, should be

FROM A STUDY BY HENRY MOORE, R.A.
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permitted to cover all the ground he can, and the

public should accept his work, whatever may be

its form, in a spirit of sincere appreciation. True

versatility is an artistic quality of rare growth, and

it claims ever} fostering care. Its luxuriance should

be encouraged, and no injudicious pruning of its

sturdiest branches should be applied to arrest its

development and to prevent it from reaching the

fullest maturity.

Beyond doubt a great deal of the finest type of

art work lias been lost to the world by the popular

work ; he had made a hit with it, and every collec-

tor felt it his duty to have among his pictures a

sea-piece by Henry Moore. So from the popular

standpoint the artist's success was beyond question.

He had wide popularity, honours of all kinds were

bestowed upon him, his work was in general

demand, and its amazing power was ungrudgingly

admitted on all sides. He was accorded, and

deserved, recognition as one of the greatest painters

of the sea that the British school has ever known.

What more would it be possible to claim for him ?

FROM A STUDY FY HENRY MOORE, R.A.

habit of imposing restrictions upon the men who

are capable of the highest achievements in the

practice of painting. In the case of such a man

as Henry Moore this loss has been truly lament-

able. It would be interesting to know how many

of the people who have given no special study to

the history of his artistic methods understand at

all what were the possibilities of his career. To
the vast majority of art lovers, and even to many

experts and writers on art, he was a man of one

subject. His particular capacity was long held to

be the representation of the sea, and the rendering

of wave movement under certain conditions of

wind and weather. For the later years of his life

he was almost entirely confined to this branch of

230

Yet in spite of all this it is not unreasonable to

regard Henry Moore as a victim of compulsory

specialism. A great sea-painter he was beyond all

question, and the utmost credit is due to him for

the way in which he avoided the temptation to

become mannered and conventional in work which

might easily have been done by rule. But he was

equally great in other forms of nature painting.

His landscape, as might have been expected from

so fine a colourist and such a close student of

effects of atmosphere and light, was admirable
;

and his treatment of pastoral subjects was full of

distinction and sound judgment. He might, had

he not been urged, really against his inclination,

into the particular direction that he followed
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almost exclusively for the last twenty years of his

life, have ranked as an all-round exponent of

Nature, capable of the highest achievements, and

possessed of a power of varied interpretation which

would compare advantageously with that of the

chief masters of his craft. That the opportunity

for this was denied him is a subject for regret. In

his younger days he did so much, and so well,

that we may fairly grieve because he did not after-

wards do more : but our quarrel on this score

must obviously be not with him but with that

large section of the public which has the power to

lay down the rules that the artist, if he would live

at all, must definitely observe. That these rules

are more often than not applied tyrannically is

unfortunately true ; and it is the worst form of

tyranny that there should be no exemption from

them even for the leaders in the world of art. All

workers, great and small, are subject to the same

control ; but what is, perhaps, a harmless restric-

tion to a man who has not sufficient initiative

energy to show what is best in him

unless he is led by others, becomes

a most serious limitation when it is

applied to force a great master into

a groove too narrow and cramped

to allow proper scope to his genius.

To many people the illustrations,

to which this article is the text, will

come as a great surprise. That

Henry Moore, the sea painter, the

student of waves and skies, should

also have been an admirable

draughtsman of animals will seem

incredible. Vet these drawings

are, in their way, hardly to be sur-

passed. The sense of character,

the knowledge of form, the feeling from a stu

1. 11 textures and subtleties (if detail, which they re-

veal, are those which belong to tin.- work of the most

practised painter of animal life. In such studies

there is none of the conventionalised expression

which would imply that they were merely the notes

of a landscape man who was collecting foreground

objects for the filling up of his canvases with

touches of incidental interest. On the contrary,

they are as careful and elaborate as if the exact

representation of animals was to be the one object

of the artist's life, and they are dwelt on with a

loving care that seems to suggest the absolute-

occupation of his mind with the intention to excel

in this branch of his profession. As an example

of manipulation, nothing could be more minute

than the study of the sleeping dog; as a pi I

exquisite draughtsmanship it would be difficult to

equal the group of stags' heads. And in them all

is the same sense of responsibility, the same

student-like devotion to facts, and the same reve-

lation of a superlative degree of technical skill.

BY HENRY MOORE, K.A.
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Yet the artist who could do them could at 'the

same time hold his own with the best of his con-

temporaries in painting subjects on land and at

sea ; and could turn from one to the other of the

forms of expression that were within his reach

without showing by any lapse of skill that he was

attempting anything in the smallest degree beyond

his powers. That such versatility should have

been narrowed down into specialism is little to the

credit of the public ; and the result has certainly

been to diminish the artistic advantage which the

British school gained from the career of Henry

Moore. As a specialist he became a masterly

illustrator of one motive ; but had he been left

CHARI ES CONDER
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unfettered we might, without losing his greatest

paintings of the sea, have had to rejoice over many

other canvases, not less masterly, in those various

branches of art practice which he was so excep-

tionally qualified to follow.

THE PAINTINGS ON SILK OF
CHARLES CONDER.

Imagine a landscape spacious and yet

secret from loud winds like Avalon, like

Avalon thick set with flowering and fruit-bearing

trees. First picture its vault of sky barred by in-

numerable shining clouds upon a ground cf April

blue, changing over into

vintage purple. The lower

wreaths of cloud are inter-

woven with festoons of

apple-blossom, and these

are crossed by dropping

trails of great roses, and

starred by single petals of

them blown about. This

garden is bounded north-

wards by the threatening

heights of Surrey ; south-

ward the Red Mill turns

its lighted vans ; east lies

Persia and the unfre-

quented gate of Paradise.

To the west, galleries and

bastions of white cliff circle

about the reach of a wide

river whose sweep, seen

from above, is accompanied

by departing and returning

foot-tracks and woods, like

obbligatos to a song. From

the upper limit of the reach

the towers of a church in

the city called La Jolic

pile up above the green

towers of poplar-trees : at

the lower a ruined castle

stands upon a rock : be

tween is embowered the

settlement, named from its

birds Chantemesle. Hard

by the Abbaye de Thelbne

was re-founded, and for a

brief period flourished, and

under the willows and

among the islands the

from a photograph religious of that Order
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sought shade and retirement. Farther away are

pebbly beaches beside a sea coloured like moon-

stone and chrysoprase, and off this coast lie the

Fortunate Islands. In other parts of this favoured

district will be found blue cloudlike woods planted

by Watteau and Debucourt, in whose alleys

fashions still persist as old and as gay as Fra-

gonard. Indeed, there are corners of woodland

more antique, and the horsemen of Anquetin,

prancing about the glades with their strongly-

marked profiles, have been known to burst upon

nymphs who have queened it naked in that oblivion

since the hand of Titian took from them the shame

of dress.

By an intelligible misunderstanding in the case

of an English boy, Conder's talents were devoted,

at the earliest moment possible, to the trigono-

metrical survey of Australia. Work so elementary,

and instruments so inexact for the appreciation of

landscape, could not, however, content him long.

From deserts where nothing is to be seen, eaten,

drunk, or dreamed but cosines, he found his way to

the Garden and embarked upon its more congenial

survey. He has made pictures of other sorts, but

those I speak of are stained, after a fashion of his

own, on panels of white silk, some of them shaped

for fans. The delicate flush of their colour agrees

with the frail texture of the stuff, and of the tales

confided. They shine and die out like those we

tell ourselves in sleep, or like the movement of a

fan that opens and shuts, poises and wavers, upon

a breath of air. For their teller is not a crier, nor

a wrestler, nor a pioneer, nor a registrar, but an

aftercomer who has had his place at the table of

the gods, and recounts the legends of the morning

as they were told, drowsily, at the evening feast.

I shall not describe a score of panels in which

the happy region and its legends are depicted, but

only one or two explorations of its strange or out-

lying parts.

In one the scene is pushed as far as London.

In a window looking out on a street two women

sit, one a girl, the other older. On one hand is a

figure of Cupid, on the other a statue of Marcus

Aurelius, and redcoats go marching down the

street.

In another a flaming witch-revel goes forward in

a building whose windows are filled with painted

glass. Through the lean saints and bloody martyrs

stained upon them shines a Spring landscape.

In a third are seen two figures who have travelled

eastwards till the path ends in weeds and briars

and a gate with rusty hinges. Beside it sleeps an

angel, and a sword has slipped from his hand.

They wake him and ask, "What gate is this"

lb replies, "The gate of Paradise." "Why then,

is the path grass grown and the gate choked, and.

why do you sleep?'' "Because no one ever cares

to come here now."

In another, of which some idea may be gathen il

from the coloured reproduction, a cavalcade is

setting off for the Fortunate Isles ; avant-couriers

are speeding along the beach, and under the filmy

canopy of the car a chciromant is reading the

pilgrim's destiny.

In yet another, the ship has touched the port.
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From the blossom-ramparts of a high terrace the'

women look down, sentinels of "white lope, blithe

Helen, and the rest," to descry what hero or tra-

veller has come. How these are received, and the

feast that follows, I had better translate from the

report of the "True History."

Going forward through the flowery meadow, we

fell in with the guards and sentinels, and these,

binding us in chains of roses—for this is the most

formidable manacle in use among them—led us to the

governor ; and we /earned from them by the way

that the island was called of the Blessed, and the

governor was the Cretan Rhadamanthus.

Rhadamanthus leaves their foolhardiness to be

judged after their death, and lets them pass.

Thereafter our bonds fallingfrom us of their own

accord, we were loosed, and were led to the C 'ity and

to the banqueting-place of the Blessed. Now this City

is all of gold, and the wall that goes round it of

emerald. There are seven gates, each cut whole of

one tree, and that cinnamon. But the foundation

of the city and the street of it -within the wa/ls is

ivory, and the temples of all the gods are built oj

beryl stone, and within them are very great altars

each an amethyst, and on these they offer the victims.

And round about the city there runs a river of the

finest myrrh, in breadth a hundred royal cubits, in

depth fifty, so as to be pleasant for swimming. And

they have baths, great houses of crystal heated with

cinnamon-wood, but instead of water in the basins

there is warm dew. And they wear a dress, light as

gossamer, of purple dye. And for themselves they

are without bodies, impalpable and insubstantial : the

form and figure of a body only they have, and so

appear ; and being bodiless, none the less they have

commerce one with another, and move and think and

utter a voice. And it is all as though a naked soul

ofthem went about, that had put on a likeness of the

flesh. At least if one did not touch them he could

notprove that it was no body he saw ; for they are

like shadows, not black, but proper coloured. And
none there grows old, but of 'what age he comes, so

lie abides. Moreover, there is no night there, neither

a quite broad dazzling daylight, for like the lucid

dawn when the sun is not yet risen, so is the light

that broads upon that laud. Moreover, they know

only one season, for it is ever spring with them, and

one wind blows with them—the Zephyr. And their

land is rich in allflowers and in all tame and shade-

giving plants. Tor their vines bear twelve times in

the year, and bear their fruit once for every month.

But the pomegranates and the apples and other

orchard stuff they said bore thirteen times, for in one

month {that called after Minos) there is a second

crop. And instead of ears of wheat, the corn-stalks

bear bread ready made like mushrooms. And there

are springs of water about the city in number three

hundred and sixty-five, and of honey as many again ;

and of myrrh five hundred, not, however, so large ;

and rivers of milk seven, and eight of wine. And
their feast is spread without the city in the plain

called Elysian. It is a very fair meadow, and round
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it wood of all sorts, thick, shady for those who

recline beneath, and under them is laid a carpet of

flowers. A fid the service and carrying about of

things is done by the winds, except the servi

'vine, for there is no need if that ; but round the

feasting-place there arc tall crystal trees of the

clearest crystal, and the fruit of these trees is drink-

ing vessels of all kinds both for shape and

When, therefore, any one sits at the banquet, he

plucks one or two of the cups and lays them by him,

and straightway they become filled with wine.

Thus they drink : and in place if garlands the /:

ingales and other musical birds from the near

meadows pluck flowers in their bills and snow them

down upon the feasters, and fly singing over them.

And the perfuming is done like this: The myrrh is

drawn up from the founts and river in thick clouds,

and these stand over the feasting-place, and gently

under pressure of the winds rain it down light like

deiv. And after the feast they are entertained with

music and singing, and it is the poems of Homer that

are sung to them most. For he himself is there and

feasts with them, seated just above Odysseus. The

choirs are of boys and maids. And to lead the song

and sing with them are Eunomus of Locri and

Arion of Lesbos, and Anacreon and Stesichorus, for

him, too, I saw among them, Helen by this time

being reconciled to him. Now when these give ever

singing, another choir is at hand of swans and

swallows and nightingales ; and when they, too,

have ceased, then the whole woodflutes, played upon by

the evening airs. And what most of all makes foi

merriment with them is this : there are two foun-

tains beside the bani/ueting-placc—one of Laughter,

the other of /'leisure ; from cither of them all drink

at the beginning oj thefeast, and pass the time ti

after in joy and mirth.

It may be remembered that the travellers in the

"True History," after quitting the Blessed Islands,

touched at the Island of Dreams, with its harbour

that dodges the mariner, its thick forests of poppy

and mandragora, its waters, WakeNoMore and

AUNightThrough. Of that land, I think, our

painter must really be a native, and have stumbled

by noctambulous accident upon the island reputed

to have given him birth. At least the present

temper of this island runs strongly against such a

dreamer. To import the manner of poetry into

life is inconceivable in the admirable part for which

the Englishman casts himself, and the very women,

those superb Amazons, can be thought of as

wielding a whip, but hardly a fan. This race, that

produces the finest of poetry, treats it as something

alien, cuts out endearment from its tongue, and

blushes at any graceful embroidery upon the acts

of life. The profession of poet it regards askance.

In other countries, my own, for example, everyone,

man or woman, is a poet. The poetry, in a little-

known tongue, is reported not to be of the highest

merit, but the profession of poet is the only respect-

able calling, the only one recognised. It may be

apologetically admitted that a man is a shoemaker,
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PAINTED SILK FAN BY CHARLES CONDER

a postman, grows strawberries, works a ferry, but

you are at once informed that what he really is, is

the poet of the Deer, or of the Seals. So again, in

France, a very different feeling would seem to

prevail. It recently happened that an Englishman

was brought before a French Court for assaulting,

if I remember rightly, a baker. Things were going

badly for him, the judge's mind was black with

thoughts of Egypt and British perfidy, when the

defence sprung upon the Court twelve amiable

Frenchmen who testified that the accused was a

great English poet. . . . He left the court with

only that stain upon his character. Think of it as

a possible testimony to character in this country !

Why, his friends would have lied themselves hoarse

to assure the Court that he had never written a

line of verse, and had it come out in cross-examina-

tion, a jury would certainly have given weight to it

in awarding damages.

By people so stern to their own feelings, so shy

of the grace and vanity of life, it is improbable

that Conder's art should be very much liked. In a

more congenial time princesses would have fought

for his fans, since none more beautiful or lit were

ever made. They do get about : amateurs frame

them and hang them charily up ; but where are

the rooms, the palaces, he would have filled with

imagery in a gallanter time? Never was an age

SO diligently bent on the penances of art as ours :

ry mournful mendicant gets his hearing ; our

royal family spend their afternoons in Bond Sti

" inspecting " (the only possible word) the sketches

that any dull itinerant has to show, but the pious
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chase is for ever on a false scent, and avoids joy

like a plague.

An art like this is often dismissed as " slight " by

people who do not understand that an amply

stuffed realism is only one stratagem for tricking

the imagination, and thus insist on the publication

of what is not even a pledge of good faith. Cer-

tainly on the face of it there is an air of injustice

in the fact that one man may fatten us with cir-

cumstance and make the heaviest deposits of

securities, yet never in this world of make-believe

get a penny of credit : the most guileless suspect a

confidence trick and will not trust him with their

watch round the corner ; while another, on the

passage of a trifling coin, can open an unlimited

account and is free to handle our dearest posses-

sions. Sometimes this is desperately set down to

the wisdom of " leaving things to the imagina-

tion ; " but a left luggage office is not more

doggedly inert than imagination when treated in

that way. Some pledge must pass, though it

may be difficult for us to fix the manner and

terms of its passage, some assurance of gootl faith

or kindling instigation. In a moment the inert

poetic faculty is ranged as an accomplice, ready to

do half the work, to outrun the suggestion, to take

fire on a hint. This secret power is present in the

slightest of some men's work, absent from the most

laborious of others : the invitation given by the

first seems to set the course, trim the sails, and

command the wind; away goes the ship, and mere

nothings of corroboration— floating weed, a spar, a

bird—are proof effective of the continent the pilot
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has promised. < taly everything must corroborate.

We heed the whisper of the spy who returns with

the wine stain upon his hands and the song in his

mouth; we ignore tl s of those "who
have toiled all day in the vineyard, and n

found the grap

What song the Sirens sang may admit of con-

jecture but is a superfluous inquiry. Give the

score of it to a singer whose lifelong art is the

attempt to disinfect his voice, and should we I

to stop our ears for fear of seduction ? But let

that music unmistakable sound, though ever so

faint, and the heart of the galley slave is free of

the despot mood that refuses him his own memo-

ries and desires, he is ranging Elysian meadows and

greeting companions long renounced.

' so many eminent men with their imposing

baggage have occupied these columns, I do not

know what chance a nonchalant dreamer may stand

of being overheard. For the space of his turn he

awaits your pleasure.

1). S. MacColl.

c
LIFF TOWERS": A HOUSE
OX THE DEVONSHIRE
COAST. BY C. HARRISON
TOWNSEND.

~T Mil U Al TOWERS
SSEND

Theprojet beloved by the French

architect, and by not a few English ones, is adapted

for a world "where nothing is but all things seem,"

a world where no client troubles, and—better still

—where no sordid questions of cost arise to disturb

its eternal calm. But man is a conditioned creature,

i; t
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'CLIFF TOWERS. NORTH ELEVATION C. HARRISON TOWNSEND, ARCHITECT

living in a very actual world, and of the architect

specially may it be said that he shows himself to

be truly an artist just in proportion as he succeeds

in triumphing over his imposed conditions. It is

for him, perhaps, more than for any other crafts-

man to turn what seems to obstruct into what actually

helps, and he shows his skill by so moulding his

difficulties as to shape them into his successes.

Climate, exigencies of site, conditions brought

about by the building materials available, the

idiosyncrasies and peculiarities of every client

—

these may be disregarded by those who design

houses to be read about, not to be lived in. But

they are features, and helpful features, that an

architect face to face with a real problem turns to

II' TOWERS.

J 4°

friendly account. To work apart from such con-

siderations, to design an " ideal house," is as though

a painter set himself the silly task of painting the

" ideal man." Without problems where is the

one artist or the other, and how, when absolutely

unconditioned, are either painter or architect to pro-

duce more than airy nothings, lacking the strenu-

ousness and reality due to actual difficulties

squarely met and conquered ? A mere paper-

design for some kind of house, for some one, some-

where, is but a thin, impalpable and purposeless

affair. An artist produces not a house but the

house—that is, the house for such and such a man

of so much (or so little) income, with such and

such needs, and for this given position, and under

these local conditions.

Therein lies the chief

charm of an architect's

work ; for no problem

submitted to him is, or

can be, solvable in exactly

the same way as the last,

and his creative faculties

and originality are always

being confronted with

fresh material which his

ingenuity kneads and

shapes in proper form for

his desired end. His

work is interesting so far,

and only so far, as it is the

outcome of necessities

moulded by invention.

So much by way of

apologetic introduction to

the following notes on my
drawings for a house inC HARRISON TOWNSEND, ARCHITECT
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CLIFF TOWERS.

Devonshire, and of plea

that its actuality may be

set against those short-

comings that are so easily

to be avoided when real

-conditions have not to be

taken into account.

The quaint, old, narrow-

streeted town of Salcombe

occupies one side of the

estuary which runs down,

like some deep chine, from

Kingsbridge five miles off,

and debouches into the

English Channel a mile or

two west of the little town.

Here on the edge of a cliff,

and backed by the rich

green Devon country, the

house is to be placed.

A climate such as this nook on our Southern

coast is blessed with, which allows the cactus, the

olive and the aloe to prosper well through its faint

version of winter, suggests an open-air habit of

life which the arrangement of the house attempts

to embody. Accordingly, the terraces carried to

the very verge of the cliff that falls sheer down to

the deep water, the verandah on which the living

rooms give, and the long length of balcony, are all

made the leading and cardinal features of the

design. Not only, too, is the aspect full south,

but it is in that direction that the view spreads out

like a panorama, and the green Devon hills across

the lake-like estuary stretch to the sharper and

loftier rise of Bolt Head, while beyond the Bar,

that is alike the harbour's protection and its danger,

the sweep of cliffs widens out to the Channel itself.

END ELEVATION C HARRISON TOWNSEND, ARCHITECT

The principles which actuated the design of

" Cliff Towers " can perhaps best be expressed by

means of a descriptive letter written to explain to

the client the features of the house.

" My dear S , I should have liked the oppor-

tunity of showing you the drawings for the pro-

posed ' Cliff Towers ' with viva voce commentary

on them. There are many points that must needs

be left untreated in a written description.

" I have, as you see, before all things considered

the position of the house, and have tried to make

my design speak the fact that it was primarily

dictated by the nature of your site. With the

opportunity of facing full south, I have started

with the principle that each of my rooms should

have this aspect, and the further opportunity of

commanding the view up the estuary on the one

BUj

'CLIFF TOWERS. SOUTH ELEVATION

2 4-

C. HARRISON TOWNSEND, ARCHITECT
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"CLIFF POWERS." WALL-PAPER IN DRAWING-ROOM
IiI.sle.NEl> I'.Y C. H. TOWNSEND

hand, and of Bolt Head,

Prawle Point, and the

English Channel on the

other. So arranged, as

you will see from the

ground plan, the rooms all

lead out of a wide corridor

on the north side of the

house. This would be of

sufficient width to admit of

furniture, such as cabinets,

being disposed along its

sides, and of arranging a

fixed seat in its window.

Both the drawing-room and

dining-room open on to the

verandah, not directly, but

by means of a porch, the

double doors to which will

prevent any possibility of

the draught which is the

bane of garden doors. The
verandah and the balcony

are treated as integral parts

of the house, and not as

the flimsy wooden after-

thoughts one is apt to see.

The bird's-eye perspective

and the south elevation

illustrate this.

" The dining-room and

drawing-room treatment I

explain by means of

'CLIFF TOWERS. GROUND FLOOR PLAN
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sketches showing in each instance the fireplace end.

That for the drawing-room proposes a lower portion

consisting entirely of delicate grey green Cipolino

marble with the upper portion carried out in oak,

unstained and slightly waxed. The open-work frieze

carved in the same wood is treated with a conven-

tional design, and would have some of its features

emphasised by light points of colour ; the tips of the

leaves, for instance, would be touched with green,

smudged or wiped off, so as to leave the greater

part of the leaf the natural colour of the wood. The

floor of this room would be of pine, stained a light

green, and beeswaxed. The wall-paper would be

one I have just designed, the feature of which is

that while comprising a dado, a ' filling ' and a

frieze, it gets rid of the arbitrary lines either of

moulding, or of delimitation of pattern usually

thought necessary when these are made use of.

The paper, moreover, admits of being adjusted to

different heights so as to adapt itself to the various

parts of the room. The section, for instance, shows

its employment above the fixed settee at the end of

the room opposite the fireplace, where the open-

carved frieze again occurs.

" With regard to the dining-room, its treatment

throughout would be in plain deal panelling

painted white, and the mantelpiece proper would

be in dull copper, showing a free use of the

hammer on its surface. The baluster standing

on the lower shelf (which is of brown-red marble)

would be of copper, highly polished. The floor

here is of oak very slightly beeswaxed. For the

frieze paper in this room the general interior

view, and the detail to a larger scale show a plain

flock surface with gold lines and with panel

designs occurring at intervals. The chimney-piece

in the hall would be entirely of red bricks with

wide mortar joints, and the fire would burn on the

hearth, an object attainable by using the ' Well

grate.' The floor here and in the corridor would

be paved with the local dark green paving-stone in

large squares.

"Before leaving the ground floor, I would point

out that the serving-room occupies the space under

the servants' or back stairs, and the sideboard is

placed in a recess which would be ceiled at a

lower level than the rest of the room, in conse-

quence of the upper flight of the servants' stairs

passing over it. The kitchen would be lined

inside with glazed bricks of very pale green.

" I hope we shall be able, with the exceptions I

have mentioned, to avoid the use of wall-paper

anywhere throughout the house, and in its stead to

fall back upon the plain unnioulded panel that has

been mentioned for the dining-room. The panel

ling painted white need not necessarily oeeupy the

whole height of the wall, and where it does not,

the plaster above might be distempered a quiet

tone of clr;ir yellow.

"As regards t Ik- exterior of I lie house the material

I propose is the stone which the site itself furni hi

TORSO OF A GIRl BY I'. W. BARTLETT

; I ,• /• in Pari
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This can
I

i

'">• soft and inti n

tint, and would harmonise effei tivel)

1, with the grey green Tilberthwaite sla

d also for the battered wall face on the north

ition, for the towers and for the roof in

ral. The terrace parapets might well be

of the greyish or more ordinary coloured stone

of the district.

'I am endin you an illustration of the

sundial which I propose shall be placed in the

centre of the upper terrace. The gnomon con-

sists of a figure of Time, whose scythe casts the

shadow that tells the hour, and the inscription

could be Austin Dobson's lines:

i ime goi -. ) ou say? Ah, no !

Tis Time that stays : w, go.'
"

(
'. Harrison Townsend.

s
OME AMERICAN ARTISTS
IN PARIS. BY FRANCES
KEYZER.
America is largely represented in the

Paris art world, but in three distinct classes.

Every steamer brings the American art student

to Paris and every steamer takes a number of

the genus home again. The majority come here

with the idea that it is only in the ville lumfere

that they can study, that the atmosphere of the

French capital is necessary to the development

of the spark they feel within them. And what

happens ? This class of American arrives, installs

himself in the Latin Quarter, joins Julian's or

some such academy, has his or her work corrected

now and again by Bouguereau, Lefebvre, and

tutti quanti, dines at the same restaurant as his

compatriots, talks their language and lives in the

same atmosphere as he would in his native town.

If he visits an exhibition, he judges with the

academical eye of his professors, but as for art in

the broad sense of the word, he is no nearer to it

here than he was before he crossed the Atlantic.

But he is not aware of his deficiencies, nor does

he know that another world exists in this city of

Paris beyond the narrow circle of his acquaint-

ances. He lives in the most artistic centre of the

world and is not of it ; has, perhaps, never heard

of I )egas, of Carriere, of Rodin. Incredible as it

may seem, I have met a man of this stamp who
went to his academy of painting in the early morn-

and returned to dinner at seven, and had

never even seen the inside of the Louvre. He
stayed here two years, and boasted that he never

"lost" an hour.
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STATUE OH COLUMBUS BY T. W. BARTLETT

In the course of two or three years the average

art student considers his education complete, and

returns to his native shore, to sell to his fond

relations and friends whatever he has produced,

satisfied to write B.T.P. after his name, and make a

fortune portrait painting when his studies from the

nude are exhausted. Or, he may be taken up by

some architect syndicate— if the plastic art has

been his bent—and perpetrate scores of ugly

monuments for an artless public.

Then we have a large section of American

painters domiciled in Paris, living in princely

mansions—men of undoubted skill, virtuosi of

the brush. But like all men of this order, no

matter the branch of the fine arts in which they

had chosen to become exponents, had it been in

music, in poetry, painting, or sculpture, they would

never have developed more than talent, in the
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French acceptation of the word. Perfect as far

as technique is concerned, but without that divine

spark that enthralls, that moves to tears, that

creates a feeling beyond that of admiration for

form or colour, construction or tone. Every artist

must be capable of impressing his public to the

extent that if only for a moment they forget the

language in which he is speaking, and are enveloped

with the beauty of the thought he expresses.

Be it in any one of the sister arts it is only when

we forget the medium through which the artist

communes with us that he is great, and we arrive

through him to be as great as he during that

moment that we have understood him.

But why ask of Americans more than we do of

Frenchmen or Englishmen or Italians ? There are

many clever, skilful men among them, but no greater

artists than in other countries. Genius is rare

still, and although the new

country is expected to en-

gender a new epoch in art,

at present the rising men

are personal, interesting,

are talked about, studied,

blamed and praised, but

the true artists among

them are scarce. The few

that are to be found in

their midst are content to

wait their hour, satisfied

that they will be recog-

nised in time, and not

striving after the attention

of the crowd by eccentric,

extraordinary effects of

colour or some equally

sensational trade-mark.

Yes, trade-mark. For

what else is this at which

they aim? Nothing be-

yond that A.'s sheep or

B.'s fields or C.'s figures

shall be known as clearly

ascertain brands of corned

beef. We reproach the

Americans that they in-

vented Bouguereau, but

as Bartlett remarked when

it was said in his hearing :

" We also invented Mil-

let !
" But Bartlett is one

of the American artists in

the highest sense of the

word. It is only men of statue ok washingti

this stamp who interest us and who are engrossing

our attention.

I'. ml Weyland Bartlett came over to Paris when

In- was quite a child. His father wisely sent him

from America, whir, In- was surrounded by things

commercial, to make his home lure, to love the

old masters, to grow up with the sense of the

beautiful, and to have other gods than money.

For he felt that America may lie a grand country

for artists who have name and position, but it is

no place in which to make either one or the other.

Bartlett is to-day one of the finest sculptors \n

have in France. Wis DancingIndian and Dancing

Bears, which secured him the gold medal in the

1889 exhibition, brought him first into notice, but

it is in his Columbus and his Washington that we

find those qualities of mind that bear the stamp-

of greatness. Living within himself, away from

l:',' I . U. BAR! I F-l 1
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society, solely devoted to his art, he has executed

much that has brought him fame. Columbus, a

colossal figure with power expressed in every line

of the face, in every fold of the cloak, is 01

the most commanding works produced of late

years, and the American Government may be con-

gratulated on having secured it for the Con-

onal Library in Washington. It is the first

time- that the Government has taken an interest in

matters artistic. This clever sculptor steers clear

of "specialities," that dangerous rock on which so

much talent has foundered, for he is as great in

his Torso of a Girl, in his Dead Lion, as in his his-

torical figures. His poetical organisation and deli-

< .hi ti luch :ne exemplified in a door ofa mausoleum,

with the ethereal form of a woman surrounded with

poppies and leaves. I also recall the figure of a

man bent with grief, the muscles on the back and

arms standing out with the force of the passion that

apparently overpowers him. In this work there is

a grandeur in the clasp of the knees, in the bowed

head, that reminds us of the Italian masters.

^
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John W. Alexander is a follower of William Page

in his love of experiment, in his desire to realise

new truths, but unlike his predecessor in his search

for novelty, he lives in an age where the public try

to discover a meaning in a new form of expression

and often arrive at an appreciation of an artist's

intentions—an appreciation just or otherwise, but

which at all events is the outcome of study. Alex-

ander was remarked from the moment of his debut

in the Champ de-Mars Salon of 1893. His five

contributions were all hung on the line and favour-

ably criticised. They were chiefly portraits, and it

is in portrait painting that he excels. He certainly

has rendered a great service to art by breaking away

from the conventional background, which, from a

plush curtain to a Japanese screen, is always a

question of arrangement. Alexander paints a

woman standing against a wall, bending to pluck

a flower, or walking through a room, just as the

fancy takes him, without thinking of the effect, and

ends by giving us a portrait with determination

and individuality in each mark of the brush.

He shows remarkable skill in suggesting

texture, and it is in daring schemes of colour

and in the treatment of surfaces that he calls

forth especial admiration, more perhaps than

in the portrayal of the mind. But then he

may be excused, as few, very few painters

are psychologists. Alexander has mapped

out a course of his own, a course of inde-

pendence, and he has arrived, by his courage

and energy, to be looked upon as one of the

best portrait painters America has.

Alexander Harrison is another of the

American painters in whom we feel inter-

ested ; another seeker, but on different

ground. His strength lies in the delicacy of

his perception of colour ; his wide seas with

rippling waves, his brilliant sunsets and

incoming tides are all great in their colour

effects. Although most of Harrison's later

works treat of the sea, drawn from mental

notes and impressions during the five years

he spent upon thewaters, he started, as far

back as 1873, with a passion for painting

children. He has painted them of all

shapes and sizes, but always happy, laugh-

ing children, and chiefly bathing, splashing

boys, with the light of sea and sky reflected

on their dripping forms. His first success

was with Chateaux en Espagne, a boy
" dreaming the happy hours away," stretched

upon the sand. His curly head rests upon

his hand, his arm is bare, he is poor and ill
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clothed, but he is young and he is happy. And I

fancy that notwithstanding the praise the artist has

received from critics all over the world on his re-

markable sea pines, and his later work generally,

so far in his career it is this little boy that has

given him most pleasure. Harrison has gone

through the usual course of study—Gerome, Beaux-

Arts, the nude -has been most prolific and varied

in his subjects, only to return to his early love for

the sea, to portray it with a knowledge and a ten-

derness born of this love. His studio in the Latin

Quarter, in the midst of the American students

whom he i i instantly helps with advice, is typical of

his tastes in art. However great his admiration

may be for the artists of the day, he is evidently

not inclined to make a collection of their works,

for the walls in his studio are bare, and all that

meets the eye is a very fine Rodin and a full-

sized copy of the famous Victory from the stair-

case in the Louvre. No

artist is better known in

cosmopolitan Paris than

Harrison, whose tall figure

can be seen towering over

the guests at nearly every

important social function,

from a five o'clock tea to an

official reception. Yet he

gives forth good work and

plenty of it. He went away

to America a few months

ago, after finishing the pic-

ture that represents him in

this year's Salon.

J. Humphreys Johnston

has resided in Paris for

about seven years. He is

a rapidly rising artist, with

a keen sense of the beauti-

ful and a great gift in the

portrayal of it—a man in

the " right swim," as they

say here. The portrait of

his mother, which was ex-

hibited at the Champ-de-

Mars Salon of last year,

first attracted the attention

of critics. The colouring

in the sofa, the screen, and

the table harmonising with

the black robe and the

clever study of fur, all

denote the experience with

which the painter handles
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his brush. But it is in the expression of the face

and hands" that the strong sensibility of the artist

is felt. We expect great things of Humphreys

Johnston.

P. Marcius-Simons, known in the art world as

" Pinkey," is not an exhibitor at the Paris Salons,

but there are few private collectors who have not at

least one example of his talent. Our first impres-

sion of Marcius-Simons' work is a curious one ; we

are involuntarily reminded of Turner. But this

impression is only momentary, for we at once dis-

cover that the similarity lies in the subject and

even in the colouring, but not in the treatment.

Like Turner, he is a remarkable colourist, and re-

produces colour a thousand times more beautiful

than that seen by the untrained eye ; it is by the

help of such men that we find in nature that which

at one time we failed to appreciate. In character,

however, they are widely apart, and after a while we

I'ORTKMI OF I UK ARTISTS MOTHER BY J. HUMPHREYS JOHNSTON
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are even surprised that we should ever have linked

them together. Marcius-Simons' nature is decidedly

practical, a rare quality in an artist. Thus, in his

Stumbling Block, depicting humanity, an immense

crowd of men and women pressing onward up a

stony path, their progress to heaven stopped by a

female figure symbolising gold, we find the road

absolutely practicable. And higher in the canvas

we are shown a flight of angels, where the artist has

imagined a rainbow as a connecting bridge between

heaven and earth. It is a strange mixture when

you pause to think of it, this combination of the

practical and the poetical, and Marcius-Simons is

aware of this uncommon side of his nature, as he

admits that he never draws a building of any de-

scription that could not serve the an !

The Stumbling Block is a remarkable composi-

tion, well planned and admirably carried out.

The predominating colour is a graduated

of blue, that starts in a rich, full tone, to mi ll

into the pale lights of the sky, and mingle with

the soft villous and pinks of thi

Equally interesting an his Sai t Ifarc, and his

many romantic views of Venice
;
In -

/ in oj . /< .

a grand conception of tin- maid, mon piritual

than realistic; and his Columbus. As an artist

he has not always been underst 1: in fait.

many even among his own countrymen fail to

see his meaning; hut to die great majorit

artist with elevated thoughts will always be

beyond their comprehension. In his qi

moods he depicts Scotch moors with the purple

heather, the water, the sky, in one d( lightful

harmony, and he is as great perhaps here, as in

those wild flights of imagination when he leads

us through storm and shrieking wind to mystic

heights, that leave us battered and weary as it

we had in reality climbed them.

Elizabeth Nourse is an example of strength in

the weak frame of a woman. Hei work is well

known to frequenters of the Champ-de-Mars

Salon, who cannot help feeling impressed with

the steadfastness of purpose and force discerned

in the somewhat conventionally grouped ii-_

And when it became known that the artist who

produced Good Friday and The Family Meal

was but a girl, the world of art was fairly sur-

prised. Puvis de Chavannes was among the first

to discover the talent of the young American,

and when she was made an Associate of the

Societe Nationale des Beaux-Arts in 1895, the

great French painter expressed his satisfaction

at the general recognition of her powers. Eliza-

beth Nourse has since exhibited at each yearly

Salon at the Champ-de-Mars, and has always been

much noticed. Her fame is, moreover, steadily

spreading far beyond the borders of France, and

her pictures are always in great demand for exhi-

bitions in all parts of the world. For instance,

last year pictures from her brush were on show in

Tunis, Copenhagen, Nashville, Pittsburg, St. Louis,

Chicago, and Washington.

In this short sketch it has only been possible to

refer lightly to the best class of American artists,

to those who have not only acquired fame in their

own country, but who, in this critical centre of

art, are recognised as men of more than passing

talent. Besides these we have a large contingent

of painters and sculptors, whose names are per-
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cell known across tin- Atlantic, yet who are

ire interesting than hundreds of thi Fn ich

res who exhibit yearl) at what is termed the

"old Salon." I feel compelled to make this stair

in, nt to guard myself against the reproach of

having omitted to speak "I a number of so-called

i note. It may seem strange to the unini-

tiated that, out of the number of Americans work-

ing in Pans, I should but have selected a small

handful as worthy of public attention. It should,

however, be home in mind that were one to select

ood artists from among Frenchmen, the pro-

portion there would he far smaller. This is an

argument in favour of those who believe that the

time will come when we shall have an American

51 1 1 as famous as formerly were the Dutch, the

Italian, the English, or the French schools. But,

with all due respect to these enthusiasts, I am afraid

it will take centuries before their prophecy comes

true. At present America is too young, and its

cities too prosperous, to aspire to become art

centres. The American, therefore, shares the fate

of many others. He can only thrive in the artistic

atmosphere of Paris. Once transplanted to his

native country he is influenced by his surround-

ings ; the commercial instinct takes the upper

hand, and, though he may amass wealth, he is dead

to ait. Frances Keyzer.

UBREY BEARDSLEY.
MEMORIAM.

IN
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A
J % Although the present is not the

^ "^time to forecast the ultimate position

in art of Aubrey Beardsley, there is little doubt

but that his work will be remembered as long as

that of artists far more fully equipped. For the

poignant flavour of his fancy, the amazingly novel

conventions he developed, will alone serve to keep

his memory green. How really inimitable his

manner was, is already proven. The short five

years that he was before the public sufficed for

the growth and withering of his imitators. None

could raise the flower though all had got the

seed. Nor, speaking dispassionately, would one

have wished it otherwise. A single designer with

such a peculiar gift suffices for a generation. That

he displayed sheer genius is admitted on all hands
;

that it was of a sort that made for the advance of

the art of illustration is another matter : it cer-

tainly added not a few possibilities to its technique,

and defined more clearly that artificiality which is

admirable for pure decoration, because of its re-

moteness from actual pictures of things seen. He
set a standard all his own, which no follower has

come near. His subject matter is quite another

thing
;
yet it is but fair to allow a satirist far wider

range than would be permitted to a recorder of

actuality. The one lays bare the hidden follies

and vices of his age, and often does so with

apparent relish. The other must needs observe

greater reticence, and deal only with things deemed

worthy. Vet to-day, although we forgive Petronius

Arbiter his amazing frankness because of his won-

drous art, we do not print his Satyricon for popular

use ; nor, despite his style, advise students to imi-

tate his methods. Indeed satire as it was once

understood, even as it was practised a century ago

—by Swift or by Gilray— is now softened and

more obedient to social amenities.

Born on August 24, 1872, Aubrey Beardsley had

scarce reached an age when art students, even of

the most brilliant type, are considered fortunate if

they gain local school honours, when he stepped

into the crowded field of illustration and, by the

extraordinary vitality of his convention, at once

influenced trained draughtsmen all over the world.

Breaking away with a light heart from the hitherto

accepted canons of Diireresque illustration as gaily

as he disdained the canons of the realists, he never

"boggled " his own convention. Nor was he wont

to lose the thread of his own argument, and rarely,

if ever, fell short of mastery of his material. Heed-
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less of established precedents he did not revel in

license, but set himself new ones, no less rigid ; and

within these he obeyed his own rules inflexibly. It

is true that the " growth " of foliage in his decorative

patterns is often to seek ; that anatomy hi him was

a slave obeying his whim, nut a fixed quantity

compelling obedience; that his regard fur the

author's text was often a nun existent quality , but,

on the other hand, he never forgot that " picture
"

and " pattern " are distinct, that expression of idea

by pure "line" or by "tone" are diametrically

opposed, and can rarely, if ever, be mixed without

disaster, and that nature-imitation in a conventional

design is as intrusive as a Greek acanthus would

be in a realistic study of a cabbage plot. Never

do you find that he escapes a difficulty by resort

ing to pure realism in the midst ol a composition

unrelated to nature.

This aspect of his art is the one that deservi

special attention to-day. It is true that there are

other ways possible of the wholly arbitrary use of

pure black upon pure white

to represent that which, in

Nature, is always colour

against colour. By vary-

ing breadth of line (as in

steel engraving) modelling

may be suggested in a way

imitative of actual bas-

relief ; by washes of black,

shading imperceptibly to

the faintest grey, portraiture

of people or of things can

be carried nearer to their

resemblance. But all these

are varying degrees of un-

truth ; imitative work needs

colour. Having accepted

the theory of a bare out-

line for the resemblance of

a solid object, whether you

leave it thus, or by shading

and imitation of texture-

bring it a step nearer, is

of slight importance. But

whatever substitute for

photographic imitation you

employ the method should

be restrained to the same

convention, whether it be

outline, silhouette, or

stippled finish like an old

South Kensington study

from the antique.

m

*

Mr. l'« nin II, who first called attention in

i Mi Bea an illustrator, spoke of his

I" ii line, and did so (as

tiow) with equal re<

ties of his designs. Since Hun, this said "line"

:eems to be the i i it of their depth,

in an endeavoui to follow his wayward fancy, cling

to m despair. Beardsley • m rvous, y< i equal, line

was in Us way sup.rb, but not mo m his

sense of tilling a spa< es, or than hi

artifice by dot, by white lines, .uul
I

tion. German art lives to model faci ;withd<

shading, until they resemble a careful pen study of

a medal in bronze , yet othi i s Beardsley for oni

by an outline alone > .hi suggest the modelling. The

tiny face in the Death of Pierrot is cadaverous and

shrunken, with an amount of suggestion thai

to give it the actual coloui ol death, yet is just a few

lines, as rigid and haul a - il drawn by an architi i I

bow-pen. A " line " without a purpose is really no

great achievement, nor its charm, howevei accom-

Hail Hary

'

m

FROM \ DS \\\ ING BY AUBREY BEARDSLEY
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plished, a new discovery. Hogarth's famous "line

of beauty " is of small value, unless it play its

i part in the scheme of beauty. The real

beauty of Beardsley's work is often overlooked. It

is true that it was rarely or never "pretty": but

that at times it possessed beauty according to

acadi mi< r, us, both in figures and pattern, could

be proved up to the hilt. His caricatures and his

grotesques have blinded critics to the other side of

his art, which is present in The Coiffitig and several

of his later designs, as it is also in some of the

earlier. Turning back to Hamlet patris manem

sequitur, a wonderful study (reproduced in The Bee,

the magazine of Blackburn Technical School,

November 1891), one is re-impressed by its weird

beauty ; in the curious intensity of Hamlet's slim

figure, swathed in drapery, with one nervous hand

clutching his throat, while the other is outstretched

against a tree, one finds those qualities which first

revealed themselves had even then found clear ex-

pression. Yet at this time he was but nineteen

years old, and had not devoted himself to art as a

profession. His former schoolmaster, Mr. E. J.

Marshall, of the Brighton Grammar School, says

that he studied art privately, and was for a time in

an architect's office ; but all that is wonderful in

the 1 arly work is entirely opposed to anything he

would have been taught in either place. Even in

the school-boy drawings to The Pay of the Pied

Piper, which appeared in Past and Present, the

Brighton Grammar School magazine, February

1889, there is a hint, slight but still definite, of his

personal manner. A fellow school-boy speaks of

his delight at that time in Japanese fans and lan-

terns which crowded the shop windows ; and this

glimpse of the art of Japan at its poorest,

coupled with evident study of Sir E. Burne-Jones'

work, are the only extraneous influences apparent

in his earlier designs. Nor, despite his keen
interest in contemporary work, especially French,

do we find any notable influence in his later

work.

After the few things which appeared in school

magazines, nothing of importance seems to have-

In en published until the time he was, in the pages
of The Studio, formally introduced to the public,

and took it by storm. It may be as well here to

summarise the various incidents of this time— the

early months of 1893—by way of correcting many
misconceptions that have arisen.

Still clerk in an insurance office in the city, he
had don. .1 certain number of drawings for his own
amusement. These (including some afterwards re-

produced in The Studio, No. i)had been brought
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to the notice of various people, including Sir

Edward Burne-Jones, Mr. Aymer Vallance, Mr.

F H. Evans and others. Mr. Evans, by whose

kindness Hail Mary is here reproduced for the

first time, showed that drawing to Mr. J. M. Dent,

and said, " Here is the right person to illustrate

your ' Morte d'Arthur.' " Mr. Dent was so far

impressed by it that he gave Mr. Beardsley an

opportunity of trying his hand on an Arthurian

subject, the result being the design reproduced in

the photogravure to the second volume of the

work

—

The Achieving of the San Great, which

won him his first big commission. Meanwhile

preparations for the publication of The Studio

were in progress, and the promoters of the magazine

had seen the portfolio, and chosen certain draw-

ings for their first number, for which Mr. Pennell

had written his well known appreciation. At this

time Mr. Lewis Hind had just accepted the

editorship of the Pall Mall Budget, and gave

Mr. Beardsley a commission to illustrate current

events in his weekly paper. But the drawings

representing characters in Tennyson's " Becket

"

and in Gluck's " Orpheus," both performed at the

Lyceum, which appeared in the Pall Mall Budget,

February 9 and March 16, 1893 (with others of

less importance in the numbers for February 2, 16,

23, March 9, 23, and 30), do not appear to

have aroused much curiosity regarding the new
illustrator. It is with No. 1 of The Studio, April

1893, which contained Siegfried, The Birthday

of Madame Cigale, Les Revenants de Musique,

Salome and three subjects from the " Morte

dArthur,'' accompanied by Mr. Pennell's sym-

pathetic article, that Beardsley's formal recog-

nition is to be dated. The first part of the

" Morte d'Arthur " was therein announced as ready

" in June next." In The Studio, No. 2, appeared

a large reproduction of a pen drawing of the

Jeanne d'Arc Procession (another version of the

pencil study of the same subject owned by Mr. F.

H. Evans). Then came the serial issue of the

" Morte d'Arthur," the " Bon-Mots " grotesques,

two notable compositions for The Pall MallMaga-

zine, and not long after The Yellow Book, No. 1,

April 1894, which in its first four volumes con-

tained seventeen of his designs. The idea of this

periodical with Mr. Aubrey Beardsley for its art

editor, grew out of a suggestion for a book of

masques he was preparing. Still later followed

cover and title designs for twenty-one volumes,

the " Keynote Series," and "Salome," decorations

for the Pierrot Library, and many another work

published by Mr. John Lane, which established
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Beardsley's popularity and notoriety ; and finally

a host of drawings for The Savoy, and a few scat-

tered designs for various publishers, not forgetting

A Book of Drawings (issued by the publisher of

The Savoy) which include sonic few not hitherto

printed.

The poster which Miss Florence Farr used for

her season at the Avenue Theatre, which began

with Dr. John Todhunter's play, "A Comedy ot

Sighs," March 29, icSoa, was probably the first

introduction of Mr. Beardsley to "the man in

the street," and its blue lady looking through

a green spotted curtain (followed soon after by

the' other posters issued by Mr. Fisher Unwin),

aroused not merely his ridicule but his anger.

Henceforth Mr. Beardsley was well known not

only in the artistic society of both continents, but

in a less degree to the general public also. Comic

papers attempted to burlesque his manner ; Punch

did so on more than one occasion with felicitous

success. America caught thi fi vi 1. and took it

badly. A parody on the "Blessed Dai :el

'

(called, possibly, The Beardsley Damozel the

quotation is from memory), will serve to show

the popular attitude to the work of his school

:

'lln yellow po :tci girl looked oul

I 1 Mi' pinkly purple heaven,

One eye was blu

I tei bang wa 1 ul uneven.

She had three fingers .mi one hand,

Ami ihe hairs on her head were even.

It contains other neat lines, such as, " It w as a

kind of wobbly wave that she was standing on," and

" She was so very tall her—seemed she reached the

sun." By this we gather what the public thought it

saw in Beardsley's strange art. That it rarely re-

cognised even his mannerism is true ;
that it usually

misunderstood his meaning is also true, but not

wholly the fault of the public. That no imitator

1 ver caught its spirit even remotely is truest of all.

FROM a urawim;
(By permission ofJohn Lain, Esq.)

BREY BEARDSL1 I
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Beardsley himself spoke of a famous artist as

"the imitable Mb. So and So"; no one could

i, tort in kind, for the fact (whether it is one to be

regretted or approved is not the question) remains

thai Beardsley stood, and needs must stand, alone.

He is as remote from the pre-Raphaelites, the

neo Primitives, and the so-called Decorative

I as he is from the impressionists and the

actualists. Whether you regard his as a portent

or " a sport " (as science uses the word), he repre-

la new departure, but kept the secret of his

" style " all his own.

Hi- was a satirist or a decorator, at times

both ; but never, one fancies, a conscious preacher.

Above all, he was an artist literally to his finger-

tips. Indeed, to sit behind him at a performance

of "Tristan and Isolde," and watch those trans-

parent hands clutching the rail in front, and

thrilling with the emotion of the music, was in

itself a marvellous experience. No instrument in

the orchestra vibrated more instantly in accord

with the changes of the music, from love-passion

to despair. Dowered prodigally by nature, so that

he would doubtless have made his mark no less in

music or in literature had he preferred sounds or

words to line, he was content to devote himself to
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BRONZE MEDAL FOR THE SHROPSHIRE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY BY COUNTESS GLEICHEN
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" MY QUEEN " MEDAI LION BY Al FRED DRURY

he should have evolved wild fantasies wholly

dissimilar, betrays the curious colouring which
all themes, whether of opera, legend or common
life, took on as they passed through his mind.
The Third Ballade of Chopin, reproduced here for

the first time, is an instance of this. It is doubt-
262

ful whether any listener had formed such an image

of its meaning before. Some who saw it (when

the original was exhibited) say they will never

hear the music again without picturing this inter-

pretation in their minds. Speaking personally,

neither the Wagner nor the Chopin themes seem

directly inspired by the music, any more than are

most of the " Morte d'Arthur '' drawings by Mal-

lory's text. The beautiful study of Madame Rejane

is given in facsimile of the original, owned by

Mr. F. H. Evans, who also possesses a remarkable

decorative panel of Perseus.

Death has given Aubrey Beardsley the im-

SHANNON, ESQ BY IKOFE^bOR LECROS
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mortality of youth ; and in future histories of

illustration, whether for blame or praise, men must

needs add that it was a mere boy who did these

things, and did them as no other had ever attempted

to do them before. G. W.

STUDIO-TALK.

(From our own Correspondents.)

ONDON.—By his seventy-four water

colour drawings recently exhibited at

I )owdeswell's

. Galleries,

u rid e r t h e

general title of Cairo, the

Lebanon and Damascus,

Mr. Walter Tyndale

proves his right to a

foremost place in the art.

The especial qualities

which justify this opinion

are perhaps not fully

evident in the otherwise

excellent reproductions

MED M I ION 1"KI RA1 I

BY FRANK BOWI HEI

•• NAOMI
'

BY ED11 II A. II I

illustrated. In the original, the dome and minaret

of the mosque, telling out a brilliant white against

the blue sky, reveal a peculiar subtlety of model-

ling, which is almost stereoscopic in its effect. This

quality is gained without exaggeration or loss of

"value." So in the other, the architecture appears

as real masonry, solid and of cubical dimensions
;

not, as is so often the case in works of this class

—

like well-painted theatrical scenery—with no weight,

BY DAVID MCGILI

no real substance. Mr. Tyndale is also a colourist

who neither shirks the problem of dazzling light

and brilliant colours which strike a Western eye as

crude, if not impossible ; nor, on the other hand,

bj over-attention to this aspect makes his pictures

MKDAI LION I'"K1 KAI 1 FRANK B IWC HER
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+± and interest. Here were veteran medallists, notably

Professor Legros and Miss Elinor Halle and new

recruits with tentative efforts in the difficult art of

the medallion. Among some twenty-eight medals

by Legros, those of Charles Ricketts and C. H.

Shannon were the latest and in some respects most

interesting. One, here reproduced, will demonstrate

the delicacy and strength of both ; the other, unfortu-

nately, failed to reproduce effectively. Miss Edith

A. Bell's Naomi, Mr. Pibworth's Medallion Portrait,

Mr. David McGill's medals, Sir Edward Poynter's

Una Capresse, Mr. Rothenstein's Rodin and Paul

Verlaine, and an admirable collection by Mr. Frank

Bowcher, were among the most attractive by reason

of their design. Mr. Alfred 1 >rury's charming panel

in high relief

—

My Queen— if hardly a medal, is a

beautiful thing in itself. The Countess Fe'odora

Ml.l> U I. H IK B1 i i \. I, BOWCHER

1>Y i in N I ESS GLEICHEN

garish and unsuitable for decoration, which is at

least one essential aspect of a painting.

The first exhibition of the Society of Medallists,

held at Mr. Van Wisselingh's Dutch Gallery, de-

well of all interested in a branch of art for

which, if our current coinage were sole evidence,

English people would seem to have lost all feeling
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Gleichi n, besid ral medals (one being here

reprod [)
d a very graceful hand-mirror,

with an ivory handle and hack, gold and green

enamel snakes, entwined amid bronze metal work

enclosing a crystal below, and framing a daintily

modelled figure above the handle.

The new schools in connection with the Leighton

Memorial Art Gallery in Peckham Road, Camber-

well, promise to extend the admirable work of

the County Council art-training on the south

side of London. Mr. Cecil burns is the master,

and the rooms at his disposal are singularly well

arranged and well lighted. To show how practical

is the scheme of technical education carried on in

the same building, it will suffice to mention a class

for house painters which has a room provided with

a certain number of old panelled doors for them

to practice upon. Housed under the same roof as

tin art -.tileries, students enjoy the benefit of tin-

loan exhibition held therein. At present a num-

ber of fine paintings by Leighton, Burne-Jones,

Watts, and others are reinforced by a large collection

of Mr. Walter Crane's work, and rooms filled with

porcelain, metal work, and various examples of

applied art, some lent by the South Kensington

Museum and others by Mrs. William Morris ; one

of these latter being a famous aimoire painted by

Sir Edward Burne-Jones and made for the Red
House, Bexley. So admirable an enterprise de-

serves the good wishes of all in sympathy with art.

The frames, illustrated here, designed and deco-

rated by Mr. A. Wickham Jarvis,

show the influence of architectural

style upon a simple object. In each

we have comely proportion and sound

construction. Such ornamentation

as they
have is

most fit-

tingly ap-

plied, and

by its reti-

cence never

CEILING DECORATION BY JAMES R. COOrER
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enters into rivalry with the pictures for which they

have been in each case specially designed. The

wood in some has been entirely covered with gold,

and the gesso decoration treated harmoniously ; in

others, the "untouched oak" is left as background

to the relief decoration in gesso. As they have

been in each case specially designed for certain

pictures, some of the effect is lost by their being

seen as frames only, and the symbolism adopted to

harmonise with the motive of the painting lacks its

reason for existence. But the designs themselves

are far better studied with no conflicting interest,

and they are good enough to stand the test. The
work of Mr. Wickham Jarvis in this direc-

tion is distinctly timely. At present, when

pictures in the ordinary gilt frames are

viewed suspiciously, it is good to find that

by substituting designs of the character of

these illustrated, even a modern natural-

istic picture can be brought to take its

rightful place in a well-considered scheme

of interior decoration, as in the one bear-
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ing the initials E. A., with very light green gesso

decoration on a gold ground, designed especially

for a portrait of the little daughter of Mrs.

Andrews, by whose kind permission it is here

illustrated.

Some details of decoration of a room designed

and modelled by Mr. James R. Cooper, for Mr. J.G.

Gibbons Sankey, a London architect, are illustrated

on page 266. The fragment, which fills each angle

of the ceiling and repeats four times to form the

centre ornament, shows pleasant, simple lines of

foliage, suggested probably by Indian maize. The

whole ceiling is thus enriched with comparatively

little ornament, but that little being good the whole

effect is admirable. The figure is one of two sup-

porting each end of a panelled beam above the

large hay window. The subject, a wood-nymph

(about 2 feet 4 inches high), is finished in colour.

So much has been said during the past winter

about the artistic possibilities of the exhibition of

Australian art at the Grafton Gallery that the show

itself may have come to many people somewhat as

a disappointment. Yet it has revealed what every

one who had studied the progress of the art move-

ment in Australia knew already, that the native

school is, like all others, made up of men of

moderate capacity and good intentions, with some

half-dozen leaders who stand head and shoulders

above their fellows. To have anticipated that the

exhibition would have presented a congeries of

masterpieces was to expect the impossible ; we

have really every reason to be both surprised and

pleased at the considerable amount of good work

which it actually contains. Such a landscape as

Mr. Arthur Streeton's Purple Noon's Transparent

Light, with its admirable drawing and aerial per-

spective, and its splendid force of colour,, would

hold its own in any London gallery ; and such a

vigorous piece of action as The Golden Fleece, by

Mr. Tom Roberts, with its groups of busy shearers,

is worthy of the sincere approval of every one who

holds that the best occupation for the artist is to be

found in the illustration of modern life. The one

peculiarity of the show is the manner in which

landscapes predominate. Only a few noteworthy

figure pictures appear, and the most important of

these are the contributions of three men—Mr.

Longstaff, Mr. E. P. Fox, and Mr. J. R. Ashton—

who are fortunately painters of exceptional capacity.

Decorative figure subjects seem to come hardly

within the scope of the Australian school, for with

the exception of Mr. S. Long's fanciful Spirit of the

I HI'- I.! 'I HI I BY TOM K"|;kkis
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Plains, and bright coloured 5«a /</v//, there is

nothing, save some tentative nudes, which reveals

any inclination towards imaginative design. At

present the dominant idea is that of straightforward

realism ; but, as time goes on, this, we may fairly

expect, will be greatly modified, and with the de-

velopment of the national art will come more poetry

and more variety of fancy.

DUBLIN. — The Royal Hibernian

Academy Exhibition now open is a

very good one, although the number

of striking pictures is rather below

the average. Mr. Walter Osborne's

portraits have attracted much attention, as also

have Mr. Catterson Smith's, and they have had to

face the trying urdeal of neighbourship with Mr.

John S. Sarjent's celebrated study of Ellen Terry as

Lady Macbeth. Mr. J. N. Bolton's excellent Por-

trait of Miss Florence Francis has escaped this test

by being hung in another room, but it might with

more reason have been subjected to it than some

of those placed in the large gallery.

The collection includes an unusually large

amount of work from Scotland, some of the land-

scapes sent by members of the R.S.A. being very

powerful in many respects. Several of these have

been given richly deserved places of honour.

Perhaps the most remarkable are from the easels

of Mr. Patrick Adam. Mr. ('. W. Xi. bolls, Mr.

Pollock Nisbet, and Mr. Rattray.

It is somewhat curious that there are but two or

three paintings dealing with Irish subjects. Mr.

Henry Allan's large canvas, An Episode o) the

Rebellion o/'pS, is, however, strong enough to make

up for the fewne S in numbers. The powerful

drawing, the fine colouring, and the dramatic force

of this noble picture justify the highest praise, and

warrant the expectation that this young Academician

will eventually take a foremost place in British art.

The water-colour drawings are numerous, and

many of them are excellent, notably i ne, a charm-

ing figure study by Miss Gertrude Hammond.
B.

LIVERPOOL.—R. E. Morrison occupies

a leading place here as a penetrative

and sympathetic portraitist, and his in-

dustry is proved by the number of his

recent achievements. Among these are

several presentation portraits of prominent local

men, including the Right Hon. the Earl of Derby,

K.G., K.C.B.
;,

Sir John Willox, M.P.
;
John

Brancker, Esq., J. P., Chairman of the Mersey

Dock Board ; Captain J. Jackson, retiring Commo-

dore of the Alfred Booth Line ; besides portraits of

James W. Lowther, Esq., M.l'., Sir Thomas

Hughes, ex-Lord Mayor of Liverpool, and others.

In each instance the character of the sitter is con-

vincingly told. Advanced technical skill is dis-

played in the manual execution, the eye is satisfied

with refined harmony of colour, and in the simple

accessories the picture is nearly always composed

with a fine taste. The portrait of //(/// Caine,
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BY G. HALL NEALE

reproduced on page 271, is not the least of Mr.
Morrison's successes : it is strikingly rich in colour

as a study in browns.

The Isle of Man coast has inspired two large

seascapes in oil by Richard Wane, The great Cliffs

of the Ocean stand and Battle with the Waves for
Ever, and Clearing Up, in which the strong quality

of the painting, the luminous colour of the curling

waves, and the realisation of an angry sea are

noticeable features. G. Hall Neale has recently

completed a large water-colour entitled Syrinx—

a

poetic rendering, both as regards colour and draw-
270

ing, of the Greek myth of flute-like music in

the water-reeds (see reproduction on this page),

A very successful portrait by the same artist of

the present Lord Mayor of Liverpool (Alder-

man Houlding) has been admired equally for

the quality of its painting as for the excellence

of its likeness.

Another industrious Liverpool artist, Isaac

Cooke, R.B.A., has been busy upon Snow-

Clad Crags of Idival, a small canvas picturing

the Devil's Kitchen and rosy evening light on

the clouds that are driving over the snowy tops.

Also two water-colours of shower and sunshine

effects in the Kirkstowe Pass and Cader Idris.

At the R.B.A. Mr. Cooke is showing two

water-colours

—

Sunshine Showers over Cader

Idris, from the wild moorland road to Dinas

Mouth, with a solitary shepherd's home, and
an October Evening Glow on Place Fell, Patter-

dale, Ullswater lake reflecting the fiery glow of

light on the mountain-side ; and at the Royal

Institute, a small water-colour of Sunshine

Showers over the Summits of Catchedesam and
Helvellyn. Robert Fowler's work is referred

to in the extra number of The Studio this

month.

Of other local artists, including W. B. Boadle,

A. E. Brockbank, R.B.A. , Arthur Cox, Robert

Dobson, G. Cockram, R.C.A., Hampson Jones,

J. V. Parsons, Miss Jessie Macgregor, and
others, who are represented in the London
exhibitions at this season, I must forego any
further mention on account of limitations of

space. H. B. B.

BERLIN.—For several months past

the whole art-world has been under

the spell of Arnold Bocklin. The
seventieth birthday of the famous

Swiss painter, recently celebrated,

brought forth a veritable flood of brochures of all

kinds on the life of the artist and the development

of his genius. A wave of enthusiasm passed over

the whole land, and it was completely forgotten

that but a few years ago most people greeted

with jeers and sarcasms Bocklin's strange fantasies

which, even now, the great majority are quite in-

capable of appreciating. But we live in a rapid

age, and the immediate past is soon forgotten in

the present.

To do him honour, the citizens of Bale, the
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artist's birth-place, recently organised an exhibition

of his works, of which the local art collection

contains a goodly number. About eighty of his

most important pictures were brought together and

afforded ample opportunity for studying the evolu-

tion of Bocklin's art. The Berlin Academy, of

which Bocklin is a member, also held a large

exhibition, comprising nearly ioo pictures, with a

few of his drawings and numerous reproductions

of his works, which gave the public an opportunity

of seeing with their own eyes what Bocklin really

is. There is something rather humorous in the

idea of the staid old Berlin Academy displaying

the sprightly fantastic productions, the lovely

colour-dreams of this altogether unacademic painter

!

However, the popular success of the exhibition was

marvellous, crowds thronging to it at all hours of

the day. Nevertheless, I do not believe Bocklin's

genius is even now one whit better understood

by the public than was formerly the case ; it has

simply become the fashion to "enthuse " over it.

Reference has already been made to Bocklin in

these columns (see The Studio for March 1896).

It is interesting to observe that the true meaning

of his works is not quite appreciated abroad,

whether it be in England, in France, or in Belgium,

and to find indeed that his right to the title of

artist is still denied by many competent critics.

The fact is, Bocklin is frankly German, like most

of our modern painters. If we place him on tin-

one side and Men/.el on the other, we have the

two poles of German art. Our painters have even

shown a preference for ignoring the realistic side

of their surroundings, and have elected to live in a

world of dreams, where the skies are bluer and

eternal sunshine reigns, where a godlike freedom

prevails, such as the ancients knew. In Arnold

Bocklin this school has

reached its zenith.

PORTRAIT OF HALL CAINE, ESQ. BY R. E. MORRISON

The artist's early work

gave but little evidence of

the powers latent within

him. But soon after he

arrived in Italy, and while

still young, a complete

change came over him, as

though the very soil had

filled him with a new life.

A charming little picture

of that period is in exist-

ence. A faun is lying on

his back among the high

grass, with a bird carolling

above him
;
gaily laughing,

he tries to imitate its song,

snapping his fingers the

while. This picture is

instinct with the joyousness

born of the southern sun.

Again and again the painter

charms us with his Italian

landscapes. Thus, in the

Summer's Day, with the

river meandering through

the fields fringed with tall

poplars, a group of boys,

stripped for bathing, are

gambolling about, with the

full glow of the midsum-

mer sunlight pervading all

around.
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Certainly Bocklin's great power as a landscapist

was acquired in Italy, where he studied the scenery
under its every aspect, at all hours of the day and
through all changes of season. The charm of the

bare, steep mountains, which catch the eye at once
by their form and stand out so wonderfully under
the glare of the sun ; the peculiar fascination of
the trees, which impart to the Italian landscape a
colouring of its own ; and, above all, the infinite

loveliness of the Italian sea—all this the painter
has again and again depicted. Any one who
has ever stood on the Punta di Tragara at Capri
during an oppressive sirocco, beneath a leaden
sky, with the almost motionless sea lapping
lazily against the rocks—any one who has seen
these same dark-blue waters tossed by the
storm, rising and falling in gigantic waves, and
pouring over the rocks, then rushing back
again to swallow up the foam, must surely rank

B

"FEMME 1 [SAN ,
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I: icklin high among the landscape painters of the

day.

In these landscapes of his, these scenes of
eternal beauty, the old symbols of Nature's power
come to life once more. From out these waters
spring Tritons and Nereids ; in these forest glades
the Satyrs watch the sleeping Nymphs with wonder
or desire in their strange faces. Pan pipes his

melancholy evensong ; for it grows dark, and the
whole country-side is sinking under the bluish
mist

; and there, hard by, behind a tree, clinging

closely together, a pair of Nymphs are listening.

It all sings of old fairy lore, awakening many a

half-forgotten dream. As Goethe has it

Marchen noch so wunderbar,

Dichterkiinste machen's wahr.

In truth, these wondrous fairy-forms grow real

to our eyes through the medium of Bocklin's art.

G. G
RUSSELS.—
The Salon of

the " Libre

Esthdtique,"

one of the

most interesting art ex-

hibitions in Brussels, has

been opened for the fif-

teenth time—if one may
include the displays by the

old " Cercle des XX.," the

traditions of which have
been carried on by the
" Libre Esthetique " Club,

with no modifications to

speak of. The exhibition

is full of interest, from the

merit of the works it con-

tains, and from the way
in which they have been
arranged. The most im-

portant works of applied

art have practically been
all collected in the first

room, a sort of corridor,

in which, thanks to the

softened light produced
by M. Evaldre's glass, they

produce a most favourable

effect on the visitor. Here
we find at once M. Louis
C.Tiffany's exhibit—vases,

flagons, and dishes in fav-

rile-glass. But it is need-
in- GEORGES MORREN
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less to discuss these wonderful works further,

after the recent article in The Studio from the

pen of Mrs. Cecilia Waern. Enough to say that

they constitute the clou of the whole Exhibition,

for there is nothing more truly deserving of

attention than these superb productions.

In neighbouring cases are displayed the deli-

cate, pale-tinted porcelains from the Royal

Manufactory, Copenhagen, together with the

BY THEO VAN RYSSELBERGHE

ingenious pewter work of M. Karl Gross, of

Munich ; vases, dishes, and works of ceramic

art by MM. Bing and Groendahl, of Copen-

hagen ; the extensive exhibits of the " Societe

Danoise du Livre " ; the embroideries of Miles.

Ida and Carlotta Brinckmann, of Hamburg

;

and the batiks by M. J. Thornprikker, of La

Haye. Proceeding further we come upon the

bronzes (vases, figures, and animals) by Mr. V.

Weyland Bartlett, most ingenious and skilful in

composition and admirably oxidised ; the bronze

statuettes by M. V. Vallgren ; the pewter work

of M. J. Desbois, and the bronze plaquettes by

EMBROIDERED PANEL

BY MDLLE. L. G. VAN MAI.IEMBl'RGII

M. A. Charpentier, whose style is growing more

and more refined.

Other notable productions are the wrought-

iron brackets by M. Otto Eckmann, of Berlin,

displaying an ensemble of charming lines; M.

Fritz Rentsch's (Dresden) richly coloured tapes-

tries, both embroidered and painted ; the delicate

objects of applied art by MM. Plumet and

Selmersheim, of Paris ; and lastly, the " schemes "

and " designs " by Mile. Huez and M. C. Combaz,

of Brussels. The poster, by M. Combaz, an-

nouncing the opening of this Salon, is most happily

conceived, and shows genuine progress on the part

of the designer.

In the picture galleries one of the finest can-

vases is M. Alfred Verhaeren's Intcriettr cTEglise.

This is a superb production, admirable in colour,

of masterly execution and profound feeling.

M. Frederic's La Nature, in spite of the fact

that it is overloaded with detail, is nevertheless
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BY OISBERT COMBAZ

DESIGN FOR A POSTER BY G. COMBAZ

remarkable for the skilful handling of this very
detail, which constitutes one of the chief merits
of this important and laborious work.

Among the other Belgian productions are the
large and brilliantly coloured Soir en province by
M. A. Baertsoen ; the Ferine de Zuid, Beveland,
by M. F. Claus ; a delightful little painting, Zilan-
daises, by M. Mertens ; and the plentiful display

by M. Van Rysselberghe, which comprises por-
traits, figures, landscapes, seascapes, drawings,
and pastels, the latter including a charming

J
7 (l

portrait of a little girl. The German school is

represented by paintings by Mile. Dora Hitz,

M. A. lilies, M. Curt Hermann, and M. W.
Leistikow, in which a regard for colouring appears

to be the chief object in view. The French

METAl VASE BY KAkl GRO •
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school sends portraits by M. L. Simon, dreamy

paintings from the brush of M. Le Sidaner, and a

delicate picture by M. Maurice Denis.

A word must also be said for the Dutch studies

by MM. Charles W. Bartlett and N. Jungmann ;

the drawings, etchings, and lithographs of MM. M.

Cazin, G. Morren, whose charming Femtne Lisant

is reproduced upon page 272, F. Liebermann, Van

Hoytema and Deysselhof; M. Fritz Thaulow's

Venetian scenes ; the graceful colour schemes of

MM. Alexander and Childe Hassam ; M. VVelden

Hawkins's landscapes ; M. C. Meunier's exhibit,

full of interest, as usual ; and lastly, the works of

the young Belgian sculptor, G. Minne—expressive

little figures in bronze and blue-stone. His figure

in blue-stone is altogether a most remarkable

work.

F. K.

REVIEWS OF RECENT
PUBLICATIONS.

Drawings and Studies by tfte late Lord Leighton

of Stretton, P.R.A. Facsimiled after the Originals :

with a Preface by S. Pepys Cockerell. (London :

The Fine Art Society, and Macmillan & Co.

1898.)—As a monument to the memory of a great

artist this collection of forty reproductions of Lord

Leighton's drawings has a quite unusual import-

ance. It is a good deal more than a mere asser-

tion of technical cleverness or a record of parti-

cular achievements, for it deserves really to be

regarded as a reasonably complete summary of

some of the finest qualities of the late President's

art. Although the suggestion of his view of colour

does not come within the scope of the book, the

expression of his mastery over subtleties of design

and intricacies of draughtsmanship is perfectly

adequate ; and the evidence given of his extra-

ordinary industry and fastidious care is thoroughly

convincing. The selection of the drawings re-

produced from the mass of available material, has

been made with excellent judgment, and not only

studies of figures and draperies, of architectural

fragments and foliage forms, but also first sketches

for pictures and notes of composition are given.

Concerning the manner in which these reproduc-

tions are made it would scarcely be possible to

speak too highly. They are actually what they

profess to be, exact facsimiles of the artist's work,

repeating with minute accuracy the characteristic

touch, and the particular manner of using his

materials, which stamped his individuality upon

even his slightest notes. Nothing of the quality ol

the originals seems to havi been lost in the pro-

cess ol translation, and even the effei ts 1 aused by

the choice of paper of a certain colour, or by little

devices "I handling, are realised with absolute

truth. The prefatory note by Mr. Pepys l <" ken II,

briel thou h it is, adds appreciably to the value of

the volume, for it is written sympathetically by an

intimate' friend of Lord Leighton, and it includ

many explanatory details about his mode of work-

ing and his technical customs. It is practical,

direct, and simple ; in fact, quite in keeping with

the simplicity and directness of the artistic efforts

to which it serves as commentary.

The Miracles of Madame Saint Katherine of Ficr-

bois. Translated by Andrew Lang. (Chicago

:

Way & Williams. London: David Nutt.)—To

students of the life and thought of the Middle-

Ages, this translation from the French, the original

manuscript of which is now in the Bibliothetique

Xationale, will doubtless be welcome. The title-

page, head- and tail-pieces, and the initial letters

are designed by Sehvyn Image, and are excellent

examples of the always delightful and well-con-

sidered work of that artist.

Lullaby-Land. By Eugene Field. Illustrated

by Charles Robinson. (London : John Lane.

New York : Charles Scribners Sons.) Price 6s.

—Mr. Kenneth Grahame, the author of The

Golden Age, is accredited upon the title-page

with having selected the verses contained in this

book, to which he contributes a pleasantly

written introduction. There is a peculiar fascina-

tion about these little jingles calculated to go

straight to the heart of the mother of babes, and

the plentiful illustrations which bedeck the pages

once again testify to the imaginative and technical

ability displayed in Mr. Robinson's drawings.

Progress of Art in English Church Architecture.

By T S. Robinson. With illustrations by the

author. (London : Gay ,V Bird. ) Price 5*.—A plain

account written in non-technical language of the

salient features which characterise the great styles

of ecclesiastical architecture in England during

the Middle Ages. As a book calculated to become

a popular introduction to the numerous handbooks

on English cathedrals which are now being pub-

lished, it will doubtless receive the well-merited

support of the public.

A Text-book of the History oj Sculpture. By

Allan Marquand and ArTHUS C. Irothing-

iia.m. (New York, London, and Bombay : Long-

mans, Green & Co.) Price 6s.—In the preface to

this volume it is stated that its object " is to
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provide students in schools and colleges with a

concise survey of the history of sculpture, so that

they may be able to comprehend intelligently the

sculpture of the past and the present in the

countries with which our own civilisation has been

and is most intimately connected." In pursuance

of this purpose separate chapters are devoted to

Egyptian, Babylonian, Assyrian, Persian, Hittite,

Phoenician, Greek, Etruscan, Roman, and Byzan-

tine sculpture, and to Mediaeval, Renaissance, and

to the modern European and American develop-

ments of the art. Not the least useful features of

the book are the sections referring to the biblio-

graphy of the subject, and to the large number of

addresses given in various parts of the world

where photographs of sculpture and plaster casts

may be purchased. It is largely illustrated from

photographs and is a work of distinctly practical

value.

Handbook to the National Gallery. By Edward

T. Cook. (London : Macmillan & Co.) Price

\\s.—In the present edition of this valuable book

of reference the author has endeavoured to bring

his work as nearly up to date as possible. In con-

sequence of many recent changes in the arrange-

ment of the collection, caused partly through the

acquisition of further pictures and the removal of

others to the Tate Gallery at Millbank, the task of

the compiler has been by no means a light one.

The criticisms upon many of the pictures by

Ruskin, extracted from his various works, which are

appended to the author's notes, are useful and

interesting, especially to laymen ; but, as Mr. Cook
modestly remarks in his preface, " this book has

been written by a layman for laymen." That the

book justifies its existence is amply proved by the

fact of a fifth edition being called for. It should

find a place in the library of all lovers of art.

The Two Duchesses. Edited by Vere Foster.

(London: Blackie & Son.) i6.r.—The two ladies

from whom this treasury of good things takes its

title are Georgiana, Duchess of Devonshire, first

wife of the fifth duke, and Elizabeth, Duchess of

1 tcvonshire, second wife of the same nobleman.

It is a collection of private letters, bristling with

entertaining anecdotes, written between the years

1777 and 1859 by personages occupying high

political and social positions at home and abroad

during that eventful period of modern history,

which, roughly speaking, may be said to have com-

menced with the accession of Louis XVI. to the

throne of France, and to have terminated shortly

after the conclusion of the Crimean War. The
illustrations consist of seventeen admirably exe-
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cuted photogravure plates which include Gains-

borough's and Romney's portraits of Georgiana,

Duchess of Devonshire, and that by Sir Thomas

Lawrence of the Duchess Elizabeth.

The Art of Painting in the Queen's Reign. By
A. G. Temple, F.S.A. (London : Chapman &
Hall, Limited.) Price jQ$ 31. net.—The title of

this work has been selected with indifferent taste.

To describe " The Art of the Queen's Reign "

at a time when, as is fondly hoped by all her

Majesty's subjects, that reign has not nearly reached

its completion, shows, to say the least, an undue

haste on the part of the persons responsible. To
compress into a single volume anything approach-

ing an exhaustive account of British art and artists

of the last sixty years is evidently well-nigh an im-

possibility. The notices respecting the work of the

painters referred to are necessarily condensed, but

they have for the most part been compiled with

care, and with much genuine appreciation, on the

part of the author. Many names of painters of

conspicuous ability have been omitted ; and, in

this respect, the " New English " fraternity is par-

ticularly unfortunate. The illustrations which accom-

pany the work are nearly eighty in number. They

are well reproduced in collotype, and the selection

of them has been made with sound judgment.

Geschichte der Rheinisclien Stddtekultur. With

illustrations by Joseph Sattler. (Berlin : J. A.

Stargardt.)—The second volume of this important

work is a worthy continuation of the first volume,

already reviewed in these pages. Mr. Sattler loses

none of the charm and mastership of his pen-work

which we have had occasion so often to commend.

The illustration which prefaces Die Zeit des Faus-

trechtes is an excellent example of his peculiar

power of combining tragedy and humour without

loss of dignity. The wierdness of his concep-

tions combined with right appreciation of the

power of line work permits him to be ranked

among the first decorative illustrators of the day.

The fascinations of "poker work" still seem to

claim votaries among our amateur art-workers as

the means by which the work can be either entirely

carried out or improved. We have received from

Messrs. Moeller and Condrup, of 78 Fore Street,

London, for review in our columns, a particularly

well made and effective instrument known as the

" Simplex " wood-burning machine. Possessed of

such a practical little apparatus, the possibilities

in matter of ornamentation to those gifted with

decorative instinct are endless.



Awards in " The Studio" Prize Competitions

AWARDS IN "THE STUDIO"
PRIZE COMPETITIONS.

As announced in February 1897, a

gold, a silver and one or more bronze

medals will be presented annually to those com-

petitors who, by the excellence of their collective

work in the respective classes, shall be deemed

worthy of the honours. The names of those to

whom medals have been awarded will shortly be

published.

Design for a PoRTiftRE.

(A XIII.)

The First Prize (Two guineas) is awarded to

Aberbrothock (H. T. Wyse, Viewfield Road,

Arbroath, N.B.)

This design will be reproduced In colours in a

later number.

The Second Prize (One guinea) to Crown Im-

perial (W. R. Bullmore, 20 Albion Terrace, Gay-

wood Road, King's Lynn).

Honourable Mention is given to the following:

—

Doctor (Agnes C. Martin, 45 South Road, Hands-

worth, Birmingham) ; Kataja (Countess Eva

Sparre, Borga, Finland) ; Watchman (R. Morton

Nance, 23 Westboume Road, Penarth, S. Wales)

:

the above are illustrated; also to Gilligale (Madge

Groves)
;
Jennifer ( Kate Lanyon) ; Leslie (Miss M.

Hounsfield) ; Tulip (Miss F. V. Shoosmith) ; and

Walmgate (Jeanie I. Swanson).

Design for a Fancy Book-cover in Colours.

(B XII.)

The First Prize (Three guineas) is awarded to

Arc (Thomas Corson, 8 Blenheim Walk, Leeds).

The Second Prize (Two guineas) to Recklaw

(C. A. Walker, 1 Aigburth Road, Sefton Park,

Liverpool),

Honourable Mention is given to the following :

—

Dorian (Oliver Senior, 172 Stockport Road,

Levenshulme, Manchester) ; Erato (Mrs. Jessie D.

Brown, 6341 Monroe Avenue, Chicago, U.S.A.);

Karl (Charles H. B. Pinchard, 2 Doughty Street,

W.C.); Pan (Fredk. H. Ball, 189 Noel Street,

Nottingham) ; M.A.F. (Minnie A. Field, Penrhos,

Chislehurst) : tlie foregoing have been purchased at

one guinea each) ; also to

—

Alige (Alice E. Newby)

;

Art (Ernest Sanders) ; Aberbrothock (H. T. Wyse);

Balbus (Wilmot Lunt) ; Honor (H. C. Appleton)

;

Morpheus (T. C. Dugdale) ; Max (Reby Veronica

Waddington) ; Maybe (Countess Vera Sollshub)

;

North- West Wind (Elinor Postlethwaite) ; Pat

(Sylvia Packard) ; Roach (F. W. Ogden) ; Roffey

(Arthur E. Payne) ; The Fusee (A. Constance

Smedley) ; Tregeagle (Samuel J. Hicks) ; Freda

(Winifred Arthur); and Valkyrie (A. Hamilton

Scott).

Characters from the Works of Charles

Dickens.

No. 1. " Mr. Micawber "

(B XIII.)

The First Prize (One guinea) is awarded to />'< 1

(J. M. Staniforth, Llanishen, near Cardiff).

The Second Prize (Haifa-guinea) to Dujjer

(Claud Cooper, Bourne 1 1 all Road, Bushey, Herts).

Honourable Mention is given to the following :

—

Comus (Henry C. Wilkie) ; Morpheus (T. C. Dug-

dale) ; Martha (Ethel M. Turner); and Roy (F.

W. 1 (oyle Forfane).

Study of a Child.

(C XII.)

The Firm Prize (One guinea) is awarded to

Clymping (Louisa Ginnett, 16 Sinclair Road, West

Kensington).

The Second Prize (Half-a-guined) to Crowquih

(Katherine L. Beard, 9 1 tunning Road, Hamp-

stead).

Honourable Mention is given to the following :

—

Grumbler (Rosa C. Petherick, Maple Lodge, Have-

lock Road, Croydon) ; Brantops (Evelyn Pearce)

;

Bimbo (Eleanor Barton) ; Biff (Henry P. Tru-

man) ; Century (Jessica Turner) ; Dox (Nellie

Harvey); Crock (Emily Westrup) ; Daub(E. Grace

Wilson); Etelka (Etel Heinreich Arad) ; I.eekey

(Ernest A. Taylor) ; Lazy Tied (Evelyn M. Scott)

;

Langtown (George Mitchell); Oily (E. Gritein)

;

Primula (E. Jones); Pan (Fredk. H. Ball);

S.P.Q.R. (A. H. Jenkins) ; Taffy (Mary Hughes)

;

and / levers (Beatrice Greenwood).

Photographs from Nature.

Study of a Cat.

(D VI.)

The First Prize (One guinea) is awarded to

F.R.S. (Mary C Fair, Freemantle Rectory,

Southampton).

The Second Prize (Ha/fa-guinea) to Bromide

(Hugh Milton, 22 Promenade Villas, Cheltenham).

Honourable Mention is given to the following :—

Colly (Miss Van Andringa) ; Etol (Ethel Oliver);

Fluff (Miss Curtis)
;

funius (Philip Parsons)

;

Munis (Mrs. Wall); P. Jay (Philip Joshua); Tet-

nal (G. M. Griffiths) ; Un Coupable (Jacques de

Bronwer) ; Whittington (Miss L. A. Russell) ; West

Carbery (Mrs. Coghill) ; and Warwick (J. H.

Liebreich).

In consequence of great pressure of matter we

regret that we are unable to find space to illustrate

this competition.
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Study of a Child (Competition C XII.)

FIRST TRIZE 'CLYMPING
'

SECOND PRIZE " CROWQUILL ' HON. MENTION "GRUMBLER "
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The Lay Figure

THE LAV FIGURE AND ART.

"Is it a good Academy?" said a

Colonial Visitor, who had dropped in.

There was a dead silence.

"Within no man's memory was an Academy

called good during its three months' existence,"

said the Journalist solemnly. " It must be half-

forgotten before it earns that epitaph."

" Half-a-dozen sensational pictures are enough

to get a show talked about," said the Decadent.

" But is the good man or the good show ' talked

about ? '

" said the ^Esthetic Designer. " One

rather fancies that it is the reverse ;
what is most

impressive is often kept silent.''

"
I mean, is there sign of progress ? " said the

Colonial Visitor. " Are we going ahead or not ?
"

" What do you mean by going ahead ? " said the

.Esthetic Designer. " Do you really feel that art

is always evolving to higher forms, or is a matter

that can be recorded in parallel columns like the

navy of 189S compared with the navy of 1 868?

Art is not so easily summed up."

" What is art ? " said the Colonial Visitor.

" The title of a book by Mr. James Stanley-

Little, and of another, years later, by Count Leo

Tolstoi," he replied. " Vet, with all respect to each

author, I feel that the answer is still not only to

seek, but must needs remain so. Remember also

that ' Art,' as the term is used nowadays, has ac-

quired quite a new meaning. Art was once merely

artifice or craft, now we express it to imply inspira-

tion, supreme technique, to expound a gospel, or

to betray a purpose, and what not. Yet, speaking

for myself alone, it seems to me that art is nothing

but the best efforts of specially gifted men : a thing

not to be acquired, not to be imitated. Some

people—an infinitesimally small number always

—

have the knack of expressing their sense of the

beauty of nature or ot imagination so exactly and

clearly that a world understands their message."

" What is art ? " said the Decadent. " An ex-

cuse for talking sentiment and for rhapsody on the

misunderstood. The man who discovers it gene-

rally does so to prove his own critical acumen, or

to exalt some hero who has convinced him."

" But," said the Colonial Visitor, " there must

be something that separates art from all else ?
"

" Yes," replied the Man with a Clay Pipe, " and

when you have defined accurately genius, inspira-

tion, poetry, and a few other abstract nouns, you

may define art ; until then it depends merely on the

concensus of opinion among critics. One will tell

you that Raphael is of art compact, another thai
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his pictures are not essentially different from

chromolithographs after them. Raphael — or

Raphael Tuck—that is the question ; it depends

on the point of view."

" That may be an easy way to evade the diffi-

culty," said the Colonial Visitor ;
" but surely

piinters must agree what is art and what is mere

accomplishment ?
"

There was silence until the Esthetic Designer

said : "I do not believe in the extreme views

of either side. I see no reason why a sermon

in paint is essential, nor why virtuosity in excelsis,

which we esteem only at its lawful value in music,

should be more highly vnlued in painting. You

cannot explain the scent of a rose in words, you

cannot even describe it so that one who had never

even smelt a rose would identify it by its odour.

If a common experience in scent, in sound, or in

taste cannot be expressed in words, how much

more is it unlikely that ' Art ' can be explained so

that those who feel it not can recognise it thereby?"

" Why trouble about it ? " said the Journalist.

" Art may be a pleasant and lucrative profession, it

may be a struggle against adverse criticism. Even

beauty, like morals, is a question of latitude, and

most efforts to philosophise are not merely fatuous

but dull. I, for one, wish that the very word were

abolished. Let us praise pictures well-imagined and

well executed. Let us praise fine music and fine

buildings ; but let us cease to ask if they indeed

belong to art. Art to me is a sort of Mrs. Grundy

catchword, no more important than many other

purely local shibboleths of the hour. Indeed,

' art ' is usually but a synonym for ' fashion.' As

Mrs. Grundy respects the mode, so Mr. Grundy

turns to a fetish labelled ' Art,' and both change

their idols as rapidly as the srasons change."

" I knew you would not tell me when I asked,"

said the Visitor " 1 don't believe there is such a

thing as art."

" I quite agree with you," replied the ^Esthetic

Designer. " If neither experts nor laymen can

agree on its attributes, if it changes with the fluc-

tuation of taste, and is never recognised by more

than a small minority of the millions of the world,

let it go. Then ingenuity, honest unstinted effort,

fine virtuosity, and the happy knack of expressing

precisely what the worker meant to express— all

these things may be valued at their worth. Pos-

sibly, when we have faced the Sphinx, and found

she cannot answer her own riddle ' What is Art ?
'

we may find that unawares the answer is as clear

as day.''

The Lav Figure.










